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Redefining roles, C4C Suzanna Moore takes time off from being a studeni and
officer candidate, io become a house cleaner and care-giver. Moore and many
of her classmates from Third Group volunteered three days of their time io help
oui in Operation Heart/and. Their efforts helped Boone, lowa get on tbe road to

recovery after terrible summer flooding. Photo by P.J. Pelkington



Standing ai attention and wearing her uniform with pride CSC Maria

Villalpando takes pari in the troditiona/ march-on at a home football game.
A crowd favorite and a great way to show spirit, this tradition will be around
for years to come. Ateach home game two groups marched on the field io kick

off the day's fesfivihes. Phoio by 6. Boyd
If I

I'

Tradition
The United StatesAir ForceAcademy, like its Army

and Navy counterparts, is steeped in age old tradition.
Known as the youngest military academy its cadets

struggle every year v/ith the "borrowed" tradition it
received from its ancestor West Point. One dilemma
involved in carrying tradition for tens, even hundreds of
years is that the new generations ofcadets don't see their
contributions to the institution. The solution for many
groups is to Redefine some old Traditions.

Sometimes tradition changing at a conservative
institution like this one is met with much resistance from

the older generation
leadership and gradu
ates. Upon convincing
these unchanging enti
ties that the new defini
tion is rooted in their
hard work, yet up
dated to meet current

needs of the Cadet

Wing a new tradition
is born. More of these
new traditions were

sought and realized
this year, than any
otheryear.

One of the most

fundamental differ
ences came in leader
ship. The Comman
dant of the Cadet
Wing had traditionally
been a graduate of

USAFA. Not so this year, a graduate of Texas A&M,
brought with him a fresh new perspective and a seem

ingly open mind. The Commandant opened the year by
eliminating the Saturday Morning Inspection (SAMI).
The old recognition, the point at which fourthclassmen
(freshmen) become upperclass cadets, was completely
reorganized. The new program, entitled ascension,
eliminated the old "hellweek," and provided a smoother
transition from follower to leader. The "hell week"
system, and SAMI had been partof the institution since its
opening in 1 958. Continued on page 4
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This just isn't a

ITION

It IS in

Members of the CadetWing also focused
less on military leadership "in house". A trend
of community service for people in need was

very prevalent. Cadets participated in Opera
tion Heartland, a several day relief campaign
they organized and executed to aid victims of
the huge flood of 1 993. Several sports teams
sponsored a recreational activities day that

provided food and fun for reform school chil
dren. The Academy Big Brothers, Big Sisters
also were very active with local community
children. Continued on page 7.

eing

Freshly shaved and

fed, this new basic of
the Class of 7 997
reads ihrough his

copy of Wingtips.
This book and all of
the activities of

inprocessing day,
kicked off fhe first of

many changes that
ihe upper three
classes had to adjust
to during the 1 993-
] 994 school year.
Photo by 6. Schorfon

TOTALLY & COMPLE:



Following the leader, FallWing Commander, C I C Trace

Thurlby, guides his staff and the rest of IheWing to a trip
aroundtheparadefield. Saturdaymorningparades normally
occurred in unison wifh home football games and were

marched by allwhowere not involved in fall intercollegiate
athletics.

"Welcome toyour newrealify... "cadrememberCIC John

Aalborg welcomes a new recruit USAFA style. Unlike years in
fhe past, inprocessing lasted two days and during this indoc
trination less yellingwent on, unfortunatelygood things come
to an end and training became more difficulf as the Class of

I997progressed. Photoby 6. Schorfon
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Head and
shoulders above

the rest, C2C Roy
Co//ins lifts on aspiring

basketball player io new

heights during a home bas
ketball game. This game also

featured a slam dunk contest that
was very well received. Cadets are

always looking for new ways to enter
tain themselves and ihe community.
Photo by C. Harris

Good clean fun? These cadets assist each other
in de-nuking themselves after a hard foughi battle.

Although the administration would like to see a tradi
tion of "NO NUKES," chances of thai are slim and none.

Pressure io stop "ihe senseless bombing of people with
rotted food, " will probably send more of these rituals

underground. Photo by B. Fallis
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I |~| n the academic arena more civilian faculty
I I I members taught in the classroom, than in

any year previously. A push for stricter penalties of
academically deficient people forced more cadets
to leave because of grades. The academic proba
tion policy prohibited cadets from signing out at

all, and it was recommended that the probation
last one full year instead of the traditional one
semester.

These examples are just a few of the notable
differences in the Academy. The reforms by this
year's cadets marked USAFA as the least rigid
schools of its kind. Tradition redefining is good, it
presents the core ideals in a new light, continued
exploration in this area will surely add
vividness to the cadet experience. By Michael

Brevard
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Tradition and military training go hand-in-
hand, but this year nothing was sacred when it
came time to change. Secretary of the Air Force,
Dr. Sheila Widnall addressed theWing and said

Military
if Academy graduates can demonstrate that
they became better officers because they were
trained in an atmosphere and manner that
fostered integrity (then) "the value of this
institution will remain high in the eyes of society."

Maintaining a high profile in society was

important and this goal led to serious tradition
modifications in regard to the Class of 1 997.
This class was the first to come in with the
understanding thattheywould no longer receive
a regular commission. In addition the fourthclass
did not receive their prop and wings prior to
Spring Break as the classes before; instead their
training program included Ascension.

Accepting the redefining of military training
was initially a bitter pill for some upperclass
cadets to swallow, but most came around. C 1 C
Jason Forest said: "Looking back over my four
years at the Academy, there is no way I could
have changed so much so fast anyplace else, if
only because no place else offers a four-year,
24-hour-a-day military experience."

Tradition

Keeping rn step, Wolfpack /earns unit
cohesion on o squodron run. Even with

training modifications, morning runs

remained popular especially during first
semester. Photo by J. Babinski
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President William J. Clinton

Commander-in-Chief



The Honorable William Perry
Secretary ofDefense
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The Honorable Dr. Sheila Widnall

Secretary of the Air Force





Gen Merril A. McPeak
Air Force Chief of Staff



Lt Gen Bradley C Hosmer

Superintendent of the Air Force Academy
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Brig Gen Patrick K. Gamble

Commandant of Cadets
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" "Never tell

'people how to do

things. Tell them
what to do and

they will surprise
you with their

ingenuity."
Gen George S.

Patton

The Commandant's
Staff

Deputy Commandant

for Cadet Wing
Col William F. Porter

Deputy Commandant

for Military Instruction

Col David A. Wagie

Deputy Commandant

for Resources
Col Mario S. Cafiero

Redefirzed
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STAFF 1 993

Wing Staff FRONT ROW (L to Rj: Kothleen Cleveland, Alicia Valleni, Andrea Rolfe, Amy Carnes, Trace Thurlby,
AnthonyMitchell, Steven Roehrick, Grace O'Neil, Wayne Floyd SECOND ROW:: Rachel Call, Chadwick Fager, Dovid
Tomlinson, Dovid McDaniel, John Aalborg, William Forster, Dovid Abrahamson, Scott Studer, Trevor Hook, Costas
Leonidou, BACK ROW; Brift Hurst, Michael Bautista, Scott Campbell, lan Phillips, John Childs, Tommy Cregory, Traun
Clemons, Matther Durham, Kurt Wendt, Christopher Jones, Kenyon Bell Photo by S. Forslund

"There is no

t)pe ol linman
endeavor where
it is so important
that tlie leader
nnderstands all
phases of his job
as that of" the
profession of

First Group FRONT ROW (L to R): Brian Bradford, Craig Bedard, Naresh Shah, Tara Sweeney, Jay Johnson, Kevin
Barnes, Wendy Wachholtz, Jennifer Mayers, Julie Martin, David Chace, Christian Fitzpatrick, Richard Wageman BAC
ROW: Louis Harrison, Shane Steinke, Aaron Lade. Shane Haughian, Richard Sheffe, Donald Harwood, Robert Lopei
Douglas Pratt, Brian Fitzgerald,Donald Royster IV Photo by S. Forslund



SecondGroupFRONT ROW (L
to R): Henry Kuhlman, Scoff
Feldman, Raymond Bernier, Ranae
Bartoione, Chung Low, Chris

Callaghan, Darren Gray, David
Berg, Jana Kokkonen, Kerrin
Denham, Todd Tumidanski, lonce
Kent BACK ROW: Mark Foley,
Matthew Johnston, Christopher
Skora, Robert Wacker, Mark
Lindsey, Zachary Zeiner, Scott
Spiers, Russel Driggers, Gregory
Wood, Douglas Edwards Photo

by S. Forslund

ThirdGroup FRONT ROW (L fo
RJ: Beth Wetherington, Wade
Gordon, Gregory McCleary,
Amanda Steffey, Joseph Kendall,
Michael Bosiljevac, Erika
Schenavar, Roberi Carlson,
Christopher Kean, Robert Taylor
BACK ROW: Andrew Whiat,
Christopher Kibble, Jon Veazey,
Michael Cronston, Todd Stearns,
Jack Antedomenico, Frank

Delsing, Alan Adams, Leonard

Medley III, Louis Alden Phofo by
S. Forslund

Fourth Group FRONT ROW fl to
RJ: Kristi Sickels, Jennifer Grant,
Debra Hoium, Quinfessa Mi//er,
Jason Combs, Shiloh Fischer, Sean
Routier, JeffDalrymple, Heidi
Lmdstrom, Darin Lerew, Weng
Tham BACK ROW: Surya J.

Fricke/, Steve Graves, Edward
Wooten III, Mark Mitchell, Mark
Burns, Eric Crawford, Robert
Teschner, Matthew Kozma, Adam
Harris, Robert Jackson Phofo by
S. Forslund
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PRING STAFF 1994

Wing Staff FRONT ROW (L to R): James Davis, John Childs, Courtney Miner, Jesse tfemandez, Jefferson T/iudby, Jo/in Newby III,
Randall Gonzales, Rachel Call; SECOND ROW: Jessica Olson, Christopher Sunseri, Harmon Lewis, Cfiristopher Sage, Jeremy
Rebmann, Paulo T/iorson, Shannon McGlinn; THIRD ROW: Tera Dickenson, David McDaniel, Jay Sabia, Toby Brollier, Michael
Marvich, Sylvia Gonzalez, Michele Johnson, Juliane Johnson; BACK ROW: Rolf Lundmark, Calvin Crowner, Tim WoWer, Scott Spiers,
Ed Castaneda, Ainsley O'Reilly, Blake Mathies, Eric Barton, Tyrone Johnson

I

A

FirstGroup Staff FRONT ROW (L to R): Curtis Hudson, Paul Spaven, Chuck McGregor, Jeffrey Johnson, David Steinhiser, J.
Ceasar Sonfucci, taura Regan, Sandra Acosta; SECOND ROW: John Spitzer, Joson Smith, Brian Bradford, Thomas Johnson, Shone
Houghion, Max Weems, Noel Bouchard, Jeanne Wilkins; BACK ROW; Robert lockwood Jr., Douglas Pratt, Lee Mitchell, Jason
Harrison, Don Kang, JeffKronewifter, Wayne Young
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SecondGroupStaff FRONT
ROW (L to RJ: Antony Haynes,
Gregory Wood, Joseph Imburgia,
Kenneth Sloltman, Michael
Ramirez, Grele Sliler, Usa Kary;
SECOND ROW: Jennifer Rollins,

Toby Loftin, Rebecca Mason,
Trevor Benitone, Marty Gaupp,
Mike Lyons, Mike Matesick; BACK
ROW: Mark Foley, Susan Ressner,
H. Charles Cathlin, Zachary
Zetner, Mike Suermonn, Wes

Headrick, Thomas Sherman, Eric
Stubbs, Marshall Anderson

ThirdGroup Staff FRONT ROW
fL to R): Timothy Heider, Jonathan
Eckermon, Anthony Mulhare,
Justin Peddicord, Robert Morrison,
Wade Gordon, Wendy Moore,
Ryan Spockmon, BACK ROW:

Joson iamb, Daniel Losico,
Thomas O'Connell Jr., Nikki

Johnson, KurtZobnst, Joseph
DiFidi, Michael Ingersoll, Patrick
Clowney, Derek Gabbard, Steven
Boatright

Fourth Group Staff FRONT
ROW (L to Rj: Jeff Dolrymple,
Jennifer Howard, Fred

Cunningham, Brian Zawada, Sieve
Graves; SECOND ROW: Cheryl
Lomoureux, Andrew Veneri, Sieve

Macedo, Richard Molt, Michael

Phillips, Adelle Belisle, Young
Choe, Tonya Schnorr; BACK ROW;

Jeffrey Edwards, EdwardWooten

lit, Seon Simmons, Jonathan

Fontenot, Douglas Johns, Kevin
Swanson, Joke Burgwald, Leslie
Davis, Donold Dovis

Ftedefirred
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Remembering those who gave their
lives for ourfreedom

Nothing speaks more strongly
about service to nation than the

sacrifices members of the military service
have given throughout our nation's history.
The Cadet Wing showed its

respect the Friday before
Homecoming for all

graduates who have died.
Following the annual Wing-
wide Retreat, volunteers from
the wing took turns manning
the War Memorial.
These cadets stood guard in
teams of two. During their
half hour shift, many silently
stared at the names of those
graduates who fell in battle.
Cadets continued to relieve
each other of duty through the
night until reveille sounded the
following morning.
During this War Memorial manning,

several hundred cadets assembled at the
foot of the Class Wall at 2300 to show
their respects for the deceased graduates.
The chaplains led the cadets in a few
solemn prayers. This was followed by a

candle lighting ceremony where cadets

sang the third verse of the Air Force Song.

The ceremony gave many cadets an

opportunitytoreflectonwhat thememorial
meant to them.
" (Thewhole event) kind of made me think

back to the retreat

ceremony itself and all the
names thatwere read." C4C
Ben Boyd said. "The playing
of Taps put a shiver up my
spine. It made me think
about how lucky I am to be
herewhile others have given
their lives. Itmode me want

to do my best to live up to

their sacrifice."
Homecoming and this

event in particular helped
remind many of their
commitment to their country.
On this memorable night, it

seemed that each cadet came closer to
realizing that they too may have to make
sacrifices while serving their country.
As Academy cadets look toward

tomorrow with the future of America in
their hands, it is important not forget
yesterday and those who mode it possible
to continue as a free nation.

By Brian Fitzgerald

The flickering glow of the lighted
candles during the ceremony gave
cadets time to reflect on those who

gave their lives so that others
could enjoy their freedoom

T^r-adi tio n

"Without a word
this uniform also

whispers of
freezing troops,
injm-ect bodies,
and Americans
left forever in
fallen fields. It
documents

eveiy
seniceman's

coin-age \\\\o In'
accepting this
uniform prom
ises the gift he
tmly has to gi\'e,
his life. I wear
this uniform for
the heritage of
sacrifice it rep
resents anci

more. I wear
this uniform

\\A\\\ pride, for it

greatest nation

the world.
�source

unknown.



REMEMBERING those that have
fallen, these cadets gather to pay
respects Veteran's day This
solemn moment shared by cadets
is a glimpse of the regard that
cadets feel toward their
forefathers. Photo by 6. Boyd

fTCHED FOREVER on the wall,
these names are but a few of
those that gave their lives to our
nation. Everyday cadets march by
ond look right at the names Few

realize that one doy they too may
be preserved in this stone. Photo

byM. Gregory.
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CPT T. B. HALLENBECK 68 5 FEB 73
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CPT CL.HO SKINS 67 16 FEB 71
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MAJ R D. HESFORD '65 21 MAR 68
CPT RL BOND "69 30SEP71 ,

MA in F .SHAY JR '67 8 OCT 70

MANNING THEIR POSTS, these
cadets stand guord at the war
memorial. Cadets volunteered to
watch tbe wormemorial day and
night following the Taps
ceremony. The HonorGuard sets

the example here, sacrificing
their time to ensure a solemn
ceremony and that the proper
respect is exhibited. Photo by P.

Pelkington

IN MEMORY OF OUR FELLOW GRADUATES WHO HAVE FALLEN IN BATllE.
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REACHING FOR THE STARS,
this bosic from the Aggressors
pumps out pull-ups during
field day. Field day pitted all
ten squadrons against each
other during such strenuous
events as the log relay and the

tug-of-war. Photo by B.
Scharton

FROM HERE ON, these bosics
moke o commitment that no
other profession demands,
giving one's life to defend the
nation. Their words will
continue to echo through their
hearts and minds during BCT,
SERE and their Air Force
careers. Photo by B. Scharton

HAVING SECOND
THOUGHTS, hair is one of
many liberties taken from
basics. Basics learn the value
of the freedom they protect.
Photo by B. Scharton

GIVING IT HIS ALL, basics are
required to put forth effort in
every activity of training.
Photo by B. Scharton



TESTING SELF-DISCIPLINE, shots
are one of the many demanding
activities of the military. During
basic, vaccinations are just one
aspect of the blur of in-processing.
Photo by B. Scharton
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aming the
BEAST

Basics are introduced to the military
profession and the Academy heritage

The theme "Sacrifices Must Be
Made" echoed thunderously

throughout our stay. From In-Processing
to the march out to Jack's, the Class of
1 997 made many doily sacrifices. It was
the first step of the journey ahead of us.

Learning was an all-day experience.
We learned how to fall in, sound off, and
speed out very quickly. Memorizing and

reciting knowledge from "Wingtips," we
were constantly seen with the book one

inch from our noses.

Things once token for granted were

suddenly labored for, things like mail was
earned by doing pullups. Many of us

became instantly religious, praying and

wondering just what we had gotten
ourselves into. The few moments we had

alone, tattoo time and the 4th of July
fireworks ceremony, were relished deeply.

"For me, the most memorable
moment of BCT was the 4th of July
fireworks show," C4C ErikWallman said.
"I reflected upon my reasons for coming
to the Academy and started to realize the

extent of the sacrifices which I was willing
to make for my country."

A different type of sacrificewasmade
in Arnold Hall. The mere mention of the
word brought the instant fear of flow
control, front one-third of the chair, and
the front row reserved for "special basics".
We continuously chanted phrases for the
pleasure of the cadre until wewere posted.

"What ore you doing in MY Arnold
Holl?!?" C2C Douglas Johns, the Group
Superintendent, introduced us in his own
special way to class unity and Academy
heritage. The fear-instilling sound of the
metal taps sliding and clicking on the floor
ensured thotwewere falling in. Thankfully,
these sacrifices came to an end.

Doolie Day Out marked the
transition between First and Second Beast.

There, we met our sponsor families, got to
eat a whole lot, and coll home for the first
time. However, the fun was short lived as

we returned to the Hill and met our Second
Beast cadre members.

By Rusty Evers



NO TIME TO REST, this basic DIGGING THROUGH DIRT,
keeps pushing through the this basic races to complete the

Assault Course. Photo by 6. Obstacle Course. Photo by
Scharton B Scharton

AN UNPLEASANTWELCOME
BACK, physical conditioning is
what basics can expect from
the Obstacle Course. The O-
course tested endurance and

strength as basics raced for
time. Photo by B. Scharton

DESPITE THE PAIN, these
basics take on one of the

toughest challenges at Jack's
Valley: the Assault Course. The
A-course was a scene alive
with automatic rifle fire and

grenade blasts where the
basics drilled in close combat
and overcame obstacles such
as barbed wire. Photo by B.
Scharton
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n the end,
there's one

The class of 1997 heats the beast, and
together as one are accepted into

the cadet wing

t was another shock as we returned
the Academy. We thought that we

had gone to the limit, but little did we know
that there was so much more awaiting for
us. It began with the march out to the
Valley. There, we had to get tents set up
and memorize new names and faces very
quickly.

Many of us faced and often surpassed
unheard of obstacles. This fun included
the Nuclear, Biological, & Chemical
Course, Leadership Reaction Course,
ConfidenceCourse, Obstacle Course, and
Compass Course. "The only place I got a
lot of chit was on the Compass Course,"
C4C Jen Brannan said. "You knew you
were screwing up ifyou gottrained there."

Training, however, was abundant
on the Assault Course. The half-hearted
chant of "The A-Course is a gay course"
soon ended as we were introduced to the
cadre and their challenges. Automatic
machine gun fire, smoke, and concussion

grenades pushed us to our limits. A great
sense of pride developed when we finally

conquered Hell's Full Acre.
The one good thing that came out of

Jack'swas the food.We often got fruit and
Gatorade before sleeping in the green
mummy bags. Granted, we did get more
food than any other class, but we also

stayed out in the Valley longer than any
other class. In addition to Sweepstakes,
we ran most of the courses twice.

"Motivation through hydration"
became the daily chant. To prevent
dehydration, we downed many canteens
full of water and then turned them upside
down over our heads to prove that they
were empty. It almost never rained during
this hot, dusty summer.

Chaplain's Picnic was the festival
day OS the cadre members left and the fun
began. We ate, slept, played volleyball
or horseshoes, or listened to a live band.
Itwas a day to step back, take a breather,
and write home. We realized how far we
hod come; it wasn't much further until the
march back and Acceptance.

By Rusty Evers

BEATING THE BEAST, the Class
of 1997 finishes Basic Cadet

Training and is accepted into
the Cadet Wing as

fourthclassmen. These stoic
faces hide the pride felt in the
heart after completing such an

owesome challenge. Photo by
B. Scharton
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acing
realities

Cadets learn what the Profession of
Arms is during SERE

For cadets, of all of the training that
they experience during their four

years at the Academy, none is more

confronting than SERE. It causes cadets
to realize what it is to be in the profession
of arms. No other university or company
demands as much of a person: The
willingness to sacrifice your own life.
Cadets come face to face with this issue

during SERE training.
Cadets first leorn the rules of survival.

They leorn to survive in all climates, under
any conditions. This instruction is done
through a week of classes in Fairchild
Hall. Cadets also leorn survival medicine,
how to find food and water, and the risk
associated with each type of classes.

After the classes are finished, the
learning begins in the field. This instruction
takes place in three phases. One ofwhich,
is water survival. Cadets take a trip to Ice
Kettle lake by the airfield, where they
leorn how to egress on airplane crash in
the water, as well as how to survive
afterwards until help isovoiloble. Ice Kettle
lake is appropriately named.

The longest phase is the trek which
takes place in Saylor Pork. The first four
of the seven days cadets practice their
survival skills. While instructors enjoy
warm meals during meetings, students ore
learning what hunger is all about. There
is plenty of food available, if students
know where to look: Dandelions here, a

couple of crickets there, and even a rabbit
or two becomes dinner one evening. The
lostthree daysofthetrekore spent evading
an ail too real enemy. Capture means

punishment, so students carefully crawl

throughwoods, as gunfire and searchlights
room the lands. The experience definitely
has a real life flavor. It is as if the students
have left the United States and have been
mysteriously transported to some far off
conflict somewhere.

The third phase of SERE is the
scariest. This is where cadets leorn what
a POW experiences. This phase is

classified, but all cadets will talk about
how unforgettable of on experience it is.

By its end, cadets truly appreciate the
freedom they are sworn to protect. When
cadets finally receive that freedom again,
many come to it with tears streaming
down their faces.

SERE is where cadets learn how to
be soldiers. They experience the best and
worst of situations which theymay have to
face in a survival situation in enemy
territory. SERE impresses upon cadets the
pains which POWs have faced, as well as
what the consequences can be of a plane
going down in a remote area. No other
training is as important as SERE. The skills
learned there may one day save the life
and sanity of a pilot forced to eject over
enemy territory.

By Marcus Gregory
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THE SOLDIER'S GAZE is

unmistakable. SERE points out fo
cadets just what sacrifices a

member of the Armed forces may
be called to give. Cadets had
plenty of opportunities to consider
the price of freedom during SERE

training. Photo by P. Palmer

ONE of the most important
aspects of SERE is that cadets not

only go through the program, buf

they teach it as well. Teaching
SERE reinforces earlier trainmg
which may one day save a life and
will of a cadef.
Phofo by P. Palmer.

SURVIVAL doesn't allow a choice

of dining facilities for meals. This

meal may not appear appetizing,
but cadets experience worse

during SERE. Photo by L. Cabrera

SIGNALING with a mirror could

be the only means of rescue for a

downed person. C3C Beth Weaver

practices how to sight the mirror's

reflection. Photo by P. Palmer

CAMOUFLAGE is one of the most

important steps to evasion. C3C

James Radford applies a base of

camouflage which will remain for
the next seven days as he

experiences fhe consequences of a
hike through Saylor Park.
Phoio by P. Polmer J^^c/^/I^^c:/



RAPPELLING FACE FIRST is a heart

lifting experience. Cadets

experience rappelling during
RECONDO. Some summer

programs can be dangerous. This
cadef found ouf the hard way
after he was half way down this

cliff. Photo by L. Cabrera

WEAPONS are the mark of our
trade. RECONDO offers a chance
for cadets to use some of the

weapons in the inventory. Cadets
also experince small unit
movement and throwing live

grenades during RECONDO.

Watch out, Rambo! This cadet

proudly shows off one of the

weapons he fired. Photo by L.

Cabrera
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training
Cadets take a look at life Army style
through RECONDO andAir Assualt

c
� ^ ome cadets at USAFA don't
^^^^ always find the "wild blue
yonder" appealing. They could be "land
lubbers" at heart. Therefore, the Academy
offers a variety of summer programs that
introduce these demented individuals to

the "grunt" way of life. Two of these

offerings are Recondo and Air Assault.
Recondo is a two week

school in which cadets work
with the 4th Infantry Division
(Mechanized) at Fort

Carson, Colorado. During
this 1 5 day program, cadets
fire several different types of
firearms, throw live

grenades, defend positions,
perform reconnaissance

patrols, and leorn

mountaineering skills. To
enter this program, cadets
must meet certain physical
standards and volunteer for
the 65 slots offered for the

program. After completion
of the course, cadets may wear the
Recondo bodge for the remainder of their
cadet career.

Other cadets will move to Comp
Gruber, Oklahoma toworkwith the 1 0 1 st

To the Bot Poles, RobinI Air Force
Academy cadets iry their hand ai
"grunt" skills as they ropell ot Air
Assult school.

Airborne Division at Air Assault School.
Cadets receive instruction in helicopter
assault techniques, oeromedicol
evacuation, pathfinder operations, and

slinglooding operations. Like Recondo,
cadets must volunteer to take the Air
Assault program and meet certain physical
and mental standards to qualify. There

ore 30 slots for each of the
two eleven day programs
offered and the competition
is usually tough. Also like
Recondo, cadets may wear
Air Assault wings on their
uniform after graduating
from the course. After

graduation, unlike Recondo,
Air Assault wings may be
worn on their officer
uniforms.

Here at Wild Blue U.,
many cadets dream about
an afterburner strapped to

their back. Others wont to
pound the ground and act

like students enrolled at Hudson High by
attending Air Assault and Recondo in the
summer. How sickening!

By Rob Sepp

JFiede/irred
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ailing from
the sl^ies

Joining the competition parachute team

gives members a sky high perspective

The Wings of Blue is a parachute
team that competes every year in

notional tournaments. Participants attempt
to land on the bull's-eye (a 5 centimeter

circle) in a 15 centimeter circle. The judges
score the opponents on style, formation
work, and accuracy. The United StatesAir
Force Academy hod the Masters Division
Overall Champion when they travelled
to Florida this year. C 1 C RickWageman
won this outstanding award. Aside from

being an outstanding competition team,
they also train approximately 800 new

free-fall students every year.
"Members of the team are given a

great opportunity to teach, we travel a
lot, and represent the Academy. The

competition is fun and we normally give
a pretty good show," said C2C Jason

Fisk, a master jumper. "Teaching students
iswhat I enjoy the most. It is neat to know
that the new free-fall students enter the

program with no jump experience, but
will graduate USAFA with 400 to 500

jumps." The free-fall parachuting course

is offered to cadets during each summer.

Upon entering the free-fall program
cadet instructors share their experience
along with formal instruction to prepare
students for the big first jump. C2C Matt

Kenton, another master jumper, shared:
"The program provides on opportunity
for cadets to overcome one of their fears
and do something they never thought
possible. We also provide an excellent

opportunity for them to learn and develop
new skills." He continued: "There is

nothing like opening that door on the first
day and seeing those fourteen faces light
up when it's time to jump. It is a lot of

responsibility, and the cadets and
instructors live up to it!"

The training at the Academy is some
of the best in the nation. The basic free-
fall parachuting course is another

opportunity in which cadets get
professional hands on training. TheWings
of Blue jump team is solely responsible
for organizing and teaching this course.

Their hard work and dedication is an

assetto theAcademy and the CadetWing.
By Michael Brevard

Tr-aditio rt



Form it up/ These team members This cadet escorts fhe flag safely
to the ground, where several of
his teammates will receive the
colors. The Wings of 8/ue bring
m fhe flag numerous time during
the year.

R^d^yirt^id



SETTING THE EXAMPLE, fhe Grim

Reapers demonstrate one of fhe
most visible results of years of

training, noon meal formation.

Everyday hundreds of visitors look
on as cadets perform a pari of our
military heritage: drill and
ceremony. Photo by C. Gros/ean

BEARING A SABER, the symbol of
an officer, CIC GregoryMcCleary
reports in to Wing Staff. The
saber represents authority and
command. Consequently it's also
a significant symbol of the
Academy and its mission, to

develop career officers for fhe Air
Force. Photo by C. Grosjean

NO OTHER organization holds as

much respect towards ifs members
as the profession of orms. Even
during Parent's weekend, cadets
take time to remember those
graduates who gave their lives.
Phofo by P. Pelkmgfon



"If you can't get
them to salute
when they
should salute
and wear the
clothes you tell
them to wear,
how are you
going to get

them to die for
their country?

"

General George
S. Patton, Jr.

acing the
crowd

Tourists catch a glimpse of the strong
military heritage and traditions present

at the Academy

Formations are the most visible

aspect of the United States Air
Force Academy. Everyday hundreds of

people watch as cadets march. Even on

those days that one would think that the
touristswouldn't expose themselves to the
weather, they're still out there watching.
C4C Michael J. Higgins Jr., looked back
on his experiences of the wall: "Before I
came here, I visited the Academy and I
was on the wall. It was like an attraction.
Here it's just a formation. It's nothing
special when you do it twice a day. When

you ore on the other side, you realize
there is something more to it."

Butwhy are formations so important?
Perhaps the tourists see a glimpse of a

unique institution in those formations. It
takes a strong sense of self-discipline to be
told what to wear and when to march

everyday, while others the same age are

enjoying a less demanding life at other

colleges. The self-discipline exhibited in
formations is the quality that General

Patton spoke about that is so necessary
for military service.

The tourists however, don't the see

the whole picture during lunch -their view
from the wall doesn't show everything.
Motivation goes beyond the terrazzo and
can also be found in the squadrons. Almost
everyday the Roadrunners pumped out

push-ups. The CS-09 Vikings and the CS-
1 0 Tigers demonstrated the rivalry that
exists among squadrons in the wing while
on occassions cars raced around the
terrazzo filled with people throwing candy
to formations.

Another aspect that mode marching
exciting was that the terrazzo became an
obstacle course. A maze of construction,
fencing, gravel and debris challenged the
ability of squadron commanders to

navigate their squadrons to Mitchell Hall.
There was even cement truck traffic on the
terrazzo to dodge during formations.

By Marcus Gregory

BEFORE KICKOFF, the codets
morch on to show respect for the
flog ond the nation that it

represents. After every game
cadets take time to remember
those thai hove fallen for the flag.
Photo by C. Grosjean

Rede/ined J^�



"UNCOVER/" rtiis commond,
occomponied by the click of
fhe Stan/Eval teams' cold steel
taps against rock hard terrazzo
is dreaded by all at formations.
Photo by C. Grosjean

TAKING NOTES, C2C Rich

Murray trails flight
commander CIC Heather
Johnson wfio is inspecting her
troops. ORIs allow
commanders to inspect their
troops and correct problems
before Stan/Eval can find any
discrepancies. Photo by C.

Grosjean

LOOKING ON the formations,
tourists don't quite goze with
such o critical eye as Stan/
Eval. The squadron's
discipline in drill may well
determine how fast tfiey con
get to their seats in Mitchell
Hall the following week. Photo
byM. Gregory

DOWN THE LINE, this is the
view of noon meal formation
through the sharp, alert eagle
eyes of Stan/Eval. The crowds
gazing from the wall often
don't notice the faces in the
formations hidden behind the
sharp uniforms and military
drill perfection enforced by
Stan/Eval. Photo by C.
Grosjean



TEEL STRIKES
STONE

Stan/Eval makes their rounds

� ^ harply the harsh scrape of week, or big week as it is commonly
^^^^ cold metal against rough called. During big week
stone cuts through the silent Standardization and Evaluation
afternoon as the cold stare of teams leave no stone unturned.
hundreds strikes at your back. The During formations everything from
tauntingwind tickles hairs in the back sizing to wear on shoes is looked at,
of your neck as that dreadful scrape creating an atmosphere of fear for
comes nearer. most cadets. "You tend to get in

Your heart beats faster, and fear trouble when you screw up, so I was
grips your inner being. Thoughts a little worried. Then they looked at
race through your head of thatmissed me, didn't say much, and went on."
haircut appointment and that lost C4CAaron Barnes stated aboutStan/
moment of shining shoes that has Eval at formations.
leftyours looking like chocolate bars. While theircomrades are outside.
Your fears are realized ds the Stan/ grading personal appearance, other
Eval team faithfully take up their Stan/Eval teams are searching for
position next to your formation. Just discrepancies in cadets' rooms. A
as the group commander fourthclass cadet recalled an incident
relinquishes command to the with Stan/Eval in the rooms: "All of a
squadron commanders, those biting sudden this uglyguywithwhite gloves
words"UNCOVER!"leapthroughthe walks in my room, puts me at
air and bury into your ears. attention, and says 'This room better

You grudgingly remove your be good, now get out!', and that's all
cap, displaying your mane of hair I remember." The grading doesn't
that is about to cost you yourfreedom stop there, squadron duties are

this Friday night. As the uncaring, evaluated on how well they are

cold hearted judge approaches, your accomplished these
heart stops. Time stands still at this includedeverything from safety
instant, the clap of steel taps strike as security boards to element leader
a thunderclap from the heavens, notebooks. Everything is evaluated,
deafening you. Then all of a sudden and squadrons are then provided
the guard slithers by, and stops at the with feedback as towhere they place
comrade next to you, and time begins against the other squadrons.
again. You let out a small breath of Following the big week, there is
relief and silently celebrate your a brief period to relax and then cadets
escape from another skirmish with are preparing forthenexttime Stan/
Stan/Eval. Eval might come their way again.

This brief harsh scene describes By Marcus Gregory
almost every formation of grade
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ew training
hits wing

The do's and don'ts of new system
cause controversy

R.L.BONF;
D. E. SHAY
K 8. OLSON

Training. What images does that
word conjure up? Are the first

images that pop into mind sweaty
fourthclassmen in a SAR along with yelling
upperclassmen with berets on? Or do you
first imagine a superior conducting on the
job training with a subordinate?

Chances ore, if you are a cadet you
see the first right owoy. Pulling chins,
supporting classmates, dropping for push
ups, going on runs in full BDU's. But it is
obvious that training should and does

encompass much more than physical and
mental stress.

This year, training took on a new

face than in years past. Ever since the
class of 97 entered on 1 July, there were

standing with his shoulders back
and down, C4C Adam Hardage
aggressively bellows out the
words to the Star Spangled
Bonner while C4C Eric Lindberg
tries to follow. During "knowledge
reviews"well versed
fourthclassmen would often recite

Contrails at the top of their lungs
so as io aid their less inclined
classmates. Photo by K. Ober.

noticeable changes in some do's and
don'ts of training, which has caused some

friction.
To hear the upperclassmen talk,

you'd think the class of 97 was the worst
class to come to theAcademy. As someone
so aptly put it, if the classwas as bod as the
upperclass so often say, then by the year
2000 we would be admitting the dregs of
humanity!

Chaplain Person explained the upper
class perception ofthe new training system:
"every class says the next class has it

easy! Itwill be beneficial to the institution
when the new plan is in place and the
people trained the old way are

graduated."
Continued on page 441

If you cant

get them to
salute when
they should
salute and
wear the

clothes you tell
them to wear,
how are you
going to get

them to die for
their country?"

General
George S.
Patton
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After an hour of standing,
"chatting", and pitiing, C4C
McGee finally loses fhe staring
contest to C3C tCevin Gulick.

Although perceived as less intense

by many upperclassmen, sweat
sessions stiff challenged and
sometimes terrified the
unadulterated fourthclassmen.
Photo by B. Fallis.

Quickly but silently, C4C Keith

Henderlong and C4CJon Appelt
pour the drinks without breaking
any glasses. Along with the silence
at the tables, posts, current events,
and even the roles of the hot pilot,
cold pilot, and load master

seemed to fade into obscurity.

3

C2C Jeremiah Roger aslcs C4C
Tanji Johnson why her shoes aren't
up to par. During training sessions

in the hallway, it was not unusual
for fourthclassmen to fight for a
dark, unlit piece of property in fhe

hopes of hiding uniform

imperfections.
Photo by C. Gros/ean.

Giving C3C Steve Hohn his
undivided attention, C4C Jon

Appelt listens as he is corrected on

his 1 6 count nffe manual. After
this interlude, Appelt then went on

to other stations that consisted of
such events as Iron Mikes, push
ups, and knowledge regurgitation.

Red^yirz^d



Unfortunatefy for C4C loren King,
bothing was not a high priority of
the day for C4C Dan Jenkins and
C4C Steve Szton in front of him. fn
addition to rote know/edge during
training sessions, fourthclassmen
had to put up with classmates who
needed deodorants and

upperclassmen who needed
breath mints. Photos by 6. Fallis.

Feeling the daggers coming out of
CSC James Roy's eyes, C4CDan
"The Checkpoints Man"
Ronneberg fires back with a

barrage of the doy's knowledge
beginning with, of all things.
Checkpoints. With the advent of
USAFANet and 486 computers,
cadets could interface with each
other on a nightly bases.
Photo by C. Grosjean.

Just like in any other university,
C3C Kip Kiefer and C4C (three
time basic) Matt Quatrara are

getting to know each other

through a little social discourse.

Moving away from the once
dreaded Triple Threat (SAMI, ORI,
Parade) trainmg weekends
became primarily a squadron
organized and hence a squadron
bonding event. Photo by J. Kajosz.

With an almost pious
concentration, C4Cs Dan Rovey,
McGee, and Loren King try fo
anticipate fhe next question.
Knowledge bowls showed cadets
who knew their stuff and who
didn't. Photo by B. Fal/is.

KSS^
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cceptance of

changes slow
Upperclass cadets shy awayfrom new

system untilpositive results are seen

M m^^ James Davis, who was the

^^^^^2nd BCT commander,
commented thotthe new system of training
was beneficial to a certain extent. In some
ways training is more relaxed. Under the
old system there was less frat, it was less
buddy-buddy. In the old system it was
understood that the upperclassmen were

there to teach the fourthclass cadets, this
year sometimes this idea was less clear.
Concerning the kinks in the new training
technique Davis said: "I don't blame the
three and four degrees, those ore the
wrong people. It's a maturity thing. All
we (the upperclass) know is that we hove
to scream. We are used to the old regime."

He explained that many
upperclassmen ore afraid of making a

mistake when training, and being punished
for that mistake. Instead of being
innovative and trying to train the new

way, some chose to not train at all, or use
less effective methods such as: "learning

1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H '**' ^^^1

"^-W^

through negative reinforcement."
And what do the fourthclassmen see

in this training system? "LDM ( The
Leadership Development Manual) was

the most effective (guide for learning). It

actually taught you the way to deal with
subordinates," C4C Dana Tate stated.
C4C Richard Carter commented: "When
training is constructive it is instructive.
When it is not constructive it is destructive."
He added, "We don't seem to know the
difference between the two here. That's
what I hate, inconsistency in training."

USAFA is taking steps to amend the
weaknesses in the current training system.
It will take upperclassmen and
fourthclassmen alike to change training
into a meaningful learning experience.
The cynicism must be put aside and cadets
must remember the lessons learned from
the old, and better the new.

C4C AureWa M. DiWard

Forced to use delayed push-ups fo
get a long hard look at the floor
tiles, C4C Chris Ledford and C4C
Brad Cook tell the upperclassmen
what they thmk of Hell's second
floor. Despite the changes in

training, the Stairway to Heaven
still remained a popular meeting
ground between the four degrees
and upperclassmen.
Photo by C Grosjean.
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elcome to
new training

Ascension joins the rank offourthclass
training as recognition makes a change

In the past, the culmination of
fourthclass training was recognition.

During recognition, the four degreeswent
through a weekend of strenuous physical
and mental exercise in order to receive
the coveted prop and wings, a symbol of
being on upperclassman. This year, in

keepingwith the current trend, the tradition
of recognition fell victim to the changing
times.

Recognition gave birth to a new day
of training for fourthclassmen called
ascension. Ascension was very similar to
how recognition used to be. Four degrees
went through a weekend of difficult
physical and stressful mental work outs.
At the end of the weekend, prop and
wings were not presented to the Class of

97. Instead, the smacks were placed at

rest and began the transition to the
thirdclass yearwith CQ on the job training.

While theywere at rest, fourdegrees
were to keep up their military bearing.
The purpose for the fourthclass being put
at rest was to give a better atmosphere to
leorn how to become better trained
thirdclassmen then those of post classes.
Unfortunately, monyfeltthis reallywasn't
accomplished.

It was rumored that the attitude and
professionalism throughout the four
degree class seriously declined while they
waited for the modified recognition. This
was partially due to the fact that roles did
not seem clearly defined.

Continued on page 44

Tr-adi tio rr

Not only a stress on the knees but also on fhe
psyche, these fourthclass cadets struggle to

make if fo the end of this event.

"It is pos.sible
to impart

instruction and
give commands

in such a

manner and
tone of voice as

to inspire in the
soldier no

feeling but an
intense desire
to obey ..."

Major
General John
M. Schofield

?�r
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"Geez ... lighten up ...

" This
fourthclass cadet dons o blue lei
to distract cadre member C2C
Jason Anderson from his task at
hand which mcluded orally
recording ascension activities.

Photo by 6, Fallis

A familiar sight, but not in a

familiar place, this cadet low
crawls his way through short tents.

This obstacle brings fourthclass
cadets o little closer io

recognition.

Crunch and hold ... with

encourgement from a cadre
member, this fourthclass cadef
works to keep good form and
enthusiasm for the task at hand.

Redefirjeci



recognition
redefined

The pluses and minuses of the new

system is debated

RI ^ ecognition was incorporated
I & into the weekend of CFLEX
weekend. CFLEX training was completed
Friday evening and Saturday recognition
commenced. With most of the regular
recognition events transferred to

ascension, recognition did not have too

much sustenance behind it. Squadrons
hod some internal training prepared and
the entire Class of '97 was to run to

complete the Run to the Rock, traditionally
the lost event of old recognition before
prop and wings were presented.

But, even the Run to the Rock was

modified when it became an optional
event which some four degrees did not

participate in. At the end of it all, prop
and wings were finally presented to the
four degrees. The whole new process got
a mixed reaction from the people who
went through it.

ftoppy ttourl These cadets break
the class barrier and socialize
over refreshments before a

celebration dinner. Photo By T.
Kudo

"The prop and wings ceremony was
very meaningful, " C4C Scott Hall said,
"but, the ascension and recognition
process wasn't that good. Recognition
worked for years and should have stayed
the same."

Many people want to reinvent the
wheel in order to leave their mark on

USAFA. One way to do this is to change
tradition. Changing tradition also occurs

to improve how things ore done, but there
is a need tomaintain tradition fortradition's
sake. One thing that falls into this area is

recognition. Recognition is a very
meaningful experience for all, but if this
tradition changes to the new format even
prop and wings may eventually lose the
meaning that it was originally intended to
hove.

By Rob Sepp

"The power of
excellence is

overwhelming.
It is always in
demand and
nobody cares

about its
color."
General
Daniel
"Chapie"
James Jr
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"This is going to hurt me more fhan
it hurts you ...

" C2C Brian

Bradford gives these fourthclass
cadets some brotherly
encouragement to get through a

push-up session. This was part of

recognition activities. Phofo by C.

Grosjean

"You gotta have trust in your
fellow classmates ..." after falling
into the arms of his classmates, this
fourthc/ass codet works at making
his body as stiff as possible so that

he con be passed down the line.

CSC Jeff Booth pins prop ond

wings on his mentee's chest. A

hearty congratulations is

appropriate for these hard
working freshman. Photo By M.
Brevard
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lying among
the clouds

Cadets get a taste of the Air Force
mission when they go soaring

It would only seem logical that the Air
Force Academy would hove a rich

tradition in aviation. One program that
solidifies USAFA's flying tradition is the
soaring program.

All cadets during their three degree
year must participate in the soaring
program in order to graduate. Thirdclass
cadets take the soaring program either

during their summer programs or during
the academic year. The program was

designed and continues to exist for two
reasons: 1 ) motivate cadets to fly when

they become Air Force officers, and; 2)
give cadets the opportunity to fly and solo
an aircraft during their cadet career.

Soaring, though, is not just for thirdclass
fun. It is also a flying and leadership
experience for other upperclassmen.

After completion of the three degree
portion of soaring, cadets may apply to

be student instructor pilots. Cadets who
are accepted into the program go through
a year long program in order to learn
how to teach other cadets how to fly a

glider. This program has three phases.

First, cadets become more proficient in
front seat flying. Next, they learn how to

fly from the bock seat. Finally, cadets
actually leorn how to instruct younger
cadets. To go through this program,
cadets give up all weekends, off intramural
days, and vocations like Thanksgiving and
Spring Break. It may sound like a lot, but
IP Joson "Doogie" Housersaid, "It'sworth
it."

Soaring is also a leadership
experiences for cadets involved. Student
IPs have such military positions as flight
commander and element leader which
ore seen on the hill down at the airfield.
Many times the soaring squadron is

perceived as a blow, but everyone
involved is trying to change that
perception. "A lot of people think it's not
a leadership position, but it's one of the
bestattheAcademy," Housersaid. Houser
will be a flight commander next year.

Soaring is a long standing tradition
attheAir ForceAcademy and will continue
to be token by cadets as long as flying is
a mission of the Air Force.

By Rob Sepp



This Cadet Instructor Pilot rates his

two students on several

emergency procedures before
flight. Emergency procedures
must be memorized to provide
quick and safe handling of
emergencies dunng flight. Photo
by C. Grosjean

Cadet Paul Heitmeyer recites and

emergency procedure during the

morning briefing. Reciting the

procedure incorrectly wins the
student a lot of criticism and a

lower rating. Photo by C.

Grosjean
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lighter look
at USAFA

The Dodo pokes fun at the institution,
those who make it run and their own

A humor magazine that speaks
for itself and definitely needs

no introduction is the Dodo, this
"underground newspaper" was started in
1 954 when the firstclass of cadets entered
the Academy.

Undoubtedly every cadet in theWing
has read at least portions of theDodo and
laughed at some of its lopsided ... but

often correct observations.
Reading of this journalistic creation

however is not just reserved for cadets,
many officers at the Academy and
graduates hove subscriptions to keep in
touch with the "attitude of the Wing."

In the following cartoons some of the
miltary traditions and life in the dorms ore
explored.
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ALTIMETER
CHECK

"Sir my altitude
is 7.250 feet

above sea level
- far, far above

that of
West Point or
Annapolis."

source

unknown
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dmission
to attrition

More members of the class of '97 wave
good-bye than previous classes

The Air Force Academy has seen
many changes recently, and all

of these changes are for the better ... or
ore they? Some eye-opening statistics

concerning the class of '97 suggested
some problems in the changes.

What's wrong? For starters, as of
prog of spring semester, 1 994, 2 1 % of
the fourthclass cadets hod already left the
Academy. Historically only 15% of
fourthclassmen leave the Academy by
prog, in addition, at prog, 260
fourthclassmen were on academic

probation. Traditionally, there'sonly been
around 200 fourthclassmen on academic
probation ot this time.

What are the reasons for these hikes
in numbers? Well, an academic

background check of the class of '97 told
a mixed story. SAT scores of entering
cadets has been slowly increasing since
the class of '94; '94 and '95 hod a verbal
mean of 566 while '96 a mean of 567 on

verbal, and '97 a 569. As for moth
scores, '94 hod a mean of 655, '95 a

658, '96 a 659 and '97 a mean of 663.
While the numbers rose from class to

class in the above example, the Academic
Composite Index recorded a different
story. The academic composite which is a
combination of college aptitude and
ochievementscoresond high school grade
point averages showed that the mean for
the classes of '94 and '95 rose from 3202
to 321 1 . After these classes the mean then
started declining with the class of '96.
Their mean was 3208, while the class of
'97 hod a mean of 3201.

What about athletic performance?
Results on the means for the Candidate

FitnessTest showed that '97, has the highest
mean of 504. The means of the others
classes were '94 with 494, '95 with 488,
and '96 with 496.

All of these background statistics

suggest that numbers wise the potential is
there for success and retention of the class
of '97. They don't explain why '97 has

experienced such a high percentage of
cadets leaving the Academy.

Jim Dugan, a retired technical
sergeant and manager of four degree
records, suggested a couple reasons for
the decline in numbers.

"Most likely the cause has to do with
the computers," Dugan said. "With all of
its extras such as USAFANET and all of the
other junk freshmen have, there are

distractions. At the ARCs you hear the
basicworstories ofupperclassmen causing
trouble, but you also hear how much the
freshmen talk to each other using the net."

Dugan added: "the training
environment is also a cause. There seems
to be a lock of discipline in the freshmen
since training has loosened up."

Whatever the causes were, the
problem was crystal clear. "The ARC in

January [ 1 994] was theworst I've seen in
the ten years I've been here," Dugan
exclaimed.

The statistics ore in, 2 1 % of the class
of '97 left after only three-fourths of the
fourthclass year. This is simply, too much.
As the Academy continues to redefine
traditions and make changes in policies,
hopefully the consequenceswon't include
another drop in enrollment.

By C2C Marcus Gregory.
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Tying up the loose ends, this
fourthclass cadets malces his
rounds to check out at all the

appropriate places before leaving
the Academy. Photo by
S. Morris

Disenrollment wasn't only for fhe
fourfhclass cadets. Many
upperclass cadets chose to leave
at the end of the school year for a
number of reasons. Photo by
S. Morris

Checking to make sure everything
is complete, C4C Jennifer Tipton
checks in with Sgt. Dunn in Cadef
Personnel. Some fourthclass cadet
disenroll with the hopes of
reapplying once they have pulled
up their grade point average af a
school closer to home. Photo by
S. Morris



acing
the elements

Braving the snow and cold cadets turn
CFLEX into a successful learning lab

T
I his year, a new military program
� was introduced to the cadet wing

thatmany people hopewill become a new
tradition at the Academy. The program
was known as Codet Field Leadership
Exercise, CFLEX.

In 1 993, a similar program known
OS Operation Troilblozer was born.
However, it was highly criticized and did
not accomplish its mission. After much
review and reconstruction, CFLEX was

created. The concept behind CFLEX was

to hone cadet's leadership, followership,
and teamwork skills. To accomplish this,
A, B, and, C flights were sent out to

complete several courses such as the O-
Course, point defense, land navigation,
the pool scenario, chemical warfare gear.

"This is the only way to ride, " says
C? C Woody Sepp. Victims for the
activities were drawn from each
squadron's headquarters flighi.
Photo by M. Brevard

andweapon assembly. Meanwhile, each
squadron's headquarters flight supported
the other three flights by acting as victims
in the pool scenario and supplying cadets
with fresh uniforms.

Many of the activities that mode up
CFLEXwere planned to take place outside.
However, therewas a catch. Theweekend
that CFLEX was scheduled the lovely and
unpredictableColoradoweatherdecided
to take a turn for the worse by dumping a

few inches of snow on the ground and
dropped the temperatures below freezing.
Fortunately, the planners behind CFLEX
hod an inclement weather plan and all
events except point defense and land
navigation were moved inside.

Continued on page 55
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YOU may
have to fight
when there is
no hope of
victory.

because it is
better to

perish than to

live as slaves.'
Sir Winston
Churchill
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looking like a sadistic games of
Marco Polo, several flights fry to
stay afloat. Flights commanders
were expected to organize their
flights in a simulated water survival
situation. Photo by M. Brevard

"GAS! GASI GASr CFLEX tested
the ability of individuals to

protect themselves from chemical

agents. Photo by M. Brevard

Giving fhe knot one final tug, a
cadet checks fhe tightness of fhe
camouflage. Units from Fort

Carson allowed USAFA to use

their vehicles for the operation.
Photo by R. Evers
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Pulling C ] C Jen Allen o>l^f fhe
pool lilce a rag doll, C4C 15
Welles demonstrates his water
survival skills. Life preserver units
assisted rescuers with handling
their victims. Photo by M.
Brevard

With their favorite toy broken,
CIC Elliot Salmon and a group of
friends won't be letting C3C

Melissa Davidson play in any
more of their reindeer games.
CFLEX gave cadets a chance to
review some BCT era know/edge
such as disassembling and

assembling of an M-l 6. Phofo by
M. Brevard

Looking like versions of the Stay
Puff Marshmallow Man, two
cadets practice for the poopie-suit
synchronized swim competition.
Many cadets felt thaf the most

trying part of the water scenario
was puffing on the poopre suit.

Photo by M. Brevard
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raining
heads indoors

Despite lackofcooperationfromMother

Nature CFLEXpromises tomake a

repeatperformance

No matter where the courses

took place, the events

challenged everyone's physical and

mental faculties. Many cadets involved
took awoy different things from CFLEX.

C4C Jason Cordon said CFLEX gave him,
"a wide range of training, leadership
experience, and teamwork."

Meanwhile, C4C Jamie Campbell,
who participated in the wrestling portion
of the O-Course, stated, "I might not hove
won, but I gave it my best and I'm proud
of that." Some people did not go into

CFLEX with the positive attitude of these

fourthclassmen. However, as CFLEXwent

on their attitude changed. "At first, I

thought it would be a haze, "CIC Steve

Monn stated. "But, once I got into the

training it was pretty good."
Another cadet who agreed that the

training was beneficial was C2C Kenyon
Bell. He said: "(CFLEX) as a whole is not

very relevant to my career as a codet,
however when I am on officer I will have

a better understanding of what goes into

the set up of a defensive area. We when

started we didn't know what we were

doing, there was a lot of trial and error."

He added that CFLEX also contributed to

real life learning.
"I am not very good at swimming or

treading water," Bell said. "The pool
scenario just reinforced that I need to

work on that."
It appeared that the whole CFLEX

program was a success, but it still hod

some glitches to be worked out, with time

and cooperation of the weather, CFLEX
will be around for years to come.

By Rob Sepp

Vividly imagining that he's Turbo

from American Gladiators, this O-

Course codre member prepares to

mosh a four degree into oblivion.

Fourthclassmen could earn extra

points for their flight by tossing an

upperclassman out of the ring.
Photo by B. Fallis
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ou're gonna
get it! Pal!

Cadets learn to protect themselves from
danger in unarmed combat

During the end of P.E. blocks, it
was common-place to see cadets

standing in the middle of the weight room
dressed in BDUs (minus the socks and
boots). Unarmed Combat (UC) culminated
in a GR wherein a cadet walked down a

simulated downtown alley where
characters by the likes of Bugsy, Moe,
Tiny, Slim, and Flathead formed a dork
and imposing gauntlet. To shorten the

nerve-wrackingwaiting time, cadetswould
sometimes jokingly hum the themes from
"Mission: Impossible" and "James Bond".
For some, UC was like a big playground.

" I had a good time during class,"
C2C Tony Mirobile said. " People would
throw each other all over the place."
More often than not, the classes would
be mostly mole cadets. However, in one

class, the women outnumbered the men.
" In a way," C2C Tonyo Schnorr said,"it
was like a big slumber party. It was kind
of unusual to see so many female cadets
at one time and so we spent a lot of time
talking with each other."

In spite of the light-hearted mirth

during class, UC hod a very serious

purpose. "The purpose of UC is help
prepare cadets fora possibly unfavorable
situation in the streets or wherever they
may be in the Air Force where theywould

need to defend themselves," Maj Feliz, a
UC instructor in AH said. "However," he
added, "we first try to teach cadets not to
put themselves into those situations or to

simply not be there."
When asked about the practicality

of what he learned in UC, New Yorker
Mirobile commented: "I used to get in a

lot of fights and some of the techniques
kind of help you get a plan of action
together." Mirobile also said that some
of the techniques were not so good.
"Those [toke-owoy] gun moves ore really
outrageous," he said. " It's like 'Hey, this
stuff only works in karate movies.' "

UC is not meant to be on offensive-
type of protection. "In a way," Feliz said,
"it [UC] gives the cadet confidence and
even a look so as to deter on attack."
Although Schnorr agrees, she stated: "I
feel more confident after taking self-
defense, judo, and UC but I think that UC
olone is not enough to defend yourself."
She suggests that, "moybe if they [AH]
were to offer some sort of refresher cou rse
once in a while, but nothing like a PFT or

anything, then I think people would retain
a lot of what they learned in UC."

By Joe Gordon

Tr-cidi tio rt



A take down is worth twol After

successfully evading a choke hold,
fhis cadet turns the tables on his
assailant. Photo by
C. Grosjean

Preparing for a crash landing/
C2C Maff Adams watches fhe
floor approach quickly after
unsuccessfully affacking his

partner. Photo by C. Grosjean

"i'm gonna blow you away..."
waiting to hear this key phrase
this cadet thinks up a strategy to
wrestle fhe gun away from his

attacker. Photo by C. Grosjean

"Holler uncle..." this cadet
simulates an arm break of his
attacker. This move is normally
done from a lapel grab. Phofo by
C. Gros/ean
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Entering the pool with a splash,
this student prepares to make a

swimming rescue. This technique
was taught because it is the best

way to enter the water while still

keeping fhe victim in sight.
Photo by C. Gros/ean

Approaching with caution, a

potential rescuer swims toward thi

victim. Students were taught to be
very careful in a rescue situation

because a panicking victim can be

dangerous to the rescuer as well
as himself. Photo by C. Gros/ean
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aking the

big plunge
Madatory "water sports class" leave
thirdclass cadets all washed up

When cadets think of
mandatory core courses

that really stink, they think of Thermo,
Astro, or Engineering 410. However,
even AH offers o mandatory core class
that ranks upwith those infamous courses.
Water Haze (o.k.o. Water Survival).

WaterSurvival is usually taken during
three degree year after completion of
Basic Swimming. In this class, cadets ore
taught basic life saving and survival skills
in the water. Skills covered at the gym
include several lifesaving holds, how to

break holds if a drowning person grabs
on to you, different entries into the water
and differentstrokes forvarying situations,
and treading water.

The culmination of the course is the
final exam given on the lost day of class.
This test starts with fully clothed students

jumping off the 1 0 metertower, swimming
underwater underneath the bulkhead,
clearing thewater for oil fires, self inflating
their BDU blouses, and finally swimming
the length of on Olympic size pool as fast
as they con. Most agree that the best port
of the final is when it's over. Looking bock
on the class one cadet said said: "The
worst portof the classwas the anticipation
of jumping off of the 1 0-meter. Once you
could take the first step off all you had to

do was moke sure you don't hurt yourself
landing."

Like it or not, there are inevitable
traditions that cadets must take head on.

Unfortunately, when cadets take the
tradition ofWater Survival, they also face
the challenge of not drowning.

By Rob Sepp

"Get me out of this pool!" Two
cadets scramble to get over the
bulkhead in a timed, graded
event. Graded events such as

these were designed to test skills
learned in the class. Photo by C.

Gros/ean
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X 1
Tradition qfeaccellene continues
new teams enter thepicture



The tradition of excellence stayed the same,
what was changed was that different teams rose
to the top proving that Air Force Academy
intercollegiate athletics should be taken seriously.
Both men and women's teams earned top rank

�Sports *^^
honors in everything from swimming to soccer

as well as football to rifle.
In the fall, true to tradition, the Academy

kept the Commander-in-Chief's trophy despite
the loss to Navy. The tradition was redefined
however because this is the first time in the post
four years that the Falcons did not beat both
Army and Navy. During the same season, the
men's soccer team thrilled fanswhen they earned
a spot to compete in the Sweet Sixteen. On the
other side of the coin the women's team finished
strong in their second year of intercollegiate
competition. The athletic endeavors continued
into the winter and spring sports as well. The
women's swimming team turned heads when it
took second in the NCAA Championship,

The teams' successes didn't stop on their
respective fields of play. As expected, academics
were continually stressed and thus Academic
All-Americanswere found running cross country,
shooting rifle and playing basketball.

Keeping his eye on the puck, goaltender
C4C Pat Ktelb provides the necessary
defense to foil the play. The hockey team
put together a winnmg season this year.
The last one was in 89-90.

Photo by S. Morns
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Basketball arena gets
a new name

Former athletic director
is honored at dedication

At a dedication ceremony on the evening of
December 6, 1 993, the 6,007-seat basketball arena
portion of the Cadet Fieldhouse took a new name. That
night, it officially became known as the Clune Arena.

The basketball arena was named after Col. John
J. Clune who was the athletic director at the Air Force
Academy from November, 1 975 until his retirement in
August, 1991. Col. Clune passed away in Colorado
Springs in April, 1 992.

Col. Clune was a Naval Academy graduate and
basketball star. Appropriately, the Air Force Academy
was playing the Naval Academy on the night of the
Clune Arena dedication.
On bended knee, the Falcon mascot pays
tribute to Cot. John Clune by giving his wife

Pat, roses ond a kiss on the hand. The
Cadet Wing, especially Ahi, truly benefited
from all of Col. Clune's hard and dedicated
work. Photo by B. Scharton

Atiiietic Staff

^er

Col. Samuel J. Bole
Director of Athletic Support

Col. Gerald Boesche
Director of Athletic Programs

Lt. Col. William Stinson

Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
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GAME ONE A BREEZE
Falcons chop down

Sycamores in season

T
opener

he Air Force Academy
football team opened

the season with style and flair.
The Falcons pruned the

Indiana State Sycamores, a

Division lAA foe, by the count
of 63-21 at Falcon Stadium on

Sept. 4. The 63 points was the
fourth highest single-gome
point total in Academy history.

Several players mode
impressive debuts for the
Falcons. Junior halfback
Jeremy Johnson rushed for a
gome high, 96 yards on 16
carries and scored a

touchdown in his first career
start. Sophomore halfback
Joke Campbell, playing hisfi rst
varsity gome, tallied two

rushing TDs and also snared a

34-yard TD pass.
Senior quarterback Scott

Teigen hod a solid outing in his
first starting assignment for the
Falcons. Teigen threw for two
TDs and ran for another. The
Falcons hod notthrown fortwo
TDs in a game since Oct. 5,
1991.

On defense, sophomore
defensive back LeRon Hudgins
recorded three tackles, o pass
deflection and on interception
in his first varsity start. Junior
linebacker Steve Russ hod a

game-high 1 2 tackles in his
first start.

A T^r-adi tio rz

Senior placekicker/
punter Chris Moclnnis was

picture perfect against the
Sycamoores. He tied a school
record with nine PATs (9-9)
and also punted twice for a

50.5 overage.
"It's great to win," head

coach Fisher DeBerry said. "I
had no idea we would win so

"It's great
to win."

Fisher DeBerry
after first game

convincingly. The defense did
a great job."

Falcons go from
63 to 5 points
in one week

Following the season-

opening win over Indiana
State, Falcons' head cooch
Fisher DeBerry said "A football
team mokes its most

improvement between the first
and second gome."

Well, notthis time around
Coach DeBerry. Following a

63-point outburst in the season
-openingwin, the Falcons could
only put five points on the
board against in-stote rival

tIGHT/NG STRIKES/ Once again, the
Falcon defense dominates the pileup as

they sack the quarterback. Coach DeBerry
commented that the defense "did a great
job". Photo by S. Morris

STEP OFF! The play may be over but
/inebacicer Mike Black, stays prepared in

case the down player gets feisty. Photo by
C. htarris

Colorado State University
(CSU) and suffered an 8-j
setback in o hard-fought
Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) gome in FortCollins on

Sept. 1 1 .

The Falcons got on the
scoreboard first wher

sophomore Brian McCray
blocked a CSU punt. The bai
rolled through the bock of the
Roms' endzone and this gave
Air Force on early 2-0 lead

CSU countered with
touchdown scoring drive in the
second period. The Rams went
for the two-point conversion
and mode it for an 8-2 cushion

Later in the second
stanza, senior kicker Chris
Moclnnis drilled a 23-yearfie
goal for the Falcons to narro

the margin it was 8-5 a

halftime.
Defense was the name

the gome in the second ha
Neither team's offense coul(
manage to score any point
and the Roms held on forthe
5 WAC victory.

The loss evened thi
Falcons' overall record at 1
and left Air Force with an 0
WAC mark.

It'

f
s'sek.-





BIRDS LET ONE ESCAPE
BYU - deja vu all over again

Last minute TD nets

win for Aztecs

This was another one of
those WAC(ky) football

gomes. One week ago, the
Falcons lost to Colorado State
8-5 in on unusually low-scoring
Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) contest. In this outing
on Sept. 1 8 at Falcon Stadium,
however, things were back to
normal as the Falcons lost a
38-31 heartbreaker to Son

Diego State in a typical wild
andwoolly, high-scoringWAC
affair.

The gome featured o little
bit of everything. For the
meteorologist, there was

lightning, roin, hail, wind, and
sunshine. For both teams, two
possible starts emerged. For
the fans, there was on exciting
second half capped by a

fantastic finish.
Falcons' sophomore

quarterback Demond Cosh
was impressive in his firstcareer
start. As o matter of fact, his
1 72 yards rushing was the
most successful rushing debut
by an Academy quarterback.
However, the rushing statistics
were insignificonttoCosh. "The
bottom line is, the final score is
38-31 Aztecs," Cosh said.

The Falcons dominated
the Aztecs for 47 minutes.

Unfortunately, there was still

Tr- czdi tio n

STRETCH!! Fullback Jake Malay (30J keep,
a death.grip on fhe ball as he lunges for
extra yards after being tripped up. Photo
by C. tiarris

1 3 minutes to go in the gome.
Son Diego State rallied from a

31-14 deficit in the final 13
minutes that concluded with a

36-yard TD pass with less than
a minute remaining to give the
Aztecs the 38-3 1 victory.

"I don't know if I've ever
been in a wilder gome than
this one,"head coach Fisher

"They hit
me hard."

Demond Cash
on the BYU

defense

DeBerry said. "It's just o

stinking shame we had to lose
it."

The Falcons fell to 1-2
overall and 0-2 in the WAC.

Another BYU game,
another BYU win

Same old, some old!
Brigham Young University
(BYU) owns the Falcons. This
time around, Sept. 25 in Provo,
Utah, the Cougars clawed the
Falcons 30-3. It marked the
1 1th straight time BYU has
defeated Air Force and 1 5 of
1 6 times overall.

The 30-3 loss kept the

Falcons winless (0-3) li

Western Athletic Confereno
(WAC) ploy and 1-3 overall
This setback made forthe worst

start forAir Force since 1981,|
when the Falcons won on!
one of their first four on

finished 4-7.
BYU dominated the gomi

on both sides of the boll. The
Cougars' offense bolted to a

23-3 halftime lead and never

looked bock. The BYU defense,
as usual, held the Falcons'
wishbone offense in check cl
1 93 yards for the gome.

"I thought their defense
was verymotivated," Falcons'
quarterback Demond Cash
said. "They hit me hard and
every time one of them hit me,
I could hear some mumbling.
They wanted to stop me."

Air Force senior kicker
Chris Moclnnis was the only
offensive bright spot for the
Falcons. He booted a 52-yarc
field goal forthe Folcons' onl)
points and hod o 44-yard
punting overage.

"They're big, they're
strong," head coach Fisher
DeBerry (probably for he 1 Oli
year in o row) said. "They
mode the ploys and we didn't.
FREE FALL ... Halfback Jeremy Johnson is

literally knocked off his feet while running
the ball. Fortunately there is an Aztec

player to break his fall. Photo by
C. Grosjean
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DEFENSE GETS LASSOED 'I'
'

J

Drought ends forNavy
Wyoming receiver

does it again

yoming s senior

wide receiver Ryon
Yarborough hod burned the
Falcons defense in the post on
several occasions. This yeor's
game turned out to be no

different.
Yarborough burned the

Falcons' secondarywith seven
catches for 241 yards and two
TDswhile leading the Cowboys
to a 31-18 victory over Air
Force. This put Yarborough's
career totals ogoinst Air Force
at 25 catches for 603 yards
and six touchdowns.

The loss to the Cowboys
dropped the Falcons' overall
record to 1-4 and 0-4 in
Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) play. The 1 -4 start was
the worst ever for head cooch
Fisher DeBerry. The Falcons
dropped four straight gomes
(worst since 1 988).

Wyoming opened the

scoring in this game with a TD
but Air Force come right bock
when seniorfullbock Joe Parisi
rumbled up the middle on a

52-yord scoring jount. The
Cowboys then added another
TDfora 14-7 lead.

In the second stanza,
Folcons' kickerChrisMoclnnis
booted a 33-yard field goal to
narrow the gap to 14-1 0. The
Falcons would get no closer.

The bockbreoker come

right after the Falcons' field
goal when Wyoming
quarterback Joe Hughes
connected with Yarborough
for an 87-yard TD pass ploy.

"It was a big hit
and I couldn't

hang on to

the ball."

Scott Teigen
on fumble

Navy finally beats Air
Force after 1 1 tries
Years of frustration,

eleven in fact, come to on end
for Navy. The Midshipmen
defeated Air Force 28-24 at

Novy-Marine CorpsMemorial
Stadium.

A record crowd of
35,753 witnessed Novy beat
Air Force for the first time since
1981. The loss wos the fifth
straight for the Falcons (1-5
overall and 0-5WAC) and put
the Falcons' stranglehold on

the Commander-in-Chief's

HOLD IT STEADY ... Kicker Chris MaclnmV
(1 2} sends one through the up-rights witli
Paul Willingham holding. Photo by 6, FoIJi:

IMPACT ZONE ... Knowing he is about lo
get crushed, quarterback Scott Teigen
tucics the ball away and reaches for mot

yards. Photo by B. Fallis

Trophy in jeopardy.
Both teams turned the ball

over four times. The most

damaging turnover for Air
Force come when senior

quarterback Scott Teigen was

belted from behind and
fumbled with nine minutes lefl
in the gome. Novy took ovei

and sailed to the winnin
touchdown.

"It was a big hit and li
couldn't hang on to the ballj
Teigen said. "That wd

probably the turning point inj
the gome. It's the toughest loss!
we've hod all year."

Air Force led 1 0-0 at ha
and 24-14 after three quarter
butthey could notmaintointhe
advantage. Air Force senior
fullback Joe Parisi rushed for
79 yards, a personal best for
1993.

"It's the biggestwin we've
hod since I've been here,"
Novy toilbock Jason Va
Matre said. "Even biggertham
the '91 win over Army."

The Falcons still hove
shot at retaining th(

Commander-in-Chief'sTrophy
but Air Force must beat Arm|
and Army must defeat Nav|
for this to take place.
PILE ON ... Noseguard Kent Hennings
and linebacker Johnny Harrison (43)
sure lhat this Wyoming player doesn't
one step further. Photo by P.J. Pelkingi
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AIR IT OUT ... On fhe roll-out pass,

quarferbac/c ScoH Teigen flips one out to

the flats before getting hammered. Photo

by C, Horns

CUTTING CORNERS ... AHemphng fo spin
around his opponent, halfback Obasi

Onuoha turns on a dime to cut up-field.
Photo by C. Horns
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TURNOVERSDESTROYAFA
Falcons whitewash the Citadel

Fresno State wins first

meeting with Air Force

Air Force and Fresno
State met for the first

time ever in Fresno, California.
The FSU Bulldogs capitalized
on four Falcons' first half
turnovers and proceeded to

record a 33-20 victory.
It was the Falcons sixth

e season

overall
(WAC)

I The Falcons hod o terrible
time holding the boll in the first
half. They lost fumbles on their
first three possessions and hod
on interception returned for a
.touchdown on their fourth
'possession. ..this led to a 20-0
halftime deficit for Air Force.

After giving up o third

period field goal, the Falcons
rallied for 14 unanswered
points, then following another
FSU field goal, scored another
TD to pull to within 26-20 with
1 :52 remaining. However, the
jBulldogs recovered the onside
kick and scored with 43
seconds left in the gome.

Air Force sophomore
^wide receiverRichie Marsh hod
a reception against Fresno
State to extend his streak to

seven games with at least one
reception. Falcons' senior

punter/plocekicker Chris
Moclnnis punted only once

IRST DOWN DENIED defensive end Sox
ande// trips up Citadel running back
iehind the line of scrimmage. Photo by M.

"Gregory

ogoinst FSU for 47 yards. His
season overage of 46.6 yards
per punt is one of the best in
the nation.

"Air Force seemed to go
up and down the field," Fresno
coach Jim Sweeney said. "They
hove moved the boll oil year,
but turned it over. They seem

to always shoot themselves in

the foot."

Shutout ends six-game
losing streak for

Air Force

A home gome and o

Division IAA opponentwas just
what the doctor ordered for
the Falcons.

They ended a six-gome

losing streak by whitewashing
The Citadel 35-0. It was their
first since the season opener.

The Falcons used a

balanced offensive attack that
featured 217 rushing yards
and 1 29 through the oir. The
defense held The Citadel to

'I take my hat
off to the

defense ..."
Fisher DeBerry
on win over

Citadel

TEN PLAYER PILE UP... Falcon defense lead

by Steve Russ (58J and Milte BlacIc (46)
stop the Bulldog surge. Photo by J. Babinski

21 1 yards rushing and o big
goose egg in passing yards. It
marked the fourth time in

Academy history the Falcons
have held on opponent to zero
passing yards. The shutoutwas
the Falcons' first since beating
Army, 25-0, on in 1991.

The Falcons defense, also
shut down The Citodel's
offense, and scored twice.
Junior defensive back Brian
Wotkins returned on

interception 42 yards ond
sophomore defensive bock
Kelvin King recovered a fumble
in the end zone. Wotkins'
interception return for a TD was
his second of the year. He is the
first Falcon since Tom Rotello in
1 985 to return two

interceptions forTDs in the some
season.

Falcons' quorterbock
Scott Teigen replaced an

injured Demond Cash in the
first quarter and threw for a

career high 1 20yardson5-l 0
passing. Two of the completions
went for touchdowns and

sophomore receiver Richie
Marsh caught two passes to

extend his streak to eight games
with at leost one catch.

"How sweet it is,"
Falcons' head cooch Fisher

DeBerry said. "I take my hot off
to the defense and to the
defensive coaches."

RedeJIrred



BACK OFF... Avoiding the pressure,

quarferbac/c Demand Cash fends off the
closest UTEP defender.
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y\i TWO IN A ROW

Falcons beat UTEP and fly by Army

f

Falcons bury UTEP
Miners for first WAC

win

>r'

v^'

he Air Force football
team picked up its

.second win in o row and its
first (WAC) win of the season

by defeating the University of
rexas-ElPaso(UTEP)31-10at
Falcon Stadium on Oct. 30.

A crowd of 24,422, the
smallest at Falcon Stodium in
1 0 years, watched the Falcons

Keep UTEP in the WAC cellar
'ith the win.

The Falcons avoided the
�A/AC bosementond kept UTEP

I here with on effective blend of
offense, defense and kicking.
rhe Falcons improved to 3-6
overall and 1-5 in the WAC

|//hile UTEP dropped to 0-4 in

I /?AC ploy.
UTEP scored first with o

ield goal to take o 3-0 lead
ifterone quarter. The Falcons
hen ran off 24 unanswered
joints to take control of the
game.

Falcons' sophomore
quarterback Demond Cash
eturned to the starting lineup
igainst UTEP. His return was a

uccesswith 100 yards rushing
)n 1 4 carries. However, Cosh
vas in|ured in the fourth quarter
ind was replaced by junior
'reston McConnell signal

UST MISSED... Wilh determination on his

^3ce, halfboc/< Jake Campbell jukes one

ITEP cornerback to help Air Force capture
s only WAC victory.

caller.

McConnell, who was

celebrating his 2 1 st birthday
on this day, rushed for one

touchdown and threw for
another during his short stint

ogoinst the Miners. His scoring
toss was a 50-yarder to

sophomore receiver Richie
Marsh. Marsh has now caught
otleastone possin ninestroight
gomes.

"I feel good about being
able to come in, do o good job
and help the team win,"
McConnell said.

C-l-C Trophy still a

possibility for
Air Force

To have a chance at

retaining the Commander-in-
Chief's Trophy, the Falcons
knew they would hove to

defeat Army ot Falcon

Stadium.
The Falcons hod to beat

Army (because of on earlier
loss to Novy) and then Army
hod to beat Novy later in the
season in order for the Trophy
to stay in the Falcons'

possession.
Air Force went out and

did what it hod to do ogoinst
Army by defeoting the Black

Knights 25-6. It was the third

SEASON NOTES:
Senior punter/plocekicker
ChrisMoclnnis led theWAC
and the nation in punting
with a 47.0 average. As a

result, hewon the AT&T Long
Distance Award which is a

$1,000 donation in his
name by AT&T to the
NCAA's Degree
Completion Fund.

POWER SURGE.. Aided by the offensive

line, fullback Joe Pastorello wrestles for the

goal line. This year marked Army's fiHh
consecutive loss to Air Force.

straight win for the Falcons (4-
6 overall) and the fifth straight
victory over Army.

The Falcons held Army
without a touchdown for the
fifth consecutive game between
these two teams. The Falcons
hove now won 1 0 of the lost
1 3 gomes against Army.

The victory over Army
wos the 100th win forAir Force
in Falcon Stadium. The
milestone was witnessed by
4 1 ,032 fans, the largest crowd
of the year at Falcon Stadium.

Falcons' senior halfback
Woyne Young hod his finest

gome of the season. He scored
touchdownson the Falcons' first
two possessions of the gome.
The first score came on o nifty
46-yard scamper.

Young and sophomore
quarterback Demond Cosh
both rushed formore than 1 00

yards against Army. This was
the first time since 1991 that
two Air Force players hod
rushed for 100 yards in the
some game.

Falcons' sophomore
receiver Richie Marsh did not

hove a pass reception ogoinst
Army, snapping his streak. Air
Force senior halfback Obasi
Onuoha got the game started
on o good note when he song
the Notional Anthem.

GO ARMY, BEAT NAVY!

Redefined



HERE COME THE B/G BOYS ... With the rest

of defense closing m, linebacker Johnny
Harrison (43) and nose guard Rod Metzer

(63} snag fhe Utah fu//baclc behind fhe line

of scrimmage.

GIVE IT THE BOOT ... Kic/cer Chris Maclnnis
sails one deep info Hawaii territory. Photo
by C. Harris

WISHBONE ATTACK ... reading fhe
defense, quarterback Scott Teigen
calculates if he should pitch it or dash up
field. Phoio by C. Harris

DRIVIN- IT HOME.. Taking the keeper
around the right end, backup quarterback
Preston McConnell, drives for yardage.

Tf-aditio rz
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FALCONS FALL AT OTAH
Final game a downer

Utah snaps Falcons'
short winning streak

The Falcons had their
three-gome winning

streak snapped by Utah, 41-
24. The loss dropped the
Falcons to A-7 overall and 1 -6
in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC).

The Utes jumped to a 13-
3 first quarter lead. Air Force
stormed back in the second
quarter behind touchdowns
from sophomore quarterback
Demond Cosh and senior
fullback Joe Pastorello to take
a 17-13 halftime lead.

Following a Utah field
goal in the third quarter, senior
halfback Wayne Young
blasted in from the one to give
the Falcons a 24-1 6 lead with
5:42 left in the third quarter.
This would be the lost score of
the game for Air Force.

On the other side of the
boll, the Falcons couldn't stop
Utah. The Utes tallied 25

straight points while shredding
the Air Force defense.

Utah quarterback Mike

McCoy completed 29 of 39

passes for 459 yards it was

the fourth time this season the
Falcons surrendered 400-plus
passing yards in a gome.

McCoy's total was the most

passing yards againstAir Force
this season and the fifth-highest
total ever against the Falcons.

Falcons' junior defensive
bock Brian Watkins said: "I'm

really disappointed.We didn't
ploy OS well as we could have.
We hod gotten better, but we
took a step bock today."

Senior placekicker Chris
Maclnnis booted five times for
a 48.4 overage ogoinst Utah.
He also kicked a 44-yord field
goal. Moclnnis' season

average of46.8 yards per punt
ranks second in the nation.

SEASON NOTES:

Army beat Navy during the
1 993 season and this kept
the Commander-in-Chief's
Trophy in the Air Force

Academy trophy cose. You
see, Air Force lost to Navy,
Air Force beat Army and
Army beat Novy. This
created a tie and the current
holder (Air Force) retains
the Trophy.

ST/CKY FINGERS ... desp.fe fighf coverage,
wide ouf Richie Marsh, snatches one in

midair. Photo by J. Babinski

Dismal season ends
with big loss
at Hawaii

The final football game of
the season forthe Falcons took

place in Honolulu, Hawaii, on
Nov. 20 ogoinst the University
of Hawaii.

It was a delightful setting
for the season finale but the
dismal outcome of the game
put a damper on the occasion.

The Hawaii Rainbow
Warriors pummeled the
Falcons by the score of 45-1 7.
This ended the Falcons' 1 993

compoign with o 4-8 overall
record and a 1-7 mark in
Western Athletic Conference
action.

Against Hawaii, the
Falcons got off to o good stort
when sophomore quarterback
Demond Cash scooted 34

yards for a 7-0 Air Force lead.
It was Cash's fourth rushing TD
of the season.

Hawaii countered with a

touchdown and then senior

placekicker Chris Maclnnis

gave the Falcons a short-lived
lead with o 23-yard fieldgoal.

After the Moclnnis' field
goal, the gome belonged to
Hawaii. The RainbowWarriors
reeled off 3 8 straight points to
put the Falcons awoy.

J^ede/irzed



Falcon Football 1993

FRONT ROW (Lto R): ScottTeigen, Joe Lombardi, Mott Newby, Chad Mathis, Marty Edwards, Rob Melzer, Dove Eoglin, Kent

Hennings, Adorn Lenhart, Eric Tucker, Curtis Sutton, Tim Dunn, ErikMitchell, David Grein, Rob Peragine, Seon MadoleSECOND
ROW: James Lee, Jeff Burbank, Joson Dyer, Joe Parisi, Joe Pastorillo, Alex Kleckner, Mike Block,Woyne Young, Obasi Onuoha,
Chris Mclnnis, James Chrisley, Saxon Yandell, Jeff Bergstrom, David Gauch,Will McCombs, David Brynteson, Chris Beoke, Don
Davis, JimWorleyTHIRD ROW: Chad Igl, KevinWilliams, Mickey Datton, MikeWalker, Nokia Addison, J.J. Wadas, Brandon
Wilkerson, Randy Roberts, Kevin Mosley, Mark Sotolloro, Tom Ulmer, Joke Moloy, RichieMarsh, Demond Cash, Joke Campbell,
Jeremy Johnson, Brian Watkins, John Fontenot FOURTH ROW: Brett O'Holloran, Donto Johnson, Jim Moore, Doug Thurston,
Colby Hoefar, Kelvin King, Danny Alvarado, MattYoung, LeRon Hudgins, Vernon Flectcher, Brian McCroy, Preston McConnell,
Jason Olsen, Gil Sanders, Johnny Harrison, Steve Walker, Fred Portis FIFTH ROW: MottWall, Paul McCreary, Bret Cillesen,
Johnny Vargas, Lorry Clifford, Sam Ransom, David Brockney, Steve Carr, Steve Russ, Jason Tone, Don Palmer, t^Jick Capotosto,
Erik Davis, Mark De Rock, Bobby Holloway, Brad Hall, Brent Kelly BACK ROW: Cal McCombs, Rob Norcer, Brian Knorr, Dick

Engo, JimGrobe, Jock Broiley, ||^^^^^^^_||_|_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Pauj Hamilton, Jim Conboy,
TomMiller, Kim Gross, Sammy ^^^^^^^^^H^B^^PRB^H^N^^^^^^^^^^^I Pot Evans, TryCalhoun, Danny
Steinmark, Chuck Peterson, ^^^^^^^^HP95i^hSiRXK^^^^^^^^^H Wies, Jack Culliton, Mike

Tinsley, Bob Noblitt, Pee Wee
Photo by Zemi photography

RECORD
Overall
Conference
Home

Away
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SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OFFENSE

Yards Per Game

Rushing Yards Per Game

Leader, Rushing
Passing Yards Per Game

Leader, Recieving
All Purpose Yards Per Game

Leader, All Purpose Yards

Points Per Games

Leader, Scoring

351.8

284.9

Demond Cash, 875
66.9

Richie Marsh, 321
431.4

Obasi Onuoha, 1013

24.6

Chris Maclnnis, 60

DEFENSE
Yards Allowed Per Game 424.3

Rushing Yards Allowed Per Game 172.3

Passing Yards Allowed Per Game 252.0

All Purpose Yards Allowed Per Game 424.3

Total Team Tackles 801

Leader, Tackles Mike Black, 84
Total Team Sacks 33

Leader, Sacks Johnny Harrison, 6
Total Team Interceptions 8

Leader, Interceptions Brian Watkins, 4

SPECIAL TEAMS
Field Goals

Punting Average
Punt Retum Yards

Leader, Punt Returns
Kick Off Retum Yards

Leader, Kick Off Returns

Chris Maclnnis, 9-14 (64%)
Chris Maclrmis, 47.0

105

Brian Watkins, 105

757

Obasi Onuoha, 576
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If may be cold, buf they're still smiling. The
varsity cheerleading team fakes a momenf

ouf of fheir busy gome roufine fo sfriice a

pose in Ufoh. Phofo by J. Babinski.

Waitmg in fhe wings. Members of fhe junior
varsity cheerleading team waif for fheir turn
of fhe big fime. Phofo by S. Morris.

Center court. Cheering in a style all their
own^ Chuck Perkins and Val Nguyen pump

up fhe crowd af a Falcon basketball game.
Phofo by C. Harris.

Going Downl Everything that goes up must

come down, case in point. The Falcon

cheerleadmg squad consfrucfs a pyramid at

fhe BYU game. Phofo by D. Hill.



REV OP THE CROWD
Tough routines & schedules, cheerleaders take it seriously

E&3^A
Smi/e /odiesl Members of fhe Academy Dance Team show their pearly whites.
Photo by C. Harris.

I t's a TV time out in Falcon
Stadium, but the crowd

continues to roar. Why? Is

everyone making a mod dash
to get o hotdog? No, a group
of men and women are on the
field yelling as they imitate

doing yardwork such as hedge
trimming and starting the lown
mower. Who ore they? They
ore none other then the Air

Force Academy cheeHeoding
team.

Every spring, cadets

tryout for 12 intercollegiate,
varsity cheerleading positions.
These 12 will eventually keep
up the intensity at all Falcon
football and men's basketball
gomes. But, before
cheeHeoders took the field,
they prepared for the

challenges they face. In the off

season months, cheerleaders
lifted three days o week and

practiced cheerleading skills
twice a week. During the
season, cheerleaders
continued to lift three times a

week, but they also reviewed
and perfected their routines

every day.
To many, this doesn't

sound too difficult, but not

"Skills are

important, but
not the

deciding
factor."

Maryann Butler
Coach

everyone can become a

cheerleader. Cadets who are

interested in trying out for the
team must hove advanced
tumbling skills, a gymnastics
background, the ability towork
with a partner, o knowledge of
sideline cheering skills, and
some intangible qualities.
Coach Maryann Butler,
described what type of

intangibles she looks for when
choosing cheerleaders, "Skills
are important, but not the
deciding factor. I look for on
outstanding codet with o good
attitude. After someone is
selected to be a cheerleader,
they will moke many public
appearances and give
numerous interviews. I wont
the best possible men and
women in the Cadet Wing to

represent the Academy."
Besides appearances at

football and basketball gomes,
the cheeHeoders competed
several times o year against
other schools. The culmination
of the competitive season come
in April with Nationals that
was seen on ESPN. In the post
two years, the team has made
it to the notional semifinals
and placed two cheerleading
couples in the top 15 in the
nation.

The next time you're
spending a Saturday
screaming "D-Fense" and think
thatanyone con lead the stands
in o cheer, think again.

By Rob Sepp

J^ede/irzed





^TOOGH SLATE FOR TEAM
Positive attitude gets lacrosse players through season

C J C Jason Baal lets the ball go foward fhe Nofre Dome goal. If the goalie was smart he
would have gotten out of the way before he got hurt. Photo by C. Harris

Knowing the 1994
schedule would be one

of the toughest in Air Force

Academy lacrosse history,
head cooch Copt Tom Duggan
realized team togetherness
would be a key to success.

The season opened with
two tough losses to eastern

powerhouses Navy and

Rutgers. The Falcons then
suffered a disappointing 1 2-

1 0 loss at Colorado College,

Get outta my face! CIC Jason Bool looks

for a hole rn the N D defense to get a

good took at t/ie cage. Photo by C. Harris

oneof thetop Division III teams
in the nation, and the record
was 0-3.

Air Force won three of its
next four contests, defeating
Colorado at home and Drexel
and Stoney Brook on the rood
to pull to 3-4 going into Great

"We kept a
positive

attitude all

year."
Tom Duggan

Coach

Western Lacrosse League ploy.
However, league losses to

Michigan State and Notre
Dome at home ended the
Falcons' post-season hopes.

The remainder of the
schedule feotured o pair of
rood gomes ogoinst league
opponents Ohio State ond
Butler. To prepare for these
contests, coach Duggan told
the squad, it was only as good
OS its last gome.

In the final two gomes,
the Falcons turned out to be
anything but quitters. The
Falcons posted o come-from-
behind 11-10 victory over

Ohio State. In the season finale
ogoinst Butler, another come-
from-behind fell just a little short
in an 11-9 loss.

"We can look bock and
see a lot of gomes we could
hove won, and that hurts,"
Duggan said. "Despite our

record we got o lot out of this
year."

Senior Mike Murphy
finished the season with team

leading marks of 34 goals, 26
assists and 60 points. Goalie
TimMorris recorded 1 16 saves

during the 1994 campaign.
"I om proud of the team,"

Duggan said. "We kept o

positive attitude all year. That's
not always easy to do when
you lose some gomes, because
players often times point
fingers. But this group never

did that."

Redeyirzed



AGAINSTTHE ODDS
Exciting 'firsts' sum up season

They were odds that most
gamblerswould pass up,

the team boasted five
freshmen, three sophomores,
three juniors and only two
seniors. Capt BarbCorbeil was
making her debut as head
coach and junior Julie Adair,
a player of whom they were

expecting great things turned
her ankle and was out for six
weeks. Adversity worked in
this team's favor.

Ending the season with a

conference record of 1 0-4 and
on overall record of 2 1 -1 7 the
only response that could sum it

up was WOW! The team
finished in the top 28 out of
226 in the nation.

"We sailed through
Septemberwith a 8-0 record,"
Corbeil said. "October didn't
go quite aswell and we ended
up at 1 5-8. After first round of
conference ploy we were at
1 0-1 which put us in first place
... but by the end we were third
in the conference behindMetro
State and Regis."

This top three finish took
the team to the the NCAA

playoffs, (the fourth time in

Academy history). They were
knocked out in the first round
by Metro who was ranked
fourth in the nation. The match
went to four gomes.

"Many of our losses to

top 20 teams went to five
gomes," Corbeil said.
"Unfortunatelywegotthe short

BETWEEN THE BLOCK ...Karyn Thomas and her teammate provide a forbidding wall as
they go up for fhe block, unfortunately the opponent reod if foo well. Photo by S. Morris

end of the stick too many
times."

This could be attributed
to the team's youth. Many of
the players that mode on

impact were freshman
including freshman Louello
Lovely who mode first team
All-Conference and first team
All- Region.

"We really have
the crowed to
thank for that

w^in."
Barb Corbeil

Coach

This impactwas felt at the
UASFA's Premier Tournament
where 1 8 of the top 20 in the
nation competed. The
Academy took 1 1 th place, it
was the third highest finish in
ten years.

Yetanother highlight was
the team's win against Metro
State 3-2 atthe Squadron Spirit
Night.

"We really hove the
crowd to thank for that win,"
Corbeil said. "We played in
front of almost 1 ,000 fans, it
was great!"

Great certainly sums up
o season full of firsts, Corbeil
added, "I'm really excited
about all the talent we hove.
Next season we have a strong
core of experience returning; I
have high expectations."



fj-r FRONT ROW (I to RJ. Louello Lovely,
Billeye Gladen, Tara Shamhart, Arnie
Grobonslcr, Christine Co//ahan, Befsy
Moore BACK ROW Assf. Ty Groh, Cooch
Barb Corbeil, Trocey Smith, Nilco Bronson,

Karyn Thomas, Lisa Harrigan, Heather
Coheo, Julie Adoir, Asst. Scott Nelson, Assf.
Marcus Darling Phofo by S, Morris BACK:

Asst. Per Coberl. Phofo by S. Morris

W^

w
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LETS WIN ... the team huddles up one

more fime before the starters take position
on fhe court for the first gome. Phofo by S.

Morris

WAITING FOR THE WHISTLE Amie

Grabonslci (9J and Liso Harrigan (I3J
prepare to switch positions so that fhey can

both ploy in their strongest spots. Photo by
S. Morris

SEEING DOUBLE ... after determining
where the block's sef, outside hitter Amie

Grobanski manages to hit fhe boll over the

opponents' hands with finesse. Phofo by S.

Morris

R.ede_firz^d



ow sweet itis... sweet

sixteen that is ... the
men's soccer team surprised
many with a season that took
the players bock east for post
season play that pitted them
ogoinst the top colleges in the
country. Who would hove
thought that the season would
end on this note? These ending
wins were a for cry from the
losses ot the season's

beginning when the team was

plagued with injuries and
hadn't quite gelled.

"From the start to the end
of the season the players really
focused on their goals and

accomplishments rather than
the outside factors that they
could not control," Coach Louis

Sagastume said. "This started
moking them more powerful
and better suited for the
competition. They established
high pride in their team and
the institution they were

representing."
This "new attitude" was

partially due to the team's

adoption of more sports
psychology techniques than in

previous years. Megan Nyer,
o sports psychologist, worked
with the team and coaches to
teach them to focus on success

one game ot o time. This
focusing certainly helped, the
wins kept accumulating; they
even included beating four
teams that were ranked in the

top ten in the nation.
One win that was

TRANSITION MAN ...keeping the ball away from his opponent, outside midfielder Brian
Toth concentrates on moving the ball upheld. Photo by M. Gaupp

POWER FOOT, looking for on open player
fo pass to, forward Rob Behm approachei
the ball. Photo by PJ. Pelkington

especially notable was the
battle ogoinst Creighton who
was ranked number one in the
nation. As soon os the gome
storted, so did the snow ond it
like the competition did not let
up until the Falcons beat their
opponents 2-1 in the fourth
sudden death overtime.

... we've had a

taste of the
sweetness. "

Luis Sagastume
Coach

"There's a certain amount
of pressure that's felt when
there ore tons of fans two feet
owoy from the sidelines,"
senior Brian Toth said. "At the
end of that gome we were all
physically and mentally
drained but that couldn't dull
the feeling of winning."

Sagastume added: "That
was the gome that oil players
performed to their maximum
capability, it was the most

emotional gome of the year."
Another gome that was

emotional was the match up
ogoinst South Carolina. After
thewin against North Carolina,
the Falconswere ready to claim
anothervictim ... unfortunately
South Carolina hod other

*�

plans. "We lost our focus

during this gome," Sagastume
said. "Nothing went our way
and that ended it, but despite
this disappointing gome this
was ourmost successful season
ever based on the gome results
and meeting our objectives."

Establishing and meefin|
objectives was definitely pa
of the Falcon's recipe for
success and Sagastume sait!
that next year this thought
process will stay in effect.

"The neat thing about
wherewe've been is thatwe've
hod a taste of the sweetness,

Sagastume said. "It's very

motivating and they (ne
year's team) won't be satisfieo
if we're not as good or bette'
than we were this year."
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THROW IN...Iookmg for the open player,
defender John Sfrafton weighs his ophons
before making his move. Phofo by P.J.

Pelkington

CELEBRATION...John StraHon (3) and Brian

Bergeron (I 2} congratulate John Liller who

iust scored. Jeremy Tyler , Scoff McDonald

(9) and Brian Toth (8) have their own party
as they walk off the field. Photo by M.
Gaupp

FRONT ROW (L to RJ. Maff Mennefl, Jeff
Pulley SECOND ROW: Kip Kiefer, Bnan
Toth, Bnan Gesuale, Chris Cullen, Nick
Gismondi, John Stratton, Dan Fisher, Coach
Kennefh Su//ivan THIRD ROW: Mike

Morgan, Scoff McDonald, Jeremy Tyger,
Mah Villea, Jerry Fortuna, Travis, John

Liller, Rob Behm, Brian Bergeron, Coach
louis Sogasfume, Assf. Doug/as Hill, Asst.
Steve Tanner. Photo by C Horns
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ON TARGET. Rushing to kick the ball
Kristen Abboft fakes o shof from fhe
oufside in hopes of cofching fhe

goalkeeper ouf of position. Phofo by
C Gros/ean

FRONT ROW (i fo RJ.- Dolly Pasini, Kristen
Abboft/ Jill Van Ess, Kelly Healy, Jennifer
Brannan, Nicole Gumina, Dion Roland,
Marie Peterson, Katie Eckstem, Erika Jones

SECOND ROW: Assf.cooch Larry Friend,
Trainer Stu Martin, Jackie Percy, Leigh
Johnson, Adelle Belisle, Rose Sommon,
Stephanie Jardine, Maggie Smith, Melissa
Wanwright, Tracy Healy, Julie Pilkington,
Janet Halliday, Maria Villalpando, Debbie
Olson, Head Coach Marty Buckley. Photo
by C. Grosjean

TAKE IT OUT. Bnngmg the ball out from the

backfield defender Nicole Gumina uses

some fancy footwork to keep the ball just
ouf of fhe reach of her opponent. Phofo by
C. Grosjean

Tr- c:idi tio rt

BREAKIN' UP THE OFFENSE. Trapping the
ball before sending it down field, Maria
Villalpando startles her opponent who was

working the ball to fhe goal. Photo by C.

Grosjean
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A TOP 20 DEPOT
Second season is as exciting as first

Upperclass experience
and freshman

enthusiasm proved that the
second season of women's

intercollegiate soccer could be
just as exciting as the first. The
team took second in the CAC
with a record of 8-1 1-1, won
the Falcon Invitational and
were ranked in the top twenty
for almost half of the season.

This included spending one

week at 1 6th and two weeks at
18th.

"Our goal was to win the
CAC and the Falcon
Invitational," head coach

Marty Buckely said. "It was

icing on the coke thotwe mode
it into the top 20."

"We definitely improved
this year," junior, MVP, Julie
Pilkington soid. "We hod o

much tougher schedule; we
hod to ploy up to (the level of)
the competition, by doing so

we made a reputation for
ourselves."

It's o reputation that will

stay for years to come, more

than half of the team was

freshmen and sophomores.
"The upperclass players

definitely hod more

experience," Buckley said.
"The freshmen players added
the punch. Undoubtedly with

the returning players theywere
o winning combination."

The season started strong
with a big win (3-1 ) against the
University of Northern
Colorado who was ranked 1 2

in the nation.
"The win set the pace and

the players became believers
that they can compete,"
assistant coach Lorry Friend
said.

Unfortunately this positive
attitude came to a halt toward
the end of the season. The team
suffered from some hard fought
losses. The most important
being toWest Point. The gome
went into double overtime and

"Wlien we're on

the field, we're
there to win the

game."
Julie Pilkington

JOUST ACT/ON. Working a little one-on-

one foot play junror Dron Roland works to

gei the ball past her opponent and into a

position to pass to an open teammate.

Photo by C Gros/ean

the winning shot went into the

goal with three seconds left to

play.
"Army was our most

exciting gome," Pilkington said.
"It was o heartbreaker to lose,
but it was an excellent gome.
We felt good about our effort."

Keeping a good attitude
and breaking through mental

fatigue is something that both
the team and the coaches plan
towork on, like the men's team,
they ore enlisting the help of a
sports pyschologist.

"We had o hard time

getting outofour losing streak,"
Pilkington said. "When we won
all we focused on was the fun.
We need to remember that

winning is fun. When we're on

the field, we're there to win the
gome."

Wins not only came as a

team but individually. Tracy
Heoly was named to the All-
Far West team, she is the first
AFA women's soccer player to
earn this honor. Dolly Posini
was voted Rookie of the year
forthe CAC. Tracy Healy, Julie
Pilkington and Dolly Pasini
were named to the first team
All-CAC while Kelly Heoly and
Marie Peterson mode second
team All-CAC. In addition Julie

Pilkington, Adelle Belisle and
Janet Holiday mode the CAC
All Academic Team.
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Academy water polo
dictionary and you will find a

picture of the UC Son Diego
water polo team.

UC Son Diego once again
proved to be a real nemesis to
the Folcons' water polo team

during the 1 993 fall campaign.
In the championship game of
the Western Water Polo
Association (WWPA)
Tournament, the Falcons lost
to UC Son Diego (15-13) for
the fifth year in a row.

After starting the year 0-
4, the Falcons played o

respectable 10-10 the rest of
the way. "The 1 993 team come

o longwoy," head coach LtCol
Jeffrey Heidmous said. "In the
WWPA tournament, we scored
on more than 70 per cent of
our man-ups and hod more

steals than turnovers. If these
two statistics hold true

throughout next year, we will
be bock in the Top 10 and

looking for a rematch with UC
Son Diego."

The slow start to the
season was brought about by
consecutive losses in California
to Navy, UC Son Diego and
UC Davis. The Falcons then

played host to their own

tournament and fared much
better. The Falcons placed
second to UC Sonto Barbara
(3-0) with o 2-1 record.

Tradi tio rz

COACH'S CORNER, Against Frenso State, Coach Herdmous takes a time-out fo discuss
the power-play strategy. Photo by S. Morris.

The Falcons next journey
took them back to California
for the Northern California
Tournament. Air Force earned
victories over Princeton and
Howaii-Chaminade while
suffering losses to UC Son

Diego, Cal-Berkeley, Long
Beoch State, and Princeton.

The Falcons sported a 4-
9 record at this juncture in the
season but improved to 7-1 1
with three wins in their next
five outings. The victories come
ogoinst Col Tech, Claremont
and Redlands while the losses
were to Long Beach State and
UC San Diego. The Falcons
wrapped up the regular season

with o loss to UC Sonto
Borboro, o win over UC
Riverside and o loss to

Pepperdine.
In the first gome of the

WWPATournoment,Air Force
thumped Loyola Marymount
16-10 to advance to the
semifinals. In the semis, the

"We will be back
in the Top 10

and looking for
a rematch with
UC San Diego."
Jeffrey Heidmous

Coach

WHO WANTS IT? Left uncovered , AFA

point driver works the ball up to take an

easy shot. Photo by B Boyd.

Folcons defeated UC Davis 1 2-

5, o teom they had lost to early
in the season. UC Son Diego
was the foe for the title game
and again ruled by the count
of 15-13, making it five title

gome losses in o row for Air
Force.

The Falcons will return

their top nine scorers for the
1994 foil season and will be

seeking to turn the tide, reverse
the fortune and become UC
Son Diego's nemesis for fl

change. %.

finmt
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GIMME THAT. The offense can score fhe

goals, but defense wins games as is evident

by the play of Trevor Dovrs. Photo by B.

Boyd.

The 7 993-94 Waterpolo Team. Phoio

provided by the teom.

�"^ GET BACK. Playing in the hole, Trevor
Davis scrambles to get a shot on goat.
Photo by S. Morris.
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The Women's Cross Country Team BACK ROW (L fo R) Coach Mark Stanforth, Renae
Bartoione, Jennifer Kornocker, Kathy Moore, Sara Whittingham, Sierra Gould, Eve Burke
FRONT ROW fL fo RJ Jennrfer Robinson, Sandra Acosta, Grace O'Neill, Dolly Patel, Rita
Perez, Teresa Larson Photo by B. Boyd.

The Men's Cross Country Team FRONT ROW (L io RJ Phil Swenson, Chris Ederle, Javier
Ibarra, Gregg Hansen, Mike Engel, John Mizell SECOND ROW fL to RJ Cooch Mark
Stanforth, Andy Meehan, Stan Ness, Chns Lindhorsf, Aaron Lrndermon, Cliff Volpe, Nick
McFoHs, Eric Mack, Stephen Pinchok THIRD ROW fL to RJ Paul Messerli, Paul Graddon,
Todd Sfrafton, Ed McCormick, Andrew Marx, Nick Harris T.J. Reyes, Spencer Cox, GeorJ*
Sefzik, Assistant Cooch 2Lt Eric Morrow Phofo by B, Boyd.
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RUNNING TO THE TOP
Team wins in athletics & academics

i

�"�_(*.-�*�'

hey're back and once

again at the top of the

VVAC, (Western Athletic
Conference) the men's cross

:ountry team finished the
eoson in the strong foshion
rhat is now expected. Among
he team's most notable

accomplishments were:

lacing in the top seven of its
ine meets, placing first at the

oyhowk Invitational and the
obo Invitational, placing third
n the WAC, seventh out of 20
n districts and qualifying
ienior, Phil Swenson for
lational competition. Swenson
:ame in 28th out of 180.

I These occomplishments
vere only o few bright spots in
J season that seemed to hove
3 shower of them. Undoubtedly
t was the year of the seniors
IS they brought bock their
ourth top three finish in the
A/AC and sow Swenson earn

yet another All-American
^onor and his second All-

estern Athletic Conference
lonor. In addition, the seniors'
ents went beyond athletics,
uring seasonChad Erspamer's
rode point average was the
econd highest in his class with
3.89. His teammates Todd
trotton and Ed McCormick
eren't for behind with a 3 .64
nd 0 3.69 respectively. All
firee earned Academic All-
VAC honors.

"I hammer in the
�nportance of academics,"
oach Mark Stanforth said.
And athletics is on important

port of education. They leorn
a lot about themselves when

trying to balance their time
and work with others, it has a

positive impact on their lives
that I hope they benefit from."

Speaking of benefit,
Stanforth and the team

certainly won't be benefiting
from the departure of the strong
senior class, howeverStanforth
is optimistic.

"We will still have a solid
team, however we won't be

"I hammer in the

importance of
academics"
Mark Stanforth

Coach

asdeep," Stanforth said. "They
will hove to work hard but I
think that they con be successful
if they decide they wont to do
it."

Deciding that they wont

to "do it" was also a phrase
that was familiar to the
women's cross country team.

The women qualified for the
NCAA championships and

pulled off an 1 1 th place finish
out of the top 1 7 teams in the
country, but despite this both
the coach and the team

decided it was not enough!
"We could have

competed better and earned
a seventh or eighth place
finish," Stanforth said. "Most
would be pleased with where
we finished butwe were o little

disappointed."
Everyone is taking this

disappointment seriously,
since only one of the top

GOOD THINGS COME /N THREE

Sprinting the final straightaway, Sr. Gregg
Hansen, Soph. John Mizell and Jr. Cliff

Volpe finish strong. Photo by S. Morris

runners, Jenn Robinson, is

graduating o strong core will
return to make their new

expectations a reality.
"They hove a good

chance to do something
great," Stanforth said. "We
hove good quality women and
hove a chance at the top five if
they put their minds to it."

Something that the teom

is already putting its mind to is

academics, like the men,

sophomore Jennifer Kornocker
and Renoe Bortolone earned
Academic All-American honors
from the Cross Country
Coaches Association.

.^�Air^**
THE LAST LEG Knowing he's gof Adams
Sfafe beat, Sr. Todd Stratton brings if home
in his last meet as a cadet. Photo by S.
Morris.
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KEEP IT UP. Maintaining a strong pace, Jim il"
Zwyer, fakes a breath during a distance

freestyle event. Photo by C. Harris

GO FOR IT. Standing ready to flip like a

quarter, John Malard, preps for his next
dive. Photo by S. Morris.

Tr <3rdi tio rt
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SEASON IS A STBOGGIE
Young team looks toward future success

The men's swimming and

diving team kicked off the
'ear on o winning note with its
irst place victory in the
Zolorado State Early Bird
nvitational. This theme
lowever hit a few sour notes

is the team finished the season
vith a 5-5 overall record ond o

-4 record in the Western
Vthletic Conference. The
eason for the struggle was

imple: theteam wasmode up
irimorily of freshmen and
ophomores.

"We knew that we would
ke a lot of lumps at the dual
eets," swim coach, Casey

rionversesoid. "Our team was

ery young; we are looking
-award o successful future with
ur strong freshmen and

rophomores."
Converse said that the

'3am knew that seasons meets
'ould be tough so they
ecided to look atthem merely
s training for the WAC

hompionships where they
'ould try to swim their lifetime
est.

"Cadets don't like to

)ose," Converse said. "It was
ard for them to accept that

"ley swam their best only to

e, but they had to make
crifices to reach their WAC
.ooi."

The sacrifices seemed to

ay off, sophomore Matt Davis
fended his WAC title by

winning the 400 individual

medley with o meet and Air
Force record time of three
minutes and 13 seconds. He
also took second in the 200 1 M

and 200 butterfly. These events
earned him two more Air Force

records. Yet another great
performance come from

sophomore Jon Kalberer. He

placed in three events. He took
second in 500 freestyle, fourth

"We knew that

we would take a

lot of lumps at
the dual meets."
Casey Converse

Coach

in the 1 ,650 freestyle and fifth
in the 200 freestyle. Due to

these combined performances
both Davis and Kalberer
earned All-WAC honors.

Other top performances
included freshman Trevor

Kildore, who took fourth in 50

freestyle and junior Garrett
Lowe who placed fifth in 1 00

butterfly.
The points complied by

the swimmers totaled 210. It
earned the team a fifth place
finish out of seven teams.

"

By the WAC meet the
team was ready to swim its

fastest," Converse said. "There
were mostly lifetime bests...
we're o team to watch. We
should be in the top three of
the WAC in the near future."

READV AND WAITING. Listening for the

gun, Jefi Marshall, prepares to dive into

the water to compete in the breaststroke.
Photo by C. Horns.
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QUICK OFF THB BLOCK. A good medley
start is tough, but this swimmer. Shannon
Goff mokes it look easy. Phofo by S.
Morris.

CONCENTRATION IS THE KEY. Mentally
preparing for her dive, Libby Saum runs

through her pre-dive roufine which includes

visualizing a perfect water entry. Phofo by
C Harris.



SECONDAT NATIONALS
Highest NCAA finish since 1 983

I^^k chievementond success

� �beyond expectations
was the name of the game for
*he Academy's 1993-94
^vomen's swim team.

During the regular
�season, the Falcons posted o

3-0 mark ogoinst Division II
eams and a 5-4 record versus

Division I opponents. The team
3lso placed second in the nine-
eom Pacific Collegiate
Swimming Conference
rhampionships, runner-up to
he Division I team from
Niorthern Arizona.

The crowning
achievement came ot the end
^f the season with a second
3lace finish at the 3 1 st annual
^CAA Swimming & Diving
Ihompionships in March in

Canton, Ohio. The Falcons
ere runners-up to Division II
owerhouse Oakland
niversity. The second place
lowing wos the team's best
ince 1983 when the Falcons
Iso captured second ot the
ational event.

While earning the
econd place trophy, the
alcons claimed three
^dividual national
hampions, one relay notional
hampion, 1 3 All-Americans,
nd head cooch Casey
"onverse received notional
ivision II Cooch-of-the-Year
onors. All-American honors
ere given to swimmers and
ivers who placed eighth or

etter in individual events or

slays.

GET VERTICAL. Split seconds before entry,
Rebecca Curry tightens her body for a

perfect dive. Rebecca led the diving team

OS she was the only senior to compete.
Photo by S. Morris

Senior Eriko Schenover

captured the first notional title
of her career in the 400
individual medley and placed
in the top five in three other
events. In addition Schenover
was selected NCAA swimmer
of the year by the coaches at

"I am very

pleased with the
team's

performance,"
Casey Converse

coach

A FABULOUS FINISH. The women's swimming and diving teom members are all smites
after receiving Ihe second place plaque of the NCAA championship competition.

the championship meet.

Converse said he believes her
ability to swim successfully in
the 500 free followed by
swimming in the 200 IM 20
minutes later proved that she
was on outstanding athlete and
competitor.

First place national
crowns also were also earned
by junior Tonjo Hauber (100
breaststroke) and freshman
Moyio Anderson (200
breaststroke). The team of
Hauber, sophomore Robbie

Kilroy and freshmen Shannon
Goff and CloudineTjhio placed
first in the 400 medley relay.

"We were blessed with
five returning All-American
swimmers," Converse said.
"The experience helped otthe
big meets and helped the
younger swimmers feel more
confident that some of the team

hod already been through
tough competition."

The other Falcons who
eorned All-American status

included senior Keri Schreiber,
freshman Abby White, senior
Brenda Boeckmonn, juniorTeri
Heitmeyer, freshman Julie
Freedman, sophomoreYiotulo
Chiligiris, and senior Rebecca
Currie.

"I om very pleased with
the team's performance,"
Converse said. "Our goal all
season long was a top three
finish and we surpassed our

expectotions."
Converse added that next

year should be equally as

strong. There will be three All-
Americans returning in
addition to good juniors. The
team is also returning all of the
members of its national
championship relay team.





REAT SEASON FOB JONES
-- ji* Guard has record-breaking year; leads WAC in scoring

ĉ̂̂ trong, encouraging team
%^ performances down the
stretch of the regular season
and the superbly consistent

playofjuniorguord Otis Jones
all season long were the
highlights of the men's
basketball campaign in 1 993-
94.

Jones put together a

remorkoble season that led to

the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) scoring
title at 25.1 points per gome.
Jones became only the second
Falcon to win theWAC scoring
title. ..the other Falcon was

Raymond Dudley in 1990.
In the win against Utah

on Feb. 1 9, Jones set a single
gome record when he swished
1 7 free throws. He finished the
season ranked fifth inAcademy
career scoring and his single
season scoring total was the
second highest in Academy
history.

Down the stretch, the
Falcons played their best boll
of the season and defeated
WAC foes Utah, Texas-El Poso
ond Colorado State in the

process. The win (Feb. 26)
against Texos-El Poso was the
Falcons' first-ever in El Paso.

Senior forward Bryce

OVER THE TOP. Air Force guard Otis

Jones, Jr., soars over a landlocked

midshipman Air Force knocked off the

NCAA bound Midshipman for the hrst

victory of Ihe season Photo by B. Schorfon.

IP*-
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UP FOR TWO. Gettrng o clear look at the

hoop, Anthony Barrett put up a field goal
against WAC rival CSU. Photo by C.
Harris

Morgan was the lone senior in
the Falcons' starting line-up
during the 1993-94 season.

Morgan set a new Academy
record with six blocks against

The Falcons
defeated WAC
foes Utah,

Texas-El Paso
and csu.

ENTER THE SOUTHPAW. Going for fhe

"easy points" left-hand shooter Chris Loll,
Jr., concentrates on sinking the ball. Photo

by C. Harris.

Novy on Nov. 27 and tied the
mark against Doane Dec. 4.

Head coach Reggie
Minton wrapped up his 10th
season at the Academy. On
Feb. 1 9, he collected his 1 00th
career win ot the Academy
when the Falcons beat Utah in
overtime.

The Falcons lost to Texas-
El Poso in the first round of the
post-seasonWAC tournament.

This gave the Falcons a final
season record of 8-1 8.

Redefirzed
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The team was young
and the competition

promised to be fierce, with this
combination the low of
averages said the women's
basketball team was in for a
long season. As anticipated
the starting team of two

freshmen, two sophomores
and one senior did lose some

hard fought battles, but each
one of them just seemed to

make the team wont victory a

little more.

Afterthe first seven games
the team hod o record of 3-4,
howeverthe seoson score card
soon turned around as the team
dug in and won eight of the
next ten gomes bringing the
season record to 1 3-6.

"We (the coaching staff)
were very pleased with the
way the season progressed,"
head coach Marti Gosser said.
"There's no doubt about it our
young players come through
when we needed them."

One porticulorsuch gome
was during regular season

when the Falcons beat Metro
State 84-82 (Metro earned o

berth in the NCAA tourney)
"In the gome ogoinst Metro
the young players really come
through," Gosser said.
"Jeonnie Roellich was under
constant pressure and she
really stepped up the gome.
We were also able to go inside

to our young (Carrie Barker,
Carrie Corrow and Carrie

Loudermilk) and count on them
to get into double figures."

Yet another player that
saw double figures nearly
every gome was senior
Jennifer Patrick. After being
moved from strong forward to

small forward, Patrick proved
that she could moke the
transition successfully; it
earned her notonly team MVP
but also long list of other
achievements. It included
being named first-teom All-
CAC, an award that partially
stemmed from leading the
league in field goal and free
throw percentages ond being
second in scoring and
rebounding. Patrick also was

the only player to receive CAC
Player of the Week two weeks
in a row.

Potrick was definitely on

asset in leading a team that
was still wet behind the ears.

"The team was inexperienced

"Our attitude is
'We're grown

up now, let's get
on with it'."
Marti Gasser

Coach

JUMP SHOT! Leaping over two grounded
Metro State players, Tami Prasse shoots
for two to odd to her field goal total.
Photo by C. Grosjean.

but we did see drastic
improvement by the end of the
year," Gasser said.

This improvement earned
the team on overall record of
1 8-9 and o 1 0-4 finish (third
place) in the Colorado Athletic
Conference. The Falcons
competed in the CAC
Tournament, but unfortunately
they were knocked out in the
first round by Metro Stote.

Gosser said they hod

V Tr-aditiorz

hoped to do better in
tournament but that is beh|
them nowond they ore looU
forword to o very promi^
1 995 season.

"We started a nl

offense this year and now we]
fine tuning it," Gasser
"We're also working
improving our defense
becoming more oggressivej
moke the gome faster andmf
exciting."

She added: "Ourattitui
is 'We're grown up now, Iel

get on with it'."



DRIVING THE LANE ... burnmg the

defender, team MVP Jennifer Patrick
makes her way to the hoop. Photo by C.

Grosjean.

SETTING UP ... Waiting for the defense to

shift, freshman guard Jeonnie Roellich

guides the offense to a scoring opportunity.
Photo by B. Fallis.

CONCENTRATION IS KEY. Starting free

throw pattern, Ann Marie Halterman

envisions the ball going through the net.

Photo by B. Fo//is.

FR�f BALL ... Reaching for one of the team's

more fhan 1213 rebounds (23) Tami

Prasse and (50) Tracy Wilcox take the
front two position while being backed up by
a teammate. Photo by C. Gros/ean
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TWO AH-AMEBICANS
Men's team places 12th at NCAA Championships

s enior Tim Cullen and
junior Ben Moitre

earned honorable mention All-
American status by placing
1 Oth and 1 1 th, respectively,
in the epee individual
competition at the 1994
NCAA national fencing
championships March 18-22
at Brandeis University.

The duo became the 1 2th
and 13th fencing All-
Americans for the Air Force

Academy and the first since
the 1991 season.

"I knew the guys would
fore well," coach Capt
George Chandler said. "The
competition was tough, but
they fenced as good as they
have oil year."

The Falcons finished 1 2th
in the overall competition after
the sabre and epee teams

brought home fifth and seventh
place finishes, respectively.

The sobre team of Chris
Dougherty, Garrett Gulish,
Greg Nowak, and Brian

Koboshigowo defeated
Princeton 5-3, while Cullen and
Moitre teamed with seniorAlex
Gracia to win a 5-1 decision
over Ohio State.

Momenfori/y opening his guard, C3C Chris Dougherty is suddenly down by one os his
opponent gives him o chesf cut. Unlike epee or foil, sabre attacks consist mostly of sloshing
or cuffing movements. Photo by J. Babinski

Moitre, who a Isowon the
Western Regional epee title.

Women's

fencing team

placed third out

of seven teams

at the West

Regionals

was the Falcons' top finisher at
nationals and was the top
fencer among all west regional
competitors. Dougherty placed
1 6th to lead the Falcons in the
men's individual sobre
competition.

The men's fencing teai

finished with a 17-8 reguk
season record and capture
the Western Regional title
the first time since 1 988.

The women's fencinl
team closed the season at 1
12 and placed third out
seven teams at the We)

Regionals. Sophomore Kii
Chalaire notched a 53-40 fe
record to finish as the top
female competitor.

After a successful parry, CIC Brian

Kobashigawa prepares to even the score

with on immediate counter attack. The w�

attached fo the lame and mask recorded
successful hits by the opponent.
Phofo by J. Bobinsfti



CIC Greg Nowak fafces a touch fo fhe
head as his opponent finds an opening in

his guard, in sabre, the target consists of
the torso above the trunk, the arms, and the
head. Photo by J. Bobinsfei

C3C Gorreft Gulish rushes the retreating
defender with his patented feint and slash
the opposite side attack. The Nick Toth

Open, sponsored each year by the

Academy, allowed local fencers fo

showcase their talents. Photo by J. Babinski
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SHOOTING FOR THE TOP
Team set impressive standards with record of 23-1

he Air Force Academy
rifle team closed its 37th

jason in historic fashion with
21-3 record. The team set

ipressive new standards,
Dth OS individuals and as a

hole, that will go down in the
cord books.

There were four All-
mericons on the team this
Jor. Seniors Justin Broughton
id Will Reinert, sophomore
jbin Orth, and freshman Don
jmpel were named All-
mericans based on their

/erage performance
roughout the season. Four
l-Americons for the rifle team
s 0 new record for the

ademy. Two All-Americans
s the previous high for the
eteam. These All-Americans
newAcademy records with
ir individual performances.
n Pempel shot o perfect 400
the prone position, while
II Reinert shot a 396 out of
)0 in the kneeling position.
bin Orth's 395 out of 400
int performance in the oir
e earned him a position on

U.S. Notional team.
At nationals, the team

rned its best score in history.
e team's 6161 points was

od enough for o fourth place
ish. This year's nationals

lit

Posing rn front of Olympic rings at their training cite, the Olympic Training Center, the
1 993-94 rrfle team ft to R): CIC Justrn Broughton, C? C Will Reinert, C2C Dan Wilcox,
C3C Robrn Orfh, C3C Bobbre Breyen, C4C Don Pempel Photo by A. Arata.

was considered the most

competitive ever. For the first
time in history, five of the ten

teams who shot earned scores

over 6150 points. Aloska-
Fairbonks took the title with
6194 points. The Academy
shooters held the number 1

"Nationals will
be a four horse

race, it will come
down to one day
of shooting."
Alan Arata

Coach

ranking during the season for
the first time in school history.
Finally, the combination of
Brian Curtis, Broughton, and
Pempel combined for a score

of 1554 out of 1600 in air
rifle for o new school record.

The rifle team, under the
leadership of new team coptoin
DonWilcox, is already excited
about next year because the
team will only lose two seniors
to graduation and the team

hostolented underclassmen on
the junior varsity team ready
to step up and fill in on the

varsity level.

it's all in the way he looks of rt, team

captain CI C Justine Broughton has the look
of a winner in his eyes. Broughton finished

only 6 points below a silver medal Olympic
score at the Holiday match al the OTC
Photo by A. Arata

Looking toward next

season and nationals, Cooch
Alan Aroto said: "The teams

will be better next year. And
we will hove to perform that
much betteros well. Nationals
will be o four horse roce and it
will come down to one day of
shooting."

By Rob Sepp



GRAPPIEBS POST 0-2
Three advance to NCAA Championships

In between a loss to start the
season and a loss to finish

the season, the Falcons'
wrestling team won eight
straight dual matches to finish
the season ot 8-2.

The Academy earned
third place at the Western
Athletic Conference (WAC)
Championships with one

individual champion and three
second place finishers.
Freshman Jeremy Potvin

captured theWAC title at 1 58

pounds. Seniors Brett
Machovina (167) and Jeff
Dalrymple (142), along with
freshman Rongi Smart (150),
placed second. All four
wrestlers qualified for the
NCAA National

Championships.
Smart recorded o 3-2

mark ot nationals and was one
match win short of becoming
the Falcons' first wrestling All-
American since 1975.

Dalrymple and Machovina
each won their first match
before losing in the second
round. Potvin lost his first two
encounters at nationals.

Machovina paced the
Falcons in '93-'94with 29 wins
and o 29-7 overall record.
Smart posted 28 match wins

(28-1 1), Dalrymple went 25-
10 and heavyweight Paul

WHAT ME WORRY? Crushing his opponent like a beer con, Troy Henderson has no

problem with this excuse for a wrestler. Photo by S. Morris.

Wognerfinished with a 23-10
mark.

During the regular
season, the Falcons won bock-
to-bock tournament titles at the
Colorado Collegiate
(Alamosa, CO) and the Trocy
Borah Invitational (Gunnison,

Falcons'

wrestling team

won eight
straight dua
matches
in a row.

CO). The first-place finish at
the Colorado Collegiate
tourney was the Falcons' first
ever in that tournament.

In addition to Machovina
and Dalrymple, the other
seniors on the '93-'94 squad
were Don Bunts, Troy
hienderson , Kirk Schultz, Joe
Pastorello, Gentry Stephens,
and PaulWagner. The outlook
forthe '94-'95 season is bright
with ten returning veterans.

THE "M" STANDS FOR MEAN, tn the most

exciting match of the meet, Frank Bryant
matches move for move against Southern
Colorado. Photo by S. Morris



GET A GRIP. Not only con he bulldoze
linebackers, but Joe Pastorello also leads
Air Force in wrestling. With a hold on the
head, Joe anticipates sending his opponent
to the mat. Photo by S. Morns,

FANTASTIC FRESHMAN. Three time high
school state champ Rongi Smart, grinds his

opponents' face into the mat on his way to

his second victory in a dual meet.
Photo S Morris

FRESHLY SOUEEZED. In his last home
meet, Dan Bunts gets bonus points for
riding time against Southern Colorado.
Photo by S. Morris
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A STRONG SHOWING
Cline wraps up career with four All-Americans

The 1993-94 season

turned outto be on injury-
plagued one for the Falcons'
men's gymnastics team.

Improvement throughout
the early port of the seoson put
o smile on coach Lou Burkel's
face until lote in the season

when four Folcons went down
with injuries, one of the season-
ending variety.

Despite the end-of-the-
yeor injury bug, the Falcons
pushed forward and placed
seventh in theMountain Pacific
Sports Federation and then
zoomed to second place otthe
USA Gymnastics Collegiate
Championships.

The Falcons trailed first-
place William & Mary by a

mere 0.25 points. The Falcons'
final team score of 271.55
was their second highest of the
seoson.

At the USA Gymnastics
notional meet, senior Mike
Cline earned fourAll-American
honors: all-around, pommel
horse, parallel bars, and rings.
He set o new Academy record
with on oll-oround score of
56.35.

"Mike had an

outstanding meet," soid cooch
Burkel. "He did a great job not
only this season, but his entire

The 1993-94 Men's gymnostics team. Photo S. Morris

coreer."

Sophomore Brian Rizzoli
also earned USA Gymnastics
All-American honors by
winning the floor exercise at
9.60. JuniorTroy Belin gained

"We almost
won it."
Lou Burkel

All-American status with o fifth
place on the vault and senior
JimMiller earned All-American
honors by taking fifth on the
horizontal bar.

Considering the injuries
at the toil end of the season,
the Falcons' second place finish
was quite on accomplishment.
"We almost won it," said
Cooch Burkel. "Ourguys really
dug down and competed."

Cline also competed on

Coach

Tr-adi tio rt

ROCK SOtlD. Ho/ding a perfect vertical j
position, Joel Jenne works his way to a

personol best score. Phofo by S. Morris

the horizontal bar at

NCAA Championship^
During his routine, his fing*
grip slipped and this costhiq
a high score ond finish.

I tt #.1
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I TEAM MAKES NATIONALS
I

Coach Burkel guides young Falcons to Nationals

�^

When Air Force

Academy men's

ymnostics head coach Lou
urkel also took over the head
Doching job of the women's

ymnostics team this year, he
new he was in store for a lot
lore work.

"I knew it would require
lot more work," said coach
urkel. "But I really enjoyed

The enjoyment probably
OS due to the fact the women's
am placed seventh in the
ation otthe USA Gymnastics
ollegiote Championshipswith
veryyoungteom.The Falcons
ad two seniors, one junior,
ne sophomore, and seven

eshmon on the squod.
, The Falcons entered the

rampionship meet os the
fjmber eight seed in the eight-
ram field and proceeded to

ccomplish a team goal. "One
our goalswas to finish ahead
at least one team at

fctionols," said coach Burkel.
Vnd we did just that, finishing

J
lead of the University of

idgeport(CT)."
' The Falcons' seventh

JTJfoce teom score of 1 8 1 .825
nationals was the second

fU^/ghest score in Academy
'

story. The 1 994 team also
corded the highest score ever

I

I
?f**

MUSIC ON MY MIND ... working with the

music, Jenny Lark Goss contemp/otes the

next portion of her routine.
Photo by S. Morris

on March 11 with a 182.725.
"Our score at nationals was

extremely impressive
considering thot we did it

ogoinst the nation's best

teams," said coach Burkel.
Freshman Jen Spence

earned All-American honors
on floor exercise with a 9.75.

She became the first floor

The Women's I 993-94 Gymnosfrcs Teom FRONT ROW (L lo R). Jennifer Spence,
Jenny Lark Goss, SECOND ROW (L to RJ; Shannon Faber, Megon Brr, Down Talty THIRD
ROW (i to R): Ann Zionic, Melissa Feyerhersen, Antornette Valero, Megon McConn, Rosa
Porrales.

exercise All-American since
1987 and only the third in

Academy history.

Our score at

nationals was

extremely
impressive ..."

Lou Berke 1

coach

"We could odd as many
OS ten new women to the team
next season," said coach
Burkel. With this mony
newcomers, along with a

strong nucleus of returning
gymnosts, Burkel and his
Falcons hove a great
opportunity to return to

nationals in 1 995.



D
W^ ywinning seven of its final
B^ eight gomes, the 1993-
94 Air Force Acodemy
Falcons' hockey team come

within one gome of posting a

.500 record (15-16-1).
An Academy hockey

team has not put together a

.500 season since 1989-90
and the 1 5 victories this season
was the most wins since that
some '89-'90 campaign.

Only two seniors skated
for the Falcons in '93-'94.
However, the two seniors, Tony
Retka and Doug Smalley, both
defensemen, posted the best
seasons of their careers. Retko,
the '93-'94 team captain,
finished seventh on the team in

scoring at 2-13�15.
The big offensive

firepower came from the
team's junior class and these
players, of course will be bock
nextseason. The juniors tallied
55 per cent of the team's total
points. Pacing the attack was

defensemon Beou Bilek who
topped the club in scoring with
9-33�42. Bilek became only
the second rearguard in

Academy history to lead the
Falcons in scoring.

Junior forwards Andy
Veneri (21-20-41) and John
Decker (17-20-37) placed
second and third in the Falcons'
scoring parade. Sophomore
Mark DeGironimo led the third
class in scoring with 14-22�

7>-adi tio rz

SLAP IT. Seerng on open net, Todd Lofortune, Fr., takes a shot just past the blue Ime. In his
hrst seoson, Lofortune ond fhe rest of fhe Falcons dominated the two game series against
St Olaf Photo by S. Morris.

36 and freshmanGreg Dumont
was the top newcomer ot 1 7-
10-27.

Freshman Pot Kielb and
juniorMike Benson shared the
net-minding duties for the
Falcons this season. Kielb
posted o 12-8-1 record and
became the first goalie to sport
o winning record since the
1989-90 season.

Bilek and Kielb skated

Twenty-seven
returnees are

expected for
1994-95

campaign

into the Falcons' record book
in '93-'94. Bilek tied the mark
for most consecutive gomes
scoring on ossistwith nine. Kielb
set a new standard for most

consecutive shutout periods
with eight.

For yet another season,
home and away records were
markedly different for the
Falcons' hockey team. The
Falconswere 3-8-0 on the road
and 12-8-1 in the friendly
confines of the Cadet Ice
Arena. With success otthe end
of the '93-'94 season and 27

players returning (including the
top six scorers and two

goolies), the Falcons' outlook
for the 1 994-95 campaign is
bright indeed.
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Watch ouf Serge Bubka. This flying Falcon

gets the most bend ouf of his pole to get
the best vault possible. Phofo by
C. Grosjean.

Hitting fhe beach. This Falcon lands in the

sandpit after his leap. Photo by
C. Gros/ean.

It's too close to call. This long jumper
strains every muscle in his body fo mofce
sure he doesn't foul on his atiempt. Photo
by C. Gros/ean.

jipoit*tieresii�

(,j)fiJaiitlfeetaii(lii
fofte'i men's 'fo^''
lieveralollileteswli

IW lortlier,
iptd higher than

ifililion. And, ii
jKiii, put iheir nomes

leindoorse
'fflwoi only one indiv
�pion. Freshman
�ifir Clayton Cole le
mleetoreinchbettei
itompeliti'on, to taki

Grvrng rt everythrng he's got. This high
jumper uses all the body English he can

muster to clear the pole. Photo by
C. Grosjean.
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MAKING THE BOOKS
Gomez, Kuzma and MacFalls make All-Conference

n o sport where success is
measured by thousands of

1 second and feet and inches,
\ir Force's men's track team

lad several othletes who ran

aster, threw farther, and

jmped higher than their

competition. And, in the
irocess, put their names in the
ecord books.

During the indoor season,
here was only one individual

hampion. Freshman high
jmper Clayton Cole leaped
even feet, one inch betterthan
lis competition, to take the

Behind fhe power curve. This Air Force hurdler does his hest to catch the competition.
Photo by C Grosjean.

Western Athletic Conference
title. The team, os o whole,
come in fifth place in the WAC.

I / con 'f go anywhere if you don 't let go of it.

�ey don't drop fhe boton during their hond

" These members of the relay team mafce sure

off. Phofo by C. Gros/ean.

Cooch Lindeman predicted
before the season o fifth place
finish for his team and they
kept his word true. The team

finished the season with a 5-5
mark and defeated instate rival
Colorado for the first time.

Other school record
setters for the indoor season
were Nick MacFalls in the mile
and 1 000 meter run, Marcus
Nichols in the heptathlon, Jeff
Kuzma in the 800 meters, and
Eric Mack in the mile ond the
3000 meters.

When the men's track
team moved outside, they
found they hod similar success.

The team

defeated
in state rival
Colorado.

There were two individual
WAC champions. Jeff Kuzma
set a new school record as he
ran to the 800 meter

championship. In the 1500

meters, Nick MocFolls dashed
to the championship and
picked up o new school record
on the way. Kuzma and
MacFalls teamed up with Paul
Gomez and Eric Mock to set a

school record in the distance

medley. In onindividual effort,
Gomez come in second in the
400 intermediate hurdles at

theWAC championships. Asa
result, Gomez joined Kuzma
and MacFalls on the All-
Conference team.

Whether indoors or out,
the men's track team found
success and hope for the some

in the future.

By Rob Sepp

Redefirzed



C2C Sfephine ffolcrow prepares to fling her

javelin. By the look in her eyes, she cou/d "Tate it because / don't want if anymore!"
be aiming of one of fhose onnoying C4C Sfocey McClain tolces o perfect
mogpies. Photo by S. Morris. handoff in this relay. Photo by C. Gros/ean.
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C2C Jana Kokkonen fakes flight in the 1 1 0
meter hurdles. Kofcfconen put her name in
the USAFA record boo^s in fhis event.

Photo by C. Grosjean.
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BREAKING RECORDS
Women compete against Division I schools

fhe women's track teom

during the indoor
eason competed mostly
gainst Division I schools. The
suit was a 1-5 record with
e lone victory coming over

orthern Colorado. However,
veral members of the team

ntered the record books.
Jessico Renton, the top

mole scorer with 28 points,
ade the Academy's top ten

st in two events. She ranks
urth all time with o triple
mp of 36-6 1/4 and ninth
ith along jump of 1 7-1 . Other
'/omen to put their names in
ie top ten lists of their events

were: Jennifer Robinson inthe
mile and the 800 meters, Stacy
McClain in the 200 meters,
and Michele Johnson in the
400 meters.

Stephonie Halcrow was

the stand out member of the
women's team during the
outdoor season. She was a

standout in shot put, javelin,
and the discus. In the discus,
Halcrow was a notional
qualifier for the NCAA

championships. She holds the
second best discus throw in Air
Force history.

Other members of track
team thot were successful

iprooching the turn, this runner focuses on her form and breathing lo finish out fhe
ce. Photo by C. Grosjean

Up, up, and away. This fovelin competitor
tnes her best in order to put her toy into a

subspace orbil Photos by C Gros/eon.

outside by breaking into the
school's top five lists were:

Renoe Bartoione in the 1 0,000
meters, Jono Kokkonen in the
400 meter intermediate
hurdles, and Brenda Smith in
the 100 meter hurdles.

Despite facing schools

Women's team

beats Northern
Colorado in

regular season

rhrs F/ocon runner drafts off her opponent
to save her energy. By her expression, she
rs probably searching for a little more to

pass the Ram runner in front of her. Photo

by C Grosjean.

and teams larger than their
own, the women's track team
competed valiantly and
constantly placed well. If the
team puts forth the effort they
did this season, success is
assured in the future.

By Rob Sepp





U SWINGING RACKETS
Falcon tennis teams serve up a game of fun

he Falcons' women's
tennis team hod three

ain goals in 1994. Number
ne was to gain o NCAA
ational tournoment bid;
umber two was to win the
lorodo Athletic Conference

CAC) championship; and
umber three was to finish the
eoson above .500 ogoinst
lead-to-heod competition that
eotured several Division I foes.

Three main goals set,
ree main goals achieved.Air
orce steamrolled through the
AC regular season with an 8-
record and earned the top

eed for the CAC tournament.

i'he Falcons then defeated DU
win the CAC tournament

nd a bid to the NCAAnational
urnoment.

At the CAC tourney,
enior co-captoins Laura
immonsand Christine Rilovick
d the Falcons by winning
[ingles titles. Simmons' title at

o. 1 singles was the second
f her career. Rilovick won the
'lo. 2 singles title and the
/osome combined to win the
�lo. 1 doubles crown. Amanda
irontz captured the CAC No.

singles title. The CAC team

litle was the second in four
tears forthe Falcons and head
loach Moj. Bob Swanson.

Simmons and Rilovick
borned bids to compete in the
t<ICAA Division II singles
Championships. Simmons
idvonced to the third round

before bowing out while
Rilovick lost in the opening
round. The Falcons lost both
team matches at nationals, but
finished the season ranked in

thetop 10 with a 15-1 1 record.
Simmons concluded her

brilliant career as the

winningest player (mole or

female) in Academy history
with o 120-36 career mark.
She is o four-time singles All-
American and a two-time

doubles All-American.
Another season, another

20 wins or more. The Falcons'
men's tennis team racked up
its 1 8th straight 20 win season

in 1 994. The Falcons, o model
of consistency for the post two
decades, posted o 24-5 record
and placed seventh at the
Western Athletic Conference

(WAC) championships. The

seventh placeWAC finish was

deceptive, however, because
the Falcons were the highest
finishing oIl-Americon team.

All other teams that finished
ahead of the Falcons hod

foreign players.
"I am very proud of the

team," said head cooch Rich

Gugat, who has guided the
Falcons to each 20-win season.

I am very proud
of the team,

they had a very
successful
season!
Rich Gugat

coach

The women's Falcon tennis team huddles

up for a proud group shot; o victorious

season breeds friendship and
camaraderie.

"They hod o very successful
season." The Falcons ran their
home courtwinning streak to a
record 41 before losing to

Baylor in March. Several
individuals recorded
outstanding season marks.
Junior Jerry Ledzinski hod his
first 20-win season and tied
the Academy record for wins
at No. 1 singles with a 24-5
record. Fellow junior Paul
Griffiths also won more than
20 matches (22-6) for the first
time in his career.

Two seniors who turned
outto be two ofthe best players
in Academy history wrapped
up superb careers for the
Falcons. Trace ThuHby and
Mike Bautista combined for a
20-3 doubles record to lead
the team in 1994. ThuHby's
84-1 0 career record made him
the most successful player in

Academy history with a .894

winning percentage. "We ore

really going to miss Trace and
Mike," coach Gugat said.

"They a re two of the bestwe've
ever had here otthe Academy,
OS players and people."

Along with Ledzinski and
Griffiths, freshman Mike Porks
will be one ofthe top returning
netters in 1 995. He posted an

outstanding 17-1 mark at No.
5 singles in his rookie
campaign.

Redefirzed



BASEBALL RECORDS PALI
Twenty new records set in winning season

Twenty new records and
another winning season

(26-24) were the high points
forthe 1 994 Falcons' baseball
team.

"We accomplished the
majority of our team goals and
set o lot of records," head
cooch Paul Moinieri said. "The
guys played hard. ..they did
their best."

The 26-24 season record
was the second consecutive

winning season forthe Falcons.
Air Force Academy baseball
hod notaccomplished this feat,
bock-to-backwinning seasons,
in 1 4 years. The Falcons also
snapped on Academy record
by spending 1 00 consecutive

gomes at the .500 mark or

above. The previous record
was 99 gomes between 1 978-
80.

Other single season team
records shattered by the
Falcons in 1 994 included most
home runs, most triples, most
hit batters, highest slugging
percentage, and most saves.

The Falcons finished the season
with a .360 team batting
average which was leading
the nation at the end of the
Falcons' season.

Senior Vern Mullis and

junior Glenn Harris smashed
several school records during

\^^^ ^'> ^^^
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Tri-captain Sr. Mike Manor fouls off this pitch to slay alive. It would have been a souvenir for the fans, but the catchers face got in the wir/m
Photo by S. Morris.

the 1994 campaign. Mullis,
who missed only one gome in
his four-year coreer at the

Academy, broke Academy
records for hits, RBIs, ot-bots,
total bases, and triples. Harris

'All in all, it was
a great

season,"
Paul Mahiieri

Coach

was one of the most feared
hitters in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC). In WAC

games, he shattered Academy
records for highest batting
overage (.526), most home
runs (12), most RBIs (41), and
highest slugging percentage
(1.118).

"All in all, it was o great
season," Mainieri said. "We
will reallymiss the eight seniors,
but I am confidentour returning
group con work just as hard to
get a third straight winning
season."

A, B, C you later.' Jr. Chad Day takes the

CC pitcher's offering downtown. Phoio by

S. Morris.
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Trt-copfoin Sr. Rob /.isch delivers a curve

ball to the unsuspecting batter. Hey, Rob,
weren't you ever taught that its not polite to

stick your tongue out. Photo by S. Morris.

%*^.^il�^
Sliding head first, Sr. Vern Mullis beats the
throw to the bag. Mullis broke multiple
records during his cadet career. Photo by
S. Morris.

Tri<apfain Sr. Anthony Sansano lays down

a perfect bunt on fhe third base line.
Besides his contributions on the field,
Sansano was Icnown for his comic relief
and ability to put away double-doubles.
Photo by S. Morris.



CAPTAINS LEAD THEWA#
Cougar classic is best tournament for golf team

L

hen the weather
warmed up, so did the

Falcons' men's golf team. The
Falcons definitely saved their
best for last during the 1 994

spring portion ofthe schedule.
The Falcons' spring results

produced only one top ten

finish in five tournaments until
the team rolled into Provo,
Utah, for the Cougar Classic
on April 21 .

Senior co-captain Jim

Fagan shot a Cougar Classic
and career best 67 in the
opening round to take the
individual lead. Aftertwomore
rounds, Fogon finished eighth
overall with 2 1 9 strokes. Senior
co-captain teammate Jason
Vitas was right behind with o

season best 221 strokes. The
team shot three straight sub-
300 rounds, its best outing of
the season, to place sixth in the
15-team field.

The Falcons placed ninth
overall in theWesternAthlectic
Conference (WAC)
tournament on April 28-30 in

Fresno, California. Junior
Owen Shiplerwas the Falcons'
top individual finisher at 30th.

Blasting out of the desert. Despite landing his approach in the sand trap, this golfer sends
his ball right at the pin. Photo by C. Harris.

Fagan and sophomore Trey
Treadwell tied for 34th, Vitas
placed 42nd and junior Joe

Dingman finished 49th.
The 1 993 foil port of the

schedule was highlighted by o
fifth place finish in the Falcon
Invitational and o second place
showing in the Tri-Service

Falcons

placed ninth
overall in the
Westem

Athletic
Conference

classic. The team also finished
in fifth place when they
competed in the Southern Utah
classic.

Fagan led the team with
a 77.6 stroke average from a

team high 30 rounds. Vitas
was second with a 78.8

average. Shipler and
Treadwell will be the top
returning players with 79.1
averages.

It better break. Assuming he picked the
proper line, Air Force golfer Sr. Jim Fagan
anticipates another birdie putt. Photo by
C. Harris.



Tough line. Knowing the ball always breaks

away from the mountains, Sr. Jason Vttas

calculates how he will approach fhis puff.
Photo by C. Harris.

Nice approach. Using o sond wedge, one
of the school's duffers watches his ball land
on fhe green. Phofo by J. Babinsfci.

On in two. On the bacfc nine, fhe Fa/con

golfer goes for it all to try to catch the
leaders. Photo by C. Harris. 1 '1
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Clashing in fhe corner . . . In the heat of the

baffle, Sr. Anthony Mitchell and Jr. Zach
Hess slug if out in the 1 47lb. weight class.
Photo fay C. Harris.

Pushing his opponent to fhe ropes, four
time NCBA National Champion Sr. Arfuro

Alvarado throws a series of combinations

against freshman newcomer Sloan Hollis.
Photo by S. Morris.

Venting frustration. Desperately frying to

cofch-up on points, Jr. Tim Kodama lands a

left hook right on Jr. Karl Zurbrugg's chin.
Unfortunately for Tim, at fhe end of the
three rounds Karl claimed his first Wing
Open title. Photo by C. Harris.
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WING OPEN A SUCCESS
New fund-raising record set for local 9-year old

Fists were flying, but even
more important, money

was flying ot the annuo! Wing
Open Boxing Championships

J March 1 1th, 1994, at Clune
Arena.

The Wing Open
traditionolly serves as o fund
raiser for a charity or an

individual as selected by the
k Cadet Wing. This year, the
-

money raised at the Wing
. Open went to the family of
r Michael McCallister, a nine-

year old from Colorado
Springs who is battling o

cancer that attacks the
muscular system.

Afterall the counting was
complete, more than $2 1 ,000
was raised forMichael to help
offset the huge medical costs
associated with this type of
battle. Thiswos the mostmoney
ever raised ottheWing Open.

Michael was in
attendance at the Wing Open
and assisted CIC Jomes

Stumbo, the ring announcer,
with some of the ringside
duties. The excited youngster
received numerous cheers
from the crowd while in the

|iring.
Senior Arturo Alvarado

punched his way to the
Col. John J. Clune Award as

the Wing Open's outstanding
boxer. Alvarado displayed
superb boxing skills en route
to 0 lopsided 5-0 decision over
I'freshman Sloan Lee Hollis in
Ithe 139 pound division.

Landing a right cross on Sr. Rick Sheffe's head, Sr. Chad Mathis walked away with the
title. Following his bout "Chaddie-Baby" cruised off with o national title by literally
knocking his opponents off their feel. Photo by S. Morris.

At 1 1 2, sophomore Chris
Lontogne earned o unanimous
decision ogoinst sophomore
Richard Greene. Senior
RonoldWatkins narrowlywon
o decision over freshman Chris
Jomes ot 1 1 9.

A pair of juniorswhowere
both defending Wing Open
champions, John Frazier and

Fists and

money flew at

Wing open

Tony DiCarlo, squared off ot
1 25 pounds and provided the
spectators with o highly
entertaining bout. Frazier

bobbed, weaved and counter-
punched his way to o 5-0
decision over hard-hitting
DiCorlo.

"That was the plan-
counter and move, stick ond
move," Frazier said. "We

fought twice before and I lost
both times. I knew DiCorlo
would be tough, and would
come after me."

In the other Wing Open
action, junior Bryan Dickson
earned a decision over junior
JamesMcHenry at 132; junior
Zachary Hess won by a

decision over senior Anthony
Mitchell ot 147; junior

With a punch, Jr. Bryan Diclcson started a

bloody bouf and finished it against Jr.
James McHenry. Photo by C. Grosjean.

Joson Smith gained o TKO over

junior Alejandro Antunez at

156; junior Korl Zurbrugg
stopped junior Timothy
Kodomo at 1 65; and senior
Mott Glover pounded out a

TKO win ogoinst junior Chris
Ingleton at 1 75.

In defense of his 185

pound title, junior Jerry
Sanchez boxed his way to o

close but unanimous decision
overjuniorJoe DiFidi. This was
on exciting, action-packed
contest from start to finish. A
lean and mean Chad Mathis,
fighting at 235 pounds
compared to his footballweight
of 270, punched his way to o

unanimous decision over senior
Rick Sheffe in the heavyweight
division.

Redejrrzed



ABT REIGNS SUPREME
Alvarado placed in boxing record book

In his native Guatemala,
ArturoAlvarodo hod never

been in o boxing ring. He
hadn't boxed a single round
before coming to theAir Force
Academy in 1 990.

ForAlvarodo, the boxing
career began with P.E. 71 0�a

mandatory boxing class for oil
fourthclass mole cadets. From
there, it mushroomed into four
Notional Collegiate Boxing
Association (NCBA) individual
championships for Alvarado.

"It was my goal to win
four national championships,"
Alvarado, an exchange codet
said. "I knew it would be a

difficult challenge."
Alvarado became only

the second cadet in the history
of the Academy, and only the
third collegiate boxer ever, to
win four consecutive notional
championships. Academy
boxing coach Ed Weichers
summed it up best when he
described Alvorodo's feat as
"on awesome

accomplishment."
Along with winning his

fourth notional crown,
Alvarado also was voted
"Outstanding Boxer" at the
NCBA tournament. He also
earned the some honor at the
Midwest Regional Tournament
and the Wing Open in 1 994.

After graduating,
Alvarado faces on 8-year
military commitment for his

Tr-adi tio rz

Locked and ready. About fo drive a right cross on C2C Joe DiFidi, C2C Jerry Sanchez
earns a decisive second Wing Open champion. Photo by S. Morris.

native country. "! hove it in my
head to make a career of the
military, but I will keep the
doors open," Alvarado said.
In his spare time, he wonts to
teach Guatemalan youngsters
how to box. For his own

exercise, he will turn to

swimming, jogging and the
team sport of soccer.

In his spare
time, Art wants

to teach

Guatemalan

youngsters
how to box

Alvarado propelled the
Academy boxing team to
another notional team

championship and Midwest
Regional title in 1994. The
Academy has won 11 of 1 5
national team titles and 15

straight regional
championships.

In addition to Alvorodo's
gold medal at nationals, the
other Academy pugilists who
won national individual titles
were junior Tony DiCorlo
(125), junior Karl Zurbrugg
(165), senior Matt Glover
(172), junior Jerry Sanchez
( 1 80), and seniorChadMathis
(Hwt). Second place silver
medals went to sophomore
Chris Lontogne (112) and
junior Joson Smith (156).

Arfuro Alvarado won four-first place tilks

Take this and that. In a grueling 1 751b.

bout, CIC Arloff Glover lands a solid pundi
on C2C Chris Ingleton's face. Although
Chris fought valiantly. Malt Glover won on

o TKO. Phofo by C. Harris.
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On thefields offiriendly strife
cadets battle to be the best



EveryMonday through Friday after school,
most cadets trotted out of their squadrons to

defend their pride and honor on the fields of
friendly strife. Intramurals are a long standing

�Intramurals �

tradition within the CadetWing and will remain
a part of USAFA as long as physical fitness
remains one of the four pillars that the Academy
is built on.

Every year it is a battle to see which

squadrons will successfully defend their titles as
opposed to thosewhowill lose to the competitors
who wanted it "just a little bit more."

In the fall and spring, cadets headed out to

the intramural fields for sports such as soccer,

flag football, handball, mountain biking, and
the original Air Force sport of flickerball. Cadets
returned to the warm confines of the gym during
the winter to do battle. Basketball, wrestling,
wallyball, and racquetball headlined for the
cold season; while spring saw such outdoor
favorites as rugby, mountain biking and softball.

No matter what venue they played at,
intramurals always proved to be fun and
competitive at the same time.

By Rob Sepp

radition

Who's got who? After the grueling
rounds, these two intramural wrestlers
brace and attack to determine a winner.

Photo by D. Hill R^de/irr^d
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FITNESS
FRENZY
Tightening and toning,
cadets go muscle bound

Physical fitness has always been at the heart of most
cadets' values. The physical requirements put on

members of the military make many feel that the bestway to

accomplish the mission is by being in the best shape possible.
Things like the PFT, the AFT, intramurals, intercollegiate, or
club sports provide yet another reason to be physically fit.

At the Academy, there are many ways to increase
fitness�from jogging, biking, or swimming, to racquet sports
and high-impact aerobics. The aerobic fitness room includes

many life-cycles, rowing machines, Stairmasters, and even

Nordic Tracks. Perhaps the most popular method is getting
into the weight-room and pumping some good, old-fashioned
iron. Major Jeff Braley, stated that although there hasn't
been much of an increase in the numbers of people using the
weight room, separate intramural and intercollegiate weight
rooms alleviated the crowding that used to plague it.
"Between 1400 and 1600 are the peak times for weight
room usage," Braley said. "Cadets can make it easier on
themselves by coming down to work out during their free

periods." Many cadets utilized the new regulation that
allowed them to workout during ACQ. It gave them more

options for mingling their training with their academic load.
With such a large number of people using the weight

room, there are sure to be some problems. The most

prominent was people using equipment and then leaving it
out. Ifpeoplewould justwatch out for one another, and treat
the equipment properly, and put it away when done, the
weight room would run a lot more smoothly. To help
alleviate some of these problems, several newweight benches,
some lat-pull and row machines were ordered.

By Rob Blissett

Tr-adi tio rt



Wearing the latest fashion is PC, Brad
Mornsion gets started on his arm workout.
Stricter uniform policies caused cadets to

modify their apparel to comply, but still be
functional. Photo by C. Harris

Working out with a smile, Jamie Leighton
uses Nordic Track to build his cardiovascular

system. The cadet aerobic fitness room has
machines raging from stair masters to life

cycles. Photo by C. Harris

Straining to complete his lat workout,
Torrence Sanford works to crank out one last

rep. Cadets often had to get fo fhe weight
room early to avoid lines on popular
machines like the cable pull-down rack.

Photo by C. Harris
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FALL
INTRAMURALS

Finally a sport where

everyone fits in..

Basketball, not tall enough. Baseball, can't hit. Soccer,can't run. Football, not fat enough. Intramurals, that's
where all cadets fit inl In the fall cadets choose from a

smorgasbord of enjoyable sports. Tennis, cross country and
soccer are just a few sports cadets get excited about. Come
rain or shine, cadets participate in the intramural sports
program two days a week.

"A-H," the Academy's foremost authority on physical
fitness, shared with cadets the reasons for the intramural
program. "Intramurals provide leadership experience to

cadets, either as players, coaches, or referees. Intramurals
promote physical fitness and an awareness of a physical life
style. They promote a positive attitude about physical
fitness, competition and sportsmanship in cadets. Intramurals
also provide cadets an 'opportunity' to learn administrative
lessons through oversight of the program."

In reality though, cadets travel to the athletic fields
every other day for a lesson in venting frustration. C4C
Reese Evers, a rookie flickerball player, exclaimed:
"...flickerball was great. I got to let out all my aggression
down on the field, but we didn't do so hot." In other words
it's not whether you win or lose, but how much stress you
relieve doing it. "I played football before I came to the
Academy." Evers added. "I'm used to running the ball, but
in flickerball that's against the rules. Itwas kind of frustrating
at first that just made the game more interesting."
Continued on page 133.

Kyeeoh... CIC Jomes Jogodzrnslci fends off
an affocfcer in a vicious game of ultimate
frisbee. Photo by M. Gaupp



Foul... Although many referees get heckled
for bad calls, C2C Rob Jayme takes his

officiating seriously. Photo by C. Harris

Ready to poach... Strategy is the key to
winning at doubles tennis as this cadet
stands at the net ready to smash one down
his opponent's throat. Photo by M. Gregory

Running a route... Flickerball is more than

just a game of throwing a football around, it
also requires running good patterns to

score. Photo by C. Harris

Dozen does if... Dirfy Dozen f ? 2fh
squadron) hod a good year in teom

handba// thanks to smart and clever goal
tending. Phofo by M. Gregory
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fm pooped... Soccer is a gome of
endurance, fhis cadef demonstrates how he
crashes info fhe grass fo regain
consciousness offer a tough game. Photo by
M. Gaupp



FALL
INTRAMURALS
All cadets are "invited"

to join the fun

C3C Mark Robinson, a tennis player with four years
of high school experience, competed in another

intramural season. He had a rather different view of the
impact of the intramural program in his life. "Tennis didn't
really change my life all that much. It did affect my life
though, it took away from my afternoon nap time," Mark
shared. What made Mark choose tennis? He admitted:
"You don't have to do a whole lot of running, and the gym
is a shorter walk than the athletic fields."

Several cadet's were able to participate in more than
one intramural during the season. C20Bill Denham, a tennis
player, got himself transferred to cross country. He stated:
"I was pretty good at tennis.. .not good enough to teach, but
I played alright." What is Bill's fetish with the cross country
program? "I was training for the Marine Corps Marathon,
and I figured why not use my intramural days as part of my
curcuit training." He continued: "I could do the short run on

my intramural days, and really work out hard on my off
days. It worked out to be a really good use of my time, and
I killed two birds with one stone."

Across the board it was safe to say that the scope of
sports offered by the intramural program did indeed offer
cadets a wide range of athletic opportunity. Many cadets
received their first choices, while other were "coerced" into
participation in the less favorite activities. In either case, all
cadets were welcome, and in fact required to participate.
"But sir, I suck at that sport" was not a valid excuse to remove
one's self from competition so some played against their
will. Bring theweak, bring the unwilling, bring the professional
athlete, the national champion, and let them play in harmony
on the athletic fields of the United States Air Force Academy.

By Michael Brevard
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WINTER
INTRAMURALS

Boxing or bloodletting,
a commentary of a most

notorious sport

The last bout has just ended and now it's yourturn. Your
mind races as you try to remember how you got

yourself in this situation. All of a sudden it downs on you that,
like many others present, you were "ram-jammed" into this.
Violent thoughts fill your mind as you try to picture your

Squadron Athletic Officerwho did this to you. But right now,
oil you're worried about is surviving the next three minutes.

As you prepare to place one foot in the ring, butterflies
eat-away at your stomach. Skipping that lunch in order to

"keep weight" isn't helping any either. Unlike C4C LaTrent
Burdette who said: " I had no problem because I didn't have
to cut weight," you on the other hand ore a member of the
unfortunate few who must work to meet your weight for at
least three out of the four required bouts so that you don't go
on Athletic Probation. You notice a slight shortness in your
breath. You're trying everything to calm yourself down.
You try to picture a beach with calm waters, but that doesn't
work. Thoughts of valium smoothly creeps into your mind.
Hell, you'd try yoga at this point if only people didn't think

you'd look funny contorted on the floor with boxing gloves
on. Others, however, seem more composed thanyou. "I'm
calm outside the ring but two seconds before I step in, I get
stiff. But, you just have to deal with it," C2C Chris Ingleton
said.

Being the warrior that everybody thinks you are for

"volunteering", you try to live up to an image. You
somehow find enough courage to step into the ring.
Continued on page 136

Are two heads better than one? After Ihe

aspirin has taken effeci and their ears had

stopped ringing, these two walleyball
players discovered the benefit of ploying
your position. Photo by C. Harris. Redefirzed
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WINTER
INTRAMURALS
Three minutes of hell on
earth ends with survival

Afterthe first punch, the butterflies seem tomiraculously
go away. "Once in the ring, you go in automatic

mode," Ingleton said. "What you learn, practice, and know
all kind of melt together." Well, personally you just hope
that by the end of this match, you're not the one counting the
ceiling tiles with someone in a striped shirt asking you how
many fingers he's holding up.

You never thought so much could happen in a 1 6 feet
x 1 6 feet piece of property in some forgotten corner of the
Academy. It amounts to nothing more than a big kid's
sandbox, except in this sandbox, you build your character,
not castles, and you make friendships not through play but
through adversity. As C4C Rogelio Maldonado said: "It
was a chance to get to know people outside the squadron
environment."

There is a saying in the boxing room that goes, "Tough
times don't last, tough people do!" Each person with the
courage to step in the ring and endure three one-minute
rounds deserves in the end to hold his head high no matter
the outcome. It has nothing to do with being "macho". Itis
simply about trying and doing. "It [the saying] fits the
Academy boxing program to a tee," Ingleton said.

After three minutes of hell-on-earth your first thought is
not on whether you won or lost but that you survived. You
notice that the butterflies are gone and that you really didn't
need valium or yoga. Despite what the officers and the reg
books try to tell you about the lessons to be learned from
intramurals, you reach your own conclusions: you would
have been better off going to the Red Cross because at least
you would have gotten some cookies and a cool button for
losing as much blood as you did.

By Joe Gordon
Ro, ro, ra, ra, ra . . . With smiles on their
faces, this intramural swim team does "Ra, ra
's" before Ihey celebrate iheir victory. Photo
by C. Harris.
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Winner and still champ. One of the toughest
winter intramurals always ends in one winner

and one loser. These two boxers both exit
with scars. Photo by D. Hill.

Battle damage. After three rounds, this cadet
seeks a little medical attention to remedy fhe
most common boxing infury.
Photos by D. Hill.

WWF, USAFA style. These wrestlers might
not be frying out now, buf fhey ore ready.
The ref looks on as the pin for the match

approaches. Phoio by D. Hill.
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SPRING
INTRAMURALS

Frolicking on the fields,
cadets let off steam

Ah Spring; when a young person's fancies turn to

thoughts of ...intramurals?! Well, maybe theyweren't
the prevailing thoughts in everyone's mind but they sure

played a big part in a cadet's life. In many respects, they
were a sanctuary from the tempest of academics and the
oppression of CW.

"They were a nice break during the week," said C4C
Jeanne Bediek who played group women's basketball.
"You get so bogged-down in academics. Intramurals give
you a chance to put academics in the back burner." Indeed,
the time for intramurals gave cadets a sense of freedom not

found on the Hill.

Upon crossing the road between the Hill and the athletic
fields, a cadet's footsteps resembled that of a kid who
finished his chores and is finally let out of the house to play
with his friends. Like the memories made during childhood,
memories from the athletics fields can be just as vivid and

unforgettable. When asked about what he remembered
most about intramurals, C3C Bryan Huffman of Viking Nine
said: "I'll never forget when Mark Heppner shattered his
nose during rugby. Blood was everywhere. Man, it looked
kind of evil!"

Injuries plague the sport of rugby. During spring
intramurals, there are more rugby-induced injuries found in
the Cadet Clinic's physical therapy room than from any
other sport. Perhaps this is why C4C Mariusz Gasiorowski,
a Polish exchange cadet, had this to say:

" I have never

played rugby. I regretted playing this game. I was always
very nervous about losing my PQ." (Relax Mariusz. You'll
still get to fly your MiG-29s. Just hope that you don't get
boxing next year). But really, on a serious note, why does
a cadet play a sport that he doesn't like?

Continued on page 141
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Overcome with pangs of joy, C 1 C Jim Dodd
tries fo express his feelings to his opponent
as his own squadron mates try to tell him
thaf he can't do that in the military yet.
Rugby and fights went hand in hand like
Mom and apple pie. Photo by C. Grosjean.

Oui of nowhere he jumps into the race and
demands, "Two dollars. I want my two
dollars!" The popularity of mountain biking
'i evidenced by the introduction of this sport
finly a few years ago.

This Wolfpack rugger is stopped cold, but
he spots Cl C Mark O'Reilly for a pass.
Intramural rugby is synonymous with one

thing: a ride io the hospital.
Phoio by C Gros/ean.
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CIC Jim Worley gives the perfect pass as

C3C Mark Robinson and C2C MattWhitney
look on. Teamwork was the key fo fhe

Campus Rads' success.
Photo by C. Grosjean.

Despite the defense of C2C Kim tipscomb,
C4C Nichole tforris "sticks the J". First Group
took fhe Wing Championship in group
women's basketboll.
Photo by C Harris.

IV

Despite bemg fouled on the arm, this cadet
still manages fo hang on fo fhe ball. If was
not foo hard fo get away wifh fhe rule
infractions in fhe wafer polo.



SPRING
INTRAMURALS

Getting ram-jammed
cadets know the feeling

When asked about the reasonswhy cadets (especially
four degrees) played their sport, the top three

responses were:

1. "I was ram-jammed!" - C4C Jeff Devore
2. "I played it in high school." - CIC Rob Sepp
3. "I was ram-jammed!!" - C4C Mariusz Gasiorowski

The term "ram-jammed" is a very hated yet common
word especially in sports like rugby, boxing, water polo,
and cross country. For goodness sokes, the word itself
sounds. ..painful enough. Nonetheless, like lousy referees,
being ram-jammed was a common occurrence.

Speaking of referees, where did they dig these guys up
from? Some of them seem like perfect candidates forthe part
ofthe Unfrozen Caveman Referee. Does this sound familiar
from flag football, " I am only a simple caveman and I am
unfamiliar with these things you call Football Rules but if you
could repeat the play again, perhaps I could ascertain some
sort of half-knowledgeable call and continuewith the game."
Granted, not all of the referees for intramurals were bad. A

good deal of them, however, were rather inept. As C4C
LaTrent Burdette frustratedly put it: "They [the referees]
didn't know the rules." Hey, who put these guys in charge
anyway?!" Hmm. ..you know what? I bet they were ram-

jammed. Imagine that.

By Joe Gordon

Looking o lot like Sinjin or Rondy, C2C Mott

Whitney spikes fhe ball so hard it leaves the

word "Mikasa" imprinted backwards on the

forehead of a Tiger Ten member. The
Campus Rods went on to beot fhe Tigers and
lake the Wing Championship.
Photo by C Harris.
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Keeping the entertainment
cadetsfindnew avenues offun



To understand how cadets^^^^ou can't
look at the Wing as one, homogeneous unit but
rather it is necessary to look deeper at the

Squadron
smaller, functional organization known as the

squadron. Each year these groups worked to

find their nitch and moke life as entertianing as

possible for those they sow on a daily basis.
There ore 40 completely different "families"

at USAFA that take on their own unique
personalities. Whether a squadron thrived on

military, academic, or athletic excellence, or
lack there of, each one was like a snowflake and
couldn't be copied no matter how hard people
tried.

Years after cadets leave the hallowed halls
ofVandenberg and Sijan Halls and reflect on the
four years they spent at the Academy, their
thoughts will immediately return to the friends
and fun times they had in their squadrons.

By Rob Sepp

Tradition

Knightriders introduce an old gome with a new

fwisf, offecfionofe/y fcnown as "The Running
Man" Cl C Dan Radulski falls prey to those who

ore poised to fog him with pillows. One member

of / 8 said "people from different squads came

for the opportunity to beat on us."

Phofo by B. Fallis
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Celeste M. Colvin
Thomas R. Colvin

Jeremy S. Durfschi

Keynan T. Oufton

Jeffrey M. D'Ambra

Raquel C. Earley
Donald E. English Jr

Paul W. Feichtinger
David M. Leopold

Kevin M. Magaletta
Glenn H. McCadams
Peter G. Michaelson

Kevin L. Mosley
James P. Moss

Grant J. Simmons
Tammie L. Smith
Shane D. Steinke
Peter J. Swanson

Ricardo L. Trimillos
Adam S. Ve/ie

Daniel J. Wasilausky

Christian J. Bisbano
Joshua P. Bobko
Noel R. Bouchard
Brian L. Bradford
Frank D. Bryant Jr OSi.B

7

Maj Gail Bischoff
Squadron Air Officer
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MightyMachOnemotto:
"Firsttakescareof itsown"

Being firstdefinitely has its advantages and members
of Mighty Mach One can testify to this. What other
squadron is the first off the parade field or is the first to sign
out? Let's not forget that they also get to live In the
"penthouse" which got its name because it's located on the
top floor of Vandenberg Hall. C3C Josh Nielson says
Moch One is home for him, "Well, I've got to be some

where, so it might as well be here. Besides it's close to the
C-store and the mailroom. The Penthouse rulesl"

As appealing as these advantages are, the underclass
cadets see both the up and down side of cadet life.
According to C4C William Cobb: "If you do your job
everything's cool. But, if you mess up, the upperclassmen
will be more than happy to point out your mistake."

The underclass cadets usually found out the hard
way what goes and what is not acceptable. "Shaving
cream bombs were a no go," C4C John Tran commented.
During these adventures, Tran and his fellow classmates
developed tight bonds with each other and the security
police. "(They are) quite the social types we found while
doing spirit missions such as taking the X-4 for a stroll," he
added.

"Teamwork is stressed daily and so are you," C4C
Pom Stewart said. Another aspect of this development of
leaderswas to assist the underclass cadets in defining goals
and reaching them. "Nothing is impossible, except being

able to complete your daily-to-do list ahead of titne,^
C4C Bridget hiall remarked.

Despite these impossibilities, Moch One^
motto which is "First takes care of its own"
emphasized by its upperclass cadets from day one

As a matter of fact, the underclass cadets took heed
to what their trainers tried to impress upon then
C4C Nichole Harris said: "...Mach One has ma4
me more religious. The day I arrived, it scared I

HELL out of me."
Striking the fear of God into the undercia

cadets from day one Academy life may seem a bn
extreme, but, it's the traditional management styW
among the upperclass cadets as a means of intimidcf
tion and a way to get their new recruits to adhere (
rules and regulations. The recruits can definitely
attest to how well this style works to put them into thi
right frame of mind and sculpt their bodies intq
shipshape.

Despite the hard times, the underclass cadetfj
persevere and are triumphant in the end. "Aftol
working and training hard the feeling we hod was nd
hostility, but indeed pride of achievement and pride
at being part of the proud heritage of Mach One,"
C3C Gihan Seneviratne said.

by Rhonda Cochron
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DeuceIsireamsOf "FfefUs
forfourthctassman

n

A good way to let outsiders catch a glimpse of

squadron life is to hove a cadet tell you in his words what

goes on. The following story was written by a freshmen and
has humorous but serious undertones. We hope that this
excerptwill aid in your understanding of life on the hill. The
life in squadron two was summed up best by Curtis Fields.

Sometimes you don't know where to begin. Do I start

by telling you about our surrogate daddy, Captain Bratfrud,
or by telling you about us, the lowly freshmen. I guess it
would probably be best by starting at the bottom and
working our way up.

There are now twenty-five of us, lemon oiled hands
and all. No one really knows why we all came, but we are
here and in Deuce. Some ore from college, some from the
prep school, one prior anda host of others fresh out of high
school. It sounds just like any other squadron, but ours is
different.

Anyone will do anything for anybody. Of course,
they may not enjoy it, but they'll do it. Brothers and sisters
surround me and that gives a person hope. Some people
can't stand their squadron, but I call mine home. Besides I'm

usually grounded so I guess it would have to be home.
Then there is the upperclass, the ones in charge. They

do A LOT to make us the best we can be. I think they think
we hove a learning disability. Despite what we haven't

learned, they hove taught us a lot. They've shown ui

teamwork, strength, compromise, and hope. They've
made it that far so maybe we will too.

The upperclass has made it a long way, but it
hasn't been without their shore of rule bending. That's
where daddy, uh, I mean Captain Brottrud comes in.

Some AOC's aren't very understanding, but Captain
B is different.

He tries to help. He makes you feel important,
and that's not something you always see. He's a

second family for anyone here, ifthey need it. Hiswife
and kids bake everyone cokes for their birthdays, and
they invite people over to jump on the "trampoline o

death" every now and then.

Evidently, Captain B has done something outof
the ordinarywith Deuce and has had an impact on the
squad. Many of his cadets praise the work he hoi
done. According to C2C JamesWades: "Our AOC is

the best I've had at this Academy. His attitude and
leadership ore a great example to us soon to ba
officers."

Story Courtesy of C4C Curtis Fields

Note: Copt Gale Brottrud was promoted to

major during the course of the year.
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Tackmentality"makesfora
coiySouadren3Hoghouse
No one said that cadet life would be easy and no

where does this hold more true than in squadron three
where everything is going to the dogsl C2C Teri Heitmeyer
said: "(the dogs of three) ore on eclectic group of muttsi
Oh, you'll find a few of uswith our nose way into the group
or wing scene, but we mainly stay with the pack."

This "pockmentality" mokes squadron three a place
where activities and individuality ore stressed. "There is
never a dull moment in the doghouse," C4C Shown
Serfoss affirmed.

"After our noses hove been to the grind in one of
those dog days weeks, it's nice to know that you can let off
some steam by partaking in outlandish activities," Heitmeyer
remarked. Jello-sucking contests and pumpkin-tosses were
up everyone's alley. But fun didn't get in the way of work.

"We let everyone do their jobs and have fun along
the way. (It was) a relaxed atmosphere that brought
everyone together," C2C Chad Meyering said. This laid
back environment helps cadets feel more comfortable and
mokes the transition from home life into military school life
more monagoble.

Even the most nurturing atmospheres won't curb
against people encountering problems. But, acting as

mentors, the upperclass cadets assist their comrades in

working their difficulties out. "The upperclassmen under
stand and rememberwhat it's like to be a freshmen, so they
try to work with us rather then against us," C4C Chad

Clementz commented. According to C4C Michael
Sovitsky "the upperclass cadets try to inspire self"
efficiency among us. They allow us to attempt to fix
our problems without their intervention."

Being able to analyze a situation indepen
dently and resolve the problem is important, but as
C4C William McCallister said that while they tried to

become good officermaterial they alsoworked toward
a much higher goal: "We push ourselves to the limit,
however, we understand that these are supposed to

be the best years of our lives, so we work hard and
play harder."

This attitude was shared by oil. "We have
found a Utopian medium of doing our duty and then
moving on. We exemplify the 'work hard, play hard'
motif right up until 2000 every Sunday night," C2C
Joson Brown said.

It seems as if this doggy-dog style of three il
here to stay Heitmeyer summed it up when she said:
"We represent many different dogs .... from the St.
Bernard searching for the noble cause, to the Grey
hound in a constant battle to sweep intramurals, or
better yet, the typical Heinz 57 variety mutt trying to

keep up and do everything those purebreds do!"

By Rhonda Cochran
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can'tWinIfyouIfon'tgfay!
Itwas sleek, block, fast and very nineties. Everyone

hod 0 chance to take it home with them. What was it?
How could one hove won it? Well, the contest was open
to cadets, civilian and military personnel ottheAcademy.
This prize was compliments ofthe "ingenuity, creativity,
originality and outlondishness" which is the nature of the
Fightin' Fourth in on "unprecedented contest to give
owoy a Jaguar XJ 1 2," C2C Pierry Goin said.

Actually the whole idea come about as a fiuke.
Major Perry, who transferred in as the new AOC for the
Fourth, received a telephone coll from his brother who
works for Adco Financial Group . His brother told Major
Perry that the company hod repossessed a cor and
wanted to know if hewas interested in buying it. The AOC
told his brother that this type of cor was not his style, but
that he would see if there was anyone thot was interested
at the Academy. Of course, when squadron members
heard about it they were fired up about the idea. The
AOC along with two cadets, C 1 CMark Bjorgen and C3C
Jeffrey Cannon , worked with Academy personnel for
approval to use the cor in a raffle. This process took over
ten weeks to get finalized. In the meantime. Major Perry
had bought the cor for on undisclosed amount and the
Fourth in turn bought it from him.

While trying to get approval for the event, it was
discovered that "raffles ore illegal, but you con do a

game of skill," such as "guessing the number of balloons
in a cob," said Major Perry. Although the cadets in the
Fourth helped to blow up the balloons, the AOC was the

only person that knew how many were in the sports car.
"The number is locked owoy in a safe at home," Major
Perry added. He continued, the guess "closest to tha
number without going over wins."

According to C2C Phiet Bui, the squadron "man

aged to appropriate a 1 993 Jaguar XJ 12 to raise funds
for our MWR activities." The contest "...drew tha
attention of the cadet wing. One dollar and a correct

guess would moke a person become the owner of this
sleek car," CSC Moises Querol commented.

The money from this fund-raiser went to the Major
in charge to cover the cost of the cor he bought, the
squadron itself, and the Toys For Tots program. So
while people were trying to guess the magic number
they also helped out some worthwhile causes. CSC

Jeffrey Cannon did oil the footwork for the event and "if
I could give out on honorary MBA for his work and
dedication I would give it to him," reflectedMajor Perry.

By Rhonda Cochron
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safer, healthlerglace toHue
Stealthily they permeated the squad, two per

door. Then, with SEAL-like precision, the Morale, Wel
fare, and Health members began their raid of 05 1 5 on

a Friday morning. Immediately, they pounded on the
doors, and got the cadets out in the hallway so they
could conduct their search for contraband in the dorms.

The inspectors, comprised of officers and cadets,
sought a variety of items. Among these were guns,
knives (with blades over three inches in length), martial
arts weapons, flammable substances, electrical haz
ards, and any other general safety violations. The
inspector's mission was to ensure the safety of the
members of fifth squadron. The inspectors didn't particu
lariy enjoy their job, but the subjects enjoyed it even less.

"My first thought... was that I was back in BCT,"
said CSC Charles Law. Indeed, when the health and

safety inspection team come throughWolfpack, it seemed
like Beast all over again. The Academy's SWAT team of
30 AOC's, four Lt Col's, a full-bird Colonel, Group, and
Wing Staff come storming through looking for illegal

drugs, alcohol and weapons in each of the cadets' Jl

rooms. "It looked more like on ATF raid than a MWH

inspection with all the chaos in the hallway," C2C Croig
Cornichuck commented.

Thiswas the first ofmany unannounced inspections
that the Academy implemented, with Wolfpack being
the first on the prowl. Many items were collected, .;

Including a bottle of champagne, one weapon and
ammo, and some hunting knives. "I am glad that they
didn't bust me for having a slingshot like they did to my
friends down the hall," Law continued. "What really
amazed me was how my roommate and I gottrained by
on AOC for the dust on our closet shelf, when it was .)

supposed to be on inspection for weapons and alcohol."
Wolfpack's AOC, Moj William B. Roy, said that

the inspection on his squad has sent o message out to the

Wing that the storage of contraband will not be toler
ated. He said: "It's not like the AOC's want to be

monsters, but we have o job to do, that is making the

dorm environment a safer, healthier place to live."

By Rusty Evers
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MeetasouaHronthatgluesIts
people tenslorperformance!

So what is it really like to be on underclass codet?
It's hard to imagine whatthingswill be like once you pass
go. Itconbemindboggling. Itcon be a rude awakening.
It con be a very enlightening experience.What ifyou ore
a member of the Ragin' Bulls of Six?

"Bull Six has always been known as on easy
squad. Many people like to call it 'Blow Six,'" C3C
Brandon Stadel commented. However, some changes
took place that would make people rethink this label.
"Training staff improved our marching, MWR did alco
hol checks, and the thirdclassmen were told exactlywhat
their place was in front of the squadron. Rooms were
improved with the new leadership philosophy of Bull Six.
CQ grades less than 1 00% were harshly punished with

whippings and Form-1 0's, making all thirdclassmen strive
to do better," according to a cadet.

of course, all cadets were here to do the best they
could, and hoped fora better year than lost year, but at
times this was not easy especially in light of the dreaded
Form 1 0. "'95 kept the pride and continued to act like
three degrees and '96 was tough as o brick and got
treated like four degrees. WeN, at least they let me keep
my civilian clothes. Constant reminders abounded of last

year such as doily inspections and Form 1 0's for messy
rooms. It would be safe to declare 1 993-94 the year of

the Form 1 0 in Six. Miss a question on a CQ grade: Form
10. Miss a formation: Form 10. Putafourdegreeotrest:
Form 1 0. Demerits were up for grabs, but merits were
scarce, CSC Keith Ober shared.

In light of these changes, some cadets had strong
feelings about what was happening in Six. We did a

"180 degree turn around attitude compared to lost

year. It hod some good points, but it also mode tha

squadron a little uptight," C2C Song Pork said.
Although the cadets might hove been uncomfort

able with what was going on , they tried to maintain a

positive attitude. " The upperclassmen really make an

effort to treat us os people, not just smacks, particularly
when it come to training. There was always a point
behind our exercises ,it wasn't just a hoze," C4C Scolt
Pormon stated.

A contributing factor to some of the frustration
was the inability for underclass cadets to get sleep. CiC
Eric Lindberg concluded: "It sits there each day, con
stantly tempting us to indulge. But nol We must study or
do something more productive. Aw, who cores. I'll juil
lie down and rest my eyes for a few minutes. Then it

happens, the blue magnet wins. Sleep is far too pre
cious."

By Rhonda Cochran
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Squadron Air Officer

Smmooottthhh Seagram Seven not only greets
loud and thunderous, they live it. Seagram's proudly
boasts that they consume the most alcohol in the
Wing. This is quite a boast considering how much
alcohol is consumed merely at the Sports Bar on

any given night. The fact that Seven is a drinking
squadron wasn't discovered through any sort of
investigation, its members brag about their good
times, and high speed life style.

"We do consume quite a bit of alcohol," C4C
Christine Callahan said. Indeed, the tradition be
gan lost year and has continued success with the
self-proclaimed title. "Last year, some four-degrees
came back drunk all the time. Consequently, they
hod a lotof hours on the tour pad. Atthe beginning
of this year, they were still marching off last year's
hits," C4C Derek Marvel said. The punishment is a
part of the cost of having such a good time. The
right to party may be costly, but the party must go
on!

Finding a reason to party was never a difficult
task because every day is a reason to party. The

biggest cause for celebration was someone's 2 1 stii

birthday. "We have one secondclassman who had
to be rolled back in a laundry cart from the Sports
Bar," Marvel continued. "I guess that he was going
for the '2 1 shots on the 2 1 st' thing." He may have

gone for it, but is appears as though he didn't make
it!

The hard-core, varsity members of the drink
ing team created a group called the Brat Pack.
These upperclassmen constitute the nucleus of
Seagram's spirit. Led by the squadron's first shirt,
C2C Fred Domuth, or "Mooch" as he is called, this
group of consumers frequently hit the bars in town.

Partying in town on a weekend is becoming
more and more popular in the CadetWing. Living
in Colorado Springs, most cadets complain that
there isn't much to do except drink. The partying
members of Seagrams live up to their name by
cruising the town every weekend. If your life has
lost its spice and you need something else to do,
head down to Seven, the beer is cold and the

party's onl
By Rusty Evers and Michael Brevard
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memberstellthetale
It happened in our first briefing of the semester.

Brigadier General Gamble met with the Class of 1 996
to introduce himself and give some expectations for the
coming year. My roommate and I were sitting quietly,
listening to the questions posed to General Gamble.
Then someone asked about the new prototype rooms

and what was being proposed for changes in room

arrangement. We were interested - after all, we were

chosen to be the guinea pigs who would test a prototype
room. Before we knew what hit us, the general invited
the entire class of 1 996 to "check out those new rooms

in Eighth Squadron." My roommate and I looked at each
other, rolled our eyes, and prepared for the influx of
curious cadets and officers alike who were sure to

invade our once-quiet squadron.
So they came. At every hour of the day, especially

Saturday mornings when we were, of course, asleep.
Dorm management was working on fixing our broken
lock, but for the meantime we had to put up with the

people simply walking in like they owned the place.
"Excuse me," I said more than once, "but we LIVE here!"

In the end, the room has been seen and the owe

is gone. We don't get many unexpected guests, except
the occasional visit by General Gamble or General
Hosmer. "We like it," we tell people when they ask. "It's

different."We're just delighted that we hove the carpet
ing that the fourthclass cadets next door don'tl

IfEighth Squadronwas somehowmagicallymoved
over to the boondocks of South-West Sijan, it would still
be unmistakably Eagle Eight. You see, we have some

thing no one else has. We have a phenomenal monu
ment of discovery to our individuality. Anyone who has
visited the C-Store walked to KAFA, or ran from First

Group Staff in fear and horror con attest to the fact that
there is a solid rendition of peculiarity and standing
alone at the heart of "Evil Eight."

It is a firm monolith of recent technology and
experimentation that incorporates more thought of
human factors than the bridge ofthe Enterprise. The seat
is fixed - measured with precision from the edge of the
sitting place to allow for unquivering human movement
to and from the place of service. Step up to it - and feel
the groin of the write-proof, crockproof, stainproof,
fireproof, bulletproof, and bombproof composite slide
under your tingling fingertips. Step up to it - ond notice
the unequaled length rivalled only by the QEII and the
occasional Olympic swimming pool. Step up to it - and
be amazed by its ingenuity. Step up to Eagle Eight's CQ
Desk - and step up to the bar...

Story Comp/ements of Jennifer
Kornocker and Members of Eight
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Capt Jeffrey Barnson
Squadron Air Officer

JItlna no longerthekunteH,
nowthe Imnter

During the Cadet Field Leadership Exercise

(CFLEX) cadets learned many military survival skills.
One of these many events was the outdoor evasion
exercise. During this exercise cadets would evade,
normally by quickly low crawling, to ovoid being cap
tured by the aggressor force. This aggressor force
stalked the woods in order to grade codet evasion skills
and at the some time correct those cadets who needed
extra instruction. In order to reach the area for this
exercise cadet squadrons had to force march approxi
mately four kilometers in snow, sleet, rain, and subfreez-
ing temperatures. The bad weather not only changed
people's outlooks on the training, but also their actions.

Viking Nine was one such squadron. "We were

about half way there, the conditions had gotten real
bod. Itmade no sense for any of us to be out there. Some
of the other squadrons hod the evasion port of the
training cancelled," C4C A.J. Pelkington stated. The
attitude of the members hod soured, now their only
concern was completing the course (in one way or

another) and keeping worm.

Once they reached the evasion sight, the squad
ron was briefed and sent out into the woods, knowing
full well that other cadets would be in the woods

"hunting them." They slowing ond reluctantly descended
to the ground and began low crawling. The tempera

ture, already cold, seemed to drop even more. After c

short while, "everybody went from evading to jui
standing up and chucking snowballs at each other,
C2C John Griffiths shared. CSC Mike Lenhart adda
"We eventually started ottocking the other squadroti
around us. Once we conquered them, we would mak^
treaties and they would join our effortl"

"Most of the squadrons were pretty cool about i
when we ambushed them, they would attack us bock. ,

few squadrons, like Tiger Ten, they just ran." GriffitI
shored with a smile. So the members of Ninth squodn
attacked virtually everyone they saw, including eacH
other. Wherr aggressors would stumble upon then
"they got tagged with snowballs also." CSC Lenhad
said: "The lessons we leorned through conquering othi_
squadrons and making treaties is more applicable to tha
real Air Force than oil of the other CFLEX stuff we did.^

Before it was over Viking Nine hod attacked
several squadrons with snowballs, and hod o lotof funJ
The cold weather called for some serious action, and th|
Vikings knew how to hove a lough along with the job
Griffiths stated: "That's just our typical squadron aM
tude, to screw around," he continued, "a really bod'
situation was turned good with a little fun!"

By Michael Brevard
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upWithImportantnews
"A lotof times squadrons ore united more in their

differences and I wanted to introduce something that
would bring people together," CIC Matt Brougdon
commented. Likewise, cadet Brougdon understood that

good communication among members of a squadron
was essential. In order to promote this and keep Tiger
Ten cadets informed about what's going on and upcom
ing events, the Tigers have a newsletter called the

"Tiger Times."
This newsletter has been around since Fall '93

and from the looks of it, it will be around for a long time.
It was the brainchild of Brougdon, who after being an

exchange cadet at West Point for a semester, come
back to the Academy with the idea of finding a way to

reinforce his squad's identity. He felt that the newsletter
would accomplish this task as well as give his associates
a creative outlet for communication. Brougdon, an

English major, understood "the power ofword" and the
newsletter was a way for everyone to contribute re

gardless of their class. Aside from the regular features
such as "Notes From The Commander" and "MWR
News" , Brougdon endeavored to "get it to the point
where everyone feels it is their newspaper." He

continued: "top ten lists, cartoons, human interest pieces
and birthday announcements to give people a reason

to read it."

This year's newsletter editor was ClC Jen Ball
who admitted that it's not always easy to get her
comrades to write and submit articles. On the hill,
cadets "only do the things that hove a purpose, espe
cially if they have to do work," commented Boll. So she
decided to be more creative to get her associates
involved. She set up a contest of sorts for people to write
the funniest story, biographical or fiction. The winner
would get the squadron commander's parking space or
a weekday pass. Unfortunately, busy schedules prohib
ited many people from meeting the contest deadline.
Therefore not many stories were written.

Overall the newsletter hod a successful year. An

upperclass cadet spends about three or four hours

writing and editing the newsletter every two weeks
before it goes to the printer located in Arnold Hall. The
time spent is worthwhile because "everybody reads it

and I get good feedback about it. It doesn't turn out to

be trash after it's read. It's not just information. They can
write jokes and funny stories. Since it's not gossip, you
want to read every article," Boll explained: "Since our

den has so many busy members our five star newsletter
lets us know exactly what is going on in the squad," CSC
Kevin Keene said.

fiy Rhonda Cochran
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No Photo A vailable

Capt Ken Polk
Squadron Air Officer

Good I70od times and good fnends abound in the squad
ron known as Rebeleven, no matterwhat the occasion they
seem to hove a fitting social event! The Halloween party,
which was held out at Lawrence Paul Pavilion was one that
won't soon be forgotten. It come complete with a costume

contest and plenty of food and drink. Certainly fun was hod
by oil, "(the party goers) got so excited that they pulled the
rafters down in the bathroom," C2C Ricardo James said.

Rebeleven is o very close, tight-knit squadron, ac
cording to C2C William Warton, they really know how to

"keep the Academy in perspective". James added that

they maintain their closeness among all the classes by
following the motto "work hard, ploy harder".

This "camaraderie" was exemplified by the Rebels'
MWR events, intramurals and training. Last fall, after
several football games, the Rebels meandered down to the
athletic fields and hod a Rebeleven "blowout party". These
parties hod "tons of food" , softball and volleyball.

"The Rebels know how to have fun, even without
alcohol," James said. Their closeness also helped them do

well in intramurals, especially soccer. Goalie C2C
Thomas Rose help led the team to neariy four con
secutive wing soccer championships. Top perfor
mances in intramurals helped keep squadron morole

high, this attitude carried over into training.
The fourthclass training was a lot more motiva

tional than in the majority of other squadrons. Most

training sessions were a result of actual mistakes
(details being done incorrectly or poor scores of

knowledge tests) which needed correcting.
"(The upperclassmen] didn't train just to be

*%$cks," C4C David Browder explained. C4C Jimmy
Fuller added: "They didn't degrade us as much as

they did in other squads."
The Rebels, not to be mistaken, do work and

work well with the system. But the Rebels always
"hove fun in everything they do."

Wharton summed it up when he said: "no ona

in Rebeleven is afraid to be themselves."

By lan Tote

Tr- c:tdi tio rz
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Copt Sandra Petrie

Squadron Air Officer

Not Pictured
Normon B. Tyler
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"It takes something more than marching and shiny
shoes to be the best," a member of twelve said. "It takes
a certain pride and unity among your squad motes.

Anyone con practice marching, but the true test of

greatness comes when people from all walks of life can

live and work together and get the job done. Lewis added:
"Other people in other squads don't even like each other,
but I can honestly say thatmy best friends in the world live
ten feetaway from me. And thatmokes the Dirty Dozen the
best, the people."

Consequently, its members make the squad func
tion like a well oiled machine. Machines do break down
from time to time, but members come to the aid. "Each
class has developed a sense of camaraderie that helps
them watch out for one onother. This type of camarade
rie sees them through oil of the disagreements, oil the
fights or outright dislikes and is there when you need a

hand," a squad member commented..
A helping hand is just what the freshmen ordered.

Freshmen year has highlights and low points that would
rather be forgotten. But after it's all over, it does give a

cadet a sense of pride and accomplishment for awhile,
until another hurdle comes. Just when you think the

chollenges ore over (when your four degree year is

done), the academics of the three degree year ore

waiting to work you over. "But the people in Dozen ara '

ready to help out," CSC Garrett Stumb remarked.
Great or not, it's a fact. The upperclass cadets try

to test the fourthclass cadets on knowledge, not to catch
them off guard, but to see if they are on top of their

readings. This may seem like a rude awakening, espe
cially before dawn, but the upperclass cadets ore instill
ing values that will lost a long time to come: Be prepared
at all times. "They (upperclass) always encourage usto

perform and strive for excellence even when the other
squadrons hove relaxed on their fourthclass cadets,"
C4C James Becker said.

Lastly, Dirty Dozen take their name from what
goes on around them. C4C Brian Reece summed it up
best when he commented: "The difference is so subtle it

cannot be noHced, yet so blaring it is obvious. The
principle of companionship is not to be all the same, or

completely different. It is to find a hoppy median where

they can co-exist. Such is with the twelfth squadron. All
different yet the some. If it were not for the jokester and
the serious, or the level-headed and the straight man,
nothing would ever be interesting. That is the difference.
We ore all basically, in heart, the some confusing entity."

By Rhonda Cochran
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Capf Peter Edqar
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Pranksanalollyhelpcattets
topass thetime
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what would you endeavor to say is the most

important attribute needed to help o cadet endure four

years of utter madness? No, it isn't really that bad, but
some days cadets may feel like that's what's going on

around them. Let's talk about a sense of humor. A codet
has to be able to take everything with a grain of salt and
lough to make the bod days good, and that's what the

Bulldogs of 1 Sth have done..

According to C2C Chris Recker, he thinks that
what goes on in the thirteenth is definitely not the norm:
"For one of America's most demanding collegiate insti

tutions, it's interesting the pranks we'll pull to entertain
ourselves in Hmes of boredom or to procrastinate before
studying for tests. Like when Sam got a mysterious
appointment form to go see proctologist, or when

Peacedog was told to return a coll to Colonel Sanders,
and the lody at KFC got oil irritated with him." "Oh, let's
not forget the other unmentionable happenings such OS the
burrito bombings", Recker added.

With all this joking going on, you might wonder
what about the work?Well, the cadets ore worked day
and night literally, especially if they haven't memorized
Contrails or haven't been doing their homework assign
ments, or sleeping in class. Yes, a few cadets hove been

caught in that predicament and it's not pleasant. Like
wise, not keeping up with squadron training con be a

nightmare if a cadet isn't prepared, but the thirteenth
doesn't let that happen.

"I believe that our squadron is one of the few that
has truly embodied the new training philosophy and hod

great success, OS shown by our fourthclass cadets' knowl
edge bowl performance," CSC Robert Williamson re

marked. "Also, all the thirdclass cadets ore willing to do
their shore while the secondclass cadets do on excellent job
of supervising . All the firsties hove to do is just sit back and
delegate while still asserting their authority."

Wait, let's not give the impression that life for o

sophomore class codet is smooth sailing. It's not, as de
scribed by CSC Scott Briese: "A typicol day as a Dowg is

dangerous. After dining out, you come back to the squa
and as soon as you sign in, someone is standing behind yoi
with a Form 1 0 documenting that you, as a three degree,
were in civi's. Oh well, that's another one to odd to my file
As I walk bock to my room, a fourdegree in a bathrobe and

slippers is on hisway to bed. From 1 900 to 2000, they get
time to do their homework and now con go to bed. This just
beginsmy night popers, projects, and presentations. And
don't forget that Physics 2 1 5 GR tomorrowmorning. Fresh
men enjoy itwhile you can!"

By Rhonda Cochran
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"Savage"yellgetsmlxotl
reactionsIromtourteeners
From across the terrazzo a powerful voice could

be heard. Exercising authority over his voice, the owner
echoed several statements off the buildings. The mes

sage would pass, but shortly return as it bombarded
nearby Vandenburg Holl. "Good morning mo'am...

mighty venomous vipers!" By midsemester everyone
knew his voice, but few knew his face or name.

C4C Lynn Savage, the man behind the voice

explained: "In technical school at Kiesler AFB, we were
taught to sound off like the Training Instructor. The goal
was to be able to echo cadence calls off the C-130

hangers." C4C Savage learned the art of boisterous
communications as on enlisted person and continued to

practice it when he became a cadet lost year. His habit
of bombing people with typical fourth-class greetings
has effected people in many different ways.

"I was laying in my room (in fourteen squad) and
I heard him greeting people as he was leaving Mitchell
Hall," said C2C Angel Negron. "I've said hello bock in
the some tone and volume before."

No member of the wing con refute that Lynn
sounds off. However, there are many varying attitudes
toward his behavior. CSC Kelly Chase commented:

"Everyone complains about him sounding offmost ofthe
time, to them it is annoying." C4C Sean Montiero

agreed: "Some people seemed to get ticked off because

they thought he was mocking the system."
"Since tech school I just try to get as loud as I can,

to see how loud I can be." Lynn shared: "I don't do it to

moke people mad. It takes more effort to sound off than
to not." That's not to soy that being loud doesn't have its

advantages, he continued: "It helps me work out some

frustroHon, and it makes my job easier. When people
hear me greet once, they post me whenever they see

me."

Although some people might hove on adverse
reaction to Lynn's action, others respond quite differ
ently. "He does what every standard fourth class cadet
should do and more." CSC Kelly Chase shared: "I think
he's motivated and he does quite well."

Exchanging the C-130 hangers of Keisler for the
Halls of USAFA has forced Lynn to "calibrate" a new

measure of success for himself. "Here the goal is to echo
twice off the buildings and mountains. It has to be twice

though because once is too easy."
In the end it doesn't matter to Lynn what people

say or think. To him it is just a matter of sounding off,
being heard. He doesn't do it to impress people or even
draw attention to himself. All that really matters is his
own drive to be loud... and loud he'll be.

By Michael Brevard
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gettingtheIniooutwIng-wUe
Checkpoints for 04 Mar 94: Senior Officer of the

Day: C/LtC Wimberly Next Air Force Day: 26 Mar 94
in commemoration of the some day in 1 926. On this

day, Dr. Robert H. Goddard launched the first liquid
fueled rocket in history. Days until commissioning: 1 * :

85 2* : 437 3* : 895 4* : 1121 Menu: Breakfast:
Pancakes, OJ, Yogurt ...

Although this information may seem trivial to most

of the wing, it is what carried '97 through the meals,
formations, and uniform grades. Thanks to C4C Don

Ronneberg of Wareagles, all the information was at

everyone's fingertips. "There's just so much about him,
you can't put it into words," C4C Charies Creech said.

Dan was definitely a dedicated cadet and very
involved in Cadet Wing Activities. He participated in

everything from USAFA Sabre Drill and the Chess Club
to the Reading Club. He was master-of<eremonies for
the Special Olympics, and was on Command Post staff.

According to C4C Tanji Johnson: "Dan was very
considerate, and would do anything for you such as

staying up until three to help you study moth." Due to his

generosity and desire to provide help, he volunteered
to distribute checkpoints in his squadron. "He is the

computer genius fortheWarEagles," C4C Justin Vincent

said, "and was always attempting to upgrade and

improve the squadron computers." C4C Conrad Koehler
added: "He took his squadron detail very seriously,"

Ronneberg commented on how his squadron ser- 1
vice went wing wide: "Someone told me all I had to do
was change the e-mail address from *97@csl5 to

*97@cs* to create a wing-wide message. I felt "it woi
a good idea because it would keep us standardized.'^

He was under pressure occasionally from his
classmates for having this as a wing-wide detail. Yat, �

"despite complaints about incorrect info, he stuck it out," |
C4C Carol Palmer said. Admittedly, he did an excellent
job at sending out "checkpoints" and most of tha
fourthclassmen in the wing used his mail to get througn
the meals the next day. In fact, for doing such an

excellent job, at the class of '97 Dining-ln he received on

award for sending "checkpoints". He mentioned thothe .

"wasn't looking for a reward and it definitely helped us i
out." I

The "checkpoint man" was someone the class of J
'97 should appreciate for helping them get through their |
four-degree year. In the words of C4C John Pulbrotek,
he truly was "one of a kind". Ronneberg concluded:
"People still tell me 'thanks, you saved us during meals
and formation.'"

By lan Tale
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Copt Brian Finn

Squadron Air Officer
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yyhotherItrainsorShines the
Chickenhawkswilltlytoreggs

All the eggs were hidden on the hill behind
Harmon Hall. The huntwould not begin for another day,
but the snow began to foil. Several hours later the eggs
were buried in a foot of snow, and the contest hadn't
even begun yet. "The contest was supposed to be on

Easter Sunday, but being a free weekend we figured
not too many people would show," said C2C Chad

Rigglemon. "So we planned it for 'EosterMonday'. "The
contest was only open to the Chickenhawks and on

entry fee of $1 .00 was collected from each hunter.

Why so much motivation for Easter eggs the

Monday after Easter? "Most of the eggs hove candy in

them, but one of them has a hundred dollar bill," C4C
Heather Mitchell exclaimed. The MWR staff hod funded
an Easter hundred dollar bill, to add a little incentive to
the hunt.

The snow on the ground combined with a misun

derstanding of egg placement made the contest quite a

challenge. CSC Frank Howard, on egg hunter, empha
sized: "The eggs were supposed to be on the hill right
behind Harmon Hall. Once we got about five miles out
and snow was up to our waist. We figured we should
turn bock."

"Most people went up everyday looking for that
egg. I froze my butt off the whole time I was out there."

C2C Chris Jones shared. Many people hod just heard
about the contest and forgot to get a coat before tackling
the hunt and the snow. In fact there was very little people
wouldn't do for a hundred dollar bill.

Cadets searched in the morning, during free peri
ods, and after school. They even stayed out all night
searching for that egg. In some instances teams were

formed to "walk a search line" with the understanding
that the money would be split evenly. Chad Rigglemon
elaborates: "Basically there isn't anything I wouldn't do
for that hundred dollar egg!"

Four days after the contest began, the egg was

found and the search was over. C2C Amy Hulten and
C2C Ryan Welch working together stumbled upon the

egg, about a mile from Harmon Hall. After that, the
search was over and no other eggs were found.

"Heck, there are still about 1 06 eggs left on that
mountain out there and if anyone wonts them they are

more than welcome," said Jones. " To me it's easier to go
to the C-store to get any candy that I want." There is a lot
of interest in searching for a hundred dollar bill, but not
much interest in wacky toffy.

By Michael Brevard
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Capt Sfeve Wafers

Squadron Air Officer

Not Pictured
Kristin A. Foster '96
Jennifer D. Eden '97
Heather W. Wyat '97

StalagSouonteen, thepeople
trulymaketheginerence

There is a place at the USAFA named Stalag 1 7, in
remembrance of the struggles and brutality ofwar, and as
a tribute to the character of those who endured the prison
comp," a memberofthe Seventeenth commented.

Thereweremany things thatmade the Seventeenth
special, such as its location as described by a cadet:
"Today Stalag can be found at the northwest corner of

Vandenberg Hall, atthe very top. And more than just the
sixth floor, the top means above and beyond the rest. It's
a placewhere the upperclass cadets ore 'MEAN' and the
four degrees are 'PSYCHO'".

Despite these labels, the squadron couldn't per
form its duties without the help of its members, and
Stalag seemed to hove its personnel in tip-top shape."
C4C DavidMorgan commented, "It's the people ofStalag
that set 1 7 apart. Great firstieswhowere dedicated to their
job (most at least), motivated two-degrees, hyper three-
degrees, and most importantly, awesome four degrees."

Not onlywere the four degrees putting out, but the
other three classes were as well. C4C Matthew Smith

acknowledged that there was a "current cynical state"
among the Wing, but that Stalog remained with a

positive attitude.
Smith added "There was more to Stalog than

winning marching, logistics squadron or even the Wing

knowledgebowllt'sobouttheottitudeond heart. Prisoner:
of Stalog hod a sense of pride in what they did, not just
sense of duty."

Consequently, optimism and determination wen

o big port of the Seventeenth and that kept its members
going, especially in light of problems that do occur from
time to time..

CIC Mark Torreano said: "The juniors take th
cake for the most grief given to our beloved AOC. Extn
long probations were given out to some juniors whic
wasn't a surprise in Stalag if you ask the prisoners from
the classes of '92 and '93. Foul words were heard year
round in the AOC's office in conjunction with typii
sounds."

whether trouble followed cadets or cadet!
stumbled into trouble, who's to soy. What was known ii
that the prisoners of 1 7 seem to run into it. These
accidents often turned into learning experiences for the
cadets and will be a reminder to them of the time
spent in 1 7. A member of 1 7 summed it up best when h
said, "once you hove been in 1 7, it will always be o pai
of you, you con never truly escape."

ngl

By Rhonda Cochran
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Maj Ralph Nardo
Squadron Air Officer

MyyRactivitieshringoutthe
hestInHornyEighteen

If diversity is the spice of life, then squadron 1 8 is
full of it. According to one member of the squadron,
there are a fair number of cadets "enforcing annoying
standards," however there is also a fair amount of "blow
cadets" to even it all out and moke 1 8 unique in its own

right..
"Eighteen is special not for its greeting, its patch or

its history," C4C Dovid Johnson said. "It's because of its
people. They are hard, but fair, and they take core of
their own."

Taking core of their own as it was known, went for
beyond the training aspect of the squadron. This group
of individualists managed to pull off some MWR events

that will long be remembered.
"The one thing I like about 1 8 is the fact that we

always had activities going," C4C Philip Strouse said.
"From playing pool downtown, to chariot races through
the hallways, we knew how to have a good time. We
could get our jobs done, plus have o fun time doing it."

CSC Colleen Lehne added: "Horny 18 realizes
the importance of having fun, and lots of it, to counter all

the 'great times' we hove during the week. Thanks to thb j
MWR staff , life here become a little more bearablewitBI
every dining out and lip sync contest."

Speaking of contest, it is evident that Horny ho
1 8 plenty of pride to go around as well. "Our squad ii
the best," CSC Russell Barker said. "Just ask our four-
degrees!" Yes, the fourthclass cadets, as well as the

upperclass cadets hod plenty to say about their happy, i

little family. %
"This is my squadron, there are many squadrom

like it, but mine, is mine," C4C Heath Holtz said. "M
squadron is my best friend. In conclusion, I love m;
squadron. Drive on Horny, drive on!"

Drive on is what 1 8 does best, by continuing to

plan new and exciting things for its members to do
A member summed it up best when he said;,

"Although there are real divisions between the classes,
when we do activifies os o squadron, we someho
manage to have a good time."

He added: " It's too bad that the entire school year
can't just be one big social activity. GO Horny!'
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Capt Stephen Toldy
Squadron Air Officer

yifolvorlnosimgalternatives
Preparing for the semester PFT con be a strenuous

thing. Most squads hove morning runs or athletic activi
ties in the stairwells. However, the members of Wolver
ines decided to change the schedule for this event. An
alternative method of training proved to be the most

exciting way the Wing has seen.
CSC Crier proudly proclaimed, "Right before

the PFT, we went out and played in the snow." Farrish

camp ground offered on atmosphere for them to play
Hog footboH, broom hockey, and inner-tube down the
hills.

What looked like a snow covered field for flog
football was actually a frozen lake. "We started playing
and realized we were on a frozen lake," CSC LoRosse
said. "Itturned into o upperclassmen vs. freshmen gome."

CSC Ramos continued; "Aaron, a recruited player,
went out for a pass and Heather Lows just picked him up
and dropped him on the ice." LoRose added: "All I
could think was, gosh, I'm glad she's on my team."

The broom hockey game was pretty much one
sided too. "Ed McCormick announcedwe hove no chance

ofwinning. The objectwhen the puckwas dropped, was to
take outeveryone in frontofyou," C4C Benjamin Crossley
said.

Later, most went inner-tubing down the hill.
"There was a big ice hill and no way to stop; sowe would
hit the people on the way down," CSC Joseph Krieger
said. "Some went down on their bare chests, and just got
messed up."

"The BBQ vent was jammed; a lot of smoke*
poured out of it. We hod to battle the smoke to getl
something to eot," C4C Thomas Lee said. To improve |
their mental skills, and wait for the smoke to clear each
element was given a challenge. Using seven words, and
the AOC's name, they made up a good story. This wa$|
to overcome the smoked out pavilion.

Such a different approach towards training!
was accepted. Krieger added; "It showed initiative, it
passed, and let us getout instead of sticking around here."

By Rusty Evers
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Squadron Air Officer

Not Pictured
Casey A. Cornish '96

otagifforentgrummor
"Trolls ore a rare breed and thus tend to stick

together," CSC Jeremy Jenness said. "We may not be
the prettiest squadron in the wing but we ore one of the
proudest." Jenness' feelings were well shared through
squadron 20 where everything has a positive side.

Not known for their marching skills, some squad
rons may perceive the Trolls of 20 as sub-mediocre. Not
so, the members answer bock. "We ore big, ugly,
awkward, clumsy creatures and thus totally incapable
of marching very well," Jenness said. C4C Douglas
Trask added: "Despite our inability to march, we accom
plish every mission with spirit and enthusiasm. It's a

quality that sets us opart from the rest." He added: "No
matter what corner of Mitch's we are stuck in, we will

always stand out."
And stand out they do. Those who ore Trolls

sometimes even surprised themselves with how much

they identified with their own group.
"When my parents come out, I realized that I

associated my enfire existence at the Academy with

being a Troll," CSC John Orchard said. "Almost every

thing that I showed them, or talked about, revolvej
around my squadron."

This attitude is not surprising considering they ora
constantly on the look out for fun. "Trolls know howtd
hove o good time, at parties, lunch, even training," C3<
Mike Rider said.

This quest for fun and knowledge of training l�
standing impression on the fourthclass cadets.

"I believe I will have o good career in the
Force," C4C Dustin Tyner said. "I will look back on n\
freshman year as the establishment of a good foundo
Hon."

This attitude was the consensus among th^
fourthclass cadets who considered themselves lucky I

be among the Trolls.
"No matter how good or bod things ore, I can

count myself lucky that I'm in Trolls," C4C Kevin Straus!
said. "I am a Troll, and wherever I go, whatever I do, I'l
always be a Troll. The only difference is that I'm a lo|
better looking."
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Some of the prototype furniture, like
what's seen in this room, offered more
bookcase space than the old bedunits.
Photo by R. Blissett

Giving some of the new prototype
Floor tile a work out, C4C Peter Hsieh
runs to drop oFf laundry to upperclass
cadets. Squadron Eight had many dif
ferent types of floor coverings for ca
dets to try out. They included several
different types and colors of tile and

Gorpet. Photo by C. Harris

Entertaining the idea of going to bunks,
the roommates in this room hod more

floor space than their peers, however
it is rumored that they resorted to a

gome of paper, rock, scissors to see

who was stuck sleeping on the bottom
bunk. Photo by R. BlisseH
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Some people may not cope well with change. Since
this can be expected, experimental guinea pigs are used
to help make the transition. This year was the year that
Eagle Eight got to show how they handled change and
what their opinions were regarding the new atmosphere
that they lived in. Of course, we are referring to the
prototype cadet room and the CQ desk.

The lucky recipients who would test out the new

furniture and carpet were C3C Jenny Kornocker and her
roommate C3C Rebecca Motto. According to Kornocker:
"the new furniture was not the standard high bed units
with drawers underneath the bed. " While the two cadets
awaited the prototype furnishings which were due to

arrive in March, they used separate dressers against the
wall and the original cadet steel frame beds. They also
had separate desks with a set of drawers down each side.
"We really like it. Vv'edid hove to adjustto the changes,"
Kornocher said. "The room is so much more open. There
is 0 problem with lock of space, but this new arrangement
allows for shelf space."

Space was not a problem for the carpet layers who
put down a prototype carpet in the room and in the

hallway which is a different brand and color than the
standard carpet, AOC Major Tonneson said. Not only
did they put down the carpet, officials also decided to try
out tile in a cadet room next door.

Then the testing started on a carpet with a blue

background color on top of a speckled print of red and
cream. "The cadets got to trash the carpet to see how it

would clean up. And it cleaned up nicely," Tonneson

said. "The cadets used edge dressing, tomato sauce,

paint. Coke, and other typical things a cadet might spill."
On the other hand, the tile didn't get such high

ratings. "Overwhelmingly the carpet is better. The tile is

loud. What I mean is that the tile amplifies everything,
since there's nothing to dampen the sound. You can hear

people down the hall. It is not very easy to clean and it is

very cold," Kornocker exclaimed.
If the floor wasn't the topic of discussion for

Kornocker and Motto, then it was definitely having so

many people come and look at their living quarters. They
soon understood the old saying the quiet before the storm
because these cadets experienced a train of curious
onlookers.

"And they come. At every hour of the day, espe
cially Saturday mornings when we were, of course,

asleep. We hod to put up with people simply walking in

liketheyowned the place," Kornockerremembered. She
went on to odd that she said more than once, "Excuse me,

but we live here!"
So they came and went and when all was over the

two cadets breathed a sigh of relief. "In the end, the room
has been seen and the awe is gone. We like it. It's
different.We're just delighted thatwe hove the carpeting
and the four-degrees next door don't," Kornocker com
mented.

As different and unusual as the room was, the CQ
desk that adorns the entrance of Eagle Eight was also a

unique concept. Eightwas chosen to test the desk because
it is such 0 high traffic squadron. "This squadron gets
many visitors touring and cadets coming through to get to
the mailroom and the codet store," Tonneson said.

The desk sot on a pedestal of sorts with block decor.
It certainly was a nonstandard CQ format. Instead of the
half square figure that most squadrons have, this desk is

long in length with a high front wall. It definitely was a

piece of work to be admired.

By Rhonda Cochran

Standing as a tribute to CQ desks

everywhere, the new desk in Eogle
Eight is larger, more beautiful and not
to mention user Friendly. It was even

designed so that those who are sitting
CQ can see over the desk without

straining neck muscles, Photo by C.
Harris
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Squadron Air Officer
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hrawfsanamgivUualmerits
"Sometimes life here at the Academy con get

pretty hectic, and it con almost moke you crazy. The

pressures of academics, military, and athletics build up,
and we tend to take it out on each other. But in 2 1 , this
is usually not the case." CSC J. Travis Garnett remem
bered. "The people in 2 1 set our squadron opart from
the rest of the wing, because we take care of each other
and look out for each other. In 21 there isn't any
backstabbing or stepping on people to get ahead. We
work together in such a way that everyone shares the
work , instead of ten people carrying the squadron."

Sharing the load mokes life a bit easier for these
cadets, but it isn't always smooth sailing, from time to

time arguments and disagreements do arise. "It's some
times hard to get along with so many top notch people.
We have so much to contribute and we often end up

arguing about who is right," CSC Anthony Rivera
commented.

Arguing happens in the best of families and con

often be a healthy emotional outlet os long as it doesn't
affect the quality of teamwork. There ore "occasional

problems, but the differences of opinion that arise and
the personality conflicts that exist do not hinder the

performance ofthe squadron as a whole," a Blackjack
stated.

Performance is the name of the gome on the hilL.
since each squadron is striving to produce the basT
cadets that it con, life can be very difficult at times. This
iswhere 2 1 's leaders step in and help its own getthrough
the bod times by having the infamous holl brawl. "It's like
a volcano of frustrations that has built up all week
exploding all over the upperclassmen," CSC Jeremy
Brigham exclaimed. "Ketchup, lotion, shampoo, anJi
anything else is fair gome to bombard the victim oV

choice and his cronies. ! love it!"
Aside from this unique way to let off a little steam, \

2 1 also has another way to spotlight its cadets. This is a
time when the cadets ore highlighted for their ingenious-
ness or foolish behavior. Amember of Blackjack shared:
"Misfortune always found the poor, little Blackjacks, or
was it stupidity?" Illustrating how close knit the group
was, they publicly announce all (mis) adventures of th
Blackjacks, firsties and smacks alike. Every class fierce!/
competed for the honorable title. From falling asleep in
the bathroom to discussing physics in Burger King, of
winners deserved their title. To this day the tradition stil
holds. Every Blackjack gets a shore of the spotlight when
they are proclaimed Weinee ofthe Week."

By Rhonda Cochran ]
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Gory L. A//en Jr
William M. Bartlett
Angela S. Becker
Kenneth R. Boillot

Jeremy D. Brigham
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Brian B. Bullerman
Todd W. Cook
Paul G. Graddon
Camilo Guerrero
Thomas C. Hamrock
Tara N. Keinanen

Darin A. Ladd

Gregory M. Lassere
Leland K. Leonard
Steven W. Lo
Afia I. Malone
Jason A. Mock

Ryon M. Novak
Erik W. Owens
Julian L. Pacheco
Samuel Ransom //
Seon M. Rassas
Brett A. Rawald

Anthony A. Rivera
Tamara A. Smith
Mark R. Tobin
Bradley C. Turpen
Brent E. Weisner
Thaddeus R. Woods

Jason P. Arnold
Martin R. Asuan
Ronald C. Brown Jr

Ryon A. CampbeU
Severine R. Co/borg
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Matthew M. Domyancic
Jeffrey 6. Ellis
Chad L. Greiner
Jared D. Hansen
Matthew M. Hayes
Stacy A. Kreuziger

James C. iozier
Richard R. Mader
Michael R. Morrison
Jason M. Repak
Lisa N. RockweU
Mario A. Serna

Croig E. Thomas
Robert R. Torres
Dovid A. Vernusky
Philip O. Warlick U

Brent D. Wenthur
Michael D. Williams
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David A. Amonefte
Eve M. Burke

Edward D. Casey
Marcus A. Dominguez

Joel F. England
Larry S. Franks

Lawrence C. Gunn ///
Nicholas J. Hegarty
Mark A. Holbrook

Christopher S. Kean

Philip M. Kerchner Jr
Christopher L. Lambert

Norman L. Lee

David R. McDaniel
Wendy L. Moore

Anthony fl. Mulhare
Steven G. Owen

Phillip R. Parker Jr

Douglas K. Rothenhofer
Todd A. Scherm

Kevin L. Sellers
William E. Simmons
Michae/ C. Thode
David J. Wolsh

Andrew K. Whiat
Kevin L. Williams

David A. Wi//iamson
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Maj Robert Seoberg
Squadron Air Officer

Tarantulastrashtrucksang
ieeps... timelorsaletylessom

One of the many concerns of the Air Force

Academy Officer Staff is the safety of the cadet
members of the Wing. Each semester some 4000
cadets leave the Academy at various times and for
various reasons to travel all over the world to represent
USAFA in their sphere of interest. On occasion, though,
cadets don't leave USAFA to represent it, they leave to
get owoy from it. Typically when they do this they "let
their hair (what little they hove) down." When this takes
place, commonly people get hurt.

The leading cause of injury to cadets during
leave time is cor accidents that occur on long rood trips.
A lot of training and a little luck provide cadets what
they need to get through their breaks safe and sound.
Unfortunately that luck was not with the Tarantulas of
twenty-second lost March. When asked what mokes
his squadron different, C2C Mike Thode replied: "We
flip cors." Simply stated, the Tarantulas hod the un

canny ability to wreck and ruin many of their POVs
(privately owned vehicles).

It is said that disasters occur in threes. Within o

period of only three weeks, three Catch Twenty-Two
upperclassmen rolled their vehicles. C 1 C Rob Smoker
began the trend for the squad. He smashed his convert
ible Ford Mustang on his way bock to the Academy
from his Spring Break in New Mexico.

Following suit wos the squadron first sergeor
C2C Ed Casey. Also returning from Spring Break,
totalled his Jeep just north of Raton Pass. Casey noted
that the Tarantulas overage three accidents per montI
After adding that his squadron commander hod ra

cently driven his jeep off a steep incline, Casey said:
"The demand for jeeps is going downl"

Finally, C2C Michael Thode closed out the monllA
managing to render his Jeep unrecognizable on

"

return trip from Denver. Although not driving
Cherokee, Thode awoke to smashing glass as his
hide tumbled into the median. On a serious note. Case
remarked that everyone was wearing a seat ba|
Fortunately, oil cadets involved came away from
accidents unscathed. However, some thirdclossn
started wondering if having a cor is really worth it.

These examples ore o humorous look at tli
bending metal, and breaking glass involved in totallinj
on automobile. These stories, however, remind us

how dangerous cars con actually be. This is the real

the Academy places very strict driving regulations on]
cadet members. It is also the reason driver saf
briefings hove commenced, are commencing, and will
continue to be given ot the United States Air Force

Academy.
By Tracy Waller
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Carlos L. Acevedo
Derek S. Blough
James B. Bongiolatti
Matthew A. Bruhn
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Jonathan C. Buffington
Deirdre C Catlin
Tad D. Clark
John C. Coyle
Craig L. Dumas
David M. Dutcher
Vernon J. Fletcher

Daniel P. GiUen
Joseph M. Howard
Jeffrey C. Isgett
James W. Johnson Jr

Christopher E. Lantagne
Michael P. Manion
William J. McCrink IU

Eduardo C. Meidunas
Amanda S. Myers
Neal NeweU U
Jaime H. Trujillo
Maria C. Villalpando
Jonathan M. WUey
Brian K. Zoellner

Shane B. Bonks
Jeanne M. Bediek
John K. Caplinger
Anthony R. Caragan
Jeffery S. DeVore

Stephen D. Dixon
Lester Gregory
Jeremy J. Haas
David K. Hammer
Nicholas A. Harris

Jimmy T. Jacobson

Anh H. Le

Jeffrey R. Lewis
Andrew J. Lipina
Nicholas J. Morris
DarreU A. Myers
Matthew S. Nguyen

Brian P. Nowinski
Ronald Pearman
Mark T. Peters //
Peter A, Sandness

Trocey E. Smith
Charles A. Wolfsondle Jr
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Scott L. Shock/eft
Joe fl. Sim

Michael W. Snodgrass
Wallace R. TurnbuU
Jonathan E. Veazey

Daniel R. Wilcox
Ryan E. Woerner
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Ma| Mark Muhlenberg
Squadron Air Officer

TheIreakscomeoutatnight,
sayhello toTwentyThree

Although their freshmen greet "Barnstormin' Two-
Three," the members of Twenty-third squadron prefer
another name. This year the squadron acquired the
nickname "Freak Show Two-Three." CSC Shown Lane

proudly declared: "We strive to be different."
Unlike any other squadron in the Wing, the

Barnstormers present "Freak of the Week" awards to

cadets who accomplish the most idiotic feats. Not only
do the recipients hove their episodes described in

formation; they ore also granted sleeF>-throughs!
When asked for reasons why they merit such

a nickname, squadron members cited several incidents.
One thirdclassman was found with a blender, a toaster,
a refrigerator.. .and a boa constrictor!

Other supporting evidence included a firstclass
cadet who returned to his room slightly intoxicated,
only to mistake his sock drawer for the restroom.

Needless to say, his roommate was not thrilled in the

morning.
Another firstie went to Hooters for a dining

out. There, one of the waitresses osked to buy him ol
drink, and he refused. Afler he hod realized what he had

'

done, he begged her for him to buy her a drink. She flatly j
refused him.

When o three degree left his computer on, a
classmate come in and typed out a letter declaring that

guy's sexual preference. He meant to send it to the
squad, but accldently sent it out to the Wing. Later, he J
received a SO demerit hit and a sleep through.

At a parade in the fall, ClC CC Masotti-1
Maxwell announced the name 'Freak Show 23' without |
any negative feedback. Ever since, the pet name has
stuck and continues to be announced without opposi
tion.

The Barnstormers take great pride in the many
"freaks" who reside in their squadron. Several cadets 1
stated that this is the most excitement that has occurred
in the Twenty-third in years. The cadets ore currently
working to hove their name and patch officially changed.

By Trocy Waller and Rusty Everfl
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Jerald P. Boseman
Cecilia S. Browner

Anthony J. Caparella
Rena A. Conejo
Matthew P. Deutsch

Ryorf C. Frazier
Scoff M. Griffith
James R. Hammel
Jennifer Hammersiedf
Glenn S. Johnson
Jason M. Juliana
John A. Kent IV

Terence Y. Kudo
Shawn T. Lane

Darey C Lyday
Eric G. Mack
Michael E. MaUey
Ryan W. Maresh
Scott R. Mattes

Chad D. Merritt
Todd M. Moore

Danny M. Newman Jr
John F. O'NeiU
Joseph J. Pace

Stephen C. Paine
John M. Promersberger

Andy H. Rowe
Patrick G. Ryan
Sandip Sorkar
Jennifer A. Spindle
Christopher M. Sullivan
Adam Svolto
Walter J. Wilson
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Maureen M. Ahern
Rebecca L. Ains/ie
Miichael C. Boiley
Devin L. fl/oss
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George F. Bowers
Joson A. Buck
Joseph T. Causey
Michael V. Dalton Jr
Kevin L. Dougherty
Jeremy A. Fields

Wayne M. Fitzgerald II

Daniel A. Harris
Thomas E. Johnson Jr
Mark A. Kilgore
Herbert L. Knierim
John R. Korsedal IV
David E. Lane

Stephen C. Maturo

Jin A. Nelson
Christopher J. Reeder
George A. Sefzik
Kelly A. Skaiko
Craig E. Tanner
Omar A. Veiasco
Shaio H. Walker
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Robert C. Borneff
Joson H. Beers
Brod E. Beyer

Beau O. C. Bilek
Robert M. Bowick
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Normand A. Burroughs
Lee E. Chase

David M. Cobb

Alejandro Cotto
Micah L. Dean

Bryan W. Dickson

Erik J. Halvorson
Aaron L. Horfz/er
Kevin S. Johnson

Christopher E. Kibble
Karim K. Lazarus

K/'e// N. Lindgren

Michael A. Mills
Kirsten M. Palmer
Susan E. Phillips

Travis D. Rex
Alan R. Springsfon
Amanda J. Steffey

Andrew B. Sfone
Matthew C. Travis
Thomas R. Ulmer
Clifton P. Volpe

David W. Weber

Monique N. West
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No Photo Available
Maj Theresa Meyer
Squadron Air Officer

UflnningIsn'talwayshotter
...It'sJustmorework

Each year one squadron in the wing is exalted as

the "Honor Squadron." This award is presented to the
squadron that fulfills more criteria, in the military excel
lence aspect of the Academy, than any other squadron.
By setting and achieving military goals, marching well,
scoring well in inspections and displaying high stan

dards of military conduct, a squadron con acquire this
unique commendation. Typically a squadron rejoices at
the attention received through such an achievement, but
one squadron viewed their attention in a very different
light.

Last year the Phantoms ofTwenty-Four proved that
they were "Hard Core" by earning the title of Honor
Squadron for the year. Throughout the year, they
marched with perfection and scored impeccably during
inspections. The Phantoms said that this year their goal
is toNOT be the Honor Squadron. Describing the Honor
Banquet, CIC Jessica Matthews set the scene: "There
was 'Bottle Star Galactic' music in the background. It
was a 'Star Wars' banquet." Not quite the event

squadron members hod envisioned to celebrate their
success.

Having the title bestowed upon them also entoiled

standing at attention during the Organizational Awards

Parade as the entire CadetWing passed in review. Th
sentiment was nice, but "the pass in review seemed (
last a lifetime." It seemed their hard work and disciplii
had led to more ofthe same... hard work and disciplii

Not only did the Phantoms have to participate n
these activities; according to C2C Chris Kibble, tha

squadron was forced to spend hours practicing for tha
banquet. C2C Kibble explained that colonels hod to to
them where to stand, where to walk, and how to looH
He said: "Everyone was stressing out that we wouidd
do it right. " Doing it rightwas how they achieved hoiT
squad in the first place.

Although it was nice to be known as the numb^
one squadron in the wing, Hard Core Two-Four hopes!
never go through it again. Afferall ofthe formalities,!
Phantoms con now look bock and laugh about it. Clj
Matthews added that, through it all, they were still abl
to hove fun. The work will soon be forgotten, but tha htl
and furry they faced will last for a long time. ThJ
members of Hard Core Two Four will continue to wod
very hard... it's just that their emphasis will be in/
different area.

By Trocy Wallet
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Fafimo S. Baysoc
James W. Bodnar
Ronda// T. Brunson
Koon W. Chiun
Eve A. Doug/as
Kerre E. Ellis

David L. English
Joel A. LaFleur
Daniel L. Luce
Ann E. MacGhee
Jacob C. McManus
Charles J. Meizgar
Christopher N. Miles

Derek R. Miller
Scoff R. Moore
Scott A. Morrison

flobby L. Northern Jr
Darren A. Paladino
Kirk L. Reagan
Aaron L. Rhodes

Theodore G. Roberts
Radoslaw Rusek
Jean P. Sicotte

Christopher M. Sfoppel
Roderick E. Toms
Michael W. Varner
Brian D. Zullo
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Travis L. Coleman
Bryan D. Edmunds
Michael J. Engel
Christopher A. Gizzi
Peter J. Gryzen
Bradford K. Ho/fmeier

Andrea L. Houk
Stephanie A. Jardine
David L. Joyce
Julie A. Lecea

Ryan G. Luecke
Kyle R. Martin

Christina M. Misegadis
Trevin R. Montgomery
Julio A. Negron
Roberi Pryor Ul
Dennis P. Rondo
David C. Rhoades Jr

Ryan K. Silver
Benjamin T. Smith
Chen Y. Su
Mark Y. Takamiya
Sarah C. Williams
Gregory J. Yoschak
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Halloweenlunlorlittleones
Every year, the cadets of Redeye partake in a

Holloween event as a community service project. Orga
nized and executed by codets in the squadron, this

project has now become a trodifion in the squad. "It is
something that the squad takes pride in," C2C Vince
Wells said.

About two weeks prior to Halloween, the

Redeye organization team, headed by CSC MottAdams,
started to collect money and ideas for the event. "We
write the event announcement on the grease board o

few weeks in advance," CSC Chad Goldizen stated.

Then, interested cadets offer their services, Hme, and
talents to the cause by setting up the haunted house at

Timberview Middle School after school and weekends.
At the middle school. Redeye takes a room and

turns it into a haunted house. This is just one room in the
carnival that the school puts on. However, it is one of the
most-enjoyable rooms every year.

Codets dress themselves as monsters, vam

pires, and the like and enjoy scaring the kids as they
walk by. "We hod a firstie who dressed up as o witch,
and o vampire who come out of a coffin, and some ugly
monsters," Goldizen continued. "Jered Pavlich repelled
from the ceiling and scored the kids pretty good."

CSC Rita Perez said she enjoyed working in||
the community and seeing the kids hove fun. "I volun-"
teered for it because it is a big thing in our squad. I think
it is fun, different," Perez said. "Especially for the four

degrees; it's a chance for them to get out of the squad
and into town. It's good for the community, because we

present a good image; better than going out to the bars
and drinking."

The community enjoyed the service that thj
cadets provided them and in appreciation, the sch

gave free food to the workers of the carnival. "Thi

community loves it," Goldizen said. "They throw
losogno party for us after the show." The porei
appreciate the effort that the cadets put into theii
haunted house. "The parents see it, the kids may nol
know who we ore, but we always leave o goo
impression on everyone," Goldizen said.

The cadets of Redeye pull together for this
annual event and moke it a success not only for

community, but for themselves. "They view us as a buncll|
of nice guys," Wells said "kindo role models and e)W

omples."
By Rusty Even
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Matthew C. J. Adams
Matthew C. Ahner
Sarah E. Berdugo
Samuel W. Birch

Timothy D. flunne//
Thomas A. Coba//ero

Bradley C. Downs
Chad R. Goldizen
Jason Goodwin
RusseU J. Gorecki
Carl R. Hagen
James D. Harris Jr

Jon J. Kalberer
Peter G. Keating Jr

Christopher T. Lay ^
William E. Loux 1
Reginald D. Minfon 1
Sean S. O'Rourke

Q
Rita C. Perez

9
Martina A. Sever n
Eric A. Shaw H
Matthew R. Simmons VP
David J. Stock ^^

Christopher J. Williams 6

Brandon L. Gonzales
James R. Gump
Robert C. Houston
Andrew M. Jeff

Phillip A. Juhan
Matthew B. Keller

Stacy D. McClain
Katherine C. Meyer
Ryan G. K. Mihata
Victor M. Pereira

Jeffrey M. Queen
De Vere M. Ranger II

Geoffrey J. Romanowicz
Mark W. Sessoms
Patrick J. Sise
Andrew M. Smith
Kevin fl. Temp/in
Ashley D. Tison
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Maj Timothy Hale
Squadron Air Officer

What do Snoopy and "dirty Joke" hove in com

mon? They both ore right at home with the Mighty
Barons of 26th squadron. What kind of squadron is

worthy of bearing America's most loved cartoon? And
what squadron could foster on environment in which a

certoin thirdclassman by the nickname of 'dirty Joke'
has fime to solo or hove a birthday every other week?
Only o place full of professionalism, character and
peanuts.

The members of the squadron aren't crozy. They
do know how to relax when it seems like everything is

going to the dogs. The members ore fun loving ond
work hard till quit'n fime. Afler work however they like
to kick back with a cold brew (or soda. .wouldn't wont
to break the low) and smoke a big stogie. They don't
do these thing alone, mind you, they gather in big
groups and participate together.

For those members that seem to get a little out of
hand, the dog pound is available for a short stay. They
don't like to mark their members, but a trip to the

"snoopy pad" once in a while never hurt anyone.
Stereotyping all the squadron members as "peanuts

They oljfreaks" couldn't be farther from the truth..
read Beetle Bailey.

C4C Mark Sandor and C4C Don McNutt enjd
their squadron because, "We con pick on the uppa
classman and they don't do anything. It's not completed
stroct. Professional, but really relaxed." As C4C Sandq
spoke he pointed to his training NCO and continued: '

he's what mokes it special" (how sweet!). Another mel
ber of 26 then walks by and loudly belches... yep, thj
squad is full of character!

Undeniably oil classes in twenty sixth squodrd
lefl the year with many memories. In addition to goo^
times, the secondclassmen struggled with the fact that
UPT slots would be limited and started researching other
career fields. They didn't let this get them down, they
merely continued to improve things as much os they
could, and went on with life.

CSC Jennifer Bivens quickly and painlessly summed
up the quesfion, "What mokes your squadron special'
with the onswer, "Snoopy!" It's not weird, it's justthdj
squadron pride showing through! �

By Aurelia Dillard
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Jennifer L. Bivens
Carl R. Brooks
Theodore E. Conk/in
Lodenoi D. Day

Damon C. Dykes
Jack D. Fischer
Jack D. Floyd
Zigmund W. Jackim
James E. Kajdasz
Paul A. Klaus

Andy K. Loving
Richard A. Marsh
Meghan E. McCann
Kevin M. Murch
RusseU B. Roslewski
Davis R. Sand

Brian P. Solsbee
Austin L. Sorensen
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Dennis A. Boniewicz
Rodolfo G. Cancino Jr
Jesse R. Car/son
Octavio F. Echevarria
James A. Finlayson

OBBB
Andrew R. Fobes
Fred M. Ho//ingsworth
Ryan E. Krefschmar
Cameron K. Lambert
Justin W. Lavadour
Donald M. McNutt Ul
William M. Metz

Suzanna J. Moore
Todd A. Nathaniel
Bradley J. Oedzes
Joseph R. Pineau Jr
Matthew J. Quatrara
William S. Rogers
Mark A. Sandor

Jeromie K. She/don
Amanda A. Sickafoose
Yvonne S. Sorokin
Elizabeth S. Stoik

Stephen T. Toy/or
James D. E. Went

Benjamin A. Wysack
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Maj Patricia Ertel
Squadron Air Officer

makeItapointtocare
Leather underwear, lipsync contests, a red

headed guy called fire-crotch, cupcokes who ran ev

eryday to CATM. ..What do these descriptive, lively
words conjure up?Why, these ore words that describe
the Fabulous Thunderbirds of 27. These and many
other wonderful things set the T-Birds opart from every
one else.

All joking aside, it was quite obvious that the
Thunderbirds of 27 cored for one another. When C4C

Benjamin Conde was asked what was special about
his squadron he replied: "Everyone looks out for one
another and loves each other. All the classes work

together.We get the job done butwe hove a good fime
doing it. We don't give up enjoyment to accomplish
the mission."

Many times other squadrons get so caught up in
the mission they forget about the people. Not so with
the Thunderbirds. They hove a special way of looking
at things. They ore surely interested in every members

performance, you con see it in their actions. Simple
little favors here and there lead the way to a better

year. Each member will swear by his/her squadron
because of the family bond.

For example, when C4C Angel Santiago thoui
about the merits of his squadron he stated: "I gettreol
like o human. Twenty-Seven is doolie heaven. Whi
there's work to be done we work hard and get it doi
but when it's time to hove fun we know how to do
too."

The Thunderbirds mode it a point to make the y
o memorable one. Beyond the military training and
academics, cadets from this squadron found themse

watching movies, eating ice cream andwearing cowl
boots on certain nights. .. Camaraderie was high as thi
partied hardy, but were careful to wotch out for ei

other at the some time. No motter how hard the pai||
was, things never seemed to get to for out of hand. H

So if you like cupcakes, or if you're just lookini
be treated like a human, take the time to drop
squadron 27. Home ofthe fabulous thunderbirds. Ifyi
don't you are missing out on o great treat. The sayii
"times change and people change" typically holds
This doesn't refer to the caring and family like al

sphere of the members ofTwenty-Seven. Just osk anyoi
the T-Birds ore the best around... without a doubt

By Aurelia Dillaro
J
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Jonathan G. Davis
Matthew C. Estrem
Michael J . Fellona
Steven A. Fino
Adrienne L. Fleming

Daniel P. Goemans
Colin P. Hughes
James A. Jones
Mark A. Lankford
Ken M. Lantagne
Clemente E. Lara

Carrie G. Loudermilk
John R. Ludington III

Randy M. Ludwig
Thomas C. McBride
Andre A. McMillian
Sarah F. Miklaski

Christopher L. MitcheU
Edward F. Petka Jr
Jon E. Plasterer II
Reid F. Rasmussen
Felton S. Shelley
Jason B. Stinchcomb
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Robert B. Apple
Scott J. Burke
Andrew C. Caggiono
James I. Chambers
Benjamin D. Conde
Mark K. Danger

Maurice 1. Dunn
James K. Evans
Shannon L. Goff
Laura G. Goodman
Young H. Kim
Scott E. Lanis

Andre M. Lobo

Douglas R. Miller

Tylan A. Muncy
Chirag R. Pancholi
Angel A. Santiago
John D. Scoff

David R. Simon
Jesse D. Smith
MitcheU R. Spillers Jr
Robin G. Stephens
Leon H. Travis
Julie D. Weafherred
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Jason W. Evenson
William J. Friday Jr
Benjamin W. Glazer
Steven VV. Klingmon

Richard T. Koch
Arluroli Krishnon

Matthew Li/jensfople

Derek R. Miller
John D. Norton

4 Dovid R. O'Malley
1 Ainsworth M. O'Reilly1 Michael S. Pugh

Blake C. Rodgers

g Robert C. Rossi

V
Owen T. ShipJer

n Ryan M. Sparkman
H Steven F. Spiegel
%m Joel W. Stephens
^^ Christopher D. Thompson
c Stacy A. Wharton

u Jerome K. White

Maj Dale Zelko
Squadron Air Officer
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Realllleofffcerexperfence
stressedfnsuuag'smission

Life here con be described os a mock run to see

if the mechanics run smoothly before the war. In this
cose, the war is the real world of the military. Sometimes
the training con be overwhelming in a squad, but it's up
to the squad to help its members reolize their highest
potential and how it can hove o direct impact not only
on themselves, but others as well.

"Twenty-eighth squadron is different from other

squadrons." CSC Stephen Schell commented, "What

qualities ore important in the real military? Loyalty,
courage, camaraderie, sacrifice and devotion to friend

ship; these are stressed in my squadron."
Developing the above characteristics required of

officers was emphasized by the Blackbirds because

they know that life here at the Academy is just a glimpse
of what codets will face on the outside. "We ore not

ranked top of the marching scores , IG grading, or all of
the other little crop that general officers base their
officer potential on." CSC Jon Cominiello remarked,
"instead we concentrate on the real things such as

loyalty to one another, and simply getting the job done.
After all, in times of war who really cores how clean

your room is or how your shoes ore."
This cadet was not alone in how he felt about the

chores that he and his squodronmotes hod to accom

plish. Similarly, some cadets sow the tasks as just onothi
way to haze them. But the long term goal of su

activities was to illustrate the commitment that cadets ri

hove to themselves and their pride in service.
C4C Kyle Minarik eloboroted: "It's the unique

feeling of self-responsibility and dedication within th

squadron. In this squadron, people do not feel pre!
sured to do their jobs, they are just done automaticoF
This essentially creates a productive working environ
ment in which things get done, not for individual gaii
but for the good of the whole squadron.,"

The Blackbirds were always looking for projedii
that would benefit its members and others as well
there is a project to be done this squadron con pui
together. For instance, HQ Flight took four hours om

Sunday to help Core and Share downtown Coloradi
Springs, CSC Jobie Turner remembered. The Blockbirdi
also took port in the relief effort for the lowo flooi
victims.

Helping others whether in the squad or the coi

munity, the Blackbirds demonstrated that teamwork ani

responsibility to ones-self and community ore integrol
components of on officer candidate.

By Rhonda Cochran
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David A. Burns
Karrina M. Coleman
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Joe R. Pontes Jr
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Mark D. Hille
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Erik J. Knauff
Scott G. Lofioche
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Thad R. Middleton
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Kyle A. Minarik
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Brian A. Schnitker
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Keith R. Turner
Thomas J. Walker
Stephen D, Wier

Tracy J. WiUcox
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Capf Joachim Rogl
Squadron Air Officer
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Newtrainingreturnsposltm
results, Incitesfamffyunfty
During the previous several semesters, the Acad

emy has changed its squadron training philosophy rather
drastically. Mixed reaction and sometimes confusion
within the squadrons has sometimes been the result.
Some argue that the "weaker" (newer) system is only
harming codet discipline and increases cynicism in the

wing. The counter argument is that "mutual respect" is a
quality lacking in cadets, hence the pull to improve the
situation. The members of the Block Panthers hove seen

the improvements, and the beneficial side effects it

brings.
The Block Panthers mode a special effort to ensure

professionalism this semester. C4C Devin Hammond

explained: "...29th squadron had fewer training ses

sions than anyone in the wing. Does this symbolize a

weakness in the upperclassmen? No, it represents the

willingness of them to support a new system and observe
its outcome. From the looks of it, we hove not turned out

the worst squadron of all due to lock of training sessions.
We placed first in marching for the first semester and
second just recently." Added to this their staff gave
members a sense of lightheartedness without sacrificing
responsibility.

C4C Hammond continued: "We might not be the

only ones, but our staff likes to hove fun, not only off duty,

but they like to incorporate this into their work whidL
mokes the job more enjoyable for oil involved. I thinl
that when we put our minds to it, professionalism cai

turned on and off when needed just like o light swi
The style of the Block Panthers mokes us unique in
we hove the ability to be two sided both on and off
job."

This newly found professionalism spread anal
tude of "family" to every member of the unit.
freshman, our squadron was a place of stress

friction for our class," CSC Hayley Parker said. "Ho'
ever, as we all transitioned we became more than peei
we became friends. I love our squadron. It is full of:
lifetime friendship, respect, and fun!" Attitudes liketl
certainly help a squadron achieve its goals.

Twenty-nine proved that the overall attitude
helpfulness and caring con be achieved without losi
rank distinction and respect. Afler all with out a support^
ive atmosphere no squadron con compete effectively.
CSC Chris Sims concluded: "I felt like we all got along
better as a squadron this year. Everyone looked to heli
each other through the hard times and have fun durinf
the good times." The year ended with o smile ol
satisfaction. The work was forgotten, but the friendships
were not.

fiy Michael Brevard
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Jason G. Arnold
Erin K. Berry
Matthew R. Dean
Johan A. Deutscher
Adam C. Flood
Mark W. Cehringer
David M. Greiz

Erik K. Hoffman
Jacque M. Joffrion
Erik A. Kjellberg
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Scott E. Lorenz
Lance C. Massey

Kevin J. McGowon
Andrew M. Meehan
Jason A. Ortiz ^
Hayley R. Parker
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Jeffrey M. Pu//ey
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Todd A. Robbins
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Christopher J. Sheppard
Kevin O. Silknitter 9Christopher J. Sims w
Aaron R. Stephens
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Heather J. Cohea 9 J"
Joel R. DeBoer
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Christopher S. Dotur 7 �'
John M. Dyer f ^
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Heather H. HaU �
Devin K. Hammond �
Bonar A. Luzey
Kevin V. Minor ^^^u
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David P. Pepper ^^^1
David L. Pittner �
Jeremy P. Potvin �
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Rosemary E. Sammon ^^^1
Lloyd G. Sunvold ^^^1
Matthew T. Vann ^^^1
Stacy E. Walser �
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Ma\ Dennis Broun

Sqaudron Air Officer

Many squadrons in the wing concentrate on
the central "time eater" for cadets known as aca

demics. It has been commented that "next to
honor, academics can get you kicked out faster
than anything else attheAcademy." Many squads
strive to receive recognition as the most academic
squadron in the wing. Every grade report period
the squadrons are ranked (1-40) academically,
based on the average GPA of its members. One

squadron in the wing. The Knights Of Thirt, don't
share this some concern with the other squads.

"Everyone in our squadronworks very hard,"
CSC Bryan Hay stated. "Of course, that work
obviously isn't in academics since we're 3 9th in the
wing, but when you're having fun..." "Following"
the wing in academics is not to be frowned on, not

everyone can be first at everything. The course

loads carried and the academic majors of squad
ron members has a serious effect on the squad's
collective average GPA, this is such the case in 30.

When the Knights weren't studying, they
were typically at the gym putting effort into some

recreation. Team sports were very popular and o

method for members to expend some energy on|l|
their competitive edge. C4C Derek Sellnow ex

plained: "We all share an interest in doing pool
in school and exceeding at athletics." Even whei
their workout is over they find other things beside!
academics to fill their time. C3C Ray Poston
shared: "As soon as 1600, 'er 4 o'clock hiti

everybody chills, the SAR fills up with people oni

everyone lets go until the next morning. When we^
work, we work hard, but chill when it's all over." f

Only one minor set back prohibited the SOth
from reaching absolute academic mediocrity. The
minor set bock on the road to education was

summed up by CSC Mike Gilliam: "We even hoi
our Truman Scholar and Harvard Med Scho<j
appointee!" Apparently if you ore looking
extra instruction, go to Fairchild Hall. On the othei
hand if you are looking for a game of ball and
good time, hook up with the Knights.... they're
the gym.

By Michael Brevoi
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Christopher R. Bishop
Roberta L. Breyen
Curtis W, Burney
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Nathan A. Chine
Michael D. Dee
Gwendolyn R. DeFUippi
Richard E. Dwyer
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Andre T. Johnson
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Jason S. Martin

Jeffrey D. Percy
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Jeonnie A. Roellich
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John T. Wolinski Jr
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Copf Stephen Wade
Squadron Air Officer
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Hove you everwandered near the forwest end of
Sijon holl, the part that's so forowoy it has its own zip code?
So for that the cadets actually 'commute' to school and
bock? C'mon, sure you hove. You probably remember it
now. Codetsquodron 31, theGrim Reapers -thatsquadron
that stonds out from the rest.Oh, that's cocky. How con they
soy that?

First off, the Reapers started outwith success inmind.
The staff defined the goals for the fresh four degrees, and
the entire squadron, the first day by making itclear that "we
won't settle for second best." Dang, itworked too.

The Reapersworked hard and ended up one ofthe
topfewsquodronsin the wing. "It took a lot ofwork, but
I'm proud of our squad and what we've done," C4C
Christopher Kay said. "All the classes hod to pull together
and work really hard, and they did."

Well, what else? The Reapers like to do more than
just thatmilitary stuff. They don't stop ot the nine-yard line,
either, (and) speaking ofthis well rounded officer ideawe
ore all striving toward... the Reapers participated in sev

erol projects. Firsties, setthe example, they lenttime to help
out with the Big Brother/Big Sister organization and do
nated generously to other foundations such as (CEF) and
theWing Boxing Open -a charity to assist a child in need.
The other classes also pitched in with time and good will

formany projectswhich included Thanksgiving and Chrii
mas projects in the Colorado Springs and Denverareas
like helping out because it mokes me feel like I'm doini

something worthwhile," a secondclass cadet said.
The 'Grimmies,' as dubbed by several fourthclai

cadets, seemed to be on top of the wing. Were they?
According to that pennant on their guide-on flog they sure
were. The Reaperswere in fact the overoll Squadron ofthe
Year.

"We didwell in ocodemicsond hod a goodtime
some ofthe exercises thatwenton," C 1 CGraham Bloxoi
said," ...we just hod to keep a positive attitude." The

positive attitudewaswhat kept the Reapers out in frontal!
year.

OK, but what about fun? How about all of thos^l
hamburgers C 1 C Gill Ness dropped in the fire (and thi
CIC Eric Tuckerateanyhow)?Nottomention those era;

dances in the SAR or the halls to music like 'YMCA.' Itwi
a good year, well, as good as it gets. But hey, that'swhi
cadet life is about; working hard and playing harder. The
Grimmieswere no exception.

ByChristophe Vasquez

^SS
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Matthew J. Biewer
Laura C. Boussy
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Joseph A. Confi
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Christian D. Kane
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Maj Francisco Cortes
Squadron Air Officer

EscuofaMilitarDgMulaclon:
cagetsseenewperspectim

Most people are av/are ofthe foreign exchange
program offered by the academy. Several students from
various foreign countries complete the fouryear prog rom
and return to active duty in themilitary of their respective
country. "The Roadrunners ore special because of the
diversity ofthe people.We have six foreign nationals and
o lotof 'characters'. "CSC Cloy Freeman shared. Occa
sionally o squadron receives a foreign notional, butmore
thon two seldomly occurs. One of the foreign notional
cadets, who is presently a Roadrunner was more than
happy to describe his country's USAFA equivalent.

Escuela Militar Dg Aviacion (EMAVI) is a small
aviation school in Colombia, South America. Its graduat
ing classes only contain 50 to 60 people, but the life of a
Colombian Cadet is ratherdifferent from thatof0 Zoomie.
Themoming beginswith the sound ofthe bugle. "Ever/one
gets up out of bed and gets ready to roll in seven minutes.
In this time they hove to shower, shove, dress, clean their
rooms and form up,"C2C FuadVelosco stated. He added:
"comparing thotto the time we hove here I don't know how

they do itl" Themorning begins busy, and the day is filled
with many physical activities as well as academics.

The program requires one year of academic educa
tion, combinedwith heavy loads of physical activity. The
remaining two years are dedicated to preparation for

flying. Everymember ofthe institution studies "aeronauti

cal administration." Likewise every graduate of "EMA^
will fly either o helicopter or fixed wing aircraft for thi
country. They do not hove on Under Graduate Pill
program because cadets in their final two years actual
leorn to fly the aircraft they will man in the operationi
Colombian Air Force.

The cadets of EMAVI are in a realmwheremilitary]
policing combat is o reality. "Because ofthe drug deaiej
and drug lords, soldiers guard the base during the wei
while we ore in school," Fuad said, "but on the weekenl
codets guard the base from outside intruders." Every codet^
has a live weapon to be stored in their rifle rock in their]
"barracks room." Fuad commented on the seriousness
thissituotion: "There you're notplaying around, every cad<
has his own weapon. It is dangerous and you can't sen
around." As a result, discipline in the wing is keptatmud
higher levels, and safety is a priority.

Gaining perspective on different countries is parti
theAcademy experience. Spending timewith members*
those countries and militaries can surely help us gain al

appreciation for various ways of life. Thanks to tha:
members of32, cadets have on opportunity to learn moi

than just text book facts.
fiyMichoe/BrevariJ
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I Capt Gary Langford I
SquadroriAir Officer I

David J. Abrahomson
WUliam E. Baird

Troy D. Belin
Steven P. Bording

Scott A. Cain

Ratzworktowargperlectlon
The members of Ratz started their year off marching

to the beat of a different drum (or is that service?). The
vibrant colors of army Green and Brown were seen

roaming the halls down in the cellar of Sijan Hall. Army
Captoin Gary Langford became a Rot this summerwhen he
was appointed the new Air Officer Commanding of squad
ron SS.The squadron seemed to stress mostly upon its
members the importance of ocodemio. Even standard level
work was not acceptable, perfection was the expected
goal.

C4C Milioni, o member of the Ratz explains: "..we
hove a friendly-good-good atmosphere, we really like
each other (except for a couple) and show it by always
thinking that no one in 33 con do any wrong." By thinking
in terms of perfection, o squadron con leorn to be perfect
and through perfection, perform to the level of excellence

expected by its Air Officer Commanding, and Academy.
In many squadrons in the wing the push for "Excel

lence in Education," os well as other things may not be very
strong. NOT the case with the Cellar Rotz. They have "on
intense fomily otmosphere with on emphasis on a drive for
excellence that con only be found in the infamous cadet

squadron called RAAAATZ!"
The drive is so strong in fact, that in some coses

members might feel adverse effects. C2C Robert Techner

alludes: "I think there's one phrase which best sui

up this squad this year. 'Attack, Attack, Attack.' FoP I
those who know what I'm talking about, need I soy
more?" No matter how futile on effort seemed to help
someone of lesser academic prowess, the squadron
and its AOC still managed to come to anyone's aid.
In or outside the squadron, they could handle it all.

In certain coses the AOC may hove foui

attempts by cadets outside his squadron to be obyj
mal ot best. Having gained experience in thai
matters in the Army, he decided to help the cadets
they would grow to become professional Air Forci
officers. Through his example of professionolisi
cadets could see the perception of perfection throui
on Army officer's eyes.

Simply stoted the Rotz spent much of their tim^
in on academic setting improving their minds am

grammar. They were ofler-oll a family that coul
leorn together, and lean on each other. Ifa problem
arose that they couldn't handle Copt Langford wouldj
be on hand to give advice or proofread a letter. Thi^
was beneficial to the squadron because everyone
con learn from one cadet's mistakes.

By Michael Brevard
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Dante C. Badia
Kevin R. Beeker
Jonathan B. Bellcase

Jeffrey W. Davies
Richard R. Dodge
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Capf Richard flurqess
Squadron Air Officer

Not Pictured
Matthew J. Sandelier '95
Scott A. Hariman '96

fighting thesterotype
loosehawgsreallyletlooselfi
It's 2230, do you know where the Hawgs ore?

Chances are pretty good that they'll be seen pouring out
of their bedrooms ready to participate in squadron antics
that include stall stuffing and pillow fights, not tomention
the infamous fast food and movie adventures.

"There is nothing loose about life as a Hawg," C4C
Leigh Johnson said. "Afler all the training is over, we

always manage to find our own unique ways of having
fun, egg-nog funneling, stall stuffing, cabbage soccer,

only at USAFA would these things bring such amuse

ment."
What's even more amusing is that the "outside

worid" doesn't seem to know about the lighter side of
Howgdom.

"It's funny to livewith the reputation thatCS-S4 has
of being a high strung, stract, training squadron," C2C
Alejandro Antunez said. "We just did our job, our duty
and the rest took core of itself."

This core come in many forms, C4CGregg Beeber
said that the Hawgswere just one big family. He added:
"When you do somethingwrong, 'Mom and Dod' are sure

to let you know about it, butthey are also sure to givey^H 131
a hug if you do something outstanding." H ITfl

Speaking ofaiming for outstanding, having oppo^ ^'^
tunities to develop officer skills in the Hawg squadronf
what it's all about. "Training is token seriously," C2f
Cordis Foster said. "It is up to each individual cadet td
develop into the type ofofficer he/she desires, no ona j
forced to behave or perform in such a manner as I

compromise theirown leadership and followership styled
The training seems to be working on all leveli

"Being o Loose Hawg is tough, but I wouldn't be in on]
other squad," C4C Josh Von Ormon said. CSC Josiq
Cooley added: "When our freshmen are recognized c

whatever they get thisyeor, theywill knowthat they hoij
been through more than most of their classmates."

CleoHy those who live there know that which isT
mystery to most others in the wing, being a Hawgl
educational butolso fun.

C2CAntunez summed it up bestwhen he said: "Tha
Loose Hawgs ore notthemonsters they aremade outto bq
we just do our job and then love to roll in the mud.'

Ah
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Maj Roy White
Squadron Air Officer

Tr-dd i tio n

The troops in cadet squadron 35 went off for a
learning experience in Los Vegas. No, not to leorn the
secrets behind the crops tables, not that they didn't try.
Their first official intention wasn't exactly to visit the "City
of Lights", but their sponsors, the 53 1 st Wild Weasel

Squadron at Nellis AFB, Nevada. Eoriier in the school

year pilots, wizzos, and air crews visited the cadets of
Wild Weasel. Members of the lost active Wild Weasel

Flying Squadron come in for a on AF football game,
providing a fly over. Because they hod such o nice time

taking in the sights of Colorado Springs, the 53 1 st
extended on invitation for the cadets to come out to

Nellis and learn all about "The Real Air Force", and just
what they did.

What mode this sponsor base different from other

squadron visits? Three important things. The length of
the trip, the "Shadow Program", and the number of

fighter rides cadets received. The visit started on Thurs

day and ended on Sundoy, and the squadron made

good use of those four days. One of the main gools of
the trip was to try to get as educated as possible about
the jobs and opportunities available in the Air Force. The
Shadow Program" matched up cadets who were inter
ested in a field or job with an Air Force officer who is

currentlyworking in that area. In most coses cadets spent
at least o day following and learning. Those who found

it boring and a waste of time realized that the job they
were so interested in was really not for them. Othaj
were enthusiastic like C2C Bergfeld. "I was happy to sel
them doing the some things I om learning in class.'

In the area of the all important incentive ride,
35 secured 1 3 seats. Not too shabby. Here again, tl
trip became o learning experience. C2C Kevin Well
was one of the fortunate who wos given on opportunl]
to experience what it feels like to be a fighter pilot. Sittii
in the bock seatof a F-4GWildWeasel, it started to taxi:
the runway, Kevin was told to lower the canopy. In a moji
miscommunicotion Kevin pulled the lever that is suppose]
to jettison the canopy. "Does thismean we don'fgetto fly
Kevin did notget his ride, instead he spentthe restof thed
filling out safety reports and drug tests. Way to go Hati

The cadets also hod a chance to see the sights. ThaaH|
were a few small timewinners, and big time losers. Sund(HI
oflernoon at 1 600wasthe scheduled take off, well accord
ing to MajorWhite's schedule,,. the man who had evei

detail ofthe trip planed down to the minute overiooked.
small detail. The take-off time was given to him in Zu(
seven hours ahead of real time in Nevada. With a chain
frantic phone colls, and a race to the airport the, Wi
Weasels made it bocktoUSAFAin time forACQ. Whoa
what a close one.

fiy Beth Roland

Dro-

ilnH|



flryon J, CahiU
Edgar M. Dominguez
A//en E. Duckworth
John J. Duncan

Patrick J. FarreU
Erich A. Frees

KeUy J. Gargac
Matthew S. Guenther
Craig F. Hancock
Roland K. Hillier

Walter R. Hodges III
Darin L. Hoenle
Joseph S. Howard
Ryan A. Link
Jaime P. McGrath
Eric A. Micai

Serena E. Mosley
Esther N. MukosO'Magoye
Brian A. Pete

Timothy W. Porter

Anthony J. Principi
Michael K. Wempe
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Gory E. Bernbeck
Megan K. Bir
lan M. FairchUd
Jason M. Frazee

Jeffrey T. Geraghty
William F. House III

Susan M. Jacobs
Jason L. Jones
Michael P. Julaton
Dennis C. Kong
Greg W. Kozbinski
Gregory J. Krino

Daniel I. LaMar
Chadrick F. Murphy
Jeffrey W. Nelson
Daniel T. Pempel
Donald E H. Ratcliff
Kim N. Reed

Clifford C. Sobo
Michae/ R. Settle
Nereyda L. Sevi//a
Jomes P. Tuite
Brian �. Way
James D. White
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Copt Steven Hodgkins
Squodron Air Officer

Trad j tio n

Upperclass cadets oflen get o reputation of being
tough, hard, and difficult. Cadets often comment "Don't
they rememberwhat it's like to be an underclass codet!"
Well, actuolly they do remember those days when they
were at the bottom of the totem pole and that's why they
act the way they do.

Of course, port of it is tradition. The other port is
that it is their duty and responsibility to see that their
fourthclass cadets are well trained and able to handle

any situation that may arise. The Pink Panthers of 36
have been known to push their cadets to strive for
excellence in whatever may be at hand. On the other
hand, they also act as watchdogs making sure that the
underclass cadets ore taking the right path to officership.
C2C Jeremy Johnson explained: "No other place in

America con you go and hove this many people looking
over your shoulder all the time."

This isn't oil bod, it's even kind of good, C2C Phillip
Donovon said: "Ifyou think about it, we spend about five
percent of our entire lives here ot the Academy and
three quarters of that time is spent in this squadron. We
all experience the some things and see like things
through the some perspective. WE could never get this
closeness or this type of relationship with this many
people at a regular school."

This closeness that the cadets of 36 experience

mokes the difficult times bearable. "It really helped me

moke it through the hard times having so many peoplw
backing me up," commented C2C Travis Ingber. Ac

cording to classmate C2C Ronnie Hall: "We have a fei�'
hard noses which are making the squadron run. Ta|
counter that there ore o lot of people who ore putting in

extra hours to moke this place bearable."
Consequently, there can be many trying daysi

nights for the cadets due to the rigors and pressures
academics, military training and athletics. When'
cadet is expected to excel in all of these areas it c(
cause much anxiety, and it helps having the squodre
in one's corner. "When someone is having a rough til

everyone chips in to help them out," CSC An(

Rodriquez remarked. "When we see o fellow Panthi
going astray we try to get them back on the track,'

Enabling people to be on the fast track to bail
a successful officer is what squadron life is about.
C4C Christopher Anastasio summed it up: "life in

squadron has been a difficult but rewarding expaj
ence. Throughout this semester, I hove hod many

experiences which hove served to increase my pridi
myself and in the S6th squodron."

By Rhonda Cochron



Anthony R. Barrett

Darryl V. D. Brown Jr

Rodney D. Bullard

Justin D. Cooper
Dox Cornelius
Keith A. Derbenwick
Adam L. Edwards
Gerhard Hahn
David A. Henshaw

Christopher G. Hutchins
Thomas C Judd
John E. Langsdorf
Kristi Lowenfhal
Rodney E. Luckett

Ryan J. Melville

Benjamin I. Picconne

Rodney M. RusseU U
Matthew L. Soria
John B. Thompson
James D. TreadweU IU
Parker H. Wright

Jamie L. Campbell 1
Clayton 1. Cole 1
Robert M. Cromer |
Brian R. Cusson 1
Philip C. Dorsch 1
Randall C. Johnston 1

Down R. (.arson
Alfred R. Martinez
Beou M. Morgan
David C. Page
Marie D. Peterson

Stephen j . Pinchak

Robert D Reimer
Steven W . Rolenc
Robert N Rowe
Joson M. Rueschhoff

Clayton S. Smith |
Robert J. StritlmaHer IV 1
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Capt Phil Bossert
Sqaudron Air Officer

Steven G. Coy
Aaron D. Drake

Bradly A. Glenn
Nathan E. Graber

Derek C. Ham
David J. Hamiel

Johnny J. Harrison
Mark A. Hickman
Kevin D. Huebert
Juliane Johnson
Sonny Y. Kim

Timothy A. Kodama

Matthew A. Kozma
Garrett M. Lowe

Michael J. Luke Ul
Corbett C. Magofra
Heather L. McGinnis
Michael J. Pfingsten

Michael E. Phillips
Kevin B. Price

Stephen G. Reny
Karla K. Ruderf
James P. Ryan

Philip A. White Jr

Don'tlike thecompetition?
Startanothergroup, 37gu
Cadet Squadron 37 seemed to be having lots of

trouble performing the ordinary tasks expected of a mili
tary unit at the United States Air Force Academy. The
problemwas that performing jobs in the someGroupwith
nine other squadrons mode the jobs seem ordinary and
unimportant.

C4C Daniel Clayton explained their solution of
creating their ownGroup: "It is ironic how differentlywe
treat jobs that we choose. When it comes to our regular
jobs we ore overage or less than standard. However,
when we are assigned unique, different, taskswe perform
exceptionally. I think this is why our squadron fared so

pooriy in fourth Group. The solutionwas to form aGroup
(FifthGroup) inwhichwe ore the best and only squadron."
Since the conception of FifthGroup, the Skyraiders perfor
mance has improved tremendously.

C4CMattDurkin elaborated: "Since the beginning
of second semesterSkyraiders hosfinished otthe top ofour
Group in marching and been named log squad of the
month. Skyraiders no longer settle for the bottom of the
pile, nowwe are standing toll and marching proud."

The squadron has gone full blown since they entered
FifthGroup. FifthGroup flightOlympics, marching compe
titions, and study nights abound. In fact the Skyraiders

don't seem to even competewith anyone outside theirown
Group anymore. Ifyou're not sharp enough to be in the Fifth

Group they don'tevenwantto botherdealingwith you. The
Fiflh is on organization forthe elite "squadron" ofthe codal
wing.

However, this decree is not to be taken lightly, FiFll|
Group is deeply rooted in the wing now. They even hove
0 competition record for the other fourGroups to break.
"Since we hold the FifthGroup elevator stuffing record (46
cadetswith rifles) I thinkwewill be numberone foro while."
C4C Brendan Halloran said.

Since Fifth Group has token hold so strongly anJ
quickly, they will surely be around for a while sett

records forthe wing. Everymemberof the Thirty Sevemn
takes pride in their squod and theirGroup. Other squad
ronswill surelywantto join, but unfortunately the Group
is no longer taking applications from other squads in tha
Wing.

"What sets the Skyraiders opart from the wini
besides being in FifthGroup, is there unrelentlessdriva
be the best in FifthGroup." C4C James Pointersoid. "Hel
oil the rules ore thrown out the doorand the party goes on"

The competition justcan't hong among the Raiders of Fifth
Group."

ha

j
ByMichael Brevard



Shawn E Anger
O. T. Benson
David J. Brazgel
Donold R. Brunk
Robert H. Bryant
Brian E. Burr

Christopher A. Cockerham

Michael E. Conley
Thomas L. Cooper
John M. Cornett
Calvin E. Daniels
Melissa S. Davidson
Matthew L. Davis
Andrew P. Dodd

Stacy A. Georgilas
Justin A. Hansen
Tim Y. Kao
Brent A. Kelly
Jeremiah O. Klomp
Michael A. Martinez
Colleen M. Mcflrafney

Brian D. Rizzoli
Justin B. Sanders
Bryan F. Shumway
Scoff W. Smith
Corban D. Spraker
Melissa L. Wainwright
Christian R. White

OSQ
Jason T. Aguilera
Catherine V. Blake
Daniel C. Clayton
Brian M. Coker
Co/in P. Donnelly

Matthew F. Durkin
Shannon D. Faber

Ryan E. Haden
Mark R. Hadley
Brendan L. Halloran
Jared M. Johnson
Jason W. Lind

Jeremy E. Lloyd
James P. Magrath
James R. Mansard
Terence J. McCleary
Michael J. McKee

Gregory M. MuUer
Brett W. Palmer

James A. Pointer
Shira A. Ravifz

Christopher S. Schweighardt
Christian A. Senn
Michael C. Todd
Justin fl. We//en
Motthew W. Wynn
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A/on P. Borker

Christopher B. Bosshom
John V. Blackmon
Michael J. Boynton

John E. Bremer
Gretchen E. Bronson

John V. Clune

Cheryl C. Cobb
Nathanael E. Cozzens

Elizabeth S Dow
Kenneth R. Eizenga

Thomas J. Gillen
Lmco/n 6. Hi//

Justin R. Hoffman

Thomas R. irvme
Michae/ A, Jackson

^ Tristan T. Lai

1 Christopher T. Lesnick

1 Mark J. Mullorkey
John A. Northon

0 Robin J. RusseU

9 Torrance M. Sanford

n Jeffrey D. Searcy
u Seon A. Simmons

9 Joson M. Tone
Kevin M- Turek

c Brian L. Van Jura

5 Edward M. Wooten Ul
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Capf Kevin Smith
Squadron Air Officer

hotalone,yetstilllonely:a
taleoltransition

One cadet's impression ofthe
transition from superstar

highschool life to

average cadet life
The topic of conversation was normally the

some, getting out of here. Some of us longed to go

home, if just for a weekend while others sought
comfort in the arms of a loved one.When that loved

one turned outto be loving another, most everyone
found their comfort at the bottom of a bottle.

Despite the fact we all relished the idea of getting

away from this hill and avoiding other cadets. In a

way it is paradoxical that we tried so hard to get

away from the place we all worked so hard to get

into. Atthe tables discussion would wander off iri

stories of high school fame and glory, where "I I

that last shot at the buzzer to win the gome" or
'

threw the picture perfect pass to take us into thi

state finals." No matter what the tale, the commoi

theme was always a singular effort. The glory wa

there, but itwas not to be shared, we were all olona

then. Now we recount our adventures in that veryj
text when the 'I' has become the 'we', and the in (

subtle way everyone of us has acknowledged mi

satisfaction we take for granted, in that we hav

mode the best friends of our lives. The glory day

haven't passed us by, they ore just getting started,

but this time none of us will be alone.

Story Comp/einents Of Jeffrey Cannon



Paul D. Baker
Melissa K. Baumann
Dominic P. Clementz
Tom R. Coates
Mark W. DeGironimo
So/omon M. Garrett IV

Brian J. Hamlet
David N. HoUoman
Veronica J. Hutfles
Roberi H. Kelly
Brian J. Kvam
Frederick L. Lewis
Gavin P. Marks

Gerald E. Mosley
Eric B. Nelson
Daniel S. Nielsen
Gregory T. Pound
Erin P. Pyle
Shane M. Reniker
Glenn A. Rineheari

Jason M. SchattI
Chad W. Schrecengost
Gordon fl. Smith

Guy R. Sulzberger
Keith S. Udcoff
Michael C. Uffelman
Sara A. Whittingham
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Michael T. CanceUare
Jeffrey M. Fogel
Sloan L. HoUis
Daniel V. Johnston
Ryan P. Keeney

Anthony R. Mincer
Steven M. Newstead
Robert N, Odom
Kristin L. Ortmon

Wendy A. Palatinus
Todd H. Shugart
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Michae/ P. Anderson
Rachel L. Beochom

Joshua T. Bootwright
Sean M. Cary

Scott R. Cerone BBBSCl

No PhotoA vailable
Capt George Nelson
Squadron Air Officer

Not Pictured
Wesley L. Turner '95

Tr-e:zdi tio rz

come toggangplaythegame
The answerwas "go awoy Hortie" ... the question

was what does your roommate soy in his or her sleep.
The question was ... "What is the most embarrassing
thing your roommate ever confessed to doing ... the
answers from most are not printed to protect the inno
cent, Welcome to MWR in 3 9, best known for infamous
Roommate Gome and tailgate parties for practically
any event thot they con dream up.

The Roommate Game, ployed much like the old
Newlywed gome, was an event each semester that
guoranteed to cause on uproar in normolly quite sur

roundings.
"When ployers ore osked questions, the response

usually causes pure pandemonium," CSC Jim Stevens
soid. "It never foils that spectotors hear the unexpected,
and you can bet thatwhatever is said, itwill be token the
wrong way."

So why do roommates participate when they con
be assured that it will end up in embarrassment? The
reasons differ as much as the answers to the question ofthe
day. One fourthcloss codet who participated said "My
roommate and I didn't know any better, now ! under
stand why the upperclass cadets hesitate."

Two firstclass cadets, who roomed together for
four years, never hesitated to ploy, however much to

everyone's surprise they always did pooriy. One mem

ber of the squadron said: "Morris and Bogue, they|]
been roommates for four whole years and they
know nothing about each other."

It is just these type of relationships that moke tha
game fun, "No one wins prizes for ploying this game,"
Stevens soid. "They just get embarrassed and help the

squad hove fun."

Speaking ofthe squod, the membersof 39 cleaned
out their trunk room and hod a huge auction to raise

money for future events. Everyone participated, espe
cially the fourthclass cadets who spent outrogeouil
amounts of money for weekend passes and cars. One"?

group of five freshmen spent $150 for use of the

squadron commander's cor and passes, needless to say
they contributed to the cause. Another member wh*
contributed to the cause was Rachel Beochom, sha^
offered to take the highest bidder out to dinner
honor went to that day's SDO who happened to wall
through the squadron when the bidding begon. Lanci
Wilkins mode many friends when he contributed $50 1(

the MWR pot.
Another person who mode many contributions

the squadron was the AOC Copt. Nelson. According to

a member: "It's too bod that he's leaving, Capt. Nelson
really set the tone for the squod. He let the codets run the

squod before it was the in thing to do."
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Michael A. Aguilar
Frederick S. Berrian
WiUiam J. Boehme
James P. Brassell
Michael B. Casey
Christopher M. Goddard

Jennifer A. Graving
Joseph C Gueck
A//en D. Holder
Kendra L. Jacob
Sema A. Jastrebski
Derek J. Keck
Pafrick D. Keyes

Scoff W. Logon
Philip D. MacWilliams
Stephen fl. Matthews
Julie D. Morganson
Donald T. Mosley
Brian D. Pardee
William A Plies

Jeremy D. Quatacker
Christopher T. Quinn
Mark S. Robinson
Derek F. Schin
James C. Stevens Jr
Randle W. Tankersley
Nicholas K. Walrath
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Jeremy J. Acosta

George M. fluch Jr
Matthew C CaldweU
Lawrence C. Cole Jr
Marc J. Garceau

John K. He/monto/er
Benjamin A. Hollo
Mark A. Horton
Amanda K. Jennings
Albert A. Kennedy

David C. Lyons
Justin A. Mulkey
Morgan J. Murphy
Aerick G. Paxton

Terry L. Peter

Gordon D. Sawser
Michae/ D. Stapleton
Lane D. Thompson
Jennifer A. Tipton
Korey fl. Watkins
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No Photo Available
Ma\ John Rank

Squadron Air Officer

thatgoesheyongthe terrazzu^RK
Comments please, "what sets squadron 40 opart

from the other 3 9 in theWing?" the fourthclass cadets of
the squad were quick to come up with the answers.

Our squadron con be summed up in two words
C4CTara Shomhort said. "Reason and pride.We ore the

only squodron where the freshmen want to be bock for

training, wont to be at knowledge bowls and wont to
excel not only for ourselves but for our upperclossmon."

C4CMichelle Corns further supported this feeling
when she said that each person in the squodron is treated
with respect and they wotch out for one another. This

caring attitude surfaced in many different oreosbutone
ofthe most interesting was creative training methods and
constont explanations as towhy and what the fourthclass
was learning.

C4C Billy Booth said that he oppreciated the efforts
mode by the upperclass to moke training more interest
ing. He told of one session where the squadron hallway
was turned into a series of runways thatwere then used

by the fourthclass cadets to complete a simulated bombing

mission. Each codetwas assigned to be specific oirci^H
such OS F-1 5s, F-1 6s, KC-1 35s etc. After receiving 1^^
plones, each fourthclass cadet hod to bomb the targ<
troshcon) in Iraq and return safely to the U.S. Inordi

complete the mission successfully, fourthclass cadets
hod to evadeMiGs (upperclass cadetswho could tag thi
out) . During the dogfights only thosewho were assign
to be F-1 5s could defend themselves and the otherairci
Booth said: "Itwas on interesting training session. Itwi
fun way to leorn about the missions of oircrofts and tai

work""
Teamwork and pride runs rampant in 40. "The thii

that touches me the most about our squadron is that
stand together," C4C Tomoro Dovis said.

C4C John Roche added: "We changed our gre
from 'high flying P-40Warhawks' to 'Warhawk Prida,'
was not just a cosmetic change. Itwas theway all of ushi
always felt, we just decided that itwas time to express
We will carry on as proudWarhawks because that's
whatwe ore."

Tr-adi tic:r n
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Kevin D. Allred
Brian R. Baude
Matthew R. Brooks
Penelope A. Brooks

wM
Larry A. Clifford
Nhut L. Dao
Eric R. Delwiche
Kipling fl. Dixon
Shawn P. Fitzgerald
Darrick V. Galacgac
Amie L. Grabanski

Brent R. Himes
Matthew D. LinneU
Bradley L. Morrison
Kale M. Mosley
Esther R. Oberi
Christopher R. Rafigan
Jacob J. A. Rosser

WiUiam T. Skeeters
Gregory D. Soderstrom
Mack-Jan H. Spencer
Julian D. Stephens
Jason A. Tellez
Derek E. Thomas
Matthew D. Weissert
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Tyrone D. Barbery
Matthew R. Berg
William P. Booth
Michelle C. Corns

BOSbB

Johnston A. Coi/
David J. Crispin
Dixon D. Croft
John M. Crowe
Tamara C. Davis
Michael W. Dunn

Lucas C. Flanagan
Klaus D. Franze
Jonathan B. Keen
John E. Litecky
Jeffrey A. Payne
John F. Polkowski

Marqus D. RandaU
Scott W. Rider
John D. Roche
Tara L. Shomhort
WiUiam C. Shipman
Motthew M. Simmons
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Jl tife styte as unique
as cadets themsetves
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Being a cadet at the Academy gives
new meaning to the phrase "taking your
work home with you" because cadets live

in the same place that they work. With
these unusual living conditions, cadets relv
on old, traditional events on the Hill sucn
as MWR functions, tailgates, and going to
church to relax.

However, this year, tradition took on a

new look, a major concert in the form of
INXS pulled into USAFA and pasttimes
such asterrazzosailina and painting murals
gained popularity. Tnese among others
caught tne fancy of some cadets as a new

way to blow off steam.
Cadets did not limit themselves to the

Academy. Cadets went out into the
community in the local area and abroad to
spread their good will to others. Projects
like senior citizen dances and Operation
Heartland took cadet life all over.

With a unique life style, cadets do what
they can to enjoy their rare, spare time.

By Rob Sepp

radition

what could be better than a parade? Ask
these fourthc/ass cadets, they'll teU you. The
footbaU gomes after the porodes provided
an avenue to go wild while watching the
Falcons destory their opponents,
Phofo by fi. Fa//is
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l/l/hen cadets let theirhair down,
there's no teliing what willhappen

alkin^ the line of wackiness

Imagine o tropical paradise ... you sip
morgaritos (minus the alcohol) while
listening eyes closed to the soft soothing
melody ... then the crowd comes and revs

up the rock and roll, turning your tropical
island into the hottest pool party of the
century! According to C4C Janine John,
when her squadron put Plexiglas in the
door of the men's bathroom and filled it
knee high with hot water ... well, "it was
absolutely the best!"

Finding entertainment that was

absolutely the best was a common quest
shared by most MWR staffs. These people
took on the jobs in the squadron to help
others take advantage ofthe lighter side of
life attheAcademy. The events these groups
plannedwere as diversified as the squadron
themselves. Some of the more common

included squadron FlightOlympics, chariot
racing, movie nights and fast food nights.
Granted these were enjoyable but the real
story came about due to those squadrons
that walked the line of wackiness.

Sharing this title were the Cobras of
1 4, these cadets created their own ideas of
fun by hosting Thursday night
extravaganzas. The meat tossing event,
where competitors launched either chicken,
steak or hamburger down the hall for
distance and accuracy was fun but

Such grace, such form
... o newcomer to the

game CAC Randell
Ackerman gives it the
old college try. Photo

by B. FoHis

unfortunately rather messy. The squadron
cleaned leftovers off the walls and ceilings
forweeks. Another event thatwasn't nearly
as messy but just as entertaining was their
Tight Parade Pants Contest. Those bold
enough to enter, walked down the "cat
walk" to the song "I'm Too Sexy" sung by
the band Right Said Fred.

"Everyone did their dance on the cat

walk," C3C Jeff Booth said. "Except C3C
Jeremy Fowler, he could hardly walk to the
catwalk, let alone dance. fHe shuffled out of
his room, did one flex before the pants and
boxers split .... needless to say he won."

Another winner was C3C Kevin
McGowan from squadron 29, only his title
came in a different category all together.
He told of their Fall Element Toss. "Every
element chose a person to launch down the
hall," McGowan said. "I was chosen for
our element. Even though I didn't hit the
ceiling this year it was still a blast to win."

Undoubtedly everyone who took the
time to participate in squadronMWR events
won in the respect that they got closer to
their squodronmotes while having a blast.

"Our squadron hod a white water

rafting trip and about 40 people turned
out," CSC Shawn Anger of 37 said. "Itwas
relatively cheap and theweatherwas great.
After rafting, we went to a small pork and
had a picnic. The eventwas a big success."



It's gotta be the shoes/ Springing
into action C 1 C James Samuel

wipes out the competition during
Cs'17's Butt Wipe Competition.
Photo by B. Fallis

More than a mouthful, choking
down another cold, wet, slimmy
hot dog CSC Eric Macai goes for
the gold m CS-3 5's Wild Weasel
Weenie Wound-Up. Macai took
second in the event.
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Buck, buck number two on final

approach, squadron 1 1 proves
that unwinding after a training
weekend is the perfect place for
codefs with a little extra energy to

burn. Photo by C. Grosjean Redefirzed



WolverineMWR takes its fun seriously by
planning events cadets want to attend

he secret recipe for success

Everyone knows that squadron MWR
can moke or break the spirits of cadets. A
good MWR staff equals smiles and laughter
throughout Vandenberg and Sijan Halls.
But, what makes a cadet MWR staff
successful? Cadet Wing Medio found the
secret to successful squadron MWR from
the staff of Cadet Squadron 1 9, who was

rated numberone in thewing, in an exclusive
interview.

The first important thing they told the

inquisitive reporter was building the staff.
TheWolverines had a large staffwith several
clerks, two cadet NCOs, and was headed

by one cadet officer, CIC Chad Hazen.
Once the staff was organized, they

revealed to Wing Media that establishing
goals was the next step. The big ideas they
came up with were a ski trip, a squadron
auction to raise money, and an end of the
year pig roast. Other smaller activities

planned included: a squadron store to sell
snacks when cadets get the munchies during
academic call to quarters, inter flight
competitions known as squadron Olympics,
and movie nights.

Next, the staff determined that in order
to make these events successful a good line
of communication was necessary. Things
such OS on MWR board to post all up

7 haven't got time
for the pain." Ihis
forthclass cadet r's

mistreated by his

squodronmotes
during a friendly
game of running
down the hall to

get beat to death

by pillows. Pick up
games, such as this

one were very

coming events, word of mouth to talk up
events, and formal announcements in
formation told everyone in CS-l 9 whatwas

going on. Also, communication to the
MWR stafffrom the squadron on how events

should run and what people wanted to see

were equally important. Surveys were

distributed throughout the squadron to find
out what movies people wanted to see,
what events peoplewanted in the squadron
Olympics, and what nightwould be best for
the squadron to hold these functions.

Of course, for a successful event there
had to be participation. Involvement by all
classes was important, but four degree
participation was key. Why? The staff
discreetly told the reporter that it always
seemed like the smacks did the funniest and

stupidest things. And when the freshman
made fools out of themselves and others

along theway, everyone laughed and really
got into what was going on.

If other MWR staffs can take these top
secret suggestions and combine them to

working formula, a successful semester is
almost guaranteed. But, there is one more

thing to consider in this equation, why be on
MWR staff? One member of CS-19's

winning staff revealed that the reason why
he and his buddies ran MWR was: "We're
in it for satisfaction."

By Rob Sepp
AU dressed up, and to

dinner they go.
Fourfhclass cadets from

squadron 29 get creative
wifh their issued gear
and heod into a footbaU

spirit dinner. Phofo by C.

Grosjean

J^
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Nin/o power token fo fhe extreme.
These cadets battle it out in the

hallway of their squadron, it seems
that sometimes video games just
aren't enough to take care of
cadets' more aggressive sides. Of
course battles like this were always
in "good fun."

John TravoUa eat your heart out.

Getting down and groovy, these
cadets take a walk on the wild
side. Reinitiation of the disco craze

has hu the squadrons and many
had special nights to

commemorate it.

Finger fickin' good food. These
cadets throw down o couple
sandwiches in their squadron's
SAR during an evening of
costumes, food and fun. Wacky
events combined with edible treats

were always we// attended.



Buckle up for safety, these cadets

get settled in to enjoy fhe long,
loud flight to fhe Navy vs. Air
Force footba// gome at Annapolis.
This game gave exchange cadets
a chance fo go bacJc fo fheir
schoo/ and cafch up with friends
and classmates. Photo by B. Fallis

Free at last, free at last. Air Force Across fhe country (and backj in
and West Point cadets alike three days, these lucky contingent
anxiously await the end of the winners prepare to leave for fhe
Prisoner Exchange ceremony so Naval Academy. Due fo the
they con once again "join their pending conflict in Somalia which
own.

" Photo by S. Weston pulled away many planes, fewer
cadets fhan usual attended this

trip. Photo by B. Fallis



During theArmyandNavy weeks exchange cadets
pay for the 'sins 'of their respective services

e\Nare those who are hunted

"Freshman, go get 'em," shouts an

upperclassmen as a squid foolishly screams,
"Go Navy, Beat Air Force!" over the staff
tower. The fourthclass as a whole rushed
the tower trying to catch the elusive squid,
who ran for his life. But, darn it, he just
wasn't fast enough, the fourthclass poured
juice, water, and food on him (see the
nuking story page 239). Standing upfinolly,
he tried to shake himself dry when a heroic
Smock hit him in the face with o Boston
Cream pie and the chaos started again.
You would thinkthatthe squidswould learn,
but they never seem to leorn.

Meanwhile, Navy captains teaching
here experienced the some sinking feeling
as they stepped into their offices to discover
just how creative their fellow teachers in
blue ore. Fortwoweeks every year, typically
curious, polite cadets and officers turn evil
and huntdown their counterparts from sister
service academies. Why? It's due to the

Army and Navy weeks.
One week in October and one week in

November, cadets get psyched up to help
out the football team in their fight for the
prestigious Commonder-in-ChiePs trophy.

The trophy was retained as the Academy
beatArmy once again. The story concerning
the Navy game wasn't as sweet, the
Academy fellto Navy thus breaking Navy's
1 1 gome losing streak againsttheAcademy.

The way that most got excited for the
games was to find exchange cadets and
moke them pay forthe sins of their respective
schools. Don't feel sorry for them however,
because the Air Force Academy exchange
cadets were suffering the some fates at

West Point and Annapolis. Whether the
incidents were staff tower moulings or

stealing all of a grunt's clothes and bed,
fourthclass cadets as well as the whole
Wing joined in on the fun.

As expected the exchange cadetswere
quick to fight back, but their small numbers
alone made them nothing more than a

proverbial gnat on the bock ofthe Air Force
Academy. Despite this the West Pointers
and Annapolis cadets continued their little
spiritmissions against Wing Staff and large
gatherings of the Cadet Wing. These little
battles are usually thwarted and once again
the Air Force was victorious.

By Trung Tran

Up goes the Supt,
enthusiastic cadets poss
up Genera/ Hosmer rn the
celebration of the victory
over V/est Point. West

Point has not beat the

Academy in more than
five years. Photo by B.

Boyd
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Hear no evif ... These secondclass
cadets pose af they watch fhe
Falcons slip and sUde by San

Diego. The game started cloudy,
rained, hailed then cleared into

sunny skies. Photo by K. Whitaker

"We've got your dogs and your
burgers ...

" Even though there
was sfiU snow on fhe ground, if
wosn't hord fo work up a sweat

cooking at fhe Army game. There
were always willing chefs to feed

hungry crowds. Photo by C. Harris

Covering his buddy. C4C Peter

Hsieh watches the San Diego
game wifh his classmate under the
shelter of a lone raincoat. Even

the sme// ofwet polyester could
not dampen USAFA spirit. Phofo
by C. Harris



The action wasn't always on the fieldat footballgames,
tailgates andstandantics contributed to the realparty

urgers before the big battle
Saturdays in the fall can onlymean one

thing. A parade? No, something much
more importontand fun. What can be more
fun then a parade? A football game, of
course. Several times in the semester, cadets
will put on their Saturday best and helped
cheer the Falcons onto victory. But, before
the Wing enters the friendly confines of
Falcon Stadium, they go through an old
tradition that won't go away, the tailgate.

For the members of Eagle Eight the
actual events that take place during the
tailgates don't stand out, but they would be
missed if they were discontinued. "Our

tailgates are not mandatory," C2C Brian
Jackson said, "but they are a good place to
go to get free food before a football game."
Regardless of whose squadron tailgate it

was, the smell of burgers, dogs, chicken or
steak permeated the air. Normally one or

two people were assigned to "man" the

grill; it's a job taken very seriously. CIC
Chris Cunic, the Project Officer of Eagle
Eight held the precious title of "Grill Guy".
"He can really cook a burger," Jackson
said. "He does a good job with 'em."

Another scent not nearly as noticeable
but still present was beer. Sometimes it
could be smelled rising above the parking

lots surrounding the gridiron. A member of
Dirty Dozen said: "We enjoyed a bit of
"doctored up" hot apple cider before the
chilly games, if it was hot out a red cup of
brew did the trick." Whether throwing back
burgers and cokes or beers cadets liked to

gather together before kickoff to kick bock,
relax, and talk about how the wishbone will
wipe out that day's opponent.

After partying outside the stadium,
cadets liked to take the party inside and
bring the stands alive. Normally, theWings
of Blue jumped into the stadium with the
game boll while "The Bird" swooped down
on the opponent's mascot to make mince
meat out of it. Cheers of "D-Fense, D-fense,
D-fense", "Lets go O", and "Air Force
Cheer on 2. . .1,2" emanated out of the
stands to inspire Coach DeBerry's boys to
another W in the column. When victory
was in hand, the Supt usually made his
appearance in front of the CadetWing for
the usual passing up the stands.

Football by itself is good. But, the
tailgates before and the stands during the
gome mode it great.

By Rob Sepp

The junk food junkies ...

toicr'ng o snack break
before heading into the

game these cadets

enjoy the sun. Many
squadrons held
tailgates before the

Army gome as well as
the other ones of
Falcon Stadium. Phofo

by C. tiarris
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Cadets sailaway to paradise, armedwith a dolly
andsheet they take the ride of their lives

atching some serious wind

Armed with a dolly and a bed sheet,
cadets embark upon an incredible journey
across the terrazzo. This sport is much more
important than America's Cup or theWorld
Yacht Racing Championship . . . and there is
more at stake. The danger, the excitement,
the adrenaline. It con only be one thing�
terrazzo sailing.

For those who are daring, on a windy
night during "high wind warnings", these
brave souls head straight for the terrazzo

(do not pass go, do not collect $200). A
terrazzo sailor will then tie two ends of his
sheet to his dolly, hold the other two ends in
his hands, raise his arms, and "whoosh"
take off for record speeds. The feeling is

great, but please, don't try this at home.
Terrazzo sailors ore professionals, they

come from every squadron and class, but
they are professionals nonetheless. There
are several different classes of yachts that
con be seen sailing across the terrazzo. Of
course there is the ever present single sailor
model built for one. These were the majority
ofthe sailing vessels seen on the terrazzo as

they were easy to obtain.

Streaking across the marble at

blistering speeds this cadet

skillfully pilots his craft toward the

ramp. Many times the wind would
not accelerate these daredevils
fast enough, so the ramp was

used for additional velocity.

Another type of ship that gained
popularity was the two person dolly, it
allowed people to shore that romantic

sailing experience with someone special.
The physical sailing vessel was the some

one used for one rider, however this time
the rider got up close and personal.

Finally, the hottest new ship cruising
the terrazzo was the stand up roller blader.
Armed with only a raincoat or parka, the
"stonder", which they like to be referred as,

opened his coat so that the wind could
catch it like a soil. This boating was only for
those with lots of courage and little brains.

One bitof advice for all sailors, though:
don't get swept away down the "Bring Me
Men" ramp at 25 miles per hour. It's hard
to stop. Many unlucky riders who found
themselves in the Cadet Clinic the next day
con attest to that fact. Unfortunately, Lake
Terrazzo has been drained by the powers
that be with Forms 1 0, the reason that was
given for this closing was, sailing could be
potentially dangerous and even worse,
fun.

By Rob Sepp
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Resembling members ofthe

Olympic luge team, the driver and
his partner throw caution and fheir
sheets into the Colorado wind.
With typical wind speeds
exceeding 30 m.p.h., terrazzo
sailors had plenty of backing for
their spori.

Showing fheir equipment and
enthusiasm, this group of sailors
demonstrate the excitement of
their sport. Terrazzo sailing
originally began with wooden

carts, buf some feel that
rollerblades and skateboards are

equally effective.

Preparing for a late-night race,
this thrUI seeker readies his cari.
Terrazzo sailors traditionally
practiced their art we// after Taps
to ovoid the normal congestion of
terrozzo traffic.

Unraveling his sail for maximum

velocity, this terrazzo saUor
makes his way across the blocks.
Blankets and comforters were
sometimes seen, but sails were
most often supplied by Wayne,
the linen guy.

R^edejined
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Getting snowed is C2C Scott

Cerone, Cs-39's "First Sergeant,
First Snow" is one that, although
supposedly outlawed, stiU
happens when that white stuff
makes its initial appearance.
Photo by J. Tipton

"Stop it, that fick/es/" This victim of

yet another heinous nuking seems

to be enjoying his punishment a
little foo much. Nukings occurred
for many reasons including
birthdays, first solo flight, being
annoying or being on exchange
cadet during the week of the Army
or Navy footbaU games. Photo by
B. Fallis

Promising bodily harm to

unsuspecting upperclass cadets,
these fourthclass cadets cheer
another successful nuke. Many
underclassmen feel the key to a

good nuke is being wi//ing fo

sacrifice oneself.
Phofo by 6. Fallis
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When night falls so do the rules, cadets look
towardgood natured rough housing as a

means to let offsteam

ey pal, please pass the syrup

What does solso, honey, steak sauce,
tobacco spit, and spoiled milk moke? Well,
it's come to be known as a nuke and it's a

tradition that has come under fire in the
Cadet Wing.

In a cadet's life there are many
monumental events: soloing in an aircraft,
turning 21, or getting engaged. When
these things happen, everyone likes to

celebrate. Friends may go out for a drink,
but freshmen prepare the nuke. After the
happy guy or gol returns from the festivities,
the freshmen strike. As a class, the freshman
jump the upperclassman, drag him outside
and pour the stomach wrenching mixture
all over the unfortunate soul.

As the four degrees return to the
squadron, their laughter turns to groans as

the second half of this tradition begins, the
hall brawl. The classmates of the nuking
victim usually will defend their fallen
comrade's honor by wrestling the smacks
into submission. Arms and legs usually go
flying through the halls (and sometimes

mirrors) it looks like a mix between oWWF

Royal Rumble and a baseball fight after
somebody charges the mound. When it's
all over, everyone goes bock to their rooms,
to lick their wounds, and plot what to do in

the next nuking and the hall brawl.

For the most port nukings and
hallbrawls are good natured and fun.
Unfortunately sometimes things go awry
and bruised egos look for revenge via the
administrative side of the Academy. This
was just such the cose this year when a

cadet joined his friends in onothersquadron
foranuking. Afterthe smoke cleared, itwas
plain to see thotthe piperwanted to be paid
in blood. To moke o long story short, people
were recommended for disenrollment only
after being subjected to: assault and battery
charges, a Codet Disciplinary Board and o

Military Review Committee. One of the
members involved, who had been in

approximately 20 other similar events said:
"Hallbrawls and nukes ore supposed to be
fun. We all go into them knowing that
'anything goes.' I guess that some don't see
it that way."

This lack of humor for these tension
breakers and forms of celebration hove
seriously cut bock the numbers of squadron
antics involving nuke soup and physical
jostling. Since they are under attack, they
will probably fall by the way side, but for
those diehards who appreciated them for
what they were, a sludge of orange juice,
chocolate syrup and shaving creom will
always hold a special attraction.

23'

Adding a little

spree to C2C

Scoff Campbell's
life is C4C Scott

Rider. Army week
wos o favorite
time for nuking
those who were

considering cross

commissioning fo

fhe Army. Photo
by J. Tipton

Feeling smug about
his latest conquest,
this fourthclass cadet
wears his shaving
creom wifh pride.
Shovrng creom was

offen used, as if was
o convenienf nuking
aid Phofo by 6 Fo//is



Originalartand ideas are brought to life in
the halls ofSijan and Vandenberg

iving the place a little color

Although cadets ore typically from the
same mold, squadrons take on their own
personalities. Whether it's the heritage of
those halls or the heroes that were o part of
the organization, each little squadron
expresses themselves in a different way.
Some squadrons hove traditions among its
members or pieces of memorabilia from
post classes or sponsor squadrons. One
form of expression that is gaining popularity
throughout the Wing is murals.

Cadets will usually choose the A-Jocket
patch, squadron tattoo, or patriotic themes
to decorate the walls of their halls. These
pieces of art help to make to moke the dorms
a little more homey. These murals also allow
codetsto showcase theirown artistic abilities.
However, murals aren't always painted by
the artistically inclined, sometimes they ore
painted by those cadets who hove
misbehaved and need to atone for their
errors. Punishmentthrough painting although
rare, did occur.

The paintings ranged from Calvin and
Hobbes to Wild Weasels. They liven up the
white walls of Vandenberg and Sijon halls.

Some squadron put
murals even on fhe
smallest waU. The

actual reason for fhe

placement of this
mural was fhe artist

wanted to remember
where his room was.

Photo by S. Morris.

Some murals that mode debuts this year
were wolves in squadron five, a fighter
pilot in 40, a tribute to Iwojima in 1 2, o
knight slaying a dragon in 30 and
astronauts on themoon in the FourthGroup
Staff hallway.

Besides the intrinsic motivations of
murals, there ore also some external
benefits to having them. Dorm managers
and group staffers like to see murals when
they graded for squadron of the month
competitions. Freshmen also reap the
benefits of murals on the wall because they
usually cover up the block marks that

mysteriously appear on the walls. This
means less work for the freshmen because
they don't hove to scrub those strange
marks off the walls to moke them white
again.

The murals also serve o purpose of
nostalgia. Years later when grads room

the halls during reunions, they can look at
the walls in their old stomping grounds
and remember the mark their squadron
left on the Wing.

By Rob Sepp
The flannel shirted

painter steps back to
look at his work.
When asked which
Cellar Rat resembles
the mural the most,
without any
hesitation, he said
Rob Teschner. Phofo

by S. Morn's.
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Cadets, especially the fourthclass wander toA-Hall
to relax andgrab a pizza ... or two

place of refuge for the weary

Fourthclossmen, punch bowls,
speakers, broken railing. ..thesewords lead
to only one thought: recognition night? No!
These images refer to the fun and wild times
hod by oil this year at Arnold Hall.

Though the primary customers atAmies
were usuollythe fourthclass, the upperthree
classes also found their way over for a

change of pace. All classes played pool
and video gomes, watched movies, ate

pizza and colzones, danced the night away
at dances like Sol-Soul, talked with friends
or used one ofthe many phones to coll Mom
ond Dod. Others, believe it or not, even
went there to study.

One thirdclassman stated that Arnold
Hall hod good concerts ot good prices. She
attended the Samples and Big Head Todd,
she said she was surprised at the quality of
concerts sinceA-Hallwas such a small place.

Another aspect of Arnold Hall that
cadets couldn't miss was Amies, the

"Their bodies grew
closer as the passion

grew ... "As the
world keeps moving,
fhis fourfhclass cadet
remains deep in the
realm of the story.

Just getting out of the

squadron on

weekends provides
plenty of relaxation.

Academy's answer to a Student Union food
court. One cadet commented that he liked
to watch the gome on the big screen TV that
Amies provided; however, he also said that
the food prices were reasonable but
sometimes the food was greasy. Lucky for
him that Amies changed their pizza recipe
three-fourths oftheway through the year so
that problem is closer to being eliminated.

Anothercouse ofconcern aboutArnold
Hall other than the entire class of '97 now

having on acute phobia of A-Hall punch
bowls, was that the jukebox didn't hove
enough selections on it to choose from.
Different strokes for different folks.

Needless to say, Arnold Hall got a lot
of use, whether cadets went to watch the

big screen TV or to shoot pool, they enjoyed
themselves. After all, the primary function
of the building is to give weary cadets a

place, other than their squadrons, to relax
and unwind.

By Aurelia Dillard
Just coin -800-
COltECT. "Guess
whaf Mom you are

paying for this co//. "

C4C Brad ttead gets
the weekly scoop
from home. On fhe
weekend it's easier to

get a phone at A-Hall
rather than in ihe

squad.



"Now how does fhe song go?"
While trying to impress these

onlooking fourthclass cadets, C3C
Sfeve Wiggins encounters a bit of

(cough, coughj memory lapse.



During his act, comedian Rich HaU

gof so hungry if appeared as if he
would eat the microphone. Hall's
claim to fame is inventing Snig/efs
which are made up words for

descriptions of everyday
occurrences and things.
Photo by S. Morris

"You lookin' at me?" CIC Mike

Carney, winner of fhe cadet
comedy night competition gets to
play with fhe pros. Carney's act
which only needed fo be five
minutes long ran for more than 20
minutes much fo fhe defighf of his
classmates. Photo by S. Morris

Comedian Troy ThirdgiU delivered
his routine after sucking on a

lemon. ThirdgiU is best known for
his work on Fox's "In Living
Color."



I\4iller Lite sponsors a night ofcomedy ...
it was less filling, but tastedgreat

razy Carney & the Comedy Crew

Afterthe tears dried and the equipment
was stowed; after the liquid courage was

gone and the floor swept, all that remained
was a memory of o night of wild and
unforgettable comedy?! The "Comics on

Duty" comedy tour sponsored byMiller Lite
was packed with enough slapstick and
humor to put o smile on anyone's face.

The infamous Mike Carney (always o

cadet favorite), kicked off the crowd
assembled in the Arnold Hall Ballroom.
With o spot that he competed for against o
dozen other cadets, he opened up for such
nationally renowned comics as Rich Hall,
Chuck Martin, and Charles Bucker.

"CIC Carney was the highlight of the
show for me." C4C Mark Hadley said. "I

just hope he follows his every-other-stall
rule." Hey, don't osk...

Anyway, the comedy night was a

success. Mr. Jim Kime, Director of Cultural
Arts and Entertainment, advertised the

comedy nightwith posters in the squadrons,
flyers in Mitchell Hall, and staff tower
announcements. This gave the CadetWing
a chance to escape their doily toils with o

bottle of spirits in one hand and o tomato in
the other. Fortunately, no tomatoes flew as

the comedians tickled the audience

throughout the night.

For some, the night was o myriad, a
plethora, in short, a virtual cornucopia of
revelations. As C2C Chris Mills from CS-29
discovered, "Here I am drinking Miller Lite,
surrounded by friends, laughing till it hurt -

then o freshman in uniform walked by - it hit
me like o ton of bricks: Hell, I'm restricted!
It mode me realize you can get owoy from
the Academy without leaving." Whoo!
Easy on the sauce, tough guy.

There were about thirty five events in
the Sports Bar eoch semester, they included
such acts OS Michael Barkley, the Poor

Boys, comedy nights, and yes, even

Koroake. So, with such a long list of events,
there was always something to do at the

Academy for those who looked. This year
especially proved that cadets wont to be
entertained and comedy works just fine.

"The rise in comedy is a phenomenon,"
Kime said. "Fifteen years ago no onewould
hove expected this interest; this is largely
due to the exposure comedy's gotten from
HBO, T.V. specials and new clubs."

C3C Brett Taylor summed the Miller
Lite Comedy experience: "The laughterwas
large. I enjoyed it very much and would
definitely recommend o repeat
performance."

By Joe Gordon

23'



Backing up the leads' vocals on

"New Sensation" is guitarist Tim
Farriss. He accompanied the lead
on most of Inxs' hits, as we// as

many of their new songs. Phofo by
S. Morris

W

Playing the bass guitar is
something Garry Gary Beers fakes
seriously. Many fans felt their
insides shake wifh the thundering
sound of fhe bass at Inxs. Photo

by C. Harris

Lead singer, Michael Hufchence
works fo bring fhe meaning of his
music closer to fhe audience. An
excellentperformer, Hufchence
acfua//y walked down in fo the
audience to help fire up fhe fans.
Photo by S. Morris
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Academygets firstmajor rock/pop band in years
and cadets couldn 't be happier

n "old sensation" hits A-Hall

INXS has seen their popularity dwindle
with the release of their most recent

recordings, but if their April 1 7th, 1 994
performance at the Arnold Hall Theatre
proved nothing else, it proved that the
fickleness of the music industry is to blame
fortheirdecline in popularity�noto lapse in
their vitality. This bond still has its finger on
the pulse that drove their mid and late '80s
hits. Michael Hutchence still has a voice
that grabs you by the lapels and demands
to be heard. Andrew Farriss still writes
songsthottronscend pop and deserve praise
from critical listeners who hove forsaken
this bonds talents.

When osked to autograph a copy of
theirhitolbum KICK, Michael Hutchenceoll
but pocketed the CD in shame. "Our newest
is the best we've ever mode" he said as he

signed the older disc. Hutchence'semphosis
on the present is shared by the rest of the
bond. BassistGarry Gory Beers had trouble
finding himself on the inside sleeve of
Shobooh Shoobah (a picture of the band
with only o frail sheet to conceal their

masculinity is found there). Beers said, "I
haven't seen this in years."

INXS is not a bond to cling to their

successes. They're intent to move on. The
bill for this show included only a taste of
their most popular work. What was left out
mode room for a surprising amount of
newer material that has not been received
well by radio. The bond even dedicated on

unrecorded song to the lote Kurt Coboin
who hod committed suicide earlier in the
week. Hutchence said that he hod originally
written the song for his brother.

Familiar and unfamiliar material alike
woswell-receivedbytheArnold Hall crowd
who hod been thirsty for a ma jor act. INXS
was the first major rock/pop band to take
the academy stage in over two years.
Perhaps it was on appreciation for aviation
that swayed the bond toward the Academy.
In a pre-concert guest reception, Michael
Hutchence revealed to Col. Cafiero that his

grandfather hod flown spitfires with the
RAF inWWII. Whateveritwosthotbrought
sax-man Kirk Pengilly, guitarist Tim Farriss,
Keyboard-guru Andrew Farriss, drummer
Jon Farriss, Garry Gory Beers, and Michael
Hutchence to A-Hall, the whole Wing was

grateful.
By Cftn's Harris

Keeping fhe rhyfhm for
fhe resf of fhe bond,
John Farriss rocks
"Suicide Blonde." tiis
instrumental talent

ranged from the
standard drums to

moroccos ond
fombourines. Phofo by
S. Morris
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Gofta sing, goffa dance, C I C
Alex Anastasiou is having such a

good fime he can't help buf share
his enthusiasm with fhe whole bar.
The Sports Bar was a popular
place to a have drink with the

pals during fhe week.
Photo by S. Morris

Here's to good friends tonight is
kinda special ... secondclass
cadets from Wild Weasels,
celebrate with fheir First Shirt who
is enjoying his 2 1 st birthday.
Secondclass appreciation nights
like this one allowed cadets like
these an opportunity fo prolong
ihe party. Photo by C. Grosjean

Look Ma no hands, working on his
fifth shot ofthe evening, C2C Paul

Wo/fowicz masters fhe finer ari of
theme shots. Many new 21 -year
olds attempt fo drink 2 1 shots in

one evening ... if usua//y doesn't
make for a pretty evening. Photo
by C. Grosjean



77?^ Sports Bar undergoes cosmetic
changes to betterserve cadets

igger, better ... beautiful
Once again, the cadet Sports Bar was

a focal point for upper-class cadet social life
when they stayed home to tie a few on. As
always, the Sports Bar hosted such
traditional events such as torturing your
friends on their 2 1 st birthdays and blowing
off some steam after a big GR. However,
the bar did undergo some changes.

In the fall, the bar moved from its usual
location in Arnold Hall to a temporary
home in the bowling alley during expansion
to the old bar. The smaller location did not

stop cadets from enjoying the good times
and spirits of other cadets.

In the spring, the Sports Bar moved
bock home. But now, the bar was twice the
size with two places for service and two

pool tables from the old upper-class game
room. This new expansion with the two bars

Examining his ^K'^' '^ Ll
shot before diving ^Hk

m face first C2C ^Kk i
Paul Wo/fowicz ^Hb>\ i

onficipates ^Hb IH.!^
wearing this one

on his running suit Bl "^ KflSi.
with the other ^K/^' H^^ ^
shots ofthe ^B^ V

evening. Phofo by ^�^v\|7 �
C Gros/ean

1
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could only mean one thing, more room for
drunk cadets to participate in organized
havoc. Forthe grand reopening, the place
was packed and cadets took advantage of
drink specials all night.

Even with the several moves the Sports
Bar made, it still hosted mony of the same

events. Regulars such as Michael Barclay
and karoke still mode their appearances no
motter where the alcohol. A new feature
for the Sports Bar this yearwas two degree
appreciation night. Second classmen, who
are usually out of the bar by 2000, were
allowed stay a few hours extra to tie a few
more on.

The Sports Bar remained and will
continue to remain a way for cadets to let it
oil out, in more ways than one.

By Rob Sepp
Diving in, C2C Poul

Wo/fowicz counfs fo

fhree before

engulfing the shot

glass in his mouth.
Photo by C. Grosjean
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Cadets volunteer four days oftheir time
helping with the floodreliefefforts in Iowa

pending time in the Heartland
When people think of the military and

military service, the image that comes to

mind is one of grim faced soldiers squaring
off ogoinst enemies in foreign fields. Some
might even soy that the only way that the
military serves is by dying to defend this
country. This is on important aspect of being
in the military but it ignores the thousands of
men and women who have pitched in to
rebuild homes and lives after some of this
nation's worst disasters.

This foil, members of Third Group
carried on this tradition of service by
sacrificing their time to help those whowere
victimized by the floods in the Mid-West.
They simply could not just sit and wotch
fellow Americans lose their homes and
livelihood. They had to do something. That
something was to fly to Boone, lowa and
directly pitch in the clean up effort.

"It was nice to be able to help others
and see how my small contribution could
benefit someone," C2CAaron Hartzlersoid.
"It was also devastating, however to see

complete homes ruined by the water and
throwing awoy possessions that meant

something special to someone."

Coffee Breok. After a
hard day of

completely cleaning
out ihe gutted remains

of a house, these
cadet grab a bite fo

eof OS fhey pock up.
The cadets' work even
earned them special

recognition from
President Clinton.

Photo by P.J.

Pelkington

Asthecadetshelped Boone, lowa clean
up they did not complain, in fact the usual
cynicism that surrounds cadet activities was
strangely missing. They pitched in as a team
and worked flawlessly together. C 1 C Lomar
Pettus stated: "We come ready towork and
we accomplished more than I thought
possible in three days." C2C Kristen Palmer
added: "I hod a great feeling of being port
of a team that had such o big impact on the
lives of so many." The time sacrifice and
hard work paid off, and not only in the
thank yous from those they helped. They
received a letter of recognition from
President Bill Clinton.

"While being on Operation Heartland
I sow the view of the military by the public
change," C2C Ty Little said. "We built a
picnictoble fora needyfomily... the children
were watching. I know when I was o child
I saw the military as little plastic green
figures holding weapons of destruction.
Now they are seeing us holding hammers
and sows helping restore the peace in their
lives, not holding weapons of destruction
and waging wars."



Lending a helping hand, these
two do some serious

housec/eoning; it kept them quite
busy. C4C Amanda Sickafoose
said: "Helping people rebuild
their lives was one small way I

could begin to truly serve my

country. Photo by P.J. Pelkington

It's o// in the wrist. Cadets
amassed a huge pile of debris
from cleaning out the flood

damaged home. Cadets did more

than just house cleaning, some
helped unbury parks, bridges,
roads and creeks. Photo by P.J.

Pelkington
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shoveling off the sidewalk. These
codets are wishing fhey hod
broughf some of the big
construction equipment from
USAFA with them. In addition to

helping a needy community, the
cadets brought positive publicity
to fhe Academy. Phofo by P.J.

Pelkington.

A real cose of dishpon hands.

Cadets work hard to clean oil the

debris from a kitchen counter in on

effort to try and find the sink.

More than 250 codets from Third

Group participated in Operation
Heartland. Photo by P.J.

Pelkington Redefined



"Look everybody / gof a Ring
Dance Date, we// af least a date

for the evening." C4C Charles Yun

escorts fhis lovely lady to the
dance floor fo polish up on his
moves." Phofo by J. Babinski

CIC Lauren Sheohan fries to

trade hats wifh her little buddy.
Why?, a white stocking cap would
make a better fashion statement

with her uniform of course. More
than 1 25 cadets participated in

the Big Brother, Big Sisfer

program. Photo by C. Harris

Muncha, muncha ... boy, a hoi
dog and chips really hit fhe spot.
C3C Brian Solsbee and his little
sister have a snack before

watching fhe battle on fhe

gridiron. The children,
affectionately known as "littles"
are paired wifh two cadets each.
Photo by C. Harris

Tr-adi tic* rz

"So is this the salad fork?" CSC
Lawrence Gri//o practices proper
meal decorum with two senior
citizens af a Sunday Brunch. Not
only did cadets get to meef new

people on these types of outings
but they were fed as we//. Photo by
J. Babinski



From adopting a highway, to 'escorting'senior citizens
and children, cadets stay community conscious

adet goodwill goes beyond the

The lives of the cadets ore not limited to
the boarders of the cadet area. On the
contrary, cadets like to go out into the
community and help those who are less
fortunate then themselves.

One organization that cadets got
involved in was Big Brother/Big Sisters.
Cadets went downtown to be role models
for children who needed a fill-in sibling to

learn from. In the fall, the kids come to the
Academy to take in a football gome with
their new friends. This program was o huge
hit with the Wing and as usual always
successful for all involved.

Another community event that the men

and women in blue got involved with were
senior citizen dances. Cadetswent to senior
citizen homes and cut a rug with their
"dotes". Both cadets and seniors enjoyed
themselves thoroughly every time they got
together.

Some squadrons got involved in service
projects as one unit. Cadet Squadron Eight
participated in the "Adopt A Highway"
program. The Eagles cleaned a port of
Interstate 25 right in front ofthe Academy.

C4CGregory l^^^^?''^'"-.-'.
Nito mokes a new

friend at a
downtown

function. The only ^^ i*^ ^ '

thing on his mind
is hoping that fhe
circulation to his

orm is not cut off.

Many squadrons
organized

functions with
senior citizens.

Photo by J.

Babinski

Cadets also raised money for charities.
Once again, the cadets' opened their hearts
and wallets for a good cause at the Wing
Open. Although the event hod free
admission, the hot was passed around to

raise money for a sick child. A new record
was set for the total donation mode the

Wing Open. This year, a new fund raiser hit
the Wing. Fourth group sponsored the
Terrazzo 1 OK run and 5Kwalk. All entrance
fees were given to charity; food and drinks

given to the participants after the race were
donated by local businesses.

The Colorado Springs area was notthe
only recipient of the Codet Wing's good
will. Cadets in Third Group traveled outside
the state to lowo to help the victims from the

flooding oftheMississippi River. "Operation
Heartland" went off without a hitch and
brought great credit upon the CodetWing.

The community has always been
supportive of the Air Force Academy and
cadets never forget to give bock to those
who help them.

By Rob Sepp

Seen here is an

unknown two degree
wifh his son ... just
kidding, his little
brother. In the fall the

Big Brothers, Big
Sisters took iheir
"littles" to a Falcon
football game. Photo

by C. Harris
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Goodorganizing anda social consciousness lead
people to get involved in volunteering

adets lend a helping hand

Looking for a fun way to spend a few
hours on a SaturdayorSunday?Wondering
what would be a worthwhile way to spend
some freetime? Talk to C2C Dove
Abrahamson, the Wing Special Projects
NCO of first semester, he could hook you
and your group up with community services
project that meets everyone's needs.

"One of the biggest things I did in my
job was set people up with volunteer
projects," Abrahamson said. "It kind of
started as a hobby, to look around and find
things that cadets could do. A lot of people
called with projects for us so it was pretty
easy to set up."

Cadets like Abrahamson, C2C Note
Lockwood and C2C Chris Kean got others
involved inworking at senior citizens houses
cleaning, volunteering at senior banquets
and nursing homes and helping out at soup
kitchens throughout Colorado Springs.

"There were plenty of places to go,"
Abrahamson said. "What was frustrating

Scrub-o-dub-dub, C3C
Rich Dodge soaks fiis
hands in Polmo/ive
whi/e helping wash

the dishes at the soup
kitchen in Shov

Chapel on the
Colorado College
campus. This soup

kitchen was open on

Saturdays and
Sundays. Photo by D.

Abrahamson

was trying to get the word out to squadrons
about what was available."

He added that once cadets got the
information groups would go to one of the
organizers or just set up things on their own.
Eitherwayworked, as the main goal was to
help asmany people as possible. The efforts
of cadets paid off in more ways than one, at
a senior banquet volunteers were given a

standing ovation for their help.
"Most cadets love to do this stuff

(volunteering)," Abrahamson said. "There
is always plenty ofwork, it's just a matter of
knowing where to look for it."

Cadets looked for it everywhere, from
setting up haunted houses at local middle
schools to helping with the flood relief efforts
in lowa, thosewho wanted to stay busy did.

"I come from a small town,"
Abrahamson said. "There were no such
things as homeless people.When someone
needed food the community pitched in,
that's just what we ore doing here."
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With the help of Hefty flogs and
cadets, this woman oversees fhe

raking of her yard. This community
trip helped senior citizens prepare
their yards for the faU and winter.

Overseeing fhe loading of the

bags inio a car that is waiting at

the bottom ofthe stairwell, C4C
Mike Higgins counts the packages
thai they have lett to load. This

Thanksgiving Baskets for Families

project was sponsored by
Squadron Six. Photo by fl. Boyd

TrM

Earning a few blisters through
some hard manual labor, fhis
cadet rounds up some leaves that
fe// from fhe trees. Helping clean
senior citizen yards was one ofthe

many community services cadets
performed.

Passing off the cans fo fhe

packer, C 1 C Stephen Wales
divides up the vegetables that wi//
go in Thonksgiving Boskets for
Families. These baskets went to

needy families throughout
Colorado Springs. Phofo by B.

Boyd

Redefirzed
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"You mean if / buy this car, you'U
throw in the ring dance date for

1 1 I free?" Even though buying a

cadef is a serious matter, cadets

always try fo bring a smile to
someone's face. Phofo by
C. Grosjean.

"I wonder ifmy girlfriend wiU like
me in this?" Although performance
is important to cadets,
appearance sometimes overrides
fue/ economy.

-TTT
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Listening intently as a dealer

explains the intricacies of a Jeep
Wrangler. Many dealers were
present to answer cadet's

questions. Photo by C. Grosjean.

Checking the estimated economy
of cars was a cinch on the Stealth.
The car show wos made fo be as

informative for cadets as possible.
Photo by C. Harris.
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Secondclass cadets get$ 13,000 loan
to buy their "dream cars

"
orsomething close

rab some cash, buy a car

One tradition that signifies the two

degree transition to being firsties is the
annual cor loons. Every spring,
secondclassmen hove the opportunity to
borrow money to purchase o cor and for
many this is the first cor they have ever

owned. "This is the first cor I ever bought,
" stated C2C Fran Miller, "I don't hove to

worry about borrowing cars anymore, now
I hove toworry about who I lend my car out
to."

With their loans, cadets buy vehicles
that come in different shapes and sizes. "I

bought o 1 990 Jeep Wrangler with my
loan," Miller continued, "It was a good
deal. Since I don't have to start making
payments until I graduate, it's free money
for o year." Another good deal about the
cadet cor loans is the interest rotes cadets
receive. This year the rotes the bonks
offered the Class of '95 ranges from a low
of 1 % to a high of 2.29%. Even with all of
these benefits, some cadets still hove some

criticisms obout the loan.

The car loon is valued at $13,000.
With this money, cadets ore to buy a new

corora used corthotwill lost several years.
However, new or quality used cars many
times exceed $ 1 3,000. Some peoplewould
like to see this trodition chonged by raising
the amount of money codets con borrow,
but only time will tell on this matter. Also, if
oil of the money cadets borrow is not used
for a cor it could be considered on honor
violation. The Academy continuolly
preaches about how cadets should take
more responsibility for their actions. If
cadets cannot spend their money the way
they see fit, how will they ever learn about
financial responsibility?

All in oil, the cadet's car loon is a great
deal. Cadets' civilian counterparts do not

get this opportunity while they ore

undergraduates. Secondclassmen use their
advantage to reap the benefits in the form
of a new cor.

By Rob Sepp

"Just hop in for a

spin." Although the
cars were not

available for tesf

driving, cadets had
the opportunity to "try
them on" on the
terrazzo. Photo by C.

Grosjean.
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From the Cadet Chapel to churches offbase, cadets
look for new ways to worship

inding a place of their own
A home owoy from home. ..a place in

which one can worship and be at peace. ..o
place to congregate with fellow believers
and gain strength from each other, this is o

description of what the church means to

many cadets.
As o codet, many options ore open to

fulfill spiritual needs. The chapel and its

programs, the chaplains, os well as Special
Programs In Religious Education (SPIRE)
on Monday nights, seek to provide
instruction and sound council. C4C Jeffrey
Brach explained why he worships here on

base: "During beast I attended the chapel
and that habit carried on into the school
year. Once I started, I didn't want to find
another church. I like the 1100

contemporary praise and worship service
the most."

C4C Natalie Cupples, a memberofthe
praise team at the contemporary praise
service stated: " I have never encountered
o church service that worships as openly as
the 1 1 00 service. My experience with the
praise team has been one I'll never forget.
I also like being able to worship freely with
all the Christian friends I've mode here."

Though many cadets choose toworship
at the Codet Chapel, others have found
their niche elsewhere. "I'm one of the few
people that goes to Crossroads Chapel,"

Entertainmg their
friends, Cadets

Johnston Coi/ and Eric

Springer sing of the
OCF winter retreat.

The retreat was held at

Spring Canyon by
Bueno Vista. Photo by

C. Grosjean

C3C Terence Kudo, who attends on off
base church said. " I ploy in the worship
team up there. I grew up in o small church
and I really feel uncomfortable in large
crowds, which is why I tend to shy awoy
from the Cadet Chapel."

C4C Denver Collins exploined why he
attends another church: " I like going to

church off base because of the contact with
younger children. My friends also attend
the some church, and rides ore available. I

enjoy the services at the Chapel, but getting
off base whenever I con is a priority."

Because many attendants ofthe chapel
services are tourists, some cadets prefer off
base services. " I started going to church off
base because the chapel is less personal,"
C2C Blake Rodgers said. "The off base
church is like being at home. I grew up in
a Southern Baptist church and going to one
nowmakesme feel more at home. Everyone
at church is like your own family."

Whether one attends church services
ot the CadetChapel, or chooses on off base
service to attend, it is evident that this
added spiritual dimension is vital to many.
And OS many cadets hove come to realize,
OS soldiers of the cross, no matter where
they worship, they ore united as one.

By Aurelia M. Dillard





Screaming down fhe slopes, this
cadet combines form with speed
for a little bit of thriU seeking
during a day-trip fo fhe Summit

Not quite a home for aU seasons,

buf ii serves fhe purpose for

tonight. This cadet stops to wipe
his feet before entering the snow

cave he and his buddies dug out.

This cave is where fhey wi// sleep
once night fa//s. Phofo by C. Volpe

Wipe out.' Part of the fun of skiing
is trying to get up after falling.
This cadef chooses fo fake off his
skies before getting himself

pointed in fhe right direction.

T^r-czditio rz

�This wi// be the door..." C2C C/iff

Volpe starts hockjng away at an
entrance for fhe snow cave he and
his friends will camp out in. Snow

camping was a sport for those
with a serious tolerance ofthe
cold and a great love of the
outdoors.



Taking advantage ofthe winteractivities, cadets skiand
snow camp when Jack Frost visits Colorado

itting the snow covered slopes
Cast your imagination: The day is

bright, but brisk. The air is still, and the light
glistens off the newly-fallen snow like colored
lights off a glitter-covered holiday scene.

You've just arrived at the top of the
mountain, and you're peering down a

mortster run covered with unmarked waist-
deep champagne powder. Yourmind spins,
your pulse quickens as you push off to
begin your first run of the day.

So goes the scene that colls cadets
bock to the ski slopes of Colorado weekend
after weekend. It's an adrenaline rush. A
way to meet people. A time to get together
with your friends, or just to get owoy from
itall.

Whatever the reason, skiing is one of
the most popular activities that cadets
participate in at USAFA. Rumor has it that
the real reason Colorado Springs was

chosen as the site for the Academy was not
due to the favorable conditions for flying,
as everyone was led to believe. After oil,
one has only to look at the high altitude and
high winds to realize that flying is far from
ideal here. The real reason was, in all
reality, that the members of the original
Academy site selection panel were sV^iers!

Yes, skiing is on activity that many

cadets take advantage of, while some heod
off to the mountains in their own cors and
with their own equipment others take
odvontoge of the Codet Outdoor Resource
Center and all of the services it offers.

This yeor the Resource Center offered
cadets more than 20 one-day and three-
day trips. The two most popular were, as
usual, the Thanksgiving Holiday three-day
trip ond the Presidents Weekend three-day
trip. For the Thanksgiving trip more than
150 cadets "skied the Summit." For $125
participants got a lift ticketgood at Keystone,
A-Basin, Breckenridge and Copper
Mountain, tronsportotion, lodging and food.

One cadet who went said: "It was o

great way to spend o holiday, I didn't have
enough money to fly home but I monoged
to scrape up enough to ski for o few days."

According to Betty Fox, assistant

manager of the Cadet Outdoor Resource
Center, that's exactly their goal - moke
skiing affordable.

"We sell cadets tickets at substantial
savings," Fox said. "They get the military
discounts and we'll also provide
transportation; more than anything wewont
cadets to get up to the mountains, ski ond
have o good time."

Not quite on Olympic jump, but
getting air nonetheless, this cadet
makes the most of the moguls on
his flight down the mountain.
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On the cutting edge^
education atJlcademg



Keeping on the cutting edge of education has
and continues to be one of the main goals of the
Academy. Making this a reality could only be
accomplished from a continuing process of
modifying some of the more traditional policies

?<Aca(Jemics I
and methods of teaching classes.

In an effort to get cadets to moke the most of
their academic time, the Dean set new policies.
They included a mandatory lights out time of

midnight, and mandatory hookup onto USAFA
Net for the classes of '97, '96, & '95 ... USAFA
Net allowed instructors to send messages to all
the students in their class at any time of the day.
In addition, cadets could send completed
assignments to their instructors.

In addition, the faculty started working to

become 25% civilianized by the year 2000. The
Academy hired 1 6 full-time instructors in addition
to the 25 visiting professors. The purpose of this
change was to help give cadets a more well-
rounded educational experience. In Checkpoints
magazine Col James H. Head wrote: "They (the
first civilians hired) hove accepted responsibility
to ioin us in developing and inspiring air and

space leaders with vision for tomorrow. They
bring on exciting and challenging new dynamic
to the faculty."

M radition

Putting on the finishing touches on the aircraft
CSC Ellen MUler, CSC Mark Mitchum and ihetr

portner moke some minor od/ustments in hopes
of making their craft fly furiher. Aero 21 5 is a

core closs that most thirdclass cadets take.
Photo by D. Hi//



Dean of Faculty

Brig Gen Ruben A. Cubero
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A CODE

OF HONOR
"Wewill not lie, steal, or cheat..." These

words form the first part of the Cadet Wing
Honor Code�the oath that binds every cadet
to a higher standard of honesty and integrity.
While in some ways more stringent than the
codes at Annapolis and West Point, the Air
Force Academy Honor System has seen pro
found changes in the past year.

When ClC John Childs spoke to the

Wing earlier in the year, he talked about a
redefined Honor System designed to encour
age honesty and forthrightness. The new

system revised the probation standards, it

reduced the penalty for self-reported cases to

three months probation. In addition, a cadet could still admit to an Honor violation, and be

given the standard six-month probation. Both cases, however, require extensive honor

counseling to rehabilate the cadet in question.

Academy's
standard of

integrity
examined by
Annapolis

Mathematics Department

This change was a result of the new climate surrounding the Academy. Brig Gen

Gamble, the Commandant of Cadets, identified the current situation when he was inter
viewed by theGazette Telegraph. He stated that cadets today are not entering the Academy
with the same values that they did twenty years ago�he was quick to add that this is society's
fault, not the individual cadet.

In hisAcademicsWith Honor letterto theWing atthe beginning ofthe Spring Semester,
Brig Gen Cubero stated: "We are a community of soldier-scholars.. .forthright honesty is vital
to our profession." This letter came on the heels of a cheating scandal involving the fourthclass
in Computer Science 1 1 0. According to the Dean, honor and academics ore important
because "you ore developing moral habits that will serve you and your nation well."

Concern with honor issues is not limited to the Air Force Academy. Our "Non-
Toleration" clause which charges every cadet with a higher responsibility of reporting
offenses when knowledge is gained of an incident is now being considered as a measure to

instill atthe Naval Academy. Currently Annapolis has only an Honor Concept, but the recent
cheating scandal in an Electrical Engineering class taken by the Class of '94 may redefine
their code.

By Michael Grunwald
iTradition

"% ll J jN G jVi H J/i H fi

Bring me men ... many phrases are inscribed in places of high visfbi'rfy

to remind cadets and visitors alike about the mission and duties of cadets.

Although always surrounded in controversy fhe famed Bring Me Men

ramp wi// be keeping ifs phraseo/ogy ... at least for this year. Photo by

B. Fallis



Idemy Core Values:

tegrity First
Stice Before Self

Exci^nce In Ail We Do
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An Inquiry Finds 125 Cheated

On a Naval Academy Exam
.demy .,..o,o.j-^e Code ofBSJ,;; "r&^^^^s^.Abo'^.E^a.

�C'-'^a by 1^
Yvo,tvP^

Cheating at the
Naval Academy
isn't its fault.

or

This new sign emblazoned its words
of wisdom outside fhe
Commandant's Office. If serves as

a gentle reminder to some of fhe
duties of being an Air Force Acad

emy cadet. Phofo by R. TurnbuU

Trial under fire, those midshipmen
accused of cheating brought much
publicity to Annapolis. In an effort
to cooperate with the media, An
napolis worked to let fhe public
know about fhe steps they were

faking to remedy fhe problem.

R&d&firzG



Preparing for the lesson plan,
visting professor Jon Epperson
looks over a calculus problem
before going to class. There were

more than 1 0 visiting professors
this year.



GOING

CIVILIAN
Considered one ofthe nation's premier

military institutions, the Air Force Academy is

being invaded by outside forces. No, two-
headed monsters from Mars aren't coming;
the USAFA faculty is accepting civilian instruc

tors into its ranks. This move has been man

dated by Congress for all three service acad

emies, and the Air Force Academy has al

ready begun accepting new members.
In reality, this change has been occur

ring for quite some time. For years, the Dean
has allowed civilian faculty members to serve in a department for a one-year term. It's known
as the Visiting Professors Program. As of the end of the 1 993 Fall Semester, the faculty had
thirteen civilian members among its staff.

Many of the historymajorswill never forget Dr. Dennis Schowalter, who taught for two
years, as a WorldWar II and Vietnam specialist in the department of History. He come from
Colorado College, and stated many times he enjoyed teaching here - he has since returned

The Academy
mal<es efforts
to diversify
faculty

Department of Law

on several occasions to guest lecture and visit former students. Uninhibited by normal military
regulations. Dr. Schowalter went out of his way to make his classes different and exciting.

Edging towards the goal of a 25% faculty by the end of the century, the Academy is

sending out feelers across the country to recruit top scholars to train tomorrow's officers.

Among the 'new recruits' is Dr. Myron Nordquist, in the Department of Law. Revealing the
caliberof civilian members. Dr. Nordquist has taught graduate students inWashington D.C,
and served as legal counsel to the former Strategic Air Command at Offut AFB, Nebraska.

Diving into his first year as a professor, the former Marine Corps officer faced many

challenges integrating into the faculty and teaching cadets. "This was the first time I had ever
dealt with undergraduates, and the experience has been great for me," the officer said. The
cadets in his classes seem to enjoy his relaxed, but informative, teaching style.

This new and exciting program has its champions and opponents from all over the

CadetWing and Fairchild Hall. Some argue that military officers provide more services than

just teaching (flying duties, advice, etc), they give cadets role models of Air Force officers.

However, civilians on the faculty offer cadets another perspective on academic issues and

current events. In the end, this fresh viewmay enhance cadet's education, and produce more
well-rounded officers.

By Michael Grunwald

Expounding her wisdom professor
Jeanne Heidler addresses her his

tory class. Heidler was an Ameri

can hislory specialist.

Redefirred



Preparing to ctose the door of the

wind funnel, George V/est makes

sure everything is in place. The

door alone weighs close to 6,000

pounds. Phofo fay M. Strub

Making the wheels go round and round, that was what the testing was all

about. The wheels included: Top Zipp 400 wifh composife spokes. Head
Jetwilh composife spokes, Zipp 400 with sfoinless steel spokes Bottom: Zip
870 with composife disk wheel. Movie composite disk wheel. Head

composife spoke wheel. Phofo by M. Strub

Setting fhe wheel info the fork be

fore closing fhe tunnel, CIC Mork

Strub looks lo make sure everything
is as specified for the test. The entire

project relied heavily on fhe fesfmg
Phofo by M. Strub
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HITTING

THE ROAD
Cadets aremaking inroads intoOlym

pic competition, not by their athletic prow
ess but rather their intellectual know-how. In

Lillihammer, the research ofDove Cutter '92

was seen flying through the oir during the
ski jump competition, and Atlanta promises
to boast the Aero 471 project work of
firsties Brian Kobashigawa, Kokpin "Sam "

Pong and Mark Strub. Pang and Strub
worked to try to find bicycle wheels with the
least amount of drag, the wheels will be

used both rood racing and velodrome cy

cling events.

Pong and Strub said they jumped at the chance to work on a project for the Olympic
Committee. "We thought this project would be cool," Strub said. "It wouldn't be something
thotwewould never hear about again. It had practical applicationswith measurable results."

The cadets' mission was to present the Olympic Committee with data thatwould direct
manufacturers in producing the best helmets and wheels with the lowest drag. Ninety percent
of drag comes from the air and this causes the wheels and thus the cyclist to slow down.

Cyclists must push harder to keep up speed, their equipment design has a lot to do with how

fast they'll go.
"In the 1992 Olympics cyclist Chris Borgmon of Great Britain won a gold medal,"

Cadets do
researcti of

Olympic
proportions

CIC Sam Pang looks for vibrations in the wheel, which could cause big problems. Similar fo many projecfs
"minor glitches" were obundont. Photo by M. Strub

Copt Eric Nutley project sponsor said. "Many wondered if itwas the cyclist's skill or his high
tech equipment."

The cadets used a combination of computer hardware and software to measure drag
tests in Academy's subsonic wind tunnel.

"The testing wasn't as cut and dry as we expected," Pang said. "We had all the

knowledge of the basic theories but there were glitches in the software and hardware."
Strub added: "We'd be going along fine and then Shazam, we'd hit trouble." Nutley

said that problems con be expected in every research project, but despite this the Olympic
Committee could expect its results by the end of the semester or early this summer.

Nutley said he was happy with the cadets' efforts and research. "It's really pretty
exciting to see the contribution we're making," Nutley said. "The cadets will be able to see

their research in action. They can turn on the T.V. during the Olympics and soy 'hey, I helped
design that bike.'"

Redefined



CURRENT

AFFAIRS
During April, eleven cadets hod the

opportunity to represent the Dominican Re

public at the Fourteenth Annual Model Or

ganization of American States. This year's
convention was held from 1 1-16 April at the
Organization's headquarters in Washing
ton, D.C. "Overall, the trip was a blast, and
we met a lot of great people," C2C Kevin

Whittaker said.
The ModelOrganization is held yearly

under the direction of the Secretary Gen

eral, Ambassador Jooo Clemente Baena

Soares. The students from the thirty-three
schools that are invited to attend, represent the same number of nations that are involved in

the Organization. The only nation that is not represented in the real organization is Cuba,
which was removed in 1 962.

All the schools that participate are from the United States, and while at the convention.

Cadets
discuss

NAFTA and its

impact at D.C.
convention

Political Science Department
MswjsjiCTiwMaai

they discuss and debate real issues that ore currently affecting the Organization. This year's
program focused on NAFTA and its impact on the United States, Canada, and Mexico � as

well as the nations that are being excluded.
The delegation from the Academywas led by C 1 C Roel Zamora, from Tenth Squadron.

He was the Chief Delegate, and served as the Vice Chairman for one of the five committees:
Juridical and Political Matters. He oversaw the parliamentary procedures and rules for his
committee.

As a whole, the cadets from the Academy represented us well, getting all ten of their
resolutions passed by the General Assembly. While not winning any awards, C2C Surya
Frickel and C2C Thomas Geiser were elected Chairman and Vice-Chairman of two of the
committees for next year's convention.

Besides participating in a worthwhile event, the cadets were also able to tour a great
deal of theWashington D.C. area. Many of them had never seen the nation's capital before,
and it was a great experience. Whittaker remarked that, "while the convention was fun, we
also got to see a lot of Washington, and that mode the trip even better."

By Michael Grunwald
Model OAS FRONT ROW (L lo R):
Roel Zamora, Thomas Johnson, OIC
Major Anne Campbell. SECOND
ROW: Jose Barrera, James Frickel.
BACK ROW: Christine Kerick,
James Mock, Tom Geiser, Kevin

Whittaker
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C2C Thomas Johnson beams with a

smirk of sofisfocfion ofter his resolu
tion IS passed. Addressing real life
issues was o large pari of the
convention's agenda.
Photo by K. WhiHaker

With a look .of triumph, CIC Roel
Zamora is not buying C2C James

Frickel's assertive though futile ar

gument. Practice sessions such as

his gave the delegates an opportu
nity to hone their public speaking
skills. Photo by K. Whittaker
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Armed wifh a plethora of knowl

edge in his white binder, CIC Tom

Geiser prepares to intimidate the

opposition into conceding fo his

viewpoint. Hours of .research and

preparation went into the

delegate's presentation. Photo by
K. Whittaker



CREATIVITY

COUNTS
The class promises to satisfy a basic

primal urge for those students that are willing
to take the risk. Fine art 460, better known as

Studio Art, encourages cadets to get lost in
the human desire to create.

"I took this class because art has al

ways been a hobby of mine, CIC Erica

Stone, a biology major said. "I normally
draw, this class got me out of the pencil and
paper mode to become more creative."

Broken down into five blocks, the first

project had students turning in 1 6 drawings
followed by etchings done in limited colors.

After the first two blocks the students created paintings. "Painting is the most challenging of
the first four blocks," Capt. Pamela Chadick, the course instructor said. "It can be very hard
to grapple with."

CIC Eric Stubbs, an English major said: "I really like my painting, when I looked at

the blank canvas I had something In my mind, I knew the details would come." He added:

It's more than

just learning
about art, it's
about doing it

Foreign Language Department
"I don't know if I'll hang it up though, my fiancee and I might just store it in a closet

someplace."
After the painting block, students learned to sculpt torsos in clay, then it was time for

cadets to chose their own medium to create a final project. By this point cadets have
confidence to journey out to their own interests.

"At the beginning, many students are very reluctant to lose themselves in the process
of art. They refuse to let go, they're afraid of failing or being judged." Chadick said. "It's

really rewarding to see students connect and start enjoying the process of art itself."
she added that this change does not happen overnight, it is a process to build

confidence and creativity. In addition, since growth and projects are subjective, grading is

very challenging.
"I've never been in a classwhere therewere so many Fs at the beginning," Stubbs said.

"It was kind of demoralizing at times but it did press us to get more involved in our projects"
"There are certain characteristics of powerful composition and drawing; students'

grades depend on how they adhere to (the characteristics) or their rational as to why they
don't, Chadick said. "Art is a craft, a skill that can be developed a student's effort comes out
in the final product and thus the grades"

T^r-ctdi tio rz

Sculpting with musical accompani
ment, CIC Marcus Green studies
his bust before adding more char
acter lines to the face.
Photo by C. htarris
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Dumpster diving fakes on a more

artistic flair as C ? C TraceyHubbard
points a picture of men with their
heads and torsos in froshcons. Phofo
by B. Scharton

The illusion of dancing skeletons,
CIC Sean Singleton adds more

color fo the dance floor of his

partying , pile of bones, by B.

Schorfon





IT'S A ZOO

IN THERE
There's a class at the Air Force Acad

emy that starts with the simplest form of life,
and by the end of the semester has evolved
into studying the most complex animals on

the face of the Earth � zoology. This class is

mandatory for all biologymajors, and serves
as their introduction to the animal world.

Capt. Scot Loizeaux, a former WC/
AC- 1 3 0 and C- 1 4 1 pilot, is the instructor for
this year's course, and brought with him a

wealth of knowledge. Before teaching at the
Academy, he served as a pilot in Guam, and
as a seventh-grade teacher of Life Sciences

before getting his commission. He also taught

Cadets learn to

appreciate the
wonders of the
animal kingdom

Gelling wrapped up wifh new friends, this cadet carefully studies this albino creoture thot clings to her warm skin.
Students were allowed fo touch ond hold more than eight snakes during the course of Ihe days' special lecture.
Photo by J. Tipton

biology for two years. According to Loizeaux: "I want to give students a brood overview of
each group � I'm not interested in what they'll forget after the GR."

The cadets in the class perform a lot of hands-on work, both in the classroom and in the

laboratory. They get an average of one to two specimensa week to dissect and analyze. The
Academy avoids using rare or endangered species, and uses animals such as chickens, fetal
pigs, and earthworms. Zoology students rarely use amphibians, "because today, everyone
uses them" Capt. Loizeaux said.

In addition to a wide range of live and dead observations, the cadets in the class have

to give a mandatory ten to forty minute presentation. The topics are decided on by the cadets
themselves, but cover some animal or kingdom.

Bringing the class into perspective, Copt. Loizeaux said that his goal for this year was
to "give cadets an appreciation of the diversity, as well as the similarities, of all the animals
in the world."

By Michael Grunwald

It's not quite MargantaviUe and

CSCDaniel Nielsen isn't quite Jimmy
Buffet, but the "iguana" lizard is

real enough. Cadets got ihe oppor
tunity to experience repfi/es up-

c/ose-ond-persono/ during o spe
cial guest lecture. Photo by J. Tipton RedGrfirz^d\
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WEIRD

SCIENCE
structurally Identified only forty-one

years ago, the exciting and expanding field of
genetics Is being explored today byAir Force
Academy cadets. Part of the Department of
Biology, the classwas taught this year by LtCol

obringer, Lt Col Tlllinghouse, and Capt Fox.
These officers are all experts In the field.

The class starts off every semesterwith a
review of the basic principles that many ca

dets learn In Biology 215. They include the
means for reproduction (melosis and mitosis),
and Mendel's Laws - better known as the pea

plant experiments conducted by an Austrian
monk In the 1 800's.

After this short Introduction, the cadets then get Into the real meat of the class. For the
next thirty lessons, they learned about aspects of genetic engineering that they never

dreamed existed. The class was further enhanced by guest lecturers from prestigious

Beyond
science fiction
cadets set into
the realm of

cloning

Physics Department
Institutions and universities from around the country.

Whilemany classes concentrate solely on theory or reading, this class takes the lessons
and applies them in the laboratory. C 1 C Brett Anderson explained that in the lab, they were
able to take the DNA out of certain bacteria, alter it, and reinsert it. This caused the genetic
properties of the organism to be altered, and allowed it to exist in areas it couldn't before.

In addition to being able to change the structure of simple bacteria, the cadets In the
class also learned the steps necessary to clone Individual beings. Only a few years ago, the

very idea of cloning was something relegoted to science fiction books. "It's amazing how far

genetic technology has come in the past twenty years," Anderson said.
Genetics has opened a whole new branch of science, one whose potential has yet to

be fully realized. From curing birth defects, to raising better plants and animals, the

possibilities are mind-staggering. It's this wave of the future, that Academy cadets find
themselves learning about on a day-to-day basis.

By Michael Grunwald

^



"The beaker please T)r. JekyU ...

"

C2C Derek Younger labels his
work so as not fo confuse fhe
contents of fhe items. Confusing
beaker contents could invalidate
the experiment results. Phofo by J.

Tipton

Master mixologist C2C Mike

Dunagun measures out some brofh-

like liquid for his experiment. Cor
rect measurements were vital to fhe

validity of the experiments.
Photo by J. Tipton
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DREAM

HOUSES
Cadets design
and build mock

up of
their "perfect

Haven't we all Imagined designing the
home of our dreams? In civil engineering
464, cadets do just that. A design require
ment for students following the practices track
of CE, the course was first taught in 1 984.

Using computer aided design, cadets create
the actual floor plan of a home, either for their
future personal use or for that of a family
member or friend. Although mostly for civil
engineering majors, other cadets are allowed

l^/O/^^ to take the course because of its practical
' applications. Mostdesignsarelntheballpark

of $200,000.
Air Force Lt Colonel Michael F. Reynolds currently teaches the course. Originally from

Wisconsin, he graduated In the USAFA class of 1 977. After graduation. Col Reynolds
attended Purdue University and Texas A&M. He has been atthe Academy forthe past seven
years. He commented that he can guarantee thotthe students will use parts ofthis course for
the rest of their lives. He added that it teaches "skills that will help when looking to buy, rent.

Civil Engineering Department
or make modifications on a house that you decide to live in."

Most of the graded work In the course consists of submittals for various parts of the
home, including plumbing and electricity. Although there is no "rightorwrong," gradesore based
on the practicality and feasibility ofthe design. The approximate fifteen students do not complain
that there is no final exam.

The class ventures out into the Springs area to view homes and gain insight Into the
details on which they must decide. The culmination ofthe course comes on lesson 42, when
the students present the scale models of their dream homes. These models are on a scale of
1 /4 Inch to a foot.

When the course Is over, cadets have created floor plans which are ready to submit to
a contractor for construction. Col Reynolds stated thatmany cadets agree that CE 464 is their
favorite class. He remarked: "It is fun from a standpoint of designing something with the

probability of being built someday. ..and it's yoursl"
By TracyWaller

CICDavid Day is proud to show off
the complicated computer software
he used to design his house. Il's

surprising he can smile after the

program just crashed.
Photo by S. Morris.
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CJC Shawn Larcher shows off his
house built in CE 464. The reason

for his dazed look is he just found
out that to pass the class he has to

sleep in his new home. Photo by S.

Morris.

The houses built in this class are

real life homes constructed af a

smaller scale. One question: how
do you find real trees that smaU?
Phofo by S. Morris.

This is under construction by one of
the CE 464 students. One sugges
tion, put curtains on the windows

because no one wonts fo see little,
naked people. Phoio by S. Morris.

In c/oss, CIC Duke Pope presents
his design. Unfortunately, he real
ized that this isn't his house. Phofo

by S. Morris.
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FLYING

when many cadets come to the Acad

emy they usually picture themselves studying
one subject, aerodynamics. Why not? Doesn't
it make sense that the Air Force Academy
graduate officers should understand the per
formance of NACA oir foil 0001 ? One of
these core courses that cadets hove to take
that help them realize their dream of living in

the Aero Lab until 0300 is Aero 2 15. Course
director for Aero 2 1 5 Major Goodwin be
lieves it is important for all cadets to take 2 1 5

whether they're aero or history majors, be
cause one day they will be Air Force officers.
"Air Force officers must appreciate the science of flight," Major Goodwin said.

Usually most core courses ore dreaded by cadets. These classes seem difficult for all
involved at times because the interest is usually not there. However, this is usually not true
In Aero 215. "Cadets ore usually very Interested in the material covered in Aero 215. These

AWAY
Aero 215
cadets get
initial view
of flight

Department of Philosophy

men and women wont to be pilots and want to know why planes fly and why they look the
way they do," Goodwin commented. What happenswhen there ore Incorrigibles in the class?
On this subject, the course director commented, "Aero 2 1 5 instructors are excited about the

subject and are determined to Inspire all cadets about aerodynamics. Teaching can be

challenging at times, but changing cadet's opinion about the course makes it exciting. If
instructors con do that, then they did a good job and did it right."

While enrolled in this class, cadets study lift drag, and thrust to determine what on
aircraft does In flight or what it doesn't do in flight when it to crashes. The highlight of the
course occurswhen cadets build the P-24 Condor. Ittruly testswhat cadets have learned when
they attempt to fly their gliders for 60 tenuous seconds. "The glider ties a lot of concepts
covered In the course together. This project does the job very nicely," Goodwin added.

Although cadets come to their own opinions about the class. Aero 215 is usually
enjoyed by students and instructors alike. Some students may think it Is the worst class at the

Academy, but Goodwin hod an opinion on this topic: "Cadets may not like Aero 215,
however there are core courses that ore worse."

By Rob Sepp

Redefine
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Don'fsneeze! One smo//move cou/d

Who turned ouf the lights? C 1 C Ken drop fhe bucket ho/ding "the bomb. "

Harwood unravels a rope mystery This was part of the leadership
whi/e CIC Dave Emery watches. exercise held on the Parade Field.
Photo by S. Weston Photo by S. Weston .,

Going up? This cadet attempts to

get on top of things wifh the help of
his classmates. Photo by C. Gros/ean



FOLLOW THE

LEADER
During a time when the Academy's

ability to produce sound and capable offic
ers is stressed daily, the Behavioral Science

department offered a class specifically de

signed to enhance an individual's leader

ship skills. Offered as an option to "fuzzy"
majors, the class gave cadets a unique op

portunity to analyze leadership styles and

develop one that works for them.
"Our main purpose is to help (cadets)

become better leaders at the present time
and in the future," Maj Ralph Bender, a

course instructor said.

Hands-on

experience
makes class

popular with
cadets
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Counseling Department
while the cadets learned mostly from class lectures and readings, group discussions

and exercises also permeated the curriculum. Classes got "leadership scenarios" and then
solved them either as a whole or in small groups.

These scenarios varied from tapping into kindergarten skills of building structures with
Tinker Toys and Legos (the twist was the structures were buiit either in the dork or without

communicating to other group members) to successfully lifting a can of "toxic waste" out of
a circle while blindfolded.

"The students put into practice all that they leorn when they go out to the Leadership
Reaction Course," Bender said. "Here, they hone leadership skills and complimenting
theories."

while at the course each class got a certain set of obstacles to overcome, the groups
were timed and evaluated based on their teamwork, cohesiveness and ability to complete
the task.

Currently this is the only leadership class offered and it's managed to be academic and
fun at the same time. "The material is very relevant and that is why it was rated number one

out ol the thirty core course," Bender said. "This is germane now and in cadets' future

careers."

By Michael Grunwald and Rhonda Cochran

All lied up, CIC Scottie Zamzow

and CIC Sfeve Sears try to hoist o

ladderoveran obstacle atthe Lead

ership Reaction Course. Photo by
C, Gros/ean
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CADETS IN

SPACE
Astronautics, it can be your cup of tea or

a bitter taste of vinegar. Comments on this
course range from the disenchanted or non-

majortypeswho feel that: "This Is justanothercore
course that harasses me. I could care less about

this,"tothosetechnicalmajorswhofeelthat:"Thls
CjriTt even '* "*�*' ' ^'^^ someone told me this before."

"This400 level course required fundamen
tal math background,"Major Eric Didomenico,
an Astro 410 instructor said. "Our Air Force Is

very dependent on space. No career field Inthe
Air Force is not related to or Influenced through
space. We try to Impress upon the codetsto favor

and appreciatewhat space means to to them and their future Air Force careers."

Major Didomenico added: "Although this course is technical in nature and utilizes
calculus in its operations, this con be described as a side-line name Astro for poets. We

introduce a lot of beginning principles without a lot of mathematical prowess."
What may seem easy and not technical to the instructors, may be seen very differently

by the cadet. According one student: "What they ore trying to teach is useful Information. Itgives

Those who
drift in class

even

deeper in
Astro 410/320

Department of Astronautics

us a general, yet, competent knowledge of space operations. But, theway it's run is tough." No
calculators are usedon tests and they claim the moth is mode easier in order for the student to
concentrate on the concepts.

This philosophy emphasized by the department instructors is a good one, but may not
and will not work for everyone all of the time. "I'm an English major and math is not very

friendly. There ore things that one needs to know like signs and trigonometry that need to

be memorized. If I were to solve a real space problem, I'd use a calculator," he said.
Itmayindeedbehardatthestartingline, butafterthe race is overthe benefits ofAstro 320

can definitely be seen. Coffey said: "Everything we do in the Air Force relates to space. It's

imperative that everyone knows something about it, most importantly themo jors."
By Rhonda Cochran

Astro is the culmination of many
difficult core classes, due fo this fact
it was not uncommon for cadets to

voice fheir frustrations. This car

toon appeared the Wing's humor

magazine. The Dodo. Drawing by
Mark hiansen
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FLYING THE

SKIES
While many cadets spent their Spring

Break going to the beach or travelling back

home, a group of forty cadets took to the skies
on a tourof the Pacific. Sponsored by the 50th
ATS, a select number of upperclass cadets
were picked to go on the annual Spring Break
deployment to another part of the worid.

Over the past two years, the T-43's

went to Europe for a ten-day tour of the area
during Spring Break. This year, the commander
ofthe 50th, Lt. Col. Richard King, decided to

do something no 737 has ever done - fly to

Korea. The trip Itself was ambitious enough,
the plan called Por the crews and planes to hit ten bases in ten days.

The aircraft departed Peterson AFB on 1 7 March and flew to Travis AFB in California.
Afteran overnight stay caused by poor weather over Oahu, the planesleftfor Hickam AFB,

Cadets see ten
bases in ten

days ...

what a trip

Toiting some pointers from a pro, CIC Cour+ney Miner listens carefully to if. Col. King, commander of Ihe SOth
ATS. The trip offered an excellent opportunity fo gain more experience navigating. Phofo by R. Knowlton

Hawaii. CIC Courtney Miner said: "We enjoyed snorkeling in Haunama Bay, the Arizona
Memorial, and other sites. ..We had a great timel"

Two days after getting to Hawaii, the Bobcats departed Hickam for Kadena AB, Japan.
To get there, the planes had to make two refueling stops atWake Island and Guam - a total

trip time came to almost 20 hours. Capt. Rick Ricchi, the trip OIC, said "This was a really long
and tiring day for everyone."

The highlightof the trip occurred when the cadets toured the DMZ In Korea, via Kunsan
AB and Oson AB. The group got a chance to see the 'enemy' up close and personal In a three-
hour tour of one of the most tense areas In the world. "It was weird to be standing on North
Korean soil and seeing their soldiers taking pictures of us" CIC Laura Teal said.

Once the four days In Korea were over, the planes departed for Misawa AB Japan,
enroute to Elmendorf AFB Alaska. There were no tours or briefings scheduled at this base.

Many of the cadets slept most of the day and toured glaciers In the area.

The final leg of the trip began In the early hours of Sunday, 27 March, at Elmendorf
AFB. The flight lasted five hours, and when the landing gear touched down on the runway.
It was In familiar surroundings - Peterson AFB; where the trip began 1 0 days earlier.

Although the trip was fun, many were glad to be back. After having her Internal clock

seriously altered, crossing the Date Line twice, and being face to face with North Koreans,
C3C Kendra Jacobs said "Now, I'm going to catch up on all the sleep I lost."

By Michael Grunwald
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A look at history. One of the high
lights of the trip, cadets toured the
DMZ at Panmunjan, Korea. The
Peace Tower overlooks fhe central

meeting area of North and South
Korea. Photo by M. Grunwald

Refueling time, C2C Todd Bolinger
grabs a bite to eat before taking
a tour of his surroundings, iike the

sleep schedule, the feeding sched
ule was hard to follow.
Photo by R. Knowlton

tufting if a// info perspective, this
�gn lets travellers know how fo gei

I fheir destinations.
iShoto by M. Grunwald

Time to take a stretch and see fhe

sights. Members ofthe trip de-plane
in Oson Souih Korea. Many feU

Korea was the highlight of the trip.
Phofo by R. Knowlton

Crash and burn ... C2C Todd

Bolinger ond CJC Laura Teel take

a little free time to catch a coup/e
winks. The consensus was that

"good" sleep wos hard to come by-
Photo by R. Knowlton f^ede/irzed



Say cheesjM CIC Steve Monr
^motf^tmror fhe latest newscast.
Everyone had the opportunity fo fry
ouf different aspects of show pro
duction. Phofo by C. Harris

Getting fhe lines down cold. This
cadet runs through them in his head
before getting in front of the cam

era fo practice. Photo by C. Harris
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IT'S

SHOWTIME
Televison anyone? For those who like to

act, enjoy writing, and wont to be a talking
head, BLUE TUBE or KAFA TV is the class to
take.

"This class gives understanding to the
TVmedio, how itworks, and the power it has,"
Major John Foriey, insructorsoid. "Itteaches
management, of people, time and equipment."

Contrary to popular belief, a cadet
doesn't have to be an English major to take
BLUE TUBE. However Fowley said that most
of the cadets are firsties because they have
more electives open. Similar to many electives cadets experience something new and
different with KAFA-TV. They are exposed to a dynamic, fast-paced, and deadline oriented
TV production worid. Production of the shows depend heavily on the Interaction of the

Lights,
camera,action
cadets make
headlines

English and Law Department
students with one another.

"If theydon'twork togetherthey hove aweakshow,"Major FaHey commented. "Aswith
any job, difficulties arise and they have to work it out. It doesn't do any good to tell them how
to resolve a problem.We let them make mistakes and find a way to resolve it."

The cadets hod the opportunity to get involved with every aspect of the news show
production.

And, as for anyAcademy production, out ofdote equipment is not aworry. Major Foriey
said thotthe equipment is state ofthe artand the department is continually updating it. As amatter
of fact, they just purchased some new editors and cameras to aid students in putting on the best
production thotthey can.

Production is the word and the main objective in this course. CIC Jim Winner said: "If
you want something different not boring ormundane as other classes con often be, and hands
on oriented ," you'll wantto enroll in this course. He added: "It's an excellentway to Improve
public speaking skills and learn how a TV news show is produced, electronic news gathering, and
ways of doing news interviews."

All the benefits of this class con be related to other areas such as management,
organization, writing, cooperation, and conflict resolution which are essential abilities that an
officer needs. But, C 1 CWinner cautions thotthe class has a "lack of structure." They depend on
us tomoke the schedule and get the show done." This type of environment requires that a person
be disipllned because as cadetWinner puts it, this class is "amblguious."

By Rhonda Cochran and Michael Grunwald
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PUT TO

THE TEST
Imagine building a ramp for disabled

people or a laundry chute for senior citizens
ormaybe even a playground for preschoolers;
this year cadets did just that. While this may
sound like a noble effort for cadets to give up
their "free time" to build these projects, they
were actually doing it as part of a class�and

getting a grade for It as well.

Engr 41 0 is a senior-level class run by
QfQClUate *^� ^'*'^� ^^9�^"^^"*' headed up by Col
^ Giffen. The stated purpose of the course Is to

Introduce cadets to the contracting and acqui
sition processes that are used in the active-duty Air Force. According to Capt Kurtz, DFEM,
"this course Is designed to help produce better rounded officers, with a greater breadth of

knowledge." That breadth of knowledge is thoroughly tested in a Skills Exam given during
the first part of every semester.

"If you fail the Engineering 410 Skills Exam on Lesson 6, you will not graduate with

your class on 1 June." These words greeted many of the second semester firsties taking Engr

Engr 410 the
class seniors
must pass to

Iuate

Sitting in front of what loolcs lilce a huge kite, CI C Seon Singleton (right) and one of his partners offer the true

explanation of their project. Photo by S. Morris

41 0-the Systems Design Course-ostheybegonclasseson Lesson 1 ofSpring Semester'94. This
statement setthe tone forthe Class of '94 as they began to realize the Impact of a single exam
on their career-both as a cadet and as a future officer.

During the Fall Semesterof their senior year, anymember ofthe Class of '94 who failed
the exam was given an F, and dropped from the course. After a huge uproar from the class,
and officers at the Academy, the Dean and the Astro Department Head changed the drop
out policy for Engr 410. If a firstie failed the exam during the Spring Semester, or any
semester after, they would simply be dropped from the course under "Withdrawal Failing."
This was done so as not to negatively impact a cadet's GPA and assignment selection.

In fact, the furor caused by the "wash-out" exam was so great, thotthe Superintendent,
LtGen Hosmer, felt he had to address the problem in his annual newsletter to the parents of
Academy cadets, in that letter. Gen Hosmerstated thotthe course's policy on the exam was fair
and would continue to be used. Even with his reassuring words, cadetswere still agitated over
the test, "I sawthot port ofGen Hosmer's letter, and laughed" stated CIC BrettAnderson.

Continued on page 295
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The Boy Scout Pine Wood Derby
redefined, CIC Keri Schreiber ex

plains the finer points of the race

track she and hergroup constructed.
Photo by S. Morris



A single idea ihat starts with a

simple block of wood. CIC Kory
Make fakes time fo visualize his

masterpiece before making the
initial cuts. Photo by S. Morris

Sitting in a bicycle custom built with
her in mind. The members of this
project go so for as fo show their
creation in .use at fhe Engineering
4 1 0 fair. Photo by S. Morris

Showing off the fruitsof hergroup's
labor, Cl CMichele McVety makes
herse/f available for questions at
the Engineering 4 I 0 pro/ect fair.
Photo by S. Morris
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Very convincing.. .this cadetottempfs
fo show the importance of his 410

project wifh o little help from his

baclcboord and pictures. Phofo by
S. Morris

"A fittle to fhe right, now to fhe lett

... careful." These cadets do a little

straining while trying to hong part
of their 410 project. Phofo by
S. Morris

Dreaded feedback, listening for No Purple Heart received. This ca-

onyhelpfulhintsforhisnexfpresen- det shows the dangers involved

tation, Cl C Joe Posquolini brdces when doing baffle wifh Engineering
himself for fhis insfrucfor's com- 410 projecfs. Photo by C. Harris

ments. Phofo by S. Morris
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BUILT TO

BE USED
Projects
benefit

community
members

The skills Exam was given on a Friday
morning, and for the senior class itwas almost
as stressful as the day the AFSC Assignments
were handed out. The exam hod nine ques
tions, and a cadet was required to complete
six of those questions-in orderto pass, he/she
had to get four questions correct.

While this may seem like an easy feat,
the majority of the questions dealt with oero-

noutics, engineering mechanics and

chemistry-many of the "fuzzy" majors at the
Academy were quaking in their 'froms. "I
hove a huge sinking feeling in my stomach.. .I'm
a management major, not on aero or astro major!" said CIC Fred Cunningham a few days
before the exam was to be given. Luckily for him, the exam did contain a few questions on
management and English.

The week after the exam, each class day brought the same question to the instructor:

"Well, did I pass or not?" Due to the way the exam was graded, and the course requirements,
many firsties did not find out what they got until over a week after the exam was token. "I

wish they'd just tell us, and get it over with," remarked C 1 C Dove Kirby the following week.
Once the exam was completed the "real fun" of the course began. Each section of

Mechanical Engineering Department

approximately twenty cadets was required to design, construct, and write a comprehensive
report on their group project for the semester. The Spring Semester sections hod a variety
of projects to do, all of them community service oriented: handicapped access ramps, a trailer
for the Boy Scouts, playgrounds, and a cabinet system for the disabled.

From the beginning, the class was almost entirely run by cadets�with some help and

guidance from their instructor. Within the first few lessons, each section choses a Program
Manager, and he directed the work of the class as they strived to complete their project
correctly and on time. However, the group couldn't just build the project in a day; they hod
to do Conceptual Design Reviews, Preliminary Design Reviews, and a lot of paperwork
before the final productwas delivered. After the first presentation to his instructor, C 1 C John
Carr (one of many Program Managers) said, "This is going to be a long semester."

But, with graduation in sight, most of the sections gave all their effort to the project so
they could toss their hats in the air on 1 June 1 994.

By Michael Grunwald

Redefined



Extra-curricular interestspave
road to better leadership skills



Extra-curricular lives, cadets and clubs go
hond-in-hand ... continuing the tradition of
bettering oneself through outside interests stayed

�^ Clubs
at the forefront of cadet priorities. While those
cadets in established clubs took the school year
as a time to continue the tradition of excellence,
other cadets who didn't find their niche decided
to create a home of their own.

Included in the new and improved clubs were
an Engineering Honor Society, a behavioral

*2 science club and the kyoking club. Each filled a

specific need that was not answered prior to this

year. These additions were more important than
one might first be led to believe.

In a survey done of officers who were once

Air Force Academy cadets, it showed that these

graduates believe that involvement in clubs gave
them skills that actuallymade them better officers.
During a time when the Air Force is getting more

competitive be assured that cadets will be using
their outside activities as a way to better
themselves for their future.

Tradition

Taking advantage ofthe Rocky
Mountains, members ofthe

Mountoineering Club and their sponsor
enjoy the fruits of thetr labors, o view

beyond compare. Phoio provided by the
Mountaineering Club

Redeyirzed
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Team
travels to
Canada and
takes first
in team handball

TOURNAMENT
On a 40 X 20 meter court, 1 2

men fight it out over a small,
bouncy ball. No, its not

basketball, nor indoor soccer, or
some new screwy tennis game.
It's men's team handball. An
unknown sportto many, the men's
team handball club is one of the
best in the nation.

Like many club sports, they
have to put in a lot of time and
effort just to get the people, place,
and time practice. The team tried
to meet at least two times a week
in the early evening after the club
members finished intramurals and
before academic call to quarters.
When the team was able to get an
open court, they were only able
to practice on what was

considered half of a regulation
court. Despite these drawbacks,
the team was able to succeed.
The team hosted the second annual
Falcon Cup at the Olympic
Training Center. The reason the
tournament was held at the OTC
was due to the fact that there was
no room available in the cadet
gymnasium. The team place fourth
overall, which included a loss to a

team made up of National and
Olympicteam handball members.

What made this year a great
one for the team was that they
traveled to a tournament in

Calgary, Canada and took first

place. The Falcons were the first
American team to win it all this
tournament. The team credited

their success to Dennis tiarrison,
the team OIC Major David
LaRevee, and Captain Jake Ryan.

The team's next goal is to

qualify forNCAA Division I status.
C 1 C Darell Hubbard saidworking
for Division I status is important to
the team, "As a Division I team,
we can compete against better
teams and gainmore experience."

By Beth Roland

Up and obout. Righf Back C2C Phil Porker, floats above
fhe defense for a simple shot into the goal. Photo by C.

Grosjean

This is going to hurt you more than it's going fo hurt me.
Left Back, C2C James Johnson pressures the defense as

he goes for a shot. He was fouled as he tried to jump
into the crease. Photo by C. Grosjean



imm

Fake Out. Center Cl C Mike Delleri
circles past the rim of the defenses

looking for an opening in the crease.

Photo by C. Grosjean

Moving through spread eagle. Left
Back, John Cummins successfully
breaks through the defense for an

easy jump shot. Photo by C. Grosjean

.'s^'; ^
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Sabre
drill team
represents
LSAFA
around the world

DRILLING
Another team here at the

Academy has taken on the
challenge of competition. The
USAFA Sabre Drill Team took
their efforts to drill meets and
were noticed. The team had
competed before, but not in recent
years. They went bock into

competition to bring visibility to

the Academy and to the
ceremonial art of sabre dril

The Fourfhc/oss Cadet member of ihe Sabre DriU Team

practices his routine individually before joining the other
members for a performance.

The entire Sobre DriU Team practices for the big
performance while senior ranking members make minor
corrections. Lois of practice is what makes fhe team so

good.

Besides their regular
performances trips, the team

competed in three drill meets. At
Tulane University in NewOrleans,
the team came in two places
behind the USAFA Honor Guard
Team. The team's goal was notto
beat out Honor Guard. "We're
not in competition with Honor

Guard, we're just trying to be

recognized as a sharp drill team,"
said C3C Sands. At Bowling
Green University, the team won

many awards including Best Drill
Unit. They performed well again
at he University of Illinois taking
awards in inspection and
exibition. What makes the team

unique was the fact that theywere
the only team which used sabres
intheirdrill. Most other drill teams
perform with rifles. "We're a

novelty, something new and
different," explained C3C
Anderson, "we even got some

compliments from the Marine

Corps Silent Drill Team." And for
the team, that was the mark of
success.

Another way the team tried
to promote sabre drill this year
was to revise the "Sabre Drill
Manual" which they had written.
This revised edition ofthe manual
was sent to ROTC units and other
service academies around the
world.

By Beth Roland
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I' I Slow pitch
softball

Dropping fhe weights long enough fo get
o picture, members of the powerlifting
team had to be strong fo carry home all
their trophies. Photo by S. Morris



Fighting the
odds men's
slow pitch
takes to the

PLAYING FlELD
The men's slow pitch softball

team started exactly the way it's
named, slow, but the team really
picked it up at the end of the
season. Before the season began,
30 cadets tried out for the five
slots available on the team. Once
the team was finally selected, a

rough road stood in front of them.
The team couldn't get SCA or

limited on season status in order
to practice or participate in
tournaments. This did not allow
cadets to miss intramurals,
parades, ormandatory formations
to play or practice. The result
were small sluggish practices and
short handed teams traveling to

games.
Because of these things, the

Get your chin in when you pitchl This ball is sent
screaming toward home plate as the Folcon pitcher gets
yet another strike. Photo by C. Harris

team didn't perform very well.
But, with more playing time

together, the team finallymeshed.
In the last tournament of the
season, the softball teamwon four
of six games.

The team will lose seven

starters to graduation and hope
that new players will try out to fill
their voids.

Despite the slow start and
grim prospects, a member of the
team commented that playingwas
enjoyable.

"Most of us who are on the
team, either played baseball in
high school or even here for
awhile," C3C JJ Johnson said.
"We love competition and this
gives us the opportunity to gain
more experience while playing a

sport we really like."
By Rob Sepp

Hey batter, batter, batter swing/ Wifh a tremendous

blast, this batter sends the ball saiiing info deep, deep
center field. Phofo by C. Harris

Ready for anything that comes his way, C3C JJ Johnson
stonds guard prepared for a hit down the line.
Photo by C. Harris
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Los Padrinos Protestant Choir



Celebrating
cultural differences
two clubs
come together to

PARTY DOWN
As I got closer to the ballroom

dance floor, I could hear the salsa
music wafting through the dimly
lit Arnold Hall corridor...! could
tell this would be a night to

remember, and indeed it was.
Two societies came together

to create this special dance called
Sal-Soul. Los Padrinos, andWay
of Life (two clubs open to all
cadets, that provide members
with Hispanics or black officer

Taking time to slow it down, C2C Chris Ingleton and
C4C Genevieve Jackson catch their breath on the dance
floor while enjoying the music. Photo by M. Darakjy

leadership and support) decided
to band together to offer
Academy cadets a taste of two
ethnic worlds. And itwas obvious
that it was being enjoyed by all
heritages as they swayed their
bodies to the smooth sounds of
salsa, or hip-hopped to rap and
soul.

Once again the two

committees bonded as one to
learn more about each other, not
only in the professional realm of

officership, but also on a social
level on tne dance floor.

By Aurelia Dillard
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Picking up some new Spanish dance steps from her

partner CIC Victor Moncrieffe, C2C Kim Betts waits for

the music fo stari before showing off her hidden talent.

Photo by M. Darakjy

So much music and so little fime C4C Tannia Kusfko

gives D.J. C4C Dove topez-CucunT/o some helpful hints
on what to play during fhe next set. Photo by M.
Darakjy
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Competing
for the win
in deep
deep snow

SKIING
When people think of skiing

at the Academy, they think of fun
filled days of cutting it up on a

mountain. However, there are

other cadets who think of skiing
as a competition. These cadets
can be found as members of the
Alpine skiing team.

In the fall, men and women

interested in trying out for the
team work out with current

members of the team. The team

then went through a rigorous
training program of running,
lifting, agility drills, and strength
drills. After the workouts, the
team was selected and moved to
the mountains as soon as the snow
fell to prepare for the season.

While preparing for the
season, the men's and women's
teams set the same goal. In order
for the season to be considered
successful they wanted to qualify
for regionals. To get there, the
team had to compete four times
against the schools of the
Colorado Conference. The
competitions consisted of each
team member making two runs

on Friday and two Saturday.
Then, the times of all runs were

combined and the times from the

top three from each team made

up the final team time. Both teams
did so well at these competition
that they met their goal and

qualified for regionals. Regionals
were held in Winter Park,
Colorado and success once again

belonged to the Academy. The
men's team qualified for nationals
for only the second time in history
with their top five finish. The
women's team did not place as

high as the men in regionals, but
the season was still a success. At

nationals, the men's team could
not repeat the performance they
made at regionals, but like the
women's team, the season was

still considered a success.

Many of this year's team

members from both the men's and
women's teams will be returning
and they are looking forward to

another successful season.
By Rot Sepp

End ofthe line. After completing a grueling course C?C
Debra Hoium is just "drop dead" tired as she lays over
the finish line.

Falcon in flight. On fhe downhill, CIC Lauren Sheahan
flies past her competition by staying low.

fi^B Tr-aditiorz
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Alpine Skiing
The USAFA Alpine Ski Team. (L io R)
Deb Hoium, John Litecky, Jeromie
Sheldon, Corl Hagen, Keel Ross,
Lauren Sheahan, Doug Heckman,
Michael Brothers, Jennifer Allen

"Who put this hiU here anyway?" Step
^^fl by step, Cl C Jennifer Allen makes her

way through a steep portion ofthe
i- course, closely chased by CIC Lauren

Sheahan.

Cross Country
Skiing

The USAFA Cross Country Ski Team
Back: Jennifer Rollins, Heather
McGinnis, Raquel Earley, Down
Wagner, Amber A^oson, Shira Ravifz;
Front: Tom Price, Jason Frazee, Jored

Hutchinson, Jey Worley, Rob O'Neil,
Pete Vitt, Sean Mirus

23'
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Just out faking Fido for a stroll. Even

though some people thought fhe
Terrazzo I OK was "for the dogs, "
others enjoyed putting that little idea
to sfiame. Phofo byM. Darakjy

A new meaning fo "grin ond bore il."
The heaf fhofmoved in for fhe
Terrazzo ] OK led most people fo run

if as quickly as possible.

Navigation
Navigation Club: (L fo R) Courtney
Miner, John Newby, Cosfos
leonidou. Dove Kirby, Brian
Fitzgerald, Todd Bolinger, Joe
Pasqualini, Jim Collins, Mike
Grunwald, Eric Zihmer, Jason Brown,
Mark Blomme



Gutting
it out
when times
get tough

TERRAZZO 1 0K
There has always been two

traditions that cadets have tried
to abide by since the doors ofthe
Academy opened; physical fitness
and charitable deeds. The cadets
of FourthGroup tried to combined
these two ideas this spring in order
to establish yet another new

tradition at USAFA. The result
was the Terrazzo 1 OK run and 5 K
walk.

The idea behind theTerrazzo
lOK and 5k was to get military
members and civilians to come to
the Academy to show off their
physical prowess and at the same

/ was running through fhe park one day.... Even USAFA
cadets came out to give the Terrazzo 1 OK a shot.
Phofo fay M. Darakjy

1,2,3,4 I love the Marine Corps. These two members of
the corps show their stuff. They were easily the winners

of the best dressed runner award.

time raise money for a local
charity. To raise these donations,
there was a minimal entry fee to

participate. All money raised
went to the Ronald McDonald
House in Colorado Springs.
When people paid to race, they
took home a T-shirt and a piece of
the Academy in the form of
terrazzo block to symbolize their
participation.

The turn out for the beautiful
day of the race was good. Not

only did cadets participate, but
people of all ages were seen

running in front of Vandenberg
Hall. "I saw mothers and fathers
pushing their children in carts and
people well over their fifties out

running. It was impressive," said
C4CMichelle Corns, a participant
in the Terrazzo 1 OK run. The
race carried runners throughout
the variable altitudes ofthe cadet
area. When asked about the
course, Corns' first reaction was:
"It was a very tough course.

Running over the Overlook isn't
ever fun." Even with this difficult
course, everyone crossed the
finish line with a smile because
they knew they ran for a good
cause.

The Terrazzo lOK run and
5Kwalkwas a success and raised
a few thousand dollars for charity.
It may establish itself as a tradition
because ofthe reaction of people
like Corns, "I'd run the 1 0K again.
I would like an easier course, but
I would do it again."

By Rob Sepp
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Get
your
self in
the dark
blue river

KAYAKING
This new club gave cadets

the opportunity to learn how to
use a kayak both in the pool and
out in the open water. The club
taught many new kayakers this
year and will continue to do so

forfree. Downtown these lessons
would costapproximately $300.
Members are not allowed to go
out into the open water until they
passed several difficult safety
tests. The result of these strict
rules was a 1 00 percent safety
record.

Another important aspect of
the kayaking club was its
structure and opportunity for
leadership experience. C2C
Mark Lindsey explained, "The
club was very well organized. If
a cadetwas in charge of training,
he or she was personally
responsible for making sure

members were properly
prepared before they entered
the open water. Our OIC,
Captain Burgess from the
management department, felt
this type of organization and
leadership experience was

important for the club and he's
the one who was responsible for
our success in our first year."

Anyone interested in the
water, boats, or just recreational
activities should give it a try. Not
onlywill cadets enjoy themselves

Spin cycle, kayak style! This cadet gives his buddy in the

kayak a little help flipping his craft. Photo By M. Darakjy

in the kayaking club, but they will
gain a valuable leadership
experiencewhen they experience
this new tradition.

By Rob Sepp

Giving a buddy a good tuck. After getting in a kayakf
these two cadets moke final adjustments to fhe skirf so

practice con begin. Photo By M. Darakjy
A really hard ro// out. C2C Mark Lindsey tries to perfect
his eskimo ro// during a team practice. Photo By
M. Darakjy
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Scuba Club
The scufaa club "docks" temporarily
for o huddle shot. Spending a lot of
time under water bui/ds friendships
and teamwork.

Kayaking Club
Look mom, no hands. This cadef

stops for a quick snap shof while

practicing his underwater recovery.
Photo By M. Darakjy

The kayaking club comes ashore for
a little group fun. ...and a much
needed resti Photo By M. Darakjy

Rede^rzed





Cadets
showcase
their theatrical
skills through
plays and musicals

BLUEBARDS
Changing traditions

occurred throughout the
Academy this year. Bluebards
is a good example of how they
changed. Bluebards is a club
which allowed cadets to

Dance, Dance, Dance/ These bluebard actors
practice their dance moves in the Arnold HaU
baUroom. A setting other than the stage gives
members a fresh environment in which fo perfect
their act. Photo by B. Fallis

Practice mokes perfect. Looking a little fishy, this
acting crew practices during a non-dress rehearsal.
Photo by M. Darakjy

fl

One scene in fhe play "Into The
Woods" feotured everybody's
favorite Little Red Riding Hood.

Unforfunate/y she hos met a not-so-

friendly Big Bod Wolf. Phofo by M.
Darakjy

showcase their theatrical skills
through plays and musicals which
are presented to the public in the
Arnold Hall theater. The idea
and structure for this organization
was modeled after the group
"Taps In Blue", a theatrical group
that is sponsored by the Air Force
and performs shows at many
bases.

The Bluebards' year started
with two unprecedented breaks
with tradition. First, members of
the club decided that they could
work better without on Officer-ln-
Charge (OIC) and voted to work
without one. Typically every club
is sponsored by an officer who is

responsible for the financial and
administrative aspects of the
organization. Second, an internal
rift within the group created a

division that started a new,
unofficial theatrical group called
"Show Choir." The show choir
performances are more musical
in nature. It offers the members of
each program to choose plays or
musicals. In many cases members
choose both and find themselves
extremely busy throughout the
year.

Continued on page 3 1 4
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The
showcase
continues

SHOWCHOIR
Even with these problems,

each group was able to put on
two performances. The Bluebards
performed Neil Simon's
"Star Spangled Girl" and "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."
The fall production of "Star

Spangled Girl" was the opening
attraction of the year and paved
the way for the success of the

following performances. "One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"
was a more hearty drama picked
forthe spring performance. Show
Choir was busy spinning their
wheels with "You're a Good Man
Charlie Brown" as their first

production ever.
" Into theWoods"

was their follow-up entertainment
during graduation week. Both

organizations astounded viewers
with theirversatility of lighthearted
and serious drama.

At the end of the year, there
was even more discord among
themembers of both groupswhich
resulted in an unexpected power
struggle and coup d'etat which
resulted in new CICs. The reason
for this fight was over personal
favoritism and the questioning of

the possibility of "Hair"

becoming one of the

performances by Bluebards
nextyear. Itwill be interesting
to see how Bluebards and
Show Choir react to these
and many other unforeseen

changing traditions.

By Rob Sepp and
Mike Brevard

Cl C Jim Fobio, C2C Tonyo Schnorr, ond C2C

Steve England orgue about script changes
during o script rehearsal. Sometimes smiles and

jokes keep fhe stress levels down. Photo by
C. Harris

More crozies! It's clear more than "One Flew Over

The Cuckoos Nest." These codet actors get to

portray roles very different from their own reality.
Photo by C. Horris
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\ C2C Erin Pyle executes a palm hand strike to C2C Eric Crawford's
/ chin. The karate club is a conglomerate of many different styles
t t ranging from shotokan karate, Muay Thai kickfaoxing, faekwondo.

kempo, and kung fu.

Age
old art
dating back
very many years

KARATE
Looking into the 3,194

page Webster's New
International Unabridged
Dictionary published around
1957, the word "karate" was

nowhereto be found. Referencing
another dictionary, this time
Webster's NewWorld Dictionary
from 1 990, it defined "karate"
as "a Japanese system of self-
defense by sharp, quick blows
with the hands and feet."
However, in Japanese, karate
means open hand fighting.

Although karate is a well-
known martial art in the United
States, it is a relatively new one. It
is new in the sense that it was
introduced to the U.S. around the
SOs and 60s. Its popularity
soared due in large part to the
activities of Mr. Edward Parker,
considered the founder of
American Karate.

At USAFA, the karate club

Women's Bowling
(L to R) Jennifer Bivens, Christine Tholen, Diana White,
Katherine Meyer, Yvone Sorokin

practiced American karate. In

essence, the style used was a

combination of many different
styles ranging from Shotokan
karate, Shorinji kempo, Muay
Thai kickboxing, American
boxing, taekwondo, and some

styles of Northern or Southern
Chinese kung-fu. Those whowere
adept in their styles tried to share
a little of what they knew to the
rest of the club. Itwosnotunusual
to see a block belt in taekwondo
teaching class one day and then
a block belt in kempo teaching
class the next day.

Despite the variety of
styles, the main emphasis was

learning traditional Japanese
karate-do with its classical wide
stances, sweeping blocks, and
very linear movements. Kotos,
or forms, were also a big port of
the instruction.

Forthe post several years,
the club has been under the
tutelage of Mr. Dave Cummings,
the current World Champion of
Muay Thai kickboxing. C2C Eric
Crawford, the club CIC, along
with C 1 C Mike Sierco, and C2C

Greg Hopkins participated in

early spring in a kickboxing
tournament held at Lewis Palmer
High School. In front of a crowd
of 500 spectators, it was the first
time the club hod entered in a

kickboxing tournament. In the
end, CIC Mike Sierco and C2C
Greg Hopkins emergedwith titles.

By Joe Gordon
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Community
youth enjoy
good times
in Springs with

NEW FRIENDS
Officially known as the Falcon

Club, Big Brothers and Big Sisters
is one ofmany organizations that
enjoys helping the community. At
the beginning ofthe year, there is
a membership drive in the Cadet
Wing. However, not everyone
con be a Big Brother or a Big
Sister. There is an interview
process for cadets who wont to
be a port of thisYMCA sponsored
club. Also, cadets must submit
reference letters to describe their
background and personality. The
reason for this extensive
procedure is to moke sure people
who ore accepted into the
program are good role models
forthe children involved, which is
the purpose of Big Brothers and
Big Sisters.

When people ore accepted
into the club, they ore matched up
with children, who ore

affectionately known as "littles."
The cadets and littles meet once a

month at on event sponsored by
the YMCA. However, they can

meet more often on their own

time. Also, cadets will frequently
coll the home ofthe little to check
up on them.

Big Brothers and Big Sisters is
rewarding for all involved,
especially cadets. One
fourthclassman involved in the

Dooo.' Even though his shirf soys kick Army's butt, this
cadet seems like he's getting a little butt kicking himself
Photo by A. Dillard

program said: "I hod a lot of fun.
It was the highlight of the year
because I knew I was giving love
and affection to someone who
may not get enough at home."

By Rob Sepp

Four! This young golfer looks on os his cadet brother
models the perfect putting stance. Rumor has it he
missed. Photo by J. Tipton

Don't shoot until you see the whites of their eyes! This
cadet watches as his little counterparts blast away at the
targets moving down range.
Photo by J. Tipton



This cute young lady realizes she's
on camera, and poses with a pretty
smile. Photo by A. Dillard

A little care under the big top. These
cadets make sure their little brothers
and sisters won't be sorry later for
their "day in ihe sun."

Phofo by J. Tipton
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Practicing
with your
pistol improves
your accuracy

PISTOL CLLB
The pistol team is a spin off of

the varsity pistol team that was a

part of the Athletic Department.
When the team was cut from the
Athletic program, the pistol club
was formed. The pistol team is

competitive and is limited to twenty
cadets and one manager. The
purpose behind the club is to offer
recreational shooting to cadets as
well OS teach them care and use.

Cadets hove the opportunity to

shoot various caliber pistols in
various stances. The club also
shoots the Navy qualification
course with the chance of earning
the Navy qualification ribbon.This

Nice shootin' Tex. This cadet practices keeping a locked

arm to improve his standing position down at ihe range.
Photo by B. Knowlton

long ogo, when men were men... C2C Todd Macler

watches as C2C Gordon Hunter polishes his piece offer
an impressive display of his gunslinging abilities. Photo

by B. Knowlton

Archery Club
The USAFA mighty archery club rendezvous for a shot

with their trophies Mounts and pelts decorate their

festive lodge.

yearwas different than the post in
that the team recruiting occurred
in late January. Prior to tryouts,
the team did not hove enough
members to field a Sectional or
Notional team in any of the three
events. What happened after

tryouts is a Cinderella story.
The Air Force Academy's

pistol team captured the overall
Notional Team Champion
Aggregate at the 14th Annual
NRA Intercollegiate Pistol

Championship at the Olympic
Training Center. At the

championship, CIC Dove

Vondrok, C2C Aaron Hartzler,
C3C Brent Cobb, and C3C Scott
Morrison captured the gold medal
in standard pistol. Vondrok,
Hartzler, Cobb, and C4C Joson

Repak captured the bronze
medals in both air and free pistol.
The team competed for the
Aggregate Championshipwith ten
other teoms who qualified for
Nationals.

By Rob Sepp



Competition
Flying

Cadet Compefih'on Flying Team

Front: Jon Scheer, Brian Van

Matre, Rich Lubey, Becky
Bernadini, Jeff Batchers, Jim
Coffins, Mark Mitchum, Scott
Affison, Wes Headrick; Back:
Adam Flood, Chuck Padalak,
Dave Orfh, Mark GameH, Doug
Greenleaf, Brock l.orber
Photo provided hy ft. Lubey

Rise and shine. Dew stiU covers the
field as fhe moming sun burns off the
fast bit of fog. Cadets awaken early
on Saturday fo start Hieir trek of
Philmont Scout Ranch.
Photo by B. Boyd

Rodeo Club
The rodeo club rounds up for a group
shot. This organization represents fhe
Academy in many rodeos every year.

Tr- czdi tio rt
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Do you enjoy growing closer
to noture through hiking and

explorers
club could be just for you.

The explorers club is a

notional organization which is

sponsored by the Boy Scouts of
America. A majority of members

tttmimm

Go
camping
and exploring in
the vast wide open

EXPLORERS

Designated water boy. C4C Darren Ellisor replenishes
the only limiting factor of the Philmont trip: water.
Cadets had to wait an hour for purified water to drink.
Photo by B. Boyd

What o view. C4CMark Hudnall, C4C
Darren Ellisor, and C4C Shannon Doyle
relax and watch the last bit of sunlight
fade behind the mountains after a full

day of hiking with forty pound backpacks.
Phofo by B. Boyd

in the club ore former Boy and
Girl scouts. Members are heavily
involved in understanding
camping ond outdoorskills. When
cadets hove mastered these
abilities, they con help younger
scouts in several different
capacities.

In the winter, the explorers
hosttheFreezoree in Jack'sValley.
During this comp out, cadets
demonstrate winter survival skills
to local Boy Scouts. Throughout
the year, the Explorers will go
downtown to several Girl Scout
troops and teach them how to
build fires and tie knots. Finally,
Explorers ore given on

opportunity to showcase their
talents in the summer while they
participate in a summer leadership
program. Cadets go to Philmont
BoyScout reservation and become
a pork ranger for three weeks os

they lead scouts through the forests
and mountains of New Mexico.

Ifyou've never gone camping
before, and aren't sure if the
explorers is for you just listen to
thismemberofthe club: "Ifyou've
never camped before, it's a good
experience. Itwill introduce you
to the outdoors and you take away
on experience that teaches you to
enjoy nature for a lifetime."

By Rob Sepp



Handball
Senior Steve Lindemuth gets ready fo rip a cross court

drive serve during one of his matches this winter at the
Co/orado Springs Pikes Peak YMCA tournament. Photo

By B. Scharton

Front: Jimmy Fuller, Celeste Colvin, Michael Gonzalez,
Frank Watson, Sfeve Lindemuth, David Salisbury; Back:
Kristin Vanderberg, Kris Norwood, Chung Low

/ / m
^

Wings Of Blue Wings Of Green
Front Nate Hansen, Joel Higley, Peggy Coffey, Tim Russell, Tofaie McMaster, Chris Kean,

Dane Crawford, Rich Murray, Jesse Hernandez, Shawn Cochran; Bock.Refaecca
Sonkiss, Scoff Kelfer, Matt Kenton, KjeU Lindgren, Karl Koch, Doug Pratt, Jason
Fisk, Warren Sneed, Don Mentch, Gregg Leisman, Chris Sage, Alex Anastasiou,
Scoff Taylor, Rick Wageman

Fronf:MikeManion, Doug Brock, JeffMeade, Eric Delwiche, Tim Kao, Mike Vomer, Mike Rahm,
BrentBuckner, Pete Boseman; Back: Alan Wigdahl, Jon Wheeler, Dave Nilles, George Schwarix,
Jake Lundberg, Matt Burba, Kevin Kozuch, Dant St. Clair, Brent Maier, Darin Hoenle, Dusfii^
Allred, PhU Stodick, Rich Sherrow

tm, ^^^(



Handball
team
excels
at local
tournaments

SMACKING
The Air Force Academy's

men's ond women's hondboll
team once ogoin finished in the
top 1 0 ot the 1 994 United States
Handball Association (USHA)
Notional Intercollegiate Handball
Tournament.

Pacific Universitywas the host

Junior Celeste Colvin watches her opponent make a

return during one of the matches at nationals. Celeste
advanced to the semifinals in the Women's B Division,
the highest finish ever for an Academy female handball
player. Photo By B. Schorfon

Senior team coptoin Kris Norwood unleashes a vicious

forehand kill shot fo the right corner during one of his
matches of fhe I 994 USHA Collegiate Nationals. Photo

By 6. Scharton

#

forthe 1 994 national tournament
that took place February 24-27
in Portland, Oregon. A total of
22 colleges participated in the
1994 notional event.

The Academy's men's
handball team placed eighth in
the men's final standings while
the women's team coptured fifth
place. In the men's and women's
combined team competition, the
Academy ploced seventh in the
final standings.

C2C Celeste Colvin from CS-
0 1 odvanced to the semifinals in
theWomen's B Division. Thiswas
the highest finish ever for on

Academy female handball
player.

The other cadets who
represented the Academy at the
notional tournament were CIC

KristopherNorwood, C 1 C Steven
Lindemuth, C2C David Salsbury,
C2C Chung Low, C3C Frank
Watson, C4C MotthewOrlowski,
and C2C Kristin Vonderberg.

During the course of the
winter handball season, members
of the cadet handball team

participated in tournaments in
Denver, Fort Collins, Colorado
Springs, and Cheyenne,
Wyoming. In April, cadet
handball team members played
in the Colorado State Singles
Championships in Lakewood,
CO.

By Bill Schorfon

Redefined



DODO STAFF
The DODO staffers in rare form.
Photo by S. Morris
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Tr-adi tio n

POLARIS
EDITING STAFF
Look af the quality photoi The
producers of the yearbook gather for
fhe most we// developed shof of fhe
book. Timeliness and organization
are what allow these editors to

produce a quality publication. Phofo
by B. Scharton
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A
humorous
look at
cadets and
their habits

THE DODO
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One of the many praised
organizations in Cadet Wing
Media is the DODO magazine.
The DODO is o newspaper
magazine which provides a

humorous look at cadet life. The
odd boll humorists who produce
the publication poke fun at cadets
and their unusual habits.

The Dodo was headed by
C2C Mark Piper. His new

organizational style and his hard
working staff provided quality
humor to the Wing. Many times

Wing Staff became the butt of the
joke by enforcing nonsense

policies and just beingWing Staff.
Their continued hard work will

surely lighten the tough timeswith
satirical humor.

By Michael Brevard

Sir, i't seams lil^* ev�r-J day 1
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Cadef humor at its best/ These DODO cartoons are

among many produced in this year's issues.
Car+oons by DODO sfaff
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Hoping for a little Miss Butterfingers. From a good stance and with

a good grip, C2C Jennifer Smith tries to force the baU oui of her

opponents hands and back in play. Photo by S. Weston

Quicker
than lightning
LSAFA
women rock
the house

RUGBY
When people mention rugby,

they usually think of rough looking
guys who are scarred from head
to toe and ore missing a few teeth.
However, o new tradition is

starting ottheAcademy in regords
to that physical abuse some

people find fun.
Four years ago, o notional

collegiote Final Four was started
forwomen's rugby and every year
the Falcon ruggers hove mode an

oppeoronce. Forthe second time
in four years, the women's rugby
teom returned to the Acodemy
with a notional championship. Air
Force defeated the semifinolist

^ Abie fo leop tall rugby players in a single bound. This

i player jumps to get a view of her teammates waiting for
J the pass. Photo by S. Weston

University of Oregon and went

on to foce rival Boston College
which wos the team they faced
for their first national

chompionship. Air Force won 7-
3 with tournament MVP CIC

Tracy Hubbard scoring the

game's only tri. Hubbard was

nomed All-American along with
CIC Yvonne Spencer, CIC

Virginia Weldon, CIC Patty
Rodriguez-Rey, C2C Heidi
Wahlmon, and C3C Joyce
Gonge.

To prepare for their run at

the notionol championship, the
women's rugby team played a

difficult schedule of club teams.

The clubs with such as long time
nemesis as the Old Girls, ore

tougher then most college teams.
The schedule was so tough this

yeor that the team lost three
starters and hod to restructure the
team, but players such as Gonge
filled the voids nicely. The team

mode it through their tough
regular seasonwith the assistance
of CIC Pete Smith ond
Senior Airman Croig Bultz and
due to this preparation cruised

through regional to the Final Four.
When osked how physical

the gomes ore, team captain and
Final Four MVP Trocy Hubbard
said: "Oh, my aching bonano!"

Despite the pain, the women's

rugby team has established and
will continue a new tradition at

USAFA.

By Rob Sepp
Redefined
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Rollingwith thepunches, change
is no stranger to Class of*94



"Red Hot '94" met the redefmW^I of tradition
head on when they walked in the door and
became the first class to face the "Hard Out"

policy. This policy did not allow basics to leave
until after BCT and it continued through the 1 993
BCT training. Since that fateful summer, the Class
of 1 994 rolled with the punches.

During their stay at USAFA, this class saw

changes such as the clock breaking during
Recognition, Part I, SERE dropping the "E" off its
pronunciation, and pilot slots changing from as

many as needed to 225.

Although traditions such as soaring, T-41,
and the Ring Dance remained untouched, the
Class of 1 994 will always remember the "new
traditions" they suffered through together and
how it prepared them for the new, ever changing
Air Force careers that they will now embark
upon.

By Rob Sepp

Traditioii

AH smiles and hi-fives, these newly
graduated lieutenants enjoy the first few

moments of the rest of fheir lives. Despite
all the tough times 1 ,008 people from

the Class of '94 walked across the

platform on June J fo receive their

diplomas. Photo by C. Gros/ean

Redefinedffli



Jeffrey Lloyd Babinski
Babs

Sharon, ND
Human Factors Engineering

To everyone that I have known here the
last four years - You are what mokes
this place bearable. My special thanks
go to Mom, Dad, Carrie, the fellas and
especially to Tricia. Without your sup
port, and a lot of divine intervention, I
would have never made it through this

place. And finally, thanks to the last

minute, or nothing would hove ever

gotten donel

And, walking, I went beyond the fence.
- "R is for Rocket" by Roy Bradbury

Kevin Michael Bames
KB

Aubum, AL / NJ / Canada
Human Factors Engineering

The very essence of leadership is that
you have a vision. - Theodore Hesburgh.
The key to success is attitude.
- Anonymous

LEAD BY EXAMPLE! - KB

I came here to serve my country, to

learn, and to lead. I have been af
forded all of these opportunities and I
am grateful. Many thanks to God, my
family, and my friends. Good luck and
Godspeed '94, 'til we meet again.

Jason Paul Boal
Exton, PA

Electrical Engineering

The time has come to ramble on. Dont
move too fast, if you wont your love to

last. Take it as it comes. Mom, Dad,

Kevin, and Erin... No words ore good
enough to thank you. All my memones
at school are with the team. Friends
make a world of a difference. See yo.
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"K.C."
Suffern, NY

Military Histoiy
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"There is no problem that can't be
solved by the suitable opplicoton of

high explosives." My friends, look be

yond yourselves and you will see the
world around you. Use your mind or

someone will use it for you. Respect
those that love you, or you will lose
them. As on officer, remember, "The
needs of the many outweigh the needs
of the few. ..or the one." Mom & Dod,
thanks.

Christopher Anthony
Cnocolaad

Choco
Juniper, FL

Aeronautical Engineering

Mom, Skip, Don, Gail - I love you.
For the Friends I have made the post

four years - you mean the world to me.

Guns Guns Guns

David Stephen Eaglin
West Memphis, AR

Management

Thanks to Mom, Steph, Grandmaw
and the rest of my family for fheir love,
support ond understanding. Thanks to
all the fellas for keeping me and each
other sane through itall, because if we
couldn't lough we'd all go insane.
Thanks to Falcon football, the coaches
and the team for all the memories.
Thanks Bob and Jeon for your support
too.

mau

Angela Jaime Erickson
Angie

Bedford, TX
Management

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jo Ann, Grandma
and Grandpa, and most importantly
God. I would never have made itthrough
the Academy if even one of you had
been missing from my life. To all ofthe
Preppies, Moch Oners, Becky & Amy,
Tracy, and Sandy, thank you for always
being there - I love and miss you all.

Ziggy, thank you for being you.
"Through adversity, we grow stronger.
Failure is never fatal, but failure to

change might be."

,fdl^
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Cynthia Elaine Green
Cyndi, Cynhad, Toes

Brindisi, Italy
Management

First, and most importantly, I would like
to thank my mom and dod for every-
Ihing they've done for me. Without their
love and support, I would never have
survived four years at the Academy (Ti
amo molto). You hussies on the rugby
team made my last two years quite an

experience. I wouldn't have missed it
for the world! To everyone else (espe
cially Mary, Andrea, Ritz, Chris, Jo

son): I love you guys! Stay cool!

Craig Michael Harmon
Brownsville, TX

Biology

James, Brady, Mike, Strick, Steve,
Choco, Snowy, Mandy, Cindy, Andrea,
Homie,Jeff, Toter, Ed, Sammie, Jimmie,
Dock, K.C, Joe; all I owe more than I'll

ever return. I pray thotthe Air Force will
some day allow me to return some of
what I have taken. I appreciate all the

understanding my parents have given
to me. Most of all I thank God I am outta

here!

Andrew Worth Holmberg
Homie

Eden Prairie, MN

Military History

My love and appreciation go out to

those who are dearest to me: Mom,
Dad, Kathy, Susie, Todd, Rose, and of
course the Korns. The Lord has blessed
me with your support and love. Thanks
to each one of you and thank the Lord.

^�

Jay Edward Johnson
;/

Cloquet, MN
Human Factors Engineering

I would rather sit alone on a pumpkin
than on a crowded velvet cushion. -

Henry David Thoreau
Here's to: the power. Snowy, Ev's, camp
ing, skiing, MGD, flops, and Mach
Oners. Thanks Mom, Dad, and the
Johnson clan, Plante's, my family, and
friends for the love and support. I'm
thankful for having met all you here at

Camp USAFA. Will I miss you? OH
YEAH!! I sure will! Later, JJ

^
/



Shane Alan Knighton
Tater

Charleston, WV.
Aeronautical Engineering

It's hard to believe it's the end of the

beginning. Thank you Mom, Dad, and
Trav, for the unyielding support with
which you helped me succeed. To

Strick, Jimmy, Steve, Choco, and Sammy,
you're the best. Finally, Thank you Lord
for fhe strength I turned to you for each
and every night.
"My soul intention is learning to fly
Condition grounded, determined to try
Can't keep my eyes from the circling
sky." - Pink Floyd

Andrea Marie Lalk
Midland, MI

Astronautical Engineering

Throughout life we search for strength,
truth, and love. ^"'
The years here have taught us strength.
Our friendships have taught us love -

the love only true friends share. i

While we have encountered these, we
will always seek THE TRUTH.
AML
It's finally over! I love you Mom, Dod,
and Shelly. Thanks for picking me up
when I was down and helping me

through. Mike - here's to our life

together!

Steven Noel Lindemuth
Anchorage , AK

Aeronautical Engineering

Thank you Mom, Laura, Paul, Charlie,
Eve, Vernon, and Helen for your help
and support, and thank you Dad for
your inspiration. I couldn't have done it
without each of you.

James Vemon Mott II
Jimmy

Andalusia, AL
Mathematical Sciences

The Academy is kind of like the movie
Alice in Wonderland. You're always
"late for on important date," and if you
screw up it's "off with your headl'Tooll
of my squadron buds, I couldn't have
mode it without you. Thanks for every
thing Mom and Dad. I Love You.

Kok Pin Pang
Sammy

Singapore
Aeronautical Engineering

Gobi...! miss you.
Went through these four years count

ing the days left to see my Babi and

family again. Thanks to all my buddies
and their families who taught and
showed me the American way of life.
Steve, Choco, Tater, Strick, and Jimmy

- "Check Six!"
"To learn and know IT, you hove to

come and see IT" - The Wise ChinaMan.

David Ronald Parker
Doc

Florence, NJ
Electrical Engineering

Thanks to my family and all who have

given me the opportunity and motiva
tion to succeed. It's been an interesting
journey. All things considered, I
wouldn't trade the memories and friends
I've mode here for anything in the
world.

"The Cause endures, the Hope still
lives, the Dream shall never die." -

Anonymous

Jeffery Scott Patton
"General"

Bloomington, MN
Astronautical Engineering

My interpretation of life's little instruc
tions: Travel, own a dog, drive fast,
collect everything, enjoy oil sports, lis
ten to all kinds of music, read Dr. Seuss,
play Sega to relieve stress, watch as

many movies as possible, drink lots of
Mt. Dew, and live in Minnesota.
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Roger, all of my
friends, and everyone in Mighty Mach
One for all the help, support, and love.

Michael Mathew
Pelger Jr
Airstrike

State ofOhio
Mathematics

Hil Partyin' with the von, man.

Don't be afraid. Don't look bock,
Feelin' Satisfied: Boston.

Slept"

\K
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Stephen Michael Pieper
Pipes

Englewood, CO
Mechanical Engineering

"The best way out is always through." -

Robert Frost

Singapore Som, the Skoal Brothers,
Heovy-D, KB, Cojones, the Novy Crew,
Snowy, J J, Weston, and the Salty Squids,
you guys ore the best. I'd do it again in
a second. Fair winds, and keep your
eyes on the Prize. Thanks Jesus, Kris,
Mom, Dad, and the three S's. I wouldn't
have mode it without you.

Mark Adair Snowden
Snoioy

Berkeley Heights, NJ
Human Factors Engineering

"Yes, it was..." Mom, Dad, Blake, and
all of those who hove encouraged me,
as well OS those who said I couldn't,
Thankyou. I could not have succeeded
without you. Live life hard and remem

ber. Be tough yet gentle. Humble but
bold, and swayed always by beauty
and truth. To my friends in Mach One,
you made this place bearable. First
takes care of its own.

X

Brian Paul Poyant
Fools

Rochester, MA
Civil Engineering

I have nothing profound to soy, and no

momentous thoughts. So to everyone,
I'll just soy goodbye and good luck,
except the Fools and the Pigs. To them,
I raise my gloss. CHEERS!! We mode
it.

Christopher Robyn
Stricklin
Strick

Shelby, AL
Economics

The end is near, a new beginning on the

horizon. A whole-hearted THANK YOU
to the boys, here and Alabama, Terri,
my family, and the Lord for keeping me

focused on the dream.
"Feel the breeze?
Time's so near you con almost taste the
freedom.
There's a worm wind from the south.
Hoist the sail and we'll be gone.

By morning, this will all feel like a

dream." - Queen sryche

Brenda Jean Smith
Wisconsin Rapids, WI

Biology

Things I learned at USAFA:

I really love my family. Freedom is o

privilege. Don't expect life to be fair.
Smiling works. Things never turn out as
planned. Some rules were meant to be
broken. Friends and a sense of humor

keep you sane. Nobody's on atheist at
war. Just to keep your mouth shut! Be

yourself and take pride. Don't quit.
Friday is coming. Don't confuse comfort
with happiness.

Joseph Conrad Terrones
Joe

Salt Lake City, UT
Computer Science

We Mode It- No Kidding!!
Who's Really Going on Here?

Thanks Mom, Dod, John, and all my
family and friends. I very much appre
ciate all your support and encourage
ment over the years. Love you all.

Remember: "Success is measured by
the amount of happiness you hove in

your life." - Someone Special

Good Luck Fellas, Time go leepy...

Raphael Michael Smith
Ray

Owls Head, ME
Economics

Thank you God, family, and friends for
helping me along. I think I've hod a

good time by most standards. I just
hope the restof my life doesn't go by as
fast OS the last five years hove.

Scott AndrewWeston
Scotty

Phoenix, AZ
Astronautical Engineering

I've found that it's not about grades, it's
not even about slots, it's about standing
on that wall. Mom, Dod, and Big Bro
Dan, you all taught me something dif
ferent, things that I couldn't have mode
it without. I love you all.
Thank you God for helping me moke
it through one day at a time.Well, I

guess I con say I'm finally a rocket
scientist � after all, I've been a space
cadet for four years.



Ahmad Farzi Bin Haji
Ahmad

Farz, Al-Tee
Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia

Aeronautical Engineering

As time goes by, the bitter sweet memo
ries of USAFA... the "gross-out" con
tests, the flat iron event, ring dance, sq.
parties... will always remain dear in my
heart. More importantly, the friend
ships ... Chris, Bill, John, Guin, Korn,
Jimbo, Ed, Tony G, Dove. ..etc. will truly
be cherished throughout my career.

Thanks Abrah and Mama, Mr. and
Mrs. Rovetti for all the encouragement
and support. Couldn't hove made it
without ya all!

WiUiam Charles Allen
Bill, Billy. Wild
Monument, CO
Management

L

Thank You God, My Family, all my
friends and coaches.
We ore the hollow men, we are the
stuffed men...

Horror has a face and you must moke
a friend of horror. Horror and moroi
terror ore your friends. If they are not
then they are enemies to be feared.
This is the end, my only friend, the end
MCSFDODHHH

Steve Lee Blevins
Q-Ball

Eagle River, AK
Human Factors Engineeniii

WOW! What an experience that was. 1^
will hove to moke sure not to do thotj
again. I would like to thank Mom, Dad,
Kimberly, and Carrie for oil of their

support. Also a big thanks to my

roomdog Jim.Well, I guess there is only
one thing left to say "lam outta' here!

Tr-aditio n



"Svlark Haralson Brownell
Markl/. Skippy

St. Antlion) , NIN

Economics

0 start at the beginning, I must thank

enji for pushing me, and Gov, Hans,
:hris, and R.Scott for hefping me sur-

ive. I also toast "The Boys" Jimbo,
�ren, all the Deucers, the DB's bock

ome, and Tony the roommate who

ept me in balance. "How strange is

not clinging love we hove for life even

n the excess of misery" (Victor Fran-

;enstein

Stephen Howard
Bunting

Sieve. Bun-Tang, Boon-Tivang,
Tarlioro, NC

Engineering Mechanics

Thank you sir, may I hove another?
Another major, mech sucks, another
chance to thank Mom Dad and God.
another chance to hang with the fellas.
Red-Rocks, highway weeds, the fei las.
Red-Rocks, detox, the fellas,
Red-Rocks, ambulance, the fellas,

"Here's to us, who is like us? Damn few,
and they're all dead" at Red-Rocks! Is
there really a need for a bond ?
No, just the Fellas!

Iggl

Eduardo Castaiieda Jr
Lab. Mad Mex, Ed
Oak Brook, IL
Management

From on lllini to a Falcon, wouldn't
have it any other way.
To my parents and fam. Here's to you!
To the Fellas, Here's to us!
Steve, Korn, Jimbo, Lando, Calley, and
Robb, Who is really like us?
Thanx for Gallon Jugs, Red Rocks,
Beer Banners, Oktoberfest, To the
people we heckled.,, you deserved
it. Grand Canyon, Rob's, Subway,
Camping, Old C's, Fields of Gold;
Court, you'll always keep a special
port of my heart.

David Andrew Claire
Dave, Clairence

Tampa, FL
Basic Sciences

Thank you Lord, we finally made it, I

really do look back on the four years
and see only your footprints. Dod,
Mom, Dan, Cathy - the best family,
thanks. Thank you friends: Dave,
Daymen, Deuce, Erin, Jon, Kev, Liz,
Mark, Marv,Matt, Note, O J, Ric, Stein,
Steve, Tony, and all of OCF. Wow,
gold bars, short hair, and a degree
too! Mic 6:8, Heb 12:11. IX_YE.

James Allen DeReus
Iron River, MI

Biology
' '-��� The Academy was a great challenge.

Without o challenge, life is not worth

^f:i"living, I hove to thank my family for the
'"�***^,.;-:'iupport they gave me. Most of all, I

'�,.,..,B'have to thank myfriends for helping me

,- :'make it through. Without people like
-them, I never would have survived this

. -flplace. "Once you ha.ve it up, keep it
,.:.', up."

David Keaton Dick
Alpharetta, GA

Bachelor of Science

Withoul the support of my Mom, Dad,
Grandfather, Dana, and Dr. and Mrs,

Cole I would not have mode it, I am

blessed to hove them. Thanks to all my
friends. It has been a hard four years
but it has been worth it. "Two roads

diverged in o wood, and I took the one

less traveled by, and that has mode all

the difference," Robert Frost

James Blanton Dodd
Jimbo

Lovington, NM
Chemistn-

I would like to thank my parents for all
of their support. My four years at the

Academy have not been the easiest, I

hove changed since I have been here,
I guess I am more bitter than I was when
I first drove through the gates, but when
I leave I think I will be better able to

meet my challenges in the Air Force. I

would liketo thank my friends, for their
support, without you guys I don't know
ifl would still be here. To Megon I hope
you know what you mean to me.

Anthony Sales Gamboa
Tony G. 6- T-Bonc

Woodbridge, VA
Chemistiy

I would like to first thank my family -

Mommy, Chief, Liza, Tess and Don -for
all your support throughout the years;
I don't think this would hove happened
without you. Then, of course, "To the
Boys". I'll never forget you guys -Jimbo,
Bren, Johan, JJ, and all the Hecklers,
And especially Marky Have I told you

today that "You do Man?" Remember

guys: "But we're never gonna survive
unless we get a little bit crazy" -SEAL

Redefined



Kurt Ian Gordon
Flash

May Pen, Jamaica
Basic Science

THANX "FELLAS!"

peace

David Allan Grein
Big Dave, Lurch
Lancaster, OH
Graduation

Sometimes the world's a storm, pne
day soon, the storm will pass and all
will be bright and peaceful. No more

tears or pain. If you believe, look 2 the
down and fearlessly bathe in the Purple
Rain.
This storm has passed and I have God,
my family and friends to thank for

helping me through. To the fellas, thanks
for your friendship and understanding.
Hey, we didn't get caught!

Shane Clarke Haughian
Shaner

International Relations

Foremost, thanks to Mom and Dad,
your love and sacrifice got me here.
Fellow Chickenhawks, Melvins, and

Deucers, I wouldn't trade the times we

shared for anything. The Class of '94:
We alone understand the pain of rec
ognition and pride of being "RED HOT!"
Most importantly, thanks to Joel, Doug,
Lalo, Dave, and all the others who
made Camp USAFA bearable. It's time
to "Press On" and conquer the world.

Kelly Lynn Healv
Kail

San Diego, C.A
Management

lam just happy to be here! Really! Ever
so, I never would have mode itwithoi'
my family and myfriends. You haveal
made these post four years the best
years of my life... so for. Tigeroonies,
fellow management majors, our

"clique", and of course the soccer team
- "nobody else" will miss you like I will,
Having two sisters here is definitelythe
only way to go. It's been great bemji
known as a Heoly sister. I'm so proiid
of you both. Suson and Tracy, i love
you.

Matthew Daryl Johnson
Johann, MJ

Buffalo Grove, IL

Management

I can't believe I survived! I would like to

thank God and my family for always
being there through the good times and
bod. Also, to all those friends that I
could depend on, you know who you
ore, you made this place more bear
able. I think
I hove hod enough character building.
What con I soy, it's a great place to be
from. Don't cheat the man in the glass.

Tr-adi tio n

Christopher James
Kornmesser

Kbni

Northville, MI
Aerospace Physiology

To all those who said I "couldn't,
shouldn't, or wouldn't"... in your face.
Thanks Bro, for telling me the truth
about this place. You were right. Thanks
Mom and Dad, for putting up with all
the bitch session. Thanks Jimbo, for
teaching me that bitterness cannot only
be on emotion, but a poison running
through the body's veins. Thanks friends,
for tipping the bottle, spilling the blood,
and dripping the sweat all over the

slopes of Colorado. Hope we can do it

again sometime. Catch you on the flip
side fellas.

Jonathan David Landis
Lando

Dayton, OH
Electrical Engineering

THANKYOU: God, family, taxpayers;
You all played on integral port in this 5

year game, "HERE'S TO US., at Red
Rocks, Podre, the Rock-. .WHO IS LIKE
US,.? the Fellas, Hecklers, Cynical bas
tards-. .DAMNED FEW,, only 7, back to
back, sharks in a bowl of goldfish
..AND THEY'RE ALL DEAD" (somewhere
on the highway, in a fast car).
HEY Jimbo, Ed, Robb, Kom, Steve;
CALLey, and ME!!!

Sean Alexander Long
San Diego, CA

Computer Science

Graduating from the Academy was o

dream ofmine since early in high school.
I would like to thank: AAy mother and
father, brothers and sister, grondpar-
ents and friends, I would hove never

made it into the Academy, let alone ^

through, without their support! Adopt
and Overcome! The world is your play
ground...
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Aaron Joel Meyers
Joel

Long Beach, NY
Management

Thanks to God, Mom and Dad, Dan
3nd friends I made it, Than,ks Shaner for
;verything! Also to ECSB MM DP CW
V^JTGMB Noter, the fellas, LOU, and
he rest of the Deucers, ISAIAH 40:31 ,

MATTHEW 7: 13-1 4 "..norrowtherood
hat leads to life, and only a few find it,"
After all was said and done, USAFA
ivos just a pile of opportunities to excel,
leorn, and grow.

Sarah Elizabeth O'Daniel
Odie, OD

Louisville, KY
Biology, (Spanish minor)

"Fight the good fight, finish the race,
and keep the Faith"(2 Tim 4:7). "This is
the Time..." Love you JF, miss you,
soon,. Love you and good luck Kel,
Toro, Gary, LS, KN, and all the 21

94ers, and deuce. Mom, and Dad
thanks, I couldn't have done it without

you, I'll never forget the years, the

tears, the

laughter,...

Nathan Benedict Paddock
Nate, Nater, Tenni-Kater

Franklin, NH

Computer Science

"Here's a song, sung with you in mind.
Maybe itwill make you think about Him
one more time.
And if you can, please try to under

stand,
Jesus is yours for the asking." �Petra
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Non McLaren,
Grampa McLaren, Praise Assembly of
God, and anyone else that sent me

food. Thanks to the Stewarts, Heavenly
Father - just as You promised. You

prepared the way. Thanks. Phil 4:13.

<^^�*�"

^Ujpijffi Christopher Troy
Reynolds

Toph
Anderson, IN

Human Factors Engineering

When I arrived at USAFA on the 29th of

June, 1 990, 1 was fat, dumb, and happy.
Now I'm just dumb. One out of three
ain't bad.
Thanks Mom and Dave for believing in

me and for pushing me to go beyond
my dreams.
Seldom do we regret the things we

hove done. Our deepest regrets arise

from those things we never attempt,
Corpe diem - Seize the day.

Guinevere Rose
Sommers
Guilford, CT

Biology-

Well, no deep words of wisdom from
me, cause I'm not really that wise. Just
o lotof thanks to all of fhose wonderful
people who believed in me. That in

cludes the mom and the dad and the
brother who told me I was an idiot for
coming here. But it turned out to be
worth it. And Paul -thanks for being my
LB,

Wayne Donovan Young
"Soul Train

"

Charleston, S.C.
Management

My stay here wasn't the greatest time in

my life but I made it, I learned a lot
about life and even more about people,
but I'll remember the life lasting friend
ships I made most. Thonx to Obasi and
all the fellas that helped me getthrough
here (you know who you are), A special
shout to Kurt "Flash"Gordon my roomie
and good friend of 3 years, PEACE
OUT. -

Calley Jay Poarch
Calorimeter

Georgetown, TX
Graduation

Praise be to God! Thanks fellas:

Buntang, Lando, Mod-Mex, Korn,
Jimbo, Brimdog ,,, James Brown IS
DEAD! Dad, Mom, Sis, Rot, Jose Keaton,
Mike, Cappy, Terry, Gerri, How'd ya'll
put up with me? It's true, most of the

good times are faint, state dependent
memories ,,, Reggae, Padre, Ring
Dance. To those who served no pur
pose but to piss me off, hope this is the
lost I see of you.

^^^^H^ ^^"iflr'^l^il^

k ��' M
FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Making a splash
and falling short of his destination.
Matt Miller will endure the weight of
wet BDUs for the restof his run through
the obstacle course. Clearing the "wa
ter haze" obstacle was a rare occur

rence for any basic.

-Redefirted



David Wayne Brynteson
Crud

Fargo, ND
Biology

Thanks to God and my parents for
helping me through all the many rough
times. To the McCombs, thanks for

being my family away from home.

Pete, no one could ask for a better
roommate. And to all the brothers.
Will, Scott, Chuck, Joe, and the rest of
the seniors on the football team, you're
the ones that made it all worth it.

Fermin Carretero
Fermi

Madrid, Spain
Electrical Engineering

"Sometimes you have to soy whotthe.
And now, let the good times rol I. Thanks*
Mom and Dod and Brenda (Nocho too)
for all the support. Also thanks to
Choe's family, you were great to us.

"It's when things seem worst that you
must not quit." Heather, Ma, Dod, Pete

and Nan, thanks for all your prayers,
support, and encouragement. Thanks
to all the fellas, the weight room, ond
the golf course for making this place
semi-bearable. CARPE DIEM..
Philippians 4: 13. Take care and see yoi�
in Atlanta-'96.

>�MP
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Xavian Leigh Draper
Xave

Huntsville, AL
Operations Research

I thank God for a country to live in,
honor to live by, and family and friends
to live with. To live for them olll would
die for them all, for each has taught me
what it means to live.

Timothy Charles Dunn
Tim, Two Ton

San Francisco, CA

Legal Studies

I never liked school much, but I liked
learning, so thanks to the people from
whom I learned the most - my family,
friends, and football brothers.

Stephen Alford Goodman
Goody, The Ironman

Englewood, CO
Histoiy - Russian Area Studies

"Go Hard or Go Home." Here's to the
five year plan, plebe brothers, and the

tri-guys that made me my best. Thanks
to Coach for being "the Man." Here's to
the buds who reminded me that a beer
con be a nice diversion from triothlons.
Mom and Dad, thanks for being there

every step ofthe way, Louro, good luck
- do it for yourself. To the mountains -

wait for me.

John Edward Leif
Eveleth, MN
Legal Studies

The thank yous: Love to my family, the
Grosse's, the Roosevelt, the guy that
invented beer, and friends who mode
this production possible. Boom Shonka
to the Reapers, RB, and EB; "If some
thing is hard to do, it isn't worth doing"
-Homer Simpson, "Wise is the man that
uses the brain of others to do his
homework," Documentation: I used my
pen, Starkie, and Tim Dunn's computer
for my blurb.

�A-
Michael Matthew

Marvich
Jodi Michelle
Matemowski

!>- Mike Oilando, FL
Marion, OH Astronautical Engineering,

Dpi-'' Geography Space Operations

It's been four long years but it's finally
coming to an end. I owe a special
thanks to Mom, Dad, and Ryon for all
the encouragement you gave me, and
to Robin and her family for their sup
port. Also, I'd like to thank my former

wrestling coaches who always pushed
me to my limit- and beyond, That'swhat
it takes to succeed, that little extra

encouragement and additional effort.

"We the unwilling, led by the unknow

ing, doing the impossible, for the un

grateful," This quote has frequently
summed up my life here, especially as

an Astro major. Nevertheless, I wouldn't
have done it any other way. Thanks
Mom, Dad, Chuck, Craig, and all my
friends� I couldn't hove accomplished
this without you. Thank God I've mode
itl I'm outta here!

Rebecca Jo Medenwaldt
Becca-J, Reho
Waterloo, WI

Human Factors Engineering

"You miss too much these days if you
stop to think."�U2
Thank God I never really had a prob
lem with this,,-! don't think I could have
made it if I would have thought about it.
From the bottom of my heart, thanks
Mom & Dad for being the absolute
coolest, most awesomest and incred

ibly supportive parents a kid could
hove. I owe you my life.

DarreU Joseph Meyer
D - Money
Lufkin, TX
Management

It is said that college is the best four
yearsof your life. If this is the cose, I am
doomed with a life of misery. Seriously,
thanks and love to my mother and
father who somehow kept me here
through the thick of it all, the
Stubblefield's who were my home owoy
from home. And to my buds, Larry, Joy,
peace, we outto here.

Redefined



John Patrick Newberry
Newbs

Colorado Springs, CO
Aeronautical Engineering

The Academy experience was like a

movie. The first three years were a

horror; BCT, doolie year (good luck

Dozen), recognition, CQ, soaring
(Melvin!). The lost year was a comedy;
school (pass/fail) and open post. Actu
ally, most free nights we were watching
movies.

By the way Joe, you brought me down!
I was 0 good cadet before I met you.
Good luck in the future, we finally
mode it.

Alexandra Palotas
Sandy, Squeak

Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Beha\ioral Science -

Iliunan Bej^irfCiors
i

They all said that Iscouldn't do it. i^No
way, not Palotas." But with the help of
all my friends and family, I was able to

prove all of them wrong. Thanks Mom,
Dad, Anya, Apa Annette, my best friend
Angie, and the one love of my life,
Darec. Without you, I would just be a

plain old "stress-case,"Now I'm a stress-

case with on Academy degree!

Christina Noel Priest
Chris

Houston, TX
Human Behavior, Leadership

I am thankful for the awesome friend
ships and challenges at USAFA that
have brought out my best� the
aura,OCF family, Sean, Nate, Eric,
Laura and the restofmyfriends. When
the chips go down� we're always
there. More importantly, God is al
ways there (Joshua 1:5C), It's been
awesome, but this is only the begin
ning� "Here, there, or in the air"

(Romans 8:28)� until we meet again in

Heaven, adios.

Mark Briscoe Pye
Tyeman, Pyester
Mustang, OK

Political Science, (Ru.s.siau;

Mom, Dad and Sloan: Thanks for be
lieving, nothing happened withoutthot,
I finally realized what I couldn't have
gotten at "What's-o-Motta-U (Reifer
1)"...my friends. JELprovedthe 12 hour
theory; MM never wentto bed; Socrates
kept us long; MTD's got a helluvo
driver; Two ton knows f-boll; CJO and
EG won't forget the Stalag. Keep the
faith, the fot lady's singin'.

ja^n
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Jeremy David Oliver
Rebmann
Rebelmun, Jer
Stillwater, OK

Human Behavior, Leadership

It's about time I get out of this maximum
security kindergarten. My biggest thanks
goes to God, who gave me strength to

make itthrough (Philippians 4:1 3). And
thank you. Mom; you were always
there when I needed o friend. Rick and
Steve: see you otthe Big Apple in 1999.

"Remember, no matter what happens,
you still get to go to heaven."

Tr-a^ditio n

David James Richie
Dave

Lawrenceville, GA
Astronautical Engineering

"So close no matter how far
Couldn't be much more from the heart
Forever trusting who we ore

And nothing else matters ...

Trust I seek and I find in you
Every day for us something new

Open- mind for a different view
And nothing else matters ..." - Metollico

Steven Wade Sears
Searsy

Andrew, IA
Human Factors Engineering

I thank the Lord for all His gifts. His
eternal love and support�without them
I could not stand. Mom and Dad and

my loving family� I love and thank you
for all you've done. Rick and Jer�you
kept me laughing. Heather� Iloveyou
and I always will. God bless America!

Richard Christopher
Sheffe

Rick, Sheffie
Biyans Road, MD
Computer Science ,J

Experiences are most remembered not

by where you ended up, but by what

you gained along the way. Thanks to

my Lord and God for seeing me througn
this place. Mom qnd Dad for being the

best cheerleaders and boosters ever,

to my sisters for keeping me humble, ^
and to Steve and Jer for making this the

most enjoyable experience of my life. 1^
love all you guys. j
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Hk,''^H Jason Eugene Shroyer
J-Bone

Wapakoneta, OH
Civil Engineering

In the immortal words of Dove Corby,
c/o 1991, "It was fate that brought me
here, and stupidity that kept me here."
Actually, I wouldn't trade my experi
ences for anything in the world. A
special thanks to God, Rick, Loni, Hilary,
Richard, and Bill fortheir partin my life,
and Mom, Dad, and the mutt for their
love from the homefront. Darrell, I think
we got the deluxe USAFA package.
ADIOS'

Trevor Wade Smith
Gilligan

Arvada, CO
Engineering Sciences -

Astro Track

Five years, nothing is impossible -

NMMI, BCT, Chorale, CMA, Freshman
Bull@#*!, CDB, recognition, Bluebards,
Show Choir, Flying, H20 Survival, I'm

glad I did it all, even if I sometimes did

things the hard way. To the guys, I
wouldn't have made it with out you.
Christi, remember to smile, I Love You.

Mom, Dod, andthe girls! love you; you
mode it all possible. See Yo on Brood-

Peter Arthur Sullivan
Sully

Springfield, VA
Bachelor of Science

No more tours. No more restrictions.

Finally! Dovemon, two-thirds of us mode
it. It has been a long five years, but
worth it. Thanks so much Mom, Dad,
Kevin and Sarah, I love you! Remem

ber, fellas forever. Dove B (Billy), we
made it! What con I soy? Schlepe lepe,
and Heh! And remember, never stop
working deals. Myrt, can you believe
it? Boston here I come!

Joseph Anthony Thill
Broadway
Berwyn, IL

Mechanical Engineering

I was only able to attain graduation
from this place with the support of my
friends, family, and constant reliance
on God to see me through. Thanks to
all the people who cheered me on I

love you all and finally mode it ...

Yohooooooo,
Newbs, remember the sock fights,

crude jokes, and times we'd hong to

gether. I couldn't hove picked a crazier
roommate or hod so much fun with
one.

Fulfilling a life long goal is always
satisfying, and now only the future
stands before us. However, there will

always be memories of Sunday night
reports with Newby and Joe which
never resulted in anything but procras
tination, I would hove never survived
the years without the loving support
from Mom, Dad, Lynne, Laura, and
Teri and all my friends at home and on

the hill.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Red Hot '94 be

gins to run out of steam. Aggressors
squadron members dream of hitting
the blue magnet after they complete
their run ...fat chance. Practically every
minute of the Class of '94's BCT Train

ing was filled with a new challenge.

-^'
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MarkWolfgang Bjorgen
BJ

Allyn,WA

Management, (German)

Christopher Allen Clagg ]i^^^^
Schtvitz

Ironton, OH

Operations Research

Thank God and my family for all the

love, kindness, and encouragement,
was worth it, but I wouldn't do it agai"'
To my drinking buddies, Gus, BJ, o""

Rob, we had some greottimes together.
Don't worry Gus, I didn't need thol

washcloth anyway (the tours weren'
that bad were they?) To my parachut
ing buddies I wish the best of luck and
Blue Skies... Remember where you come

from and you'll never forget where

you're going - Once a PTWOB, .Here's
t� you, ..PTWOB 056
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Michelle Marie Cooke
Cookie

Cincinnati, OH

I'll always remember the animals, for
that is where it all began. To the clan
from fightin' four�thanks for the friend

ships and keeping mein line, the memo
ries will always remain. To the Dean's,
Kouri's, Mom and Dad thanks for the
cheerleading. "I'm gonna climb that
mountain high, I'm gonna see what's on
the other side; I'm gonna kiss this town

good-bye, I'm gonno climb that moun
tain high!" - Rebo McEntire

Matthew Thomas
Durham
Matt, Bull

New Berhn, WI
Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks Mom, Dod, Mark and Stacey
for everything. I couldn't have done it
without you I love you all.
"The only easy day was yesterday."
"It's a funny thing about life; If you
refuse to accept anything but the best,
you very often get it." Thanks Mom,
Dad, Mark and Stacey for everything. I
couldn't hove done it without you. I love
you oil.

Robert Joseph Giannoni
Rob, Gio, G

Colorado Springs, CO
Civil Engineering

I finally mode it! Five years that I

thought would never end. I would like
to thank Mom, Dad, David, and the

good Lord for always being there with

your tove and support. Also, to the
world's greatest sponsors�You're the
best! To my buds on the team, the party
crew, the fellas of 4th, and all of the

preppies that lasted, I will always re

member the good times we shared.

James Adam Graham
Adum

Spartanburg, SC
Biology

It's hard to believe that this four year
journey has come to o close. To Mom
and Dad, thanks for your prayers, sup
port, and for paying the phone bill. To

my friends in Fightin' Four and the BSU
- it'll never be the same without you.
Most importantly, I thank Jesus Christ
for walking with me every step of the

way through USAFA. I couldn't hove
mode it without Him.

Philippians 4:1 1-13

DarreU Lynn Hubbard
Hubb

Preston, OK
Human Factors

Mom, Dad, and Sis, I owe you more

than words con soy! Thanks,
As much OS 1 really LOVED my sentence

here, the friends are truly what mode it

bearable. To "Sug", Dave, BJ, Steve,
Jungle, Prottster, Lopez, Cookie, The

Funker, and Rus, thanks for adding
some insanity to this place.

If it weren't for lite beer, I'd be even

fatter. If it weren't for Visa, my stay here
would have been way too sober. On to

my desk!?

John Robert Jungblut
JungleButt, Dotiblc J

English
Holland, MI

Nothing can survive in a vacuum, but
I'm still alive and this place has really
sucked, I didn't getthroughalone: Mo

& Mike, Mom & Dad, the Dovises, and

many others. To the fellas; Our num
bers hove dwindled but our friendships
never will. Funky & Bill, gone but never

forgotten. Rus, we're not done with you

yet, Sara, where do I start,.. If it's too

loud, you're too old. Amen.

Kimberly Ann Kadryna
Kim

Sehnsgrove, PA
General Engineering

A BIG thanks to everyone who helped
me get through this place especially
Mom, Dad, and my Little Bro "Jimbo"!
I couldn't have done it without you. I'll
never forget all those wonderful letters.
"One Day At A Time."
"Don't Quit!"
"Do Or Do Not, There Is No Try."
Isaioh 40:28-31
Thanks for being super friends: Mich
elle, Arlene, Matthew, Brad, Stef, Keith,
Bobs, Les, Patrice, Scott, Lonce,
Loppono's, and Klayton's!

Matthew Clark Keiper
Matt, Keip, M.C, Droopy, etc.

Atkins, IA
Management

I'm not much for words so thanks to the
Good Lord, Mom, Dad, the rest of the
family, and all of the friends I've met

along the way. You've all been great.

Goodbye Academy .... It's on to better

days, and nights filled with ....

(recreation)

Redefined



Roberto Ivan Lopez
"Lopey"

Boerne (Bernie), TX!
Civil Engineering

God and Family, thank you all so very
much. If I had to do it all over again�
and become the same man that I am
now� I would. Prior-preppie, colle
giate, the works; the only thing worse

than a lack of potential is a waste of

potential
... I didn't waste an ounce.

Brian Timmothy
Musselman

Moose

Phoenix, AZ
Biologv,

I would like to thank the Lord an| my
family, especially,Mom and Dad, for
giving me the guidance and support to
make it through USAFA. I would also
like to thonk all my friends, especially
Keip, Thick, Brock, Dave, Rob, Jolene,
and oil the Zoomies for making the lost
four years enjoyable, "It won't be long
before my ship comes in ... Gonna soil

right out of Colorado" -Clint Black

Blaine Landry Rochlitz
Blaine

Redding, CA
Economics, (Russian)

"Let us hear the conclusion of the whole
matter: Fear God, and keep his com

mandments: forthis isthewholedutyof
man." - Ecc 12:13
Do your duty! Seek God in the Bible
and let Him change your life. Don't buy
Satan's lie that this world is all there is.
Itwill pass away, buto relationship with
God through Jesus Christ will lost for-

ever.--Fightin' Fourth, I pray this for

you.

Tr-aditio n

Thomas Michael
Sandoval

Tahoe, Sandman, Sandy, Coach,
Teflon

San Antonio, TX
Political Science

I would like to thank my parents, family,
and friends for standing behind me all
these years. Without you guys, I would
never hove mode it. Thanks to my Colo
rado "mom", Kothy Cloppas for giving
me 0 "home away from home." You
mode life here bearable. And thank
God for the strength to moke it through
this place. Preppies always remember:
D.T.A. and S.S.A.

Douglas Gilbert Pratt
Gilbert

Richardson, TX
Management

I wont to express my thanks to Mom,
Dad, Sharon and Cindyfor being there
through everything. Here's to all Trolls
and friends in Four (Wish I could have
lived closer).

To the PTWOBs: The sky is our

playground. Let's keep in touch. Blue
skies!

"Love the Lord our God with all

your heart and with all your soul with
all your mind" (Matt. 22:37) There is
fulfillment in nothing else.

Jennifer Lea Robinson
Jenn

Colorado Springs, CQu,
Biology

Thanks Mum and Pup for putting up
with the complaining and to my sisters
and brother for still claiming me even

though I came here. Thanks to both the
cross-country and track teatn^
(HAANK!) for all the great trips away
from here, and for Verde.,, more and
more every day! And now, life begins.
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Bradley Alan Schilling

Chills
O'Fallon, IL

Human Factors, (German)

Four years and one hundred tours later,
I am graduating from this place. I have
learned more about human behavior
here than my major could ever teach
me. Mom, Dad, Ellen, Yvonne, Gma,
Gpa, Wombat, D, Don, Little Rude,
Mathes, Becketts, Muffs, Dead Beat,
Modeens next left, OG Gretchen, CC,
Giant Fi Beasts. It's fime to leave this
place behind; thanks for the diplomo. I

wear the ring � IHTFP, IHDH.

Eric Gustav Schlegel
Gus

Media, PA
Space Physics

What a long strange trip it's been!
Thanks to my buddies: BJ, Hub, Stroh
Dave, Moose, Jungle, Cookie, Lopes
Cloggbeast, Doug, Sands, Krauss

Rolenc, Calley, Sid and of course Russ,

All the beers mean nothing without you.
Mom, Dad; I love you both and couldn l

have done it without you. Finally,
Charlie, you made the good times bet

ter and the bad times even worse

Aufwiedersehen USAFA.
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David Michael Vondrak
Dave

Sioux City, IA
Human Factors Engineering

Thanks to Mom, Dod, Lori, Stacey and
all of the family for the support I've
received since the adventure began.
To Hubb, Gus, Smooth, Moose, Keip,
Hairs, Jungle, Cookie, Lopes, Cloggs,
and Dougie-it's been a long hard road
but you guys ore the best. I wish the best
of luck to Funkster, Billy and Rus, you'll
olways be port of the gang. Always
jump in with both feet, life's too short
not to.

Christopher Forrest
Womick
Womhat

Memphis, TN
Astronautical Engineering

And on the pedestal these words ap

pear: "My name is Ozymandias, king
of kings: Look on my works, ye Mighty,
and despair!" Nothing beside remains.
Round the decay of that colossal wreck,
boundless and bore the lone and level

sands stretch for away. � Shelly
Mine won't be built in o desert!

Mom, Dad, Brooke, D, Don, Rude,
James, Brod, BJ, Heather.
No apologies, no regrets. Reach out

and seize the day.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Proving their loy
alty tothe Falcon football teom, cadets

TracyWest, Jeffrey Rengel and Donald
Wiesmonn brave the cold and the snow
with the help of Domino's pizza. Unfor
tunately all games were not worm and

toasty.



MarshaU Giraud Anderson
Marsh, Vitamin A
Knoxville, TN

Engineering Mechanics

You may fulfill your life in many ways

e.g. duty, honor, integrity. Am I so

wrong to have taken the path of booze
and recklessness to enjoy mine? I've
done many outrageous things while
here at school, yet I was always up for
class. What did I learn ... ? That I could
do it all again and still be two steps
ahead and one to the left of everyone
else.

Eric John Bauer
Eddie

Medford, WI

Biology

Well, if this is being read, I'm done!
First, I'd like to thank God and my I
porentsfor all of their support. Next,Q
big thanks to the Brotherhood Of Nine, j
The Kid, Wesley, Pablo, and everyon?*
else that ever drank a beer with me. It
is now time to move on with my life and '

it has to get better from here. See ya!
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Charles David Bolton
Cliarlie B, B. Bolton Bronder

Shreveport, LA
Biology

To Mom, Dad, Pam, Bryon, and Chns,
I could not hove done it without your
love and support. To Tom, you pushed
and you pushed and it worked. To

Stacey and Holey, your love made my

lostyeorayeor I will never forget, I love

all of you. To MCSLTRMR, the good
times we hod kept me sane. Finally,
thank you God. 1 Cor. 9:24.



Michael Lee Brink II
Brinkster

Cumming, IA
Behavioral Science, Human

Behavior

"Nothing left to do but smile, smile,
smile!" I'd like to thank Mom (Big G),
Dad and Megan for all your support
these lost FIVE years. I can't say these
have been the best of times, but as

Lyncho said they sure ore "character
builders." To all my buds that ore gone,
enjoy "the kind." To the rest, it's time to

start living the good life. PEACE, LOVE,
SUNSHINE, Brinkster

Bryan Christopher
DiUard

BD

Springfield, VA
Electrical Engineering

Some say, "Those were the days." Oth
ers say, "Things con only get better."
But I soy these ore the best years of my
life thanks to my friends. Polecat, BH,
Bone, Gopher and oil the others still

marching, keep the almighty groove
going. Nikki and Homie, let's do Mem

phis again. Finally, to the best friends
onyonecould hove, "Regulators, mount
up!" We're riding out of here. Mott 6:34

William Christopher
Buschur

Bmh
Cincinnati, OH
Legal Studies

Thanks to everyone. ...Mo & Po and
Sis!! Thanks to VF and everyone there!!
I wont to wish everyone a great career;
and to THE GROUP, thanks for every
thing and we'll meet again somewhere
out there and if nothin' else at K&L's for
o beer and a Sox game!!

Paul James Dudley
Fuddy, Pablo, Duds
Alexandria, VA
Political Science

To all those from Playboy, get some!
Joe and Bird, don't forget what went in
the "box". Joe, watch out for the

Warren's of the world. Sicki, Kid,
Ming, Ed, Mike, and Marsh, you guys
ore the coolest. The people t want to

thank the most are my parents and

brother, Dave, you are the greatest
family in the world, I love you.

Georgina Elena
Christopher

George
Jamestown, NY
Civil Engineering

I would like to give special thanks to:

Mom and Dod, for accepting a trans

planted daughter as their own; Kathy,
for finding me on your porch and giv
ing me a warm bowl of milk; Patty, for
accepting another sister; Deb, for let
ting me set things on her desk; Wendy,
for being a wonderful "phantom" room
mate; and Doug, for being the catalyst
of my (no, not misery) felicity.

Abraham Franklin Isaac
Friedman I

AFAF

Miami, FL

Computer Science

It's the end of the beginning. 1 would
like to thank my parents and my sister
for all their support. Without them I
could have never mode it! 1 wish every
one the best of luck in reaching their
dreams, and God speed. Live a long
and prosperous life, be kind to the

Earth, and remember, the SCHWARTZ
WILL BE WITH YOU, ALWAYS!!!

Jason Lee Deyoe
Dejo

Woodland Hills, CA
Behavioral Science -

Human Behavior

To all the people at the Academy who
never smile or say "Hi" when you try to
talk to them, Jesus Loves You. With all
the height I have been blessed with, I
con see two things. Thankyou Jesus for
friendships that lost and for never leav
ing my side � even when I left yours.
REGULATORS LIVE FOREVER!! Matt.
28:20

Jeffrey Duane Herbst
Elgin, SC
Geography

Thanks to my family, friends and a

caring Heavenly Father, the Academy
experience helped me leorn a lot. Two
years in Argentina made it six years
long, but I wouldn't trade it for the
world. Now I'm more than ready to

serve my God and this great country.
"...when ye ore in the service of your
fellow beings ye ore only in the service
of your God." Mosiah2:17.



Todd Matthew Hoover
Hoov

Linden, PA
Basic Science

Buttman lives on in the hearts and
minds of those who believe in the

power of 0 superhuman posterior. To
Mom and Dad, thanks, you still had
faith in me, even after three F's. To

Yons, Dejo, and BD, "Regulators, Mount
Upl" and don't be caught out back with
any horses. Jesus Loves You! Matt.
6:34.

- Britt Kincade Hurst
Baytown, TX

General Engmeering

"This nation will remain the land 6f thei
free only as long as it is the home ofthe
brave." Why walk when you can fly?
Derrick, Mom, Dad - thanks for putting
up with me all these years. Kip and
Laura, Ron and Pat - thanks for giving
me 0 place to rest my weary head.
Blessed are the peacemakers.. "

- Matthew 5:3-12

Brady Gene Johnson
Yonson

Rudand, OH
Civil Engineering

Four years of learning. The learning
that took place was much more than
the degree shows. Thanks goes toMom,
Dod, Tohnee and Gino for helping me

graduate. Special thanks, a Iso, to Dizzy
Dean for helping me with my firstie
year (projects and all) Regulators!
Mount up! Four years to build a friend
ship, a lifetime to enjoy it. I must give
final credit to Christ who made all this

possible. Phil. 4:13

Stan David Lawrie
Stal, Stalker, Stan the Man,

Fatboy
Indianapohs, IN

Geography
"Work Hard, Be Loyal, and Seta Good
Example", That has and always will be
my motto! To Jeonnie, Judd, Joe, Doug,
Karen and Karen, you all hove mode a

difference with the love and support
you hove given me! I love you all,
Joson, Jeff, Odie, Joey, the rest of the
fellas, CBTRMR, You will never be for
gotten OS my best memories of this
place! Just you and Me Lord!

Sean Couper McLay
Coops

Falls Church, VA
Aeronautical Engineering

Just think, in a few short months only
thememories will remain, Myloveond
thanks to Mom and Dad for all your
support, I can honestly soy I smelt the
roses along the way. To Brian, Ion,
Todd, Keith, Ohiy, Jeff and the fellas at
Phoebe's you guys are the greatest, I

am forever indebted. I guess it takes a
Buffet concert and a few weekends in

Boulder to keep things in perspective.
Thank God it's over!

Tr-aditio n

Mark Paul Mongillo
Mong, Mongy, Mongo

Cheshire, CT
Military History

I'm leaving USAFA with o lot of great
memories and experiences but I'm leav

ing here for bigger and better things, in
life. Chris Buschur, thanks for being a

friend. Manor, Squires, Summers, Win
ner thanks for getting through 39. Thanks
Mom and Dod for always being there
for me. Thanks for all the advice Scott
and Debbie and for all the time you had
for me. I love you all. I MADE IT!

Jon Burton Moore
Moose

,.^' Air Force Brat
Middle East Area Studies

Thankyou Dad for teaching me 'service
before self,' Mom for giving me com

passion. Mere for being my friend.
Thump, Donnie, Greg and Dave thanks
for putting up with me and the good
times, I'm looking forward to the future.
Don't be a stranger. To '94 and the rest,
remember you chose this path and "You
ore the sum total of your choices." --

Wayne Dyer. We'll always hove Flat
Iron.

Mark Daniel O'Reilly
Radar, Marcus, O, Riles. h(arko.

Blades
Rockland, MA

"The only easy day was yesterday
Never forget the Wolfpack and the Rot

Pack. Moch One '94 � The best of the.
best!! Keep in touch and remember to

keep those "golden rings of power
and Sully's other lessons on life close to

heart! "And for God's sake, be careful
out therel" Stiffy, Del, Mooch, Turnage,
Rocky, Stu, Woody, etc.: Take care!
Thanks Mum, Dad, Chris, Col. K., God
� couldn't do it without you!!



Donald Richard
Ohlemacher

Ohly
Oak Harbor, OH
Civil Engineering

Every time that I've hod to myself over
the last four years - a time perhaps to
reflect on the post or dream for the
future or even to think about what this
place has taught me - all I ever cared
about was what I could read in the
latrine. Isn't it amazing how much you
grow to hate things?
To all I've partied with - PB Max for
ever! See you in hell, Ohly

Wesley David Palmer
Wes, Fuzzy

Cincinnati, OH
Biology/French

Dod, this was foryoul! Iwish you could
have been around to see where I am

today. I hope I honored your memory
in o lasting way. On a lighter note, well
yes it has been five years to make it this
for, but Stop Out was well worth it. I'd
like to thank my mom, Judy, and all my
buds (Matty, Brez, Eddie, and anyone
else I forgot) for all your support over
the years. Lastly, thank you Jackie for
always being there for me, even across

the ocean. Peace.

William David
Pleasance
Auburn, WA

Physics

Anthony Gerard Retka
Ret

Grand Rapids, MN
Civil Engineering

...Brownie, Jovo, Bobby, Sully, Dos,
and the rest of the fellas, it's been
fun. ..Remember Murph's. Ritz, B, and
Stan you guys ore great, thanks for

everything. To Steph, thanks for being
there always. Mom and Dod thanks for
the encouragement and support. To
everyone that knows me, don't forget to
Take Out the Garbage and Feed the
Ducks, often. And Ritz just
remember.. .BANG! BANG!

-,r*'
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... I know, I'm toll and I hove o small
head. I wouldn't hove made it without

the "guidance" of Shortdog #2,
Meatheod, T-roy, Nipple, Posq, "G",
Uncle Joey, K-Check, T.K., Kru, Dirt,
Schmidty and whoever else I forgot. Ret
(THE garbage man) Stan and B, thanks

foreverything. Cornelius-graduate! Dad
and Aunt Diane your support and love
was key throughout these lostfouryeors.
To everyone else.... BANG! BANG!

Moose, Pleaser, Thumper friends for
life guys! It's all gravity these days.
Grasshopper,we're boll shags no more!
Polo, best days of my life with you guys.
Remember, no one cores how much
you know until they know how much

you care. JungleButt, Noe where's the
center of the universe? Family, thanks
for the support and understanding. God,
thonksfortheguidance. Air Force, here
we come! RED HOT!

It's been tough. 1 hope it was worth it. I
can't say I liked it here, butdid anyone?
I wish the best to Ed, Ming, Paul and

Ohly
FIRSTIE FLASHBACKCranking out pull-
ups to get his mail, this basic from the
Class of '94 realizes that it's a small
price to pay for the letters. Letters from
friends and family helped get many
through one of the more challenging
aspects of the Academy, Basic Train

ing.

Redefined
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Jose Domingo
Vasquez Jr

Ming
SanYsidro, NM

Human Factors Engineering

Whew! I think I mode it! I couldn't have

done it without the support of all my
friends and family. To Kid, Pablo, and
the "brotherhood of nine", thanks for

keeping me sane. As I search for nice

things to soy about this fine institution

nothing really comes to mind. Imagine
that! It's been one good time after

another! (bod joke) Good luck to all

the buds and God bless.

Wendy Lynn Wachholtz
Blondie

North Platte, NE
Biochemistry

Thanks to Mom, Dad and especially
Chad for the endless encouragement. I

finally made it! Looking bock on my,
times OS a Chickensmock to being in

"The Pock", it has all been memorable

due to great friends (Chad, Megan,
John and George). I'm not sure if I'd do

it again...but WHO CARES?

Someday Chad, we'll be done with

school and actually get to bed at a

decent hour!!

m*^'
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Jeanne Eileen Wilkins
Ducky, Jeannie-E, Weirdo,

Wildtooman
North Olmsted, OH

Human Factors Engineering,
(Japanese)

I STILL disbelieve that I'm at the Acad

emy! But 1 can always believe in my

friends, my family, and my God. With

them, all things oil possible. To Quick

sands, the ratpock, the nightclub, and
the gang; Thanks for making me lough
so much while enduring the some hard

ships, and until we meet again, may

God hold you in the hollow of his hand.

Tr-aditio n



Christopher Henry
Beake
Chuck

Winter Park, CO
Civil Engineering

-irst, I would like to thank God, my

�amily, and the McCombs, I would not

"lave mode itthrough this place without
heir help. Without footba 1 1 there would
De nothing. Without Brother's Shark,
Buddha, Crud, the Joe's, Fatty, Kenta,
3ave, Peppo, Hov and the rest of the
ellos this place would be unbearable.
Ml of my memories will be of football
3r the fellas, Udda,"Let the Big Dog
jot!!"

Brady Carlos Beigh
Orlando, FL

Engineering Science/Mechanical

Engineering Design Sequence

Thank you to my parents and my broth
ers, to my freinds bock home and here
in Colorado and to the fellas, I appre
ciate all you hove done for me. Most of
all thank you Dawn, my love, I only
regret that we are apart, I hove been
through more in the last four years than
many will experience in a lifetime. For
those who know my story, I hope you
can draw strenth, hope, and love for
yourself from it. I will fight forever and
never give up no matter how hard, I
owe Dawn that much.

Marcel Louis Benoit
Canuck, Benoot

Ladysmith, B.C. Canada
General Engineering

Thanks to Bull Six for the memorable
times. To those who've been told: a

Harley, beer, food and a place to stay.

Jennifer Layne Bozied
Sioux Falls, SD

Behavioral Sciences-Human
Behavior and Leadership

/^

Darren Joseph Brown
D, D-man, Brown, Brownie.

Brown-0

Chicago, I L
Applied Physics

should hove visited before basic. Oh
ell, I mode it. Thanks Phantoms, the
day night barbecue group, Vito,
ouse. Rich and the physics guys. You
lode it real interesting! "Did you buy
.lis thing without a roof?" Mom and
od, I love you for everything. "What
unts is not necessarily the size of the
g in the fight- it's the size of the fight
the dog." -Dwight D, Eisenhower

Brian Scott Dater
Bribenn, Bri. Daieman

Marietta, GA

Engineering Mechanics

Where to start? First, I would like to

thank my parents and the rest of my

fomilyforhelping methroughthisploce.
To Steve, Sean, Chris, Chad, Jess, Sh
annon, and Sandra: Thanks for every

thing y'all hove done for me. I'll never

forget. To the rest of "Six": Hang in

there, y'oll ore great, but above

all,"THANKS FOR DRINKING!!"
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Matthew Luke Decker

PF

Queensburg, NY
Geography

Thanks Mom, Dad and Paul fer your
support. Now I'm finally on my own??
Just another clone marching out from
this sod institution, I've learned and
done everything THEY wanted me to

do. I am a leader now, I guess. There's
a whole world out there, guess I'll go
check it out!

Bryan Nathan Eberhardt
Stu

Skaneateles, NY
Management

This is probably the hardest thing I've
ever written. To all my classmates,
you're the s,,t. To everyone else that
has helped me succeed, I thank you.
My advice. .Put your head down and
drive on. If you want it you'll get it.
SCUBA.. .Hell if I know! Lax..J,H.! Ski
Team. ..The real McCoy! It's all who
you know! Thanks Mom, Dad, Ben,
Steph, Dit! FIDO.



Kent Erwin Harbaugh Jr
Tent Harbor, Brick
Montgomery, AL

Aeronautical Engineering

It's been one helluva ride - I've had the
best and worst of times. Thanks to those
who shared it with me - Big Johnson,
Scooter, Blech, Brown, and of course
Benoot. See yo'll out there.

Chad Mitchell Hivnor
Fatty

Conroe, TX

Biochemistiy

Quitting is not an oiptian. Thanks for

keeping me sane: Camping Crew! (Bri,
Steve, Sean and Omelette), John, the
Fats and Adam, and especially Harv
and Di, Brock, Derek. Thanks Wendy
for being that stability I DID and didn't
need. From IHDH and Lou to the Ranch,
I can soy I didn't hove quantity buf

certainly quality. To look bock will be a

joy but now I say BIG DEAL (Boydo). I
love you all and take core!

Jason Ronald Hover
Hov

Johnson City, NY
Civil Engineering

Thank God for helping me through this

place. To my family, you hove been and
most supportive. Thanks. Chuck and

Shark, for making the days bearable
and the time we had to spend here more
fun. And I can't wait to fly Shark in his

corporate jet to watch Chuck and Bud
dha coach in the bigtime!!

Tyrone Lamar Johnson
u

East Cleveland, OH
Management

I've waited a long time for this mom�i
and it's finally here� it's about time, t
learned one thing for sure at USAFA;
when things get a little tough, all you
hove to do is keep trying a little harder
and you'll moke itthrough. Thanks goes
out to God, Mom and Dad, Speciaf
thanks to Lynnette, Olivia, and my
brother (Anthony) for their support. Put
Out! (Sacrifices must be mode)
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Jessica Marie Lambert
Je.is, Mouse

Winnsboro, SC
Chemistiy, General

To Ken, Brad, Carlton and Court: We
mode it! You guys made it all that much
better. To "the guys," Sean, Chris, Bri,
and Steve - Thanks for getting me

through the rough times. To my parents
-Thanks for supporting me! To Julie,
Enjoy our Firstie Room Arrangement!
Lastly, to Paul - You've taught me a lot
about life and love. Thanks to every
one for letting me have it all!

Patrick Adam Lenhart
Lenny D

Richardson, TX
Legal Studies

I hate this place, the geeks and what
both stand for! But, I couldn't hove
mode it through without all the fellas:
Davey D,, Kenta, Ray, Beoke, Scotty T.,
Skeeza, Pepper, Dove B., the Joes and
everybody else. Chad, thanks for TRY
ING to keep me out of trouble! Don't
forget Falcon Football rules, geeks ore
geeks and swing as hard as you con,

right Dove?! Yes, I'm bitter!

Robert Scott Leszczynski
Scott

^, Canton, OH
Astronautical Engineering

Well, the light at the end of the tunnel
has finally been reached. Hopefully (20
years from now), I will look back on this
experience as one of the greatest in my
life. I would like to thank everyone who
helped me get through; my friends,
classmates, and especially my parents.
Mom and Dad, without your constant
support throughout my life I could never
have reached so high.

Mitchell Douglas
Migliori
Mitch, Migs
Stockton, CA

Engineering Sciencr

Make every day your best day no

matter the circumstances. Never spore

yourself and always take chances. Live

every day like it is your last. Life moves

pretty fast. If you don't stop and look

around once in a while, you could miss

it.

Matthew Chri
VilleUa
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N Christopher James
Ouellette
Ouilette

Ever)'where,USA
Biology

I've had many good times and bad times
here. This place teoche; a lesson in

perseverance! I want to thank my par
ents for getting me here, I also couldn't
hove mode it without my friends, you
know who you ore, "Thanks for drinkin'"
to Steve, Bri, Seon,Benoot and Chad,
Too many good times, fellas! I love you.
Shannon, and look forward to more

good times with you. Thanks all!!

Tiffany Jayne Reitnauer
Tif. TJ. Evil
Owego, NY
Biology

"Goals determine what you ore to be"
Julius Erving, Sometimes goals modify
or even change; but regardless of what
they ore, the continual pursuit is to

ocheive them. The sole trick is to be
happy; and if you're content then life is
fulfilled, I think often how fortunate I
am to hove a supportive Mom and
Dad, enthusiastic sisters. Amy, Andi,
and Heidi: and Michael, I love you all.

Sean William Robertson
Spring, TX
Biology

To Omiett, Doteman, Wales, Fatty
and"theCannuck":Well, four years hove
gone by, we've been through a lot

together and somehow we survived.
Take care my friends! Bull Six, Remem
ber if you mess with "do" Bulls you get
"do" horns! Thanks Mom, Dad, Mindy,
Kayleigh and Rebecca for getting me

through. I know it's not a bed of roses
but it sure smells like one now. I love

William David Sullivan

Sully
Hudson, NH

Huinan Factors Engineering

"I firmly believe that any man's finest
hour - his greatest fulfillment to all he
holds dear - is that moment when he has
worked his heart out in a good cause

and lies exhausted on the field of battle
- victorious. -- Vince Lombardi

Special thanks to the Man for being my
bestfriend and ultimate source of inspi
ration, and to Mom and Dad for your
uncoditionol love and support. "Arms
raised in a V" my friends we're outta

here.

Matthew Christian
ViUella
Matty V.

Tallahassee, FL
Engineering Mechanics

Thank you Mom and Dad, all your

support and love has helped me more

� ' than you know. Four years of learning
j!""' - to win, lose, and tie I will never forget.

Pride and character ore something no

one can take away. They live on inside
of you forever, and always trust your
intuition. Here's to the beginning of lifel
GO BIRDS AFA SOCCER 1994. Brian,
here's to the memories.

Stephen Keith Wales
Wallez

Denham Springs, LA
Civil Engineering

Thanks to my family and friends-l
couldn't have mode it here without you.
Thanks especially to the fellos-Bri, Sean,
Chris and Chad -Y'oll mode this place
bearable. I'll never forget all the great
est times: camping, climbing, skiing...
"It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times." Thanks mostly to my
God who gave me the strength to moke
it through.

Thanks to Amy and Tanya! Let's go to
Hawaii again! Thanks to all of the

people who helped me through it all ...

Don, Alex, Dasmon, Rich Bejtiich from
Billerica. And thanks to those who didn't
finish Joson Trent, Joson Bilek, Ethan
and Spencer. To regret is suicide.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Graduation
dreaming, while the Class of 1991
receives their diplomas Vic Moncrieffe
(Class of 1994) decides to grab a

couple of winks after his performance
with Honor Guard.

Redefined
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Korey Eugene Amundson
Koo-rah, Korky
Hastings, MN

Civil - Environmental

Engineering

I hope I'm not reading this as an AIC
from Minot. Thanks Mom and Dad,
couldn't hove done it without you. Love
Ya! Quakers, "Kor -mm-Kor-mm-
KORKY will miss you and our adven
tures (Beat, Ragepen, Rage Giving). To
the 9 boyz, koo-rah loves yo, wouldn't
be here without you (Big A). Toast and
I ore still innocent! Tonight we ride...
Rage, Rage, Rage! Next adventure
please. Thank God!

Stephen Bryant Cowart
Dirty

Lakeland, FL
Applied Space Physics

Without the support of my parents of

my brothers, I wouldn't hove been oble
to get here (or stay), so I guess I should
thank them for that. On a serious note
along with Gunner Nelson and that
one guy that says "Yo Hear?" after
every sentence; in 50 years, I doubt I'll
remember the spirit of the bayonet, the
shaker's the taker, or how to build on
air base forthe 90's. But the things I v,il|
rememberaretheyears I spent withthe^
best friends of my life. "I was so much
older then, I'm younger than that now...'
Bob Dylan

�* J nnd Sit

Thanks to Moma and Daddy, DT., J.T,
John, Steve, and Sandy. Ya'll hove

been a constant source of encourage
ment and joy.
I especially thank my Lord Jesus Christ

for his promise in Philippians 4:13,

without which I wouldn't have model*
The following verses have greatly ben

efited me: II Timothy 4:6-8, I John 1:9,

Ephesians 5:18, and Psalm 51:16-17.
I do not know where the Lord will le"''

me, but I do know that the Lord does

Khve plans for me (Jeremiah 1 9:1 1 -121
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.>! Todd Kenneth Foster
Des Moines, I.V

Management

MSD-

Actuolly I didn't think I'd ever get to
write this, but eventually all things must
end. Baseball? Boxing, Rugby! Double
Envelopment, Skiing, Guitar, Boulder,
Tours, Quaker Hair Party,,, Academy!
Thanks Mom and Dad, Smile and keep
moving, "It won't mean a thing in o 100

,^ "years" -Popper

"Who'd lay down his life for you and
die , It's probably me." -Sting

Matthew Carl Gamblin
Rome, GA

Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks to my family for making it liv
able. Bud your bars are next. Here's to
the girl I met, to my friends that mode it
fun: DJ, Torn, Carol, Becky, Mo, Tex,
CK, DGT, Nic and everybody else.
Here's to no more all nighters for
projects. The fot lady won't sing, the
hots'll be in the oir. To those who
doubted me, hoh, I'M DONE! It was
GOLDEN!!

Leslie Frank Himebrook
Hime

Alamogordo, NM
Space Operations

Thanks Mom, Dad, Donna, Chaplains,
Eric, Bill, John, Dave, and Alex. Keep
the faith. People and things will always
fail. God will neverfoil. It's been tough,
but well worth the trip, Phillippians
4:13. Isaioh 40:31. Ephesians 6:12.
Surrender all things to God and He will

provide. I lift up mine eyes unto the hills,
from whence cometh my help. My help
cometh from the Lord... II Timothy 4:7.

Joseph Jacob Hlywiak
Uncle Joey

Cleveland, OH
Management

In memory of Mom - I love you, wish

you were here. To Dad - Thanks for

your everlasting love and support, I
couldn't hove done it without you. To
the Quakers, Ice, Ritz andthe restof the
wrestlers and the fellas - The tombstone
read only one word, "Pols." On the

turning away...

"The greater fhe obstacle, the more

glory in overcoming it." - Moliere

Uii!ur:i Jeffrey Michael Johnson
Macon, G.\

Engineering Sciences

It's easy to thank God and my family,
but there ore just too many friends to try
and name. The close ones know who

they ore and I couldn't have done it

without you, especially Baby Doll. To

my brother Taurus: this patch is as

much yours as it is mine. And to all
those who do and will wear the patch,
stay hard.

Love, Peace and Soul
Jeff

EricWilton Knapp
Knai>per
Antigo, WI

Militai-v' Hi.storv

Eight second ride! Thanks to Mom and
Rod for getting me here; my brother
and Cris for seeing me through; the Fat
Kid for his late night philosophy; The

Big Slav for keeping me laughing; and
the rest of the Quakers for knowing
what the 'W' means and making this

place bearable. "I have fought the

good fight, I hove stayed the course, 1
have kept the faith." - II Timothy 4:7.

John Henry Kowalczyk
Johnny

Mechanicsburg, PA
Intemational Affairs, (Riissi;ui)

John Kowalczyk of the 7'^ Squadron
soys: "I loved itl Much better thgnCots!
I'm going to do it again and again!"
"This dazzling, fun-filled adventure Is a
must for the whole family!" - Johnny
Kay
"The box office smash of the last four

years! I laughed, I cried, it became a

port of me
"

J, Henry Kowalczyk
To the Quakers, VF brothers, Boyz of
39, and my family, 70 words just aren't
enough!

Jeffrey Robert Krusinski
Km, Firsli K. Brother Ski

Fairfield. OH
Himian Behavior and

Leadership

I've spent four years trying to leave my
mark on this place, and all I managed
was a series of insignificant stains.
Thank you Charlie, Beth, Mom, Coach
and Steffie, You helped me all the way
and I love you all, Johnny, Schmidty,
Dirty, Joe, Knapper, TK., Korky, Mags
- you're the best. Thanks for getting me

through the Wonder Years. "Keep on

rockin' in the free world." -Neil Young

Redefined



Maximilian Samuel Lee
Mags

Santa Clara, CA
Biology

Thanks Mom, Dod, Sis, The Quakers
and God. For the support.

"Be audacious and cunning in your

plans, firm and persevering in their
execution, determined to find o glori
ous end."

Clausewitz: 1812

Rebecca Ann Mosley
Becky

El Paso, TX
Behavioral Sciences - Human

Behavior

Praise the LORD ... I'm still smiling!
Most importantly, "Thdnks Mommy qnd
Poppo!" You've ALWAYS been there
with your help, love and encourage
ment � We made it! Tom, my best

friend, thanks for putting up with me

and my idiosyncrasies. I'll always trea
sure our talks, laughs andwindow times.

Costas, You've taught me to live, love,
and not worry. Be happy and believe in
the Lord's destiny. I'll ALWAYS LOVE
YOU!

Christopher Todd Owens
Fozzie

Oklahoma City, OK
Astronautical Engineering,

(Japanese)

"I should've stayed at O.U."
Go throughall this again? Not on your
life! Love and thanks to Mom, Dad,
Phil, Dove, and Grandma! To Steve,
Keith, Rob, and Beer - you guys mode
this place a little more bearable. To
Julisso - All my love!
"From the point of ignition, to the final

drive; The point of the journey is not to
arrive." - RUSH
Good Luck!

Nestor Luis Perone Jr
CH

Costa Mesa, CA
Political Science

Mom, Dad, little Bro, the McDanieis
and the DeKempers, thanks for seeing
me through USAFA.

Thanks for the memories Solsa Crew
good luck to you guys. Hey Seagrams,
they were great times, best of luckta'
all. Tough challenges, but tougher
friends, that's what it's all about. Vaya
con Dios!

Douglas Alan Price
"DP"

Altoona, PA
Human Factors Engineering

I can't soy it's been easy. I want to
thank the Quakers for good times and

my family for their support. What else
con I say. We're done. Peace Out!

Chad Alan Rauls
Chad the Dad

Fond du Lac, WI

Engineering Sciences, (French)

My (prison) term is up. These were the
best/worst of times. Mom and Dad,
thanks for the understanding and help
through the years, Jod,,l love you and
thanks for being there. If it weren't for
friends, this place wouk' suck. Here's to
the Eagon's and the volleyball team.
Bo, Tony, Ryan, Korey and Bart, Team

Victory and France - o semester I'll
never forget ... Life is grand isn't it?

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Beaming proudly,
codetJomes (Big Doddy) DavisshowS-
off the many prop and wings from the

upperclassmen. Recognition was mt

culmination of the fourthclass year.

��^'ofebe.
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Mark Andrew Schmidt
ft�, Sclimidlty

Port Huron, MI

Geographv

Special thanks to everyone who was

therefor me, you know in your heart, I'll
always be there for you. And always
remember...
" There's no one to beat you.
No one to defeat you,
'Cept for thoughts of yourself feeling
bod," -Bob Dylan
I come here to serve my country, but
like everyone else in the world..,
"I just needed to get my thing together."
-Peter Fonda Eosyrider

Eric Allen Seiberling
Seib

Northumberland, PA
Political Science

"That which does not kill you, makes
you stronger." -Friedrich Nietzsche

Four long years, and I'm now much
stronger. Thank you Mom & Kim for
both your encouragement and support.
Without either of you I doubt I would
hove stuck it out, I'm sorry you couldn't
be here Dad, I hope you're proud. A

special thanks to John, Bill, Les, Jodi
and everyone at HCCM. I'll miss you.
Thanks God, without you, none of this
would be possible.

David Lynne Steinhiser
Steiny

Michigan City, IN
Biology

Thanks Mom and Dad. You have given
me the courage to sacrifice and suc

ceed. I thank God for such wonderful
parents, -- "Whatever you do, you need
courage. Whatever course you decide
upon, there is always someone to tell
you you ore wrong. There ore always
difficulties arising which tempt you to
believe that your critics ore right. To
map out a course of action and follow
it to an end requires some of the same

courage which a soldier needs. Peace
has its victories, but it takes brove men

to win them. Ralph Waldo Emerson

Curtis Brian Sutton
Flounder
Gilbert, AZ
Biology

"Summer's going fast-

Night's growing colder
Children growing up
Old friends growing older
Experience slips awoy..."

Thanks to all myfriends and familywho
helped me get through this place and
turn my dreams of childhood into memo
ries.

David Graham Toogood
Dave

Douglas, GA
Management

This is just another beginning hopefully
I more pleasant than the last.

Thu-Tam Thi Vo
Tam. {Ding Dotig?)

Tempe, AZ
Biolog)' - Aerospace Physiology

I once had o fortune cookie that said,
"You may attend a party where strange
customs prevail." Thanks, Academy,
for making this come true! Becky: I
couldn't have asked for a better room
mate or friend! Laying out in January,
attacking hairbolls, "relationships," es
pecially WD and my "friend," But most
of all, thanks for our volet talks! Hong
Bao and Kistner: If you don't have
something nice to sgy, don't soy it at oil!
Korey: It's was always more, but I prom
ised no strings,
Seagram's '95: Thanks for everything!

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK The Basics of
Slevin's element (Demons A-Flight) pose
one last time before heading of to the
A-Course. It is rumored that this ele
ment suffered one KIA, three WIA and
two MIA after running the course.

Redefined
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Steven Michael
Anderson
Ogre, Troll Jr.
Nashville, TN

Biology

Disaster at the Olive Branch with L.D.
- I still think Sun Tzu is right; "Two
tennis rackets, one racketball racket,
and a choir; Orgasmic Organic Chem
istry? - NOT!; thanks to Junior, Bej,
Buck, Lou P., etc; "There is great joy in

achieving what others fear impossible";
"Press on. Nothing in the world can

take the place of persistence..."; Fi

nally, thanks to Mom and Dod for their
endless support and eternal optimism.

Richard Michael Bejtiich
Bej, MacGyver
Billerica, MA

History, PoLtical Science
(French, German) '

Kristen - "Do your best, never give up,make me proud," 27 April - 4 mJ
1 991 . Bej def. Heuck 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 [S-i],
Huscroft's "fork in some cultures," Melik
OS "Passenger 58." Ogre, Sun Tzu, and
L.D. Jone, Colette and Angel." "1-5
boby!" with C.H. Leslie - "You gotlo
me!" Greg's "scheekan streep," Hockey.
with Rob, Hart, and Shane. JFK - "Ut
justice be done..." and beat 'em inside.
"Go the distance."

Iravi* price'f0

IJ like to *'"''""'

J.o�h,HoPP'"�
,,J(lli*el��"-

Thanks to Mom, Dad, and Jill, I couldnl
have mode it without your love and

support. Freshmen Knights: ski tnpS/
Denver trips, Podre, I'd do it all again.
Baseball: New Orleans, box lunches,
the club (2 years), never give up. The

fellas: room wars, tennis, BejlliC''
women, ring dance, and three Eagle
years to remember, Lisa, thanks '-

being a friend first. The ring, the co-

girl, what's next?

Tr-adi tio n

'�" lames Frei
fnj
'uque.H
log\:

� '-,.� '*'i�embe,-"iceal,. '
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Travis Price Buford
Trav

Drummond, OK
Human Factors Engineering

I would like to thank my God, my
family, and my friends for helping me

get through this place. I wouldn't hove
made it without their help. Thanks go
out to Ho Crew, Mike, Tommy, Sandy,
Som, Cheryl, KC, Todd, Jill, Tina, and
many others. Four years later we've
beaten the system. Good luck gong -

keep in touch. Happiness is Camp
USAFA in my reorview mirror. Here
endeth the lesson.

James Nicholas Capizzi II
CAP

Castalia, OH
Traditional Phvsics

Proud Centurion. Many people will soy
that ultimately they were glod they come
here. Having hod four years to think
and reflect upon it, I'm convinced that
they're nuts. This place was hell on

earth! But, as a wise man once said, "If
it was easy, they wouldn't pay us to do
it." Thanks Mom, Dod, Miriam, Gut,
Roinmon, PB, "The horror, the hor
ror,.," (Apocalypse Now)

Jon Alien Culp
JR,JC

Spokane, WA

Management

Two attempts to get in 5-years, 2 Rec

ognitions, pilot slot not, and all the free
time I could afford, in other words a

piece of cake.
Thank you Mom, Dad, Jenny, Chris,
Jeff, Moose and all the rest for keeping
me going,
"I try to take one day at a time, but some
times a couple of them gang up on me,"

Lisa Lynn Dyer
Lee's Summit, MO
Political Science

I hove learned, I cannot always do it
"All by myself!" The inexhaustible love
and support of my family, "No one

here con love or understand me" but

you. Tim. True friendship. IT BUILDS
CHARACTER!!! Finally, to "Live your
life each day as you would climb a

mountain. Climb slowly, steadily, en-
loying each passing moment, and the
view from the summit will serve as a

fitting climax for the journey."

.,, Brian James Freiburger
Cltt^'^ Fry

Dubucjue, IA
Biology

"Here's to the girl with the little red

J
. shoes..." Oh, the stories we could tell!

'
�

Thanks family, friends and especially
Mom, Dad, and Heidi for all of your
support, thoughts and prayers - I love

you! All those who helped keep
this. ."place" in perspective - Psycho,
Mong, Steve, Kuss, Krash, Cop, Gut,
Spic, E-Mon, Joe-Boo, Jomie, Snap -

Here's to yo! Remember, you only go
around once so be sure to enjoy!!

John Milton Gifft
G-Money,J.G., G
Huber Heights, OH

Hiunan Factors Engineering

First, I would like to thank God for

helping me successfully graduate from
USAFA, I would liketo thonk myfamily
for supporting me, while I was here, I

would also like to thank all of the fellas
for the times we hod, I would like to tell
the guys on the track team to keep the
tradition going. Always believe in your
self. Make the best of what you hove,
PEACE...

Alex Gracia
Grac

West Palm Beach, FL
Electrical Engineering

Thanks Mom, Dad, Danette, Doris, and
Al ('83) for all your love & support. I
couldn't of done it without you and
GOD by my side. To the EE's that
helped get me through, thanks guys.
And to all my friends in Eagle 8, smock
Blackjacks, and the Fencing team,
thanks for the good times. And to that

Academy admissions guy who said to

go ahead with my other plans. Ho doht
chatebotto!

Anthony John Gutterman
Gut. Fool 3

Cottage Grove, MN
Civil Engineering -

Environmental Option

Sothe Academy trained me to give itall
I Got, Well, I con take a Shot, fools,
Scot, Capl 000, E-man, trough and Gus
who better to soy CHEERS to? DAD,
Mo, Howie, Georgia Thanks, Greg I
can't believe you recommended this
place! Mike and Brian-why didn't you
stop me? Hopefully, by you reading
this it means I Graduated. "When I
think, I drink. Thank God for thought" -

Gutro

24'



Gregg Charles Hansen
G-Man

Bellevue, WA

Management

Be merciful to me. Lord, for I am faint;
O Lord, heal me, for my bones ore in

agony. My soul is in anguish.
How long, O Lord, how long? Psalm

6:2,3 God, you told me to do it,
so with your strength it has been done.
- Thank You

Mom, Dod, Tina, Flea Trainers, Class
of '93, Capernwroy, and all the friends
God has blessed me with - Thank You
- Joshua 1:9

Louis Pedro Yukio
Harrison

Lou, Loupy, L.P., Jidmo
Tacoma,JWA

Histd'ry

I want to thank God for getting me

through four years of USAFA. Also,
thanks to my parents for being so

supportive of me, especiallywhen I told
them I wanted to take a year off from
school. Finally, thanks to Colonel Sand
ers and Tiffany who were always there
for me.

William Daniel Heuck Jr
Dan, Daniel, Danno

Tacoma, WA
Pohtical Science, Arabic Minor

Ecclesiostes 4:10 � Thank you Junior,
Bej, Buck, Gookin, Trusty Concord,
Ron, Tobey, Darren, Terry, Mike, and
Samantha (mySo). You have all "helped
me up" several times in my life.
Proverbs 18:22�Rose, you are the

strongest part of me.Withoutyour love,
I would hove failed.
Mom, your love and prayers hove given
me 0 sturdy foundation. Dad, you are

my greatest hero and mentor. Thank

you both for supporting me here.

Joseph Raymond
Huscroit Jr

Junior
Richmorid, OH

Human Factors Engineering
Four years of great times and bad
times. It's finally over! Thanks Mom
and Dad for all your support and love.
Only one more year left Jim, keep itup!
Thanks to all the fellas, Jidmo, Danno,
Bej, Buck and Ogre, for the greattimas
and memories. Jidmo, I'll never forgel
the Yield sign! Danno, I am still the
Triple Action CHAMP and we ore the
best at Room Wors.

pboeiii)^^
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Todd Alan Kraska
Krash Ricky
Jupiter, FL

Engineering Sciences

What con I soy? Four exciting years in

prison. Mom,, .Dad, I'm in trouble -

AGAIN! Kuss,Fry, Cop, Rainer,Winnoh
- Shutup VID! Sean and Ion - If she's fot
and... I really enjoyed my 148 hours of
marching - NOT! PROUD CENTU
RION! Hi-my name is Todd and I'm an

alcoholic!
A day not wasted. ..is!

Tr-aditio n

Todd Matthew Kusserow
Ku.'is

Santa Monica, CA
Management

Mom, Dad, T&T-I couldn't ask for more,
I love you. Gramps, I know you're
watching. Bock home: the Berms, sis,
matt, mo, lou, booty, the A's, the L's,
StMo's, & all the Italians-thanks! Here:all
the brothers, esp. fry, snap, krash,
winnoh, spic, gutter, cop, rain, JG, bej,
buck, dono, ritz, keil, McD, yawn,
crowls, boz, the mgt gurus(Greeno),
LRC family, CU hookups! Morgan, the
dream is olive...

Fang Lu
Fong

_^ Claremont, CA
Engineering Mechanics, Chinese

Language Minor

Thanks a lot Mom, Deer, Allen, and
Paul for your tremendous support
throughout the years. I would never

have mode it without your help. You
were always o quick step behind me in
times of desperation. You were without
o doubt, "the wind beneath my wings"
now and forever. This one is for you.
Mom. And thanks to Euge, J.S., T.M.,
and Monabu Asomi for your enduring
friendship. Ad astro per ospero. I fi
nally made it!

Charles Robert
M'^^Gregor Jr

Chuck

Apple Valley, C.-\
Political Sciencr

The M'Gregors - what a fomily - 1 love

you guys �

"You may fool the whole world down
the pathway of years and get pats on

the bock as you. pass, but your final
reward will be heartache and tears n

you've cheated the man in the glass.
Don't be fake and tell people what's
really on your mind.

Hey Worley... She's lost that lovin' feel
ing... Oh yes, she has,,.



�i^Gabriela Maria Montoya
'Wf Gabi (Peppers)

Phoenix, AZ
Social Sciences

Quote of the century: "Genius is likely
to flourish where coercive pressures
toward conformity ore absent." J.S.
Mill...

, Gofigure. To the "Blue Zoo" All lined
up in rows. What's on their mind, who
knows? Thoughtless robots wandering
about. Sometimes I wish I could just
getout, God, Rock Climbing, The Band,
and Catholic Choir kept me sane. God
Bless and CYA. JUST WANNA CLIMB!
I love you, Phil.

Joseph Ceasar J. Santucci
Tucc

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Engineering Sciences:

Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks to God for the "Footprints..."
Thanks Mom and DodondTrinaforthe
support. I love you and I know "we"
made it through USAFA. T-Birds: If you
ever need anything,. Eagles: Thanks,
Talk about a long day: Flying, skiing,
ring dates, roomies, wars, training, aero
all-nighters, long talks, mitch's, cold
formations, blizzards, dreams, and
mountains. Remember: Wisdom, Cour
age, Patience and Love. Here endeth
the lesson...

Scot Stephen Spann
Scot

Plymouth, MN
Human Factors Engineering

Oh I'm on my way I know I am Some
where not so for from here All I know is
all I feel right now I feel the power

growing in my hair... I don't need to

touch your face to know And I don't
need to use my eyes to see. -CT. And I

did it all with o Triple S and a Double
J,

James Michael Winner
Winnaaaaah
Hillsboro, OH
Legal Studies

I thank God and my family for giving
me the strength to make it. Thanks
Norm, Dove, and Mong for great times
in 39. Never forget the good times in

08, Kuss, Krash, Fri, JG, CM. To the
Zoomies, Wunder, Bender, Sexy, Steel,
defy the odds and graduate. All my
love to MPM. 0 Tours, No Regrets.
Zoomie Rugby Football Rules!

Eric Wayne Wright
Rainman, Dude
Knoxville, TN

Engineering Mechanics

As a good, clean American kid oil lever
wanted in life was to fly airplanes that
launch missiles and drop napalm. Un
fortunately, the Academy desensitized
me through the years, scarring me with

unhealthy thoughts. Thonk God for my
family and friends: Cap, "The horror" -

Gut, you can't sing - Staples, no I don't
wont a smoke - Tim, you're devilish -

Mom, Dad, Scum, Thom, and siblings -

I love you all.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK All smiles here,
even during the most gruelling pails of
Basic Cadet Train ing memories of good
times and friends were made. Demons

A-Flightwas the only fourthclass squad
ron to finish the school year with all 35
cadets.

Redefined KK
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Craig Doolittle Allen
Kegger

Springfield, VA
Civil Engineering

I've really hod some mixed emotions

during this four year "experience. "The
best, however, was hanging with the
crew. Action, Culby, Buster,Morgs, Griff,
Prich, Berto, (Potsy), Ring & Milhouse, 1

can'tforget Foley's, Make's, Homer's or
The Jernt. T-42 blowouts, NYI and

Reggae on the Rocks mode it all worth
while. Thanks also to my folks and

finally in the immortal words of the
Greosemon: Alpha Mike Foxtrot.

\
JohnWalter Bosone

Bos, Bozo
Bellevue, WA

Management

There is one thing 1 hove learned over
the years�Never stop fighting untilthc
fight is done! Thanks Mom and Dad
and the rest of the fomily, and Sys,
Dorin, Dove, Lee, Levings, Pow, Yams!
and all the rest� I couldn't hove matirf'
it without you guys. Ahhhh, this boufis
finally over.. .but I still have miles to go
before I rack.

Long livi

MW�"'�r

� .lu,n�S 301001"

,?;'h.o.dWlo�n9^
;.L.#eFo<**

Thanks to the SHAKY CREW (EV, Culby,
Kegs, Action, Buster,Morgs, Prich, Ring,
Miles and Coltroin) for helping me

have o good time while surviving this

JURNT. A special thanks goes outto

Mom, Dad and Chris for their support
and love with special thanks to Angela,
and POTS!! Never forget SPI!!! Alpha
Mike Foxtrot.

"* Anthony

�.,�
'

['"^^ 1 hove
w"'��"�''"yiri(
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Cary Neal Culbertson
Culby

Lake Arrowhead, CA
Bt'havioral Sciences

:EE-GLAZED HAM! ! Long live the shaky
:rew: Kegs, Action, Buster, Morgs,
Berto, Prich, Ring and Miles, not forget
ting BLD! Always great times ot

Jomaicos, Foley's, and Homers, I would
like to thank myfamily and Shannon for
all the support and love over these four
years. As we always said and did: "let's
get together and fell all right, (BMW),"
Alpha Mike Foxtrot,

Rocky Anthony Favorito
Cleveland, OH

IJ* Mathematical Sciences

I feel like I should have been making
license plates these past four years.

Finally, though, I hove been granted
parole. To all of my friends, sponsors,
and coaches thanks for helping me

survive this experience, 1 couldn't have
mode it without you. Remember, tough
times don't lost, tough- people do! God

Bless all of you.

Shane Andrew
Dougherty
Doughboy

Ft. Thomas,' KY
Aeronautical Engineering

I would like to thank my family (Dod,
Mom, Monica, Tim, etc) and Mary, my
wife after graduation, for all the sup
port and encouragement they hove

given me while at the Academy. I never
could hove mode it without them,
BEST OF LUCK to all my squodronmotes
and classmates in all that they venture
to do, whether it is a career or just
temporary. NOTHING WORTH KEEP
ING COMES EASY!.

Joe Motos Gordon
Flush, Gordo

Los Angeles, CA
Basic Sciences

,,evitaler Ilo s'tl ,rebmemeR ?eb esrev

ruoy lliw tohW esrev a etubirtnoc yam
UOY taht dno no seog yolp lufrewop
eht taht ;tola knord ew zuc elbmuf dno
elbmuts ,tola ksir ,tola noitseuq ;tola
devol eb dno evo! ,tola maerd ,tola
epoh ;tola deeccus dna liof ,tola yrc
,tola hguol diuohs ew taht ;slidoffad
gnizilitref eb Ilo ll'ew yademos zuc efil
fo tsom eht ekom diuohs ew taht denroel
I,..

Marvin Tien Tzu Ee
�-, Double "E",

(Tien Tzu means "God's Gift")
Aurora, CO

Civil Engineering

People osk me why I always smile; I say
that it's the joy of the Lord! It's all
attitude, not aptitude, or I wouldn't be
here. If you don't have that joy, you're
living wrong. The only way to live is to
live by one standard - the standard of
NO COMPROMISE, I livebyEphesions
4:17 - 5:21, Try it; it'll do you some

good.

Jason Joseph Harrison
;./., Haus

Glenview, IL
Environmental Engineering

Thank you Janet, Mom, Dad, Ryan, and
Megan for the support during the post
four years. Looking back, I can truth

fully soy I couldn't hove done it without
you, I LOVE every one of you. I hope
the future has OS much in store for me as
the zoo has had the post four years. Yes
it has all been worth it. Would I do it

again? , , , YOU BET! P.S, Always split
Aces,

Michael Stephen
Erickson
Buster

Rossmoor, CA
Human Factors Engineering

WOW! That four years stunk. Special
thanks to God, Mom, Dad, & David - I'd
still be at UCLA if it wasn't for your
support, Mary, you're beautiful and I

couldn'to dunnit without you. Finally,
those shaky fei las- Action, Kegs, Culby,
Berto, Morgs, Sys, Boss, Griff, Ring,
Homer's Bar & Grill, etc, -We'll always
get together and feel all right. I'm out

like a scout on a new route. Alpha
Mike Foxtrot!

Brian Alexander
Jackson

Action, Hooks
St. Jo.seph, MO
Space Physics

The first thing I hove to do is spread out

the thanks. I hove to especially thank
Mom -t- Dad who without their support
(mostly monetory) 1 never would hove
mode it through this joint. And to the
shaky crew who spread a lot of joy and
gave new meaning to the phrase "let's
get together and feel all right. The
second thing I hove to soy is simple:
Alpha Mike Foxtrot.



Alexander Tames
Keechle
Keech

Dayton, OH
Political Science

Praise the Big Man upstairs�He pulled
me through! Thanks to all those who

got me here and pushed me through
the difficulttimes�Mom, Alice,Meleno,
the Sweeney clan. To the friends I

mode here Bee, -C-, Chris, I'm blessed
to have you. John 1:12-13�Thanks
Dad.

Kenneth Robert Macie
Guns

Las Vegas, NV
Computer^^ence

"This is not the end. It is not eveh the,
beginning ofthe end. It is, perhaps, the
end of the beginning." -- Winston
Churchill "Life moves pretty fast. If you
don't stop and look around once in

awhile, you could miss it." -- Ferris
Bueler
A special thanks to Mom and Dod.
Without you, Iwould not hove survived.

Michael Thomas Morgan
Morgs

Aliquippa, PA
Aeronautical Engineering

This is stimulating, butwe're outto herel
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Matt, Tracy and
Tiffany. I definitely couldn't have made
it without you. A special commemora
tion is in order for the Shaky Crew:

Culby, Kegs, Action, Buster, Berto, Prich,
Griff, and Milhouse. Alpha Mike
Foxtrot!

Travis Lawrence Moser
Moze,Moz,orjust Mo
Martin City, MT

Aeronautical Engineering
Four years ago I was dropped off on
the doorstep of this great institution.
For nearly a year (it seemed like ten) I
lived in a state of constant stress. My
worst experience was not getting rec

ognized, my best was getting recog
nized. I owe everything to my friends?
because 1 could not hove done it with.
out you. What now? Disneyworld (on
my new ZX-71)

^*f:r,L
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Brian Christopher
Nicolosi

Nico

Evanston, IL
General Engineering

Well, four long years are finally over,

yet the real journey is just beginning.
From this fine institution in the clouds,
one thing has been made clear: any
thing is possible! Thanks Mom, Dad,
and Jessica for all your support! A

special thanks to all of the friends I

hove mode over the years. Without you
all I couldn't hove mode it through!

Later on, Roz!

Andrew Chance Popiel
Andy, Popes, Po
Chesterfield, MO

Pohtical Science/German

Mom, Dod, Leslie, the wind beneath

my wings. It seems I've finally come to

the end of this special road. Without
you and especially the Lord, this would
not be so, Rob, this is for all those who
never thoughtwe could; more for those
who always believed we would. Tothe
rest of the guys, I hope our paths cross
many times in the years to come. Until
then.

Laura Ann Regan
Everett, WA

Biologv'

I never was one for words.

Christine Yvonne
Rilovick

San Diego, C.\
Civil Engineering;

Thanks Mom and Dod, we finally gradu
ated. Didn'tthink it would ever happen,
did we? Thanks to the Daily's and

Sonya and Dove too. I wouldn't hove

mode it without you guys. Stay cool!

Krissy Fitz what con I soy, YOU ore the

WOMAN! It's been an experience, but
I'm out of here. TTFN

^"ustopher
\anderi

Slolifcfi
CnuiiiHave

Enviroiunent^
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Thomas Andrew
Rozylowicz

Roz. Moses. Poli.\li Warrior
Wheaton, IL

Electrical Engineering

Thanks to my family, without whom I
would never hove mode it. Wags,
Nico- This is just the beginning of the
adventure.
And to all who follow in my footsteps
remember- It's only a two year experi
ence if you sleep twelve hours a day

Marc Justine Sands
Sandma)!. (^hiiek.wnds

Fairii(>ld, CA
Physics (Space)

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Scott for all the
love, support and encouragement, I
owe it all to you, GO BIRDS!! The best
teammates and friends I could hove
asked for, ("Let's watch the vernocu-

lor!")
To Jeanne, Lopes, Motos, A, J., Ken,

Phorks, R, Nibblers of USAFA and the
rest of Nightclub:
Thanks for everything, and - Thanks

for trying out!

Scott Thomas Teigen
Shark, Teigs
Aberdeen, SD

Civil Engineering

I need to start by thanking God, my
family and the Mac's. To my brothers,
(Buddha, Crud, Dove, The Joe's, Kent,
Kleck, Sweet Charles, J.D. and the rest

of the fellas) Football was the most

important port of our experience. We

gave everything we hod to play the

sport we love. Who cores if the Geeks
don't understand. We did more, not

less,

"Shot, save! Rebound - Scoooooore!!!"

Michael Jason Towns
Towner, JT, WT

Gibsland, LA
Environmental Engineering

Well, it's a done thong now, and "I'm
much too young to feel this damn old!"

Big 'preciote it to my friends� the

hunting crews, skiing crews, study crews,
party crews, flying crew, and "shaky
crew". Love you Mom & Dad, and
Kevin, you're da man! Well, I'm through
the minefield, and I'm outto here� ", ,

.time to see the world, time to kiss the

girls. . ." LESSEZ LES BON TEMPS
ROULEZ!

Christopher James
VanderSys

Sys, Slice, Sauce, Sausage,
Slobber

Grand Haven, MI
Environmental Biology

All in all, this joint has been a pretty
good experience, although I won't miss
it, period, I'd like to thank GOD, Mom,
Dad, Martha and Abby for helping me

getthrough. Finally, Bos, Yams, Mineau,
Jewlee, W,T,, Culby, Action, Buster &

Griffffffffl!; I'll never forget the s#@t

you gave me, or the H.S, time against
Beene. To everyone- Good Luck and

Godspeed. Long live the Nightclub!
Here's to Ya...,

Daniel Jackson Veal III
D-Brown

Randallstown, MD
Biology

Thanks to the fellas who made this
place easier, (T-Money, Biscuit, Hoop,
Piff, Rott, and Trott Man), to my family
for being there for me, my Dad who I
know is watching over me, my Mother
who always knew just what to do,.and
most of all God, who allowed me to

accept things I connotchonge; courage
to change things I con; and wisdom to

know the difference. Peace!

Tina LynnWestfall
T.L.

Williamstown, WV

Legal Studies

"And now I'm glad I didn't know
The way it all would end, the way it all
would go
Our lives are better left to chance
I could hove missed the pain
But I'd of had to miss THE DANCE"

� Garth Brooks

Iwould never have mode it through this
place without the love and support
given to me by my family, friends, and
especially God. It's over, 'dh'd not a

minute too soon.

Scottie Lee Zamzow
Zo

Victoria, TX

Engineering Mechanics

I would never have mode it through the
past four years without the help of
some very special people. To Mom
and J.D,, thanks for all your love and
support. I love you both. To all the
great friends 1 gained along the way,
especially Moon, Stoner, Sweck, Al,
and Dusty, thanks for the good times
andthe memories that will lost forever.
God bless you all.

-Redefined



Jennifer Lynn Ball
Jenn

Marietta, GA
Humanities, French, (Arabic)

Finally! I wont to thank my God, my
parents, my sister and brother, J. and
Rachael, without yo'll, I would never

hove mode it. To Jen, Beck, Mel and
Jess you've made me lough when it
seemed impossible to do and I'll never

forget you. And to all others: Au revoir,
ILo Leeka, und Auf Weidersehenll!

David Laury Bibighaus
Chop, BigBig, Schnanzer

Clifton Park, NY
Electrical Engineering

I would like to thonk my roommates
family, the IV crew and most of all
GOD, This place has been the rtio!
incredible experience of my life. I
forward to the fact that it will only
better for "as it is written, 'No eye'
seen, no ear has heard, no mind ^
conceived whot God has prepared fo
those who love him'" 1 Corintians2:
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Justin Lee Broughton
J.B. Weasel

San Antonio, TX
Bachelor of Science

wont to thank my family, WE finally
lode it together, Jenny and Joke:
ever succumb to life's challenges, adapt
nd you too can overcome, not be

ppressed. To us in the class of '94: we
ave been through enormous changes,
;t's continue to be strong, Rudyard
jpling's "IF" sums up our challenges
ind rewards. To USAFA: "I will return."

Rashelle Elizabeth
Brown
Roach

Big Lake, MN
Behavioral Science (Human
Behavior and Leadership)

Hey � I'M DONE!! G-nat, let's blow
this joint and go to "A Club", or we

could study Thermo all nightlong again
for old times soke, (Mmm - Hmm.)
Thanks to Mom, Dod, Brandy, Dustin
and Tessa for helping me moke it

through. And thanks, Peggy, for giving
me the best advice ever: "If you think

you're tired of life, you're probably just
tired �

go to bed,"

David Scott Chace
Dave, Cliaser

Air Force Town, USA
Huinan Factors Engineering

"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is
a matter of choice; It is not a thing to

be waited for, it is a thing to be
achieved." -William Jennings Bryan
As I complete these four years another
dream comes true. Thank you Mom
and Dad for your support. Dad, con
you hear the footsteps behind you?

John Wesley Chastain III
Trey, Freebird
Tyler, TX

Engineering Mechanics

Mom, Dod, Family- Thanks for sup
porting me mentally and financially.
For without yo'll, I wouldn't hove made
it.
The friends I've mode here hove taught
me 0 great perspective on life, about
Podre (Coozie bro?!). Aspen, sleeping
in cars, Omaha, NE, (Jeff), and how to

have a great time!
Thanks to everyone for a great five
years! "Don't you worry about me, I'm
just doin' what I'm doin', LIVIN'!!"
1 Peter 5:8-9)

,.Donald Paul Harwood
,^^, \\0^- jjg� Ducky, Harly, Woody
jjC^i'"' ; Air Force Town, USA

'.y-

hough much is token, much abides;
id though. ..We are not now that

ength which in old days...Moved earth
id heaven, that which we ore, we ore

One equal temper of heroic hearts.
Made weak by time and fate, but

'ong in will. ..To strive, to seek, to find,
id notto yield."Alfred, Lord Tennyson's
Jlysses." Thanks Mom, Dod, and

eph for the constant love, support,
)d encouragement.

Civil Engineering

Learning isn't easy frustration tends to

set in quickly. You hurt. You feel de
feated. You wont to give up to quit. You
want to walk away and pretend it

doesn't matter. But you won't because

you're not a loser you're a fighter - Ann
Davies There were many struggles I
encountered and hove overcome. I send
a special thanks out to my mom and

dad, to my friends and to the Masons.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Getting down and

dirty, leland "Bo" Bohannon makes his exit
From on obstacle during 1 990 Beast.

^m ///gm^^^mmmm
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Jeffrey Dennis Kueter
M

Platteville, WI

Biology

The lost four years hove been the
epitome of a drama: sometimes a com
edy, sometimes a tragedy, always an

adventure. Mom, Dod, and Cory, even
though I don't always show it, I love you
all and sincerely thonk you for all
you've done for me. To Trey and the rest
of the guys - I wouldn't hove made it
without you. Work hard, ploy hard.
Hebrews 13:6

Steven Vincent Martin
Steve, Stevie, Schmuck, Eddie

Nederland, TX
Bachelor of Science

"Welcome my son, vy.elcome to the
machine." -Pink Floyd There were

many times I knew I wouldn't molje it
here. Thank God, my Folks, Fozzie,
Multiple Choice and the Tiger Ten
crew for having faith in me when I
didn't. The Cadets, NCOs and Off icers
I've worked with are the finest people
in the world, minus a few notable

exceptions.
"... And until we meet again. May God
hold you in the hollow of His Hand."

Melanie Donette
McKillip

Mel, Tex, Little Blond Girl
Sudan, TX

Political Science

"Too much credit is given to the end
result. The true lesson is in the struggle
that takes place between the dream
and the reality. That struggle is a thing
called life!" -Garth Brooks
Momma, Daddy, Gina, Lynn & Scott I
love you and never could hove mode it
without you. Goober, Iggy, and Mr.

Vegas, thanks for making the insanity
worse. Missy and Squeak, "Long live
the Wenchies!" Adios!

(��',?/)S(n.
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David Andrew Mineat^i
Dave, Dave 2, or Big Wate ,

North Reading, MA
Engineering Sciences

Bioche'"'*^

Is it over yet? Thanks to God, Mom
Dad, Kris, Carrie, and Koren. To all qj
friends, thanks for o great time in ht*
tels and every other shaky locale wi
hod the pleasure of enduring togeth�r
If I come back, it won't be long enougt
from now.

i^^^H^^

Lee Jerome Mitchell
Jidee. Mitch
EUisville, MS
Economics

It's too cold here! Mom& Dod, you gave
more support than I could ever ask for.
To everyone-too many names too little
space but I couldn't hove made it with
out you. Terri it's over! Stupid doesn't
describe some of the things we hod to

do but somewhere along the way I

learned a lot and found some of the

greatest friends in the world. Thanks.

Gregory Eugene Nowak
Greg

Annapohs, MD
Latin American Area Studies

"The mark of the immature man is that
he wonts to die nobly for a cause, while
the mark of the mature man is that he
wonts to live humbly for one." -Wilhelm
Stekel. "Fair Winds and Following
Seas," -Novo! farewell.
To the Untouchables, Mark, my folks.
Art, Renee, The Yogmins, Hans, Paula,
Roel and Chris. This is me, is that you?
I love you and please. ..Drive Safely.

Federico Iglesias
Pacquing Jr
Freddy, Iggy

Oak Harbor, WA

Computer Science

"Even a fool knows that he can't reach
out and touch the stars, but o wise man

never stops trying."
Thanks to myfamily..,! didn't get a hand
full of mud! To Goober for the stories.
Ken for the hard times when I chickened
out, Mel for the advice, and Scotty for
putting up with the room. Thanks God
for showing me that your power is
made perfect in weakness.

L.umpo'*'"
r*l,�.ondW
:f;i'two�.<

Imi IN MONTANA

4,

Tilghman Lee
Rittenhouse

Tim

Glendale. AZ
Materials Science

Thanks to everyone in my family�
helping me get through the good i""*

and the bod times. I hope everyone i'

the class of '94 con continue to odoi
and oppress, OOPS, I mean adopt an
overcome.

'

The moment you become satisfied w

your accomplishments is the exact soli

minute you stop growing as a huiffl

being.
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George Allen Stanley
Allen, Al

Memphis, TN
Biochemistry

"honks to my parents and my sisters
vho stood by me and kept me believing
was not completely crqzy. Thanks to

Jicky (no I don't wont a dip), Roch
you're still o cutie), Jermont (commit-
nent to excellence), Freddy (watch that
ron), Scottie and Mel (ploy the Body
guard, eh?), and Londa (for saying
'es). Life is worth living with friends like
hese.
5EE Y'ALL IN MONTANA!

fr-

1^ Daymen Leon Tiffany
' �

'

Tiff, Tiffany, Preceding Hairline,
(*�*� D.T, Datj-Mon

Aurora, IL
Electrical Engineering

he Academy has been one of the best

xperiences of my life. I would like to

lank my friends and God for helping
leget through, WithoutJesus I couldn't
ove done it, and without my friends I

ouldn't hove enjoyed it, Speciolthanks
) Chop, Hurt, Dunken, BO, Jeff, Scotty,
yan, Joe and all the Navs, the Black-

ick Smacks, and the Tigers of Ten.

hilo, you were a good roommate, you
;rk.

Scott David Studer
Holly, MI

Computer Science

They wouldn't coll it o challenge if it
wasn't tough, I couldn't have mode it if
not for great friends. Thanks goes out

to Mark, Iggy, Goober, Kenly, the
Kimmels, and especially to my parents,
my sisters and Mel,

.. �'��.�

Richard John Wageman
Fat Rick

Sacramento, CA
Civil Engineeiing -

Environmental

Thanks to my family for encouraging
and not pushing. Thanks to my local
friends for giving me the needed touch
of reality. Thanks to the PTWOB's -the

Rocky Mountains are the most beauti
ful place in the world and you only
moke it better. We have a rendezVOUS
with the real world - Floaters out one

lost time. -Ready. .Set, Don't Funnel.
Huzzah. Here's to YOU

Richard William Tarbox
Box, Toybox, Wasky
Springville, NY

Human Behavior and Leadership

As I look bock, I shudder to think of
what I could hove become, and rejoice
at what I've been mode into. I hove
learned a love that "transcends human

knowledge" in the most complete pas
sion. It is this love that rescued me from

myself and will rescue those that come
after. Psolm 146.

Hans Thurston Thatcher
Deiter, Fritz

Goldsboro, NC
Biology

Mom & Dad thanks for the support.
You were always there when I needed

you. Croig, hey bro, we've become best
friends since I've been here. Thanks for
the support and encouragement; I owe

you one, Greg,Z,AJ, Ash, here weare;
need I soy more. To the Academy�
what a long strange trip it's been�

Grateful Dead, Ash, Steph I'll be there.

David Brian Williams
Dave, Dave L or Yams

Statesboro, GA
Engineering Science (Aero)

What a wild ride! Like oil of the stair

ways here at USAFA, it's been oil

uphill. It will almost be hard to soy

goodbye to long days, no nights, cold
summers, even colder winters, and
breakfast steak, but not too hard. To

my family and friends, thanks for ev

erything, it meant more than you con

imagine.

Roel Zamora
z

Rupert, ID
Latin American Studies

"Mom and Dad, there ore things about
the Academy you just wouldn't under
stand; things you couldn't understand;
things you s h o u I d n 't understand."
Thanks, God, for carrying me through
the post 1434 days. Thanks also to

Mom, Dod, Joey, Baby, Toyo, and Rondy
for all of the support you've given me;
and to Lee, Greg, Saxon, the Doves,
Chris, and everyone else who has influ
enced my life, "That's all I've got!"

24'
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Reeves Emerson Bower
Keanu

Pueblo, CO
Biology

Would I do it again? I can't soy. Thanks
to my families, especially Mom, Bill,
Dod, Nancy,Marika; also theCronmers,
Spodens, Grosses, Knacks, and the oth
ers. Mongo-don't step in the pizza! To
my friends: it's been fun at times; I will
miss you all. Most of all, thanks to
Pamela: I couldn't hove made itwithout
you; I will love you always. Hebrews
11:1. We kept the faith!

John David Breaker
Frooo

Aeronautical Engineering
Larkspur, CO

.tniv Elizabe*

�**�n;:It was real. Itwosfun. First, thanks* teW'i�""='LMe(out to my family - I couldn't hove moi ""'"���'"'"*"
It without you. I love you guys. Thanksfor the good times Vinny, Boo, Reeve^and most of oil, Chris. Thonk you MU
Don't let the world shape you - shape
your own world, it is what you make it!

Michael Dunton
Brothers

M. Bros, Mikey
Laramie, WY

Biology
Four years - how did it finish so quickly!
Yeah, right. Anyway, long hair and nol

getting caught, that's fhe answer. To my

parents and sisters - thanks for alllh'
love & support, I couldn't hove doneil
without you. To the ski team - WE AK
NOT AFRAID!! To my Leaf - you're the
most purrfect port ofmy life! Rebelsond
Rotz. Woke up Dave, we hove to be in

AMI in three minutes!

^"�tt Jerome Gi

Econilomics
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Amy Elizabeth Carnes
Tucson, AZ

Political Science

Never cry when the sun sets, because
ie tears will never let you see the stars,"
m not crying but I hove tears in my eyes,
honk you to all who have caught me
vhen I fell: Mom, Wally, Dad, Jill, the
irowns, Janeen and Grace, Thonk you
o everyone else who touched my heart
- it will not be forgotten.

Paul Joseph Glowers II
Joe Boo

Management
Mullens, WV

The Hick family made it. Looking bock,
I didn't like this place much. Thanks

goes to family and friends for help and

support. Thanks to Vinny, Freu, Fry and
everyone else. As everyone bock home

put it, "I thought you would go to college
.,,.well sorto," I found it interesting. Can
I go now?

Douglas Charles
Edwards
WopCheese
Milford, PA
Management

Afterfour years, what do I know? If you
do not have the courage to fight for your
convictions, sit down and shut up be
cause the world just left you behind,
"It seems that we are very good at

finding reasons for what we do, but not
so good at doing what we find reasons

for,"
I wouldn't hove mode it without Mom,
Dad, Don, Elena, Jeanne, and THE
POSSE! I love you.

Christopher Michael
Evans

Chris, Evani.stan, LBB
Holl)'wood, FL

European HLstory

Mom and Dad, I owe you both every

thing. You have always been there for
me. I Love you both. My best friend

Johnny, remember Cottonwood, skiing,
Boulder, and all the good times to

come. See you in Australia, To the rest

of you: Vinny, Pom and Dove, and
Reeves-You hove helped me leorn so

much. Thanks, VENI VIDI VECI!

24' 2
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. Scott Jerome Galaydick
Colorado Springs, CO

Economics

"Ven/, vide, vici"� "1 come, 1 sow, I

conquered." (Julius Caesar)

!ar*

David Allen Gauch
Gaueho. Goocit
Marietta, GA

Political Science

Thanks to my family, friends, and the
Wornersdorfers, I honestly couldn't hove
mode it through this circus without you.
To the "Pols, "amidst all the changes and
broken promises, you hove stead fast-l
love you all. To my "wrong crowd"-
well-whot can 1 say? And to my FB

brothers, we accom plished a great deal,
"Here's what we'll soy!"

Janeen Michel Gentry
Colorado Springs, CO

Social Sciences

It has been a long rood ful I of hardships,
memories, and success, I would like to

thank Mom, Dod,Major Britton, and the
rest of my family and friends. Also, I

would like to thank God for giving me

the strength to succeed,
"Be strong and take heart and wait for
the Lord." (Psalm 27:14)
It's time to go. ..Peace!

Michael John Hanna
A[ikey, Shorty
Napa, CA

Civil Engineering -

Environmental

Sir, I just wont to be a farmer.



John Tyler Knack
Mongo, Knack Attack, J. T.

Newark, OH
English

"No man is on island." I learned that

lesson well; I owe so much to my
incredible family, friends, sponsors, and
to the Rebels. Keanu, my friend, we
survived itollondstill hod fun! Stressful

days, short nights, great weekends;
amazingly, I'm still (mostly) sane. Re
member: "There ore those who ore

born scared, ofroid and not willing to

show some sock or guts.We eat those

people for breakfast."

Dean Lyle Larson
Dino, LRM
Yuma, y^
Economics

v'

But Sir.. ..O.K. I'll get it cut. The six year

journey has come to an end. From the

summer of '88 and the guys in 22 (Oaks
get a dollar), to the WRONG CROWD
of Rebeleven, Thanks for the memo

ries!! Dave, Steve, and Tom: Good
Luck, Mikey, I'll letyou know when I get
some more shredded money.

Stephen Charles Mann
Flounder

Fredericksburg, VA
Engineering Sciences

When I was a boy 1 had a dream
To come to the Academy and Fly.
I achieved the first goal, but then injury
Made my other plans go awry.
I cannot describe the loss of a dream:
All of the emotions I felt.
But I will press on, for hope lies ahead.
Pass me another Beef Meximelt,

JeffreyWhitten Marshall
Droopy

Honolulu, HI
Legal Studies

"GEEZ, o special thanks to my family
Mom, Dod ond John you helped im.
mensely, to oil the swim team fellas post
and present, what can I soy, you're t!ie
best I love you guys, AW MAN, thanks
also to all my friends and my buddiesi.
the Rebeleven crowd, Joe you v^ereo
killer roommate, thanks to Taylor eitic
my Hawaiian O'hona, you're veryiiti
portant. Stay macho everyone onii
moke sure to even hove o little fun

�LAW
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Christopher Robert
Michals
Giitm

Buffalo, NY
Bachelor of Science

"I hote school! I'm never going to school
ever again! I refuse!" (Calvin and

Hobbes). Who cares about UPT? I'm

already a pilot and I have my own

plane. Funny how some things workout.
Anyway, I'll always hove my Dreams. I

need to thank God, Mom, Dod, broth
ers, relatives, Duffy, and friends. This
five year plan was too long! But I

wouldn't change it.
Owarimoshito. Gombotte!

ITr-aditio n

Kevin Douglas Murray
Kev, Murr, Mic
Tacoma, WA

Management

If there is anything that I've learned at

the Academy, it's how to handle suc

cess and disappointment. Thanks to my
family and God for hel ping me through
itall. Dad, remember ODAT, it works!
To the posse in 1 1 th squad, we've been

through everything together. Thanks
for all the good times and memories�

I loveyouguysond I'll neverforgetyou.

Kristopher Troy
Norwood
Woody, Footy
Mound, MN

Political Science

"Failure is not the worst thing in the
world. The worst thing is not to try,"
There hasn't been a day I wasn't tested
at this place. I passed. Thanks to my
loving family (my wings), the posse (my
sanity check), my one and only, Jillieto
(my inspiration), and most of all, God
(myfoundotion). Alwoysclimbtowords
the Light and you won't go wrong. Four
down, eternity to go!

Stephanie Elaine Parsons j
Mom

York, ME
General Engineering

We've come a long way from 29 JunV
- Thonx Julie and Laura for our frienf

ship! OCF. ..Protestont Choir.. ,mygj
in '93...Kerrin-thanx!..."the
things".,.AII ofthe memories theseb^
to mind, John - thonx for everytRiH
love you! Momahd Dod-I neverwo
have mode itwithout all of your supp
Thanks for all that you've done foro

been to me, I love you both!
Isaioh 40:31 Philippians 4:13

*�ms "eien,
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Jennifer Elizabeth
Patrick

Fo.x Point, WI
Hiunan Factors Engineering

t was the best of times, it was the worst
jf times but these were the times of my
ife. Thanks to oil my great friends: all
jf the fellas from Eogle Eight- you will

always be in my heart and the basket-
Doll team for oil of the great seasons
3nd of course AnnMarie,
could hove missed the poin but I'd of
iod to miss the Donee...

John Paul Schroeder
Funky, Dope
Hebron, IN
Mathematics

I would like to thank my parents for all
their love and support, I could not hove
done it without you.

To the No Respect Havin' gong, let us
continue to scam together until we fi

nally get our golf course. We hove truly
played the game to perfection. Tool! of
those who felt the need to correct us, I
am sorry you never got to play. Bra,

German Alfredo Schroth
Generalissimo
Lima, Peru
Economics

"Life is too darn short to waste time

trying to please every meddlesome
moron who's got an idea on howl ought
to be, I don't need advice" (Calvin and

Hobbes), Thanks to my family, and

good friends who always were next to

me, breaking regs, in both good and
bod times, the Mustang, pennies, and all
the people who helped me, but never
carried me. I'm glad it's over.

Laura Susanne Simmons
Spring, TX
Biology

Thanks to my fomily who means the
worldto me , , , Mom, Dad, Russ, Doug,
and George. Remember, I will always
be there for you as you hove been for
me.

*^^
John Charles Vincent

Vinnij
Aeronautical Engineering

La Jimta. CO

Growing up it was o dream to gradu
ate from the Academy, now it's reality.
It's hard to believe I finally mode it. I

would like to thonk my family (espe
cially Mom and Sis) for your loving
support; I couldn't hove done it without

you! Kevin, Joe Boo, -Chris, Freu and
the country boys thanks for being there
(KIT). Thank you all and remember
"Dreams were mode to come true,"

Kevin John Watson
Racine. WI

Behavioral Science - Human
Behavior

The five year journey's finally over. To
the people that helped me survive . . .

Dad, I can't soy enough. Mom, I knew

you were watching, Jock, moke the

Corps proud. Holmes, see yo around
the world, Chris, thanks for the vision,

Zeiner, thanks for the corruption. Good
luck Vinnie, POS, Will, Trey, Mark, and
the entire Reb 1 1 Posse. A few lost
words , , .

Zube, eoh?!
Cubs Win!!!

Aye laddie, you can't beat , . .

Christian Aguilar
Wendler

Big Daddy, Bigin, Aguilar
El'Paso, TX

Political Science, Latin America
Studies

"Know Thyself and Live Freely" Cicero,
The Gome was Philosophical, Intellec
tual, Spiritual, Comical, Dreadful. It's
over; we won. Thanks to the fellas for
the times. We come strong or we didn't
come at all.
To the Geeks; Be an athlete or life will

pass you by.
Mama, Popo, Carlo, Carlos, Mi Senor.
Gracias. Te quiero mucho. HASTA.

Steven Mark Zubowicz
Zube

St. Petersburg, FL
Political Science

Thanks Mom, Dad and family for all
your support, Beth, it's finally over- I

guess we're in the 3% club after oil. To
all the great friends I've made- this
place was the best of times, Yeoh-
Roger! Marty, good thing for the Track,
the Course, and the Creek- at least we
weren't climbing rocks like Korn,
"Have another one, !" "Here comes

Rocky!" "Kev, eoh?!"
"Long live the PDR!"

-Redefined



Lance Edgar Baxter
Bax

Evergreen, CO
Electrical Engineering

"There is no such thing as a truly indi
vidual effort. My success I owe to those
who helped me to be who I am and to do
what I hove done.
and the many others, thanks."

Rob Edward Blissett
Blister

Aubum, MI
Legal Studii

Sincerest thanks to all my friends and
family. The possibilities for the futuie
ore endless. "Hod we but world enough
and time ...

"

Uli�

Bruce I

Hi

>i�oje�'*�"S!jtherestot
...jilooii belli"
'favemoJenl'
.:,hese years,)''

^'ifWlEricI

'Sr�"^'
ences, challenges, rewards, and memo- ije,,,^^^J^'Osysl

If itain'thard,llain*

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Liz. Witho
your continuous love, support, anal

derstanding I could hove never mode Ifi
You hove shaped me and mode me wnol

I am today. HG, thanks for the expen-

"

Accept the challenges, so that you mo|(

feel the exhilaration of victory." - Ll"' �

known Author '
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Dennis Bruce Bonilla

D. D Bone. Bone
El Paso, TX

Latin American llistoiy

guess I mode it, I would like to thank
ny parents and the rest of my loved
jnes who have stood behind me these
our years, I hove mode a lot of really
jreot friends these years, you're all the
jest. Let's keep partying. Thanks EJ.,
IL,, and Chris Barrett,

Jermont Chen
G-Moiiey, Sun Tzu

Nutiey, NJ
Biochemi.stry, (Chinese)

"... preparation, knowledge, and disci
pline con deal with any form of danger;
,.. danger confronted properly is not

something a man must fear." Tom

Clancy. Thanks to myfamily, sponsors,
BBBS, and friends for all the support
you hove ever given me. I couldn't have
mode these post four yearswithout you;
my successes are your successes, I also
thank every instructor that I hove hod
for preparing me to face dangers with
out feor. Good Luck and God Bless!

Richard Keith Derrick
Keith

Rio Rancho, NM
Civil Engineering

I look back on my years here and think
of what this place has brought me.

There hove been many bod times and

many good times. The bad fading with

time, the good olways in my memories,
I will never forget the friends I have
mode and the friends I will always hove.

John DiPasquale Jr
Deep

Carrollton, TX
Operations Research, Economics

Mom and Dad, I owe you everything I
have become. Donel lo, thanks for your
undying support and love; 1 love you

verymuch. Tothefellas,you knowwho

you are, it was a trip, I love you guys. To
the rest of my friends and family, espe
cially Tony, Mario, Art, and Phyllis,
thanks for believing in me. Well, I'm
outto here, see y'oll at the top.

\l^li"^
Michael Eric Dunn

Mike

Hayden Lake, ID

V^omond Dad, Roc and Barb thank you
or all your support,
'Well the first days ore the hardest

Joys, don't you worry anymore, cause
when life looks like easy street there is

danger at your door,"

Shawn Michael Gunter
Hans

Boulder, CO
Space; Operations

Thanks for everything Lord, Mom, Dad,
Kelly, Katie, Roger, Marie, Joyce, Gor
don, my Hard Core 24 smockmotes, the

Dirty Dozen, and the Roily Club. I've
hod a real time here and I've learned
that ignorance truly IS bliss. Keep in

touch!

^-ee^V
"Build me a son, O Lord . .

MacArthur

- General

George Alvin Holland III
Jorge

San Angelo, TX
Aeronautical Engineering

"...If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds worth of distance
run.
Yours is the Earth and everything that's
in it.
And - which is more - you'll be a Man,
my son!"� Rudyard Kipling, "If"

Thank you to everyone who has touched

my life these past four years, I leave the
someway I entered full of dreams and
ready to conquer the worldf-*^~\

Eric Douglas Johnson
EJ. Vinnie

Bethesda, OH
Human Factors Engineering

Well, I guess I mode it! I would like to
thonk my parents and grandparents for
oil the support and love through the
years. And for all those that hove dreams:
stay strong, stay focused, and never

give up! And to all the great friends I've
mode at USAFA: I love all you guys,
you're the best and good luck in what
ever you do. I'm always there if you
need me!

Redefined



Katherine Heather
Johnson

HJ, KH, Katherine
Bohngbrook, IL
Classical Physics

"Worry is a futile thing,
it's somewhat like a rocking choir.

Although it keeps you occupied,
it doesn't get you anywhere."

-Author Unknown

To Mom, Dad, Holly, Hope Haven,
Heidi, Mike, and everyone else who
mode an impact on my life (and, I hope,
success): THANX! 1 love you all!!! 1 am

especially grateful to my father who
refused to let me use the word "can't".

Matthew Lynn Johnston
Matt, A/wpr
Enid, OK

Aeronauticajf; Engineeringf

Well, we mode it. Big Kev, Fee, Deep,
G-money and all the rest: thanks for a

great three years. Most of all I wont to
thank my parents and my Lord Jesus
Christ for being with me every inch of
the way. I never could have done it
without you.

Marc Nathan London
Dallas, TX

Aeronautical Engineering

Everyday around this place seems to

last forever. But, now that I'm almost
finished, I con only ask myself "where
has the time gone?" The support I've
received from my family has been great.
Thank you. Good Luck to my class
mates and friends , and remember -

GO COWBOYS!

Corey Austin Luhrs
Lou, Lureser, Fish
Fort Morgan, CO

Human Factors Engineering
Thank yous go outto Mom, Dod, Chris.
tine, Sherri, Michelle, G-Mas and G-
Pos, Don, Mor, Chns, EJ, D-Bone, anc
Amy for the laughs in good times, sup.
port in bad times, and love all ottlie
time. Thonk you Scott for showing me
what strength, couroge, and life in gen
eral is all about, I'm proud of you, one
you will always live strong in my memo
ries. I love you all!.
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Stephen Paul Mcllvaine
Mac Daddy
Xenia, OH

Engineering Sciences

To Dad, Mom, Jill, and Greg, thanks for
all your support. I could not hove mode
it without your help. I wish the best of
luck to the graduates in 1 2 and the class
of '94.

Felix Montero
Fee

Junction Citv, KS
Biology

Thanks to my fam ily for the support and
guidance, especially you Mom. Thanks
to the many friends I've made from my
freshman and upperclass squadrons.
You hove been the source of all of my
greatest moments here at the Zoo. And
thank you God for giving me the oppor
tunity to come here. Take it easy
everybody hope to see you out there.

Peggy Moskaluk
Moscoic

^^San Francisco, CA
'Human Factors Engineering

1/2 decade of USAFA, oh yeah, no

problem.
Nothing is impossible.
What 0 great day for o Depeche Mode
Video!
Thank you Mom, Nadio, Dod, R, cool
friends, and the people of Colombian
Coffee for the lost five years.
For the direction and the balance, thank
you Lord.

(Joshua 1:9)

Douglas Dean Pinkerton
Doug, Pink, Panther

Upland, IN
Civil Engineering,
Environmental ^u

� but those who hope in the Lord will

renew their strength. They will sooroir;
wings like eagles; they will run and not

grow weary, they will walk and not be

faint. (Isaioh 40:3,1) Thanks to my Lord
and Savior for all the strength and

courage. Thanks to my fomily and friends
for everything. God Bless you all!

KennPatricl
'^lin P� BIC

''^calEngi
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�Ml do It!"
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Robert Allen Remey Jr

Big Bob. Bubba
Austin, TX

Civil Engineering

t's been five years since 1 entered US-
\FA, I still ask why I did this. It's been
ome of the hardest years of my life,
vith some of the greatest experiences.
"honk you Mom and Dad and the restof

ny friends who hove pushed me to my
iuter limits and then still keep on push-
ng. Always remember to live your life
vith no regrets.

Jason Alan Van Valin
Eddie

Albuquerque, NM
Operations Research, Economics

You only live once. So enjoy it!

24'

p^Df.

'W

It was the best of times; it was the worst

of times.,. May the pillars of salt sup

porting the Academy never fall. While

the Academy wonts to produce a well

rounded leader, it must produce war

riors, "Who'll do it?"

f [A \
�mm
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Michael Kenichi Archie
Mike, Arch

North Highlands, CA
Civil Engineering

Thanks to my family Mom, Dod, Sis and
Mr. Posey for oil your support through
the years. To all my boys: Ron, Ced, Lee,
Vic, Free, T.J., Don D., Big D., Pot,
Houston, Black, Med,Wayne, Jeff, and
Hoop, we come a long way.
Don, John, Rick, B.J. hong in there. I'll

always remember the good times we

hod.

Jeffrey Scott Bergstrom
JB, Odie

Griswold, IA
Human Factors Engineering

It's been real and it's been fun, but it
hasn't been real fun. E.S. Thanks Mom,
Dad, and Jodi. You'made it all a lot
easier. To Stanley, Burbs, Genie, J.,
Jerome, Melz, Gaueho, Mitch, and all
the fellas, itwouldn't have been worth it

without you. To Shone Hogon: Your life
was tragically cutshort. I'll neverforget
you. 1 must say, I didn't do too bod

considering my hometown was named
after the infamous family from the movie
Vacation. Clark would be proud. Now
it's time for a vacation of my own. Later.

Richard Dunphy Cimino
anything but Dick!

Raton, NM

Geography
It was tough, miserable, fun, and excit

ing; but mostly tough! My family said a

lot of prayers for me; thank God for
that. Thanks a ton to Mom and Dad, I

love you guys. To Maria and Christine:
a world of success. Thanks Nicki for

making everything all right. Looking
bock, 1 learned o lot from those little
nuns at Raton Catholic School. Good

bye, God Bless. Moke waves!

Edmond Joseph Dixon
Crazy Eddie

West Haven, CT
Human Factors

Here, I learned to remain mildly sane
Get 0 guitar to beat on, always haveo
Schaefer in reach, and turn it up. "Some
people wanted champagne and covior
when they should hove hod beer ondholwnen mey snouia nave nod beerondhol '-'^l .jtiing i"* "'"

dogs"(Dwight D. Eisenhower), Thatikj. ^"^ ('.* elcTo�)'
toth�.whr,lofnrr,/-l/-,m;l� "l�,.,:iJ : ,^1106,'"",' .;,'U/|tothe whole fom domily, "In wildnesiis
the preservation of the world, so seek
the wolf in thyself"(Metallica

Oavi'ia\#
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Timothy Andrew
Eckstein

Andy
Florence, KY

Electrical Engineering

Find me always stretching for the brass

ring.

Eric Christian Grace
E. or Gracey

Egg Harbor Township, NJ
Biology

Mom, Paul, Gramps, Gram, Steve, and
Dod: Thanks for all of the love and

support. Mark -thanks for all of thegifts
you have given me. Keith: carry on in
excellence� everything beginswith the
powerof one.Col: "I don't know. ..could
be worse" Mac Daddy: "who's your
daddy". Zoomie Rugby Football Rulesl
I am THE unluckiest cadet of the Acad
emy. Loyalty, Trust, Repect, Desire,
Dedication, and Determination. Tigers
live forever!

Tommy Eugene Gregory
T, Tucker, Slick, Tommy G.

Zephyrhills, FL
Economics

Mom & Dad: 1 million THANK-YOUs
and a huge I LOVE YOUI Special thanks
to The Bunces,The Fellas,Erica,Jen,Evil
8,and Bulldawgs for friendships & sup
port. Erica:Thank-you for showing me

GOD,trust,and happiness. Fellas-"We
didn't get caught!"-See you at Charity's!
Dave:Shaa,as if.. .just put it on the Visa!
Randy:Cannonball... coming downl
GiLReol trucks hove winches! Friend
ship is the greatest gift you can give.

Lisa Marie Hagerman
Emmy

Colorado Springs, CO
Space Physics

"Time is but the stream I go o-f ishing m

I drink at it; but while I drink I seethe

sandy bottom and detect how shallow it

is. Its thin current slides away, bill

eternity remains."
� Henry David Thoreau

bey David]
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�.; David William Ham
Hatnbone

Redmond, WA

Computer Science

\any thanks go out to Mom (for the
ookies and advice), Dod (we tried our

�. est), Jen (for the laughs), and oil my
�

'>^ iends (forthesupport).ThankyouErin
^r the love (here's to the future!). Thanks
3 Jesus for the guiding light. Thanks to

'i>^ oaring for getting me out of all the
l^... larodes, SAMI's, etc. To my brothers:

ou know who the man is "We're going
D have o good time.."

James Ryan Kenny
Ryan

Redlands, CA
Astronautical Engineering

I have changed, the Academy has

changed; hove you?
I'm grateful for my mother, my father,
Kobi-Won, PeoceDog, Buttercup (Give
Sanctions more Time!), and the words
of Robert Anton Wilson,
"The totally convinced and the totally
stupid hove too much in common for the
resemblance to be accidental."Woof.
Freshman year debaters, where ore

Lance Elliott Kent
Dave, Mole, Special 'K'
Cardiff-By-The-Sea, CA

Human Factors Engineering

I'd like to thonk Mom, Dad and Lawrence
for everything. Without you, I couldn't
have mode itthroughthis place. Thanks
to God for giving me the intestinal
fortitude to stick it out. Thanks Doug &

Kathy, I couldn't have osked for better

sponsors. Thapks to the Soaring pro

gram for getting me out of so many
parades, SAMIs, etc. Finally, to my Nu
Pi Sigma brothers: "Here's to the
breezes..."

Brian Kenji Kobashigawa
Brian, Koby, Koby-wan

Oxnard, CA
Aeronautical Engineering

To Mom, Dad, Ryan, Wes, Bobs, ToB
and oil the other noble hearts I hold in

affection : you've been saviors and
hove my eternal gratitude. 1 count my
self fortunate. "...In this world let me
hove my world, to be damned with it or
saved." -Gottfried Von Stroussburg,
Tristan Und Isolde. Alos, music calls
and it's time to find some books and
babes (not babes and books) -Woof!

,� Rodney David Liberato
lM>t^^

^
Rod

Red Bank, NJ
Aeronautical Engineering

Moma y Popo, gracias por todos los

socrificios, a vstedes les debo todo! To
the "Salsa Crew": Mike, Paul, Jose, Nes,
D.J,, you guys will always be o port of
me. The Nehl's family, my second home,
your support and encouragement helped

�

me through it all. Tommy: Together we
con make all our dreams come true, I

love youl "Live pure, speak true, right
wrong", and always follow your heart.

Robert Allen Melzer II
Melz

Arlington, TX
Human Behavior

Thanks to Mom and Dod for all their

love, (and money). I couldn't have
mode it through without your support
and encouragement. To the fellas on

the team, I'll never forget all we sur

vived and accomplished together.
Angelie, the love of my life, you mode
the lost two and a half years fly by and
I can't wait to kick back and enjoy the
rest of our life together.

Strangely enough Ben Kenobi said it

best, "Who's the bigger fool, the fool, or
the fool who follows him?" Thanks to

Mom, Dod, Heather, Estel, Ed, Peace

Dog, and everyone else I'm not able to

mention by name. "I've no time to stand
and look. The time has come to be gone.
And though our health we've drank a

thousand times. It's time to ramble on."

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Sure footed and
swift, Basic Joson Hover concentrates
on making it to the other side of the log
without 0 mishap. Throughout the ob
stacle course cheers of encouragement
and warning could be heard.

.Redefined



Trevor Reed Nelson
Jethro, Trev

Grand Rapids, MI
Human Factors Engineering

"Spirit. In every language, in everytime
and every place, the word has o ring of
strength and determination. It is the
hero's strength, the mother's resilience,
andthe poor man's armor. It cannot be
broken, and it cannot be taken away.
This I must believe." - R.A. Salvatore.
Thanks to all. Especially Congressman
Paul Henry, who believed in me. He
succumbed to a brain tumor this post
summer (1993).

Lee Sanford Owens IV
Chicago, IL

Political Science

For when / am weak, then I am strpng.
-2 Corinthians 12:10 f

,

It was four long and tough years, but it
was worth it. One thing I've learned is
to take the best from every situation.
Thanks to my family (especially Mom,
Dad and Will) for your love and sup

port. To oil the boys: I'll always remem
ber the times we hod and hope to see

you out there in the "real" Air Force.

Darian John Padilla
Df

Northglenn, CO
Geography/Spanish

The last five years of my life hove been
very tough, yet rewarding. I just wantto
say a special thanks to my Mom, Dad,
Dennis, Donny, Hank, Sis, Rodney, and
Mike for helping me through the tough
times. Without your love and support,
my dreams would never hove come

true!

Steven Arthur Roehrick
Pavillion, WY

Geography
The Fot Lady's finally singing. . . Mom
and Dad: I couldn't hove made it
without you helping me through the
bod times and cheering me throughthe
good. Kelli: Why couldn't I have met

you sooner? Everyoneon staff both my
2� and Firstie years: Remember the
great times. Hey, friends ore friends'
forever. Richord Boch: You're right-
There is no such thing as a problem
without a gift for you in its hands.

Estell�:n7

Bioloff

Tom Skarda
Houston, TX

History

Erica Maria Stone
Stoner, Boner, Dinky
Mt. Vemon, NY

Biology

Mommy, Doddy, Chris, Edi, Star,
Gorcio's and Hamou's: you're the best
family anyone could hope for. I love

you oil. Tommy: you taught me how to
take risks and follow my heart. Thanks

(squeeze, squeeze). A smile cures oil. ..so
smile, it's only life after oil. Words to

live by: "All you need is love" -The
Beatles. "We ore the music makers, and
we are the dreamers of a dream" -Willy
Wonka.

William Brooks Walpert
Bill, Alpo, Mighty-Bill

Ft. Worth, TX
Political Science

Thanks, but 1 learned all the important
stuff in kindergarten.
We're the party that wonts to see on

America in which people can still get
rich. -Ronald Reagan
Never allow your ambition to be satis
fied.

Always rock the boot.

Robyn Lynn Wasylik
Rob, Roby, Moose
Columbus, OH
Political Science

Thanks to Dad, Mom, and Greg whi

gave me so much love and support.
couldn't hove mode it withoutyou. Also,
thanks to Brice for your companionship
and the strength you gave me. Thanks
to all my friends and classmates who

tried their best to make this place fun,
and thanks to God who truly mode

possible.

m
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Estel Jerry Wilson
jt'rojtif

Sunfish, KY
Biolog)'

honks to everybody who helped me

jet through this joint including my fam

iy, friends, Schaefer, and The Gold
lord Club. Hey, Chicken, if you ore

eoding this, you're still here. Ho, ho.
jee you kids later, I'm outto here!

Richard Paul Amisano Jr
Rich, Dick, Wop
Horseheads, NY
Civil Engineering

Did I Graduate?

David Evan Beebe
Heady, Beebs

Chillicodie, MO
General Engineering

Wow, that really flew by! "Lemon

please sir, for Cadet Beebe." I learned
one thing during the four years here:
You, my friend, are the only one to know
your limits. Push your limits, or let them
shove you back. It's not what other

people think, it's what you think.

"Stop lookin' out, start lookin' in, be your
own best friend, stand up and soy, hey!
This is mine. All mine..." -Von Halen
To Pauly and Boyd: Fellas, throw one

my way! Thanks Mom and Dad!

R^edefined \



William Edward Benson
III
Bill

Duluth, MN
Behavioral Science, Human
Behavior and Leadership

"If I knew the way, I would take you
home." Thank you Mom, Dad, and
Mike, and Andrea.

Raymond Bernier
Ray

Woonsocket, RI
Human Factors Engineering

I con truthfully soy that when I enrpred
the USAF Academy I never thought that
I would graduate. Now that graduation!
has finally come, I would like to thank

everyone, especially my parents and my
friends who gave me the support to

make itthrough this place. Also, I would
like to thank the Academy for giving me

the experiences to build upon my abili
ties and also the opportunities to meet

wonderful people.

Steven Cornelius Buttie
Stevo, Boot
Cranston, RI
Geography

"I keep my friends as misers do their
treasure, because, of all the things
granted us by wisdom, none is greater
than friendship." -Pietro Aretino
I thank God for the opportunity to come
to the Academy, my family for giving
me the strength, and the HSD for mak
ing it enjoyable.
Special thanks to Richie A. for taking
core of me and all the memorable Bus
missions.

Daniel James Di Mento
Islip, N.Y.

Economics, Survival
*';'

K

Jld*"Read dozens of books about he^
and crooks and I learned much from
each of their styles. ..One step ahead flJl^'Tijfiliiiigsthe jailer!
Respects to the family and fellas forth! W';[jk,owO

relax nowi *was no solo ride, you con a
Special thanks to Jennifer, but I'll �|Jkit
ways need one more favor. Honestf y i<^
Remember this; there is olways o lightol | �

the end of the tube so enjoy the ride, foi
life is your friend ond God is your guide
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Timothy Franldin Dowd
Timmy, Big Mick
Manhasset, NY
Military Histoiy

Thanks to everybody who took them
selves too seriously - we never stopped
laughing at you. Travis, howwere your
two years? No, Carlton, I can't go
skiing tomorrow.My credit card again?
More lemon? HSD F�^l I've learned a

lot here: first, be a government con
tractor... Time to close down the Pub,
fellas. Mom, Dad and Jen -Thanks for

being there.
Thank God Notre Dome said no.

Bradley James Goeke
Brad

Rossford, OH
Biochemistry

1 learned o lot here, fortunately I forgot
most of it.
Thanks Mom and Dad - "I didn't know
I couldn't"

Carlton Lee Hoskins
Woody

Owensboro, KY
Political Science Do or Die

Thanks to DF, the whole institution, you
robbed me of the flower of my inno
cence. Let's see, we could study or...

No Man is a Island, Thanks Mom, Dad,
the rest of the fom and HSD..
Life is o fatal adventure, there con be
only one ending, so quit taking it so
damn seriously. Live Hard and Live Fast
-Jim Morrison

Ki Lee Jackson
Kaneechitvah, Action, Sky

Oriand, CA
Mathematical Sciences

If my head were veal, which I know itS
not.. ..how much would it be worth?!|
KITH
I can't believe it's over. It's seemed lii^
only on ETERNITY!! Thank you Mu
and Dad for your support througho
these lengthy four years.
To HSD and all of my homeys, thanij
for being the best friends I could evi

ask for.
FTP... .STO...
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Timothy Peter Kopania

KoKo
Palos Verdes, CA

Hiunan Factors Engineering

Before coming here, I )<new a little
about a lot of things. In the middle, I

jegon to know more and more about
ess. Now 1 know almost everything
here is to know about nothing. To HSD,
drink o tall one at Al's for me, we

�sorned it. Lisa, I'll never forget, I
promise. To Mom and Dod, I couldn't
lOve done it without you. I love you.

Sean Raymond Madole
Maddog
Reno, NV

Management

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jeremy, and Aaron
you all were always there for me. Dad
I hote to soy it but you were right again,
I mode it. Thanks to oil of my friends
here you all hove mode these four years
worthwhile. Scotty, Kid, and Lisa you
ore the best friends anybody could ever

hope to hove. You guys ore the best.

Guy Robert Majkowski
Majik, Joker

Milwaukee, WI

Biology

When trudging through the mud of life
Do notget distracted by death and strife
Do not become cynical or overly critical
Life shouldn't be so damn political
Be yourself in your every endeavor
Do not conform, but be ever so clever
As to see through the filth and grime
Look post depression and daily crime
And see the beauty in life itself
of being the best, of being yourself
- Guy Majkowski
Thanks Mom, Dod, and Rocky!

Michael James Malone
Boomer, Moses
Grants Pass, OR
Civil Engineering

There have been days when The Hill's
outto get you. To me, the challenge has
been to keep the system from affecting
the important ports of the personality of
the kid that walked in here four years
ago. It was hard to keep the idealism,
the humor, the compassion, and resist
the cynicism. But now, at graduation, I

see how well I've met that challenge.
Gome over...! win.

John Steven Meiter
Martyr

Whittier, CA
Aeronautical Engineering

. Being bad feels pretty good, LIVE

,.ieveryday. Tomorrow's Tomorrow. Ryan,
give sanctions more time. Mom and

,><3ad, thanks for being there and putting
, jp with my differences. Guy,thanksfor
,-he bock rub, wont to watch a movie?
^ebs, call me anytime. Speech, TDY,

. rophies, hope you hove a team next

/ear.. .PEACE

'Commit to the Lord whatever you do,
3nd your plans will succeed
� Proverbs 16:3

James Courtney Mock
Daddy

San Antonio, TX
Latin American Area Studies

Thonks for all the wonderful classes I

hod to take, the great weather, and most

important: carpet squares. To Mom,
Dod, and Eric thanks for all the love and

support yall gave me. My friends,
thanks for being there every step of the

way. HSD - Hook 'Em Horns - The Chair

Is Against The Wall.

Matthew Whitfield
Newby
Newb, Fat

Edmond, OK
Human Factors Engineering

Thanks to God for everything I hove.
To Mom, Dod, Nate and Chris, you
mean the world to me.

To all the preppies, I'd do it again.
To my brothers, you ore the reason I

stayed at this place. Falcon Football is
#1.1 love all you guys. Finally, to all the
geeks, my bog's still on my shoulder and
I'm sleepin' through breakfast.

Nicole Felice Patrick
Nic, Coli

Denver, CO
Political Science,

Intemational Relations

To friends who mode this place worth

everything�Moo, Bill and Poot, Josh,
Mike and Tina, the OCF gong, and
most of all, Kurt� I love you. Thankyou
Lord for your forgiveness, mercy, and
love. You knew I never wanted to be
anywhere else. "To be born free is an
accident, to live free a privlege, to die
free a responsibility." Unknown



Michael Ramierez
New York City, NY
General Engineering

Fueron cinco anos dificiles, pero con lo

oyudo del Senor y de mi madre pude
olconzar mis suenos.

Bryan Edward Salmon
Bry

Colorado Spririgs, CO
Managexfient

Life's no too short. It's just that you're
dead for so damn long. The one thing
that I regret the most about USAFA was

not spending enough time with the fellas;
they are what makes this place bear
able - thanks AFA Lax, HSD, and friends.
MEH 5/21/92. To Mom and Dad, I
couldn't hove done it withoutyou, 1 love

you. "It's a bittersweet surrender..."

Alison Elizabeth Slucas
Al

Buchanan, MI
Russian Area History

"Pooh, promise you won't forget about
me, ever. Not even when I'm a hundred."
Pooh thought for a little. "How old shall
I be then?"

"Ninety-nine."
Pooh nodded. "I promise," he said.
Pooh knew what he meant, but, being a

Bear of Very Little Brain, couldn't think
ofthe words.

The House At Pooh Corner

""

js-enneth Gregory
Stoltman

Kenny G, Kage
Grand Forks, ND

Behavioral Science and
Leadership - Human Behavior

Well, I've been in a one-legged butt.
kickin'match with the Deon and finally
got one in on him. Thank You to the
Cobras, Kev W., the Stoltman crew
(Mom, Dad) and Ebertowski's, Hutson's,
Herrmann's, Tilley's, Col Ream, Cop'
Eady (attitude adj.) SMSgt Byrd, Chief
Meadows, (refer to rule 1), ond espe.
cially LtCol Buron, my model, wheros
words can never thonk you enough
Y'know, I ittle boyhood dreomscon come
true...

Todd Robert Stratton
Strato, Cruiser
Howell, MI

Computer Science

"Preserve your memories, they're all
that's left you." - Paul Simon

Richie, lets air-out the room one lost
time. EddyMac, I may join your club yet!
Here's to the HSD and Bod Habits

Nights, you guys ore the greatest. Flip,
Whore, Brick, Spermer and EddyMac,
"We run because we must..."
Chad, my friend, take core. "Free!" Billy
Corgon I owe it all to my family, friends
and the Lord. Thank you.

As we travel down the paths of our lives
it is easy to be cynical and disen
chanted, but it gets us nowhere. I shall
attempt a feat more challenging and
fulfilling than all that, I shall be content
in all that God has given me and all he
is doing with me.

I hope life's not one big joke, BECAUSE
I DONT GET IT. But I'm not bitter. Thank
God for HSD. Adapt and Oppress.

Mom, Dad, Stephen, Kevin, Grandma
Mike... I couldn't hove mode itwithout

you. In your love I found strength and
courage. I love you all!
All of the fun, the laughter, lote nights,
hell weeks. Ring Dance... The road has
been long. In the end all I know is
happiness.... I hove learned so much,
yet is it enough? Was it worthwhile?
What do you want, the approved solu
tion?

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Explaining "for

what reason there is for contraband ir

his moil" Jim Francis does some quit'
thinking on his feet.

f^ �^
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Jose Enrique Barrera
Platano

Santo Domingo, Dom Rep
Biochemistry

"Take the calculated risk - dreom, build,
fail, succeed; face the world boldly and
soy 'This, with God's help, 1 hove done.'"
- Deon Alfonse

Carry the CROSS, with Foith, Hope,
Love; Remember Philippians 4:13. White

Knights OVERCOME. The only one who
con tell you you can't, is you - and you
don't hove to listen. Paella, I Love You

Demosiodo; Solso Crew, Paz, Joe, Corpe
Diem. One regret; somehow, I could've
done more.

Donald Christian
Callaghan

Callous

Indianapolis, IN
Political Science

Dickens was right. It was the best of
times and the worst of times. Without

great friends, it would've just been the

worstoftimes.War Eogle Red Togs: We

made it! I'm ready to give the taxpayers
their money's worth.
Dad, Mom, Jim, Sue, Liz, and Chris:

Thanks for believing in meondfor being
the best family a kid could osk for.

24'

Amom Chomchoey
Bangkok, Thailand
Computer Science

...When the light is green you go.
When the light is red you stop.
But what do you do
When the light turns blue
With orange and lavender spots?.

Silverstein
..Well oh, well...

See Ya....



Arlene Collazo
Ponce, Puerto Rico

Astronautical Engineering

No matter what people moke you think,
you ore in charge of your life; use it

wisely.
Momito, Papito, Sandra,Wally, Lyonne
y ASM: Grocios por su apoyo y sus

cartas. Los quiero mucho. A ustedes

puertorros: si yo pude groduorme,
ustedes pueden tombiem.
Preppies: It took us 5 years, but we
mode it. Shell, Nico, Don, Chris: you
mode my life better, let's keep in touch.
Thanks all of you (rebels) who had to

put up with my accent, it wasn't fake
(read that Ross).

John Everington
Commins
Columbia, SC

Biology

I should have taken t|*6t other scholar
ship. All I ever got from here w^s a

hand full of hoir. Now at least I can

grow the mustache and sideburns that
I always wanted to hove. Anyway,
thanks to anyone and everyone I knew
or met: Mom, Dod, Christy, Jules, Zutt,
Greg, McD, Mott, G, Hands, Slerbs,
and of course my best friend of the
whole wide world, Lucier. So long,
farewell. Hail to the King, Boby!

Maria Donovan
Nantasket, MA

Biology
"I've traveled many a mile. And haven't
found a home. I've traveled many a

mile. And one seed's unsown. I'll travel
another mile. 'Til I finally find my own.
With imagination ... I'll get there" --

Horry Connick Jr.
Couldn't have said it better, Horry.
Friends, family, and God helped make
this place o little easier and I thank each
and everyone of you (you know who

you ore!). If you risk nothing, you risk

everything. Thank God I had the forti
tude to risk everything. See you in the

Navy, guysl

ihl

m,jal Scien"

Kevin Michael Freund
Sig, Siggy, Sigmund, Slichj

2iggy, Ziegfried
Ingleside, IL

Engineering Science

See below 'fli'
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Christopher Joseph
Giorgianni

G, Chris

Pittsburgh, PA
Chemistry

Mom & Dod - Thanks for always being
there. I couldn't hove done it without

you. I Love You! To Angela - Just Do It!
To everyone along the way: Thanks for
all the memories! Thank You, Lord. "If
I would hove been a common man, I
would hove taken the common path,
and I would not hove been satisfied. I

am not common, thus I am satisfied."
Michele-I love vou

Scott Edward Graham
Ontario, NY

Military History

Thank you Mom, Dad, Mike, and Doug .

Lona, this has only been the beginning
for usl I'll never forget Fat, Napes,
Donnie, Alex, Kirk, Darren, McD, G
and Shell. Good times to remember
(P&G) and bad times to forget (Baker &
tours). This place changed me for the
better, but once is enough. Time for
Uncle Scott to move onl

Darren Pierre Gray
D, D.G, Bisaiit

^y Walnut Creek, CA
Management

You're only as average as you let your
self be! Spike, Kraut, Piff, CS-15, Run
ning Boyz, Kuzmos, Pifforerios, you
pushed me to be the best!! I love yoo
guys. Mom (RIP), Dad and Trev, you
shaped me and I wouldn't be here
withoutyou. I love you!! Cocky? Maybe.
Confident? Definitelyll But cockiness
without performance equals SCHLEP!!
That's what I'm tolkin' about! I'm off to
serve the country that I love!

Jack Alan Hill
Flash

Laguna Beach, CA
Legal Studies

A little disappointed�thought this ploi
would be more of a challenge.

%Stopher I
McClea;

Cliris
W \\

**"! Engine
V\9\.
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David Joseph Kent
Dave

Arensgenhout, NL
Material Sciences

Dream to touch the stars -

Live to touch your dreams,

ifewill hobituolly hityou hordestwhen
ou least expect it. It is at these times,
/hen oil of your other supports hove
leen reft owoy, that only the power of
our dreams and visions will sustain
ou.

Ernest Peter Kim
Ernie

Fullerton, CA
Electrical Engineering

ALLRIGHTIALLRIGHT!
I'M GETTING UPI!
It's been real fun. ..NOT! Just remem
ber, oil you need is persistence and
lots'o'luck to moke it here: just look at
me! Thonx to Mom, for oil your love.
Dad, for all your pressure, and Sis, for
trying to keep me in line. Thonx for all
the wisdom, Copt. Bellaire and Peters.
No thanx, Copt. Baker. But most of oil
1 thank God for willing it...

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ...

Christopher Allen Kirby
Slerbs

Beaufort, SC
Bachelor of Science

"In the end, on dreams we will depend."
To my family, thanks for all the love and
support. Although the USAFA experi
ence wasn't exactly a party, the great
friends I met here mode it worthwhile, I
know in a couple of years, oil the bod
memoriesof this placewill be forgotten.
That's fine, because all I need to remem
ber is the great times with friends.

Tina Bemadine
Ladoucer
T. T-Bird
Wall, SD

Management

It is o great feeling when you accom

plish something that you were never

really sure you could do, I will always
remember the people who helped me

through the bod times. I could never

hovemadeitwithoutGod, J, you helped
me sort through some of the worst

times, myfamily who always supported
my choices, and Michael who has taught
me more than I ever dreamed he could.

jxitls'

\4^

Christopher James
McCleary

Chris
Warsaw, IN

General Engineering

"^7^^:"' You're the one who got me into this,
�^ 3Ut you're also the one who helped me

jet through it. I owe it all to you.

John Christopher
McDaniel

Chris, McD, Hick

Paragould, AR
Biology

"Whoto long, strange trip..." Thanks to
all those who got me in and kept me in:
the Family, Andrea (1 love you). Matt,
Wes, and G. No thanks to those who

wanted me out (Big B, Shifty). 4 years
and 122 tours later, would I do it again?
Ask me in 10 years.

Michele Lynn McVety
Shelly, Shell, Mickey

Houston, OH

Legal Studies

Mom and Dod: I wouldn't hove done it

withoutyou.
Sis: You are a true inspiration.
Christopher: Your love mode it com

plete. Thanks for our post and our

future together. "Love is..." I Cor 13:4-
8

My buddies in Jim Beam 1 5: we beat it

together... relax.
"I press on toward the goal to win the

prize for which God has called me

heavenward in Christ Jesus." Phil 3:1 4

Donald Bruce Mentch
Wizard

Colver, PA
Aeronautical Engineering

Thonk you Mom, Dad, Kerry, and Mar
tin. I finolly mode it. I wouldn't trade
what I hove learned for anything. I
would even do it all over again if I hod
too. The Lord has been my copilot, and
I will always be his. Without him I am

nothing. Scott, Alex, and Amorn, 1 will
remember you always. PTWOBS ore

forever. If you need me just coll. Blue
Skies...

Redefined '



Erik David Mitchell
Big Mitch

Stockton, CA
Environmental Engineering

First of all thanks to my family and the

Bryant's for their support and belief in
me. OH - thanks to all the G-MEN for
the spot corrections. To all my Falcon
Brothers - I love you all, the team gave
me the only feeling of belonging at this

joint. And finally the men in the trenches
F.O.L.A.,T.N.S.O.N.B.

Bryan David Nobs
Nobsie

Grand Rapids, MN
Geography �

Four years at his place- Never once did
I soy I liked it here. The saying "It doesn't
get any better than this", well, that doesn't
work otthis placel An imfamous person
once said - Suck It Up!! Well, I did and
mode it. Therefore, anyone con.

THANKS to my parents, family, and
friends.

Kirk Daniel Nothelfer
Kraut

Orefield, PA
Modem History

Mom and Dad - 1 couldn't hove made it
without you! Future aspirations aside, I
hove one thing to soy... You just can't osk
for so many opportunities and such on

incredible group of peers with whom to

work. The challenge of this institution
rests with you. D.G., Ryan, Graham

Cracker, Coyote and all my Bulldog
brothers-! love you all. Semper Fi 'til I

die!

Matthew AUen Pasco
Matt

Lincolndale, NY
Political Science, (German

.iH**

Thanks Mom, Dad, Michael, Karen,:
Ellen, and Mori. See yo!

<le.obteJ�".;
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Nicholas Carr Roach
Bob Slaven
Buffalo, WV

Pohtical Science

To Mama, Doddy, and Brother Bill,
thanks for all the love and support. You
all know how important our family is to
me. I also wont to thank my other

family, the Bryants (Robyn, Paul, Jill,
and Erik). I may not hove graduated if
it weren't for you guys, and I definitely
wouldn't hove had as much fun. I love

you oil.

Todd Alan
Schwarzenbach

Schwarz, Schwarzy, T-Bach
Cedar Falls, IA
Legal Studies

After four years I con honestly,say, if it
wasn't for some great people, the time

spent here would not hove been worth it.
Thanks to Stearns, Jock, Sig, football,
and oil the others I didn't mention, itwas
almost enjoyable. Mom and Tomi: I
couldn't have done it without the love
and support. Dad and Jim: I did it all for
you!

Wesley Patterson Smith
Smitty, Elrod

. Grand Junction, CO
Aeronautical Engineering

What o knock about of pure fun this has
been. Thanks to McD for tolerating my
all-nighters, to G for helping me survive

my all-nighters, toMatt for comic relief,
to Donny and Chomch for disciplining
my computer, to everyone who lent me
a cor, and to my parents for keeping in
touch. To adventures with Koby, Scotty,
and Bobs, Stinson 891 7K�Christmas
93�will fly again!

Scott Allen Spiers
Scotty

Henderson, NV

Legal Studies

Thanks Mom and Dad for all the su(S
port. I neverwould have mode itwithoifl
you. Innie, thanks for everything anr

good luck with yourfirstie year. It'sni(ij
to know that some things never Chans'

rVs
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David Richard Squires
Sijuee, Switiger

Reno, NV
Environmental Engineering

leez! From TSgt. Brackett to DWAI... I
-node it! 6 Squod: "I'm conniving and I'm

^dangerous." Norm, Jim and Sondboo
-node 39 tolerable,.. Broun "Skeevie."
Nobsy behind the bed unit in 15. THE
DUDES: Denver and CSU with Drew
"Ben Dover" W. AW MAN! Droopy:
we're the only ones left with a set. "I'm

gonno do what ittakes!"THANKS: Mom,
Dad, Candy, Kat, A-Mul, A.Sue,
Colonel

Steven Scott Todd
Kid

Yucaipa, CA
Biology

I owe it all to God for my great parents,
for the Big Mac's and for getting me

through this pen. Will, Mitch, Booger,
Poon, the guys at the Mac's house, and
the Bears' house, you mode it worth
while�brothers forever. Good-bye to
all of the mindless clones who think of
themselves as leaders. See you
Schwanzen in the real world. Thank
God, it's finally over! Phil 4:13, ls.40.

i_ni*�� Gregory RusseU Wood
^^^ Greg

Escondido, CAijo

Materials Science

�lB�'

Get Honor, Stay Honor!
�"��", I leorned so little and so much - brain
��.''' dumped PChem the minute I turned in

my final, but I learned that believing in

yourself and your friends con get you
throughonything.
Dare to dream your wildest dreams.
Dareto surpass yourown expectations,
to be something you never thought you
could. I did and look what happened.
I wear the ring. Nothing else matters.

Alexander Michael Wylie
Coyote

Springfield, MO
Mathematics

It's finally over and the great friendships
mode it worthwhile. Thanks Scott,
Donnie, Krautond D (to nameafew)for
always being there. Can't forget Fot

and Joe either. ThanksMom, Kevin and
Veronica who always supported me.

And then Carrie, who without her I

would have never mode it. Thanks also
to God for giving me the greatestfriends
and family in the world. I love you oil!

FIRSTIE FLASHBACKOutwith the old in
with the new, Janeen Gentry smiles at
the prospect of getting clean sheets for
her bed. The onnuol linen exchange is
on event that oil cadets enjoy.
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Scotty Shane Anderson
Santa Anna, TX
Human Factors

For all of you who've resented every
minute ofthis place, too bod. I've loved
this place. The opportunities and friends
it's given me surpass any I've known.
Add the fact I've learned the secret of
being content in any and every situation
and you have a guy whose heart is

smiling. I can't find a better answer to
the question of life than Jesus. Can you?
-John 14:6.

David Charles Bares
Dave

Plymouth, MI
Computer Science

Thanks to everyone in the Howl
especially El Guapo, Superman, Cu,
Breeze and Tumor. Thanks olsotocoitip
sci's; we've had some unforgettable
weekends. Most importantly, thonkslc
Mom, Dad, Lisa, and Laura for being
with me every step of the way, I couldn'l
hove done itwithout you. Finally.thonlu
to my grandfather for his inspirotion
and the SCUBA / Ski Clubfor my sanity
Psalm 23.

l*elBS
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"Life's a donee you leorn os you go .

Thanks to: Mom, Dod, and Dove fort!
free phone bills, care packages, and
plane tickets home, the Robinson's (or

opening your arms to me, the Bullpups
for a memorable first year, my fellow
Hawks for the lost three, Bro, the Teom

(Coach, Goose, Ybs, T, Jeffe)-NIP, NIP,
KILL, God for giving me the strength. I

have fought the good fight, I hove ('"J
ished the race, I hove kept the faith. 1^
Timothy 4:7 PS Where's my ring?

^S.*HQy
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Michael Barsel Black
Mandingo

San Antonio, TX
Bachelor Science

give oil praise to God and my All

lAighty Saviour Jesus Christ for getting
ne through these five yrs. "Armed with
he knowledge of our past, we con with
:onfidence chorter a course for our

uture" X. Where did that nice one go
ion? Woyne, Jeff, Obasi, you all crazy.
"hanks to the team #46. Ron, ABU, Big
Oaddy, Houston, Rebecca, Brenda, Beth,
'Mac, JRhone, Thick, Question Every-
hing! Walker, Sylvester

Brenda Marie
Boeckmann

B

Cincinnati, OH
Civil Engineering,
Environmental

Oh, with a I ittle help from my friends. ..or
a lot! Thank you to oil those who helped
make this place more pleasant. ..my
parents, the team, Michael (doily
affirmations), and especially Joy. The
one who constantly built me bock up
and reminded me to remember the
END, Also, to Casey and Judy for
helping me to believe in myself. Just as
I've always known, THIS is just the

beginning.

Richard Lee Coffey III
Lounge Lizard

Jobstown, NJ
Operations Research

Well, the Lounge is officially closed and
gone but not forgotten are the Lizards
andthe Posse. But we'll always remem
ber that cadets don't smoke, sleep is

good, SAC kicks butt, 24, Kool was

cool, I was the sober lizard, and cam

ouflaged teeth, I wonder what we're

going to do when we grow up?

Hey, they gotMGD here?" -Rich Coffey

Timothy Michael Cullen
Tim, Snoiv, Dolf
Mt. .Horeb, WT

Astronautical Engineering

"Picture yourself in a boat on a river,
with tangerine trees and marmalade
skies..." For the second time I con say
without any hesitation that I am ready
for the rest of my life, yet I still hove not

lived. Thonk you Mom, Dod, fom ily and
friends for guiding me and being my
diamonds in the sky. Finally I con live,
hopefully with you, Lucy, and a bright
future. Air Force Academy, it's been

rough, but I still love you and will never

forget.

Jason Rene Dyer
House-era

Nashua, NH

Management

't^^r

"'* To Jared Jefferson: God ondfomilyore
still first. Friends second. Stollune. Posq.

� All fellas, I love you, always will-neat!
Don't like our football team? You're o

: ierk. No drugs. Hard work. Selflessness.
.:':Goaline stands. ..The team: Ordinary
'.men doing extrodinory things. A+l stuck
�with me and I love her for it. Dod, I gave
em hell, then took some brothers�

REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE, Ma, I'm

coming home.

Martin Peter Gaupp
Marty, El Guappo, Good Times

Warren, NJ
Economics & Operations

Research

Above all, I thank God Almighty for

getting me through this place. Mom,
Dad, and Monica, thanks for oil your
support. Popo Bores, Suey, Cool Breeze,
and Tumor, without you guys this place
would have been unbearable. And my
beloved wife to be, Britta Dione, thanks
so much for your love and strength even
through the toughest times.
Pass the Test (Jomes 1 :3), Set the Stan

dard (Titus 2: 12,1 3), Crush the Opposi
tion (Luke 10:19)

Monica Patricia Guerra
Trish, Tricia, Mon-chi-chi
Colorado Springs, CO
Electrical Engineering

MOM,DAD: Without your encourage
ment I wouldn't hove been able to deal
with this FREE educotion.COPERNICUS
(PUCKY) : Are you feeling Red Hot now?
Don't be a stranger to your little sis.
AMY: You've been a great roommate.
One more year kiddo. FRIENDS: Thanks
for making me lough. M.B.: I hope I

never see your kind again.

David Lee Hamby
Hambone, Hamster

Hubert, NC
Electrical Engineering

Well, it has been on experience! Thanks
to Mom, Dad, Jomes, John, Tony,
Patricio, and especially Eleanor, for all
their support. Thanks to oil the good
friends 1 mode here I ike those from RED
EYE. To Joe (E.B.), Tim (Bird), and the
other Tim (Two Ton), thanks for all the
TARAFIC weekends. To those in 16 who
tried to do what was right and pulled
theirweight, Iwish you oil success. God
Bless.

Redefined



Brian Andrew
Ignotowicz

Jacksonville, FL
General Engineering

"The past is gone forever
The present is becoming the past
The future will be the present,
and it can only be better than what has
been." -Iggy

THANKS To: Dad, Mom, Wendy, and
Family, for all of the support and
confindence; The Lounge Lizards, for
all that mokes life interesting "Long Live
The Lounge"

Christopher Michael
Lindhorst

Lucky, Lindwhore
Albuquerque, NM
Civil Engineering, f
Environmental '''

Mark, what con I say? You were right. I

"sold my youth!"
However, a few good things did come

from my five year journey. I found a

form animal (PIG!), made some great
friends and were X-COUNTRY WAC
CHAMPS in 1991.

Gregory Joseph MiUer
Greg, Cool Breeze
Bameveld, NY

Aeronautical Engineering

"When you get down, ask yourself if you
can survive through the next minute.
Take everything minute byminute."These
were fhe words of advise that I rel led on
for the lost 2,063,520minutes (butwho's
counting).
1 worked hard and I played hard and I
couldn't hove done it without all the

support. Thanks to all my family and
friends, especially mymom, dad, grand
parents, Supermonn, Chickenhawks, and
happy tigers.

Luis Eduardo
Navarro III
Lou, Louie

Caracas, Venezuela
Electrical Engineering

nL.j
Thanks to all who mode it possible ^
:Mom, Dod, Aunt Gloria, Uncle Wai �*""'"
Tio, Dr. Lohr and Chirs. Without your
support and core I wouldn't have mode

,lFhill

l^tsvil�'^*
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.wolk,
friends, tlie I*
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John Lee Newby II
Nubian, Newbs
Fayetteville, NC

Political Science, German

"The formula for success: God, family,
and perseverance."

Ryan Patrick O'Dowd
Albuquerque, NM

Biology

"Thus I hated all the fruit of my labor for
which I hod labored under the sun, for I
must leave it to the man who will come
after me. And who knows whether he
will be a wise man or a fool? This too is
vanity" Ecclesiostes 2:18- May my labor
glorify Jesus Christ and those who fol
low be wise to do the some.

Jeffrey John Parks
Jeffro

Edina, MN
Computer Science

"The gome of life is not so much in

holding o good hand as playing a poor
hand well." -H.T. Leslie.

Jeffrey Lee Payne
Lounge Lizard, Payno
Newport Beach, CA

Legal Studies

What, me worry?

God already knows how I feel obi
this place, so 1 will address everyoi
else. If it wasn't for beer I would
probably die. I may hove jumped but i

have no wings. It really sucks to be o

cow.

"*nSean

.\urora, C(

Ijl^"' office
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Ian Daniel Phillips

Skiin'. Red
HuntsNille. TX
Economics

I**,

-*1*

Sir, it was about Milli Vonilli." Skiers
rom Texas, Swinging around stop signs,
immy Buffet, Slock lines. Friends lost in
ioulder Sleepy YMCA lifeguards. The
Honeybee, Phoebe's.
You've got to walk the walk,
fhonks to my friends, the Kerr's, and
;specially Mom, Dad and Phoebe,,, I
ove you very much.

Joseph Anthony Rolenc
Rolneek, M.D., E.B.
Toms River, N.J.
Political Science

Mom, Dad, Steve, Horry, Barbara, and
everyone else who supported me, the
least I con soy is thanks and I love You.
Elise, "Bouncie", love You olwoys-let's
never grow up! To the guys, especially
Bird, Hambone, and 2-Ton, thanks for
oil the TARAFIC weekends and bbd.

"Alright fellas, here's the story..." Oh,
and to all the Geekies, I'll still walk with
my hands in my pockets. Go find your
selves!

Michael Jon Saks
Saksy

Portland, OR
Management

To Mom, Dad, and fom ily thank-you so

much for your love and support. Free
loaders, con we ever find some spon
sors? Fellas, we hod some great times
and I'll never forget them. Geekies,
sorry I mode it; my bag will still be on

my shoulder. Brown eyes and summer

academics will always be remembered.
Fellas, always remember when it rains
it pours! Who's stories will we live off
of now?.

Keri Lyn Schreiber
Scrieb. King Fish
Minnetonka, MN

Human Factors Engineering

I tried to take one day at a time, but
sometimes several days attacked me at

once. Despite this, I will not regret my
experience because if we wait for that

perfect moment when oil is safe and
assured, it may never arrive. Mountains
may not be climbed, races won, or

lasting happiness achieved.

r--^
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Cristian Sean Smith
Lounge Lizard, Smitty

Aurora, CO
Aeronautical Engineering

From the home office in Colorado

Springs, CO,,, I couldn't hove survived
without the Lounge Lizards, T.V,, Cam
els, the Briefcase, and of course, beer.
Hy-eh-voh, I can't forget the boys from
the Roach Motel and Room 27. My
dogs ore biting me. Now I know

everything about nothing. Or is it noth

ing about everything? A lot of good a

seotbelt will do you if you go insane!

t.astcoll,..

Michael Christopher
Suermann

Mike, Superman, Suey, Homie
M.C.

Satellite Beach, FL
Space Operations

Thanks Mom, thanks Dod, thanks Pot.

Withoutyour help, I couldn't hove gotten
here or made it through. Also, thanks to
my sponsors for being my other family
so often these post four years. Thanks

Greg, despite being cool and breezy,
you've been on awesome roommate.

All of you mean the world to me.

Special K, Tumor, Hambone, Naked,
we're gonno have a good time. ..always!

Michael Steven Traw
Thick
lola, KS

Human Factors Engineering

"I've worn a rebel's brond.ond I've cut

against the groin, but I've kept my peace
of mind. And I wouldn't have it any other

way," Thanks to the Lord, my PALS,
fellow ruggers of the ZRFC, and most of
all my parents, I hove kept my peace of
mind. Without them I never would have
mode it through these four years. Thanks
again, God bless, and Keep on Ruckin'.

Todd William
Tumidanski
Tumor.Mlstaah T

Milford, MI
Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks Mom, Dad, ondTiffony for all of
your support. Thank God I made it.
Without friends I couldn't have done it.
If I con survive this I can survive any
thing. Thanks to soaring for getting me

out of so many parades, SAMI's, and
football gomes. Lost but not leost, to my
Nu Pi Sigma brotherthat is reading this
message right now "YOU'RE THEMAN!"

Redefined



John Charles Wheeler II
Wheels

Littleton, CO
Biochemistry

Well, here 1 am oboutto graduate-whot
on experience these four years hove
been! 1 can't say that I've never fallen,
but I con say that I've always gotten
back

,?'�

I 1'

DavidWayne Berg
Richland, WA

Physics

It seems the older I get, the faster time
flows by, turning into o blur of memo
ries. With time, the painful ones will
loose their sting and the good ones will
become fonder, os it will be with my
Academy experionce. Here's to the
future, the Air Force, and friends
loved ones I have yet to meet, Thonks
Mom, Dad, Kris, and God, who sup
ported me, making everything possible.

llveis*^'"'

&t*-^
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Jennifer Letitia
Changery

Jenn
Weaverville, N.C

Biology
�

"Perspective - Use It or Lose It. If yo"
turned to this page, you're forgetting
that what is going on around you is not

reality." -R. Boch. Thanks to my family
ond to oil those whose smiles were

genuine. Rory- "When your love grows
cold and the blame seems to foil on you,
Look how seasons must change and

don't think it so strange that your love

goes in circles too!" -Wilcox.

,'''^�'tkemo,
'�nu.,

^�9Tr-adi tio rt



John David Childs
Trussville, AL

Biology

"For to me, to live is Christ, and to die is

gain" - Phil 1:21 A sincere word of
thanks goes to my parents whose never-
ending love and support cheered meon
to only the beginning of the rest of life.
Thanks Julie for being the loving sister

every brother dreams about. Thank you
Lord for being the best Friend I've ever

hod.

:.'0i John Weston Foncannon
,;' Fon, Fonc, Fotizie

San Antonio, TX
Human Factors Engineering

"Why is there always so much month
left ot the end of the money?"
-Anonymous
IH'dthat.FP, It was the friends I

loved.,..Rob, Robert, John, Joe,
SweenDog, Zock (just to name a few)
and everyone 1 knew in Stalog (I'm
finally out of the Waters). My strength
to stay come from you Mom and Dad,
Thonx. I'm happier than hell itisover, I'm
paroled!!!

Christopher Lawrence
Colcord

Coco, Mayo, C, Topher,
Metal mouth
Nucla, CO

Militaiy Hi.story

After six years of college, I'm ready to

graduate. Thanks to my folks and the
rest of my family for everything. The
guys in the squadron hove really mode
these lost two years fun and believe it or
not I'm going to miss seeing their ugly
mugs everyday(Sween, Fon, Whit,
Starkie, Joe, Z, Berg, Callie, Stevie).
Thanks Gook. ERAU-we mode it.

Christopher Scott
Gerfen
Gerf

St. Louis, MO
Political Science

The five year program is finally over!

Thanks Mom, Dod and Kristin for oil of

your support and well, everything. Hail
to the B Squadron Phantoms whom ever

is left. Rippin Grim Reapers we hod a

blast, let's not do it again eh budciies.

Stalag, it's been great and I'll see you
around. OIlie, nuff said.
"Tongue-tied and twisted just on Earth-

bound misfit, l."PF
Keep the Faith

Christopher Scott Dalton
Dalt, Polo, Papa Echo, Zog

Canon City, CO
English

Priorities. No man on his deathbed ever
wished he'd spent more time studying.
Here's to crumpets and trolls, 160 mph
on Mother's day, Boog, Radar detec
tors, Nintendo, Loud music. Rock Is
land-Canadian Mist, and Wonder-Twin

powers: shape of ! Here's to not

getting caught! Here's to Chos (Franz)
and Jimbo-Womba, best friends for
ever. To Mom, Dad and Jero: I love

you!, ..and God: Thank you!

Clarence Wesley
Headrick III

Wes
Port Angeles, WA

Human Factors Engineering

"A diomond is a chunk of cool that mode
good under pressure." -Anonymous The
most valuable thing I learned this five
years was to appreciate what! do have.
I wouldneverdo it again; thanks Kristin,
Mom, Kouriee, Geoff, and Maxwell
House for helping methroughthisploce.
I love all of youl

Frederick Leslie
Faithful III

Fred
Herndon, VA

Political Science

"A little suffering is good for the soul."

Geoffrey Philip Hickman
Geoff. G.P.
Oak Park, IL

Far East -\rea Studies

If you wound the clock bock, I wouldn't
do it again .. . but now that it's over, I'm
glad I did. This place took everything I
had and more, but my family and friends
provided a touch of reality. Thanks to

my family for everything, to the Es for
letting me eat all their food, to G.T. and
Whit for being there from the start, and
to B.K. for being you.



Joseph Salvatore
Imburgia
Elgin, IL

Legal Studies

To my fom ily, thanks for oil the support.
I couldn't have mode it without you. To

Korynond John, you were like family to
me. Words can't soy enough. To

Sween, Chris C, Fonc, Z., D. Berg,
Geoff, and the rest of the "Fellas,"
thanks for putting up with me. All you
need is a few good friends. Finally, to
everyone who ever said I couldn't moke
it here...l mode IH!

Oliver Kirk Leeds
St. Petersburg, FL
Political Science

"A small step for mankind, but a giant
step for us!" � Willy Wonka

Debra Ann Lovette
Deb

Kinston, NC
English , (French)

Well, thank God!!!
Along with the several pieces of luck
that carried me through this place, my
appreciation goes outtoMom, Dad and
Andy for supporting me and giving me

endurance. Thanks to all of my friends
here who have brought me up from
pretty dork places. And Gory, you have

given me the inspiration and hope that I
need to really understand what life is oil
about.

Courtney Lynn Miner
Swartz Creek, MI

Biology

"May you live oil the days of your life..
� Johnothon Swift

I'll look bock remembering smiles.hord
work, and opportunities. My memories.
only good...! gave my best! To Jess,
Eduardo, Thomosii, Ken, Jen, Bradlev
Corloton. Dove, Roblyn, P, Deonndi
and Wendous; and especially Thomq,
and the Fom. ..I'l I always love you! MMf
Staff, AV-498, Softball, Grond Canyoijl
Playboyl9, Stologers, Red Hot, MGD,;
ltalianNachos,Tugger, Pope, TEC, YA
HOO�only The BEST!

�

.- family, *''
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David Anthony PadiUa
Dave, Dilla, Tortilla, Burrito

Las Cruces, NM
Bachelor of Science

"These are the days. .."Thanks to God.
1 Peter 5:7 - I could hove only mode it
thanks to the laughs and Mom, Sondy
(inspiration) Dod (guidance) Charlotte
(my future) the Robinsons (support) and
Jer-He Knowsl-Mike, Mario, BigB.,
West-Assweepoy,Mozotlon Crew, Bill,
Dolt, Berg, Boom-Boom and Padre,
Todd&Eggwoll, Snort, Tiff, Bullpups and
Stolowgs, "The most wasted day of all
is that on which we have not laughed."

'Tr-adi tio ,

Michael Robert Perz
Mike

Mount Prospect, IL
Electrical Engineering

Like wine, memories get better with age
(which is o good thing, because some

memories of here aren't quite ripe
enough yet). Thanks to my family for
their support and to Sto lag for the good
times. Remember, "Life moves pretty
fast... if you don't stop to look around
once in a while, you could miss it" -

Ferris Bueller. Take core y'oll, and God
Bless.

James A. Samuel Jr
Jim, Jimbo, Jimmy, Jim-meister,

.�&'g Jim, The Jiminator
Eufaula, AL

General Engineering

A Toast! ! Here's to Canon City and 1 70!
Here's to "The Ride!" Hey Dolt, here's to
gettin' there before we left (Penrose)!
Hey Torr, here's to "do fense" and goin'
over it! Hey Steinie, here's to CU and to
bus-drivin' 2-9! Hey Doner, here's to
Jone (smile)! Here's to Angmeister, Du-
HO, Brog-dog, TC, Amy, Sweet-pea,
Jon-Fon, Storky-Boby, Chos, Jock-osh,
G. Todd, Z, your mom. I LOVE YOU
GUYS. FRIENDS FOREVER.

Samuel David Shifflett
Sam, Shiffs, Furry

Snyder, TX
Aeronautical Engineering

"Lord, if I forget you in the midst ofthis

day, please do not forget me!"
-An aviator's prayer.
I equate my Academy experience to one
sticking his hand under o lownmowrer:
not exactly pleasant, but certoinly a

learning experience. Even so, I value

what I gained here. Thanks to Mom and
Dod for their unconditional support.
Family, friends,Moch One babies, D&B,
and Stologtites- you've all been great,
Isaioh 40:27-31.

f i
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Gary Todd Smith
G. Todd, G.T.
Caiy, NC

Engineering Sciences

ollege is supposed to be the best four
ears of our lives, obviously not! Thanks
) my parents, family, and friends -

'ithout them I could never hove mode it,

pecial thanks to Debra for her love and
onstontfriendship, my roommate Steve
�}r putting up with me and my antics, J,
ose who was as crozy as I ever hoped
3 be, and to the Viks of Nine for just
loking it.

Westley David Stark
Naked

Sparta N.J.
Aeronautical Engineering

Because commitment to excellence is a
personal choice, I learned more wear

ing SMACK boards and flight suit than in
any classroom. Here's to role models
(Ekman, Maruyama, Sheredy, even Beos)
and best friends of a lifetime. 'These are
days' Buttheods became Horny and
Stalog became family. The value of this
institution con not be measured. Where
else con future life-takers make snow

angels on a flight line - Nu Pi Sigma!

Steven Edward
^^ .< Pi Whitmarsh

Whithead
Rockwall, TX

Biology

But those who hope in the Lord will
renew their strength. They will soar on
wings like eagles, they will run and not

. i-^/' �' grow weary, they will walk and not be

,..:�: '^'' faint. I have been weak, failed to soar,

^\ .,;:" grown weary, and been faint at times

'^., ,:��� because I tried to do it on my own.
' Thank you Lord, for those who sow fit

to petition the Throne on my behalf.

Donald M. Sweeney III
Sween Dog, Sweet Weeney

Denmark, IA
Biology

The answer to the challenges and the

rough times I faced atthe Academy is the

support of my family and friends.

Upon coming to the Academy I hod

good friends but being here, I have

gained friends in the sense of brothers
and sisters. Thanks for the great memo
ries CoCo, Whithead, Berg, Joe, Fon,
Zeener, Brack, Thank you Mom, Dad,
and Wendi, I Love You. I Will Survive.

Zachary Blair Zeiner
Z

Human Factors Engineering
Ojai, CA

Huh. .did someone soy something?
USAFA, what o crock!
To the bros: Smogs, Fon, Sweeney, Joe,
CoCo,seW, Dolt, Torr, and Jimbo. .when
times were at their worst, we always
managed to have fun. I'll always re

member you guys. To Boo: remember
the plan: 5 yrs, 3 kids, 2 dogs, 1 cot, and

a winning lottery ticket...
It'll be interesting. Mom and Dad, thanks
for everything. I ovve you huge..,! love
you!

Mark Alan Torreano Jr
Torr, T, Tornado

Colorado Springs, CO
Bachelor of Science

Inconceivable! Some ore in disbelief
while others ore thankful, especially
me. Preppies and other buds thanks for
helping me mokethis plocefun. Bedpost
oso Preppieand AcProosacodetwere
too well known. Thanks God, Dad,
Mom, Morcy, and Tonyo, The next two

months will go down in history os some

of the best times of my life, IWHTFP '93-
'-I-I-, NOW, WE RIDE! HAUPTWACHE!

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Low crawling
through the grass and being os quite as

possible Basic Felix Montero sneaks up
on his enemy. Simulated fighting, which
takes place during Air Base Ground
Defense Training was one of the most

popular programs of BCT.
Redefined
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Alexander Bill
Anastasiou

Alex
Clifton, NJ

.Vlaterial Science

PTWOB # 058 Blue Skies.. .Block Death

"Only A person Who Risks Is Truly
Free." "It doesn't get any easier. ..you
just get used to it." "Some S'*T, Different
Day" Thonx to all: Dad, Nick, Dora,
Shown and Wendy. Thanx especially to
the one person without whom I never
could have mode it through this place:
my pillow.

Allan Dandin Bartolome
Barf

Hyde Parit, MA , j
Electrical Enginrorin^

"Do what you will, I will never give uo;
Monong andManang, thonk you fori
dream and teaching me the value!
work. Kuyo Zoldy, Kuyo Junior l,
family, thank you for helping meke
my sanity. Skooger...4 degrj
together. ..friends forever. Mark
Mikus. ..two conservatives from hi
Down and Sergio. ..$6.50 movie l
sober?!! Anh. ..always and fore^
Helifino.

Nightrider's Class of 1994
Alexander Anastasio
Allan Bartolome

James Bowen

Rachel Call

JeremyCannon
James Davis

Jack East

Shawn Ferguson
Brain Gallo

Chad Hazen

Wayne Iseman Jr

Alex Kleckner

Vincent Lappano
Joseph Lombardi

Julia Mitchell

Sergio Muniz

Keith Penewit
Daniel Radulski

Jeffrey Rowland
James Sanders

Crai^ Stefan

Christopher Sunseri

Dawn Talty
Bobby Veazey J r

Jonathan Wright

Tr-Cldi tio rt
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James Robert Bowen
Jitn, Jimbo, J.B.
Computer Science

Ypsilanti, MI

After four years, I think I figured out h^
to survive this place. All you need I
decent sense of humor and a groupl
friends that will never let you dovT
Brian, you ore "THE MAN!" Meg
hope everything works outforyoutha
next two years. Good luck to everyof
that is/wos o port of Horny 18,1 hop
see all of you again someday.
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Rachel Ann Call
Roekt/

Nhnichester, TN
Biociieniistrx

Sacrifices must be mode," (in regards
D sleep) To all my friends: thonx for the
ood times ond sanity checks. Tool! my
;achers: thonx for patience with me

/hen I fell asleep in your classes. To my
amily: thanx for all your love and

upport and for always demonstrating
our faith in me that I could do whatever
wanted, (Little Miss - 2)

Jeremy Wynne Cannon
Doogie

Spiingficld. MO
l^ioclu'inistn'

Life is on adventure waiting to be em

barked upon by anyone daring enough
to accept its outcome. Thanks Dod,
Mom, Bret, Bro, White, Coach Allen,
and Dr. Fud for giving me the inspira
tion I needed to embark.

James Eldridge Davis
BIG DADDY
Millen, GA

Management, (German)

"Life's too short to let the PREDATOR of
ANXIETY take odvontoge of you." Nev
ertheless, there's a way to successfully
moke it through the storms of life with
VICTORY. This way is bosed on the
premises of having FAITH and KEEP
ING it in CHRIST JESUS, Thanks MOM
and SHERYL for all your LISTENING
and UNDERSTANDING, Lastly, thanks
DAD and all my friends for the loyal
dedication and advice you oil bestowed
on me.

Jack CoUier East
Jackson, Diiiy, Easter, Ea.stini

Litrie Rock, AR
English

"All work and no play makes Jock a dull
boy!" -- J. Nicholson
Were it not for J J, Kevin, Maynard, Trey,
Bill, Swede, Kyle and Moj K, I would
hove been one educated Airman! As you
ollgooff into the wild blue yonder, I'll be
heading to the Halls of Montezuma; no
matter where my life takes me, you'll
always be with me, I'll neverforgetyou.
H.G., Semper Fi

24'

�ihawn Edward Ferguson
10^ I''" Ferg, Fergie

Perrvopolis, PA
General Engineering

he best and worst time of my life hove
een spent here and I could not hove
lade it through them with out the sup-
ortof myfriends and family. You truly
�ere the wind beneath my wings. All I

�

� skedforwasachonceto provemyself;
jpheld my end of the deal. Remember,
you can't be good, at least be good at

, YES IT WAS!

Brian David Gallo
Gay-low

Brooklyii Park, MN
Aeronautical Engineering

Are we there yet? USAFA has been a

$250,000 education stuffed up my #@! a
nickel ot a time. And you wonder why
my butt is so big. Thanks for the memo

ries Nightriders. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Chad Christian Hazen
Haze, Chip, Chaz, Chet, Chuck,

Charles, Chaclii
Des Moines, IA

Bachelor ol Science

For a Good Time call: 1-800-SOME-
WHEREELSE.

Actually, 1 can't be too sarcastic; I did
leorn one thing... Never, Never, Never
osk Why!
Thank God for the mountains, and Thonk
You Les & Tana (TLIWICTT) for all your
love and support.
Adios Hoz, Koz, and the rest of the

Bo'0i:

Wayne Edward
Iseman Jr

Ed

Spartanbiug, SC
Civil/Environmental

Engineering

First, Thanks to my parents. Without
your love and support, I never would
have mode it. J P and Betsy, thank you for
my home owoy from home. To all my
friends, especially Joey and Kyle, thanks
for the good times. I'll never forget you
- "PALS"

�^'^



Taurus Manard James
T-Cat, T.J., T, Adolfo
Wa.shington, D.C.
Bachelors of Science

Thanks to God for allowing me to make
this trip. Thanks to all my "P-School

Family"for sticking with me. "Brothers",
take care of business. "Sisterhood",
stay strong and continue to develop
yourselves into the Queens of old. A

very special shout goes to my love,
Trauno. My love will never leave you.
Keep the faith in the Almighty and we'll
do all that we planned. Much love to all
ondP.E.A.C.E.

Alex Matthew Kleckner
Kleck, Pepper

Colorado SpjaSgs, CO ^

Management '

Thank you Mom, Dod, Andrew, and
Charisso for all the love and support
over the four years. To the fellas, I'll
never forget the good times we had. To
the seniors on the football team, thanks
for the great memories. Remember, "If
we couldn't laugh, we would oil go
insane." I soy Joepa. We Ride. � Kleck

Vincent Gilbert Lappano
Vinny

Steelton, PA
Civil Engineering-
Environmental

"Was it oil worth it?" Ask me that in 20

years. Until then, I'll keep expecting the
worst, praying for the best and thanking
God doily for what I've got now.
Good luck to oil my friends, wherever
you may go. May everyone get what
truly deserves them.
Thanks to my family and sponsors (whom
I consider one in the same). You've

helped me more than you'll ever know.

Joseph Phihp Lombardi
Bellevue, WA
Economics

Thanks to my family, and thanks to the
McCombs, the Parisi's and the KleckneKsi
forgiving meo home awoy from home.'
The Joes Shark, Buddha, Pepper, Cru
Chuck, and the rest ofthe seniors onti
93'Falcons, you mode it worthwhile.^,
school without football is nothing mjn
than a medieval study hall." - Vi
Lombardi.
. . .1 soy 'terno.

, (frrt pre"
-
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Julia Ann Mitchell
Julie

Northboro, MA
Himian Behavior and Leadership

I could never hove mode it without the
love and support of my family. Mom
and Dod, thank you so much for always
believing in me and not cringing at the
enormous phone bills! Kim, thanks for
always listening and sending core pack
ages. Mom, half of this thing is yours.
Thanks to all of my friends for always
being there, especially Andy, Louro and
Steph.

Sergio Carlos Muiiiz Jr
PYFOMA, Mooncheese, Serge

Houston, TX
Operations Research

I hove finally discovered myself! I can't
soy that I'll miss the people here, but I'll
miss this place and my friends, you
know who you are. Thanks to everyone
who has helped me along the way.
Thanks Mom, Dad and Agloen for be
ing there for me through these years.
Here's to us JellyBean.

Keith Douglas Penewit
Redmond, WA

^Bachelor of Science

I am finally done! I hope to see some of
you again. Thanks to my friends for
helping me moke itthrough. I'm gone.

Daniel Patrick Radulski
Radman, Ugly, Red Toqu'dfl

Danbury, CT
Human Factors Engineenir.;

! I ! I would liketo tell everyone about oil

of the things I have done ond gotten
away with here, but if anyone eva

found out before graduation, the

wouldn't justmoke me an airman, they
send me bock to third grade, OveraM
I'm glod I came and met all the fools*
cheers to all.Whenever the word is saijj
a drink must be hod, or half must!
drunk.

&�'
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Jeffrey Brett Rowland
Ken. Haywood
San Antonio, TX

Operations Research,
Mathematics

Usually this is the place where I would

impart oil of the knowledge I hove

gained here, but oil I con soy I hove
learned is that even though you may not
be able to beatthe system, you can sure

avoid it! Cheers to oil of the fools, I can't
believe we oil mode it.

James Kyle Sanders
0))ie, Barry

College Station, TX
Geography

"Beyond this there was little else - some

enthusiasm, o few hobbies, and our

school. Beyond this our life did not

extend. And of this nothing remains." -

All Quiet... That sums it up. I couldn't
have mode it without God and my
family. I love you Mom and Dod. M, D,
L, L, and all guys. Thanks! To all the
fellas - I'll be your huckleberry. Don't
Mess With TEXAS! Phillippians 4:13

Craig Scott Stefan
Biscuit Head, Stef-fon

Mobile, AL
Engineering Mechanics

"When we ore young. Wandering the
face of the Earth. Wondering what our
dreams might be worth. Learning that
we're only immortal. Fora limitedtime,,.
We travel in the dork of the new moon

A starry highway traced on the may of
the sky. Like lovers and heroes, lonely
as the eagle's cry. We're only at home
when we're on the fly" - Rush

and always Duty, Honor, Country,

Christopher Phillip
Sunseri
Chris

Gresham, OR
Environmental Engineering

"I've wotched all your suffering
As the battles raged higher
And though they did hurt me so bod
In the fear and alarm
You did not desert me

My brothers in arms" -- Mark Knopfler
Thank you Mom and Dod for always
being there; we went every step of the
way together. Liz, Aaron and Dillon you

changed my life. To my brothers in arms

Cory, Don, Chris, Chad, Tom and all my
friends: Remember the Wolf.

I'

Dawn Jeannine Talty
Deej, DJ, JellyBean

Woodstock, IL
Management

I give all my thanks to those that hove

helped methroughthisploce, I couldn't
, hove done it without you! Special
,. thanks goes to my parents and sisters.

" AndMortyond Bettytoo! Thanks Karen
for helping me keep my sanity, I love

,. you! Thanks to the gymnastics team,
'

,, you guys were a riot. And to PYFOMA,
' I love you so much! Thanks for the

memories and support. I will never

forgetl! I love you all.

Bobby Pat Veazey Jr
King Clweze
Smithers, WV

Astronautical Engineering and

Space Operations

Well, what con I soy that hasn't already
been said? I wantto thank my mom and
dad and grandparents (each one of

ya!) for the inspiration and motivation
to succeed. When people ask me, "Was
it worth it?"�Hell no! but who am I to

argue. In retrospect, if was an experi
ence reserved for the very dumb or the

very brave. Which one am I? -- hmm.

After four years of being here, my life
has been reduced to o blurb. It was the
best of times, it wasthe worstoftimes�
and the sun always come up the next

day. The memories will never fade.
Chris, thanks for being my Bro�you
were always there. Mom, not enough
words con express my gratitude to you,
Tom, thank you for your continuing
support. And thank you Lisa�you ore

the greatest! Let's begin a dance that
will last the rest of our lives.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK All dressed up but
still three more years to go, Jeff Johnson
daydreams at the Class of 1 991 gradu
ation about his turn to get his diploma
and commission.

Redefined
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Louis Dewey Bryan
Loopy,One

Pigeon Forge, TN
Space Operations

Finally? Hopefully by the time you read
this ten Fools have graduated. If not for
the Lord, myfamily, and friends I would
have been committed. For myfriends (I
can't name them oil�you know if you
were one), you always hove a place to

stay if you knock on my door. And if you
weren't my friend, it was your fault,
CHEERS.

Dean Alan Cook
Wilmington, DE

Mathematical Sciences

ToJimbo, Deon, Brock, Jim, Karlondal!
the friends that kept me laughing atsucl-
0 silly place-Thanks.

Karl Raphael Deerman
BooBcar

Pine Valley, CA
Computer Science

. graduated second from the bottoi

from the P-School, & I was voted le

likely to graduate from here. But I mac

iton the five year program. I've had lol

of help. To my parents, brothers ond
sisters I'd like to soy thanks for your
support. To Tonyd: I couldn't have mode
itwithout you.You've kept me happy and
motivated to leave this stink hole. Kno'

edge -t- Passion = Power.
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Brian Lee Delmonaco
Tubesteak. Del

North Canton. Oil

Engineering Sciences

"Sleep, those little slices of death; I hote
them" E-A.P ; "The more 1 learn, the less
I seem to know" S.C; "I'm so well-
rounded I have no point" Anon,

Stewart Alfred Hammons
Slew.

Santa Rosa, CA
Human Factors Engineering

A Blurb by Stew,
This does not mean o hill of beans
because I hove notgroduoted yet. If you
want me to say something about this
place, see me otgraduotion, I just hope
to God that I do.

Noah Nahaum Hardie
Malibu, CA
Economics

I suppose 1 should write something
meaningful,thank all the people that got
me here (Mom, Dad, Morgan, Tony,
Tara, Joson, Ty and Dani) and oil the

people that kept me sane and mode this
place fun (Jenifer, John, Chris, Pup,
Todd, Stew, Kegs, Tara, Jeff, Duke and

many more) But all that comes to mind
is - to my friends thanks for the memo

ries and to everybody else SUCK IT.

Mary Elizabeth Hartman
Grand Prairie, TX

Human Factors Engineering

At first, the Academy was a strange,
harsh world to me. However, I soon
learned that things are what you moke
them. So, I tried to moke this place as fun
as possible - and at times it actually
paid off!! I'm thankful I've had the op
portunities to ploy a few sports, moke

good friends, eat rabbit eyeballs, and
get some BS everyday! Soon, I'll wrap
up my time here, and move on to an

other world. And you know. ..I'm going
to make it the best I con!!

Dale Emest Hetke
Hetka, Heckie, Four

Comell, WI
Human Factors

Keep looking forward and "be a leader.
Just remember the lead sled dog is the

only one with a good view!" Thanks to
� the Fools for enlightening me in the

ways of the crozy. 1 learned much from
-'�' Gus' and other adventures. I hope our

�^' Fandango is exciting also! Tad,itwasn't
,'"' thebest, but it certainlywasn't the worst.
i:t' Thanks for the deep talks and cousin.

Love my family more than anything.

Freeman Holifield Jr
Free-Ho

Huntsville, AL
Civil Engineering-
Environmental

First of all I would like to thank God,
Mom, Dad and Sis, whose love, prayers
and support got me through this place,
I would also like to thank all the fellas

(you know who you ore folks) and
friends I have modewhile here. Without

youthis place would have been unbear
able, I hope we hove built friendships
that will lost forever. To everyone else

stay strong and live everyday as if it

were your lost.

Nicholas Lawrence Jahn
Tricky

Macomb, IL
Civil Engineeiing -

Environmental

This is the end of one journey and the

beginning of another, I hope the next is
more fun! Thanks to God, Mother, Fa
ther and oil my family for seeing me

through those "times,"Special thanks to
Precious for always being there and

always listening, I love you all very
much. Thanks EV,, Woodman, Bri, Ed,
Free, Tony. Roll the bones !

John Victor Liller
Hammer

Houston, TX
Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks to all the guys on the soccer

team and especially the Guatemalan,
Your support has been great. Also,
thanks to all the athletes that helped me

notgo crazy from AERO, The restof the
people can, well you know, SUCK IT!
Thanks Mom and Dod for your guid
ance and thank you. Lord, for your
strength. Special thanks goes to my
instigator of pain, Noah, live long and
hit hard. Dresbu.
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Melvin Joseph
Marque HI

/"!/
Morganza, LA

Biology

Thanks, first, to God, Mom, Dad, my
sisters, and all of my family. Woody,
thanks for putting up with me.

Mostof all, thanks to all ofthe pals that
endured this place with me, Gaueho,
Chad, Thick, and Tommy� I love all of

you!! Zoomies�thanks for the road

trips. Spring Breaks, Zulu's, and all the
other stuff we never did!! God Bless!!

Edward Paul M'Cormick
Eddy Mac

San Jose, CA
Human Factors Engineering

1 guess now is the time- to propose a

question that sums lip my Academy
experience, so here it goes: Why couldn't
I be rich instead of sooo good looking?
Being Wing Commander, graduating
with o 4,31 and winning those body
building competitions might be o lotfor
some but I had my friends, flea trainers,
and many broken bones to keep me

humble. I thank my family for the

support and God for this crazy ride
called life.

Michael Brendan
Merrick

Mike
Southfield, MI

Astronautical Engineering

I could write some long message about
the great times and how much I'll miss
this place, but as I write this I'm still
under the honor code so I better not.
Adios, amigos, have a nice life, and
always enjoy what you're doing be
cause today will never come again.
See yol

Deonna Denice Neal
Air Force, USA

Human Behavior and Leadeishi

Thanks to Mighty Moch One for a soli'
freshman year, I wouldn't hove modeif
through the Academy olone and all the
activities 1 was involved in kept mesone
Women's Softball, Choir, Chorale, ond
Nov Instructor activities modeforaverv
diverse four years. Thanks to myfamily,
my sponsors. Chief Thomas, Michellei
Mike, Bob, and Vicky. Dr. Golem?
you're the best. My very special thanks
to you.

idStoc
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David Eiji Oue
Dave, Ouester, Voioel
Kailua-Kona, HI
Space Operations

We made it! Thank you Mom, Dod,
Leeonne, and Michael for all your sup
port and in getting me to where I am

today. Thanks also to oil the rest of my
family and to all my friends everywhere.
Tool! my classmates and friends, thanks
for seeing me through the good andthe
bod. Good luck in all you do!

Anthony John Sansano
Fair Lawn, NJ

Bachelor of Science

Special thanks go to Mom, Dod, Nick,
Mary, Angelo. Above all I thank God
for carrying me through my four years.
Are we ever going to get our Pork &
Beans bock? I also thank Doubleday-
his gome got me here and kept me here.
To the teom-thonks for the

memories,roadtripbookings,and great
AF baseball.

Roland Edward Secody
Tuba City, AZ

Civil Engineering

June 29th 1 990. The day that I come and
started en joying the Academy's "fom ily
style" meals, os well oil the other little
surprises that popped up. It's been

tough, but the things that I hove learned
about myself, as well as the friends that
I hove mode hove for outweighed oil
the hardships. I'd like to thank everyone
that has contributed to my experience
here. Joyous times.

Joseph Walter Silvers
Joey, Chauka

Winter Haven, FL
Civil Engineering/ Premedicine

"...that at the name of Jesus every km

should bow, in heaven, and on eai

and under the earth, and every tongui
confess thot Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father." - Phillipia� .

I |i�'�=tccUf
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John David StockweU
Claremont, NH
Civil Engineering

The things I've learned and the opportu
nities I've hod could not hove been
possible anywhere but here. At times it
seemed like o Turkish prison, but the
good memories, however slightly, will
olways outweigh the bod, I won't re

member most ofwhat they tried to teach
me, but I'll never forget my friends.
Thanksto Jonond Paul, two ofthe nicest

people I've known, and to Mom, Dad,
Steve, ond Jeff, who I love endlessly.

Eric Hunter Stubbs
Eric. Stubby, Bubba?

Bath, ME and Greensboro, NC
English

My dearest companions of bygone
years, I've ilium ined that which I fumbled
to find. To undeclared motes of the
impending years, my lantern lights well
my cryptic path. Load the wagons and
stir the soup, I find myself within your
loop. The days draw nearer that we
must meet, and with blind eyes our

paths compete� 'til death.

Tad Douglas Vannaman
Rag - (Fool 9)

Valley Center, KS
Biology

After oil the ups and downs, straddling
the line was never short of the best! I
must thonk God for guidonce, my fam
ily for ultimate support, ond Korenofor
always being there to take core of me,
I love you! Thememories will never die:
Stew's, THE TROUGH,the Hodge Podge,
Ring Dance, skiing, changing,
. . . Imagination.
Living is very different than just being
alive!! To Life, the 4 Pigs & 10 Fools:
CHEERS!

MicheUe Annette Vestal
Mitch

Brentwood, CA
Biology

We came. We sow. We conquered ...

TWICE! Smooooth Seagram's Seven;
softball; basketball; Seagram's on tour;
leadership; good times with great
friends; and oil the blood, sweat and
tears but hey. We mode itl Thanks to a

wonderful family, special friends, and
the greatest sponsors of oil time. Like so
many others, I never could have mode
it without you. Hardships breed char
acter! Deonna: three years is a long
time, stay owoy from people like mel

j�/*^

Eric Michael Void
E.V.

Blaine, MN
Management

A special thanks to the shokey crew:

Berto, Kegs, Action, Culby, Griff, Miles,
Pritch ond those I missed. Homer's and
the Jrnt; a place to grow up healthy. To
the table; Nick, Woody, Dale, Mory,
long live sports trivial I give o big, long
no handed salute to all the women I got
to know here in CO. I love BLD and the
Honda CBR900RR. MJB, wish you were
here.

Oliver Karsten Walthall
OIlie

Boise, ID
Astronautical Engineering

Dos Hund hot zu mir gesogt doss es ist

sehr wolkig draussen. Ich war nicht so
froh wann Er sogtdoss es riecht nicht so

Weihnachtlich, Aber, well ich wohne

gleich um die Ecke, Ingo war mein

Freund, Etwos, ichmussgebemeinVogel
wasser. Aber dann, mein Vogel war
sehr gemutlich und meine Beine war

sehr ungedulgig. Viel Sposs und Gluck.

Steven Ray Ward
Munch

Ft. Worth, TX
Biology

Mom, Dad, Erin, and Max, and oil my
friends� thanks for supporting meand

seeing me through the good and the
bod. They soy that you forget all of the
bad stuff and only remember the good�
I guess that I won't really hove too many
memories then� I'm just glad it's over.
Good luck to everyone in all your
endevors.

Lance Alan Wilkins
Lance, Tex, Redneck, Hick

Houston, TX

Biology (Was Pre-med til Orgo)

Yes, thanks to all you fine folks that
tolerated my terrible jokes and hick
humor. Best of luck to the Wolverines.
The Academy has given me the oppor
tunity to jump, soar, fly, and olmost foil
Orgo. What a trip? Kat, thanks for
letting me tickle you (don't osk ques
tions). A special thanks to Dad's com

mon sense and sense of humor. Mom's
core packages and mandatory worry
ing, and Clay's highly warped sense of
humor. God Bless America!

Redefined



Richard Lloyd
WoodruffJr

Woody
Naples, FL

Civil Engineering -

Environmental

Well, it is finally over! Would I do it

again? No. Am I glad that I did it? I'll tell

you in five years.
Cheryl, thank you for putting up with it
and loving me through it. Mom and
Dod, thank you for the encouragement
and support. To the boys in "butt-flight",(J,
EV, Nik, Free, Tony, Ed, Bri D.) you guys
are great! I.H.T.F.P

Dante Anthony
Biancucci II

Cooch
Palatine Bridge, NY

Human Factors Engineering;
This is being wrote September 6, '93 ai
if I'm reading this paragraph thafs no,
above my picture, I'm reolly hoppy Nj
I'm reolly happy. Thanks so much to
God, Mom and Pops, family ond frieni n
and officers, that hove pui led me throuM
these five years (It wasn't a mistake.p^
In the words of Pops and Colonel Dublois
- "Illegitimous non carborundum!"

';^.llfc3'�"*
-sums'"!"

Brent Gannon
Brockinton

Brock
Midwest City, OK
Social Science

BobertFran
Eicholtz J,
Dm-er, Pa

*^Sciencf,c
Hello everyone. Con you believe it?
neither. Thanks for everything Mi

and Dod. You helped me believe
myself and my abilities. ^^�''^^^'�'"wi'"^iHiM\ ""
and Bloir; you'rethe reason I ever can^^d^i^ '8. ^
home for the holidays in nearby Jopi
You oil ore the greatest. I will love

always and for my graduation p;
� come back to the U.S. I'm tired
having jet lag.

r^'^i'telgei
""Miilel
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Kevin Michael Byme
Kennewick, WA

Management

Thanks Mom, Dad, Coley and Casey
or all the support and encouragement
he post five "long" years. There ore so

�nony things to soy thanks for, you guys
nre the best. Dud, having you as o

oommote made this place o lot easier,
Thonksfor oil the great times and mok

ng the "Long Strange Trip" fun! Good
uck Trolls,

Scott shannon Carter
Vinton, VA

Astronautical Engineering,
Japanese

To my loving family who always kept
my mailbox full, well almost, thonksfor
all the support. It's to you I owe these lost
four years, as I couldn't have mode it
without your support.
To Brian and the rest of the Trolls, I

probably could have mode it without
yo'll, but itwouldn't hove been nearly as
interesting. Good luck to oil.
"CarpeDiem"- Robin Williams (among
others)

Dustin Peter Cordier
Geneva, IL

General Engineering

What fixation feeds this fever, os the full
moon poles and climbs? Am I living
truth or rank deceiver? Am I the victim
or the crime? - Well you know its going
to get stranger so lets get on with the
show. Let's go. Don't itfeel like a stranger.
- DEAD
Thanks to my family. Kev, What's next?
- Europe! Lisa, Godspeed.
Many worlds I've come since 1 first left
home. -- Peace,

David Patrick Day
Drac

Sumter, SC
Civil Engineering, (Chinese)

Four yeors. Has it been that long? It has
been the longest and shortest time ofmy
life. Thanks to Mom, Dod, Lisa, and
Lindo whose loving support got me

through it all.
To the Coolidge family, I owe my sanity.
If it hod not been for their loving home,
I would hove never survived. Good
luck! To Nugi. Thonksfor being my best
friend and roommate. IWTR and Good
Luck to the TROLLS of 94!

Robert Francis
�-"' Eicholtz Jr
y'- Ike, Scholtz, Rob, Bobby

Dover, PA
Political Science, Chinese

'A/hotcan you do? You can't dance and

.., .
t's too windy to stack BB's, Heavy G,

-'�'�'''.'^-�'^'syen a blind squirrel gets an ocom

�***_ ,, .{/'��svery once in a while! We mode it!

ft J^ "^ .J 'TS-rhonks Tim, Heavy G, Spotty, Janet, Pot
- �'��

, ,-'''and Tiddy, Yous guys ore the greatest!
� '^om, Rob, Dad, Sonya, and Heather, I
ove you all and couldn't have mode it
without your support! Oh yea, down
vith WVU!

Gregory Ray Evans
Greg, Heavy G

Parsons, West VA

Operations Research

I'm just really hoppy that I hod the

opportunity to come here. Thanks Mom
and Dod for oil your help and support.
Chris and More, I don't think you'll ever
knowhowmuchyou'vegiven me. Good
luck to oil ofthe Trolls. Remember Rob,
even a blind nutgets a squirrel onceond
o while.

Scott Michael Feldman
Louisville, KY

Material Science

Redeye, Trolls, and Foxtrot: There isn't

any other place in the world I would
hove rather been. I like this place, but
I love these people. Thank you.

^�

Robert Joseph Gomez
El Paso, TX

History
I above all must thank God for my
success and my time at the Academy.
Then I would like to thank my mother
and Uncle Joe. Mom, you were always
there to give o word of odvice and
encouragement and moke the worst
situation seem good. Uncle Joe, how
can I thank you for being the man in my
life, the father that I never hod. I will

always love you for this and for the man
you helped me become. You and my
Mom have and will always be the wind
beneath my wings, I love you both.

Redefined



Robert Clifton
Gudikunst

Goody
Longmeadow, MA

Westem European Area Studies

Histoiy, (German)

"...The best way to stay out of them

(wars) for quite a while, instead of

teaching a boy to run an automobile,
teach him to fly, because the nation in
the next war that ain't in the oir, is just
going to get something dropped on its
bean." Will Rogers. Thanks to friends,
family, and the Qu inns for their support.
Things con only get better.

Janet Lynne Halliday
Lakewood, CO

BiologV'

What a crazy road it's been! I've never

really like the place, but I con soy that
I appreciate it. If I've learned anything
during my term, it would be not to take

things for granted and to be on indi
vidual. Thanks for the talks, Tim and
Rob, Jess and Mario for the notes,
Dana, Lyle, my dear friend Tommy and
Mom who was always there for me.

Michael Frantz Haspil
Mike

Libertyville, IL
Mihtaiy Histoiy

"I don't know half of you half as well as
I should like; and I like less than half of
you half as well as you deserve." If you
are reading this it probably means that
I managed to graduate despite all odds.
I'd like to thank everyone who tried to

hinder me. ..wel I, you know where to go.
I hope that this will be more than just a
yearbook blurb someday. Peace and

long life!

Sloan Hefner ^enderso
Sloaner

Alamosa, CO
Electrical Engineerinf^'^

What, I con go? Mom, Corb, I used
force and it's over. Thanks for the
constant support. Chuck, ya kept me
olive. What o load of crap we put up
with for 0 ring and o bor. After a wl
I found it too tiresome to rebel,
decided to sleep instead. Too much
say, Notime! Goto life to cotch upon
COMFORTABLY NUMB

igl'

Lisa Marie Kary
Mel

Bismarck, ND
Political Science, (Arabic)

The gulls who scorn perfection for the
soke of travel go nowhere, slowly. Those
who put aside travel for the soke of

perfection go anywhere, instantly." -

Seagull ThonxMelvin-buddies- for giv
ing my spirit wings and for keeping me

in line. SPECIAL Thonx to Ziggy and
Stevie Roy for keeping me sane and

making me lough!! And thonx to my

family for all their support , especially
Mom - you'll always be my hero!!

CARPE DIEM...

Tr-cidi tio rt

Timothy Andrew Krauss
Bird

Reading, PA
Management

"I hove fought the good fight, I hove
finished the race, I have kept the faith."
- 2 Timothy 4:7. What just happened?
I'll probably never know! Thanks to

Mom, Dad, and Heather for all of your
love and support. Rob, Joe, and Dove,
you mode this place less unbearable.
Thanks forthe exhibitions!! Well, only
God knows what life will have in store
forme. I hope its good!!

Michael Jackson Lee
Florence, SC

Baghelor of Science, Biologv'
I would like to begin by thanking my
family (Mom, Dad, Erin) for sending me

to the easiest school in the nation. How
ever, if I hod to do it again...! would let

you three have the pleasure. I must give
most of the credit for my graduation to

my Burger King employers during high-
school though.
"Dear Lord, Please give me a million
dollars and oh yeah. ..huge pectoral
muscles."

Kenneth Anh Kiet

Nguyen
Nugi

Riverdale, UT
Biology

Mom, Dod, Tim - I couldn't hove mO

it withoutyou! Thanks to oil of myT
buddies and friends, who mode

place so much more fun. Thanks too

special friend far owoy.
"It's not the things you con get here thot

count. It's the things you learn, the

unforgettable memories you have, a�

the lasting friendships you moke that

make this place so wonderful." - Nugis

i'l^'fillici�'Ikotk
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Susan Jean Pessner
Sue Pez

mx Richmond, VA
'Westeni European Area Studies

Histon', (French)

If you think you ore beaten you ore,
f you think you dare not,you don't,
iuccess begins with a fellow's will,
t's oil in the state of mind.
'ou've got to think high to rise,
'ou've got to be sure of yourself,
.ife's battle doesn't always go
"o the swifter or faster man,
iut sooner or later the man who wins
s the man who thinks he con."
� Appling A special thanks to all who
lod foith in me.

Charles PhiUip Roberts
Chuck

Dalzell, SC
Civil Engineering

So many people to thank,
..Mom, Dad, and family for your sup
port over the lost five years. You kept me
going when times were tuff,
,..To Sloan for being the best roommate.
...To the girls up at DU for helping me

hove weekends to look forward to,
..To the guys in '93 at El Cid. Best of luck
wherever you are, ..IWTR.
"In a world full of people, only some

want to fly. ..isn't that crazy," - SEAL

Mark Christopher Rusk
CJalveston, IN
Social Sciences

When I look back, I only wish this place
could hove been more of a challenge, I
thank God, my beloved family, and all

my friends who made it enjoyable.
BREAK ON THROUGH.

. Mark Linus Stanley
Stan

Burlington, MA
Management

Thonks to Mom, Dod, MaryKay, Dove
and Chris. You kept my eyes on the

goal.
"Nothing in the World can take the
place of persistence. Talent will not;
nothing is more common then unsuccess

-ful I men with talent. Genius will not; the
world is full of educated derelicts. Per
sistence and determination olone ore

omnipotent. The slogan 'press on' has
solved and always will solve the prob
lems of the human race,"
� Calvin Coolidge

Ethan Read Stanton
Metliane, Yoda
Sewickley, PA
Basic Science

Thanks to all the friends that stuck byme
while 1 grew up here. I'll miss the good
times we hod. Thanks to my family
especially Mom. Auf Wiedersehen.
"The first ten million years were the

worst," said Marvin, "and the second
ten million years, they were the worst
too. The third ten million I didn't enjoy
at all, after that I went into a bit of
decline."

-Douglas Adams

Daniel Brian Tidwell
Tiddy

Birmingham, AL
Bio-Environmental Engineering

Thanks to my family and Louro for all of

your encouragement, I could not have

done it without you. I can finally seethe
light at the end of the tunnel, and I need

my shades. Thanks Scottfor keeping me

in line and a special thanks to your

parents for keeping us fed. Well, it's time
for me to take o nap. Remember, always
wove to 0 crosswalk patrol guard, and
when facing o difficult task, act as if it is

impossible to fail. If you're going after

Moby Dick, take along the tartar souce.

LLIC

James Allen Trahan Jr
;;

Houma, LA
Bachelor of Science,

Management

I never dreamed that this would come to

on end. I could not hove got here without
the help from myfamily. Thankyou Dod,
Mom, Becky and Annie for the love and

support you gave me throughout my life.
You helped me get here and leave here.
Thank you Nonno and Grandad, you
were always in my thoughts. Fella's, I'll
never forget you. Jack, Semper Fi, we
mode it, Bro!

Amber Jane Wimberly
Salem, IL

Political Science

...But who provides wisely that he shall
not be wanting in the best property of
all-friends. Emerson
To my friends:
God-my best friend of oil
Mom and Daddy-Thanks for oil the love
(your little girl)
Heother-So alike, yet so different -BBB
forever!
Robert-To hove and to hold...
Trolls, 94 Reapers, USAFA Track-So
many memories and laughs.
I love you all

Redefined



Zachary Adam Wood
Zac

Westminister, CA
Military History, (German)

Psolm 91 . Thanks Dod, Mom, Som and
all my friends. I mode it. Persistence.
He who laughs lost, still laughs. God
bless, good luck and so long! "Here's to
the breezes ...

"

ckJA

Jeffrey M. Adelung
feff

Bayone, NJ
B.S. Program

"The movie will begin in five moments'
the mindless voice announced. 'The
program for fhis evening is not new

you've seen this entertainment throughand through. You've seen your birth,
your life your death. You might recalloli
of the rest. Did you hove a good world
when you died? Enough to base a
movie on? You con't hove a mo

withoutsupportingactors,ThanksMOi
Dad, Family and Friends.

JevI

e a �

ivJUiaan

Aaron Trevor Allgeyer
Big A

Pembroke, NH
Humanities

To truly know friendship is to know tho

there ore eight people willing to giv
their lives to save yours and that yo^
would do the some for any of them. Fo�

this gift of friendship, I thank USAFA for

the oppressive melancholy which

brought us together. I also thank Fate tor

giving me o myriad of opportunities to

defy Death, know Love, and taste Life.
More Speed, More Air.

�:''"*s*e�g,
."�''filollyr

'S'olHie,
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^t^ Lorenzo Chivas
Bradley III

Che
Radcliff, KY

Aeronautical Engineeiing

"Veni Vidi Vici"

come, I sow, I got my oss kicked, but
eventually conquered. The four years
are over and I must soy it's been reol, I
vill always remember the good times,
amily, friends, and lifting, I will leorn
rom the bod times, I thank God, my

amily, and my friends-l LOVE YOU,
without you I would hove ended this o

ong time ago.

James Albert Bruner II
Brew

Lakewood, CO
Operations Research

I can't believe that this place is now

nothing more than a memory. Thanksto
the fellos for oil of the memories that you
hove given me, I give to oil of you an

endless collection of Midnite card-
games, o trusty VCR, and a never-empty
bottle. To oil the fun and adventures that
we hod, you made the post five years o

little more bearable.

Michael Scott Cranston
Cranny, Cranberry, Cran-Dog

Concord, CA
Management

"1 hove fought a good fight, I hove
finished my course, I hove kept the
faith," 2 Timothy 4:7, I could not hove
done it without you Mom ond Dod,
Jimbo and Michelle, To Charlie B,,
through the ups and downs, you're the
man. To Vito and the good times we've
had. And to Gus, "WE DONT RENT
PIGS," Hope springs eternal from the
breast of man.

Matthew David Croon
Croon-dog
Fridley, MN

Electrical Engineering

In the words of Tork: "Oh my, speech
less, I'm absolutely speechless - WOW!"
Thanks to the great friends who hove
reminded me that "Laughter is the best
medicine" and "Life's too short to stress

too much". Special thanks to Mom,
Dod, and the rest of the fam for oil the

support. Thonk you Lord and ... I'm Out!

24'

�.,,.��<�f**'

; Adrian Michael Crowley
GQ, Johnny Depp
Peachtree City, GA

Human Factors Engineering,
(German)

*lwant to thank my fom ily and friends for
their support over the last four years
and the Lord for the strength and cour

age he gave me. Finally, Dod you will
be with me ot graduation, in mind and
heart, and I will see you again someday.

Sadie says, "It's not the size of the dog
in the fight; it's the size of the fight in the
dog."

Matthew Rich Glover
G-Love

Austin, TX
Humanities

Thanks to my family and friends in the

great state of Texas, especially Mom,
Dad, Kate, Phil, Grandpa, Jeff and of
course "Gretchen"� I love you.
Thanks to the 1st BCT staff and cadre for

reaffirming my belief in the Air Force

team. Tothe classof '97: ItwosonhOnor
to welcome you into the Wing. Remem

ber: "...Stand firm in your faith or you
will not stand atoll." IS 7:9

Brent David Helinski
The Gooch, Rrroast, Btdldog,

Meatloaf
Lubbock, TX
Humanities

Although I made great friendships and
hod loads of fun pushing the limits, I'd
never thank anyone for "sending me"
here, I've lived by the adage, "Wait until
the lost minute and itonlytakes a minute
to do." But if I've leorned anything, it's
that you take life by the throat, "follow
your bliss" and live dangerously, for "no
Eternal Reward will forgive us now for

wasting the down."

KentWilliam Hennings
Elberon, IA
Management

It's beeno long five years. I'd just liketo
thonk all the "Little Fellas" that helped
me from going insane and teaching me

the fine art of indulging the sweet nectar
of the gods, I think Hank soys it best,
"Good Friends, Good Whiskey, Good
Lovin'." Keep the Foith!



Kandace NikoUe Henry
Littleton, CO

Engineering Science

" 'Supposing a tree fell down. Pooh,
while we were underneath it?' 'Suppos
ing it didn't,' " said Pooh after careful
thought.Well itdidn't ... yet. Mom (Who
counted down the days of BCT for me)
Bee (who never let me forget how ugly
blue polyester is and Dod (who is just
happy too get o bottle of Dom Perignon
out of the deal) - thank you for believ
ing. To the hussies. Von, Trace, Potty,
Megan, Cindy and Audrey: itwouldn't
have been much fun without yol

Richard Douglas Hoyt Jr
Mr. Tact

La Grande, OR
Computer Science

I want to thank my folks, who hove
never said no. My roommate for pro
viding that extra foot when mine didn't

quite fill my mouth. To Rob, Shelly,
Topher, Stocie, and Standing Bear,
thanks for always being there and

putting up with me. For all the rest of

you: Do not waste your tears, I was not
born to watch theworldgrowdim. Life
is not measured in years, but in the
deeds of men.

James Joseph
Jagodzinski Jr

Jim, Jag
Holland, PA

Human Factors

Thanks Mom and Dod and my family
for all the love and support you gave
me, through all the years. You are the
greatest. I love you all. To my Falcon
brothers, I never would have mode it
here or "there" without you. F and I till I

fly. USAFA not a great place to be, but
a great place to be from und "Was totet
man nicht, macht man starker"
� F. Nietzsche

MicheUe Anne Kuipers
Shelly

Gainesville, NY
Economics

Mom, Dod, Nathan and Zes thanis �

always being there, Ric, Rob, Louri,,
and Justin - 1 won't forget you. Martho
Kay - I still march to my own drummer
"For God hoth not given us the spirit of
feor; but of power, and of love anda
sound mind." 2 Tim 1:7

'S3?��ilia*.

�- Track

Van Dykes Lovett
Van

Chipley, FL
Biology

The only thing I con soy is "see yol'

Christopher Robin
Maclnnis

Mac
North Augusta, SC
Civil Engineering

"Life is o series of hellos and goodbyes."
I'm afraid its time for goodbye again.
As the years pass, I know I'll remember
the good times (family, friends, foot
ball) ,and the bod times will fodes/ow/y
into oblivion. I learned o lot about

myself and a little about the military.
Special thanks to my supporting cast;

Mom, Dod, and Sarah.

August Jim Marquardt
Augie

_^.' Wheatridge, CO
Humanities

I'm through! Thank God!! It's nice to

hove the four years behind me. To

family and friends who helped along
the way, thankyou much. How'd I do it?
Be personable, smile, whistle a bit,
search out the good in each day, take
the "rood less traveled by," pay heed to
the golden rule, and say your prayers.
Until next time. Now, ain't it time to get
a Harley?!!

Matthew Kincaid Miller
Matt

Pittsburgh, PA
Ancient History

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Grondmo,
Grandpa (wherever you are) , Eve, Julie,

Jon, Jim, Alexander the Greot, and to

Colonel Head, the choirmon of my ARC

Sir, you mode the right decision,
[I] don't know one millionth of one

percent about anything. -Thomas Edison

The cowards will show and the weak

shall die. - Lt. Col Leupp
Lord Stanley, Lord Stanley, get me the

brandy. Elvis has left the building!!

Tr-aditio n



Robert Joseph Morrison
Mo, Cow Head. Knob. Berl

ll, Spokane, WA

^�ll^i Applied Physics, Physical
^ Chemistry Track

v^y sincere and heart felt thanks goes
jutto my folks that brought me into this
vorld and raised to be what I am today.
To everyone I hove hod the pleasure of
A/orking with (on guard, in the squad-
�on, .,.), I enjoyed sharing the experi-
2nce with you. A bit of advice for every
one: Take a chance and dance your own
dance, only then will you be satisfied
with your life.

Sean Michael O'Brien
O.B.

Atlanta, GA
Civil Engineering

Did I actually moke it? These years
hove all hod their ups and downs and
I would just like to say thonk you to my
parents, Koren, and the "fellas" who
hove all helped me to see the lighter
side of things.

Grace Cathieen O'NeiU
Tucson, AZ
Biology

If you ore reading this I guess I gradu
ated! Thanks Mom, Dad, Joe, Marie,
Amy, John, Jeff, Dan and Lulu for al
ways giving me something to lough
about. Thanks to everyone on the teom
and to everyone in Blackjacks. Amy,
"ten years from now, , . ." and Chris, the
best is yet to come!

Justin Ben Peddicord
Etiquette Officer

Ojai, CA
Human Factors Engineering

Thanks to Ric, Rob, Shelly, Herbie,
Topher, and Grampa for the heartburn.
You guys mode it worth the ride. A

special thanks to Mom and Dod, You
two ore the reason I made itthroughthis
place. Lastly, to my HighSchool English
teacher and everyone who told me I hod
a better chance of graduating from the

Maytag Academy than the Air Force

Academy: "Cry me a river, fruitcakes."

J. ij Jeffrey Michael Rengel<tf*'*7 The Natural

ftSP-"-

>5<�l'

Superior, WI

Biology
The Academy is special. What mokes it

special is not within my comprehension
yet, but I know I will leave proud. Friend
ship has token on o new meaning to me,

itis unequaled in its importance, Tamara
Lynn, you mean the world to me, I love

you, Mott, Mark-Mark, Mom and Dod,
thonk you, without you I wouldn't be in
this book, I love you.

Jonathan Cleveland
Rice, IV

Jon
Honea Path, SC
Political Science

A toost to the challenge and the oppor

tunity to meet it. Thanks to my family
who inspired me and kept me going -

Mom, Dad, Penny, Julie, Kim, Net - I

love you oil. To Major Anderson, the
eternal optimist. To Scott who kept me
focused. To Q.D. who got me out of

here. And to Matt, the most loyol friend
a guy could wont. (Philippians 4:8),

Yvonne Sheree Spencer
Von, Doo

Cohimbia, MD
Engineeiing Mechanics

Praise God who mode all of this pos
sible. Thanks Mommy and Doddy for
oil of your love and encouragement
through the good and bod. Hey
Kandace, eot up! It's Fat Free! Vic

remember, "You con only be YOU!"Yo
JATM! The sky's the limit! To "Leiee", T-
cot and the rest of the posse: We mode
it!
REAL Women play rugby!

Timothy George Sumja
Dino, Psycho
Decatur, AL

Civil Engineering -

Environmental

Well, it has definitely been interesting,
but once was more than enough. The
phrase "IHTFP"has earned an everlast
ing spot in my vocabulary. Looking
back, if there was any one thing that
kept me going, besides the support
from myfamily, it was the fei los. Gradu
ation will come and go, but the fellas
will always be there.

ffT--
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Jason Alan Vitas
Scrappy

Silver Lake, OH
Management

It's been a long haul since the fantasy-
world days of Silver Lake. Never would
havemodeitwithoutmy Family, friends,
and The Team - thonx to everyone. To

my friends from the village, you're the
best. SPM - you're a legend. Team is a
constant. Go Browns. Mom, Dod, and
Jen, I owe everything to you. Mom - you
can stopworrying now. Dad- 1 think the
Sword is within reach...

MTU

Elissa Christine Beddow
Accokeek, MD
Human Factors

All I have to say after my time hi_
thank you to a few individuals M.�
helped moke this place more beoroble
especially Mom, Dod, Cathy, Stephanie
The Valleras, Mike and DJ, Coosa. (

Remember, lllegitimati
non carborundum.

.lies, It"

.,m'^ I

a�W'�
�;-,FltllS'i�i Jesus

4:1

take

Carrie Jean Bischel
Bish

Bloomer, WI
Aeronautical Engineering

I om extremely humbled by the wonder
ful family and friends the Lord has

blessed me with, helping me maki

through the last few years. Mom,Di
Jen,andClaire-Ephl:16!!! Boo,Pi
Dole, Chris, Francis, and Paulo - 1 li

and appreciate you all! Beth - Thoi

you for everything you hove been,o�j
always will be, for Him. Thanking Hi
for oil of the challenges, opportunitll
and rewards. ..PTL we mode it!

*SeanE(j

English

'^ school
1,^

""""I'i bea

''SMiIlcdo
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)ennis Franklin Bond II
Tulsa, OK; Atlanta, CA-

(Jarlaud. TX

Ji, Astronautical Engineering,
^(Pre-Med requisites, (French)

-oith is the substance of things hoped
)r,theevidenceofthings not seen". On

(kl. lis, I'm here. Thanks Jesus for what

Du'vetoughtmeondgivenme, Thanks
1 Mom, Dod, Doug, Krissy, Down and

le Saponoro's for helping make this

reom happen. Focus on Jesus and you

"an'tgo wrong, Philippians 4: 13. 1 John

ii^, :9. Read about it!

�.^^lways smile and don't take life too

"""Sriously! -D.B.

Albert Matthew Bower
Fat Al

Beecher City, IL
Legal Studies

Mom and Dod - Thonk you for every
thing,
Wyatt -Thanks for being my friend and
a great brother.
Dusty, Mike, Moon, Scott, Stoner, and
Zo - Thanks for making the toughest
four yeors of my life into the greatest
four years of my life,
Scott - Thanks for four years of laughs
and greot stories.

James Calvin Chrisley
Jim, Hat, Big J
Hackettstovwn, NJ
Civil Engineering

I would like to thonk my mom, dod, my
sponsor, Mickey, and of course myself.
To my sponsor brothers, don't ever

forget that we hod fun. What would a

CE. G.R, bewithouttheSuffactor? Too
all the brothers, you're the best. Honor
able mention goes to the Blue Fox,
Muldoon's, and of course, Bogort's.

Murray Richard Clay
Hinckley, UT

Intemational Relarions, Asian
Area Studies

We talk on and on about naturol, God-
given, and inalienable human rights;
yet, the fact remains that the people of
our nation and indeed of our entire

planet hove no rights and will hove no

rights except those that we hove won

and will continue to win by the point of
a bayonet � M.R.C. Aug. 1993
Thank you Mom, Dod, family, and my
Jodi � you mode oil the difference.

L
. i^j^atthew Sean Edmonds

(^1^ Matty
Seattle, WA

English

� 'ou know, in high school, my friends
ind I thought it would be a really good
oke if I went to the Air Force Academy.
ooking bock, it seemed o lotfunnierot
letime.

Thomas Christopher Fry
Tom, Fats, Alcatraz

Oil City, PA
Humanities

BlockThursdoy will live forever! Thonk
you God, Mom, Dod, Brian and Uncle
Bean for undying tolerance. And, oh
yeoh, I would also like to thank myself.
To the Mickey's crew, not much can be
said except here's to you, you know

what. Congratulations to the alcove,
you're all beautiful people. In memory
of the Blue Fox and "Stepping on our

noodles"

Melissa Ann Fuss
Stinky

Madison, WI
Humanities

I went to college, and it was okay.

Thomas Jason Hood
Political Science
Grand Blanc, MI

.l?k u
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W. Keith Innes
Goose

Addison, MI
Human Factors Engineering

The war is over. Did we win?
It's not "the Academy" that mokes this

place, it's the people. I'm lucky I found
a few that made it worthwhile. Thanks
Sean M. and Rob B. Kirkfor being right
more than I'd admit. Matty for the Zo.

Fatty and the rest of 22. And especially
Mom, Dad, Mom Cheryl, and Thia for

your love, support, and making me

what I am.

Peter Lathrop Kaplan
Mech, Peta

Walnut Creek, CA
Mathematjes

To Mom, Dod, Chris and Dove -3 For

making me homesick all these yeoi's. To
Deonna and Erik - A man couldn't ask
for better friends. To Jeanne - For love,
for life, for everything. I love you all
morethon you can imagine. And lost but
not least: To the Halle's crew. My life
might hove been easier without you

guys, but it wouldn't have been worth

living.

William Thomas Kelley
Hightop, Leroy
San Diego, CA

Human Factors Engineering

One thing I hove learned here at the
Academy when dealing with women:

"Admit nothing, deny everything, and
make counter accusations." Honorable
mention goes to Embassy Suites, Bogarts,
and most important toMr. Seagram's at
"Mick's". Thanks goes outto my parents
and God.

Rex Stephen Lewis II
Rex-N-Ejfect
Garland, TX

Electrical Engkreering, Math
"Thatwhich does not kii I me only mokes
me stronger." - Yeoh, right.
If I had known then what I know now,r(j
still do it again, but only because ofthe
friends. Thanks to God, Mom and Dad
Down and Rachel. Thanks to my fnends
- Don, K.T., Tony, Al, Zow, ond K. Sahn.
Moon - Thanks for the condy, othenwise
I'd hove punched for sure.

Dan - "YOU KNOWWHEN YOU'RE..."
"Hey Steve, this smells funny,"

Kyle Thomas Moore
KT., Moon, Monroe

Brilliant, OH
Biology

The light at the end of the tunnel has

gone from dim to blinding, with a few

power outages along the way. Thanks
to God for His love and guidance the

past four years. Thankyou Mom, Dod,
SLDAK, GMA, CH, and Mr T. for your
support. Thanks Al, Stoner, Zo, Dusty,
Dan, Stevo, and the fellas from 22.

Good luck out there! Peace and chicken

grease and I'M OUT! (Matt. 5:39-42).

Dane Robert Nielsen
Danish, pie, Famunda, Cheese

Brigham City, UT
Pohtical Science

It wasn't pretty, but it's done. To Mom,
Chief and Derek: thanks for the sup
port, I couldn't hove done it without
you; and why didn't you tel I me itwould
be this fun before I came? Thanks to the
Wyttenboch's for their sponsorship. To
the fellas from 22 and my freshman
squod: "guys like you really do grow
on trees, here's to you ..." "The Dream
is Always the Some ....

" RB

Mark Andrew Parrott
Sparky

Easton, MD
Legal Studies

What an incredible journey the lost four
years have been! I hove learned more

than I ever could hove dreamed pos
sible; especially outside the walls of
Fairchild. Thanks so much to you Mom,
Dad and Tim for oil of the prayers,
supportand encouragement! I appreci
ate your consideration. Whenever I

doubt, God always reminds me of His
promise, in Philippians 4: 13, that through
His strength I can do anything!

WUliam Mark Reinert
Turbo, Bennie, Snake Eyes

Wilson, Snoop
Midland, TX

Engineering Sciences

Thanks to Mom, Dod, John and the

Mickey's crew.

'.J'.litt

..n(!i�e�

I'^^^yis�"�*ftie,
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WiUiam Christopher
Robinson
Goo-Goo

High Point, NC
General Engineering

"Time has a wonderful way of weeding
out the trivial" - Richard Ben Sapir My
time at the Academy has taught me the
value of time. Time is not something we

con control, and thus I have learned to

cherish the time with Leah, my family,
and even beating oil of my squadron
motes on the golf course. I must also
reflect in three things that got me through
this place: God Leah and Luck.

Thomas Todd Scheel
Crazy T. Termite, T-day,

T-Bag, T-Might
Sterling, CO
Biology

Mom and Dod, because of you two I
made it. I love youl Heather, We've
remained close even with distance be
tween us. That is special to me. Kaio,
thanks for the birthday cord. I'm glad I
found you. You give my life meaning. I
love you! Thanks goes to: Mr. Joe and
Mrs. Liz, the Mickey's Crew, football
and my brothers. Poncho,Georgia Dove
and Chavez "pals" for life.

Kirk Michael Schultz
Tiny K

Cuba City, WI
Aeronautical Engineering

"Today is the first day of the rest of our
lives."

After four long years, I leave USAFA o

changed individual. I only hope to be
oble to live up tothe expectations placed
upon me. Thanks to Mom, Dod, my
family and my friends at home for your
love and support. Thanks Goose, Steve,
Dove, Dove, Wogs and the rest of the

guys for pushing me through. We made
it!

William Allan Schum
Bill, Schummcr, Waddle

Alpine, CA
Military History

Thanks to Mom, Dad, and Tiffany.
Special thanks to Fred, Gayle, Bart, and
Aliso, who provided a great home owoy
from home. C-yo guys, I hod a good
time. I'm throwing o great party when
the Cubbies ore in the World Series,
moybe never, but you're oil invited. I

played the gome.

.\ ,'-V
Sean Barrett Singleton
Brotha (X), N. Q-Vatious, S.C,

Forie

Savannah, GA
S- �

^^ Legal Studies

Thanks to my loving wife of two years
and my beoutiful daughter. All those
lote night feedings and diaper changes
mode our relationship stronger. To my
mom and dod, this place was just like
Berkeley after the first year. No, really
Just one more thing. A word or wis
dom. ..The good thing about Alzheimer's
is that every day is a new day and every
friend is o new friend.

Robert Gene Smoker
Smokes, Trout, Knuckles, Hairlip

Mount Pleasant, PA
Human Factors Engineering

They Said it couldn't be done. A lazy,
half-wit like myself octuollygraduoting
from this place. But I'm living proof that
o man with no ambition, no brain, and
no tolent can actually succeed. I guess
it must hove been my looks. Thanks

Mo. And also o special thanks to

Mickey, may you live long in my

memory, along with everyone else.

WiUiam Peter Stein
Steiner, Schlice

North Massapequa, NY
Bachelor of Science,

Legal Studies

I mode it! Thanks to everyone who

helped me through the hard times, espe
cially Mom and Dod, Chris, Bits, and
Kelly, and everyone else who I didn't
mention (you know who you ore). J-
Bone: we beot'em, didn'twe? Of course,
I can't forget the One who mokes Every
thing possible... Phillipions 4:13

Matthew John Sufnar
Matt, Suf
Troy, MI

Civil Engineering

Divine Intervention came in the form of
Jimmy Hat, I owe you half of my CE.

degree! Rob, I'll miss drinking soda in

Vandy as freshmen to scrappin in Terre
Haute. Grandpa Hood's fireside chats
will never be forgotten. Brian, we finally
mode it! Thanks for those two special
words. Dad. Mom and Anne, I couldn't
have done it without your love and
support. Thanks for the memories
Mickey's Crew! ILLH

Redefined



Michael Francis Wittrock
Slim, Flint

Oklahoma, OK
Astronautical Engineering

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dovid and Jonell for
the support over the years, and to my
nephews for reminding me never to

grow up. To the guys back home, thanks
for always having the ice chest ready.
To the great guys from 22 and my smock
buddies from 23, you almost made this
place enjoyable (yeoh right). And re

member ... Give it your best shot, you'll
only be here once." - Risner

James Joseph Bieryla
Brillo

Universal City, TX
Electrical Engineering

I wouldn't have wonted these four years
any other way. Thomer, Meggett, Brad,
Combs, Shio, Kafe, Will, Bob: thanks
for the greatmemories, even dunng the
not so great times (Sigmo Delta Too �

Oow!) Mom, Dad, ond Emily, your love
and support helped me so much, I love
you dearly! Lauren, you're everything I
always hoped for but never really
thought I'd get. Go big or go home
fellas...DUAAAM!

STOR

� Ul ' .WIBH
"

""Ni^ ^^"

Hi ^^W ^11 iu. ysffMjL

P WUliam Jozef Block
Will, Iam

Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Pohtical Science

ThanksMom and Dod for your love and

support. ThanksAristotle,Vonegut,ondi .y,, y^| ,

Ogreforyour philosophical guidoncaM^onHcf 1^
'"9

Thanks you all know who you �''ff"*l!,ii(]fc!�j
Sigma Delta Tou, Oow! Jim, Topher, j 'i^. *llc

James, Carolyn, Joe, Cheese boughlus , ..;,*fs.
our rings! RECOSIDO, Cage Crew, We

Lough, Centurion, Team Handball I

love my fate to the core and rind,
Thanks Henry and Ralph, I'd like to soy

'

a prayer and drink to world peoce, And

so it goes!

Tr-aditio n
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Ignacio Carretero
Naeho. Iggy
Matliid, Spain

Electrical Engiiicciing

"..and moke your move."
A lotof things hove happened

since I come to the Academy, but only
the future will tell if it was worth it. I

would like to thank Dod, Mom, Fermin,
and Brenda for their help and support.
Also, thanks to Choe's family for being
so nice to us.

Thomas Peter Connelly
TC

Glenolden, PA
Management

I'd just like to thank God, Mom, Dad,
Mike, Chris, Marie and Amy (and
Arnold) for oil the support and odvice
I received. The "Fellas" made the week
ends one joke after another (with the
help of the Monument Liquor store), I'll
never forget Boulder, Denver and the
long drives to each- no matter how
hard I try. And to all the Colorado
"Lovelies"- Thanks, Hey, it's over and
"I'M STILL ALIVE!"

Calvin Errol Crowner
C

Annapolis, MD
Enghsh

The end of the Seven Year Plan! To
Seneca and Sollie, I'm glod we man

aged to stay out of trouble, and wel
come to the Penthosss! To E, Grace, I
don't know "

, . . could be worse,"
JATM, always there in the ever-present
crisis. Mom and Dod, you definitely
kept me here, "How does it feel to be
one ot the beautiful?"

Jason Dale Forest
f.D., La, fas
Provo, UT

Aeronautical Engineering

Whoto 17 year old kid won't go through
for a chance to fly jets.

Thanks to: My parents for letting me

reach, but never pushing, Preston,
Brock, Russ and Dean for making it fun;
And the Firstie Freaks for day to day
survival,

TheAcademy, like life, isa journey, not
a destination. In the immortal words of
Han Solo "I don't know! Fly Casual!"
Dedicated to my Pampa.

Carolyn Sue Fomer
Carol

Sheboygan, WI
Humanities

Thanks Brudderfor helping methrough
this place. Vole, Ginger, Joy, Mom,
Dod, and ACE - luv yo, I'll never forget
pals from 1 8, sigmo delta too, schmucks.
Eve, Mondy, Ruggers, Thank you Rich
for making life wonderful. And thanks
to the friend who said, "Be what you
wont, but always be you,"

Robert John Goodwin
Chip. GE, Googioin, BOB.

Ft. Myers, FL
Economics

Mom, I owe everything in my life to you
and your unending support, I love you,
I would like to thank ShIo, Thomer, Kofe,
Gorilla, Will, and the rest of freokshow
formaking this place bearable. We will

hovetomeetagainforouronnuaUKPO
Contests. For thosewho hove time left at
this wonderful institution I have only one
thing to soy, "DUAAAM!!!". Later,
Jerky,.,.

Bridget Kathleen
Hughes

Boo, Huge, B.K. Truss, Bo.ss
St. Louis, MO

Behavioral Science

Thonk you Mom and Dad for teaching
me this prayer. .God grant me the se

renity to accept the things I cannot

change, the courage to change the

things I con, and the wisdom to know the
difference. I love you Patty and Carrie,

Geoff-you're cool as s� I Zach-5y, 3k,
2d, lc. Green is cool Chad! Run o

marathon with me Dove? Take core

Wi.ld Weasels!

Michael Douglas
Ingersoll

Soil, Sollie, Snippy, Bird
Carson City, NV

Aeronautical Engineering,
P-School, Evil 8, the "Freokshow" Thanks
to the Lord God and my family for
supporting me every time. I love you

guys, Phil 4:8-9, Dad and Mom�

you
and some toll guy from Indiana are the
best role models, "Chums": KK, Folz,
Zube, Marty, Col, Stoner, Danny, Phil:
you fellas kept me going. "How does it
feel to be one ofthe beautiful?" Hey, it
was either this or start for the Celtics!

-Redefined



James Robert Kafer
Kafe, Kafo
Elkader, L\

Political Science

It's finally here. It's been tough, but it's
been worth it� I think. They said on

lowa form boy couldn't make it, and now
there's two of us. Thanks foreverything
John, Mom, and Dad-you made four
years go a lot better. ShIo, Brilo, Chip,
Toph, and the gang, thanks for the good
times. And above all, remember,
DUAAAM!!

Edward Andrew Kaplan
Ed

Great Neck, NY
Military History

Everything was beautiful and nothing
hurt. Seriously, thanks toWill, Jim, Kofe,
Tom, Bridget, Rhet, Keel, the Pickleguy,
Fred, KAFA, Chess club, Joe P., Rabbi,
Kurt, Paul J., Chris K., Luis, and Ryan
("Nikolai"). Also George Hinman, Ron
Brown, John Kim, OV, etc � thanks a

lot. I did my best, and no one con take
that away from me.

Kurt Randolf Keaton
Bear

Seneca, SC
General Engineering

Mom, Dad, Brother - you got me here.
"Chums"- 'Sol, Col, Andy- you kept me
here, "how does it feel to be one of the
beautiful" Kim, you've got me after
here, you gave me something to work
for. All "Freaks", post and present, you
mode itmean something. .."But they that
wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength"... If the elevator tries to bring
you down - go CRAZY!

Joseph Patrick Kendal]
Joe, Joey K, Machine

Lewisberry, PA
Space Physics

jj^ard

4
Where to start? The Barons freshmen
crew - being there for a tough year. The
WOGs - all those weekends, though!
hod to depart. Sigma Delta Tau - hours
of tours, months of restriction The
forensicotors - three semesters of memo
ries.
What on incredible journey it's been ..'
but nothing, from acceptance letterto
graduation, would hove been possible
without Him. "Whoever does nol re
ceive the Kingdom ofGod like o child...'

Paul Donald Kirmis
Kirmdog
Novi, MI

Biology

When I was a boy of sixteen, my parents
were so ignorant I could hardly stand to
have them around. But now that I om

twenty-one, I am astonished at how
much they hove learned in five years -

Mark Twain.Mom, Dad, Nate- myfam
ily will always be my Strength. To my
friends - You mode four yeors worth it.
Guin - You're the greatest! We moke a

living by what we GET, but we moke a

life by what we GIVE!
- Norman MacEwon

Gregg Arthur Leisman
Eastmanville, MI

Astronautical Engineering

Thanks To: My parents for help gettin'
me here, PTWOB's for help keepin' me
here, Dorthy for making it bearable
here and graduation for gettin' me Out
of HereTo All PTWOB's 'Take core my
friends check your pins and do one

more ... just for me' 'I believe the Prom
ises of God to venture an eternity on

them' -Watts

'He must become greater; I must be
come less' John 3:30

Clara Catharina Mariposa
Masotti-Maxwell

C.G., Mari, Bowhead, Cecil
"' Lafayette, LA

Biology, (French)

Thanks... First, to God, Mom & Papo: I
never could've made itwithoutyoul! To
Suzie, thanks for the great memories...
To Jane (my PIC!!), Heotherjoy, Rick,
Andy, Fern, Keri, Leen-Kat, Sully, Calvin,
WaltDisney, DrSeuss, Crayola, bubbles,
the "criminals," Bullpups, and "Freaks"
for keeping me sane... To Price and the
rafters: "I'm your future, Hohol"... Re
member: "It's not what you know, it's
who you know... and how well you
know 'em."

Tapfumaneyi Gift
Matemba Mutasa
Tembex, G, Samusha
Harare, Zimbabwe

Aeronautical Engineering

Freedom fighter standing ono mountain .

in a foreign country, trying to get edu<W^
cated. Does he leorn much? 1 wondaca^i,
Thank God Almighty for the gift of

strength and perseverance. Mom, Dod,
Tendoi, Caroline, Lulu, Ada, Lena,

Bozock,Mike, Hoop, and friends thanks
for your never dying love and suppor^
Knowing you oil were there for map

gave me o sense of purpose in life.

My roots are collin. Peace!



^^L
Thomas Edward Molokie

S7t/o
Readfield, ME

Aeronautical Engineering

>�s

� I can'tthonk you enough Mom and Dod

for getting me through the past four
i�w yeors. To oil the guys who kept me sane

I hove one thing to soy "SHE FOINEI!"

Thanks for oil the laughs Kofe, Brilo,
Tofe,Googwin, Will. Long Aero nights.
Snippy, Gift, and Joson, why did we

pick this stupid mo jot? Good I uck Huge
Potty. Oh, one more

�thing. ..DUAAAM! I
'^.- ^ond

Joseph Sal Pastorello Jr
Joe

Anaheim, CA
Bachelor of Science

Eel las, Thanks for all the good times, I'll
miss yo. Julie, Spending the post year
with you and growing closer together
not only OS friends, but as Christians has
meant so much to me. I thonk God every
day for bringing you into my life, and I
also thank him for the beautiful future
that He has planned for usl I Love You
Juliana.

Patricia Rodriguez-Rey
Patty

Reading, PA
Biology

"These ore days you'll remember. Never
before and never since, 1 promise, will
the whole world be warm as this. And as

you feel it, you'll know it's true that you
ore blessed and lucky." I was blessed
ond lucky to have mode such great
friends. Thot was the best part of my life
these post four years, and os we go our

separate ways I'll always remember
Boo, Schmuck, Bisch, Tara, and little
oriental woman.

Ramsey Faysal Sharif
Omar, Sheriff
Bensalem, PA
Pohtical Science

Wow, it's finally overl The six year plan
IS doable!! Thonk you God, Mom and

Dod, Mommom and Poppop. Your

support has really helped me moke it.

Good luck "Freaks." Proud to be. Red
Hot, Command Post, Barnstormers,
Freokshow, CAP, friends, good times,
bod times. Llamas! Airossoult-HUAI,
Stop Out, memories, MEMORIES... Will
I miss it? No! Would I do it again? NOI
Do I regret it? NOT ONE BIT!

�I "J

Gerald Lawson WiUiam
Stewart
Gerry

Stew Columbus, MS
Electrical Engineering

^,i To quote Dickins, "It was the best of
'" times, it was the worstoftimes". That is

how I would sum up my Academy expe
rience. I hove hod things happen to me

that I will cherish for the rest of my life,
ond I hove hod things I never want to

experience again. Token as a whole, it
was worth it, because I om a better man
because of it.

Kevin Michael Stone
Stoner

Pagosa Springs, CO
Political Science

The love and support of my family got
me through these lost four years. I know

I didn't tell you often enough, but thank
you Mom, Dad, and Mott. I made some

great friends here�friends for life.

Thanks Dusty, Al, Zo, Moon, Sweck,
John, and Soil.
"In oil your ways acknowledge Him,
and He will make your poths straight."
� Prov 3:6

Daniel Barrett Swecker
Dan, Sweck

Ehzabethton, TN
Civil Engineering

Dod, Mom, Ann, Laura, and Stephen:
Thanks for the background and support
necessary to come here and succeed.
- While going through this place I couldn't

help but notice oil of the things that it

took owoy. Now, looking bock, oil I see

is what I'm taking with me: o stronger
trust in God, great friends, and most of

oil, you Teresa Ann.

Christopher Michael
Thome

Thomer, Topher
West Point, NY

Computer Science
Thanks Bieryla, Shlo, Kofe, Will, Jim,
Googwin, Carol, Benda, Buck, Berto,
EV, and Freakshow23 for making it
tolerable. Cheese bought me my ring,
Sigma Delta Too, OOW! To Mom and
Dod, thanks for the never-ending sup

portand love; my accomplishments ore
OS much yours as they ore mine. To

Chris(ty): I con only soy that it was fate
that brought us together to give us a

second chance. DUAAAM!

^::^>"
Redefined



James William
Wamhoffjr

Jim, Jimbo, Wammer
St. Louis, MO

English

Thanks Lord, Mom, Dad, Steve, Mel,
Mott, Kev, Will , Topher, Jomes, Joe,
and Carol. Sigma Delta Tou Oww!
Cheese bought us our rings! I love you
Melanie! Honor Guard, Class of 1 994,
Hughh! Centurion, RECONDO! Flying
Tigers! Just 'cause it's free don't mean
it ain't no good. Hey You! Oh Master,
grant that I may never seek so much to

be consoled os to console, to be loved
OS to be loved with all my soul.

Jeffrey Justin Barlow
Pembroke, NH
Management

I am glod I did it, partly because it was
well worth it, but chiefly because I shall
never hove to do it ogain, -MT
When you understand all about thesur
and oil about the atmosphere, and o

about the rotation of the earth, you mov
still miss the rodionce of the sunset-
AFW

Father, Mother, ond Brother, I love you,
and Walter thanks.

ANTO

Arthur Joseph Bermel Jr
Joe

Randolph, NE
Basic Science

Thank you Mom and Dod for suppo

ing me oil these years. The Academy
was the biggest thing I've ever done,

and the Lord sow methrough. Isurehod
my doubts at times, but here it is �

finished! Borot lives!
"Face up.., moke your stand
And realize you're living in the golden
years" - Steve Harris
See you ot the Gathering...

Tr-adi tio n
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Michael John Bosiljevac
Boz

Omaha, NE
Economics

Thonk you God, Mom and Sue for all of
the loving support. Tammi, you are

forever my girl. May the 'Group' live
on, Clint, Tom, BobMarley, and Schnazi-
To Dad who somehow watched over

meand inspired me to be my best,,.You
Are Not Forgotten,

Michael Aaron
DuCharme

Dutch
Warren, MI.

Computer Science

We few, we happy few, we bond of
brothers; For he to-day that sheds his
blood with me shall be my brother; be
he ne'er so vile, this day shall gentle his
condition: and gentlemen now a bed
shall think themselves occurs'd they
were not here, and hold their manhoods
cheap while ony speaks that toughtwith
us.,, (Henry V),
See you at the gathering.

Brian Gesuale
Reading, PA
Economics

"What A Long Strange Trip It's Been,"
Thanks Mom, Dod, and the rest of the
family for your unconditional support
and for that I'm eternally grateful. Julie,
thanks for your everyday support, love
and smile which actually let me enjoy
myself. Also thanks to Matty V, Chris, B
Toth, and the rest of my teammates for
being immature and moking life here o

continuous joke with gobblers, MG's,
V+T stink, ski trips etc. Finally thank you
GOD for giving me the courage to finish
Camp USAFA.

Brian Thomas Janney
Young Janney, YJ, Ytnmg

Shawnee, OK
Civil/Environmental Engineeiing

Here we ore, the sun below and
heaven above, ..o fire beneath
the open sky.

Thanks to everyone I knew, know, or will
know.

Corona, CA

Geography

After having started here some seven

years ago, one might think I would have
learned of something profound to soy
by now�but I hoven't. Good luck to oil
and thanks to you. Mom and Dod, for
everything!

Hove you ever seen on atom

Little bits of everything floating by
Take a good look at them

Collectively they compose all you see

including your eye, - Blues Traveler
Thanks Dod, Mom, Koorta, Heidi, Erica,
David, and Geoffrey Toe, Change,
Cheap thrills (Stine), Future, Escape,
Freedom, and Life,

Disneyland really con moke dreams
come true. My family: I love you, let's

go home. To the crew and Doug: we

shall stand by each other forever, 1

promise. Von: MOEF, and Kim and

Rich, who taught me about the kind of

person I wanted to be. Finding your

destiny is easy, it's the fear of failure
that's hard. We all fear what we need
most. This is your life ploy to win.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Hurry up and wait,
this feeling was all-too-common during
the first hours of BCT in '90. Many of the
items that these Basics received on the
first day of inprocessing stayed with
them until graduation.



Gregory j\lan McCleary
Greg, GMC, Mac, G

Normal, IL
Aeronautical Engineering

Codet life: "If you wait until the lost
minute, it only takes a minute to do."
Well, I guess that applies to the blurb,
too. Dad and Micki, thanks for encour
aging and believing in me when I hod
doubts even before arriving. Thanks to
ALL my family, friends and the Lord for
the support. To Brian, Jon, and the
former Knights of '94: "Party Hearty,
Rock-n-Roll..." IT'S OVER!

^
Thomas Patrick Moore

Mod^'
Shephei-a, MT |.

Biology, Aero.<^ace Physiol^y
"Only he is lost who gives himself up for
lost!" (Hans Ulrich Rudel, winner ofthe
Golden Ookleaves with Swords and
Diamonds to the Knight's Cross of the
Iron Cross). Tara,theGroup, Mom and
Dad: Thanks for not letting me give up.
"Meine Ehre Heisst Treue!"

Tara Elizabeth Nolan
Biochemistry
Athens, W\'

As our story unfolds, we learn that
power is not a thing, or something to be

personally accumulated, or having
someone obey us, but a capacity to
surrender to something greater than
either of us. Power is a reservoir of
which we con partake, and to which
each can lead the other.

Brock Christopher Oaks
London, England
Political Science

I guess this is where 1 soy "Thonks"to oil
those who have knowingly ond unknow.
ingly inspired me to attend the Acod,
emy. Undoubtedly a great experience
Finally: "It's no secret that a friend
someone who gives you help. And yc
con dream. So dreom out loud. Be
cause, in dreams begin responsibility
Yeah, I'm running out of change, there's
o lot of things, if I could I'd rearronge."
--Bono

Gregory Rudolfo
Olivares

Greg, OIlie, Olive Leaves
San Antonio, TX

Astronautical Engineeiing

Life is formoking memories, not reliving
them. As much as everyone here hates
to admit it, the Academy has taught us
all o lot, from the joy of Graduation to

the heortbreok of two Recognitions. To
all the friends I mode here, thanks for

being there and good luck. But thank

you most of all to my supporting par
ents, who helped me through it all.

David Andres
Reyes-Imbott

Dave, Freedom Fighter, Imbott
La Ceiba, Honduras
Civil Engineering

I come a long way to come to this place
and meet the challenge that I wanted
from life. What did I find?? I found a

group of Charlie Fox-trots whose only
goal in life was to drink, have fun, and
live up to the saying of IHTFP. These
guys, who gave me the fun, adventures,
drinking, quodball, and laughter Icould
muster for the four years 1 endured, I
salute and will never forget.

Erika Anne-Marie
Schenavar

Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Aerospace Physiology

Thanks Fob Five for being there and
making 41st tolerable. Remember "Ifwe
weren't all crazy.,." Chicks, good luck
and thanks for the good times. Thanks
"smelly" for always being a friend!
Beverage nights, roomie to the rescue,
and B & B live forever. I loveyo'. See you
inspoceondremember: LIFE ISSHORT.
PLAY HARD. And thonk you God for
letting me maintain my sanity and most

of all my identity.

Michael Kent Schnabel
Schnazi, Schnats, Schiiahs

Rapid City, SD
Human Factors Engineenng

"The highest obligation and privilege of

citizenship is that of bearing arms for

one's country. Hence it is o proud
privilege to be a soldier - a good
soldier. Anyone, in any walk of life, who
is content with mediocrity is untrue to

himself and to American tradition.
Patton Thanks to all of my friends and
family who got me through this ploce.
(You know who you are.) Good luck

and God bless.

Tr-adi tio rt



Michael Scott Smith
Mike

San Jose, CA
Foliticiil Science. East Asian
Area Stiidies, (Japanese)

'Teoch them correct principles, and

heywill lead themselves."-Joseph Smith,
sAay we all adhere to this philosophy,
fo those of us thot survived the 6 and 7

/ear plan ot the Zoo, CONGRATULA
TIONS! ThanksMom and family for the
support and love over the years, Masomi
:han, eien ni oi shimasu yo. Dad, I've
dedicated this yeorto you, and I hope to
someday soar where you now reside,

TRUE BLUE 92!

Robert Wayne Taylor
Rob

Chesteilield, MS

Chemistry
"For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood but against the rulers, the authori
ties, against the powers of this dark
world and ogoinst the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly realms" (Eph, 6:12),
Weez, Wes, Po ond Joe, thanks for the
timeless memories. And now 1 must soy
one final word, because I con,

IIIMMMB8BOOOTTT!

Jefferson Robert
Thurlby

Trace, Jeff, feffe
Rus.sellville, AR

Biology, (Japanese)

In these four years I learned that rela

tionships are all that matter in life. My
anchor and model is Jesus Christ, for
He is the purpose for living. My goal is
to consider my life nothing outside of
Him, and to finish the race He has given
me (Acts 20:24). My eternal love and
thanks go to my brother Trace (94!), my
mom, to whom I owe everything, my
dad, who will always understand me

betterthan anyone,Cora, and Grandma.

Frederik W.
Van Weezendonk

Weez, Donk, Flap
East Windsor, NJ

Human Factors Engineering,
(French)

This place has changed me, all I con do
now is think bock about what I've been

through and thank those that hove helped
me. Mom, Dad, Evelyn, Robert, Mark,
Mike, Coppy, Adam,Meredith. Myfam
ily one way or the other, to oil of you I
will be thankful forever. To my friends�
USAFA, I also soy thank you, you know

whoyouare, Goodluck, good bye, and
God bless. Semper Fi.

^.S"'-

Clinton Frank Wamer
^ Clint, Frankie

Pine Grove, PA
Biology, Aerospace Physiology

Well, after a rocky start it looks like I'm

actuollygoingtomoke it. Thanks go out
.. ,

�

oeveryone who helped megetthrough
�fi this ploce, especially my family. Mom,
� -Dod, Tess, Mott and Joelle, you really

3re the best. Oh, and I can'tforget "The
jroup," You know who you are. You're
he bestfriends I'll ever hove, Pols till the
2nd, God bless.

Joseph Robert Wirthlin
Robb

Salt Lake City, UT
Engineering Sciences

Six Yeors. .Come and gone, what a

relief! Mom and Dod, I love you. Thanks

for being there for me. To Matt, Stephen,
Melissa, Peter, Spencer, Jomes, and

Kristina, thanks for your love and sup

port too, I especially wont to thonk

Robin, whom I love dearly, who has

helped me become who I am.

David John Witkowski
Dave

Provo, Spain
Aircraft Maintenance

Technology

Thank God for caffeine. Thanks to

everyone at Crown Discount Liquor for
always being there when I needed them,
except on Sundays.

Steven Perry Woods
Woodsy

Au.stin, TX

English

"It is the logic of our times.
No subject for immortal verse-
That we who lived by honest dreams
Defend the bod against the worse."

"^"^
R.edefined



John Joseph
.Aiitedomenico

fack
Tequesta, FL
Geography

Read oil about it! The tide has finally
turned! Some soy it's over.Well it's open
water from here on out Boys. So plot
your course and hoist your sails, the
wind is oboutto blow. Tool! I wish good
luck and God's blessing. Houptwoche!
Thanks God, Mom, Dod, Leni and Bo,
you're what mokes our family so won

derful! Also for those who have helped
me through rough times.

Gary Emest Baird
IT don't have a nickname)

Salem, IN
Chemistn

Although I cannot soy I hove enioyed
USAFA, I am grateful for many of the
changes it hos either directly or indi
rectly brought about in my life, forthe
people to whom it has brought me close
and for the opportunities it hos provided
me. Specifically, I am thankful for-
Christ, Kar, chemistry, and flying. M�
family has been great to methrough r

cadet years.

To those of you who thought I wouldn^l
moke it: HAH! Tothosewhodid: don't
kid yourself. ..you're only saying thotto

moke me feel better. Thanksto every

one who stood in myway and strengthen
my resolve and KICK THIS PLACE, To

the Lord, my forhily, and my friends:
thonx for the support. To this country,
and the wars we've won; to the flag.the
colors that never run: watch outfor 94 :"'Ntis,

�j4-"''"S,m
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Richard Kent Clugston
Hollywood
Kolla, MO

Manageinent

Being o late appointment, the Academy
was 0 surprise to me, since I hod no clue
whot I wos getting myself into. I finally
adjusted, however, and am glod to have
had this opportunity. The best day for
sure will be driving through the North
Gate and looking in my reorview mirror.
So long 94, see yo in the REAL Air Force.

Scott Arthur Dunphy
Ad Astra
Davie, FL

Astronautical Engineeiing

Eric Rankin Gardner
Grandpa

Rock Springs, WY

Biology
Thank you me for all you've done. With
out me, none of this would hove been
possible. My kids will only come here if
I hate them - there ore better ways to get
ahead. Thanks God, Mom, Dad, Stoci
and fom ily for seein' methrough. Tothe
fellas - I love you guys - Stop by some

time a check out the kids.

Scott David Kelter
SKELTER

Foxboro, MA
Biologv'

Stand ..in the door! We all hove a door
to stand in, a moment of truth, in which
we must conquer our fears and step out
into what lies aheod. Thanks to the
PTWOBs and Redeyes for helping me

do this. Mom and Dad, I can'tthonk you
enough,
"There ore no great men in this world;
only greot challenges which ordinary
men rise to meet," -SLB

BLUE SKIES! PTWOB#059?

i T0l"

Daniel James Knight
Wig

Kalamazoo MI

Ij<'gal Studies

Too often we are scared. Scared of what
we might not be able to do. Scared of

. whot people might think if we tried. We
I let our fears stand in the way of our
) hopes.
> Why ? After oil we only go around once.

Four years of prison and I'm outto here.
Thonks Mom, Dad you're the best. Moch,
Posq, Kev, Dip and the rest of the fella's
Watch your windows.

Brett John Machovina
Meathead, Mac

North Olmsted, OH
Geography

As iron sharpens iron, so one man

sharpens another - Dod, Mom, Bros,
Gramps, Eric, Ritz, Cicco, Joe, Don,
Milk, Coach - The world is mine to

conquer.
Humorous: My head is small and
round.

Korwin Kenji Miike
UFA, AyuaMan, Senpai

Miiiiani, HI
Human Factors Engineeiing

Good luck to everyone, especially oil

my Kohai! The ceremony means noth

ing, the fight is EVERYTHING, Potience
is a virtue, especially when you are the

minority. It's better to be poor than be
o fot man in the eye of o needle. Be

proud. Red Hot. Roots, Rock, Reggae,
Moholo and Aloho to Mom, Dad, the
boys, and all. Hey bro. Surf's Up!

Obasi John Onuoha
Of. Boss Man

Lincoln, NE
Management

In fouryears which have been cluttered
with different experiences, o few stand
out above the rest. Things like gassers,
March 2, 1 993, and words like "I hope
so". Special thanks to God and my
family, because without them I'm lost,
and o special shout out to Wayne D.,
Jeffrey M., Kid, K-Mo, Meghan, and oil
the fellas. God Bless oil those who went
before me and all those crazy enough to
come after. PEACE, I'M OUT,

24'
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John Philhp Pantleo
Piano, TX

General Engineering

In the words of a great man I know, "1

come, 1 sow, I left," I'll never forget the
great times I hod here. Germany,
Austria, Ireland. Thanks, Robb for ev
erything. You taught me that blind dotes
don't always hove to be 17 and hove
serious physical deformities. Soy hi to
Robin et ol for me. Thanks, Mom and
Dad for the support. Thanks Grand
dad and Grandma for the use of the

place. Loveshock, you aren't here with
us, butyou'll always be a Redeye. Now
that it's over, there's only one thing left
to do. Thank God.

Joseph Anthony
Pasqualini

Pasq
Melrose Park, IL

Biologv'

"The person who risks nothing, IS noth
ing; only a person who risks is fr^e!"
Dove, 1 got outta Melrose, but . ..i. I'll

NEVERforgetyouguys: Joy, Stan, Fron,,
The Team, Jock, Mock, Wig, Swanny
and Woody. Good luck to all, espe
cially: Flint, Hobbsie, and Stick. Mom
and Rich, thanks for all your love and

support. The challenge has just begun.
"Keep your head up, and ALWAYS
GIVE NOTHING LESS THAN YOUR
BEST!"- JJP

Jared Wade Pavlich
PAV, Pavlov

Alta Loma, CA
Human Factors Engineering

"It's a cluster!" -Gunny Highway
"Start slow and taper off." -JB

I wentto Korea and saw the light, since
then it's been downhill. I love the sound
of cynicism in the morning. Is there o

military academy somewhere in Colo
rado? I think it's at Ft. Carson. Skelter,
blame physics 215! If you can't soy
anything nice. ...you've been around me

too long.
"Five floors and frat, what's next?" -PAV

Patrick James Pelkington
Pajamas, PJ I

Monroe, NY |
Space Physics !

I
If you are looking for some profound '
words of wisdom, you ore reoding inthe
wrong place. Check someone else's

'

picture. I just wont to THANK my mom,
Philip, and Anthony. I love you. You
hove helped me get through this place
Thanks to the DiMotteo's, Haynie's, Fuchs
Kutaks, Grandparents, Morcy
SDSKLPLTJSCBKCBJFKKMDEHB,every-
one else. Psolm 10.
That it will never come ogoin is whot
makes [Acodemy] life so sweet! - Emily
Dickinson

nSteiif
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Evan Lamar Pettus
Fetus

Fayetteville, AR
Aeronautical Engineering

It's been a wild ride here at Comp
USAFA. I've experienced both the roles
of King and Criminal (mostly criminal),
but through itall I've been able to count

on my buds. My thanks to Mom and

Dod, the Blackjack Smacks of '94, the
Gods of Aero, the Boys and Girls of

Redeye, and yes, all of those nice people
from the Tour Pad.

One final note; I still believe.

Kevin Lee PfeU
K-Phi, Troll, Piffel

Colorado Springs, CO
Material Science

Itwasn'tmyfault. Crown isgreot. Crown
is good, and 1 thank them for my "food".
Darwin, Chapter 3:1 1 .Coffee. I'm noto

firstie, I'm a Senior. Hold on B.A. What
smells like feet? Sully, I hope you mode
it. Dove, lay off the roids. Didn't I tell

you? O.J., peace bro.Wig's illin'. Mack's
the man. Mom, Dad, Kerri- thanks for
oil your support, I love you.

Robert Steven Renfro II
Crash

, Portland, OR
Operations Research, Arabic

Wow! 1 1 This isgreot. Thanks everyone!
The Air Force Academy kicks butt!!!

John David Seuell
Satellite Beach, FL

Aeronautical Engineering Hsence,]

People have mode this place what it is. '%3| y|^ ,

If you're one of the bad people, go to ?(Ti|,j,| *'"''

"**^W.l^,�
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Suzette Dawn Stenersen
Salmon, ID
Legal Studies

The Bravest Soldiers
Brove, brave were the soldiers (high
named to-doy) who lived

through the fight;
But the bravest press'd to the front and

fell,unnomed,
unknown,

by Wolt Whitman

Scott Thomas Taylor
T.C, PTWOB m)55?

Indianapolis, IN
Aeronautical Engineering

Jer 29:11-13
IVE BEEN A DREAMER ALL MY LIFE; I
HOPE I NEVER WAkE UP. What lies
ahead is no dream, but Reality. The
reality iS that we ore the hope for the
future. My only regret is I hove But onE
life To give for God and my country.
TMWACIWLYF,
To my blood, I love you.,,THanks just
ain't enough.
To my brotheRs, I'll miss you, ..blue
skies. .bloCKdeath.

Laura Lea Teal
L.L., Tealster, Dudley

Tustin, CA
Electrical Engineering

Now that it's over, all I hove is good
memories. Mom, Dad, Mark, Rob, Joe,
Bob: Thanks for teaching me every
thing I know.
-it's not the destination that matters, it's
the journey.

-GO BIG OR GO HOME!!

Michael Joseph Wall
Wally

Richmond, VA
Graduation

Life is like a big dinner, and mine is
about to begin. But first, I must give
thanks. Thanksto all my buds who kept
me out of trouble. Thanks Mom, Dad,
Martha, and Melisa for all your support.
"If I get out of this olive, I'll donee a jig."
Peace and love my brothers, and never

hove any regrets. Carry on.

24'
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Kurt Alan Wendt
Waupaca, WI

Political Science, History

Isoioh 40:30-31 . Thank you Mom, Dad,
and Cheryl for all your love and sup
port! I certainly wouldn't be where I am

today without you. Thanks to Cary,
Skelter, Lomar, and the gong for keep
ing me out of trouble and keeping me

sone through it all. "Someday I'll look
back on all this and Joughl" -But not

anytime soon. See ya!

Beth Joy Wetherington
Peaboy, MA

Political Science

"For I know the plans I hove for you. ."Jer

29:11.Thanks, Lord, for knowing my

heartond hearing my prayers. .For grant
ing me the strength to persevere. .For a

family whose love and support has

been unfailing(DadMom Peri

Nathan:lLY! WE mode it!). For count
less challenges and "kindred spirits"
(JLCBAC)..and For the chance to fly!
PTL!

FIRSTIE FUSHBACK One of the first of

many formations on the Terrazzo, these
members of the Class of 1 994 prepare
to start another day of Basic Codet

Training. During BCT it seemed OS though
these formations would never come to

on end.

^ m^i (//fimmmmsm^ \ ii m/m/m^mm^/mk'^^'^% \\\ Wfi.



Martin WUliam Barker
Mariyjones
Belding, MI

Human Behaviors

I really enjoyed the four-year emo

tional roller-coaster ride, the (shotgun)
tripsto Boulder, the (VonDomme) rides
back from Cripple Creek, and the

journey through "The Bitter Years"

(Morty & Rich's sophomore year/Tom-
chair/Sports Bar) ...But at least the
mountains are beautiful!!
THANK YOU SO MUCH TO MY FAM

ILY WHO HAS ALWAYS BEEN THERE
FOR ME "I hove finished the

gome."

Eric Scot Bulger
BULGE

Vassalboro, ME
Political Science, (Arabic) f*

i'^

;i

Thank God it's over/Mom, Dad, Col
Ferry & all my friends�THANKS! 4
years prostrate to the higher mind-
Was it worth it? To all of the Dorks/
Losers�May our poths never cross! To
the Zoomie Rugby team/the FAT boys/
Golfcorts/Coolers/ Becketts/The
VINE�Thonx for the fun. Of coursrH
Johnnies, may the WOOL keep you,
worm. "The best way out is ALWAVsI"'*
through!"

.� :i�ii
. ,;'0UI1
. ''-ere

wouldn't be here without Cooch Burkel

My heart will always lie with Folcol

Gymnastics. Thanks guys. Thanks
Hole and family for giving so mu(|
Thank you Barons. I'll miss you. T
to Jim Dryjanski ('92) for starting
Nick Steele ('92) for saluting me

and Ryon Marshall ('93) for ki
faith. Paul, you are my best frif
Thanks foryour loyalty and love.Th
you. Lord, for my parents.

trki'""""9siik
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Brian Adam Curtis
CurtisBlow
Alden, NY

Bachelor of Science

'honks : Mike, Mike, all ofmy friends in

!6. Rifle Team. Notionols. All the great
imes? All the lote nights, doing things
10 one knew about. Thank God that I

node it. My parents tor trying to under-

tand. What is the future? Where will 1

)e? Who cares? Just remember: IT

VAS,

Conrad Calvin Davis
Crad, potv
Austin, TX

Huinan Factors Engineering

Thank you Mom , Dad, and oil of my
wonderful family, I did most of it with
you oil and for you oil. And to the
Barons of '94, not many con boost of
what we hod and will always hove. But
fellas, just don't forget, jokers wild!

"Any fool can keep a rule, God gove
him a brain to know when to break the
rule." -- General Willard W. Scott

Evangelina Francisca
Doyle
Lina

Pueblo, CO
Astronautical Engineering

There's no thrill in easy sailing.
When the sky is clear and blue;

There's no joy in merely doing
Things which anyone con do.

But there is some satisfaction
That is mighty sweet to take.

When you've reached o destinotion
That you thought you could not moke.
Iwould liketo thonk myfamily, Rob, and
every single friend
Whose love, support, faith, and hope
Were with me to the end.

Robert Edward Duman
Rob

Bryan, OH
Modem History

I would like to thank those who helped
me to moke it through here on my

seven-year program: God, my family,
friends, sponsors, instructors, the active
duty Air Force, and especially Lino.
Thanks also for Barons past and present
for making life interesting.

"The Academy was the best experi
ence in my life, but I would never want

to do it again." - onon. '86 grod.

yOjjiiDerek George Emmons
'�*'^! Dexter

Medford, NJ
Geography

. ompleted the five year program! Many
ill remember both recognitions, no

� lot slots, mandatory USAFA fun, pork -

�: � g in Kansas both years, etc, I wont to

member good things like Mom, Dad,
eno. Family, drinking with Jamie, Fry
"id the guys, carrying Tim through VF,
'Is, rood trips. Golden Nectar, Hol-

,

�

,nd, fruit launches, hot tubs, ski trips.
Hit "1 e "apartment" and the sarcastic Bar

s' ''^;�/i'*/'�"''Ss.

Chad Jeremy Erspamer
Spermer, Merlin
Virginia, MN

Operations Research, Economics

I come for the free education.What was

I thinkingl? To: my family, thanks for

everything. Todd and Ed, "We run be

cause we must." Brock, you kept me
sane. Renoe, thanks for the memories.

The Team, fleotroiner! You con always
find 0 song that describes how youfeel.
I came idealistic, optimistic, and naive;
I leave bitter, pessimistic, and naive.

What happened?

Thonk you Mom, Dad, and Sis for giving
me everything I need to succeed. I'd like
tothonktheHelinskis; mysecondfamily
who always took core of me. I'd like to

thank; yes the Academy, for giving me

the chance to meet the most important
person in my life and moke some ofthe
best friendships possible. Gooch we

will always be best friends. We tested
all the bounds!

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Mott Miller and
Julie Garcia donee the night owoy at the
1991 All Class Formal.

, i-'l* iestrict them oil, let Spears sort them
Jt."

Redefined



Richard Harrison
Ladue Jr

Rich
Adams Center, NY

European Area Studies, (French)

I thank Father, Mother, Amy, and Chod
for their love and support. Here's to

"The BitterYears", tripsto Boulder, CC's
French House, Marty for grabbing the
wheel, the laughs on "Lights Out', the
CD gems, 21st b-day and my caretak
ers, the RussWolfe Award, and Buffalo's
Scott Norwood, whose field goal wide
right summed up the freshman year.

JohnWilliam LeClair Jr
Disney

Medina, OH
Computer Scjetice

Thanks Mom, Dad, and sis for your
continuous supportover four long years.
Thanks D&B for the great times� long
bus rides (not to mention the crashes),
camping out on gym floors (weigh sta

tions too), running into windows, and of
course, fun in Hawaii! Hey Barons. ..you
ore just going to have to find someone

else to fix your darn computers! Never
give up

�hard work always pays off!

Brock Huntington
Lorber
Brock

Oran, IA
Economics

What do you mean, what happened? It
was J.C. atthe beginning. Brad and Sue
in the middle, Chad and Jess at the end,
my parents, Daren, Brian, and the

Beersissippi through it all. Thank you.

Lawrence William Ses
Mitchell

Larry, Ghandi
Nordi Dighton, MA

Biochemistry
Four short years. Gone. Boom. What
G!? Ow, my colon! (it's row) Aviatii
academics,athletics, military, makeup
your mind! What con we buy next,
Darrell? Love you Mom, Dad, John, B
Heather Dylan, Carl, Joyce, Memo!
Popo. Thanks everyone else. I couldn'l
have done it without all of you. Keep
trying no motter whot they throw at you.
Go to bed Chris.

I ::-\M'

Brendan Daniel O'Brien
B O'B, Bren

Brooklyn, NY & Pensacola, FL
Aeronautical Engineering

Here's to the boys and Winter Park,
Block Diamonds and Single-Tracks, the
Cowboys and the Knicks, Horry and

Biggun, HonorGuard and Barons Rugby,
Parents, Brothers, Sisters, and Girlfriends,
Pub 'n'GrubWings, Brooklyn Pizza and
Florida Sunshine, and all the other things
that thinking about made this place
toerable. Bur-Bur?

Thomas Charles
O'Malley Jr
Malcolm T

Coopersville, MI
Political Science, Russian

To the AT&T and bilingual terrazzo
workers� I couldn't have mode it with
out you. Thanks to Fitch, Major and
Debbie Lind, Jim Scott, Assmeyer, my
little friend Billy, Major General Barker,
Corky the ankle twister, 2nd Lieutenant
Quisselquist and Rear Admiral Brian
Porter.

To those few loyal souls�my family
and friends..

Jacqueline Diane Otis
J.O.. J.D.

Wintersville, OH
Pohtical Science

Three things got me through the lost four
years: my God gave me strength, my
family support, and friends the memo

ries I'll treasure. To the Thunderbirds of
94- we made it; Ken, Derek, Chuck, &
Jim- GRADUATION!; to Brad- thanks
forthe stress; and to oil of 94 - just wait
til the "REAL"Air Force has to deal with
us. RED HOT!

Christopher Michael
PiUow

Chris, Pill. CP
North Granby, CT

Economics

Thonk God for friends like Clint, Bos,

Schnoz, Tom, Chris, Jeff, and Stephen,
You ore o great brother Mott. I never

liked this place. I think we can sleep

through Larry. I Love my family. I love

you Allison. Call her. I knew I would
make it here. I don't wantto osk myseH
'what if?' Baseball is more than a sport.
You can do anything you want. Matthew
7:24.

l*evMoi

El

; "fime and

.'**� Also,!,
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Sharon Elizabeth Presley
Bandit. Phantom
Albuquerque, NM

English

Cf'--:

Jeffrey Monroe WiUiams
Jackson, MS
English

All my love and thanks to you Mom,
Andi, Tul lio, John, Helen, fom ily and the
Petersens, Also, to all my friends-espe-
cially Hood and Trey, It has been o long
six years of college, but 1 will never hove
to say "I could hove," Deep down I must
be a masochist. Yet, I guess we only live
once so remember "The road of excess
leads to the palace of wisdom,"

�^ �3f^''

James Carlton Wood

Fayetteville, NC
Civil Engineering

Thonk you Jesus, Mom, Dad, Jay, Jeff
and Tricia, Without you I wouldn't have
survived. Here's to the Boys, The First
Five Winter Parkers, Partyin', Cottin'
and Duffy's: Thanks for the memories
and making the gome bearable. Now
for me: To run-out trials of '92 - you
failed. To sensitivity briefings - sorry I

offended you. To puppet parades - we

ore better leaders now, thanks. To oil
the tools ... "It matters."

"NEVER 'LOOSE' YOUR SENSE OF
HUMOR" To Mom, Dad, Colin, Brad,
and the HSD's, Thanks, withoutyou guys
I would hove never mode it, I come for

challenges and experiences and found
more than I could hove ever imagined.
But you know, someone was right when
they said, "Sometimes you hove to get
off the porch and run with the big dogs."

FIRSTIE FUSHBACK Showing some

school spirit, these cadets from squad
ron 33 make themselves into human
sundaes. The frequency of spirit dinners
decreased this post year; they were

very popular in 1990.

Redefined
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Brett Baldwin
Baldy

Burlington, WI
Civil Engineering

It has been a long and hard journey.
WithoutMom and Dod I would not hove
mode it. I love you both. Speciolthanks
totheman inthering. No, lom notdeaf.
And to all those Thunderbirds who stayed
true, maybe we con go out o hove a few.
No matter what people soy or how true

it is this place is still the best thing since
sliced cheese.

I win, Weida.

Mary EUzabeth Barton
Lizard, Sciz
DeSoto, TX

Human Factors Engineering

"But this happened that we might not
rely on ourselves, but on God"�2 Cor
1:9. I owe all that I am to God, my
family, and friends. Thanks Mom and
Dod for all the love and support. Pip, |
know it was tough, but you were always
rightthere with me�good luck at A&M!
Paulo, you'll always be my roomdawg
wherever we live - I'll miss the DPC's.
Never tire of doing what is right "

- 2
Thess 3: 13

PatricI;k(

G

(Irient
low

;'.;ByC

Thanks to all who hove been thereto

help out, especially MOM and DAD, I

love you. My fellow T-Birds, never for

get the crop we've put up with ond the

memories mode. Brown (We go to the

Air Force Academy!), Andy (Crested
Bt./T-41 ), Strick (40-50-3), Chas (BOFI),
Chino (Thirsty's), Trev (Air Conditioner),
Jer (Huh?), oke, Joe (KNANCE), Joke,
Danny (Storm/Jeep). I still hoven'tfound
o wife. CHECK!

.� "Smeupi
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Patrick Clowney
Engineering Mechanics

Spartansburg, SC

I want to praise God and Jesus, my
family and my friends for always being
there for me. I love you all. To all my
brothers and sisters never forget rule
#1 , Never trust anyone.

Douglas Brian Heckman
Doug, Chuck, Speck's brother

Winter Park, CO
English

Holy Wahl Six years. Thanks to Mom,
Dad, Ryan, Eric, Rev and friends. Thanks
for waking me up Col, Anderson, "Write
0 story about your dog. "GLT, dance the
fondogo. This place has taught me ev

erything notto become, "Shun the reek

ing flock," A useful mistake indeed. To

mywildflower; let's go explore. Finally,
praise to God for this beautiful Earth.
"Guns and Peanut Butter!'"

Christopher Patrick
CuUen
Ch ris

Spokane, WA
Civil Engineeiing

"The Zen philosopher Bosho once wrote,
'A flute with no holes is not o flute, and
a doughnut with no hole is a donish.'"
Thanks Annie, Mom, Dod and the rest of
the family. Thanks also to the soccer

team� it's been great�Do No Na Do
No No! Phil 4:13.

Erich Danie

Hemandez-Baquero
Long Wood, FL

Physics

Albert Martin
Edwards III

Marty
Powder Springs, GA
General Biology

I thonk God for getting me through this
place. I also want to thank my family,
my sponsors, and especially the woman
of my life. Without you guys I could
never hove seen this experience through
to the end. Here is to my brothers,
remember T.N.S.O.N,
Psalms 118:14

Steacy Warren
Housholder

Hous

Overland Park, KS
Electrical Engineering

The Lord has truly blessed me. 1 finally
finished this race. Thank you Mom and
Dad for always being there when things
fell apart. Thank you Po, Rob, Naked,
Lonce, and the Birds for keeping things
interesting.

Trevor Drake Hazen

Plugger
Lansing, MI
Management

I could never have mode itthough these
past five years without the friends I've
made. I will always remember the times
I've hod with oil of you, NEVER a dull
moment! Thanksforthe besttimeof my

Daniel Todd Lasica
D,r.. FDFP

Civil Engineeiing
Willovvbrook, IL

"Soldiering, what else could I dream
of? Nothing. It all comes down to

perseverence, self confidence, pride
and gaining the respect of those who
hove gained yours. Namely my family
and Kelli, I give you love and thanks of
a son, brother and soulmote. To Joson,
the love and respect only a best friend
and fellow soldier understand. To my
buds, Zoomie and Squid alike, friends
to die for. To the battlefield, Corpe
Diem!

^



Xuyen-Quoc Ly-Huynh
kwok

Human Factors Engineering
Muskegon, MI

"If it don't kill you, it con only make you
stronger" (orsomething likethat).Words
to live by, especially in this Hel ... place.
I'd like to thank Buddha, my parents, my
brother Tu-anh, Trev, Chino, Mark, the
rest of my friends, my sponsors and

everyone else who helped me getthrough
these four years. It's been on uphill climb
oil the way, but I'm oboutto reach the top
and it's oil been worth it. I think.

Thomas Andrew McGee
Goo, GaMee
Conroe, TX

Engineering Mephanics

"Well, it was a 11 1 could doto keep fpom
crying." No regrets, though. ThanKs to
Mom, Dod, Rondi and Butch�wouldn't
hove mode itwithout you. Love ya'll. To
the T-birds and others: Last coll has
sounded and it's been fun, what 1 re

member, I'll never forget. Thanks Joe
M., Chad, Joke, Fire, Brown, Criminal,
Chas,Trevor,Chino,Duker,T,0,, Nancy
and Nobio, Puta fork in me, I'm done!!

Joseph Edward Nance
Otto, K-Nance
Scottsbluff, NE

Aeronautical Engineering

Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or the faster man.
But sooner or later the man who wins
Is the fellow who thinks he can,

- anonymous
Thanks to oil those who hove helped me

through the insanity, especially my Irish
mother. To my T-Bird brethren, may
time not diminish the friendships we

hove forged here with blood, sweat,
and tears."You never even called me by
my name."

Eric Dean Newton
Skippy

Ipswich, England
Computer Science, (Russian) �

'

Thonx Brian C, Jomes D., Dave K
Blaine R., - Walking in God's way can
be so weary, but guys like you make it
so much fun. Thonx Heather A., Liz B.
Rachel C, Kerrin D., Nicole P., Christina
P., Paulo T. - How I wish so much that I
could be holf the example among men
that you all ore among women. LouraB.
- Thonx for the times we shared - I will
never be the some. Jesus may your
mighty hand be over us all, and may so

many others turn their hearts to You
doily. Amen.

f

L^

Jeremy Bruce Noel
Wig

Saratoga, CA
Operations Research

"Sometimes, not often enough, we re

flect upon the good things, and those

thoughts always center around those
we love, you've made me very happy.
And I count the times I've forgotten to

soy thonk you, and just how much I love

you." If I ife doles out what's been put in,
then we're looking forward to one heck
of a future! Thanks to oil who cored,
especially my family and the T-Birds.

Thomas James
O'ConneU Jr
Tigger, Fish
Syosset, NY

Political Science

A. Would you like to swing on a star...
To my folks and Donno, I couldn't have
mode itwithoutyou, Itwosfun 'Birds. To
the Pigs and the Fools (esp. Ugly, Raggy,
Drool) Remember why we're going
straight to hell: Cheers Trough Duck 5

Lodge' Gus Croig 4 Stew's C. Butte 3
Adventures NYC 2 Cottage 36 hrs 1 5/
50 - see yo, FOOL #7 - DRINK!!. ..or
would you rather be o PIG?

Joseph Michael Parisi
Joe

�.. Arvada, CO
Economics

Iwould just like to thonk God, my fom ily,
my family to be, all of my teammates
and my goodfriends atthe Academy. If
it wasn't for oil of you, I would have
never mode it. I'll always rememberthe
times we shared on and off the field.

Charles Hart Peterson
Chas, ICA

Blacksburg, VV
Bachelor of Scienci �

"Dream the some thing every night I see

our freedom in my sight." -- Metallica

Thanks to oil the people who mode this

place tolerable: Mom,Dad,Tiffany,the
Hogers and especially the T-Birds, I vc

hod better friends. Criminal, I dont
know how, but we mode it. Chris, yo"
are the brother I never hod, and you ore

everything I ever wanted in a friend
BOFI rulesl

'"�forr
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Mark AUen Seng
Jasper, IN

Computer Science

I would like to thank my fomily ond my
fioncee Lara for oil their help and

support. I never would hove mode it
without them. Thanks to all the T-Birds
for making things tolerable.

Bradley Stephen Smith
Brown Eye

Greenwood, MO
Huinan Factors

I'm not going to sugorcoat it, I hate this
place. If it wasn't for the friends I mode,
I wouldn't be here, I would like to thank
my parents, most of all. You supported
me in everything I did, I love you. I also
want to thank myfriends. I'll neverforget
you guys. Thanks Chris, Fire, Andy,
Joke, Joe, Jer, Trev, Pukes, TO, and oil
the T-Birds. Vacation's over.

Rebecca Jeanne Sonkiss
Reba

White Lake, MI
Engineeiing Mechanics

"It's funny how a little place like this
brought so many people together,"�
Fried Green Tomatoes. The simple con
stant which pulled me through this place
was my friends. Thanks to oil of you,
especially Adelle, Lauren, and those
who remember me from soccer. Mom
and Dod, because I never soy it I'm

putting it in print: Iloveyou. Everything
was wonderful and nothing hurt. PTWOB

Todd Andrew Steams
Fairfax, VA

Political Science

1 would like to take this opportunity to
express grotitude to my mom and dod
for what they gave me,

�fundamental
values, a passion for life, and the ability
to dream, "Let the word go forth, from
this time and place, ..that the torch has
been passed to a new generation of
Americans..." We are that generation;
all of human history waits to see what
we shall do. To Schwarz, what can I soy,
Weare justgetting storted! Westondot
the edge of a new frontier...

Joseph Bemard Strick
Crimitud

Kansas City, MO
Graduation

(Bachelor of Science)

"Not for anything, never again." The

Academy has given me a new outlook
on many things; on outlook that some

say could be done without. I disogree.
There are some mistakes that you con

only moke once, Thisis one.

All I can really say is "Thanks guys" to
all of my friends and family, "..and you
know who you are, you keep calling my
name."BOFI.

Paula Anne Thorson
Giggly girl. Old lady

Viroqua, WI
Civil Engineeiing

And to think I could've been leading o

normal life by now. I'm glad I came. It

all depends on your outlook (Philippians
4:12-13) Thanks for the love and sup

port: Mr, Tubb, Mom, Dod, Lil, Beth,
Chris, BK, Dove and Ceci, Thanks for

putting up with me: Seagrams, T-Birds,
Carrie Doodle, Lizard (you'll always be
my roomdog too), Jefferson, Beth, Kurt,
Todd, Dayton, Cathy,Woyno, LittleMan
and Tony.

Jacob Trigler
Jake

Santa Maria, CA

Aerospace Physiologv'

I've hod many experiences over the post
four years, some I hope to never expe
rience again. Thanks to Mom, Dad,
Jim, Debbie, and Luke� I couldn't have
mode itwithoutyou, Jordan, thonksfor
being there, you made it tolerable.

To the T-birds: thanks for the memories;
Andy, Fire, Brown, Crim inal, Chos, Trev,
Chino, Joe, Jer, TJ, Baldy, and oil the
others�Best of luck, its been fun. See
Yo.

Virginia-Maria Weldon
San Francisco, CA
Bachelor of Science

Since the eighth grade I've wanted to

come here, do well, be o pilot and fly
fighters. Well, ,,, I mode it in here, now
hopefully I'm out of here. The saying,
"Be careful what you wish for, you just
might get it," definitely fits here, but
maybe this time I won't hove to "pay" so
much for it. Good luck to those who
follow. And don't ever think you con't
make it, because I didl

-Redefined\



Hobart Randolph Alford
Rob, Hobie
Clanton, AL
Management

Jim, Gentry, where ore you guys!?, ..Well,
what ore my words of wisdom? Never
take your fom ily and friends for granted.
ToMom,Dad, John,William and Chris
tine thanks you for always being there.
To Paige, John F. Rob C, John D, and
Jim F., I couldn't hove made it without

you. Thanks for everything, it was an

experience. Always remember,
" No Tire

Bosura!"

John Robert Brimmer
JRobb, Britndog

Sumter, SC
Political Stiience

Well, it's been a quick four years�but
painlesstoo? Ithinknot. ThankstoMa,
Po, Down, the Brown clon, and my
friends�you mode itolmost bearable

To Case, Dean, Seon, JKuz, Lube,
Gunnz, and especially Shifty, you defi
nitely put up with more than your shore.
Belligerent Drunk? He would've
stopped us onywoy! To The Fellas �

that's what I'm all about!! Thanks for
everything, it was a blost!

Dean Guy Conatser
Youngstown, OH
Bachelor of Science

Thanks o lot to my family. Cose, Sean,
Shifty, J Robb, J Kuz, Lube and GUNNZ,
You guys ore great friends. To the

Rosenberg and Yoos families, a million
thanks, Heidi thank you - you ore the

greatest ever. LORD LOVES AWORKIN'
MAN!

X



Case Andrews
Cunningham

Red Dog
Argyle, TX

Political Science

Thanks for everything Dod, Mom, Cord,
and Sis. You've really helped me get this
for. I may be warped but ... it was

ultimately fun and the Buds mode it

better. What's important? We have

strawberry, chocolate, and vanilla. Halt
or I'll shoot, no debts omong friends,
and all I need is my skis. You know
where my eyes are turned, cause I've
tosted it and I will go back.

Christopher Robert
Eden

Shmeden, Chris
Colorado Springs, CO

Political Science

Thank you Mom, Dad, Poulo, Rodney,
and especially my two lovely sisters
Jennifer and Lindsay for olways being
there for me. It wos tough, but worth it.
Thanks Jimbo F. for putting up with me

for 3 years roomie. To my best bud
Jimbo L. we hod a great time, never
done this before. ZRFC RULES. Rugby
kept me sane, best time I ever hod.
Keepthetrodition Zoomies. IV Forever.

Wayne Evan Floyd
Wayno, Pink
Skwentna, AK

Physics

"Work is for people who don't know
how to fish."

My message is, oppropriotely, about
everyone else.
Thanks to everyone bock home who

supported o country boy in his dreom.
Thanks Dod, Mom, and Arthur; I'll love
you always. Thanks, Joson, for being a

great buddy. Keep flying. Thanks to the
great people here I've met. Bryon, Lauren,
Tony, you mode my life full of fun.
Without you ...

Stephen Dwight Foster
Big Guy

Fort Colhns, CO
Bachelor of Science

After the long journey I think bock and
need to thonk so many. First the Lord
who mode itall possible, myfamilywho
was always been there and really un

derstood, "The Guys" who managed to

always break me out, and most of a II my
precious Aimee, you ore my life. I Love
You. Joe, Sox, Morty we mode it, best of
luck in life and marriage. Now it really
begins.

James Garrett Francis
Jimbo, Squirrel, Little Bobcat

Portland, Or
Bioenvironmental Engineering

Hey Hobart, I'm over here! Season's
comin'! Wow. Me... o 2nd Lt. in the
A.F. Whatever. Thonx Dod, for all the
motivation. Mom for all the love and

money, Kathy Sue for all her loving,
sisterly advice. I've learned o lot at this

ploce, the Zoo, the most important be
ing thot about friendships. I'm gonna
have oil these friends for life, and in

death, if it ever comes to that. I love you
guys, see you on the other side.

Sean Patrick Gallagher
Coach

Colorado Springs, CO
Management

Amanda, Mom, Dod, Casey thonks a

ton. JKuz, you were a great roommate!
Cose, Shift, Deon, JRobb-fly safe and
attack with the sun to your back. Sober
five is one minute to initial. I did every

thing I wanted to do herel +2.75.

"...how could they live like that, with
such earnestness, ifthey hod the faintest
idea of what it was like up here in this

righteous zone?" -

Jeffrey Dean Gregory
Jeff, JG, Gregor

Clinton Township, MI
Chemistry

I thonk the Lord for guiding me through
the trials (I Peter 1 .7) and the triumphs
(Isoioh 40:31), my family for their love
and understanding, and my classmates
for their potience and friendship. We
hove all laughed o little, cried o little,
lived o little, died o little. Upon gradua
tion, we will all take separate paths.
Nevertheless, I will never foil to recall
your names and faces, my brothers and
sistgrs in arms. P.S. "One day..."

)

Timothy Edward Heider
Chicago, IL

Political Science

Thanks to Mom and Dad, my bro, and
everyone else who hod a hond in help
ing megethere. 1 never thoughtitwould
come but it did. Don't forget, pride is

something that mokes us perform well,
but pilot slot cuts mokes us work even

harder!

Redefined



Scott Gaines Heyler
Newtown, PA

Management

Mom, Dad, Jon, Doug, Laura and Aimee,
Thanks for all your support. Pom, Thanks
for being a part of my life, I love youl
Jimbo, Chris and Joe-TheGroup! Gunnz,
Shifty, Cose- l-Beam. Bryon and Soro-
Nice Kids! Tony-to the best roomote a

guy could have, AMIGOS SE CUIDAN!
Remember: "The pleasure you get from
your life is equal to the 'Attitude' you put
into it".

Kerry Ann Kane
Wherever

Biology - Pre-Med

It's hard to believe I'actuolly mac|e it.
Not that it's really tough here, if just
sucks. Thanks Mom and Dod for help
ing me survive this place. I couldn't have
done it w/out your support. Of course,
I couldn't hove done itw/out myfriends
either....
...Thanks everybody (youknow who you
ore). It's about TIME, it's about
CHANGES, and it's ABOUT time.. ..John
Denver. K-BYE P.S. YOUR MOM!!!!!

Sarah Ann Kerwin
Edith

Rochester, NY
EngUsh, Biology

Four years and Stop Out, I'm ready to

graduate! Thanks to all the wonderful
people who have supported me during
my five year crisis. Mori, you ore my
Grecian Urn - my beautiful, smart,
successful, loving, inspirational, fun sis
ter frozen in my mind. I love you and
can't wait until we meet again.

Joseph Donald Kunkel
Joe

Hebron, NE
Aeronautical Engineering

I can't believe I finally made it! It's been
o long road ond I owe many thanksto
oil who helped me along the way. I
thank my family, especially Mom and
Dad, who olways supported me. Also
my friends, Steve you hove been a greot
roommate and friend. Finolly, Jennifer
I will never be anything with out you.
Thanks for being a true companion.

Jeffrey Robert Kuzma
J.Kuz, Spike

Colorado Springs, CO
Engineering Sciences

"That's what I'm talking about!" It's been
four quick years. My thanks to God, my
family, Nicole, Biscuit, Chowder, Shams,
Sean, Cose, JRobb, Shifty, Deon, and
others whose advice was involuoble�

couldn't have mode it without you all.
"You can't hove a victory without having
0 battle. "Follow your Bliss." NEVER

give up your dreams. JUST DO IT. FLEA
TRAINER. Cocky?- well, it oin't cocky if
you con do it!!

Clarence Icy Lee
Icy

Houston, TX
Bachelor Of Science

I would like to thonk my Mother and
Father for being by my side. A special
thanks to my girlfriend Monique West
who was always there for me - Peace
Baby I Love You! Everyone else who
was down with me, you know who you
ore -Thanks! I can't soy howl really feel
about this place because they wouldn't
print it so I'll just end likethis: PEACE I'M
OUT!!!

Jeffrey Paul Lingens
Bob, Lugg Nuts, GUNNZ
�a' Thousand Oaks, CA
Pohtical Science, (German)

Numerous absurd nicknames and four
tedious years later... I om still myself
thanks to my family and my friends.
Stronger for trying, better for the suc

cess, and still trying to moke things
happen.

Richard David Lubey
Slick Dick, Lube Job

Utica, NY
Aeronautical Engineering

"...1 muttered something, swallowed
some air; science, miracles, monkeys
for prayer. I'll believe in onything when

I'm there, I'm certain I've said that be

fore. I'll believe in anything when I'ni

there, I'm certain I've said that... before.
-M. Stipe.
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Stephen Scott Mann

Manly Mann

Albany, GA
Political Science

"At first, I thought I hod wasted my

college years, but I was wrong. The
Institute was the most voluobie experi
ence I hove ever hod or will hove, 1

believe it did bring me into manhood:
The Institute taught me about the kind of
man I did not wantto be, . .and yet I am
0 productof this artistry because I wear
the ring." �The Lords of Discipline

Bryan Dent Richardson
BR,B

Evergreen, CO
Operation Research, Economics

For me, the Academy brought unprec
edented experiences of pain, joy and
accomplishment. I am eternally grate
ful to my father, mother, sister and
countless friends and classmates for
their never ending support, advice and
sharing in both the good and the bod,
"The greot thing in this world is not so
much where we ore, but in what direc
tion we are moving." -Oliver Wendell
Holmes

Antonio Enrique
Rodriguez

Tony, Cuban, Slow Poke,
Simpsonville, SC

General Engineering

Good luck, God's speed. Check Six.
Here Endeth the Lesson,

� AER

Jillene Berdena
Rylaarsdam

Jill, J
Hudsonville, MI

Operations Research

"Just remember, God is with you through
your darkest night. In the heot of battle
keep your head up high. God is march
ing with us. He's always ot our side. IF
GOD IS FOR US, WHO CAN BE
AGAINST US? "(D&K, Romans 8:31).
Thanks to Sam,T & friends who helped
me moke it through. Special thanks to

God,Mom, Dod, Jeff, Jodi, & Dutchess-
couldn't hove mode it without you!

^ ^-^^

Lauren Kristen Sheahan
Tuftonboro, NH

English
"The best way out is through." - Robert
Frost
Gory, thanks for the inspiration and
guidance to go through. As Eleanor
Roosevelt said, "You must do the thing
you think you cannot do." With other's
help, I have done the thing I thought I
could not do.

"Perspective, I soon realized, was a fine
commodity, but utterly useless when I
was in the thick of things." - Ingrid
Bengis

Jeffrey Peter Spinnanger
Spin

Pompton Lakes, NJ
Political Science

"Rules ore mode for people who aren't

willing to make up their own" - Chuck

Yeoger
Hmmm...
Summarize 4 yeors in 70 words or less?

Well, no epitaphs from this kid. Mom
and Dad, Deb (BH), Rondy - WE did itl

"Good, better, best, never let it resttil the
good becomes the better and the better
best." I'm still working on it.

Gentry Bingham
Stephens

Sir

Spanish Fork, UT
Astronautical Engineering,

(Mandarin Chinese)

"Rooob, I'm Over Heeere II Thanks
Mom, Dod, Aaron, Christin Fellas; I

fought o good fight. Typical Academy
order, sum up four, no, seven years in

seventy words or less. Well, here it

goes, "Never Again!"

Darryl Lee Terrell Jr
Big D, D.T. ,D...

Omaha, NE
General Engineering

Thankyou Mom, Dad,and Adriennefor
oil of your love and support. If I had o

problem, I always knew that I if I just
slowed down ond looked around, that
you would be there for me.

Redefined
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Brian Craig Van Matre
Shifty, Matre
Columbia, MO
Mathematics

I'd like to thank my parents and family
for all the support you have given me

over the lost few years. To my friends,
the memories will lost forever. Never
lose sight of what's really important.
Now, let's start heading up that pyra
mid.

Saxon Thomas YandeU
Snohomish, WA
Pohtical Science

Thanks to my parents, my sister, and my
fiancee for sticking by me for four long
years. I could not hove mode it without
your love and support. I thankthe Lbrd
for leading and guiding me through the
good and the bod. "Consider it pure
joy, my brothers, whenever you face
triolsofmany kinds, because you know
that testing your faith develops perse
verance. Perseverance must finish its
work so that you may be mature and
complete, not lacking anything" James
1:2-4
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Charles Armentrout
Baird

Cadet Chuck
Brandon, FL

Bachelor of Science

I thank all those who helped me get
here, Erik Karlden Rundquist (Class Of
1 991 ) for teaching me about duty and

sacrifice, and most importantly, I thank

my Lord, and savior Jesus Christ for

giving me purpose, direction and an

intense ambition. Romans 3:23, Romans
6:23, John 3:16, Ephesians 2:8,9 Mot
thew 22:37, 1 John 3:23, Philippians 1 :21
The future belongs to the young and

the bold. Let's change the world, Ques-
tton everything. Never soy die. Never
surrender. Never look bock. Never,

Metairii
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Vikhyat Sugyani Bebarta
Vik

Denmark, SC
Biology

Dad, even though you ore gone, you ore
always still with me. Thanks Mom and

Prok for oil your love, caring, and

support thotgot me here and carried me

through. Also, thanks to oil the guyswho
mode the lost few years fun and memo

rable!

"It's no matter, it's no distance, it's the
ride" - CSN.

Randall Banks Gonzales
Randy

Metairie, LA
Human Factors Engineering

Dod: You might only be in my memory
now, butyou're with me anyhow. I know

you'll be smiling when I throw my hot in
the oir! "I'm outta here" has a nice ring
to it, but I'll miss the bonds that were
made in those first few weeks of BCT.
Dove, Gil, Tommy, and Jennifer: Don't
lose touch. I love you Mom, Rob,
Suzanne, and my boby niece Kate.

Daniel Katsube Bunts
Buntos

Albuquerque, NM
Political Science

Dod, Mom, & Lisa who could think that
time would fly so fast. You know what
you did for me, o debt I con never

repay; it's time for your little boy to

grow up, S-dog#l ! I'm movin' up! To the
fellas - you showed me what this place
is reolly about: trust, selflessness, hard
ship, unity, courage ...friendship. I love
you oil.
"if you're big star bound let me worn

you it's a long hard ride" D. Allen Coe

Ernesto Porfirio
Hemandez III

Emie, Big E, E, EP, Paco,
Guapo, Emest
Houston, TX

Management

Mom thonk you for oil your support,
Ricky for being my brother, y a mi popo

por su oyudo. And especially "thanks"
to Laura (now my wife) for waiting
seven long years and helping me along
the way. Couldn't hove made it without

you "Pooch. "And to all my friends otthe

Academy, thonks for the laughs and fun
- will miss you but I have Louro now.

Rebecca Ann Currie
Hermosa Beach, CA

Humanities

Thank you Jesus! It is finished. Jim pick
me up? Mary I hove my key. 1 miss you
Hollie, Tim. You mode it worth it, Stan.
Jenni time to go. NYC? Love youMichael,
AJ, Soger. Libby, Casey miss you Missy's.
Bobby lives where? HiGrontie! All over
but the shoutin' MomI With love to my
Ring Donee date. Letters Grondmo. I

fell in love Sweetie-C-.

Todd Allan Hudgins
Hudg, Hudgmo, Pudg, Fatkid

Prescott, AZ
Bachelor of Science

Mom, Dad, Leslie, Holzheys, Johnsons,
Grandmas, God-Thonks for the second
chance at life. C-Sq, Wolfpack, Pan
thers-Thanks formaking this place bear
able and unbearable. T-"Lose your
dreams, lose your mind." Fellos-Thanks
for pulling myweight and "moybe some
day we will find, that it wasn't really
WASTED TlME!"(Eog/es) Final thought:
"I guess were all gonno be what we're

gonna be; So what'll they do with

good'ole boys like me?" ^i0^"*\

Thomas George
Falzarano

' Falz, Falzy
Saugus, MA

Basic Sciences

Ofollthethings I learned otUSAFAthe
most important was learning what true
friends ore. I om grateful that I was

given this opportunity because there
were many more that deserved it.

Heather, I love youl

Carla Jeanne Hunstad
Clarkson, NE
Geography

Thanks Mom-without your love and
support 1 wouldn't hove mode it to this
day. Thonk you Dod for always listen

ing and your encouragement. Clork and
Roxonne-you both did more for me than
you will everknow. Finally, thonkstooll
my friends who mode it oil worthwhile.
I love you all!



Nikki Giovanni Johnson
Nickster
Irmo, SC

Astronautical Engineering

The Academy. Wow, is it really over? I
loved it.. .and hated it. May HG continue
to kick total... Astronautical or is it

Astronomical Engineering, 1 need sleep
(in abed). E.I. for me�Not. My deepest
thanks to my friends who were there
when it counted. To my parents, thanks
for raising me sternly. Joe, a dollar's
coming your way. Most of all, I'd liketo
thank Jason(bow)for being a perfect
friend and for his phenomenal help in

my Academics! Watch out for 29! :)

Michael John Kardoes
Titonka, IA

Computer Spience

Well, so much for this one.

Thanks to Mom and Dod and big bro'
and sis.
Chalk another one up for the youngest
child.
To Franklin - thanks. Anything more is
a waste of words.
To everyone

- Later

Frank Rapp Kincaid
8-Ball, Kunta

North Las Vegas, NV
English

Thanks to everyone who got me here:
Krista and Nicholas, you kept me go
ing, looking forward to the rest of our
lives together; Mom and Dad, you in

spired me to do it, thanks for the sup
port; Dove, what can be said that isn't

already known. Con I keep my motor

cycle at your house?; Mike, remember
the good times. You're the brother I
never needed.

William Calvin McCombs
III

Buddha
Colorado Springs, CO

Biology
God was the one who got and kept ffie
here. He is the one I wish to thank the
most. Mom, Dad, and Layne provided
me with much love, couroge ond hope
They don't know how much I love them
To my brothers, I wouldn't trade the days
in the weightroom. Cage, gossers. Ho
tel, and Bowls with yo'll for anything. I
love you guys.

"Let the Big Dowg Eot!" I

Paul Joseph Murray
Muz, Pf

Calumet City, IL
Aeronautical Engineering

"What a long, strange trip it's been"
Like anyone else, none of this would
have been possible without my family
and friends. Thank You. .Kurt, Stoff, Pakiz,
and Doug for the good times. Katie for
keeping me sane. TheWroble's for keep
ing me here. Nanny for the care pack
ages. Kim for the phone bills.
The Bonzoi's for "relaxing" vacations.
Gramps for the inspiration.
And Mom for all of the above.

Tr-aditio rt

Wade James Rawlins
Wade, Raw
Adanta, GA

Civil Engineering

Thanks Mom and Dad for your love,
guidance and support. To my friends,
thank you for the corruption. Surpris
ingly, my memories of the Academy
include more good times than bod,
more laughter than tears, and more

selflessness than selfishness. Thanksto
those who instilled me with a new sense

of pride and perseverance. Always live
for what you believe in. And in the
immortal words of Socrates, "I dronk
what?"

Mark Daniel Reimann
Bohngbrook, IL
Material Science

Fortunately, I realized early that there is
no such thing as a "bod experience". All
contribute equally to our character de
velopment.

Thanks everyone.

Christopher Scott Sage
Sager, SageBmsh, Sagehahy

Newport News, VA
Social Science

"Give to God what He is due, and He

will moke your dreams come true. -I

Corinthians 2:9

I've always believed that if you have to

work, it might as well be fun! See ya in

the sky! Thanks for the prayers, Mom

and Dad. I'm proud to be called your
son. PTWOBs, one year was betterthan
none. Here's to the team - Blue Skies! To
the fellas of 29, you're what made this

place meaningful! And Dod, always
^member that it's a great day to fly!

'*i9i|.
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Douglas Duane Smith
Doug-0, Fresh, D-Day

Goodland, KS

Military Histor)'

My time here is over, and I SURVIVED!
Thonks to my family for oil the support.
I love you very much. Thanks to the
Panthers of CS-29 for the memories and

good luck in life. I will miss you all.

Finally, thonk you to everyone bock
home, I could not hove mode it without

your help!

"Life's a donee you learn as you go,
sometimes you lead sometimes you
follow!"

Christopher David
Stoffel
Stoff

Colfax, WI
Human Factors Engineering

Good and Bod, but the good is all I will
remember. Thanks all of you guys that
mode itgood, 1 will neverforget, Thonks
Mom, Dad, family and friends bock
home for helping methrough- I'll never
forget where I'm from and I'll be bock
someday. Little Mac you're the greatest
and I'll never look bock. Well folks it's
time we ride, "Take it easy" -Eagles

Phillip Charles Swenson
Flip

Leland, IL
Operations Research

"What lies ahead of us and what lies
behind us ore tiny matters compared to
what lies within." -RalphWaldo Emerson

Joseph PoweU Torres
Smokin' foe
Miami, FL

Bachelor of Science

A reflection on this institution reveals
many picturesque memories: some vivid,
some overwhelming, some both. And

yet, on experience with God, is at the
root of itall: of what you like, and what
you loathe. But it's oil utter nonsense - if

you sit still, and do nothing at oil!

Thonk you Mom, Dad and Jesse for

being there when I needed you most...

1 Corinthians 9:24-27
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Christopher Mitchell
Veazey

Veaz

Rapid City, SD
Electrical Engineering

"For warnings from the future to the post
must be taken in the past; today may
change tomorrow, but once today is
gone tomorrow con only look bock in
sorrow that the warning was ignored"
�Rod Serling, 1964
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Heather, You
knew I could do it!. And to the fellos of
'Too Fine! Two Nine!,'Without you, who
knows what would have happened!
And life goes on..

Audrey Williams
General Engineering, (French)

Jacksonville, FL

Whoto rollercoaster ride! Risks! Optto
leorn itollthehord way, don'tl? You can
relax now Mom and Dod. I made it!

Thanks to you both, Wondo and Ralph,
too, for providing the love, support,
guidance and understanding ears ... DJ
� I'll cherish the good times... Falz, V,
Tiff, Lori, Robin, Kandace, Keoghs --

thanks for unconditional love and sup

port ... David -- Corpe Diem
Fellow French Exchangers -- good time
"faison face 'ing ensemble!"

Jason ZacharyWoUard
Wolly

Las Vegas, NV
Computer Science, (Japanese)

"It was the best of times, itwas the worst
of times." That obout sums it up. The

longest journey starts with the first tim id

steps, and the journey of our lives has
just begun. To my family, friends, and
the two-nine crew, thanks so much for
keeping me in the race for four long
years, you mode it oil worthwhile.

"The race is not always to the swift...

Kurt Jeffrey Zobrist
ZOB

Middletown, MD
Biology

I always heard this was the worst place
to be at and the best place to be from.
Now it's our turn to moke the most of it.
Thanks Mom, Dod, Eric and the rest of
the fom for your never ending support.
To the fellos, thanks for the memories,
see yo in the REAL world.
" All you touch and oil you see is all your
life will ever be." - Floyd.
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Barry Benjamin
Becker Jr.

Burrito

Buda, TX
Electrical Engineering

Thanks to all those people who were

there when I needed them: Duane, the
rest of the Monkeys, Shelley, and Mom
and Dad who stood behind me the
entire way. I con sum up this place with
just 0 few thoughts: Knights, intense

study sessions, misguided youth, and
study snacks.Was itall worth it Biawach?
In some strange way, yes it was. One
lost thing, remember, you can't spell
Sleep or Beer without EE.

Michael Thomas
Charlton

Doc
San Antonio,

Biology
TX

Whew!�Somethankyou's� Thonksto
my parents for all their encouragement �

and support -through all the toughtimes*'"
you were always there. Thanks to my
roomate, Barry, for oil the nights you
kept me awake with the d**n light on.
Thanks Amy - you've been a great
friend. Finally,toall myclassmatesin30
- you guys ore the best!
See you in 101!
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"In a bog, in a box, or on the floor; its |
here somewhere". CC, Deb, Gabs,

Grace, & theVonWirt's-l never would've
mode it without you I! Stever, Rich, Beth,
Billeye, Gibby, the squad, alpha point-
it's been real. Dr.Seuss, crayons, and

Disney - 'nuff sold. MOM and DAD-I '

finally mode it [94.5]; THANKS for AL- 1

WAYS being there! 1 1 Well, it's just Regan J
Marie and me, now.
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' James Anthony Fabio
Fabes

Pittsburgh, PA
Film

Somedoy I'm going to moke o movie

about this place. But in the movie, the

good guys are going to win.

.,,if I hod to choose between betraying
my country ond betraying my friend, I

hope I should hove the guts to betray my
� country.

E.M, Forster

Christopher Todd Ford
Chevy, Chief

Grand Island, NY
Biology

Throughout the four years here, one

thing mode it worth while: my friends
and my family, Thonk you Stacey for
making my lost year here one that
included sanity. You really opened my
mind to 0 whole new world, where
people actually hove fun! To the rest of
myfriends: if you con dreom it, you con

do it. So when things get rough, remem
ber ..,So It Goes,

Francisco Manuel Gallei
Cisco, Fran
Weaver, AL

European Area Studies

Even through oil the trials and troubles of
this place, it hasn't been half os bod as

it seems. Well, yes it has. Anyways,
never give up. If you foil, get bock up.
Thanksto all Knights for the great times
we've hod. Thanks to God, Mom and
Dod for olwoys being there and little sis
for always writing.

Eric Arkadiusz
Gruszecki

Zeek

Springfield, NJ
General Engineering

I hove to thank Mom, Dad, and Kathy;
it would have been impossible without

youl Also to the smacks of 26 and the '94
Knights; it's been on adventure.
Everytime I started to enjoy this place,
my alarm clock went off.
I don't know about everyone else, but
after four years I've hod enough of the
weather here. Maybe someday I'll moke
it bock to Jersey!
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Troy Caldwell
Henderson
Skippy, Fuk
St. Paris, OH

Basic Academics

Thanks to the "short dogs" and all the
others,MMDDDBBJ J, for the good times,
especially the royal rumble, CC, my
21st, and the camping trips. UHH!
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John Alan Hennings
fohnboy, Henningsan, Cpt

Entropy
Ashville, AL

Pohtical Science

God is truly faithful. He has been with

me through every day, even when no

one else could be. Thanks to all those
who tried�Mom, Dado, Denny, Kotrino,
Doyle, Colli, Bill, Eric, Les, J.T., Steve O,
Joy (Roll Tide!), Fran, Steve W, Rob,
Paul, Tonya, Mike, and oil the rest. God

sent me here to teoch me that I can't
make it olone. ..among other things.
Trust Him. EccI. 4:9-1 2, Ps. 37:3-4, John
16:33

Jonathan Andrew Jensen
Jon

Kirkland, WA

Engineering Sciences

Along the way I was a Kong and a

ROOH�fitting to finish otthe Zoo! Re

member, answers ore only found through
questions, and in five years I discovered

many answers. I must thonk my family
for their unending support, roomies

Nopp, Ken, and Shobbo, scattered
friends, and those who shared their
wisdom with me in OCF. Proverbs
19:21�1 still dream, but I wont Your

purpose!

Kristi Lee Kluck
Milwaukee, WI
Civil Engineering

We come here four short years ago/
And there's still so much more of life to

go./ From youthful days in Horny 18/
When we were fresh, innocent, young,
and green./ The days gone by have
mode me think/How quick life goes by,
in an eye's blink./ I'll rememberforever
the crew in 30/ Who kept life so unpre
dictably dirty./ THANKS Mom, Dad,
Money, Mark, John,Matty, Kory, Steve,
Carol, Sarah.



Jeffrey Scott LaRock
Jeff, Rock
Keizer, OR
Management

A picture is worth a thousand words, but
a memory is worth a million. Thankyou
to all who have supplied me with such
memories�especially my closest of
friends, Billeye, Chris, Dove and of
course. Mom, Dod, and Mott. Remem

ber, nothing is forgotten.

Constandinos Leonidou
Costas, Greek

New York City, NY
Bachelor of Science

. . . Standing on broken dreams. But
never losin sight. Spread your wings.
We'll get higher and higher straight up
we'll climb ... So baby dry your eyes,
save all the tears you've cried
Ohh that's what dreams are made of . .

.-Dreams � VH
Thonk you GOD, Becky, Mom, Dad,
Yionno, Demetri, Grandad . . .Beck, we
hove the future . . .Mike, we made it bud!
What time I'm afraid I will trust in thee.

- Psalm 56:3

Jerald Scott Loeffler
Lumpy, Larry

Omaha, but Texan at heart!!

Management

There were some moments. Thanx JR,
T-Bone, Dave, and Ernie for the laughs.
Thanks to all my golfing buddies. Who
con forget JJ's bachelor party, at least
I can light o fire now!! Thanx Mike for
the fun time and for letting me crash
there every summer. Mostof all thanks
for everything MOM and DAD, maybe
I won't complain or need money any
more, whot ore the odds on that? Like
most things in life it's notalwoysfun but

you just got to get through it.

Leonard Richard
Medley III

Med
Ameha, VA

Human Factors Engineering
"I'm a man who soys what he means,
and means what he soys." (Malcolm X).
I'd like to thank God and my porentsfor
getting me this for. A shout goes out to
the P-School posse and the boys. You
know who you are. Thanks to those
special peoplewho helped methrough
this d� place. (P.S. Mike Reed once

again it's on and I'm outta of here )
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
PEACE, MED

Joseph Kevin Michalek
Joe, Joey, Joe Mike

Bowie, MD
Human Factors Engineering

"It is better to have tried and failed, then
to hove never tried and succeeded."
Thanks to oil my buds at the Hill, you
know who you are. To all who hove

gone before and for those who ore to

follow. Stand Strong! Thank you Mom,
Dad, Tina, and Shoem. I couldn't hove
mode itwithoutyou. To sum it up, "Only
the good die young." I guess I got a few
years left!

Anthony Lamar Mitchell
Mitch

Decatur, CA

Biochemistry

Remember:(Dre,Esther,Trauna, Kenyon
and the Brothers)
FOCUS: "How does o person getto Mt.
Olympus? They moke sure every step
that is taken is towards Mt. Olympus."
CONFIDENCE: Always think and be
lieve that it con be done before you think
about how it cannot be done.
FAITH: All that is good, holy, and righ
teous in my life is due to God ond all the
rest is mine.
ACE

John Robert Jordan Oaks
Rob, JRJ, The Last Bohican

Logan, UT
Aeronautical Engineering

Karl WUliam Rodgers
Nasty Raj
Raleigh, NC

Pohtical Science, (French) ^

Why isn't my picture anywhere else in

this book? I paid big bucks ond oil I

get's this crazy parade dress shot. Here's
to four years at the Colorado Comp for

Wayward Boys, spent breoking every
rule and almost getting away with it. I

was cured, alright!" I love you Mom,

Dad, Ben and every one else who

touched me there. Team Victory, Putoin!
Let's moke like babies and heod out of
here.
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Preston Scott Schlachter
Doc-Schlaq, P, Duke
Colorado Springs, CO
Bachelor of Science

"If we don't find anything pleasant, we'll
at least find something new," -Condide

Yep, it's usually as bod as it seems.

Thonk goodness oil things eventually
cometoon end, Thankyou Mom & Dod
for all the love, foith, advice, and sup
port during those low points, A debt of
gratitude goes to my Best Man and
cohort of 151... the Earl of Mike! Keepin
touch & God Blessi

Robert Mark Shideler
Shabba, Wild Beaver, Beav

Stafford, VA
Biology

"It was the best of times, it was the worst
of times." I didn't realize the Academy
would be on education in life. Here I
learned who I was, who I wanted to be,
and what I wanted from life. I discov
ered the important things- God, fom ily,
friends, and taking time to have fun and
rest. I finally mode a to-do list and
started to complete it-live without re

gret! I fought a good fight, now I'm

ready for many more to come, Carpe
Diem! Matthew 6:33-4.Whoot-Whoo!!

David Michael Siress
Dave

Meshanic Station, NJ
Management

Well, it's finally over. The day I thought
I'd never see may actually come. For all
of the triends who have carried me

through, you will be remembered al

ways. Special thanks to Mom and Dod,
for withoutyou I nevercould havemode
it. To the Blackjack smacks and the boys
of Thirty, we've got some great memo
ries. Here's to the blue skies!

Raymond Tien Tan Truong
T, T-man, T-Bone, Boner,

Lancaster, PA
Political Science, (French)

A sincere thonk you to God and the

Holy Fomily who madethisall possible,
to my beloved family for t heir undying
love and continual prayers, and to my
"extended" family who stayed by my
side: "Table of Woe", DIRTY-30,
"HUZZAH!" -10, Donno, Grandma Pot,
Boblicks,Woyanorskis, Hammers, EA92
(BAF, Jocquouille, J. P., et Popy) and

everyone else I know in '94, Scorsdole,
Lancosterond France!!! -- Forevergrote-
ful, the Pennsylvania Amish Asian
"BUST IT 'N'GOIII" - T's Quote

Steven Gary Watson
Steve, Cowboy
Norco, CA

Computer Science

If you ask for it � you won't get it.
If you don't wont it � they'll give it to

you...
... so know when to osk.
Mom and Dad, thonk you for the con

stant support and encourogement. To

Neil for taking me to the air show and
the advice.

Donald Edward
Wiesmann Jr
J.R.,Jr, Haus
Houston, TX

Management

Through the walk of life, you're bound to
take o few punches ond give a few, but
I think I've fallen behind in the count. It
has been fun and don't let anyone soy
different. Thanks to DMOPTTJ. See yo
in Morgaritoville.

"Always be yourself... No one can ever

tell you you're doing it wrong."
Thank you Mom and Dad for getting me

through. Thank you Katie for being my
sister. Thank you friends for a lot of
great memories. FIRSTIE FLASHBACK SERE survival

Class of 1 994 style, these cadets try their
hand at skinning o rabbit for one of their
evening meals.



Jeffrey Michael Abraham
Abes

Columbus, OH
Aeronautical Engineering

Without my family I couldn't have made
it anywhere. Thanks Mom, Dad, and
Dave, you mean the world to me. To the
Gritzmakers: I would never hove stayed
if it wasn't for you. Barb, Duane, Brian
and Shelli, you're like family to me. To
the guys in 31 : because of you the ride
was bearable, and what o trip it was.

"He who dies with the most toys, wins!" look at me now

Kay Mara Aquino
Dole-Pineapple, Little One�

K-Bear
Pearl City, HI �

Environmental Engineering "J

AHAGAYAFFAE! WOO-HOOI! I |ust
wont to thank all those who thought I
could never do it-without you I would }
hove never felt compelled to prove you '

wrong. Tomyfomily-lloveyou, would've j
never made it without you, IT WAS THE \
WORST NIGHT OF MY LIFE! Tina B.-f
Sharon S., Lorraine, Tom, Potty and
Toro, thanks for being there. G.Patrick: J
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Graham KendaU Bloxom
Bloxy, Achy
Ringgold, LA

Human Factors Engineering

I may not hove finished first, but I guess
they'll still coll me Lieutenant. Thonksto
Nanny and Mom for getting me here, |
and to T-mon, Breoky, and J.T. for |
helping me stay through the hord times, i
Most of all, thanks to the good Lord for

watching over me and giving me a

good kick every now and then. Many
sacrifices were mode by everyone and

although "I could hove missed the pain,
I'd 0 hod to miss the dance" � Garth
Brooks
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Young Chul Choe
Choe. (.hole. Clunnan, Chew,

Yukky, Fuji. Chuka
Lakewood, CO

Biology
Thanks to Mom and my sisters for
being there for me. I was a poin most
of the time but you all were always
there. To my friends : 27 Crew,
BZZZZZZZ, Luke, Alan, and the rest of
the guys, it's been fun. Now let's sober
up and go live life our way, "Set 'em up,
riltokeodrink with you, pull up a choir,
I think I'll stay Set 'em up, cus I'm going
nowhere, there's too much I need to

remember, too much to say,"- P. Collins

Jeffrey Matthew Clark
Grizzwald, Goofy
McLean, VA

Political Science

It's been real, surreal, easy, hard, fun,
hell, boring, exciting, hot, cold, windy,
calm, successful, failure, ugly, pretty,
long, short, up, down, neverending,
and buta beginning. On aserious note
I send a big THANK YOU to my fresh
man alums from 25 that helped me

through and my 31 buddies as well.

Finally, my parents and the taxpayers
who hove mode this all possible.

James Skylar Dean
"fase"

McAllen, TX
Biology

Thank you Jesus, for life! Thank you
Mom and Dad, Your love has carried
me through, Ashley and Scot, I love

you. To Alison, You are the most

beautiful woman in the world. Thank

you for waiting. To the Stop Out Crew;
Pruce, Bartok (Len Jr.), and Jeffrey C.

Richardson, I love you brothers. Goose,
maybe we'll be friends some day, "But

you, O Lord, ore exalted forever" (Psolm
92:8),

Amy Lorraine
DiGiovanni

Lorraine, DG, DiG, DinGy
Metairie, LA
Humanities

Mom, Dad, April, Bethany and Bridget-
Whot more can I soy... I LOVE YOU!

Becky, Angie, Mora- you're the best
roommates and friends ever. J. J., Derek
thanks for always listening. Scott,
Michelle, Mawmow, Pawpaw, the

Giroirs, and Borros', "I now give thanks
and ask God's blessings on my family.
Both those who are present and those
who ore not." GO NAVY!" Jeremiah 1 :

4-8 Dod, I finished the race!

Alan Wayne Edwards
Albo D Kid

Bimiingham. AL
Aeronautical Engineering

I know it's cliche, but "Sometimes the

light's all shining on me, other times I

con barely see, lately it's occurred to

me,., what a long strange trip it's been,"
Thanks to my parents, Luke, Fritz, Matty,
Scotty, Choe, TPW, Bill, and all my
friends in the squod." I couldn't have

done it without ya.

Christopher Michael
Follin
"The Kid"

Las Cruces, NM
General Engineering

Lisa, Seon, Scotty, Tuck, Mom, Dod,
Amy, Carrie,,, the list could go on

forever. To all of you: I om forever in

your debt. My success is yours. Lisa, I

love you. Here is my poem: In 31 I hod
some fun, and in Bull Six I had some

kicks, but what matters most, from
coast to coast, is the people you know,
of which I can boost.

Gary Edwin Goosen
Goo.se

Lake St. Louis, MO
Bachelor of Science

Thankyou Dod, Mom, Mindy, John and
Alexandra! To my incredible friends;
Holly,Mike, Jase, Jeff, Derykond many
others, I Love youl Most importantly, I
thank Jesus Christ for the Joy and Life
He has given. May I serve Him humbly
and proclaim boldly that,,.

"Salvation is found in no one else, (or
there is nc other name under heaven
given to men by which we must be
saved," Acts 4:12

Lucas Loel Haak
Luka. Kule Ka

Phoenix, AZ
Physics

"The songs, the processions, the ban
ners, the hiking, the drilling with dummy
rifles, the yelling of slogans, the wor

ship of Big Brother� it was alia sort of
glorious gome to them". George
Orwell, 1984 Thanks Albo, and oil my
buds in the bock hall for making the
"glorious gome" bearable.

Redefined



Gregory Scott Keeton
Ketone, Ttocs
Ashland, KY

Aeronautical Engineering

To my parents, I owe oil my success, for
without you both, I could never hove

accomplished anything. To Lori, at times
I doubted, but you never did, I'm glad
you kept the foith. To Mark, you said I
had it 'so rough' and you may be right.
And finally to Albo, Kul-ko, Timmy,
Stearno, and T-Roy, your friendships
hove mode this place all worthwhile.
Remember, He who dies with the most

toys, wins.

David Bruce Kirby
South Hero, VT

Behavioral Science

"No discipline seems pleasant at the
time, but painful. Later on, however, it
produces a harvest of righteousness
and peace for those who hove bfeen
trained by it,"
Hebrews 12:11,
Can you believe it, the Bible actually
talks about the Academy, To those I
love: family, friends, roommates (Mike,
Les, Costas, Rod?), and Jesus Christ, It
will be 0 pleasure fo serve with you.
Read a dollar "In God we trust,"
This is the foundation of our Country.

Luis Fernando Linares
Sweet Lou, Louie
Coral Springs, FL

Latin American Area Studies

My thanks to God and my family for all
the love and support that mode it hap
pen. "When we ore punished, it seems
to us at the time something to make us

sod not glod. Later, however, those
who have been disciplined by such

punishment reap the peaceful reward
of a righteous life." Hebrews 12:11
To Col. Paul G. Underwood USAF 3-
16-66 NVN: Sir, you ore not forgotten.

Troy RandaU Lohmeyer
T-Roy

Greenleaf, KS
Human Factors

WOW! What 0 ride! I learned more
from the people around me than I ever
did from any book. Coming to the
Academy leads me to question my san
ity. Thanks to everyone who mode this
possible-God, Mom, Dad, Travis, (fam
ily), Jeff, Scotty, Kid, Vork,... and espe
cially Tempe and Justine. You two gave'
me 0 purpose in life and mode this
place bearable. I'm looking forward to
our future. LATER!
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Paul Ryan Messerli
Mess

Fort Walton Beach, FL
Civil Engineering

Anybody who soys in their blurb that

they would do it all over again is
wocked! Thanks to the "Flea Trainers"
and YJ for keeping my mind off of all
the stupid little things (like homework).
Monkey boy lives on. Just remember,
everything means something. CYo.

Gilbert Daniel Ness
Gi7, PEPE, Fish
Boca Raton, FL

Operations Research

If itwas worth it, I'll truly never know. But
I owe my stay here to my father and all
the guys from Eight, thank you all. And
thonk you to all the restof the guys in 31
that made this place beoroble. Remem
ber guys, if we didn't get caught, then
we didn't do it.

Timothy Scott
Price-Williams

TP, PW, FOD
Lawrenceville, GA

Engineering Sciences

Thank you God for the chance. Thanks
Mom and Dad for the never ending
support. You never pushed me so that I
could leorn to push myself. To the
family: Thanks for the letters and for

being on the other end of the line. The
Biehls: You taught me more about life
than you'll ever know. Thanks. 31: I'm

going to miss having you guys around.
Look me up. I'm ready to start living!!!
Lo 3:22-23

Kirk James Rasmussen
Morton, IL
Economics

Thanks Mom and Dod for supporting
me, Todd Riche, my roommate for wip
ing our sink every morning, ond my

sponsor Copt, and Mrs. Douglas Gre

gory and their kids, Stevie and Michelle,
for entertaining me.
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Michael Gene Reed
Mikey, Mike
Ottawa, IL

Militaiy Histoiy

THANKS: to the Lord Jesus Christ for
bringing me through the valleys and
occasionally taking me to the

mountaintops; to Christine, for waiting
forever� I'll moke it up to you; to Mom,
Dod, Kami, Justin�for being there for
me the whole time. Dove�You were o

great roomie/brother. ". .the time has
come for my departure. I hove fought
the good fight, I have finished the race,
I have kept the foith." 2 Timothy 4:6b-7.

Deborah Leigh Reuther
Deb I Doc

Key Largo, Florida
Biology

Without my fami ly,fr lends (Stoneman's,
Parker's, Amy, George, Jen,Mori, Rick,
Gordo, Jiro, Kevin P, "Bear", Mike,
Dove) and Lord I am nothing. Without
you I could not of mode it. For every
one who helped me achieve my goal�
Thanks, I love you. It wasn't easy, but
no one ever said it would be. "It does
not depend, therefore, on man's desire
or effort, but on God's mercy" Romans
9:16. I truly hove been blessed.

Vincent Todd Riche
V. Todd, Vinny
Biinkie, LA
Economics

There were some rough days and then
some rougher days. Thanks Kirk for
helping me keep my sense of humor.
Mom, Dad, and Cory, for supporting
my decision to leave the wonderful
South; and God for not giving up on

me, "I'm leavin' here a better man,"
Clint Black,

Douglass Brian Smalley
Roy

Toledo, Ohio
Economics

"-I should like to know which is worse,

being raped a hundred times by negro
pirates, having a buttock cut off, run
ning the gauntlet in the Bulgor army,
being flogged and hanged in on auto-

da-fe, being dissected and rowing the

galleys�experiencing, in a word, oil
the miseries through which we hove

passed�or else just sitting here and

doing nothing?" the old lady, Candide

Thanks Mom, Dod, & Bro!

Jackkrit Thammavichai
T

Bangkok, Thailand
Aeronautical Engineeiing &

Engineering Sciences

"Today I gave everything I had, be
cause anything I kept I would hove lost
forever" Anonymous
MOM, Thanks for always being in my
mind, DAD and FAMILY, Thanks for

your love and support, JUNE, Thanks
for your most wonderful and greatest
love of all, BULL, Thanks for your
inspiration. Finally, LONG LIVE THE

KING. KEEPTHE FAITH & BELIEVE IN

YOURSELF !

Eric Jamal Tucker
Tuck. HMT Hard Mother Tucker

Toledo, OH
Aeronautical Engineering

Well I was going to make this thing full
of cliche's, but I'm too tired to write
them. I want to thank God, my parents
and my brother for helping me get
through this place, I wont to thank my
roommate Chris with the pipes, I also
wont to soy peace to the rest of the guys
in the squad, and finally I wont to say
thanks to my brothers on the team

especially Folo (the working men). To
end with 1 just want to soy "the meek

may inherit the earth but they won't get
the boll." (Charles Barkley)

Thanks Mom and Dad for all of your
support. Withoutyou, I certainly would
not hove mode it, and I am eternally
grateful. Special thanks April, Fred,
and Young. You kept me sane the lost
two and a half years by helping me to

keep everything in perspective. I'm

counting down the days until the 18th.
Best of tuck to all of you in the Mighty
Mach and Three-One,

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Cheering for the
home team; these cadets from the Class
of 1 994 got plenty of time to enjoy the
Colorado weather as they sot through
at least 28 home football games by the
end of their Firstie year.

-Redefined



Arturo Enrique
Alvarado Sosa

Ari
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Aero/Engineering Mechanics

Grocios 0 mi papo, moma y fam ilia por
el opoyo y a los Conocidos por los

fregoderos. Coaches, Rebels and Roo-
drunners never to be forgotten. Best
lessons learned in the squod and inside
the Ring: TOUGH TIMES DONT LAST,
TOUGH PEOPLE DO!!!

Baker Bozeman Beard
Shake-N-Bake

Germantown, TN
Military Histon'

Can't say it's oil been fun, but I have
learned what is and isn't important in
life. Thanks to my God, family, and
friends who provided the inspirahon to
finish the race,

"You may foil the whole world down the
pathway of years and get pots on your
bock as you pass, but your final reword*
will be heartache ond tears if you've
cheated the man in the gloss." OOGY
- I didn't foil.

� factors Ej?

YAHOO! Thanks to my family, Amy,
Angie, Tiff, Titi, and the Roadrunners; I

would not have mode it without you.
And to my bestfriend Paul, I'm SOOOO
excited about our future. Good Luck to

the Class of '94 and God Bless.
P.S. Don't forget your SMILE!
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William Tom Boscarino
Bo.SY'O

Stoii) Brook, NY
Human Factors Engineering

Whatever?

Thomas Kyle Dixon
T-Money
Dallas, TX

Political Science

I wont to first give thanks to my Lord
Jesus Christ for getting me through.
Thanks to my mom and dod for oil their

support, I love you both very much.
And to everybody else, God Bless...

Peoce, Love and Happiness.

Robert Lewis Buzzell Jr
Buzz

Groton, MA
Political Science

"It's a dog eat dog world, and I'm

wearing milkbone underwear," - Norm
The beginning of wisdom is the realiza
tion that what is of concern today will
not seem important tomorrow, so re

member the good times, I leave USAFA
with a thousand memories. To the
Horsemen, let's ride, to my BIA (Ostie)
always stay ASAK, to VF, to everyone
who has touched my life, and to my
family, especially Mom and Dad, I love

you.

Owen Daniel Evans
O, Evan, HomieO
Robbinsdale, MN

Electrical Engineering

"Be ashamed to die until you hove won

some victory for humanity," Horace

Monn

Kompai...well, I'm ready to leave this
hallowed institution. My experiences
here have been both challenging and

rewarding which will hopefully aid in

my sphere of contribution.
To the Four Horsemen, Kevin, family,
llene, Belinda, Kothy, and Setsuko,
thanks for the guidance, love, and sup

port.

Julian Charles Cheater
Big fules. Streaker

San Jose, CA
Political Science

"A great statesman is he who knows
when to depart from traditions, as well
OS when to adhere to them, "-John Stuart
Mill; "I've served my sentence, but
committed no crime, "-Queen
I sought a challenge, & wasn't let down.

My goals: live honorably, act loyally,
reject mediocrity. Family & friends were
most important. ThanksMom, Jon, Ton,
Kim, G ran. Grandpa,& oil of my family
for your love & support. To the Horse

men, friends at USAFA & home, I'll
treasure the memories.

Stephen Christopher
Grotjohn
Steve, Grotie
Portland, OR

Biology

To the Air Force I owe a career of
service; to my family and everyone
who gave me a second chance, I owe

everything else. Remember the man in
the gloss and always "Be on example..."
Thanks to Victor, Mike, Art, Andy, etc
for setting standards the rest of us

reach for. "Alpha Mike Foxtrot"
Slower traffic keep right!
PS. If you learn from your mistakes,
then where's my Ph.D.? �

'

Michael Thomas Dean
Sullivan, IL
Phvsics

To all those who helped me get to and

through the Academy�especiallyMom,
Dod, Linda, Rick, and Grondmo� I send

my sincerest thanks. To everyone who

helped me leorn my profession, I prom
ise to do my best.

Michael Robert
Hiddessen
Phoenix, AZ

Human Factors Engineering

Through the five years I hove picked up
three important lessons: Family, Friends,
and Hard Work,These mode it oil
worthwhile. Love and thanks to Mom,
Dad, Amos, and Capa.



Dwayne Timothy
McCullion

Skull
White Bear, PA
Civil Engineering

I can't believe I mode itl After all the

things I've done I still finished. It's been
0 long & strange six years which didn't

go exactly like I or anyone else ex

pected, but I learned more than most

cadets. I never could've made it with out
the help of Mom, Dad, Lar, Ter, Jer, A,
Mir, Do, Dione. I Love You all. Actually
it's been a real fun time, but the door
won't hit my butt on the way out the
gate!

Jason Mclnerney
Newton, MA

Astronautical Engineering

For 21 years I hove passed happy
scenery, crested hills of challenge ond
revelled in valleys of freedom. Atop
the biggest mountain yet, behind lies

my history and forward a path
untrodden, but leading to happiness
and security, for me and all. I stand
here through the help of Nick and Lino
and my Father's love. I know not life's
master plan, but I follow it's rood with

joy.

Bryce Alan Morgan
Nephi, UT
Management

Well after six long years it's finally
over, but I wouldn't have done it any
other way. Thanks to everyone who
was there when I needed you, every
one from the squad, the heavy table, T
and Pipes, everyonefrom church, Chris,
Dave, and Gentry, from the ball team
and everyone else that helped me along
the way. I love you all. Todo lo puedo
en Cristo que me fortolece.

Michael Patrick Murphy
Longmeadow, MA
Civil Engineering

Thonk God it's over.

Ryan Kimble Osteroos
Ostie

Longmont, CO
.\stronautical Engineeiing

To my rock-hard friends, Steve-Loook
out do guards ore coming, Byron-Why
do you put up with the crop I give you?.
Being your friend's been o privilege,
Culpster-don't lose that enthusiasm. To
the horsemen-the box, the house boot,
Montreal, our 21st's, O's first, 3�'s in

Keystone, Mekong, Indiannopolis,
streaking with "streaker", need I soy
more. Lastly, to my BIA,"Buzz", stay
ASAK, I'll be there.

Andrew Kyong Ouimet
Andy
Ojai,CA

Management

Do not rely on the Academy to give you
courage, honor, self discipline, ond
sacrifice upon graduation. These ide
als con only be found within the depths
of your own heart and soul, A soldier
who has integrity and trusts in the Lord
will not fail. Be true to God, family,
friends and especially yourself.
Best quote: "You don't hove to wear a

patch on your arm to hove honor."

David Andrew Piffarerio
Pff

j^�olorado Springs, CO
Biology

"That which does not kill me, only
mokes me stronger" � Conon.

Afterfour long years, I hove figured out

nothing is impossible. I would like to
thank my mom, dad and brothers for oil
their continuing support. To the heavy
table, the Roadcocks and oil the fellas,
thanks for helping me get through.
We're finally outto here. GET SOME!!!

Danny Clark Piper
Pipes

San Antonio, TX
Management

The Academy experience is once in a

lifetime because who would do it twice.

When I look bock I wont to remember
those who got me through. Mom, Dod,
Louro and Sean you're the best. Rood-
runners, Preppies and Moch 1 Frosh I

owe yo one. Spring Break, Jimmy Buffett
and Diving keptme sane, Forthe record
"I memorized everything and learned

nothing!"
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Michael Joseph Raynoha

Nh'sa, AZ

Mihtaiy Histoiv

Thank God I mode it here and that I
mode itthrough. Thanks to everyone in
Cerberus, 32, and on THE TEAM (post
and present), I really love you guysl I
pray that those of you who ore now in
charge of bits and pieces of the Wing
will take charge and moke YOUR
ACADEMY the way it's supposed to be.

Never give up your dreams and re

member,,

THERE'S NOTHING YOU CANT DO,
GIVEN ENOUGH TIME AND EF
FORT!!!

Tiffany Lee Smith
Slim, Wiffer

Jacksonville, FL
Astronautical Engineeiing

"Life gives us two great things�one is
roots; the other is wings," Mom, Dad,
Kristen, Justin and Troy�Thank you
forthe unconditional love and support,
I wish my friends much love, luck and

laughter, "Whoddyo mean too high?!"
",,,count it pure joy when you are in
volved in every sort of trial. Realize that
when your faith is tested this mokes for
endurance," James 1:2-3
"The best way out is always through,"
Robert Frost

Titi Soo
Fallon, NV
Management

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Tiorayo. I
could not have mode it without your
love and support. Also, thanks to all my
friends�Tiff, Beck, Betsy, Lisa, Carlo,
the V-Boll bunch, and the Roadrunners,
You guys hove mode this place enjoy
able ,,, bearable ,,, tolerable.

Always remember,.,
"Your greatest sotisfoctions come from
your greatest sacrifices,"

Donald Albert Supon Jr
Gramps

Pohtical Science

Niagara Falls, NY

Someone once told me that the hard
times are what moke a great indi
vidual. Well, after this year I better be
one heck of a person.

Mom we finally mode it! Without you I
would NEVER hove mode it through
this post year. Thank you for all the

support, I really needed it, I owe every
thing to you.

It's FINALLY time to begin a real life!

Christopher Cornell
Vogel
Vogues

S)lvania, OH
Modern History

Two roods diverged in the proverbio
yellow wood, and I might hove token o

wrong turn. Despite the many hours

spent in bed, I've learned something
about myself, life, and what's impor
tont, even if my conclusions are antith
eses to what this place represents. I will

remember endless debauchery withthe
cool kids, and my family's unwavering
support and love. Mike, you're the
#?@&. Question everything, always,
ond especially yourself.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK "Yeoh we got
spirit!

" Fourthclass cadets from the Class
of 1994 took dressing up in costumes

for homecoming week very seriously.
These members of squadron 13 pre

pare to take over' Mitch's on Arab

Night,

-Redefirted



Loyd Eric Barton
Carrollton, GA

Aeronautical Engineering

Lay not up for yourselves treasures

upon earth.. But lay up for yourselves
treasures in heaven.. For where your
treasure is, there will your heart be
also.. If thou sholf confess with thy
mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe
in thine heart that God hath raised him
from the dead, thou shalt be saved.
There is one question in life where your
answer truly matters: Where is your
treasure?

Adelle Lynn Belisle
Yarmouth, ME

Biology

Mom, Dod, Lisa, Amy, Emily, Jeff,Matt,
Sarah, John, Brian, and Peter thank
you for all ofthe love and support you
hove given me. You mean the world to
me.

Despite the tough times, the Academy
has left me withmany wonderful friends
and fond memories thot I will cherish
for years to come. Moy God bless you
all. "Defense Rules!"

"There is no finish line."

5,31)11

Connor Sean Blackwood
Con-man, Blackie, Tool

Charlotte, NC
"BS", Engineering

I think the biggest lesson this place has

to offer is obout people. Good (?) luck
to those who pursue their personal
goals to the fullest - oh, you con prob
ably do it yourself (I know you try hard);
I'll be on the rood less traveled. Tothe
other laity - we'll keep in sync. Ever

lived in the real world before? See you
there!
-Thanks RBC-

-Connor

:,-3spers, I



Ryan Breece Craycraft
Croft

Lexington, KY
Economics

It started as o dream from'71. The
learning experience was good, espe
cially about people. I wouldn't ever
want to do it again, though. The first

year: wow, thanks K.E., German, Mom,
The rest: Dad. Team actually mode it
fun. Strappers, TEAM=K. I don't know
where it will go, but I think I'm ready. It

really was the best and the worst,

-Thanks CSB-

Nicola Paul Gismondi
Nick, Gisrru), Giz
Pittsburgh, PA
Management

Jason Derek Dickinson
Tricky Dick
Tucson, AZ
Management

"Some days you wake up in the army.
And some days: it's the enemy. Some

days ore better than others," U2

It's finally time to gol Would I do it

again? Ah-Ho, Thanks to the 32 boys,
and to my RATZ buds. GSC 216 will

always be in session! Finally, o most

important thanks to my family: Dad,
Mom, Josh, Jobey, for your support
and oil I om today.

Leonel Gonzalez
Gonzo

Guatemela City, Guatemla
History-Latin American Area

Studies

A long five years. Thanks Louie for the

opportunities you gave me, I owe you

my education. Morcel, Ryan and

Marcus, you're my brothers. Special
thanks to the Buckleys and Linda, Laura
and Luke. Good luck to my best friends

Johnny, Nick, Jock, Arturo, and Alex.

Finolmente, Moma y Papa me tomo

ocho anos pero me grodue. Bueno
suerte Roxano, Monica, Chi y Alejandro.
Guatemala feliz que tus aros...

Kevin Mark Dydyk
Newbury Park, CA
Engineering Science,

Aeronautical

The post four years hove been yet
another great addition to this founda
tion of mine, I plainly see my castles in
the air; they will someday be truly
mine. Being a dink wosn'tthe worst, but
I can think of better ways 1 could hove

spent the time, O, do I appreciate the

friendship! ..that's what it's oil about!
Never will I forget these times even

though we shall be separated by dis

tance, many thonx RATZ.

Steven Bradley Graves
Graveyard Dog
Rapid City, SD

Human Factors Engineering

Seventy words aren't nearly enough to

cover five years and thank everyone I

should, but here goes! I thank God, my
family, Rotz, fellow Bullsix smacks,
melvinbuddies and group knobs for
your support and friendship. It would
hove been real tough without you! It's
been a long time, and this dog's ready
to run off the porch. I'll see yo when I
see yo. Psalm 121.

Leo LaVern Gage Jr
Le

Waterloo, IA
Human Factors Engineering

First of oil. Thanks to Mom and Dad,
the fellas, and everyone else. Now, in
the time while at the Academy, I hove

donemonythingsond metmonypeople.
For all those people I have met, most
hove loved me, some may hove hated

me, but none will ever forget me.

Jennifer Tasha Howard
fenny

Watertown, SD
Civil Engineering

"No matter what accomplishments you
ochieve, somebody helps you." Altheo
Gibson The end is finally here and I
survived. These weren't the college
days I hod in mind, but I did leorn

something from the ride. My heartfelt
thanks goes out to my dear friends, for
you made my days brighter. Most of
all I would like to thonk my family, for
your constant love and support.
Through your affection and confidence,
you taught me to be strong and believe
in myself. Dod, Momma, and Zach, I
love you dearly. ^^^^^
Redefirted ^jUUM



Lara Nicole Jaessing
Nikki, Either
Ann Arbor, MI

Humanities, (Russian)

John XV. 13,
To the people that mode it all worth
while (or ot least tolerable)�Carol,
Bryan, Joson, Homie, Jomes, Dave,
Stan, Pot, Tammy, Keyon, and
Trace, ..and to happy memories.
"And let them soy my glory was I hod
such friends."

My strength was always from God,
family, and such friends as I hove made.
"Some days you're the bug, some days
you're the windshield!"

Brannon Ellwood Kerr
Charlestoii, W.V. ,

Geography r

If you take life by the inch ,it is bound to

be 0 cinch. If you take life by the yard,
itwill be hard. Always look to the future
and stay focused on goals. Thanks to

everybody for your love and support,
but nobody could make these yards
feel like inches!!

Robert Michael Lisch
Roh

Belleville, IL
Political Science

My thanks go to God, my family, and
all the friends who helped me survive.
A special thanks should go outto Dustin
and Brannon for putting up with me for
seven of eight semesters. I guess base
ball and all the fellas ore primarily
responsible for my sanity; even though
90 percent of baseball is half mental.

To USAFA: Farewell, so long, voya con

Dios, good-bye.

Bradley WUliam
McDonald
Mickey-D,

Kimberly, ID
Mathematics

"For God sent not his Son into the world
to condemn the world; but that the
world through him might be saved. He
that believeth on him is not condemned-
but he that believeth not is condemned
already..." John 3:17-18. Thanks most
of all to my Saviour, Jesus Christ. Thank
you Mom, Dad, Marcus, Rowdy, Jeanie,
and KID. With your prayers and sup
port, you've enabled me to fight the
good fight. John 16:33.

James Howard Miller
fim

Charlotte, NC
Human Factors Engineering

Thanks to my family, friends, and
coaches for helping me make itthrough
this place. Seventy words simply can't
do justice to the way I feel about the
friends I've made here or the times

(good and bod) I've hod. Gymnastics
taught meo lot. I thankthe Redeye and
the Rotz but most of oil I thonk GSC-

216, the council will olwoys be in ses

sion!
�Sheeeeeesh, I'm done.

Charles Monroe Perkins
Daleville, AL

Human Factors Engineering

Jim, Jason, Trocy, Brannon, Jeff, and
especially Sadie, Thank you for mak
ing this place a lot easier. Remember
boys never quit Hoggin it. Without the
support of Mom and Dod this place
would hove crushed me. Thonk you
God for oil your help.

Tuan Anh Pham
Phaminator

Clear Lake, IA
Aeronautical Engineering

Remember the wondrous cross of Cal
vary. It was on Golgotha that Jesus
died for me. The cross, the blood
stained cross I see. It was His blood that
was poured out for me. The cross, I
shall corry despite the shame. To pro
claim that to live is Christ and to die is
gain. "I am crucified with Christ: never
theless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth
in me." Golotians 2:20

Jason Aaron WiUiam
Queen
Sloth

Scottsdale, AZ
Biology

Well my friends, we finally made it, it is
of you I will think of when I look bock
on this place. Thanks to Deb, for

standing by me through all of it, may
you always be by my side. Thonks to

myfamily, I love you oil. Summing itup,
oil I con soy is bittersweet, and my, how

the time flies by.
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Cedric Antoine
Robertson

Brown Honwt, Ced

Chicago, IL
Civil Engineering

On the serious tip, this goes out to all
of my boys who I love so dearly and
forwho I would diefor, Youguysknow
who you all ore and I just wont to thank
you from the bottom of my heart for
being there for me when I needed you.
So "Posse Up" and always remember
"Life consists of nothing but, love and
pure comedy,"

I'P

Brett Schuyler Seiling
Shu. Sally

Pittsburgh, PA
Political Science

I would truly like to thank my father for
all of his support. To the 27 Crew, what
happened never should've. We really
hod it great for awhile.
As for OS RATZ, there's not a better

squad in the wing, I think we definitely
held our own,

Noog, Tooner, Chicken, Sticks,
Teschner, good luck next year,
"This world is a comedy to those who
think and a tragedy to those who feel."

(I
Gina Elise Voellger

Gina

Fremont, CA
Bachelor of Science

Mom, Dod, Heidi: Thank you for help
ing me survive the post six years. 1

know there were times when I gove up
on myself, but you never gave up on

me, and always helped me to regain
my self confidence. Thanks again!
I love you!

Thank you, too. Rick, Laura, Vincent,
and Derrick. You hove oil been great
friends and sources of encouragement!

Tracy Lance West
Pearl, MS

Social Sciences

Moma, Doddy, and the rest of my

family deserve a special thanks for
their endless support throughout this
grand ordeal.

Additionally, I thank oil of those who

helped moke this experience a good
memory

�the Weasels, the RATZ, J.R.,
and of course the distinguished gentle
men of GSC-216. THE COUNCILWILL
ALWAYS BE IN SESSION!

James William Sikra
Jim, Freakra
Redlands, C:A

Engineering Mechanics

The best word to describe my feelings
about leaving is "bittersweet." I've
waited four years for this, but now that
it's over, I will genuinely miss all the
friends I mode, especially in Rotz, Amy,
Mom, and Dad: thanks for everything,
I love you.

"Incredible bittersweet, I know you we

We're victims of a dual complicity , .

Battle-scarred and beaming,"
Judybots

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK To be the biggest,
the baddest, the best Basic, these two

Classof 1994 warriors duel it out hoping
to be the lost left standing.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Members of
1990's Jaguars C-Flight (Front Mark
Azuo Bock: Chris Colcord, Brian
Holloman, Brandon Blackburn) get to
gether to show their enthusiasm for the

Chaplain's Picnic.

Redefined



John Thomas Aalborg
Jack, Swede, Borgs

Lincoln, NE
Pohtical Science, (French)

How is it possible thot I've gotten from

point Ato point B already. From Viking
9 to the Loose Hawgs�what o long,
strange trip it's been�something that
one might describe as "grisly, yet
strangely hilarious." Thank you. Mom
and Dod, for everything!! I love you
both more than you know. To oil the
crew: TALK HARD, LIVE DONT EXIST,
and ALWAYS WINDSURF ATOP
MOUNT BALDY WHEN YOU CAN!

Christopher Andrew
TSahl

North Richland Hills, TX
General Engineering

I thought I hod to work hard to get into
this place. Now I realize that I had to
work even horder to get out. I'vemads^
it now and it's finally over. I'd like'tdl
thonk my parents who gove me whatiS
takes to moke it here. Now it's time tof
move on, and thonk God I made it! 6

C0f

'::*,M'*-
.i.Siilyyoi"*"''

fientiie

Nothing has impacted my life morel]
the past four years than growing
relationship with Jesus. No other del
sion you could ever moke will chani

your life like accepting Christ, The

Academy lasts four years, life willi
Christ lasts forever!
I love you Mom, Dod, and Kevin, Ses

you soon PJ, Go Birds! Cora Noel: si>

years is long enough to wait, yes? '

love you!

y^ "N
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Brian Allen Brech

B'
Colorado Springs, CO
Civil Engineering

In this world of give and take, there
aren't enough people willing to give
what it takes. You wish .you could've

caught me. Thanks to the boys Socco,
Barry, Fritz, Jimmy, A. J., KV,, Cookie,
Suttand Billy you mode this place more

tolerable. And here's to you Mom,
Dod, Tim, and Shannon for oil your
support. My boy Derek, what con I soy.
Thonk God for everything. Here's to

honor...

Kathleen Lym.
Cleveland

Kathy
Newark, DE
Mathematics

To Mom, Dad, the Quakers, Alicia,
Rachel, and Joe - thanks for all of your
love, support, and friendship.
Happiness? ... BKID snapping (bath
room Deb?), laughter and hugs, short
jokes, touring Japan with Paulo, 2nd
BCT (all three years), great times on

staff, and my classmates in the squod -

I'll miss you guys. No tears and no

regrets, but lots of wonderful memo
ries.
Colossians 3: 12-15

James Earl Eby Mark Thomas Fritzinger
Ebster Fritz, Zinger, Scooter Pie,

Marina, CA Tidz, Sparky
Engineering Sciences, Astro San Antonio, TX

Aeronautical Engineering
"It's not how much bull$#!' you put up
with, it's how long you put up with it." Blank. What needs to be said?

Paul Jay Hermann
Hermie

Richfield, MN
Materials Science

Thanks to family and friends for four of
he best and worst years of my life.
'Here's to us, and those like us, damn
ew of us left."

Bradley Kent Hodges
Vem, Billy, Hillbilly

Protem, MO
Modem World History

Fouryears, seems like on eternity. Tours,
restriction, probation, training week

ends, would I do it again? H� NO! To

those who said I'd never moke it, never

soy never to a hillbilly. To oil my

friends; Tractor, Crash, G-man, Nate,
you guys made life bearable. Hey
Butler, I wont my $500, a� h�, Later

Days.

Liaquat UUah Iqbal
Icky

Mianwali , Pakistan
Aeronautical Engineering

There was nothing more difficult than
being owoy from my dearest Mother
and my beloved Pokeezo Biwi Shabona
Chondni. 1 am very hoppy that it's over
by the utmostGrace of ALLAH TAALLA.
I will miss Colorado, the Air Force

Academy and my so caring sponsors,
more accurately put, my parents. Mom
Elonore and Dad Darryl. I will always
love them and remember them in my

prayers.

Matthew Paul Jefson
Tractor

Forest City, IA
Civil Engineering

1 should be farming. Isoioh 40:28-31 .

Redefirted



Jennifer Lynne Kappeler
fenny

Torrington, WY
Electrical Engineering

"I con do all things through Christ Jesus
who strengthens me." PHIL4;1 3. Thanks
Mom & Dod & Jeff for your uncondi
tional love & support and many long
phone calls!
Thanks Jackie, Joyce & Wayne, Laura,
and my friends on the Wings of Blue
and at Officer's Christian Fellowship.
I'll never forget my years at USAFA �

memories of skydiving, SCUBA, flying,
lote nights for EE, caving, and visiting
Spain and England.

David Craig Kent
Wild Palms

Longmeadow, MA
English

Choose from the following: a Bible

quotation, your favorite song lyric] the
opening ofA Tale of Two Cities, some

thing from "The Road Not Token," your
friends' nicknames, thank you's to your
family, friends, and God, Jesus, or any
deity or prophet, on expression of re
lief for having mode it or of looking
ahead to bigger things. Note: be origi
nal and ovoid cynicism and passive
voice. The horror, the horror.

Philip John Mendicki
PJ, Menditka
Edmond, OK
Applied Physics

Jesus is the answer. He's the some

yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Three
things last forever: God, HisWord and
men's souls. Where will you spend
eternity? Jesus said, "I am the way, the
truth and the life, no man comes unto

the Father except by me." He died, but
rose again for us. Jesus Christ has
mode the difference in my life. Think
about what's important? Questions!?

Elizabeth Ann Moore
Betsy

Thousand Oaks, CA
Engineering Mechanics

Thoughts of a friend long ago bring this
to mind: I hove fought o good fight, I
hove finished my course, I hove kept the
foith. � Thanks Brigham.

Thanks to Lisa, Carlo, Titi, Billeye and
Kirsten- I mode it through volleyball
smiling; to Dove, KV, John, AJ and Fritz,
I'll have another one on you; Miller, my
thoughts of Boulder and Denver will
never be the some; ond lost, but cer
tainly not least, Byron, I coulc
done it without you. I love you

ilicbael^^'*^

I don'l kno*
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Steven Martin Otto
Otter, Ottoman

St. Petersburg, FL
Human Factors Engineering

"But one thing I do: Forgetting what is
behind and straining toward what is

ahead, I press on toward the goal to
win the prize for which God has called
me heavenward in Christ Jesus." Thanks
Mom & Dod! I love you two! Trace,
you're like a brother! Jessica, you ore

the love of my life - I am looking
forward to a lifetime ofus! (or should
I soy y^?) I love you all!!

Matthew Alan Parker
Tollhouse, CA

Biology

When in Rome... Thank you Mom and
Dad for staying behind me oil those
times when I was unsure of myself and
on the verge of giving up. Howgs- it's
been fun. I wish you all the best,
especially those of you getting hitched.
What ore you thinking??? One lost
thought- I know not what tomorrow

brings, but I know who brings tomor

row. Until next time- M.P. signing out.

Paul Fontaine Perkins
Perky, Old Man

.., Chatsworth, CA
Pohtical Science

I come, 1 sow, and I'm grateful it's over.
I quit college to come here to fly, pretty
dumb huh?

Ian Scott Pharris
Toon

Mathematics

Paul, thanks for being my roommote, 1

learned more from you than anything,
the Academy could teoch me.

James, Paul, Mott, Tractor, PJ, Chri;
Bill, and oil you Hawgs�Thanks fo

being great friends.
BKID, You three mean moretomethOB
I ever let on. Thanks for putting up will

me. I love you all dearly.

As for OS you know, I enjoyed this

place.

�^f^n Robert

Montgomer
^'�ttcalEn^
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Michael William Pruce
Juice, Chu-so, Grady, Joe

New Brighton, PA
Biology

Three things kept me sane: friends-
Jose, Jeff, Horv, Scott, Rico, Kit, Duff,
Frozz, (your name here)- Thanks for

helping me laugh ot this place; Stop
Out- it should be mandatory - K-Mort,
DLU, women, freedom; family - Mom,
Dod, Dove - without your love and
support, I don't know where I'd be. I
love youl

Don't criticize what you can't under
stand - Bob Dylan

Ashton Thomas Reynolds
Ash

Lake Harbor, FL
Modem History

Christopher James
Sovada
cj,frid

Fridley, MN
History-Area Studies

"Go Hard or Go Home."
Thank you God, MDS, the Sweeneys,
the Birds, the Howgs, and the tri-guys
that I decided to go hard. Come on

there's a whole world out there for us to

explore! Just risk o little. You Gotto
Believe! Stop making excuses, get off
your butt and do something crazy. Just
tri it - you only live once.

soioh 41:10, Jeremioh 29:11-13,
Matthew 17:20

Trace WUson Thurlby
Russellville, AR
Management

Attitude is Everything!
Despite policy and pressure, the Acad

emy iso place of INCREDIBLE PEOPLE,
and because of the people here - Bro-

Son, the Nip-Nip-Kill Family, B-Mon,
Loose Howgs (Steve-O), and Staff Pals
- I would not trade my four years here
for anything!

I thank God for post trials and tri

umphs, for future challenges, butmostly
for my family and Kristin - with whom I

hope to share them all.

Kevin Robert Vincent
KV., Nappy Dred
Montgomery, AL

Electrical Engineering

Why are you doing this to me?
\m I not living up to what I'm supposed
o be?

^hy am I seething with this animosity?
think you owe me 0 great big apology!
-NIN

Mom and Dad, I love you, and I couldn't
hove mode it without your support.
Evan, you've been on inspiration to me,

and you will always be a source of

strength for me. Thank you and I love

you.
Roz, you are a true friend. None could
ever be better. Thanks for all the times

you've been there for me.
RED HOT '94!

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Showing more

apathy than excitement, these members
of the Class of 1994 ( front of line Rob

Taylor, bock two Andy Popiel and Abe

Friedman) wait in just one of the many
lines of inprocessing.

/^
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Donald Scott AUison
Scottie

Aubum, IN
Economics

"Someone once said it couldn't
be done, and he with a chuckle
replied; that maybe it couldn't, but
he wouldn't be one to say so 'til he
tried.
So he buckled right in with a

trace of a grin on his face. And if
he worried he hid it. And he
started to sing as he tackled that

thing that couldn't be done �

and he did it!"
Remember, no matter what happens,
LIFE ROCKS ON!

Leland Benwood Hunter
Bohannon

Bq.
Kensington, MD

Biology
For a mother who believed in me, a
brother who encouraged me, o grand
father who inspired me, friends who
hove challenged me, and the Lord who
never failed me, I give thanks for these
four years. The challenges ofthe future
will never be insurmountoble, for it's
written: so do not feor, for I am with
you; do not be dismayed, for I am your
God. Isaiah 41:10

Travis Alfred Burdine
Balki

Pordand, OR
Management

"I know you feel these ore the worst ot

times, I do believe it's true. Our memo
ries of yesterday will lost a lifetime.
We'll take the best and forget the rest

These ore the best of times." -Styx

Thanks to God,Mom, Dod, Ken, Robin,
Luis, and especially to Sheril, the love

of my life, for supporting me and trulX
making these the best of times.
Invest or Die

I

Tr-aditio rt
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Jason Currie Burgwald
Jake

Gem Lake, MN
Human Factors Engineering

"I've read dozens of books about he
roes ond crooks and I've learned much
from both of their styles." For myfamily
and friends and their unremitting sup
port; I con never thonk any of you
enough. As for USAFA. ..It wasn't free.

Charles Frederick
Carver
Chuck

Titusville, FL
Bachelor of Science, (German)

"We hove put our hope in the living
God,theSavior of all men... Command
and teach these things. Don't let any
one look down on you because you ore

young, but set on example for the
believers in speech, in life, in love, in
foith and in purity... Wotch your life
and doctrine closely. Persevere in

them, because if you do, you will save
both yourself ond your hearers."

lTimothy4: 9-12,16

Jeffrey Dean Dalrymple
Nipplehead, Dally, f.D.

Waterloo, IA
Human Factors Engineering

Wow, I look around and see o lot of my
best friends from this place ore no

longer here. (J.T. & Sid). Does that
mean you cando whatever you wont as

long OS you don't get caught? Special
thanksto myfamily, all guys from 6 and

35, the team, Copt. Bill Roy, Taro,
Swanny , . . and some cop from Denver.
"I SHALL FINISH THE GAME."

Julie Christine Garcia
Jules

Blue Springs, MO
Astronautical Engineering

Thonk God, Mom, Dad, Lisa, Angela,
Monica, Roy, Scott, Tanner, Jacob, and
lost but not least, Mott, for standing by
me through the good times and the
bod. I couldn'thovemadeitwithoutony
of you. Best Wishes to the late-night
satellite watchers; it was a blast.

Two roods diverged in a wood, and I�

I took the one less traveled by. And that
has mode oil the difference.

rfi��
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Luke Harris Gianelloni
Bourg, LA

Civil Engineering-Environmental
I went to see the doctor of philosophy ...

He groded my performance, he said he
could see through me; I spent four
yeors prostrate to the higher mind, got
my paper and I was FREE. -E, Sailers
Donforths, you give me hope. To all the
"Cool Guys" in the wing, thonks for

being realists. Reaper boys, couldn'tve
done it without yo, I love y'all. Mom &
Dod. ..Thanks

Brian Gregory Hollomon
BH

Beaumont, TX
Political Science

Why?. . . Because I Con! Thanks Mom,
Gus, Stands By Tree, Blows Bad Wind,
RotoRoutier, (that quiet guy) Curtis J,
and all the fellas from WW 35th. It

would've been hard without you. Don't

forget the Wild Weasel Tattoo, Tri-

Betos, and the Suburban. For those
behind me if you don't make it fun for

yourself, it won't be fun at all. Oh yeoh,
"Eat at B + B Bar and Grill."

Tracy Dorothea
Hubbard
Old Mother
Levittown, PA
Basic Sciences

"God grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change couroge to

change the things I con andthe wisdom
to know the difference."
Thanks to oil those that stood by me.

Mom, Donno, Bob and the kids (Bobby
and Joey), Adrienne, Koren & Jack &

Angie, the Martins & Pete. ..I love you!
Ruggers keep working!

Gerald Joseph Huerta

Seattle, WA
General Engineering

In retrospect, this place wasn't so

bad. ..I'd even do it again. I owe a lotto
family, friends, and especially God;
friends and family con be a valuable
source of encouragement, but there is
no substitute for the love of God. Isoioh
40:8, "The gross withers, the flower
fades; but the word of God will stand
forever." "...I resolve to do my duty and
live honorably, so help me God."

**'���
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William Charles Kossick
Buffalo Bill, Jack
Rochester, NY

Computer Science

"... the story of life is quicker than the
wink of an eye.
The story of love is hello and good-bye,
until we meet again." -JH

"A man is not finished when he is de

feated, he is finished when he quits." -

RN
Thanks for everything Mom, Dod, Mike
and Charlene, theWinzenrieds,Michele,
Becky, Leslie and Jen. Without you this

journey would've been impossible.

"Fly on Little Wing"

Gordon John Limb
Gordo, Dirty-Nasty i

Commerce "Township, ML�
General Engineering

I would like to thank myfamilyfor all of
their supportthroughoutthis bod dreom.
The key to success here is having your
own room! "If we weren't all crozy,
we'd all go insane!" -J.Buffett
WWBC Semper Fidelis!

Chad Alexander Craig
Mathis

Redding, CA
Civil Engineering-
Environmental

Thanks to all the brothers (who may or

may not have stayed) that mode it

tolerable; I hope I did the same. I
wouldn't have stayed without all the

encouragement from my family- Thank
You. To the others: Your time is gonna
come. I'll never forget my roots.

David Christopher i

Meggett !

Maggot <

Kent, WA ''

Geographv

Blacksheep mrsneiderlander geosully
Sydney fignewton unbelievable! what
ever stickman clovis kunsweep3daugh-
ter aloho shiomo scumbowl #$%&hom-
burgers tennis courts godbless tp the
car sdt con i join walkin in memphis
roggy a dentist on the paris golf
weoselwogon biplane get off me frffig
refills happy hour pull a dove noiSji
nowoody. Thanks jjbfor igm,"Hey,goi
oneof these?"What a long, strange trip
it's been-PDGLMWMW.

Michael David Pakiz
Pakman

Ciystal Lake, IL
Aeronautical Engineering

Its been o long strange trip and I've
learned one thing along the way: I'd
rather be lucky than smart, any day.
Thanks to the fellas in the squad for

making these lost couple of years bear
able and sometimes actually enjoyable.
Advice to any one (especially Woody):
Look inthemirror, point at yourself, and
soy "You da' man!"

Tr-adi tio n

Wilham George Sabol
Bill

Trenton, MI
Astronautical Engineeiing

It's finally our time. I will never forget
this place or the friends I made here.
Thanks to Mom, Dod, Dod, and my
sisters. Dove, here's to friends forever,
Germany and Desert Villa. Scott, I
would never have mode itthrough here
without your friendship. Mark, thanks
for putting up with me for three years.
Paul, choir and chorale wouldn't be the
same withoutyou. Derek, just two more
years.

Robert George Sepp
Woody

Bogotti, NJ
Historv-Modem

Thanks to everyone who mode life o

little easier & fun: family, the Pfeifs,
TigerRoonies, & Weasels. Never for
get: "Schmell the eggs", "Grondmq's
cookies","Catch a Clue","Gazer","De
Affle Hous","Guiness Night","Check
Male"
"We few, we happy few, we bond of
brothers;For he today that sheds his
blood with me Shall be my brother" -

William Shakespeare

No, no Pakman, you do man.

Kristi LaDean Sickels
LaPlace, LA

Human Factors Engineering \

First I would like to thank my mom ai

dad for listening to me complain aboi
this place and encouraging me to gr
it another year. Thanks Liz for gettii
me up in the mornings and making
study. Thanks Becco, Joson, ond
for all the good times in 9. Thanks ^

for making USAFA memorable. Lastly;
thonk you Norm for believing in me.



Gary David Smagorinsky
S)nags

Ronkonkoma, NY
Basic Academics

Five down, five to go. It has been a long
strange trip. First I must thank my par
ents. Without you I never would hove
mode it. There is no way I could ever

repay you. Deena your encouragement
and support will never be forgotten.
Lacrosse has kept me sane and I'll miss
the boys. To all the eoffs, keep eating.
Thanks Pheffer and Led Zep.

Kevin Michael Swanson
Swanny

Falmouth, MA
Human Factors Engineeiing

I've hod the best times of my life at

USAFA, and I also hod the worst times
of my life, and I'm happy to soy the

good times outnumber the bod, just
barely. A special thanks to my family,
friends, roommates, clossmotes, and
Weasels, I couldn't hove mode it with
out you. The most important thing I
learned at the Academy is that you
have to know what you believe in.

Luis Antonio ViUalobos
Lopez

Rodrigo the Magnifico
Guatemala City, Guatemala

Environmental Civil Engineering

Well, we are finally done with this.
Maybe this will sound weird, but I'll

always remember my Academy years
OS the best years of my life. I wont to
thank God, my parents and oil my
friends, especially all the "Cool People"
for getting me through this place.
Mustoncito, Penicito, Good luck to ev

eryonel And remember:"Everybody has
to die sometime,"

Ronald Russell Watkins
Ron

Roanoke, VA
Electrical Engineering

I hove only just o minute�Only sixty
seconds in it�Forced upon me can't
refuse it�Didn't seek it�Didn't choose
it�But it is up to me to use it� I must
suffer if I lose�give account if I abuse
it�Just o tiny little minute�But eternity
is in it!
Don't sell out. Don't be content. Moke a

difference -t always be true to the
Gome!! It's Always WEUSI

Curtis James Wichers
Curtis f

Litchfield Park, AZ
Political Science, (Chine:

I'm glod I come, but I can't wait to getto
the rest of my life. Thanks Mom and
Dod for always being great. Thonks
B.H, for keeping me sane, I think you

taught me my most important lessons
here, I'll never forget any of the Wea
sels. Good luck, and J'll see you on the

other side!

ts our time! It's about time! Great
memories: Chorale trips, PChoir, da
Foirlones, Bluebards, SChoir, Ski week
ends. Hot tubs. Great friends: Trevor-
keep singing (five years I), Billiam-keep
working hard you'll go far (thanks for
cleaning the room), Deonno-smilel,
Keno, Dr. Joe-thanks, Weasels-tench

hut, Wogs, Roz, CS gang-good luck yo
bunch o'geeks. Thanks Mom and Dod
for the support and Grandpa Don for

inspiration.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK The party starts

right here and right now, these mem

bers of the Class of 1 994 show off their
fashion sense during one of the many
spirit dinners they hod during their
fourthclass year.

-Redefined
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William Michael
Douglass

Bill, CINCSAR
Belen, NM

Mihtary History

This has to be the worst way in the
world to moke some of the best friends
I've ever hod. I don't know if I'd do it

again, I'm just glod I don't hove to. I
didn't take many things seriously here,
if I had, I wouldn't hove mode it. Just

remember, if you sleep twelve hours a

day, you're only here two years.

Christopher Lee Ellis
Chris, Trellis, Wolf
Canyon Lake, TX

Electrical Engineering ^
To all the old Smock Loose Hogs - FTN
. To Mike, Keith, Bobby, Goody, Fred -

May the "Hearts of Darkness" reign
forever; and always bring your 68. To
the unfortunates who shared my major;
1 never knew hell was spelled with 2 Es
To the monkeys/crackers in 36, down
with the lemon oil God. Mom, Dad,
Sandi, Jen - thanks for everything, all
four of you mean the world to me.

jngijet
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Chad Ethan Frazier
About anything attached to the

end ofChad.
Winters, CA ,

Bachelor of Science ^
When you port from your friend, yoU�'
grieve not; For that which you love most

in him may be clearer in his absence, os

the mountains to the climber is clearer
from the plain. � Khali! Gibran
Thanks and luck to Girth, Bro, Ho,

Mikey, Bridget, Flupa Lupo, Tim, Wode

H., Wade R., Hudge, Pat, Bill D., Good
Friends but especially, thanks to Mom,

Dad and Betsy for believing when I

didn't.

Tr-czdi tio n
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Ted Riley Gatlin

TR. Baldy.Opey.
Cracker,Teddy G

Benton, AR

Engineeiing Science
Astronautics Track

"Tough times don't lost, tough people
do" "The capacity of human beings to
bore one another seems to be vastly
greater than that of any other animal"
H. Mencken, To Jeff, Scott, and Mike:

nights intheSAR,away-footballgames,
and nights at CHI-CHls, I'll never forget
the times the Monkeys shared. Thanks
to Rissy and my family for their support
& love. O.K guys, here's what we'll
soy...

Scott Alan Krause
Cracker, Monkey

El Paso, TX
Electrical Engineering

Here's to two Recognitions, all day CQ,
rolling o jeep down a hill, useless M-

5's, 225 pilot slots, lemon oil, the trunk
of Jeff's cor, 50/80/4, and not becom

ing on SP, But seriously, here's to test

osterone hour. Silk Stolkings, SAR talk,
the Monkey ski trip, Chi-Chi's two-for-
one morgaritos, my family, friends and
all theMonkeys that helped methrough
this place.

Copernicus German
Guerra

Pucky, Puck, Nick
Colorado Springs, CO

Management

It's been a long five years,,,Many things
hove changed since 1 walked through
these doors, but now I've got the chance
to go out and live life to its fullest
without going OTF. "Our lives ore a

gift from God, what we do with those
lives is our gift to God." Good luck Sis,
ond Thanks to all my family, friends.
Nans, and especially ROOMY.

Heidi Larronde
Lindstrom

Heidi

Spokane, WA

Biology

Thanks for all your support Mom and
Dod. Tesa, thonk you so much, little sis,
for olwoys being there for me.
To my Best Friend/H.M,/M,M,I.B - I

never could have mode it without youl
I love youl
"As the waves that rise and fall ore the

events of this world, as the sure and

steady tide beneath is the movement of
the Spirit" - Follow your dreams '94.

Chad Andrew Hamilton
Americus, CA

Biology

Thanks Mom and Dod, Thanks pals!
I LOVE YOUI

Jeannine Josephine
Lopez

ff., Bubba, Mama Lopez
New Orleans, LA

Aeronautical Engineering

Bonding sessions�highlights. Baseball
games with AMY, TURTLES RULE!!!
Thanks Mom, Dod, and Tommy for
everything...! LOVE YOU. Thanks to

Col. Shaifer, Mr. Jim, The Erhord's,
Mikey, Nick, my buddies from N.O.
and my friends from Camp USAFA you

guys sure made this place bearable.
THANKS! I'LL MISS YOU ALL!

Jesse Daniel Hemandez
Hollijwood, Dez, Grampa

Billings, MT
Human Factors Engineeiing

It's been o long, long road since '86. A
few regrets, but I'm glad I did it. Many
thanks to oil who believed in me and

helped me believe in myself. Mom,
thanks for the push. Dod, you've been

my bestfriend. Also, the Lit's, Cruz, and,
of course, Recon. Good luck buddy!
Monkey's take core. PTWOB's, thanks
for the best of times. Blue Skies and
"Here's to you..." #059

Jeffrey Charles MerreU
Cracker, Bone

West Chester, PA
Aeronautical Engineering

To oil my friends and monkeys - thanks
for all the good times. Just remember,
life is something to do when you can't
get to sleep.



VictorWalter
Moncrieffe II

Miami, FL

Military History

I would like to thonk God, my family,
and myfriends forgiving methestrength
and the guidance throughout my life
and my career as a codet ot USAFA.
Without these elements in my life, 1
would hove never existed. "Remember
where you come from, and you will

always know where you're going." -

Peace out BUC.
CHARLIE MIKE! -continue the mission
USAFA CADET HONOR GUARD c/o
'94

Debra Ann Nawrocki
Suzie, Trixie, the Rock

Harrisburg, PA
Aeronautical Engineering

I couldn't hove mode jfwithout the fielp
of my friends. Thank you to Bowhdad,
Shawn-Christopher, Jane, Heather, Sgt.
Price, the Pink Panthers, the Bullpups,
and all the guys in 41! I'd also like to

thank myfamilyfor sticking behind me

even when they didn't know why I was
in trouble (again)! Remember, we ore

all "fighting o never-ending battle for
truth, justice, and the American way!"
(Superman)

Christopher Scott
Rachael

Rach
Dunlo, PA

Civil Engineering

Thanksto my family and Sherri for their
support. Now that I'm almost finished
I con soy that I don't regret coming
here; It was just not whot I expected.
Oh well, live and leorn, I guess.

Michael Garrett Rider
�-?

Arlington, TX
Management

Dropping off cliffs in the winter, empty
kegs, climbing cliffs in the summer,
empty kegs... Seems like no matter
what the "higher ups" did, we always
managed to have fun. The "Monkeys"
and the "Crackers"never played around
when it cometo partying; I for one wos

glod to be a port of it oil. Thanksto
everyone for making this place bear
able. Mom, Dod, and Sis'... I Love You'

Hyun Sik Shim
Wedge

Baltimore, MD
Basic Sciences

They asked me, "What do you want to

soy in the yearbook?"
And then I said, "Hmmmm. . . ."

Steven Michael Sims
SAC, Diriy Steve
San Diego, CA

Aeronautical Engineering

Well, the fot lady hasn't sung yet. I wont
to thank Mom, Dod and all my friends
bock in Minot for getting me where! am
todaythough. Good luck Norm,Woody,
Mikey, Toaster, Chad and all the rest of
you guys. They've gotto let me out of
here one of these days.

Stephen Mark Sloop
Sloojjy

Charlotte, NC
Civil Engineering

It's a great place to be from, not at!

Norman Clayton
Summers

Girth
Lebanon, TN
Management

Bra, Smitty, Link, Woodsy, Mickey,
Flotbock and everyone else. Fellosyou
are the best-Thonks for being there,

Chad, your insight on life�GO BIG

OR GO HOME! Woodsy, "you're a

sucker foro good time." Smitty, you dirt
bag-got a fatty for me? Bro, I heor

barking noises. Mikey, Chico is fun.

Bill, how's your dad? Thank youWalter
and Patricio for everything, sorry about
Cameo. Hearts anyone?

Tr-aditio n
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k James Clayton Taylor
Wilmington, NC
Computer Science

",,,they who have believed in the Holy
One of Israel, they who hove endured
the crosses of the world, and despised
the shame of it, they shall inherit the
kingdom ofGod,,, and their joy shall be
full forever." 2 Nephi 9:18
Thanks to the Lord, my folks, myfriends,
Herbst, Roomy, and a two-year stop-
out. No regrets.

Tonnee Marque
Tonnesen

Sir Psycho, Rumple.stitcli,
Scrawny

Vancouver, WA
Electrical Engineering

"We're going to have a good time . . .

Always!" Thank you Mom for giving
me everything you ever could. Theban,
you are always in my heart. "Look," he
says, "there ore no secretes. Some
times you walk along a beach, looking
for a piece of sand. Sometimes it's right
in front of you. You don't have to dig.
The sand is the sond-do you know
what I'm saying?" -I FLY NPS-

Brian Edward Toth
B. Toth, Toast
Bath, OH

Civil Engineering-Environmental
Engineering

The Academy has given me "The best
and worst of times," My advice, enjoy
everything the world has to offer, don't
forget the things that mode you, and

grow from the challenges you meet.

Mom, Dad, and Louro, I love you and
thanks for all the words of encourage
ment. To the best friends I hove ever

hod, I love you, ond will never forget
you. There can be only one.

Dustin Conner Welsh
Dusty, Rusty, Crusty,...

Logan, NM
Civil Engineering

Thanks to Stoner, Al, Zow, and Moon
for keeping me out of trouble. To Bill,
for putting up with mefor all four years,
and keeping things in perspective. To

myfamilyfor making me believe.With
out all of you, I wouldn't hove hod a

snowball's chance. I don't have any

regrets about choosing this road. It's

just disappointing when the road not

taken appears to be leading bock to

the beaten path.

tr*

Dreams and goals are the foundations
for success. The strongest goal is to

survive. SO FAR, SO GOOD!! Many
thanks go out. Mom, Dod, Wendy,
Holly, Mark, Granny, Papo (my time
here is in your honor), Meno,
Grondoddy, Grandmomo, Don, and
oil the others, including my weekend
friends (Rodeo, Cowboys, and Gam

bler), The highest thanks hove to go to

you Chris (LDWFWBCJK), I Love you
oil. To the future.

USAFA was a very long six years, I

would hove never mode it without the

support of my parents. Also, without my
brother Mike and my buddy Line rescu

ing me on the weekends I would most

likely be completely insane, rotherthon
just slightly. Norm we got a GR and a

paper due tomorrow, shall we hit the

bar?,..ABSOLUTIy. Hey Dorin, see you
on the race track. LONG LIVE THE

FELLAS.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Where's the
beach? James "Brillo" Bieryla and Dove

"Meggy" Meggett prove that the right
props and a little imagination con turn

any place into paradise.

/^



Paul Hans Abair
Bear

Troy, VT
Pohtical Science Area Studies

Man's flight through life is not sus

tained by the power of his knowledge,
but rather by the application of his

knowledge. BOHICA 94, it was too late
for us when we signed up. I couldn't
hove done it without you: Mom & Dod,
Doc & Peg, Lt. Bear, Fitzgerald's, Dip,
B, DL, Froze, Losers, and mostly Brondi.
The Good Life is easy riding in Podre,

Brett Carl Anderson
Doc

Douglas, .MA
Biology

Thanks, Mom and Dad, I couldn't have
done it without you.

Robert Lloyd
Charlesworth

Chuck, Chuckworth,
Chuckworthless, Cheese, Big

Chuck, Worthless
FAFB/Medical Lake, WA

Human Factors Engineering

I -



Fred Ryan Cunningham
The All-American Kid, Opie

Overland Park, KS
Management

It's finally over... or is it just beginning?
Thanks to the Skyraiders, Mighty Moch,
and oil the Gators bock ot the Point.
Mom and Dad, you will never realize

just how lucky I om to have you for

porents. Mott, good luck and never

lose sight of the Dream. Finally, all
thanks go to Jesus Christ, my Lord and
Savior, without whom I never would
hove made it! Hosto...

David James Emery
Chemo, Killer
Pleasanton, CA

Electrical Engineering

I owe getting through this institution to

the Good Lord and my family. Mom,
Dod, and Koren, I love you all very
much. Best wishes to the friends I have
made here; 1 hope your lives ore filled
with hoppiness and your careers ore

successful. Special thanks to Reggy
who helped mold me into the man I am

today.

Leslie Joseph Davis
Houston, Les, Lester, Tex

Houston, TX
Bachelor of Science

Five years and it's finally over. I owe the
greatest thanks and praise to God who
strengthened me in my times of weak
ness and comforted me in my times of
despair. My mother and my sisters
were incredible in supporting me and I
just wont them to know I love them
dearly. To the squadron buds thanks
for the support and friendship. To
Taurus and Vic thanks bros, BUC-C-U-
loter.

James FarreU Fagan Jr
fimbo or BF
Billings, MT

Human Factors Enginetmng

The legacy of the Five Freeloaders will
live on forever. Thonk you Anthony,
Mike, John and Christian. The best
times of my life hove been spent with

you guys. There is only one way to

describe this place�"Sweet Bro." I

love you Mom, Dod, Dan and Deb.

Jodi Ann De Martelaere
Detroit Lakes, MN
Civil Engineering

I mode it Mom and Dod! Thanks for all
of your help. I couldn't have done it
without you. Thanks, Dione and Sheri,
for all ofthe support! Gee, maybe your
boby sister will finally compare!?!
Thanks to all of my friends for always
keeping me happy! Michael, you're the
reason I stayed, you're the reason I
survived. I'll always be grateful!! So
long everybody, see yo soon!

Michael Grunwald Jr
Gmnny

Northfield, MA
Military History

Time has flown by! It's hard to believe
that we're getting ready to graduate. I
con still remember the first day of BCT.
I've learned o lot in four years - I
consider ito privilege to have attended
USAFA.
To my family - you ARE the reason I

made it this for. Jen, Brett, Fred, Hous
ton, Jodi, Mark and everyone else -

thanks for the great memories. Good
luck and God bless.

Andrew Stewart

D'Ippolito
Dip

Portage, MI
Human Factors

I have learned many things during my
stay in prison but no lesson comes to
mind more than the power of friend
ship. These have been the best of times
and the worst of times and without true
friends I would not hove mode it. I wish
everyone luck no matter where their
future takes them and 1 feel confident
that everyone will look back ot this
institution with a certain sense of fond
ness and appreciation.

John Timothy Jose
/. T. , fates
Newark, CA

Space Operations

Long ago I told my brother 1 would
prove I was better than him. Whether I

proved anything or not doesn't matter.
What I learned does. I want to thank
Mom and Toy for teaching me that life
is tough, but easywith Christ, Kuyo Josh
for telling me how much harder he hod
it when he was here, and Jesus for
saving my soul.



Michael Deen MiUer
Millhouse

Abingdon, MD
Civil Engineering

All I need to soy is DONE! Thanks

Mom, Dod, Brian, and Jen. For oil my
friends here I just wont you to remem

ber that only the lead dog will hove a

significant change in scenery.
LONG LIVE THE NTC!
LAX Team - See yo in the crease.

Martin John O'Grady
Niles, IL

Engineering Mechanics

All I hove to soy is long live the NTC!
Thanks, Mom, Dad, Colleen, Cathy,
Maureen, Tim, and Brian for support
ing me throughout the lost four years.
Thanks, Mike, Dip, Toe, Beou, and

lastly Marc for being the best friends a

person could ask for. If it wasn't for
you, I highly doubt I would have sur

vived here. Although groduotion will
be o great moment, it will be almost
bittersweet. I'll missthegood times we

spenttogether, but I will take comfort in
the fact that our memories will remain
in my mind forever.

^H^ Tr-adi tio n

Byron Lynn Miranda
Vancouver, WA

Engineering Mechanics

I got no regrets, I'm ^fad I came Rere,
honest. To the friends 1 made here, I

won't forget you. Drew, for burning out
my olfactory glands; Fred, for inspira
tion. Pete and Betsy, don't know if I

could hove made it without you, glad I

didn't hove to try. �Byron and Drew,
currently leaving.
"I hove fought the good fight, I hove
finished my course, I hove kept the
faith."

John Arden Ohm
Johnny O., Gohmer,

Stands By Tree
New Berhn, WI

Computer Science

"The difference between a soccessful
person and others is not o lock of

strength, not o lock of knowledge, but
rather in a lack of will." -V. Lombardi
Thanks to the guys: Brian, Drew, Seon
and Shoe, the WOKS, the BBBs, all the
roadtrips, all the dreams. Brian, we'll
moke it oil happen. But thanks espe

cially to my family. Mom, Dad and Jeff
- I couldn't have done any of it without
your encouragement and love. Thanks.

Mark Sebastian Mitchell
Mitch

Farmington, MI
Political Science

I thank God for giving meo shot at "My
Dream" and for all of the people who
believed in me. A BIG thanks to my

family: Mom, Dad, Rob, Kelly,
Cameron, Jordan, Joe, Paulo, Jerry,
and Aunt Pot and Kit. Gramps, I know

you're smiling down from heaven. For
those of you with doubt, live by a

CDDDC (confidence-discipline-desire-
dedication-Champion) attitude and your
success is limitless.

Sean Christopher
Routier
Gaston

Springfleld, MA
Aeronautical Engineering

Work hard for the first thirty years of

your life. ..Life is relative. ..Life is what

you moke it. ..You can't moke, it
alone. ..The impressions of others may
get you places in life, but the impres
sion you leave on yourself will allow
you to sleep of

night. ..Integrity...Loyalty...Thanks Mom
and Dad, Sheri, Tim, and especially
Erin...! wouldn't have made it with out

you.

Brian James Morrison
B, Mojo

Yorktown, VA
Space Operations

For the post four years we've oil been
Riders on the Storm, Waiting for the
Sun. But we're nearing The End ofthe
Night and When the Music's Over, we'll
Break on Through. I believe that one
cannot survive this place without the
support of family and friends.
(Roomie!!) Loving thanks to myfamily.
Sigurd, missiles at Ellsworth, here we

come.

The End

Jennifer Samantha Russ
Sam

Wilkes-Barre, PA

Biology

"I will soy of the Lord, He is my refuge,
my fortress: my God: in Him 1 will

trust." -Psalms 91:2. Mom, Dod, John
and Raymond...! couldn't hove mode it

without you. Hien, thanks for pulling
me through this place. Deb, Amy, my

roommates. Blackjack Smocks and

Raiders, you all mode the bitter ports a

little bit sweeter. To my friends at

home-thanks for caring. Thonk God
for you all!
"For with God nothing is impossible. -

eukel:37
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Elliot James Salmon
E,Elu

Wayne, NE
Human Factors Engineering

...This looks like it could be gravy..
Well,who'dathunk it huh Mom? Thanks
to oil my family. I never could have
survived without your support. I love

you all. Strappers, TEAM is o

constant... .let's keep it that way

guys. ...olways! Huskers & topers !!!

David Glenn Shoemaker
Shoe

Nashville, TN
Human Factors Engineering

Thanks Mom and Dad for the support
and encouragement, along with the
willingness to let go. I never would hove
made it without my "other family", the
Dodds. The WOKS, Fast Eddie, and oil
the old Nightriders out there mode it

fun, even if it wasn't always worthwhile
� no one else will ever understand.
Evie and Paul--Get Ciero and Meleio
OS for from USAFA as possible before
they turn 13.

Drew Anthony Sopirak
Amazing Sopimak, Evil One,

Blows Bad Wind

Wilmington, DE
Aeronautical Engineering

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Ryon, Pink Pan

thers, the Montgomery's, free-fall, An
thony Sangenetti, B-52s, WOKS, skiing,
rabbit eyes, April, Blue Hole, MCI, soar
ing, rood trips, Kimberly, BBB's, Doc,
Chug, Disco, Dice, Spot, Brunagin's, F-
16s, Mono, Texas A&M, Brondi, Jeep,
U2, Pink Palace, Summerfest, Denny's,
Skyraiders, Stands by Tree, Heap Big
Horc, Gaston, Shoe, and Byron.
"It's not our aptitude, but our attitude
that determines our altitude."

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Throwing socially
acceptable behavior out the window,
Stephen Pieper, Class of 1994 entertains
himself while waiting to march to lunch.

25'
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^jLj Michael John Spanich III
'^^ Spanky

Grosse Pointe, MI
Aeronautical Engineering

, Friends are forever, and while some-

rf' J times I forget how much they really
meon to me, I will always be thankful
for the friendships that I hove mode.
Without them 1 wouldn't hove made it.

Thanks George, Tom, Michael, Mark,
and Jodi for being there when I needed
you the most. Thanks Mom and Dod,
Grondmo and Grampa for your love

' and support. UPT & 21 ... someday I'll

-�J-, get there.

Tae Song Yu
Bob

Panama City, FL
Electrical Engineering

For four years, I found myself hating the
Academy. I would often ask myself
"Why did I come here?", but if I hod to

live my life over again, I would not

change a thing. "Why?", you ask. The

answer is FRIENDS. Thanks Dip, for
putting up with me and also Mark,
Marty, Mike, and Beau. Let's keep in

touch. ...And the KIMCHI CREW.

FIRSTIE FLASHBACK Stonding with
chins in and shoulders bock (on art

perfected during BCT) Chris Callaghan
and Eric Gruszecki from the Class of
1 994 anxiously wait to see if their room
will pass the dreaded Saturday Morn

ing Inspection. This type of SAMI was

rarely seen during the 1993-94 aca

demic year.

Redefined
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Heather Jean Aldrich
Tampa, FL

Space Operations

After four years what have I learned?
God IS my refuge and strength, o VERY

present help in time of trouble. I CAN
do ALL things through CHRIST who
strengthens me. Computers DO hove a

mind of theirown, and mine is INSANE!
Thanks to my family for supporting me

no matter what. I couldn't have mode
it without friends. Rich, Dove and Julie

especially. Thanks!!

John Thomas Beattie
Beattie, JT ii ,^,

Pittsfield, MA |! \j,lj<r.W
Pohtical Science >*; [)eGrt

Well, it's been a long four years of
hypocrisy, double standards, and dis
illusionment, but we mode it. Gross out
contests, midnightmud slides, lote night
discussions obout nothing in particu
lar, J iro�Showertime! Remember "The
loftier your goals, the higher your risk,
the greater your glory." Thanks espe
cioily Mikey, Matty, Jiro, Steve, Squ
John, and Sis.
Auntie and Tony, thanks for beii
there when I needed you. I love yi
both.

..., NoH�^
��.Jiwoii":

:....kw'^'

jil'lH*

Brian Dean Benter
B, Bri, Cadet X
Horicon, WI

Civil Engineering

"So, do you travel quite o bit?" I've been

through four years of college and I

can't think of anything to write in the

yearbook except a line from Stronge^^
Brew. So much for a free education;!]
least I got to be o Slomhog, ThanK

Mom and Dod, for everything. I lovej'
you.

Tr-aditio rt
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^ John Anthony Carr
Mr. Carr, The Assassin

DeGraff, OH
History

Like o Rhinestone Cowboy or a Shot in
the Dark. ..Not too bod for o hick from
DeGraff. I wont to thonk Bill Elliott,
Ozzy, the Bandit, #28, Mr. Guthrie,
Capt. Kirkham, Ms. Kinion and Lt Col
Thornton, the boys bock home, Mike
Barhorst, and my family - Tommy, Judy
and Joe, my brother ond sisters. Mom,
ond my grandfatherwho'll wotch gradu
ation from altitude. I love you. Ok. .we'll
toke'em all.

Tara Lee Dubilo
Chicopee, MA

Operations Research

Melissa, Keri, Eriko, Brenda: Good
Times and Bod, the Fob Five will al
ways be o part of my life I'll never forget
and I'm glod I was port of. Noah, extra
thanks for looking out. Carlo I owe you
10 bucks. Jeff, Noah, Kegger, Duke:
Hey you guys, I'm really stressing over

this rock thing, I really love you guys,
thanks for some of the best times of my
life.

Shiloh Douglas Fischer
Fish, Sky

Richardson, TX
Aeronautical Engineering

To the One who is with me wherever 1

go & in everything 1 do, my Sovior,
King, & friend, Jesus Christ � without
Him I can do nothing and opart from
him hove no good thing (Jn 15:5, Ps

16:2) � I will ContinueDevoted thanks
to Mom, Dod, & Sis. Also: the Coveys
& Shakes, S. Forbes, F. Patrick, Ani
mals, A. Hinojos, T. Kirk, B. Benter, CS-
38, 36th Co., NA-9FLIRT , J&T. Thurlby,
Foil Staff, and Navs (AFA & USNA).
Love God, Hote Sin, & BEAT ARMY!

Marcus Donnell Green
Norfolk, VA

Bachelor Of Science

Only by the grace of the Almighty did I
endure. With that in mind, I'd like to give
o shout out to the Lord Jesus Christ, my
family, my fiancee, my sponsors, and

my friends for the love, compassion,
encouragement, and solace they pro
vided on my seven year quest for o

commission. Proverbs 29:11. Luke

6:27, 6:41, 7:7. Galatians 3:26-4:7. To
those who follow: Remember "Thou
Shalt Never Quit."

im'--
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Wade Patrick Hawes
Haploid Boy
Pasco, WA

Biology

To the WOODS, (you bunch of idiots)
thanks for getting all the craziness out

of me early because they kicked out all
the people who ever mode this ploce
interesting. Well Slamhogs, we all like
to get where we started for, even if it
don't moke o bit of sense and now

we're about to sprout wings and fly
through the hangman's noose. It's been
quite a party hasn't itl

Michael Owen
Hedenskoog

Skoog, Blue
Gahanna, OH

Materials Science

Thank you for the support Mom and

Dod (you thought it was free), Anne,
Mott, and especially God. Bart, many
years of friendship passed, many yet to
come. Mark, Penny, and Brian, keep in

touch. Harris, Mott (my brother), Mike
M., Seon, and Jen, music brethren. If

we could understand one another, there
would be peace. See you on the rood.

Robert Dale Jackson
Terre Haute, IN
American History

College graduate. ..is that what I am
now? I guess I did learn some things
from a place where often those who
know the least soy the most. I wont to
thank God and my family for the strength
and wisdom to moke it. To Darin, Suf,
and the Slamhogs, thanks for the great
times and the memories. It's on to

bigger and better things, so LET'S GO
GET ITI!

John Michael Klein Jr
Athens, MI

Astronautical Engineering

My very sincere thanks to God, Ma,
Dod, and the restof the family. I couldn't
have done it without you. Also, thanks
to Kid (Fly with me forever!), G-Man
(Got 0 stick of Beemans?), Col. Stokes
(Thanks, Sir), the Allstars, the Mighty
Moch, and oil the others who hove
been an influence. Hove no regrets.
D.I.G.

Choose to chance the rapids
And dare to dance the tide.

- Garth Brooks

R.edefined



Thomas Joseph Kulas
Stevens Point, WI

Engineering Science

To all who helped me moke it, thanks.
Chris for all your faith. Brian, Stephen,
& Rot,- get yourself a few pals, ain't
nothing stronger than that- BtK, thanks
for making sure I didn't forget the

importont things on' do to much work;
"It's true hord work never killed any

body but I figure, why take the chance"
- Reogon. Bob, Mel thanks for every
thing. Mom, Dad, fom; thanks for all
the support.

Darin Richard Lerew Esq
Wheatridge, CO
Behavioral Science

Some questions left unanswered�Why
ore we wearing parkas? What's bp?
Why don't I hove o girlfriend? Who
farted? When will the Terrazzo be
done? My God, what have I done?

Special thanks to Mom and Dad, who
truly did pay for my college education.
Words connot express my gratitude.
Thanksto USAFA� I learned morethon
I wanted to. Would I do it all over

again? No way.

Brian Douglas Lewis
Thumper, Louie
Amherst, NH
Military History

Moose,Donnie, Pleasure, and the Beav,
thanks for making it all worthwhile.
Sanity has nothing on you guys! We
made itl RED HOT, friends for lifel Dad
and Mom, I'm glad you were there for
me. Thumpette, you're the best, I love

you! RATTEX. .It's a thing of beauty and
a joy forever, close the. .truck!
Jon and Greg, ONCE A KING, AL
WAYS A KING, BUT ONCE A

KNIGHT..PARTY HARDY!

Allstars, "I WILL CHOOSE FREEWILL."

Erik Sigurd Lund
Swede

Prior Lake, MN
Aeronautical Engineering

Marble Halls and Bronze Statues
An ont on a child's sondcostle
A little red rooster waiting for the sul
A lovely day for a gome of croquet
A campfire on the side of a mounto..
A rebellious evening with the shodo)^
A bottle of Chivas to break on throug,
A loud and thunderous "Birddog isog
the Prowl"

Augering in with Mo Bro Noi SirroJ
A fresh sunny day with a bee ana

yard
And finally, a Christmas with famHjj
and relatives

L|i�i*"'iOO'6'
I^i'S'""!
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Patrice MicheUe Maneely
Beaverton, OR

Astronautical Engineering

Four long years ot USAFA: its a great
place to be from, but not at. Thanks to
all the people who helped me through,
especially to Brian, I never could hove
done itwithoutyou. Friends and fun will
never be forgotten. Remember to look
toward the future and never lose sight
of your dreams, they're what will keep
you going, always.

Brian Matthew
Marquette

B., Bri, Quetty, Dungbeetle
Warren, MI

Humtm Factors Engineering

First I got into trouble with the ''Hooters
Six Pock," then came the "Slamhogs."
Well fellas, "If I didn't hove puke breath,
I'd kiss yo." Thanks for making the
Academy a much more tolerable (but
not perfect) place to be.
To Mom, Dad, Michelle, andthe rest of
the fam., 1 love you and thanks for
putting up with me and for all the
suDport given to help me survive.

Timothy Duane
McGavem

j^ Shop Vac

Zephyrhills, FL
Management

My graduating proves that miracles do
exist in the 90's. Thanks to my fellow
preppies and Slamhogs for making this
place bearable. "I walked this earth my
whole life with my pride, if that goes let
the rest of it go with it" Gus McCroe,
Lonesome Dove. By Gosh, It's been
quite a party hasn't it.

Brian Damian Mikus
Bri

Gunnison, CO
Area Studies, (German)

Leaders ore never born, they rise from
the ashes of chaos and take charge. As
you venture through life, try to be the

one who rises up. The military ond the

nation need people like this. I know I'm

one of these people. I thank GOD,
MOM, DAD, Don, Brendan, Shannon^
for helping me through this hectic plai
I'm the lost Mikus of three: c/o
'94.

l*evHorst|

Is:
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^"9^ Penny Elizabeth Parmer
Pen, Mighty Mouse

Wyoming, IA
Astronautical Engineering

Despite efforts of the sadistic depart
ment (brilliant people lock sympathy
for those of us who aren't), all-nighters
(J&J&J knocking on my door at 3 am,

finding keyboard imprints on my fore
head, garble on my screen) moke me

wonder if the most useful skill I've
"' '* learned is how to sleep while standing.
^t*.- Dad, Mom, Tim, Don, & the Burkes,
-' thonks for all the support. 02&38RH94

classmates, proy for the clock.

Robert Logan Patton V
Morganton, NC
Human Behavior

I've changed. Don't know how or why.
Maybe I grew up o bit. I hope not.
Thanks to this place I got to know my
folks better, metsome incredible people
and mode some quality friends. Just
remember, "you might be a redneck if
you consider a six pock of beer and o

bug zapper quality entertainment."
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jill, Bess, Grondmo
and Grandad, and J.C.
"See y'oll later."
"Hey 6-pack, lets go catch some fish!"

Brian Ehrlich Ralston
Lexington, SC

Operations Research

I can't soy that I liked this place, but
thanks to Karen, my parents, and friends
like Andy, Steve, and Tom, it was inter
esting. You guys better come and see

Karen and I! Remember John, if you
ain't the leod dog, the view never

changes. I'm not bitter though. Yeoh

right.

Andrew Gaylin Ratliff
Brownwood, TX

Human Factors Engineering

I would like to start by wishing the best
to oil my friends. If it weren't for you
guys I would have quit a long time ago.
To "Jose" Keaton, Calley "you're not

good" Poarch, "Rip VonWinkle" Smith,
Tom "Ruff' Kulas, and Brian "Rolstein"�

thanks for keeping me out of focus. 1
would also liketo thank my family and
sponsors. I never would have mode it

without y'all.

g^DiJ^.,.'i

w
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Jeffrey Horst Hugo
Sandrock
Teff, Sandy

Washington, D.C.
Modem History

i�t�<^'

9�^

�iobert Frost soys "I took the one less
roveled by, and that has mode all the

: iifference." It appears we oil hove.

Hey, no regrets, right?
� ^udj: I knew you could make it!! Nice
'arokeet. Ho. Mariolio: Schweet!-'nuff
oid. Mom and Dod: The dream is
ilive. Thanks for supporting me.

'teph: You ore the best thing I found in
lis place. Buster thinks so too. Andl
Dve you.

Michael Joseph
Andrew Sierco

Nok-Nok
Bowie, MD

Political Science

The path was hard. The journey was

long. To all who mode it, congratula
tions ond may weNEVER return. Thanks

Mom and Dod for without you 1 would
have never mode it for four years.
Thanks to all my family for your unend
ing support and encouragement
throughout the last four years. Duke

you're the GREATEST! I Don't forget the
Helicopter pad or "Joshua's". USAFA
KARATE RULES!! DFWUIII!

Brian Allan Siravo
Sunset

Maumee, OH

Geography

Thanks to Mom, Dod, Michelle,
Thumper, and especially Patrice. It has
been o long four years and I never

could hove mode it without all of your
help, most of all Patrice. To everyone
else out there, it's been fun and a poin
oil at once, and "... God willing - we'll
all meet again in SPACEBALLS 2."

Stephen Frederick Smith
Alexandria, VA
Social Sciences

I would like to thonk those people,
some would call them friends, who
contributed absolutely nothing to my
success (or lock of it) here at the
Academy, but contributed to the im-

portontthings in life: baseball, movies,
and those annoying dart gomes that I
never won. Brian "Francisco Cabrera"
Ralston, Andy "Please don't bosh my
head with that lead pipe" Ratliff, and
Tom "Mr. Mom" Kulos. I would also
like to thank my family for their love
and support. Good luck Matt (you'll
need it)!!

Redefined
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Mark Edward Strub
Strubber, Strubbery

St. Paul, MN
Aeronautical Engineering

The success of life: To live long and to
love much; To know the friendships of
many and the supporting love of fam
ily; And to be Challenged with the
Opportunity to Serve it all in the most
noble of professions.
Thank-you Mom and Dad, Kurt,
Jeanette, and especially Lynn for keep
ing your faith in meand helping me to

keep foith in myself.
Yes, it most definitely was...

Jamison Thomas
Tranfalia
Littleton, NJH

Biolp^^
It's 0 hard trip - but 1 suppose it's better
to hove on AFA diploma and not need
it, than it is to need it and not have it.
"Leorn to enjoy all the every day things
in life." "It's been hard to have fun in a

place likethis, but I did my best."Many
Thanks to All for the support. UVA
UVAM VIVENDO VARIA FIT Slamhogs
forever. F & 1

Steven Lyle Tuggle
Tug, Snug

Monticello, KY
Bachelor Of Science

With Ac Pro, two surgeries, and seven

months in a back-brace, I feel like I've
been through hell to get out of this
place. But hey, a COUNTRY BOYCAN
SURVIVE. Wotch out for those moguls!
Rod - thanks for talking me into sticking
it out. Mom and Dod, I couldn't hove
done it without your love and support.
"I con do all things through Christ who
strengthens me." - Philippians 4:13

DanieLScott Ulmer
Glue, V

Naples, NY
History

Sensoi, Snug, Six-Pack, Rob, and oil
the Hogs, we've hod o lot of fun and
interesting times. Thanks to the guys
(Big Daddy and the Fleece etc.) I flew
with in the summer; itwoso boll. Good
luck to oil the guys that I played B-ball
with the first two yeors (Robertson you
still con't hoop). '�

Special Thanks to Dod, Mom ond Jeff

CRUM. B. A.

GALINDO. B. G.

BARTAK. F. S.

DUHON, C. R.
BENTON. S. A. JR

CARLSON. J. D.

MORRIS. M. S.

COMBS. J. R.

CARNEY. M. K.

HOIUM. D. K.
LITTLETON. L. C. II

HILLNER. D. A.

BRAUN. J. M.

POPE. P. D.

KATOSIC. M. A.

NICKODEM. J. L

COZZI. D. R.

'ENGBERG. W. D.

WORLEY. J.

KIPP. J. E. Jr

MARKS. C. G.

MORRIS. C. K.

BOGUE. P. f

DAVIS. D. G.

MULLIS. V. I

r'W.Wai
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Frank Scott Bartak
Mema, NE

General Engineering

Four years here and I hove become
more of o free-thinker than ever be
fore. Stop Out truly saved my sanity!
I'd like to thank God for being with me

every step of the way, A huge thanks to
all of my fom ily and friends�you mode
it worthwhile!

I learned how to lough and
I learned who I was,

A lot about livin and
a little 'bout love.

Steven Alexander
Benton Jr

Steve-O, Stevie B., Bent-One,
Pathfinder

Summerville, SC
Civil Engineering

It's omozing what four years of torture

doestoaguy. Mom and Dad,yougave
me the power to withstand it and leorn
from it. Rods and friends, you gave me

some of the best moments of my life to

moke it worthwhile. Bill - it's been real!

(Butt-Town, Radmobile, rappelling Sijon,
gunpoint)
"Life's not too short, it's just that you're
dead for so long - NO FEAR"

Patrick Adam Bogue
Mugzy

Lawton, OK

Engineering Mechanics

I have done o lot of things that normal

:ollege students would never get the
:hance to do. Thanks Dad, but I hove
ooid the price. Kev, you'll always be
<ev. Opie, baseball is the best, isn't it?.
^ete, I think I'm in love, or was that you.
Bill, not everyone here is o warrior like

hey should be; you have my trust. For

everything that it stands for; HOOYAH!

Jeffrey Michael Braun
J.R

Billings,uuii.ig.i, MT

Bachelor of Science

First, I'd like to thank God for helping
me to get through here and my Mom,
Dad and Rondy and the rest of my

family for all the love and support they
gave me when I needed it. Thonkstooll
the fellas who made this place toler

able Morksy, Fern, M, Squee, ond Mr.

Salty. Billy, "E.P. is KING!" Kimmy,
thanks. I'll never forget you Morksy...

John Daniel Carlson
North Wildwood, NJ

Human Factors Engineering

Thanks to my whole family. I couldn't
have done itwithoutyou and I love you.
The Academywosn'tolwaysofun place
to be. It pushed me beyond my limits at
times and that was valuable. Hope
fully, itwill be a good place to be from.
A quote to live by: "He who gets the
most out of the Academy gets out of the
Academy the most." Pols, TWIAA.

Michael Kevin Camey
Dumb�

St. Louis, MO
BS, (Japanese)

"Welcome to the wild world Bruthoo!
Sometimes it's gonno rain on you!"
After four years, finally - SUN! "Know
a little about a lot, BS the rest." I love
my folks, JKLM, & all other family &
friends, especially K's. Everyone's sup
port has been great. Thanks, Trace, for
believing in us, 1 love you. "Lord loves
a working man, don't trust whitey, see
a doctor on get rid of it." PALS TWIAA!



Jason Randall Combs
}-

Blair, NE
Biology

Thank you to everyone who helped me

get here and to make it through. I

especiallywont to thank MAJ Dubisson,
my Liaison Officer, my family Geary,
Lindo, Kelly, Lou, Deb, and Lara for
putting up with me for four yeors.
DODNTINT

"Many of life's failures are men who
did not realize how close they were to

success when they gave up"

Daniel Robert Cozzi
Coz, Cozidub
Plainfield, IL

Aeronautical ErEi^neenng

Thanks to my parents for all they had to
put up with. Also, to Jody, love can

conquer all and will last through all
times.
I wish I could sum up my years here, but
there is no real way to do it. I've
learned a lot but there is so much more

to come, and I pray that the duty con

cept I've learned here will carry me to

high places.

Brian Andrew Crum
Crummy

Sioux Falls, SD
Military History

Howdo I feel? That which does not kill
me con only make me stronger. To
those who come before, thank you for
showing me the way. Thonx to Vern,
Chance,CC, pH, Dandy, King George,
and my pubmotesfrom England, foro!
the fun. To those who come after, cul
tivate the strength and fury of the true

warrior spirit.
Preserve the Constitution.
How do I really feel?
This sucks!

Donald Gene Davis
Prince X, Crazy D.

Snowhill, NC
Social Sciences

Will we ever see justice for all Africons
and descendants of Africa our my time!
Or will this be another graduation into
the cruelties of human kind? Dr. Johns
said: "If you see a good fight ... ". v^j
must be true soldiers by getting in itond
eliminating the PARADIGM and Mod
ern Lynching. Minister Shobazz be
lieved that this was our obligation
"BAMN". Much like the educator M.
Bethune, "death should neither olor-
or frighten us either." Aookhiro (H'
45:18) BUC

Christopher Roy Duhon
Dewey, DuHo, Ho

Fort Walton Beach, FL
Management

I hove two fantastic parents, lots of
friends, and many others that I would
like to thank for helping megetthrough
itoll.!. DF = Done Finished with the five
year plan.!. My best times here were

when 1 wasn't here.!.
- Now it's Miller Time - Later => Chod,
Tor, Jock, Stein, Jimbo, Norm, Coz,
Graveyard, Campus Rods, and every
one else who knew me as a codet.!.

William Derek Engberg
Chet, Engjerk, Tackleberry,
Engenbergenjurgenjorgen

Mounds View, MN
Bachelor Of Science

I'MNOTCRAZY! TheCINC Radmobile
hod to be well armed. Eagle's Peak/
TOGA- Go Roman or go home! E.P; is
king, Jeffy. ButtTown- I'll always luv ya,
Steve. 0200 from bed, "Rachel, is that
you?" Greatest compliment of my life,
"If I ever go down, I'd want you to come
get me out"-P.B.
I love you all and would kill or die for
any one of you.

Benjamin Gomez
Galindo

San Diego, CA
cio-Chemistry, (Spanish)

"One day you give a lesson and the
next doy you take a lesson."

GM Robert James Fisher
World Chess Champion
Sveti Stefan, 1992

Darren David Garber
Garbs, Garbage
Macungie, PA

Astronautical Engineering,
(Russian)

Thonk you. Mom, Dod, Beck, and
drew for your love, support ond
courogement for the times when
needed it the most Thanks Duke, (of

putting up with rae the post five yeors
To KEEton, Morksey, JB, Graveyard,
and the rest of the 'guys' thanks fo'

keeping me laughing, F-i-H
"Good times and riches, ...

I've seen more than I can recall"
-- Jimmy Buffet

aditio rt
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David Anthony Hillner
Crittenden, KY

.\er()nautical Engineering,
(Spanish)

First of all, 1 wont to thank God for

helping me when no one else could. He
has helped me more than I will ever
know. Also I wont to thonk my parents
and fam ily for always letting me choose

my own path no matter how wrong it

seemed while still being there to pick
me up when I fell. I never would hove be
oble to do this without you.

Debra Kay Hoium
Colnniliia Heights, MN

Mathematics

"Lord, remind me that nothing is going
to happen to me today that you and I

together can't handle," This prayer let
me smile through the post four years.
What I will remember is my friends,
BKID, you were always there for me.

Thanks Mom, Dod and especially Betsy;
you were my role model. Good luck in
the future 94. Remember, "I think I con,
I think I con..."

Mitchell Adam Katosic
Piano, TX

Engineering Mechanics

Dreams don't wait for people, life is
what you make it and without humor -

what is life? "All great achievements
ore 1% inspiration and 99% perspira
tion" (no s---!)
Thanks fom and RKB. - S.U.T.P

John Emest Kipp Jr
Kipp.ster, Kippinutor

Anna, OH
General Engineering

I wont to thank my family for their

support through my four years at the

Academy. But, 1 think I enjoyed the
friends that I mode here the most. My
best friends were able to pull me through
the years without letting me maim my
roommate (another friend of mine).
Good luck to everyone as the years
pass by, enjoy your friends, I did.

II
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Louis Charles Littleton III
Sacramento, CA

Bachelor of Science

What's up?! I must soy that the four
yeors I've spent here hove been inter

esting. I learned a lot, I forgot a lot.

C

S-'
t:'

Christopher Gardner
Marks
Marksy

Wayn�!sl)oro, PA
Computer Science

This one's for you Mom, "No man is a

failure who has friends."
S.U.T.P
Gov, NEAT!! Jeff, Mitch, Garbs, Skip
and everyone else, O.K, I guess it was

fun, piss off!
Is it June yet???

Chad Kendall Morris
AltaVista, VA

Political Science

Four years hove post since I marched
up the BRING ME MEN romp. We all
come here for our own reason.,, most

ofus leave with new hopes and dreams.
The hardest thing about graduation is

leaving the best friends I could ever

hope to hove. To the GUARD, I say:
thanks for the good times; moy the
spirit of the patch never die; and STAY
HARD, Thanks Mom, for everything.

Michael Scott Morris
ChiefBig Head
Green River, WY'
Biochemistrv

Thanks to Mom and Dad for your love
and support during all the difficult
times. To my PALS�you're what it's all
about. Though it took me a while to
realize it,this wholetrip was morethon
worth it, and above oil:
ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING!

X

Redefined
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Vemon Lawrence Mullis
V, Bad Boy

Spring Valley, CA
Biology

"Be not afraid of greatness.
For some achieve greatness.
And some have greatness thrust
upon them." � Shakespeare

Thonk God, Mom, Pops,V,Cin� (Crime
dog, M, Laurie, Jb, Triche, Booger) for
being there.

My hot and glove lie without me be
tween the white lines, and with them my
soul. Feor not, I will prevail, PEACE
OUT, the gome is over.

Jessica Lynne Nickodem
Jesup, GA ,

Political Scienc9?*fiRussian)

The only two things I will miss about this

place ore the mountains and the friends.
Jenn, G., and all the Radicals - Thank

you for all the friendship and love you
have given me. To my family and my
sponsors - I wouldn't have stayed here
if it hadn't been for all of your love and
support. You all believed in me. Re
member - Love and Lough Always!

Patrick Duke Pope
DUKE, DP, Dukester

Annapolis, MD
Civil Engineering

F&l RDPC LAXERS and you all in the

core, yo'll orewhat its oil about! Thanks
to my parents and loved ones for oil the
support, encouragement and under

standing. I love you CHRI and look
forward to spending many more nights
of studying C(hri)E. If your happiness
is based on tomorrow you stand to miss
the laughter of today.

Jimmy CarroU Worley
Berr)'ville, AR

General Engineering

Thanks Mom, Dod, Scott, & all the rest '

of the fomily, I love oil of you and I '
couldn't hove done it with out you.
Thanks to the Fellas, you guys made
this place bearable. We're fixin'to find
out if the outside is as great as v�e-�

always thought it was. I'm sure it is.
Let's finally go experience life, Carney {
said it best: "Pols, TWIAA," I



�"^^m Jennifer Suzanne Allen
Cranky Wench, Nifer

Tampa, FL
Biochemistry

Carpe diem! It's time to toss those hots
high into the sky. Mom? I hope you're
there to catch mine. This one's for you,
Congrats Playboys- we mode it! Court,
you've been like o sister to me- Ground
Zero, "blanket people"- we've done it
oil! Michael, my best friend and soul
mote, you mode my final two yeors
simply wonderful. Do couples get any
happier than us?! I'll be waiting...

Mark Emest Azua
Zooey

Oriand Park, IL
Economics, ( Spanish )

It was on invaluable experience. I hod
my greatest moments and my worst,
ond I made the friends of a lifetime. I'll
never forget how close the Warhawks
Class of '94 was. Thanks also to Mom,
Dad, Debbie, and Karen, Your support
got me through here, I love you!

"Persistence is omnipotent!" - Calvin

Coolidge
"I have fought the good fight. Ihave

finished the race. I hove kept the faith."
2 Timothy 4:7

[he Rood Not Token -ROBERT FROST
I years and 2 recognitions The future is
lere, ot lost I stand at the entrance to a

|ew world I can see. -U2
Ve're finally out of here
Ihe reasonable man adopts himself
b the world: The unreasonable one

persists in trying to adopt the world

p himself. Therefore oil progress
lepends on the unreasonable man.

I -George Bernard Shaw
�hanks to everyone who helped me out
'hile I was here.

From 1988 to 1994 - every year was

worth it. To my family, Donno, and my
friends here and abroad I soy "tusen
tokk for alt!" "I will not boast of myself,
but I will boast of my God, for in his
strength I con do all things," Alma
26:12

Richard Steven DiU
Dilly

-Mansfield, TX
Electrical Engineering

Iwould like to soy "thanks" to Dod and
"Mr, A" who worked so hard to get me
into the Academy and to Mom, Mario,
and my family and friends at home for
their support. To my friends John, Mark,
and Scott, "thanks" for making it so

much easier to stay. Without yo'll I
never would've mode it through. To the
rest of the Warhawks, especially ev

eryone in '94, tho nks for the good times
and all the memories. A large part of
o man's success in life is the quality of
his friends, ond mine ore the best!

Redefined



Rory Christopher
Dunham

Roar
Oklahoma City, OK

Biology

I guess this comprises my last four
years in seventy words or less. I just
hope that people remember me for
things other than this short statement.
Mom and Dad-Thanks. Roy, hove o

good two years. Jenn, a short state
ment would be on injustice for all that
you hove done for me. Warhawks,
you've been great. Good luck in life.
Take it easy, and if it comes easy, take
it twice.

John Albert Dunlap
Dunny, Buddha, J.D.

St. CharlesJtL
Econonfics

Holy Cow, after five years 1 can't be
lieve it's finally going to come to a

close. 1 am indebted so much to Steve,
Mark, and Scott for all of those great
and rocky times we hod. You were all
on instrumental port to me being able
to keep my sanity. You all had better
stay in touch so that we con keep the
animals of the world on their toes.

Jason Robert FaUis
Fal,BigJ,Fallic
Enterprise, AL

CE-Env. Engineering
Whatever this was supposed to be --

thank God it's over. To my family and
friends: Thanks for making it os enjoy
able OS possible. I love you oil ... Don:
"A mysterious fraternity born out of the
smoke and danger of death." "Find the
enemy and shoot him down, anything
else is nonsense." Brian: "Remember
what's truly important here ... Oh yeoh
IHTFP, Corpe Diem -- life is short,
FDFP, and remember; "We pay a high
price for being intelligent, wisdom
hurts."

Scott Arlen Grover !
Scotty, Groovy
Hardin, MT

Pohtical Science

It's finally over, and what do I hove to
show for it?

Experiences I will never forget and
friendships that will last o lifetime !
guess it was a pretty small price to
pay. Thank you Mom, Dad, and
DeAnne for supporting me And thanks
to all of my friends for being just thai
- friends.

.��ii^'^
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Lisa MicheUe Harrigan
Nini

Coral Springs, FL
Legal Studies

Well it's been real! I actually mode it -

con you believe it?! Mom and Dod, I
couldn't have done it without your sup
port. My volleyball buds, what con I

soy - we hod somefun trips! And I can't

forget my bestfriend, companion, love,
Chris. You brightened each and every
day, and mode me smile. Thank you.
We hod some good times, but the best
is yet to come.

Christopher Harris
Hairball

Philadelphia, PA
English

To Mom and Dod - I'll never forget.
Amoro, Bill, and Rocio - I'd of withered
and died withoutyou. Denise and Tim...
just in time! And finolly Aileen - Did
you soy season tickets? I love you more
than I con soy. Here's to mony years
and hot lemonade. I raise some to the
Worhowks and the photo folk. I thank
everyone. I'd never hove mode it with
out God, baseball and you!

Brian Edward Hazel
Bnmswick, OH

Environmental Engineering

Well I'm done, but do I deserve to be?
Is that the question? and if so �

Who cores??? I'm still ALIVE!!!
And I can thank that to all the Fellas,
Popo Ron, Sunny D, and, of course, the
Three Wise men!

Stephen Fraser Jost
Yo.st, Spur

San Antonio, TX ;

Computer Science

"I must be the change I wish to !

the world,"

Momond Dad,Charlieand Joy, Da
Jennie, Cathy, Tracy, Trigger, OB, I
Dog, Big, Lewey, Roar, Zirk,
Groovy, CP, FoNic, JP, Kegger,
Shorty, and the Colonel, thonk
always for your love, friendship,
support. I will always be indebted

"�t,*eles

�"Niina^

5S
^Gtd,,
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Ây- Nicholas Thomas

Kozdras
i-. Nick

Calumet City, IL
Electrical Engineering

"And 1 must be an acrobat
To talk like this and act like that

'knd you con dream, so dream out loud
.. don't let the bastards grind you down."
J2
Thanks to everyone who helped me get
nere and slugged it out in the trenches
with me - 1 couldn't hove mode itwithout

'you. Thank you Lord for the opportu
nity, and for graduation. For Mom...

Shawn David Larcher
Big, Tiny, Lurch
St. Paris, OH

Civil Engineering
The Academy hos truly been an expe
rience I'll never forget. These post four
years hove changed my life completely
in 0 way no other institution could hove.
I've mode someof the bestfriends in my
life while here, thanks guys!. Thanks,
Dano, for your love and support my
final year here! Finally, loving thonks
to Mom and Dod, I wouldn't be where
I am today without your love and sup
port!

James Edward Lee Jr
Jay, Jim, Jimbo

Selfridge ANGB, MI
Biology

Thanks Mom and Dod for your love
and support. Looking back, I'll never

forget the good times: Football, Gos
pel Choir, and 40th Squodron. If I could
pass on two things, itwould be to stand

strong through thick and thin and hove
foith in God. Good luck ond god
speed to all of the Closs of 94'. We
made it!

Stephen Edward Lewis
Louie

Aeronautical Engineering

I would I ike to thonk my parents for their
support. I also wont to thonk myfriends
who made the weeks tolerable and the
weekends worth looking forward to.

There was never enough time for work,
ploy and a good "rock", but we made
do with what we hod and I'm taking
some good memories with me.

^(^ f-/
Michael Thomas Manor
ManorMan, Meat, Mickey

Santa Rosa, CA

Management, (Baseball)

"The more I see, the less 1 know about
all the things I thought were wrong or

right and carved in stone." -- The The

Those who hove lived through this all
will know the truth lies within the friend
ships we hove mode here and not in the
videos, pamphlets or tours. I owe ev

erything to God, my parents, team

mates and friends. My heart will al
ways foil between the white lines.

/

Marc Fredrick Morales
Pablo

Sarasota, FL

Engineering Sciences

"Destiny brought me here, but stupidity
kept me." 1 never would hove come if it

hadn't been for the support of my won
derful parents. Mom & Dod, I LOVE

YOU! I never could hove mode it with

out my friends. Worhowks, Marty, Dip,
Zooie, Millhouse, Shelly, Tucker, Toe,
Boulder Bizzo's, Pedro, and the rest of
the gong, thanks for everything, I could
never forget you. NTC FOREVER!.

Brian James Noe
B. Noe

Seville, OH

Computer Science

Special thanks to the friends and family
that mode this possible: Mom and Dad,
Ver and Chuck, Nick, Wing Nut, Pot,
Stacey Householder and the Phantom
SMACKS, Warhawk firsties, and most

importantly the Seekers Crew espe

cially Muscle-Man, Steph, and Robin.
To Christy: You ore my angel,
Coptoin Trent: You ore not forgotten,
"The light shines in the darkness and
the darkness has not overcome it."

(John 1:5)
Warhawk Pride! '"N

Christopher Jon O'Brien
O'B. CJ.

Winthrop, MA
Space Physics

"Good heart conquers all ill fortune"
Anonymous One ofthe most important
things the Academy hos taught me is
that there is nothing in this world more

important than family and friends. To
my Buddies in the Warhawks for all of
the great times. Mom and Dod, 1

connotthonkyou enough for oil of your
love and support but most of all for
believing in me. Never lose sight of
your dreams, they justmight come true...

Redefined



ChristopherWhitehead
Parry

Malad City, ID
Engineering Sciences,

(Japanese)

To make one life breathe a little easier,
this is success. Any man who thinks
success is to be hod on his own is a fool.
Thanks to my family, my friends ond my
God. Heleman 5:12.

Robert John Peragine
phoenix, /^
Biology

Thank God, my parents, and the Fellas.
What did I like about this place? Next

question. F.O. L.A. "The Palace" and
the great times in Denver & Boulder.
Burbs, Moose, Kieps B.H., and Petie,
thanks for not letting me crush any of
the zeeks and keeping me sane.

Brothers forever! Take no @#!* off of
nobody.

Peter Daniel Smith
Staten Island, NY

Biology

No sir, I didn't like it. To Boulder

brawling, monster truck rolling, nude
man runs, my favorite fishing partner
and everyone else who mode it bear
able. Thanks.

Monica Sue Wheeler
Mike, Mona
Toutie, WA

Political Science

To Mom & Dad - Better find something
else to stress out obout cuz I'm outta
here. To my sis - Get o life and stop
playing with weeds. To my bro - C
come here. To oil you Worhawie
hate the name Mono. To "the gang
1 end up dying from secondhandsM
or on overdose of con
Who cores, it was worth it.

"Nothing ventured nothing goine
Sometimes you hove to go againsi
groin"

-Garth Brooks

Kenneth Edward Yee
Chet, S.I. Yeeee, Krash, KW.S.

Villa Park, CA
(German)Pohtical Science,

"It was the best of times, it was theworst
of times..."
AFH20 Polo Rules! Hey, 4 degree with
a chicken, hove you seen my kitty cat?
To the guys in 40 - if you need me, just
look for the glasses and robe. Coffee
talk, skiing, roadtrippin', ond Corner
Pocket mode my day. Without God,
Mom, Dad, Terrance and Kevin I
couldn't hove mode it.

James Jevon Zirkel
Zirk

Longwood, FL
Economics

To my lifelong friends, the Warhawks
of '94, Scotty, Zoo, Dilly, Dunny, Lou^,
Roar, OB, Big, Yost, KWS, Mono anrf'
Nick, I could not hove made it withoul^
you. To Mom, Dad, and Jenna, thank-;
you for all of your love, support, and I

advice. To Emily," it hasn't always been (
easy, but we did it. 1 love you Sweetheart I

and can't wait to spend the rest of iHf
life with you. "lean do oil things througjj
Christ who strengthens me." Phil. 4:lJ

Tr-adi tio rt
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HE CLASJ

^ WtIEN'WE;ARRIVEDATUSAFAON29JOTn^^^ ,

THERE \5ifAS A 9u'feSTI0N WE ASKED 5URSELVES SOON i
'"WHY?"WE ALL ASKED OF fHINGS PRESENTED TO US

WHY^D THAT GUY YELLWHEN HE GOT ON THE BUS?
WHY BE.HUMILIATED, WHY LET THEM CUT ALL OUR HAIR?

,
WHY GOULD WE NOT GO ALONf ANYWHERE?
WHY LEARN TO KILL - OR EVEN TO FIGHT?

^jA. WHY RUN AROUND SHOWING SPIRIT AT NIGHT?
WHY LET THEM ATTACK OUR SELF-WORTH AND OUR PRIDE?

\VHY CARRY ON, HEARING "RECOGNITION DENIED?"
WHY STUDY ALL NIGHT, TIRED AND WEARY?

-. WHY LEARN SURVIVAL, AS WE DID THROUGHOUT SERE?

fU WHY JUMP OUT OF AIRPLANES, WHY LEARN TO SOAR?
"

'

<^WHY STAY A PLACE WHERE WE CAN'T LOCK OUR DOOR?
WHY GO THROUGH A SAMI, PARADE, ORI?

WHY STICJLARPUND WITH NO CHANCE TO FLY?

\ ^MfclT CQ, WHY TRAVEL ON OPS?

Wl^i' ALLTHE^HMtti||||^ SUPPOSED TO BE TOPS?

WHY ARE WE TOLD IHlgMp^OULD DRE

r WHY GO TOMBINGDANcl^^^tMs NIGHT TOO? .

WHY ARE WE GIVEN SHOTS THATGIVE US THE FLU? I

WHY TAKE 410 IF IT'S SUCH A HAZE?

WHY USE ROLLS OF TOILET PAPER TO COUNT DOWN THE DAYSi

WHY S'^gM;^OUTWHEN RULESCHANGE E.\CH WTIEK?

^^OUKPASSES,�GETRESJRJCTED. ETC.?

.
I^SALUTE THE FLAG EARLY EACH PA\^ ^

'�

^Y CDBs TO DECIDEWHQ SHOULD STAY^

WHY'D WE GET JO'BS THATWE DIDN'T CHOOSB"!

WHYRUaTTOTHE^ROCK.ASWE'VppiDLONGAGO? .

^ \VHY MARCH TO MEALS IN THE RAIN AND THE SNOW? n
'

' LEAVE THE FRIENDS WE'VE HAD ALL THESE YEARS?

pgSfDO GREAT MEMORIES CAUSE SO MANY TEARS?

WHY CALL HOME AND HEAR OUR MOMS CRY^
WHY TELL'THE NATION THAT, FOR THEM, WEWIL^^ .

^^

WHY TRUST IN ttONOR, WHYWEAR OUR CLASS RING?

FOR OUR CLASS AND OUR NATIONr^'*"

AI^D THATiS EVERYTHING! "
,

�

,

"frX
^'

"'

^. ^TO THE CLASS QF94!f^^:
� ,!-^^ -

By CC. Masotti-Maxwell
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Givinggraduationfestivites
a new twist



Every year, there is one tradition that cannot
be changed: the school year must end. But,
getting to the end of June Week sometimes
means that traditions are redefined.

^une Week
June Week traditionally starts with juniors

becoming seniors during Ring Dance. The rest of
theweek is full of events such as the baccalaureate,
parades, banquets, balls, and the graduation
ceremony itself. However, even these sacred
events were fined tuned to add a twist thatwas as
unique as the classes that participated.

After the graduation parade for instance, it
was reported that cadets took a dip in the Air
Garden pools. These pools returned to the
Terrazzo due to the pressure of tradition. At
graduation, a new tradition was started with the
changing of the rings. Even the speaker made
history when Dr. Widnall broke tradition; she

4/^r / was the first woman to speak at graduation.
>^ Despite all the redefining of events the end

result of June Week will always be the same,
another class will leave and a new one takes
control of the Wing.

By Rob Sepp

Tradition

With all the pomp and circumstance that

anyone could want, the classes of

'94, '95/96 and '97 march onto the

parade field for one /as/ Hme before

graduation. Fortunately the weather was
pleasant for all the outdoor graduation
activities. Photo by S. Forslund

RedGifi rted
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fff lass rings are a tradition that's as old as the

Academy itself. Rings symbolize cadets' four year
journey through the Academy and it distinguishes
them from other classes with their own distinct
class crest. The class rings are given to cadets at
the beginning of June Week in a traditional event

which is ranked as one

of the Top 1 0 presti
gious college events in

the nation: the Ring
Dining Out and dance.

The evening starts

in Mitchell Hall with the

Ring Dining Out. Ca
dets and their dates,
who usually fly in from
all over the country,
enjoy a formal dinner
that is laced with memo

ries and photos from the

past three years at the

Academy. Afterdinner,
the moment all juniors
have been waiting for
arrives. AOCs hand each cadet's date his or her

ring. Cadets have to follow more tradition to get
the ring from their companion. The ring is placed
in a glass, christened with champagne, drank by
the cadets while the ring is caught in their teeth,

passed back to their dates without using their
hands, and then placed on the cadets' fingers v/ith
the class crest facing their hearts.

After these festivities, the events move to

Arnold hiall for the Ring Dance. Cadets and their
dates spend the evening cutting a rug and chew

ing the fat saying how

great their rings look
and feel. One tradition
that can also be seen at

the Ring Dance is a long
line. Are people wait

ing to get a drink from
the bar? No, they are

waiting to talk to the

happyWing Media staff
in order to get their pic
ture taken in a big mock

up of their class ring. At
the end of the evening,
cadets return to reality
and the rest of June

Week.
The Ring Dining

Out and dance is an unforgettable event in a

cadet's life. As one new ring recipient said: "It's
like finally being accepted to a prestigious fraternity
after pledging for three years."

By Rob Sepp

Tr-aditio n



Whof a rock! This cadet shows off
his rescued ring after he single-
handedly saved it from the bottom
of his champagne glass. Photo by
J. Tipton

A little help never hurts. This
secondclass cadet gladly accepts
the help of his date to put on his new
class nng. Photo by J. Tipton

ts
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tone member of the peanut gal
lery. Being the designated "class

clown" for the evening, Mr. Vice

C2C Fred Damuth provided the

humor that made the evening
memorable. Photo by J. Tipton

X

A fime fo celebrate. Following the
formal Ring Dance dinner, the Class
of '95 moved fo Arnold Hall to
celebrate with a litiie dancing. C2C
Paul Wood and his dote foke o spin
on the dance floor. Photo by
J. Tip fon

^\,^i
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f̂henhe major events involving firsties during JuneWeek

began on Sunday. The two functions that started this
annual tradition filled week were the baccalaureate
and the parent's reception.

More than 3,000 people attended the baccalau
reate services. This religious event was especially held
for the graduates and
their families. Both
theProtestant and Catho
lic chapels offered two

baccalaureate services in
order to seat all seniors
and their families. Even
with this accomodation
each graduate was lim
ited to six tickets, for those
who needed more, they
literally had to beg bor
row or "steal" (just kid

ding) additional tickets
from classmates. Squad
rons 1 through 20 at

tended the early morning
service, while CS-21

through 40 attended the
second set of services.

Each service encouraged the soon-to-be-officers
to reflect one what it takes to be a good leader and
Christian. Those who attended the Catholic service got
other special reminders, the man who gave the basics

of 1 990 cookies during chapel. Father Higgins made
a special trip to speak at this year's baccalaureate.

Although his message and the messages of the other

speakers were short, they made a lasting impression.
Another last impression came after the services.

Cadets and their families made their way across the

Honor Court to Arnold
Hall to attend the parent's
reception . Thiswas the first
time in many years that
the event was not held at

the superintendent's
house. During this func

tion, parents passed
through lines to talk with
the superintendent, com

mandant, and dean one

more time before their son
or daughter left the Acad
emy. Also during the re

ception, parents and ca

dets were able to partake
in Food and cold drinks to
find relief from the heat.

June Week was a

joyous time for cadets and
families alike. Both the baccalaureate and parents
reception started the week on a good note.

By Rob Sepp

Guiding the procession. This
firstclass cadet leads his famil'/ to
the cadet chapel for a baccalaure
ate service. More than 3,000

people attended one of the four
events. Photo by S. Morris

"Yeah, great but what's on the
menu?" This firstie and his family
read over the program of events at
the graduation dinner. The dinner
was followed b'y thegrad ball. Photo

t 6. Schorfon



Dancing fhe night away. Firsties en

joyed getting up and shaking it down
after dinner at the graduation ball.

The dance was held in the Arnold

Hall ballroom. Photo by S. Morris

Time to meet the dean. This firstie's
father talks with the Dean of Fac

ulty, Brig Gen Ruben Cubero at the

parents' reception. This firstie con

finally say he beat the dean. Phofo

by S. Morris
Rede/Jned
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M.onday and Tuesday are traditionally tense

and exciting moments for the Cadet Wing. Parent

arrivals and the single digit countdown to graduation
made firstie stomachs uneasy, but things such as the
individual awards ceremony and the graduation pa
rade permitted seniors to

almost touch the light at
the end ofthe long tunnel.

The Wing filed into

Clune Arena on Monday
afternoon to honor those
cadetswho excelled at the

Academy during the indi
vidual awards ceremony.
Awards were given to

firstclassmen in three ar

eas of cadet life: military,
academic, and athletic.
The culmination ofthe cer

emony came when the

superintendent. Lieuten

ant General Bradley C.
Hosmer named the num

ber one graduate for the
Class of 1 994. For the
first time in Academy history, the honorwas presented
to a cadet who was a foreign national, CIC Jackkrit
Thammavichai from Thailand.

On Tuesday, the Cadet Wing formed up for the
last time with the Red Hot graduating class in com

mand. The graduation parade signified the official
transition of power to the secondclass. The transition

was signified with the firsties departing their usual

squadron formation for the other side of the parade
field in the flying wedge.

The only other time
the Class of '94 performed
this formation was back
on a foggy August morn
ing back in 1 990 when

they were accepted into

the Cadet Wings as

fourthclassmen after Ba

sic Cadet Training. After
the firstclassmen had left
the Wing behind, the two
degrees passed in review

and proceeded to march

by the class wall to see

theirclass crest in the place
of honor.

Monday and Tues

day were exciting days
for the upcoming gradu
ates with the individual

awards ceremony and graduation parade. However,
the firsties did not lose sleep over these events because
they all knew that after Tuesday the only thing they had
left to do as cadets was wake up.

By Rob Sepp

All dressed up and waiting to re

ceive their awards, members of
Class of '94 were recognized for
their outstanding individual
achievementsata specialceremony
thatwas held in Clune arena. Photo

by M. Darakjy

- ift^C
4L ^^^^'

Pass and Review... members ofthe

sc^uadrons of Second Groupmarch
past the Class of '94 that just
wedged out of the Wing.
Photo by S. Forslund
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Admiring the token of four years of
work. All this newly graduated lieu
tenant can do is smile as the fruits of
his cadet career have finally rip
ened. Photo by J. Tipton

The end of the road is m hand.

Proudly displaying his well earned

diploma, this firstie walks across fhe
sfodium f/oor for fhe /osf fime. Phofo

by B. Fallis

"Congratulations, job well donel"
This firstie shakes hands with
Dr. Sheila Widnall before heading
down the ramp to salute his waiting
classmate. Photo by C. Grosjean

1 "Do you solemnly swear ...?" This
firstie Mary Hartman, takes the
Oath of Office in fhe presence of
her parenfs ond squodronmofes
just prior to the afternoon gradua
tion ceremony. Photo by B.

Schorfon

IJ



our long years complete with joy, tears and
laughter came to an end for the Red Hot Class of
1994 on Wednesday,
June 1 . The hard work to

get through basic train

ing, the delayed recogni
tion, the cutback in pilot
slots and the military re

view committees were

merely pinhole memories
in the sky once the mem

bers of the Classof 1994
took their Oath of Office
and walked across the

stage to receive their di

plomas. This year's class
had 1,007 graduates that
included ten international

cadet, italso wasthe36th
class to graduate from the

Academy.
The beautiful sunny

day seemed to match the overwhelming attitude of
those who graduated. Although the weather was only
a tradition thatmother nature could control, this was the
first graduation in three years that didn't see a drop of
rain.

More than 2 1 ,000 people who mode up family
and friends of the graduates gathered in Falcon Sta

dium to listen to Dr. Sheila

Widnall, Secretary of the
Air Force, address the
class. This was the first time
in history that a woman

delivered the commence

ment speech.
Widnall com

mended the class for its
hard work and reminded
the soon-to-be-lieutenants
that strong moral charac
ter is essential to success.

"The measure of the
excellence of this institu

tion is not in the rigor of
the courses northe money
invested in you," Widnall

said, "but on the positive
impact of its graduates on

the noble profession of arms."
It's a profession that graduates were willing to

take seriously especiallywith all of the changes that are
being made in the Air Force.

Continued on page 502

Anxiously awaiting the end of Dr.
Widnall's speech, some of these
cadets from Squadron 27 struggle
to stay awalce. By the time that the
actual graduation ceremony roles
around, many from Class of I 994
hove come off their "June Week

tiigh" and would like a few hours of

sleep. Photo by J. Tipton

25'
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ff7ou have to get used to change," Lt Laura Teal

said. "That's what the new Air Force is all about," and
into the Air Force the

newly graduated Class of
'94 will go with mixed
emotions of bittersweet

joy and sadness.

Kathy Bozied,
mother of graduate Jenni
fer Bozied said: "It's hard
to put into words, the
stamina and endurance
these kids have shown. I'm
amazed."

If one asked LtTodd

Tumidanski, he would

probably tell you that he
wasn't amazed that

graduation finally came;

he knewitwould all along.
when Tumidanski

entered the Academy he

tooka black felt-tipped marker and wrote June 1, 1994
on a pair of his underwear. He did it to remind himself
that four years can't last forever ... they didn't and if a

person looked very closely, thismessage could be read
through Tumidanski's parade pants as he marched to

his chair.
Another cadet

showed his enthusiasm
when the Thunderbirds
made their first pass over

head; he tried to hit a

plane with his hat. "I put
somuch energy into throw-

ing that hat", Lt Kurt

Keaton said. "For every

push-up, for every lap run,
for every test I had to

take - 1 threw that hat for
all of it."

The methods for cel

ebrating were as diverse
as the class that gradu
ated, however right after
the ceremony Lt Jeff

Rengel best summed it up

when he said: "this is a childhood dream come true."

By Amara Fotenos

�^

"Hey buddy we made iif" Freshly
graduated If Rob Sepp grabs his
friend Lt John Anfedomenico for a

manly congratulatory embrace.

Hugs, tears and kisses were flying
afterthe completion ofthe gradua
tion ceremony. Photo by S. Morris

A new twist to the uniform, Li. Wes
Palmer poses for a picture with his

girlfriend from Hawaii. She had this
lei flown from ihe islands especially
for this occasion. Photo J. Tipton

Tr-czdi tic^ rz



"We are proud of youl" Even the

crowd gets creative on ways fo con-

gratulate their graduating cadets.

Signs similar to this could be seen

throughout the stadium. Phoio by
J. Tipton



A familiar sightwith a newtwisf, the chapelol
night. Every year thousands of tourisiscome
to visit the home ofmost cadets' spiritualitf
and "worship. No matterwhat traditions ore
redefined, the pillar of religion wi// remoin
strong. Photo by S. Morris

Academ^
tradition -

consistent,

yet

changing

Academy
redefined -

contentment

doesn't
breed

perfection

Morching into their future, these soon to be
officers tofce steps to solidify theircommitment
to countryand careers as fheymarch onto the
field otgraduotion. Afterfouryears of training,
le next)rearpromises to offergraduates a life-
ylewhich is far different from fheirpast. Photo
rC Gros/ean

Talcing care oftrodition. Honor Guard retires

the colors after a weekday of military and

academic instruction. The flag symbo/izesfhe
commitmentthattheAcademyhastomaintain
ing freedom and liberty for all as theYtro'"
tomorrow's officers. Photo byM. Darak'iy
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The modifications did not come

easy. Good people spent lots of
time and energy improving the Acad

emy. The support from the Wing was

surprising in this age of turmoil.

When everyone pulled together, the
new policies of community support,
self-help, and internal discipline

seemed to be upheld.
Now that the traditions hove

been modified, the Wing is once

again challenged to support them.
The leadership is content that the

cadets have once again made

changes forthe better. The institution

THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY -^ 1994

prides itself on another successful
year in which many were helped,

and much was learned.

The academic year has drawn to

a close, cadets will venture on to

become sophmores, juniors and
seniors. A few have become mem

bers of the Air Force Officer Corps,
and several will leave the institution.
No matter what the destination all
these people will rememberthe
goodness created by talcing a

chance on making a change. The
bad times will be forgotten but the

new traditions will live on forever as

their legacy.
By Michael Brevard



M, %i

forwardmarch.' The weather's crummy but the showmust

go on, marching in what seemed like an inordinate

'^'"Plf !?, fjg/d A/though parades tend to talce on the same flavor

loljll^. for the most part, signs that decorated the "Bring Men/

^^"^^Vi' Beer" ramp lightened the mood of participants.
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Cliff Volpe '95
Category -

Color Photo
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Brian Fallis '96
Category - Miiitary Photo

"If I could do it,
I'd do no writing at all here.

It would be photographs ...

"

- James Agee
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (194J)
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James Moss '94

Category - Scenic Photo
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Cliff Volpe '95
Category - General Photo

Chris Harris '94
Category - People Photo
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"A picture shows nne at a glance what it takes
dozens of pages of a book to expound."

- Ivan Sereyevich Turgenev
Fathers andSons (1862)

Cliff Volpe '95
Category - Nature Photo

Cliff Volpe '95
Category - Nature Photo

Redefirted
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William Block '94
Category - Portrait Photo



In memory of David Wayd Weber

I know that a lot of you didn't know
Dave Weber. I did. he was my best friend.
He's dead now, killed by circumstances no
one could foresee or control. I loved him
like a brother and it's hard to believe he's

gone.
Dave had a deep and abiding love of

life. It was hard to be around him and not

get caught up in his enthusiasm for living.
Hewas a hard worker and real ly proud to be
here. He approached everything wilh a

competitive spirit and a desire to be the
best.

He loved Hying and wanted more

ihan anything to fly for the Air Force.

That's why he was an instructor pilot.
He told me he loved flying and he

really enjoyed helping other people experi
ence the thrill he felt being able to tly.

Dave was everything a cadet is sup
posed to be. He did well in school, he was

Jgreat athlete, very professional militarily,
and always did the right thing

That was one of the great things

about Dave, he did what was right, not be
cause he felt compelled to, but because he

wanted lo.

Dave had a way of lifting your spirit
just by being around. Vou couldn't stay an

gry or upset when he was around because

you couldn't help but catch his cheerfulness.

He was just fun to be around.

For instance, it was kind of a joke
among his friends that he could never get the

words to songs right. Dave loved music. He

loved to sing and play guitar, but he just
couldn't get the words exactly right and we

would kid him about that. Dave would al

ways laugh right along with us, and he'd

always tell me il didn't matter what the words

were, so long as you knew what he was

singing. And it turns out he was right.
I find that words can't describe what a

great guy Dave was or how much he meant to

me, I just hope that some of you recognize
the song I'm singing.

Good-bye Dave, I'll miss you.

By C2C Matthew Travis
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Remembering
Douglas Greenleaf

Class of 1 996

ToWestfield, NY Doug Greenleafwasthe hometown hero,
the apple of their eye, a bright young prodigy who had plotted a

course towards excellence. To the young children of the town, Doug
was like a Story-Book hero whose stories of mischief and adventure
were told by older brothers and sisters. To the adults of the town he was
an inspiration who kept their faith in the younger generation alive.
First-Grade teachers. Cub Scout leaders and parents all remember the
childhood Douglas shining brightly and planning for the future, hiis

memories will be carried on every street-corner, backyard, playing-
field and tree house in Westfield, his home.

To his family Doug was his father's pride and his brother's

joy. He was the perfect son; never needing encouragement or
motivation to excel. The perfect younger brother; always looking up
to find support and guidance. He was a boy filled with aspirations and
planswho turned into a man fulfilling all those dreams. He had become
a photocopy of the family's long forged qualities, bringing pride and

respect to their name wherever he set foot. His family will always be

grateful for the wonderful gift they were given. ,,. .

To his friends Doug was someone we all tried to emulate. He had more personality, character and charisma than all ^"1
of us yet he never left us behind. Doug brought his light into any room he entered filling its wallswith the sounds of our own laughtet
and the freshness of peace. He was never fake, always open and honest, never too busy to lend a hand. He was everything *�*'(liDroenprr,
a friend should be.

To our squadron Doug was a hidden treasure. He was a modest, natural born leader who performed for the benenHosjj^||j||^ .

of others, not to gain praise for himself. Even when tasked with the smallest of jobs he completed them with such a professionasimjjjijj
finish that hisworkwas always top-rate and flawless. He graced our hallwayswith his flavor and endless character always stoppinci%||jp^^^ .

to say a few kind words. Those of us who are in Eagle-Eight ore lucky because it will be quite some time, if ever, before a '"'"^feAmerJtj.
of his caliber walks these halls again.

To all Vfho kne'w him Doug has touched our lives in some way. Whether you were one of his dearest companions (

just someone he always said "Hello" to in passing, wewill all remember him. Just saying you knew of him was respectable because

that meant you had been part of the excitement that surrounded his every move.
To me Doug was everything. I looked to him for guidance and instruction to answer life's burdens. He always had hi!

life together and his mind at peace. He always amazed mewith his quick-witted thought and poetic speech. Together these qualitie;
along with Doug's unquenched thirst for life made him the most respectable and awe inspiring man to grace my life. No award

no prize, no recognition will I ever be granted that could make me more proud than I am to have been his best friend. Doug wil

live in our smiles, our laughter, our memories and our dreams. - Marc A. Tourville

-^Tr-aditio rt
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Falcon Prayer
Rampart cuts the azure sky,
Sunset low, stars cast high
Cadence calls and bugles blare
Yet so quite in the cold night air.

Simple words merely thought
Are heard more loud than cannon shot.

Forget me not
Forget me not
Those whom for this country fought.

So Falcons gone before us now,

Hear us make this solemn vow.
In every breath of life we take.
You're felt in heart, with heavy wake.

Chapel wings spread high aloft.
Keep us close to those we've lost.

In never ending Flight of Spirit,
Grace before us, Godspeed: Hear it.

David S. Droegemueller
Mr. Droegemueller is a art aviator and Coloradan. His

deep pride and respect for the Academy prompted him

to write this poem in honor of fhose who give so much to

preserve Amencan ideals and freedoms. We appreciate
fiim talcing time to write a poem honoring our cadets and

groduates who have died during duty.

Second lieutenant

Laura Ashley Piper, 25, a 1 992

Air Force Academy graduate,
died April 14, as a result of the
shootdown of two UH-60

Blackhowk helicopters near

Irbil, Iraq.
Piper was assigned to

the 745th Tactical Intelligence
Squadron, Ramstein AB, Ger

many and was deployed on a

temporary duty assignment to
Turkey in support of Opera
tion Provide Comfort.

While attending the

Academy, Piper was a mem-

In Memory of
Laura Ashely

Piper

Class of 1 992

ber of Cadet Squadron 40 and
she majored in political
science.

Aftergroduation, Piper
went to Goodfellow AFB,
Texas for Intelligence
Applications Officer Training.
Her first assignment was

Ramstein where she was the
exercise and contingency
plans officer.

Piperwas buried otthe
Academy Cemetery. A

memorial service was held at

the Protestant Cadet Chapel.

Redefined



Thanks to our family and frionds
For the second consecutive year the Polaris staff has offered Parent Clubs, families and
friends the opportunity to express their congratulations and best wishes to their cadets. T^^
The response to this offerwas better than we hoped for, we are pleased that the Polaris i

yearbook offers yet another avenue for people to let cadets know that they are proud
of their efforts. The following pages are a combination of Parents' Club, family and P
friends messages. The family, friends and supportermessages are in alphabetical order
as are the Parents Club Congratulations and Recognition messages, hiappy reading, '.f^

0!^^

Alabama Parents Club
conqratulates the
Class of '94.

We are proud of you Teri!
Love Mom and Dad Allen '96

Rich A. good job, you did it!
Love Mom ano Dad

Rewards to Steve Anderson
for being ihe right stuff '94.

Arch '96-Whai a great future!
We're proud!

Mom, Dad and Allison

Way to go Jason Arnold!
Congratulations!

Love, Dad and Mom

Words can't express how
proud we are!

Love Mom and Wally
B

Congrafu/af/ons
Jeffrey Babinski '94

We are proud of you
ScottBariak!

Love Mom, Dad and Ann

Brain Bartee, We are proud
of your achievements.
June '95 is near!!!

Congrats Lizard, you did it
with class. We're proud Pippy

Proud family and friends of
Lance Baxter '94

Congratulations
Chuck Beake! '94

We are proud of you John!
Love Tony and Ai

We are proud of you
Bernard Bedgood.

Love you Mom & Dad

Proud parents of
Rich Beitjich '94.

Congratulations, the proud
family of Danie A. Biancucci ll

God go with you Connor
Blackwood '94! Love Barry,

Carol, Shana & Jason

Billy B. with pride we have
watched you live your dream.

Love, The Bunch

Love always. Mom Bosiljevac

Congratulations - Tebrikler
Charlie Brown

Congratulations!
Li. Darren J. Brown '94

CS-06.
Your loving family

Eric Bulger - Joshua 1 :9
We're proud!

Love Mom, Dad & Wendy

Yes!! Sieve, you done good!
Love Mama & Dad

e
Proud family of Chris

Callaghan '94. Dreams do
come true.

Proud family of Ralph Can
non '96. Go Air Force!

JDC, you are a terrific son!
Love from all of us.

Congraiulaiions!
Jennifer Changery
graduated June '94
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Congratulations & BestWishes
to the Class of 1994

from the

Colorado Parents Club
proud sponsors of "The Cadet Parent Guide"

une I^Hj
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lV;7//am A//en

Lance Saxfer

Christopher Beake
Leland Bohannon
Reeves Bower

Bnan Brech
John Breaker

James Bruner II

Christopher Colcord
Christopher Dalton
Evangelina Doyle
Christopher Eden

Stephen Foster

Scott Galaydick
Janeen Gentry
Robert Giannoni

Stephen Goodman
Shawn Gunter
Lisa Hagerman
Janet Halliday
Brent Helinski
Sloan Henderson

Kandace Henry
Todd Hudgins
Alex Kleckner

Jeffrey Kuzma
Jeffrey LaRock
Darin Lerew

Corey Luhrs
August Marquardt
William McCombs III

Brian Mikus

John Newberry
Darian Padilla

Joseph Parisi
Kevin Pfell

Stephen Pieper
David Piffarerio

Bryan Richardson
Jennifer Robinson

Bryan Salmon
Thomas Scheel
Kurt Schendzielos
Chstain Smith

Douglas Smith
Trevor Smith

Wesley Smith
Kevin Stone
Alan Wesenberg
John Wheeler
Jason Wollard

Congratu/a�ons John Chi/ds Adnon '94 How proud we a// Rosadel we ore proud of you.
'94! Love, Mom, Dad & Ju/ie are of you. Love, your fomi/y Love fa, Ma, a Jay

Congratulations
Christopher Clagg '94

Scott, congratulations.' I love
you! YATB Love, Pam

Deon Guy great job! Semper
Fi! Mom & Dad

Winee Choko Tsuke

Proud parents of
Shawn Covault '96.

Keep up the good work!

Proud family of
Matthew D. Croon '94

Chris D-l'm so huge
I'll be back -Chas P.

Chris Dalton -

Congratulations -

Love the Petersons

\

You made it happen!
Congratulations Brian.

Love, Mom, Dad & Dee Dee

Karl Deerman, A true warrior.
Mom & Dad

Proud family of
Michael Delleri '94.

Proud family and friends of
Jodi De Martelaere '94.

Jason D. Fly high you whole
Hfe! Love, Mom and Dad

Dan, you've made it 4 of a

kind! Love, Mom & Dad

Proud family of
Timothy Dowd '94.

Super start Collin D.
] down 3 to go.

Luv U Mom, Dad & Vanessa.

Chris P. Congratulations
Love Mom and Larry

Proud family of
Scott Dunphy '94.

Lt. Durham, the fai lady sang!
Aim High Fly Furiher

Angie E. I'm so proud of you.
You never gave up. - Mommie

Congratulations Greg Evans

'94. We're proud of you -

Mom & Dad.

Redefirted
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Proud family of
Rocky Favorito '94.

Brian Fitz, take some time
and enjoy the Wild Blue U.

Brad

Wayne, you worked hard.
You did well. We are proud.

Mom & Dad

A-1 job Chris Ford! Love,
Gram, Doug, Greg and Mom

Chad, keep taking your own

path! We love you for it!
Mom, Dad and Beisy

Proud family of
Mark Fritzinger '94.

H
We are proud of you David.

Love, Mom and Dad

Craig H. your dream came

true, congraiulaiions!
Mom & Dad

Jason H '94
spread you wings & soar.

Love, Mom, Dad, Ry & Megs

Go Harv!

Besi wishes Mike
Hedenskoog! Love, Mom,

Dad, Anne and Mati

John Hennings '94
Congratulations! Your proud,

loving family.

Congraiulaiions
Paul Hermann '94.

Proud family of Dan Heuck Jr.

Congratulations Mike! Proud
family ofMichael Hiddessen

Dan H. ihe toughest year is
behind you we are proud of
you. Love Mom and Dad

Proud siblings of Andy
Holmberg '94.

Good job Homey!

Congraiulaiions Andy
Holmberg '94. You did it!

Your proud Mom ^^^

Congratulations
Britt Hursi '94 you did it.

Proud family of Joseph
Raymond Huscroft, Jr. '94

We love you!

Susan follow your dream.
Love, Mom & Dad Jacobs

Way io go, Brian Janney!
Congrats!

Love, Mom, Dan & Clif

Jeff, we're proud of you.
Love, Mom & Rog

1^
We are proud of you Tim!

Aim High!
Love Dad, Mom, King & Ann

2nd Lt. S. D. Kelter
your family is proud of you.

Way to go Sarah Kerwin -

Mom and Dad

Conqraiulaiions ^

Paul Kirmis '94

Semper Fi io Kirk '94 -

Mom, Dad and Amy

Rik '96 2 down 2 to go.
Proud of U!

Mom, Dad and ihe KJ's

Jana Kokkongen '95 - Flying
Finn awesome SISU

Love Mom & Pops & D.

JTK: Pari one is done! Our
best on the resi! Knack Pack.

Congrats Scoti! Your family's
love and pride go with you.

Congraiulaiions!
Max S. Lee '94.

Icy Lee thanks for
keeping ihe faith

Mike Leong we love you!
Mom, Dad, Christa, Sarah

and Dave!

Darin Lerew, our pride is
boundless, our love infinite -

Mom & Dad

Proud of you Brian Lewis,
Love you. The Arrudas

Congratulations Steve Lewis.
From your proud family

Semper Fi Gordo.
Love, Mom, Dad and Mo

Congratulations
Troy Lohmeyer '94

Congrats, Rich '94!
Love, Mom, Dad, Bill, Kelly,

Sieve, Linda & Kathy
M

Witfiout a doubt CRM '94.
All our love.

Mom, Dad and Sarah
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lichard Michael Bejtiich
Scott David Kelter
Julia Ann Mitchell
Brian Paul Poyant
Beth Joy Wetherington

From:
The USAFA Cadet Parent's

Association of
Eastern Massachusetts

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR SECOND LIEUTENANTS

Dave Bare
Rob Blissett
James Bowen
Michael DuCharrre
Jefferey Gregory
Thomas Hood
W. Keith Innes
Lara Jaessing
Chris Kornmesser
Andrea Lalk
Gordon Limb
Bnan Marquette
Jean McNease
Courtney Is/liner
Mark Miichell
Mike Merrick
Jeremy Penninqlon
Bill Sabol
Mark Schmidt
Rebecca Sonkiss
Michael Spanich
Todd Slrafion
Scott Studer
Matt Sufnar
Todd Tumidanski
David John Wilkowski

Plymouth
Auburn
Ypsilanti
Warren
Clintown Twsp.
Grand Blanc
Addison
Ann Arbor
Northville
Midland
Commerce Twsp
Warren
Detroit
Swartz Creek
Farmington
Fenton
Greenbush
Trenton
Port Huron
White Lake
East Pointe
Howell
Holly
Troy
Milford
Troy

THE EASTERN MICHIGAN
AIR FORCE ACADEMY

PARENTS CLUB

We are so proud of you
Mike Malone!

Love, Dad, Mom and Sieve

Proud family of
Mike Manor '94.

We are proud of you Felix,
Love, Mom, Dad,
Brothers & Family

CC. C'est tout! Laissez le bon
iemps rouler! Papa & Mama

Jodi, all is possible with a

willing heart. Mom & Chuck

Jodi, thanlcs again for making
me a very proud father.

Love, Dad

Space mission next Jessica
Matthews! Go for it!

Mom and Dad

Proud family of
James A. McGregor '97.

Jud, Keep meeting the
challenge, we love you!

Mom & Pop

John, Congrats on U.P.T. Love,
Mom. Dad & Jeff

Proud parents of
Darrell J. Meyer '94.

Way io go "Jeff called Bob"
we're proud of you!

Mom & Co.

Love and prayers Chris '94.
Dad, Mom, B.R., N.R., J.R.

Proud family of
Kyle Minarik '97.

"And ihat has made
all the difference,"
Julie! Mom & Dad

Wings away Tom!
Love Mom & Dad

Congratulations
Mark Mongillo -

You did it, we Tove you.

Sierra Hotel Lt. Jon Moore!
The sky's yours!
Mom, Dad, etc

Brian Morrison '94,
you are ihe very besi!
Your loving family and

friends.

N

Congratulations Debra
Nawrocici '94.

Love, Mom, Dad & Laura

So very proud of you John!
Love Mom & Dad Newberry

Redefi fted



We're proud of you Kenneth.
Love, Mom and Dad

Great job Greg.
Love, Mom, Mark & Julie

e
TJ you never cease io amaze

us, well done!
Mom, Pops, Dano

Good luck Hugh O'Donnell.
From all ofthe family

Greg O. as always you make
something happen!
Love Mom & Dad

Sieve O. "I can do all things
through Christ." l-Corin. 4:13

Love, Mom and Dad

Proud family of
Jacqueline Otis '94

Todd Owens '94. You made
it! Finally! Congrats!
Love, Mom & Dad

Congraiulaiions
MatthewAlan Parker.

You are special!
Love, Mom & Dad

Proud parents of
Jeff Parks '94

We are proud of you
Stepnanie '94.
Congratulations!
Love Mom & Dad

Congratulations
Jennifer Patrick,

oh the places you will go!
Love, Mom

Goooooo Jennifer! Love, Dad

Tr-aditio rt

Congratulations
Brian C. Payne '97

'Strike, Isaiah 40:3 1 keep
looking up love ihe zooooooo

You did it!! Remember I am
your only girl!!!
Vaya con dios.

Very proud family of
Rob Peragine '94 love and
God bless you always.

I am proud of you Nestor!
Love, Mom

Chas Peterson we are so

proud, thumbs up.
Love, Mom, Dad & Tiffany

Lamar, you sought the dream,
our love and pride

go with you. Mom & Dad

Lamar, a dream come true!
Keep on keepin' on! Love Ya!

Fantastic achievement, Andy!
Mom, Dad and Leslie Popiel
Becca P. we are so proud of
you. Love, Mom & Dad

Sharon '94, clear for take off!
Love, Mom & Dad Presley

R
Congratulations Dan.
Love, Mom & Neil '98

Paulo- Fica forie -

mas dois!
Mae e Pai

On eagle's wings & a prayer
M.J. Ray Noha did it in '94!!

JDOR - Bumble, Stina,
Lieutenant, Always ihe best!

Love, Mom

Good on ya! Li. Roberts.
Renford ll love Mom & Rich \

Christine R. '94 yea!
You made it!

Love Mom, Dad & Poochie

We are proud of you Cedric.
Love, Mom and Lawrence

proud grandparent of Cedricj
A.J. and Dorthy Green '94

Proud family of
Jeannie Roellich '97.

Love io Andrea Rolfe. From
her proud Papa, Mama and

Kate

Our favorite cadet,
Jennifer Rollins.

y
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Congratulations, Radoslaw >�^
we are proud of you. .

^'"

Love, Mom, Dad & Ratal \

leSierco: '9
Chris S., we are so proud of Aijrals.tovel
you! '94 Watch ur six! ynJiJ ;fou didi

Mom & Dad Mom and I

We are proud of you Bryan! ^,^^^1^^'^^^^
Love Mom, Dad and Meghaq^^^-^^^^j

Congratulations '94!
Proud family ofMarc Sands.i,,j|j n , |,

_ � ^ 4oii'94!
Tom reflect on your
accomplishments. l.j

XO Mom & Dad Scheel ^^^^
So blessed, so proud of you m

,.,

tnka Scrienavar. ,. i ^'

Love, Mom, Ray, Derek '94 {^^''^^^
We are so proud of you ^ G

George S.
Love, Mom and Dad

Dob!

Sheyler, we've loved *'eare fo

sharing the USAFA with U. '"^M^
Proud luvM&D
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conffmtidates OUT

1994graduates

JamesCopczi J
JolTiCaiT

Flobert Duman
Bradey Goeke

Michael Marvich
Donald Ohlemacher

Jason Shroyer
Brian Siraw

Douglass Smalley
Eric Tucker

Christopher Vogel

Parents Association of Nebraska and their Cadets |
J. Armagost-96 A. Cramer-95 M. Dee-96 J. Downs-97
J. Eisenreich-97 M. Engel-97 J. Friedel-96 N. Graber-95
G. Griess-95 D.Grover-97 K. Huebert-95 A. Marx-97
J. Johnston-96 M. Johnston-95 L. Nance-95 M. NolIey-97

G. Sefzik-97

Congratulate
.

The Class of 1994

jjiu ^ John Aalborg \
^^P* Arthur Bermel \
^&'' Jason Combs \
>�C- Joseph Kunkel

Darryl Terrell \

Cilibseti^

Ifl*
iJo

Mike Sierco: '94 grad
Congrats. Love & pride.

You did it!
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Lt. Sikra!
We're proud of you!

Mom and Dad

Congrats, Ratz! Outstanding
squadron '94! The Sikras

You done real good
"Freakra"! I love you Amy

Joe Silvers '94, congratula
tions. Love, Mom & Dad
Knew you could do it ...

Congrats ... Gong, Asher,
Dobber

Todd Smith,
we are proud of you!

Love, Daddy and Mother

Wes Smith - "See I told you so

7/2 of '89 was right- 14
years - goal UPT yes!

You did it Mark Snowden, we
are very proud of you.

Mom & Dad

Scot, we are proud of you.
Lots of love.

Mom, Dad, Shelly & Sheri '94

Proud parents of Jeff
Spinnanger

Shane Steinke '95, three
down, one to go.
Love Mom & Dad

Patrick Suerman '97 excellent
year. You did it! Mom & Dad

Mike Suerman '94 -

From Army brat to AF 2Lt.
we salute you.

Proud family of
Matthew J. Sufnar '94.
Love, Mom, Dad & Anne

Brett 2 down 2 to go/ Great
job - The Woodies

Proud family of
Paula Anne Thorson '94.

Matt Tieman '96
soar Hke the eagles!

Love, Mom, Dad and Ken

Proud family of
David Toogood '94.

Proud parents of
Jason Towns '94.

Redefi tted
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Way to go Scott/

Love, Daci, Mom & Jeff Ulmer

M-
Brian V.M. -

li could have been worse.

Congrats Erik Van
Weezendonk!

Love from your proud family
^

Proud & loving family of Paul
Wagner '94. USMC

Congrats!

"You must never give up."
Proud family of Bin Walperi

Proud family of
Jim Wamhoff '94.

We are so proud of you.
Max Weems '95.
Love, Mom and Jim

Proud family of
Christian Wendler.

Follow your dreams Tina -

Phil. 4. ..13.
Love Dad, Mom and Lisa

Way io go Wheels '94!
Love Mom & Dad

Always proud, for ever loving
Mom, Dad and Clint

Whitfield.

The Wilkins of Texas,
noi surprised! Congrats

Lance.

Well done Jason Wollard &
tfie best for UPT. Dad - Gma

& Gpa

Congrats, Greg Wood
honor is paramount!

Love, Mom, Dad and Dave

Mark Wood - Get a haircut.
Love, Dad and Kathy

Li. Sieve Woods, we are so

proud of you - Mom and Dad

Proud family of
William Zutt '94.

Symbols of
excellence
Throughout your Air Force career two organizations will be

important to you � the Air Force Academy and the Air Force

Association. One provided your education, the other provides

continuing support as your professional association.

AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION
1501 LEE HIGHWAY ARLINGTON, VA 22209-1198

CORPORATE LIFE MEMBER
ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATES

Tr-ad i tic:f n

^
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Rosemount Aerospace has been supplyingAir Data Instrumentation
to high performance aircraft throughout the free world since 1956.

RosemountAerospace
A Division of BFGoodrich Aerospace

1 4300 Judicial Road Burnsville, Minnesota 55306-4898

�^
LABORATORY

Draper, a nonprofit research and developmenl corporalion, has o dislin-

guished record ol designing and developing syslems usable in the field by
U.S. Air Force, Army, Navy, ARPA, and NASA, which were produced on a

build-to-print basis by industry.
A leader in the development of highly reliable controls for vehicles

ranging from spacecraft to hydrofoils. Draper also developed fault-tolerant
computing and integrated information systems for a number of diverse

system applications.
Current priorities lie in the research, development and application of:

- Intelligent guidance and control systems
- Intelligent autonomous vehicle systems
- Communication and intelligence systems
- Spacecraft systems
- Technology insertion into operational systems

SSS Technology Square, Combrldge, MA 02139

Telephone: (617) 2S8-1000 Fox: (617) 2S8-1131

A Convenient Service From
Air Academy Federal Credit Union

Now, by using your phone, you can apply for a
loan without leaving your home or office. Ask
us about our new phone loan officers or about
TouchTone Loan, our 24 hour loan application
service. Air Academy Federal Credit Union...
where we have a way with money!

Air Academy Federal Credit Union
(719) 592-1030
1-800-223-1983 �

TouchTone Loan 1-800-562-6601 MEMBER
NCUA

^ \y\ wm



Index
A

Aalborg, John Thomas 18, 464

Abair, Paul Hans 476

Abba, David W. 2 1 8

Abbott, Kristen E. 86, 1 54

Abraham, Jeffrey Michael 452

Abrahamson, David J. 18, 210, 254

Abt, Jason D. 171

Academics 263

Acebes-Puertas, Cesar O. 209

Acevedo, Carlos L. 1 89

Ackerman, Randall E. 177, 228

Acosta, Jeremy J. 223

Acosta Jr, Gilbert A. 145

Acosta, Sandra C. 20, 154

Acquaro, Philip F. 180

Adair, Juliana 82, 83, 182

Adam, Jory J. 1 69

Adams, Alan B. 19, 196

Adams, Joseph L. 186

Adams, Matfhew C. J. 195

Adams, Matthew H. 196

Addison, Nokia W. 76, 1 67

Adelung, Jeffrey M. 412

Adlung,R. C. Ernst 158

Aerni, Ryan J. 21 1

Aero Club 319

Agnew, Kari A. 167

Agrinya, Emmanuel O. 207

Agte, Jeremy S. 159

Aguilar, Michael A. 223

Aguilera, Joson T. 2 1 9

Agyemang, Joseph A. 209

Ahern, Maureen M. 191

Ahmad,Ahmad Farzi Bin Haji 336
Ahner, Matthew C. 195

Aikido Club 316

Ainslie, Rebecca L. 191

Akca, Mehmet 1 48

Akerman, Ivan 2 1 1

Albrecht, Patrick W. 172

Albright, Matthew D. 206

Alden, Louis C. 19, 204

Aldrich, Heather Jean 480

Alexander, Antoin M. 211

Alexander, James R. 194

Alexander, Jeffrey D. 1 47

Alexander, Philip P. 157

Alexander, Steven S. 1 96

Alford, Hobart Randolph 440
Alkire II, Joseph R. 159

Allcorn, Audrey E. 182

Allen, Andrew L. 195

Allen, Croig Doolittle 364

Allen, Jennifer Suzanne 307, 489
Allen Jr,Gary L 187

Allen, Michael D. 154

Allen, Michael E. 218

Allen, Theresa M. 153

Allen,William Charles 336

Allgeyer, Aaron Trevor 412

Allison, Donald Scott 322, 468

Allison, Jeffrey T. 209

Allred, Dustin D. 159, 324

Allred, Kevin D. 225

Alpeter, John T. 152

Altimeter Check 48

Alvarado, Daniel A. 76, 209

Alvarez, Juan A. 1 73

Alvaroda-Sosa, Arturo Enrique
124, 456, 488
Amisano Jr, Richard Paul 383
Amonette, David A. 1 88

Amundson, Korey Eugene 356

Anastasio, Christopher J. 217

Anastasiou, Alexander Bill

248, 324, 400

Anders, John M. 213

Anderson, Adam D. 1 46

Anderson, Brett Carl 278, 292, 476

Anderson, Edward R. 1 73

Anderson, Joson C. 43, 176

Anderson, Karsten J. 171, 301

Anderson, Lars D. 159

Anderson, Maiya D. 95, 209

Anderson, Marshall Giraud 21, 348

Anderson, Matthew P. 161

Anderson, Michael P. 222

Anderson, Scotty Shone 392

Anderson, Steven Michael 360

Andert, Amy L. 1 6 1

Aneshansley,William B. 157

Angeles, Gigi D. 1 75

Angelo, Thomas P. J. 224

Anger, Shown E. 219, 228

Angerman,William S. 164, 316

Aniakudo, Obiesili H. 214

Annunziata, Chad W. 1 45

Anfedomenico, John Joseph
19, 428, 502

Anfedomenico, Noemi 147

Anthony, Damon A. 1 94

Antonopulos, Nicholas G. 181

Antunez, Alejandro 123, 212

Appelt, Jon G. 39, 209

Apple, Robert B. 199

Aquino, Kay Mara 452

Arbogast, Valentine S. 1 68

Archery club 321

Archibald lll,Alexander M. 149

Archie, Michael Kenichi 380

Arico, Joseph D. 159

Armagost, Jeremy R. 1 83

Armour, Carl R. 21 1

Armstrong, Richard W. 1 66

Arnold, Joson G. 203

Arnold, Joson P. 187
Arnold Jr, Michael D. 159

Arriolo, David A. 157

Arrudo, Sherri J. 1 82

Arstingstoll, Heath A. 1 67

Artelli, Michael J. 149

Ashford, William H. 151

Aslam, Salmon M. 208

Asuan, Martin R. 187

Atkins, Jason R. 180

Atkinson, Jacob C. 197

Ausdemore, Joson S. 151

Austin, Christopher E. 1 82

Avram, Jason B. 175
Awards Ceremony 498

Ayers, Rex O. 218

Ayres, Matthew L. 151

Azuo, Mark Ernest 463, 489

Boode, Matthew S. 198

Booke, Paul C. 178

Babcock, Anthony D. 179

Babcock, Lisle H. 147

Babinski, Jeffrey Lloyd 332

Baccalaureate 496

Bochtell, Michael J. 178

Backus, Paul L. 157

Bacon, Christopher A. 1 53

Bodio, Dante C. 21 1

Bahl, Christopher Andrew 464

Bailey, Joson E. 190

Bailey, Michael C. 191

Boird, Bryan A. 160

Baird, Cory Ernest 428

Boird, Charles Armentrout 444

Baird, William E. 210

Bajuscik, George E. 205

Baker, Charles H. 170

Baker, Jason J. 202, 302

Baker, Lorry E. 190

Baker, Paul D. 221

Baldwin, Brett 436
Baldwin, Brian T. 172, 302

Bolettie, Chad A. 162

Boll, JenniFer Lynn 368

Ballinger, Rex M. 170

Boniewicz, Dennis A. 1 97

Bonks, Shone B. 189

Bar, Anno A. 1 45

Barasch, Jenna E. 160

Barber, Christopher T. 1 49

Barbery, Tyrone D. 225

Borchers, Jeffrey D. 200, 322

Barchie, Matthew F. 148

Barclay, Michael 245, 249

Bares, David Charles 392

Barker, Alan P. 220

Barker, Carrie E. 98, 159

Barker, Martin William 432

Barker, Russell D. 179

Barlow IV, Harmon H. 165

Barlow, Jeffrey Justin 424

Barnes, Aaron R. 37, 217

Barnes, Kevin Michael 18, 332
Barnes, Nathaniel D. 206

Barnett, Robert B. 165

Barnett, Robert C. 192

Barney II, Stanley F. 173

Barrera, Jose Enrique 272, 387
Barrett, Anthony R. 97, 217

Barrett, Chnstopher J. 155

Barrett, Jereme A. 1 68

Barrington,William A. 1 66

Barron, John W. 147

Bartok, Frank Scott 485

Bartee, Brian Y. 176

Bartels, Clayton B. 145

Bartels, Douglas H. 186

Barten, Michael H. 160

Bortholic, Linell A. 167

Bartlett,William M. 187

Bartolome, Allan Dandin 400

Bartoione, Renoe M.

19, 91, 115, 166

Barton, Bridget A. 158

Barton, Loyd Eric 20, 460

Barton, Mary Elizabeth 436

Basballe, Christian L. 201

Bosshom, Christopher B. 220

Baude, Brian R. 225

Bouer, Eric John 348

Boumon, Brian S. D. 1 77

Baumann, Melissa K. 221

Baumgartner, Dylan S. 168

Bautista, Michael Villaflor
18, 117, 392

Baxter, Lonce Edgar 376
Boycuro, John A. 163

Baysoc, Fatima S. 1 93

Beochom, Rachel L. 222

Beoke, Christopher Henry 76, 353

Beard, Baker Bozeman 456
Beard IV, Joseph R. 163

Beattie, John Thomas 480

Beavers, Jonathon N. 159

Beborto, Vikhyat Sugyani 445
Beck, Laura E. 179

Becker, Angela S. 187

Becker, James A. 167

Becker Jr, Barry Benjamin 448

Bedard, Craig S. 18, 150

Beddow, Elissa Christine 416

Bedgood II, Bernard 198

Bediek, Jeanne M. 138, 189

B
osnian civil war continues
The 1 8-monthcivilwar in whatwas formallyYugoslavia continued
a tale of human tragedy. The bitter turf battle between the Croats
and Muslims leftmore than 200,000 people dead ormissing. This

number included ten

United Nations relief
workers. The
struggle centered in

Sarajevo, the capi
tal of Bosnia, but it

wasreportedthatlife
in other communities
was even worse.



Beebe, David Evan 383

Beeber, Gregg C. 213

Beegan, Elizabeth C. 151

Beeker, Kevin R. 21 1

Beene, Gory D. 208

Beer, Lawrence A. 1 79

Beers, Garry/Gory 247

Beers, Jason H. 192

Begin, Daniel J. 1 81

Behm, Robert D. 84, 85, 182

Beigh, Brady Carlos 353

Bejtiich, Richard Michael 360

Belin, Troy D. 106, 210

Belisle, Adelle Lynn 21, 460

Bell, Brian T 159

Bell, Kenyon K. 18, 55, 96, 204

Bellcase, Jonathan B. 21 1

Bender, Gregory 1 70

Bender, Maj Ralph 285

Benitone, Trevor B. 21, 180

Benjamin, Adam D. 1 96

Bennett, Dovid J. 157

Benoit, Marcel Louis 353

Benson, Elizabeth A. 153

Benson, Michael J. 110, 212

Benson, O. T. 2 1 9

Benson, William Edward III 384

Benter, Brian Dean 480

Benton Jr, Steven Alexander 485

Benwitz, Kyle A. 205

Berardinelli, Jonothon T. 167

Berdugo, Soroh E. 1 95

Berent, Kevin J. G. 194, 316

Berg, Dovid Woyne 19, 396, 503

Berg, Matthew R. 225

Berger Jr, Gory F. 1 45

Bergeron, Brion Keith 85, 464

Bergfeld, Lee G. 214

Bergstrom, Jeffrey Scott 76, 380

Bermel Jr, Arthur Joseph 424
Bernard, Brion T. 181

Bernardi, Joe A. 21 7

Bernordini, Rebecca 322, 456

Bernordini, Shown D. 1 72

Bernbeck, Gary E. 215

Bernier, Roymond 19, 384

Berrian, Frederick S. 223

Berry, Erin K. 203

Berumen, Alberto 150

Berzins, Ronold H. 174

Bettencourt, Michael V. 196

Betts, Kimberly D. 190, 305

Betts, William D. 212

Beyer, Brod E. 192

Biancucci II, Dante Anthony 408
Bibighaus, Dovid Laury 368
Bice Jr, Timothy J. 169

Biebighouser, Erik D. 209

Bieryla, Jomes Joseph 420, 475

Biewer, Matthew J. 208

Big Brother & Big Sisters 253

Big Brothers & Big Sisters 3 1 8

Bilek, Beou O. C. 1 10, 111, 192

Billingsley, Geoffrey O. 161

Bir, Megan K. 109, 215

Birch, Paul R. 157

Birch, Samuel W. 195

Birdwell, Michael B. 169

Bisbano, Christian J. 144

Bischel, Carrie Jeon 416

Bishop, Christopher R. 205

Bishop, Matthew M. 209

Biskup, Elizabeth A. 169

Bivens, Jennifer L. 197, 317

Bjorgen, Mark Wolfgang 344

Block, Michael Barsel
71, 76, 77, 393

Block, Michael R. 204

Black, Robert M. 178

Blackburn, Brondon 463

Blackmon, John V. 220

Blackwood, Connor Seon 460

Bladen, Williom T. 161

Bloke, Brett R. 148

Blake, Catherine V. 219

Blakely Jr, Marcus R. 224

Blokemore, Dick J. 203

Blozeusz, Piotr A. 207

Blevins, Steve Lee 336

Blind, Bryan A. 150

Blissett, Rob Edward 376

Block, William Jozef 420
Blomme, Mark Edward 308, 376

Bloss, Devin L. 191

Blough, Derek S. 189

Bloxom, Grohom Kendall 452
Blue Tube 290
Bluebards 313, 314

Bool, Jason Paul 81, 332

Boatright, Steven M. 21, 186

Bootwright, Joshua T. 222

Bobeck, Bryan L. 167

Bobko, Joshuo P. 144

Bodnar, James W. 193

Bodwell, Robert D. 201

Boeckmon, Kyle J. 213

Boeckmonn, Brenda Marie 95, 393

Boehm, John M. 181

Boehme, William J. 223

Boesche, Col Gerald 63

Bogue, Patrick Adorn 302, 485

Bohonnon, Leland Benwood Hunter

369, 468

Bohnort, Joshua E. 155

Bohnen, David P. 218

Boillot, Kenneth R. 187

Bolander, Richord J. 148

Bole, Col Samuel J. 63

Bolen, Michael T. 174

Bolinger, Robert T. 156, 289, 308

Bolton, Charles David 348

Bond II, Dennis Franklin 417

BonDuront, Chad B. 200

Bongiolatti, Jomes B. 189

Bonilla, Dennis Bruce 377

Bonner, Robert J. 165

Booth, Jeffrey S. 45, 171, 228

Booth, Williom P. 225

Borchers, Brent W. 201

Bording, Steven P. 2 1 0

Born, Phillip G. 195

Boscorino, William Tom 457

Bosemon, Jerald P. 191, 324

Bosiljevac, Michael John 19, 425

Bosone, John Walter 364

Both, Benjamin C. 180

Bottorff, Jeffrey A. 206

Bouchard, Noel R. 20, 144

Boulet, Jonothon P. 217

Bourque, Daniel R. 224

Boussy, Louro C. 208

Bowen, James Robert 400

Bower, Albert Matthew 417

Bower, Reeves Emerson 372

Bowers, George F. 191

Bowick, Robert M. 192

Bowling (Men's) 328

Bowling (Women's) 317

Bowman, Joshua D. 198

Boxing 124

Boy Scouts 295

Boyd, Benjomin L. 22, 161

Boyd, Daniel P. 146

Boyle, Timothy M. 171

Boynton, Michael J. 220

Bozied, Jennifer Layne 353, 502

Bozied, Kathy 502

Broch, Jeffrey D. 149, 258

Brockney, Dovid C. 76, 1 76
Brodeen Jr, Robert J. 176

Brodford, Brian L. 18, 20, 45, 144

Bradford, Matthew S. 183

Bradley, Matthew J. 165

Bradley, Sean A. 165

Bradley, Sean P. 173

Broiley, Jock 76

Brollier, Toby J. 20, 194

Brannon, Jennifer A. 27, 169

Bronnan, Patrick S. 207

Brassell, James P. 223

Braswell, Mitzi L. 159

Broun, Jeffrey Michael 485

Browner, Cecilia S. 191

Braxton Jr, Ernest E. 157

Brozgel, David J. 219

Brech, Brian Allen 465

Breen, Thomos M. 145

Breisch, Robert William 436

Bremer, John E. 220

Bremer, Maximilian K. 1 79

Brennan, Barbara M. 159

Breuker, John Dovid 372

Breuker, Theodore A. 1 50

Brevard, Michael R. (Mikey B) 170

Brewer, Erin R. 1 73

Breyen, Roberto L. 103, 205

Brezinski, Poul R. 152

Bridge, Ty C. 217

Bridges, Christopher A. 1 83

Brien, Thomas A. 214

Briese, Scott E. 169

Brigham, Jeremy D. 187

Bright, William B. 213

Brimmer, John Robert 440

Brings, Daniel S. 159

Brink II, Michael Lee 349

Britt, Jeffrey L. 2 1 6

Brizuelo, Justin Z. 208

Broaden, Michael G. 205

Brock, Douglas F. 155, 324

Brock, Michael E. 198

Brockinton, Brent Gannon 408

Brogdon, Jomes Matthew 368

Bronson, Gretchen E. 220

Bronson, Niko S. 83, 207

Brooks, Corl R. 197

Brooks, Kareem Charles 333

Brooks, Motthew R. 225

Brooks, Penelope A. 225

Brooks, Terance M. 209

Brothers, Michael Dunton 307

Broughton, Justin Lee 103, 369

Browder, David A. 1 65

Brown, Chorles Deniz 489

Brown, Darren Joseph 353

Brown, Erik B. 1 48

Brown, Joson M. 148, 308

Brown Jr, Darryl V. D. 2 1 7

Brown Jr, Ronald C. 1 87

Brown, Kyle D. 182

Brown, Roshelle Elizobeth 369
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� The Grumman S211A is the best training aircraft for the Joint Primary
y^craftTraining System QPATS). Its established production, fleet

I history and mature design provide ample reasons: 'low risk"
learning, low operating and maintenance costs, minimum
downtime and support Designed by our teammateAgusta

and already operating at the heart of the JPATS requirement
envelope, die S211A accommodates modern crew trainingwith
maximum utility Built to U.S. Aerospace Technology and

^ Manufacturing Standards, the S211 fleet has amassedmore

J than 70,000 hours of simple, reliable efficient training. The
S211A is the ideal primary trainer�no JPATS alternative

matches fhis cost-effective aircraft. Grumman
Aerospace & Electronics Group, Bethpage, Long
Island, NY 11714. Telephone: (516) 575-7638. HMM
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"My Military
Training
EnaWed Me

To Do My

Duty Because

Tne Lives Or

My Crew And

Tne Destiny

Of My Country

Depenaea

On It."
-Tonn Landry

8 a World War II B-17
bomber pilot, Super Bowl

Champion Coach Tom Landry learned the risk

of military life. He also knows that whether

you're flying a mission overseas or planning for

your family's financial future, you
should learn from the pros.

Since 1958, USPA&IRA have been

'Providing tKc opportunity (or every profcssiona
In GERMANY, call 06221-37631 In ENGLAND, call 0638-717700 In GUAM, call 477-4412

sharing their financial knowledge with thou
sands of military officers and senior NCOs.

Today, they continue this tradition by conducting
no cost Family Financial Seminars throughout
the world.

For information about seminars in your
area, call today and learn from the pros.
1-800-443-2104

1 military family to achieve (inancial independence."

USPA&IRA PO 80x2387 Fori Worlh, Texas 761 13-2387

United Services Planning Association, Inc (USPA)

Independent Research Agency lor Lile Insurance. Inc, (IRA)

i 1993 Independent Research Agency (or Life Insurance, Inc
Compensation was made for the person appearing in this ad
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c
oup attempted in Russia
Russia, one of the world's superpowers, saw political upheaval
when President Boris Yeltsin disbanded the legislature Sept. 2 1 .

The hard-liners barricaded themselves in the parliament build
ing in an attempt to
wrest power from
Yelstin. Tanks and

troops Flushed out

the defiant lawmak

ers, crushing fhe re

bellion. A commis
sion was then
formed to create a

new legislative
framework, and
elections were

scheduled.
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enver's last stop on Pope's tour
World Youth Day in Denver marked the end of Pope John Pauln̂1 ^V Il's four-day tour of the

^B^^^ United States in August.
During his last outdoor Mass at a city
park, more than 1 4,000 soughtmedi
cal treatment for heat exhaustion

and dehydration; despite the hot con
ditions spirits were high. Many ca

dets took the opportunity to see the

pontiff at his stop in Denver.
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Earthquake
rocks California

At 4:3 1 a.m. on Monday, January 1 7, a 6.6 (on the Richter scale)
earthquake shook Southern California. It claimed 6 1 lives and left
damage totalling $30 bil

lion. Transportation was crippled
when five interstate highways were

damaged. Broken aqueducts cut of
much of the water supply to the San

Fernando Valley while more than

500,000 people were left without

power in Los Angeles County. Rich
ard Riordan, the Los Angeles mayor
said: "The days ahead will be rough;
let's all stick together."
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English, David L. 193

English Jr, Donald E. 144

Eninger, Robert M. 146

Ensor, Keith R. 207

Epperson, Dovid C. 159

Epperson, Prof. Jon 268

Erickson, Angela Jaime 333

Erickson, Michael Stephen 365

Erickson, Oliver D. 149

Erspamer, Chad Jeremy 433

Erwin, Johnny M. 160

Escolonte, Mario J. 151

Escorpizo, Raymond R. 203

Estrada, Guillermo J. 174

Estrem, Matthew C. 199

Evangelista, Anthony J. 177

Evans, Christopher Michael 373

Evans, Gregory Roy 409
Evans, James K. 1 99

Evans, Mark O. 163

Evans, Owen Daniel 457

Evans, Pot 76
Evans, William M. 181

Evenson, Joson W. 200

Everett, Timothy J. 179

Evers, Reese D. 130, 147

Evers, Scott C. 194

Explorers 323

Farley, Joe J. 211

Farley, Major John 291

Farr, Jored A. 151

Farrell, Patrick J. 215

Farriss, Andrew 247

Farriss, Jon 247

Farriss, Tim 247

Faulk, Marshall 67

Favorito, Rocky Anthony 365

Feichtinger, Paul W. 144

Feldman, Scott Michael 19, 409
Feliz, Major 56

Fell, Christopher H. 149

Fellona, Michael J. 199

Fenno, Kevin W. 153

Ferenschak, Timothy W. 169

Ferguson, lain D. M. 175

Ferguson, Shawn Edward 401

FeHond, Derek R. 206

Fernondez-Silvo, Joaquin 433

Ferrari, Dovid G. 1 62

Ferretti, Christopher 1 82

Ferries, James M. 177

Ferris, David L. 1 67

Fetzer, Matthew U. 169

Feucht, Chad E. 148

Feyereisen, Melissa A. 1 09, 1 75

Fio, Carolyn C. 209

Ficek, Silos H. 159

Fields, Curtis M. 147

Fields, Jeffrey D. 153

Fields, Jeremy A. 191

Fife, Kurt D. 181

Figueroa, Roberto 1 83, 304

Finlayson, James A. 197

Finnigsmier, Christopher T. 153

Fino, Steven A. 199

Firsties 331

Fischer, Daniel M. 85, 171

Fischer, Jock D. 197

Fischer, Shiloh Douglas 19, 481

Fisher, Brandon B. 157

Fisk, Jason S. 32, 206, 324

Fiske, Charies R. 163

Fite, Joshua J. 173

Fitzgerald, Brian M. 18, 160, 308

Football
feats -

while Texans celebrated a

Buffalo Bills lamented over

losing their fourth straight
Superbowl. Dallas defeated the Bills
30-13 on Sunday, Jan 30. Emmitt
Smith was the game's MVP. Chad

fHennings, an Air Force Academy
graduate, also helped the Cowboys
along to victory.

Faber, Shannon D. 109, 219

Fabio, James Anthony 3 1 4, 449

Fagan Jr,James Farrell 1 20, 477

Fager, Chadwick F. 18, 224

FogeHond, Eric B. 209

Fairchild, lan M. 215
Faithful III, Frederick Leslie 397
Falcon Club 318

Fallis, Brian D. 177

Fallis, Joson Robert 490

Fallon, Joshua B. 170

Falzarano, Thomas George AAb

Dallas wins again
second national championship, the



Fitzgerald, Crissie D. 1 60

Fitzgerald II,Wayne M. 191

Fitzgerald, Shown P. 225

Fitzpatrick, Christian R. 1 8, 1 48

Flanagan, Lucas C. 225, 243

Fleming, Adrienne L. 199

Fleming, Todd D. 208

Fletcher, Justin L. 172

Fletcher, Richard L. 2 1 2

Fletcher, Vernon J. 76, 189

Flietstra, Timothy D. 1 94

Flood, Adam C. 203, 322

Flowers, Thomas A. 179

Floyd, Jack D. 197

Floyd, Wayne Evan 18, 441

Flying Team (Competition) 322

Flynn Jr, Michael J. 186

Fobes, Andrew R. 197

Fogel, Jeffrey M. 221

Fogle, Deedra D. 210

Foley, Mark B. 19, 21, 172

Follin, Christopher Michael 453

Foncannon, John Weston 397

Fontenot, Johnothon D. 21, 76, 216

Fontenot Jr, Morris M. 211, 254

Fontes Jr.Joe R. 201

Forbes, Rouven M. 159

Ford, Christopher Todd 449

Forest, Joson Dale 421

Forman, Christopher D. 165

Formwalt, Byron P. 1 67

Forner, Carolyn Sue 42 1

Forster, William R. 18, 222

Fortin, Robert J. 145

Fortuna Jr, Gerald R. 85, 146

Foster, Cordis H. 212

Foster, John D. 167

Foster, Paul A. 209

Foster, Stephen Dwight 441
Foster, Todd Kenneth 357

Fountain, Lonell J. E. 175

Foutch, Michael D. 93, 222

Fowler, Jeremy R. 171, 228

Fox, Betty 261

Fox, Capt 278

Fraga, Bolivar M. 205

Francis, James Garrett 386, 441

Francis, Robert B. 21 1

Frank, Seth C. 164

Frank, Stephen P. 145

Franklin, Daniel C. 169

Franklin, James M. 178

Franks, Lorry S. 188

Franze, Klaus D. 225

Frasier, Kevin A. 2 1 3

Frazee, Joson M. 215, 307

Frazey, John S. 207

Frazier, Chad Ethan 472

Frazier, John C. 123, 216

Frazier, Ryon C. 191

Freedman, Julie A. 95, 161

Freeman, Cheryl A. 169

Freeman, William C. 209

Frees, Erich A. 215

Freiburger, Brion Jomes 361

Freund, Kevin Michael 388

Freyenhagen, Joel P. 213

Frickel, Surya J. 19, 214, 272, 273

Friday Jr,William J. 200

Friedel, Jesse J. 209

Friedland, James E. 170

Friedman I, Abraham F. 1.349, 467

Friend, Lorry 87

Fritzinger, Mark Thomas 465
Frizzell Jr,John C. 159

Fry, Moj Gen James C. 18

Fry, Thomas Christopher 41 7

Fry, Todd D. 150

Fry, William J. 207

Frye, Heath W. 147

Fuchs, Jomes W. 208, 312

Fujiwara, Rinney J. 178
Fuller III, Roy L. 169
Fuller Jr, Jimmy D. 165, 324

Fuss, Melissa Ann 417

Geishouser, Clair M. 153

Gempler, Keith S. 1 57

Gentry, Janeen Michel 373, 391

Gentry, Waynetto R. 173

George, William K. 213

Georgilas, Stacy A. 219

Geraghty, Jeffrey T. 2 1 5

Gerfen, Christopher Scott 397

Gernandt, Jennifer R. 149

Gerst, John M. 181

Gesuale, Brian 85, 425

"Get Your Chin Inl". See

Kayaking. See a/so Sepp,Robert

insburg confirmed to the Court
RuthBaderGinsburgbe-

^B ^M comethe second woman
^^^^ tositontheUnitedStates

Supreme Court on August 1 0. She is

the country's 107th Supreme Court
Justice and President Bill Clinton's
first nominee. Ginsburg was over

whelmingly confirmed by the Senate.
This women's rights pioneer said: "in
my lifetime, I expect there will be

among federal judicial nominees ...

as many sisters as brothers in low."

Gobbord, Derek M. 21, 198, 302

Gable, Daniel L. 180

Gadus, Michelle L. 207

Goge Jr, Leo LaVern461

Goillord II, Franklin D. 212

Golocgoc, Darrick V. 225

Galaydick, Scott Jerome 373

Galindo, Benjamin Gomez 486

Gallagher, Sean Patrick 441

Gallegos, Gerald 158

Gallei, Francisco Manuel 449

Gollo, Brion David 401

Galloway, George T. 157

Gamble, Brig Gen Patrick K. 1 6

Gamblin, Matthew Carl 357

Gamboa, Anthony Soles 337

Gonge, Joyce R. 145, 329

Gontt, Christopher W. 174

Garber, Darren Dovid 486

Gorceou, More J. 223

Garcia, Bradley E. J. 201

Garcia, Julie Christine 469

Gorcio-Moroles, Jose C. 204

Gardner, Eric Rankin 429

Gorey, Brad C. 167

Gorgoc, Kelly J. 215

Garner, Ellis E. 173

Garnet, Mark A. 177, 322

Garnett, J. T. 186

Garrett IV, Solomon M. 221

Gorrett, Michael S. 166

Gorst, John O. 179

Gasiorowski, Moriusz
138, 141, 209

Gates III, Tommy M. 153

Gatlin, Ted Riley 473

Gouch, David Allen 76, 373

Gaulke, Gory W. 181

Goupp, Martin Peter 21, 393

Gebhardt, Matthew J. 146

Cehringer, Mark W. 203

Geiser, Thomas A. 204, 272, 273

Gianelloni, Luke Harris 469

Giannoni, Robert Joseph 345

Gibbins,Walter D. 167

Gibbs, Anthony R. 175

Gibbs, Joson D. 175

Gibbs, Robert A. 153

Gibson, Brian H. 213

Gibson, Joy S. 145

Gibson, Jeffrey M. 216

Giese, Matthew P. 207

Giffen, Col 292

Gifft, John Milton 361

Giggy, Todd C. 163

Gillaspie, Timothy W. 160

Gillen, Daniel P. 189

Gillen, Thomas J. 220

Gilliam, Michael C. 205

Gilpatrick, Brian D. 157

Giorgianni, Christopher Joseph 388

Girrbach, Ryon T. 209

Gismondi, Nicola Paul 85, 461

Githens, Daniel E. 153

Giustino, Antonio 1 79

Gizzi, Christopher A. 193

Gjone, Kenneth D. 1 66

Gladen, Billeye S. 83, 204

Glazer, Benjamin W. 200

Glenn, Bradly A. 218

Glinski, Somontho A. 207

Glover, Matthew Rich 123, 413

Goddard, Christopher M. 223

Goddard, Robert A. 190

Goddard, Shenandoah B. 204

Godwin, William S. 209

Goeke, Bradley Jomes 384

Goemans, Daniel P. 199

Goff, Shannon L. 95, 199

Goggin, Jeffrey L. 1 45

Goin, Pierry 1 50

Goldizen, Chad R. 195

Gomes, Captain 316

Gomez Jr,Paul J. 113, 205

Gomez, Robert Joseph 409

Gonzales, Brandon L. 195

Gonzales, Randall Bonks 20, 445

Gonzalez, Celiann M. 150

Gonzalez, Eric H. 205

Gonzalez Jr, Francisco R. 175

Gonzolez, Leonel 461

Gonzalez, Michael J. 324

Gonzalez, Sylvia A. 20, 198

Gooch, Joson D. 162

Goodman, Laura G. 199

Goodman, Richord A. 163

Goodman, Stephen Alford 341

Goodrich, Drew P. 156

Goodwin, Joson 195

Goodwin, Major 283

Goodwin, Robert John 421

Goosen, Gary Edwin 453

Gordon, Joe Motos 365

Gordon, Kurt lan 338

Gordon, Wade T. 19, 21, 196

Gorecki, Russell J. 195

Gorowsky, Steven J. 222

Gorski, Steven M. 171

Goss, Jenny L. 109, 157

Gould, Sierra H. 205

Gourde, Jomes M. 168

Govin, Jomes P. 203

Gower, Joseph T. 163

Grobanski, Amie L. 83, 225

Graber, Nathan E. 218

Grace, Eric Christian 380

Grocio, Alex 100, 361

Graddon, Paul G. 1 87

Grodney, Seon 196

Graduation 501

Graduation Parade 498

Graham, Jomes Adam 345

Graham Jr, Stephen A. 1 65

Grohom, Scott Edward 388

Grant, Jennifer L 19, 214

Grasky, Brian J. 1 75

Graveley, Amy L. 209

Graves, Steven Bradley 19, 21, 461

Graving, Jennifer A. 223

Growe, Kevin A. 169

Gray, Angela L. 205

Gray, Darren Pierre 19, 388

Green, Bryon C. 1 86

Green, Chad P. 162

Green, Curtis T. 224

Green, Cynthia Elaine 333

Green, Keith B. 186

Green, Marcus Donnell 274, 481

Greene, Christopher M. 1 67

Greene, Richard M. 161

Greenleaf, Douglas A. 159, 322

Greenleaf, Patrick W. 207,522
Greeson, Charies E. 169

Gregor, KaH R. 145

Gregory, Bryan W. 209

Gregory, Jeffrey Deon 441

Gregory, Lester 1 89

Gregory, Marcus H. 160

Gregory, Tommy Eugene 18, 380

Grein, David Allan 76, 338

Greiner, Chad L. 187

Gretz, Dovid M. 203

Griess, Gabriel J. 212

Griffith, Scott M. 191

Redefined \
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^^ Salute America's Finest.

For a free poster of this ad, write America's Finest, PO, Box 4251, Seal Beach, CA 90740-8251. 4^ RockweU



'd!i
^custonmraren^ustonfararemembers ofthe
United StatesAir Force. ^

YdiU're themen andworrienwho serve and jifotect
ifthe countrywe love. You put in tireless hours to
^keep theAir Force a strong and nowfyfiil partof

the U.S.Armed Forces

Our goals are the same.
To serve themen andwomenwho serve our

country.Wherever your career in the
Air Force takes you, be it around theworld or

around the block, yourAAFES^BX/PXwill be there.
We're dedicated to bringing you the best inbrand
namemerchandise and personalized services

at the lowest prices.

Congmtulabons on your success!



Griffiths, John G. 160

Griffiths, Julie C. 202

Griffiths, William P. 117, 150
Grillo III, Lawrence 155, 252

Groat, Brian J. 183

Grobe, Jim 76

Grogan, Erin L. 1 73

Groh, Ty 83

Grosjean, Christopher D. 1 64

Gross, Kevin M. 165

Gross, Kim 76

Grotjohn, Stephen Christopher 457
Grover, Dawn M. 167

Grover, Scott Arlen 490

Groves, John M. 198

Grundohl, Scott A. 2 1 0
Grunwald Jr, Michael 308, 477

Gruszecki, Eric Arkadiusz 449, 479

Gryzen, Peter J. 193

Gudikunst, Robert Clifton 410

Gueck, Joseph C. 223

Guenther, Matthew S. 215

Guenthner, Samuel L. 207

Guerra, Copernicus German 473

Guerra, Monica Patricia 393

Guerrero, Camilo 1 87

Guerrero, Dogoberto 207

Guillermo, Louis Q. 1 62

Gulick, Kevin P. 39, 177

Gulish, Garrett L. 1 00, 161

Gumina, Nicole M. 86, 186

Gump, James R. 195

Gumul, Adam K. 1 81

Gunn, Daniel C. 166
Gunn III, Lawrence C. 1 88

Gunter, Shawn Michael 328, 377

Gurnick, Keith D. 177

Guthrie, Lee C. 157

Gutterman, Anthony John 361

Guttman, Nicholas O. 1 46

Gwinnup, Brian C. 207

Hales,Wesley R. 205

Holey, Roberi L. 173

Holick, Michael J. 214

Hall, Bridget V. 145

Hall, Christopher 156

Hall, Gregory S. 44, 169

Hall, Heather H. 203

Hall, James B. 76, 201

Hall, Matthew T. 167

Hall, Rich 245

Hall, Ronnie C. 216

Hall, Ryan C. 173
hallbrawls 239

Holliday, Janet Lynne 410

Hallman, Jerry D. 159

Halloran, Brendan L. 219

Hoisted, Daniel B. 150

Halterman, AnnMarie 99, 1 77

Halvorson, Erik J. 192

Ham, David William 381

Ham, Derek C. 218

Hamacher, Shone J. 145

Hamby, David Lee 393

Hamby, Jonathan A. 154

Hamiel, David J. 218

Hamill,William R. 147

Hamilton, Chad Andrew 473

Hamilton, Darren M. 190

Homitton, Paul 76

Hamlet, Brian J. 221

Hammel, James R. 191

Hammel, Kim R. 151

Hammer, David K. 189

Hommerstedt, Jennifer 191

Hammond, Devin K. 203

Hammons, Stewart Alfred 405

Hamrock, Thomas C. 187

Han, Martin 152

Hanchett, Karen A. 170

Hancock, Craig F. 215

Handball 324

Healthcare
makes headlines

Spearheading the effort
fo reform healthcarewas
First Lady HillaryRodham

Clinton. The White fHouse task force
continuedworking to find a means to
provide affordable healthcare for all
Americans.

Hook, Lucas Loel 453

Hook, Trevor J. 18, 180

Haas, Jeremy J. 189

Hackbarth, James R. 152

Hacker, Cort O. 198

Hackett, James R. 163

Hacking, Robert G. 224

Haddad, Alexander J. 147

Haden, Ryan E. 2 1 9

Hadley, Mark R. 219, 245

Hagen, CaH R. 195, 307

Hagerman, Lisa Marie 380

Hohn, Gerhard 2 1 7

Hahn, Song K. 39, 209

Haines, Michael G. 161

"Hair" 314

Hoizlip, Benjamin A. 1 65

Halcrow, Stephanie D. 115, 172

Handley, Matthew C. 179

Hanna, Michael John 373

Honnulo, Jussi T. 213

Hansen, Gregg Charles 362

Hansen, Jored D. 187

Hansen, Jeffrey A. 171

Hansen, Justin A. 219

Hansen, Nathan M. 224, 324

Hansen, Richard G. 204

Hanson, Mark P. 196

Harbaugh Jr, Kent Erwin 354

Hardage, Adam S. 38, 155

Hardaway, Valerie W. 155
Hardee, John M. 181

Harden, David B. 176

Harder, Edward J. 157

Hardie, Noah Nohoum 290, 405

Hardman, Jennifer M. 222

Hardy, John A. 149

Haren, Agga L. 147

Harmon, Jock F. 1 63

Harmon, Croig Michael 333

Harper, Lewis B. 1 5 1

Harrigan, Lisa Michelle 83, 490

Harrington, Barbara 1 5 1

Harris, Adam G. 19, 222

Harris, Capt Theodore 56

Harris, Christopher 490

Harris, Corey W. 201

Harris, Daniel A. 191

Harris, Glenn T. 1 1 8, 1 90

Harris IV, Eugene W. 159

Harris, John W. 148

Harris, Johnny K. 179

Harris Jr, James D. 195

Harris, Nicholas A. 189

Harris, Nichole M. 140, 145

Harrison, Joson Joseph 20, 365

Harrison, Johnny J.

68, 74, 76, 77, 218

Harrison, Louis Pedro Yukio 1 8, 362

Hart, James A. 173

Hartigan lll,John P. 147

Hortmon, Brandon R. 155

Hartman, Mary Elizabeth 405

Hartzler, Aaron L. 192, 250, 321

Harvey, Edward R. 206

Harvey, William P. 177

Harwood, Donald Paul

18, 284, 369

Haspil, Michael Frantz 410

Hassinger, Eric S. 1 49

Hothewoy, Steven M. 208

Hattemer,Walter C. 198

Hattix, Carlos L. 165

Hauber, Tonjo R. 95, 150

Hauck, David R. 160

Haugen, Boyd B. 170

Houghion, Shone Clarke

18, 20, 338

Howes, Wode Patrick 481
Hawkins Jr,Willie J. 153

Haworth, David P. 174

Hay, Bryan A. 205

Hayden, Katherine M. 1 47

Hayes, Matthew M. 187

Haynes, Antony K. 21, 182

Haynes, Jeffrey T. 1 46

Hayward, Koromo D. 159

Hazel, Brian Edward 490

Hazen, Chad Christian 230, 401

Hazen, Trevor Drake 437

Head, Kyle B. 161, 242

Headrick III, Clarence Wesley
21, 322, 397

Heoly, Kelly Lynn 338

Heoly, Nathan J. 159

Heoly, Tracy L. 2 1 3

Heckman, Douglas Brian 307, 437

Hedenskoog, Michael Owen 481

Hegarty, Nicholas J. 188

Heider, Timothy Edward 21, 441

Heidler, Prof. Jeanne 269

Heidmous, Jeffrey 88

4

�i^ (Iff

At^

Heitmeyer Jr, Paul R. 47, 181

Heitmeyer, Teri A. 95, 148

Helinski, Brent David 413

Helmontoler, John K. 223

Henderlong, Keith T. 39, 209

Henderson, Michael R. 147

Henderson, Ronald E. 153

Henderson, Sloan Hefner 410
Henderson, Troy Caldwell 104, 449 .^j)*!/'
Hendrix, CaHton H. 155

Hendrix, Johnothon E. 157

Henkelman, Michael R. 156

Hennings, John Alan 449 'iil!],S'
Hennings, Kent William 68, 76, 413

Henry, Kandace Nikolle414
Henshaw, David A. 2 1 7 "^i-miiJ,
Heppner, Mark E. 161 *

,, �|j
Herbek,Eric A. 186 *^',jj3
Herbst, Jeffrey Duone 349 �'^^
Herdrick, Blair A. 153 **

Heritsch, Scott A. 209 �'"'
Hermann, Paul Joy 465 '

Hermanson, Jeffrey M. 194 '**

Hernandez III, Ernesto Porfirio 445 /'*
Hernandez, Jesse Daniel -

20, 324, 473 f'^^
Hernondez-Baquero, Erich Danie 437 �'*'"'

Herrera, More C. 163 �'^^^

Hertzelle,Wendell S. 172 fltlM,3l7
Herwick, Ivan M. 169 �''I"

Hess, Zachary N. 123, 156 ^H*

Hesse, Nathoniel B. 201 fild

Hetke, Dole Ernest 405 i3l>12ll

Hetrick, Kevin C. 151 .f^BI

Hetsko, Joshua L. 150 -UIkJM

Heuck Jr,V/illiam Daniel 362 ^m

Heyler, Scott Gaines 442 .'fitukiL
Hickman, Geoffrey Philip 397 iMM
Hickman, Mark A. 132, 218 !�].!)!
Hicks, Nathaniel G. 224 iiili
Hicks, Russell L. 178 nLl!J
Hiddessen, Michael Robert 457 DUtJ
Higbee, Travis V. 179 ilsiFJij
Higgins, Father Richard 496 ^DU.Ili
Higgins Jr,Michael D. 35, 155, 255 ji^ydi^^
Higley, Joel E. 178, 324 lajtlO!
Hill, Daniel R. 145 lieiici;;
Hill, Douglas, 85 silmiyii^ 38
Hill, Jock Alan 388 (rt,,,^;, ^
Hill, Lincoln B. 220 <*|ililli!
Hill, Ryon C. 180 �,(,s;|j
Hille, Mark D. 201 ''.^}.]^
Hilliard, Robert S. 171 m^ij,
Hillier, Roland K. 215 :4j;{j
Hillner, David Anthony 487 ^ju^ ,

Hilton, Jeremy L. 166 ''ithn
Himebrook, Leslie Frank 357 i'W Da i

Himes, Brent R. 225 *llso', "

Hinds, Joson R. 153 t,^,
'"*

Hintenach, Frederick J. 169 i^.
Hinton, Benjamin D. 181

Hivnor, Chad Mitchell 354

Hlywiak, Joseph Jacob 357 (L,
Hock Jr, George H. 170 ^^"^
Hodges, Bradley Kent 465 i,i

' '^'^ 30;
Hodges III,Walter R. 215 ^jf^^
Hoefar, Colby D. 76, 170 'Cl'*^'"'
Hoenle,Darin L. 215, 324 (|^

'"
Hoeritz, Robert J. 181 iu

'' 'S, 76,
Hoffman, Erik K. 203 t^^''^ t

Hoffman, Justin R. 220 �. '"''l
Hoffman, Paul J. 204

ii)

\ '.!i8"
323
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Hogan, Daniel J. 93, 153

Hogan, Jeffrey A. 209

Hoium, Debra Kay
19, 306, 307, 487

Ho'kuf, Shawn J. 206

Holbrook Mark A 188

Holder, Allen D. 223

Holder, Millicent L, 145

Holifield Jr, Freeman 405

Holland III, George Alvin 377

Holland, Leslie P, 209

Hollandsworth, Mark D, 164

Hollingsworth, Fred M, 197

Hollis, Sloan L. 122, 123, 221

Hollo, Benjamin A, 223

Holloman, David N. 221

Hollomon, Brian Gregory 463, 469

Holloway, Robert L. 67, 76, 161

Holmberg, Andrew Worth 333

Holtmeier, Bradford K. 1 93

Holtz, Heath M. 179

Honor Guard 300, 499

Hood, Thomas Jason 417

Hooli>lan M. 207

Hooks, Joshua A. 151

Hooper Jr, Virgil Connie 369

Hoover, Todd Matthew 350

Hopkins, Edward C. 208

Hopkins, Gregory E. 1 94, 3 1 7

Horin, Matthew E. 171

Home, Brandon R. 1 48

Horsens, Allen J. 161

Horton, Kristopher J. 213

Horton, Mark A. 223

Hoskins, CaHton Lee 384

Hoskins, Jason D. 21 3

Hosmer, Lt Gen Bradley C.

15, 233, 292, 497, 498

Hospodor, Steven J. 205

Hoss, Russell E. 2 1 3

Houk, Andrea L. 193

House, Brandt L. 183
House III,William F. 215

Houser, Joson D. 46, 214

�Housholder, Steacy Warren 437

Houston, Mary E. 209

Houston, Robert C. 1 95

Hover,Jason Ronald 354, 381

Howard, Jennifer Tosho 21, 461

Howard, Joseph M. 189

Howard, Joseph S. 215
Howard Jr, Francis F. 1 75

Howard, Kahlil R. 165

Howe, Scott J. 213

Howell, Christopher E. 176

Howell, Dennis H. 147

Hoyt Jr, Richard Douglos 4 1 4

Hiieh, Peter Y. 159, 234
HiU, Memo 1 47

Hubbard, Darrell Lynn 298, 345

Hubbard, Trocy Dorothea
275, 329, 469

Huber, Charles A. 183

Huber, Nothon G. 179, 302

Huckabay, Ryan J. 201

Huddleston, Timothy A. 209

Hudgins, Chad B. 161

Hudgins, LeRon D. 65, 76, 1 77

Hudgins, Todd Allan 290, 445

Hudnoll,Mark L. 161, 323

Hudson, Curtis B. 20, 1 48

Huebert, Kevin D. 218

Huerta, Gerald Joseph 469

Huffman, Bryan R. 138, 161

Hughes, Bridget Kathleen 421

Hughes, Cohn P. 199

Hughes, Jomes P. 175

Hughes, Joe 68

Hughes, Kristopher M. 207

Hulten, Amy L. 174

Hummel, Christopher G, 166

Hunstad, CoHo Jeanne 445

Hunter, Gordon S, 202, 321
Hunter, Matthew R. 155

Hunziker, John C. 149

Hurst, Britt Kincade 1 8, 350
Hurt, William R. 151

Hurwitz, Tonya A. 152

Huscroft, James C. 216
Huscroft Jr,Joseph Raymond 362

Hutchence, Michael 247

Hutchins, Christopher G. 217

Hutchinson, Jored J. 213, 307

Hutfles, Veronica J. 221

HutzelUoy E. 21 1

Hyland, Melissa J. 194

Hynes, Kristi L. 163

Iborra, Javier M. 213

Ichiyomo, John K. 207

Igl, Chadwick D. 76, 183

Iglesias, Genevieve 151

Ignotowicz, Brian Andrew 394

Imbott, David Andres Reyes 426
Imburgia, Joseph Salvatore 21, 398

Ingber, Travis L. 216

Ingersoll, Michael Douglas 21, 421

Ingleton, Christopher P.

123, 135, 182, 305

Inman, Phillip L. 180

Innes, W. Keith 418

Intercollegiate Athletics 63

"Into the Woods" 314

Intramural Sports 1 27

Intramural Sports (Fall) 130

Intramural Sports (Spring) 138

Intramural Sports (Winter) 135

INXS 247

Iqbal, Lioquot Ullah 465

Irvin, Dovid J. 213

Irvine, Thomas R. 220

Iseman Jr,Woyne Edward 401

Isgett, Jeffrey C. 189

Jackson, Brian T. 158, 235
Jackson, Christopher R. 165
Jackson, Clayton F. 165

Jackson, Genevieve A. R. 173, 305
Jackson, Ki Lee 384
Jackson, Michael A. 220

Jackson, Robert Dole 19, 481
Jacob, Kendra L. 223, 288
Jacob, Leslie M. 1 63

Jacobs, Suson M. 215

Jacobson, Jimmy T. 189

Jaessing, Lara Nicole 462

Jagodzinski Jr, James Joseph
130, 414

John, Nicholas Lawrence 405

Jomes, Christopher S. 1 75
James Jr, Daniel "Chapie" 44

James, Ricardo T. 164

James, Taurus Manard 402

Jamoom, Michael B. 161

Janke, Deon P. 164

Janney, Brian Thomas 425

Jardine, Stephanie A. 193

Jorosh, Julian R. 194

Jaroszewski, Matthew J. 1 63

Jastrebski, Semo A. 223
Javorski III, Joseph J. 146

Jayme, Robert B. 131, 224

Jefson, Matthew Paul 465

Jenkins, Daniel H. 40, 177

Jenne, Joel W. 106, 208

Jenness, Jeremy M. 183

Jennings, Amanda K. 223

Jensen, Boe J. 198

Jensen, Jonathan Andrew 449

Jergensen, Girard E. 1 60

Jesurun, Antonio D. 181

Jett, Andrew M. 195

Joffrion, Jacque M. 203

Johannssen, Christopher T. 151

John, Janine O. 213, 228

Johnfinn, Felix S. 207

Johns, Douglas L. 21, 206

Johnson, Andre T. 205

Johnson, Brady Gene 350

Johnson, Donto L. 76, 155

Johnson, David A. 1 79

Johnson, Eric Douglas 377

Johnson, Glenn S. 191

Johnson II, James R. 171

Johnson, James R. 151

Johnson, Jored M. 219

Jordan
calls it quits at age 30

The world's best basketball

player Michael Jordan an

nounced his retirement on

Oct. 6. This 30 year-old led the Chi

cago Bulls to three straight Notional
Basketball Association champion
ships. On the night before his retire

ment, Jordan said: "The thrill is gone.
I've done it all. There's nothing left

for me to do." Jordan did find some

thing to keep himself busy; he began
to pursue a career in baseball.

Jobs, Joshua L. 145

Jackim, Zigmund W. 197

Jackson, Brian Alexander 365

irmi"fm^miS- \ \

Johnson, Joson D. 21 1

Johnson, Joy Edward 333

Johnson, Jeffrey A. 182

Johnson, Jeffrey Michael 357, 403

Johnson, Jeremy J. 65, 66, 76, 216

Johnson, Joel C. 209

Johnson, Joshua S. 167
Johnson Jr, James W. 189
Johnson Jr, Thomas E. 191

Johnson, Juliane 20, 218

Johnson, Katherine Heather 36, 378

Johnson, Kevin S. 192

Johnson, Leigh G. 213

Johnson, Luke A. 169

Johnson, Matthew Doryl 338
Johnson, Michele G. 20, 1 66

Johnson, Nikki Giovanni 21, 446

Johnson, Phillip K. 159

Johnson, Sam C. 164

Johnson, Tanji S. 1 73

Johnson, Thomas L. 20, 156, 273

Johnson, Tyrone Lomar 20, 354

Johnston, Daniel V. 221

Johnston, Jeremy T. 149

Johnston, Matthew Lynn 19, 378

Johnston, Michael D. 196

Johnston, Randall C. 217

Johnston, Todd J. 162

Jones, ChaHes L. 1 48

Jones, Christopher B. 202

Jones, Christopher D. 1 7A

Jones, Donald A. 178

Jones, Donald P. 214

Jones, Eriko L. 1 56

Jones, James A. 199

Jones, Janelle M. 164

Jones, Joson L. 215

Jones Jr, Groiling 181

Jones, Keith W. 153

Jones, Loren M. 1 66

Jones, Mory K. 1 75

Jones, Otis C. 97, 202

Jones, Paul R. 222

Jose, John Timothy 477

Joseph, Brian R. 190

Jost, Stephen Fraser 490

Joyce, David L. 193

Joyce IV, John J. 198

Judd, Thomas C. 217

Juhon, Phillip A. 195

Julaton, Michael P. 215

Juliana, Joson M. 191

Jungblut, John Robert 345
Junio, Dwight F. 166

K
Kabosokol, Ziyo 1 94

Kobat, Brian W. 213

Kadryna, Kimberiy Ann 345

Kafer, James Robert 422

Kaiser, Bloir I. 1 75

Kajdosz, James E. 197

Kalberer, Jon J. 93, 195
Konok lll,Thomas D. 177

Kane, Christian D. 208

Kane, Kerry Ann 442

Kong, Donnie 20, 154

Kao, Tim Y. 219, 324

Kaplan, Edward Andrew 422

Kaplan, Peter Lathrop 418

Kappeler, Jennifer Lynne 466

mil il
.
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Banking
OnTheGo.

Military Banicing at NationsBank provides special
financial accounts for a dynamic group of people - Air
Force personnel like you. Through our Fort Sam Houston

Banking Center, we deliver dependable banking service
no matter where in the world you go.

� Checking, savings, investments
� Special rates on loans and credit cards,
when you apply and qualify

� Ten-minute loan approval (in most cases)
� Manage your accounts by phone, mail and fax

For more information on Military Banking, call us toll
free in San Antomo at 1-800-334-1920 between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Central Time.

NarionsBank
Visa* and MasterCard' are issued by NationsBank ofDelaware, NA. NationsBank of Texas. NA.
Member FDICIAssociation ofMilitary Banks ofAmerica (AMBA). 1=J Equal Housing Lender.
�1994 NationsBank Corporation.
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Karate 317

Kardoes, Michael John 446

Kory, Lisa Marie 21, 410

Katosic, Mitchell Adam 487

KoHau, Richard A. 153

Katzer, Dee J. 174

Kaufmann, Matthew 196

Kaupa, Douglas F. 214

Kay, Christopher S. 207

Kayaking 3 1 0

Kean, Christopher S.

19, 188, 254, 324

Keating Jr, Peter G. 195

Keaton, Kurt Randolf 422, 502

Keaveney, Seon R. 159

Keck, Derek J. 223

Keechle, Alexander James 366

Keen, Jonathan B. 225

Keene, Kevin A. 1 63

Keeney, Ryon P. 221

Keeton, Gregory Scott 454

Keinanen, Tara N. 187

Keiper, Matthew Clork 345

Keister, Christopher D. 1 66

Keller, Matthew B. 195

Kelley, Alvin D. 174

Kelley, William Thomas 418

Kelly, Brent A. 76, 219

Kelly, Peter N. 198

Kelly, Robert H. 221

Kelter, Scott David 324, 429

Kendall, Joseph Patrick 19, 422

Kenneolly, Catherine N. 216

Kennedy, Albert A. 223

Kennedy, Joshua E. 155

Kennedy, Nicole M. 156

Kenny.Jomes Ryon 381

Kent, David Croig 466

Kent, David Joseph 389

Kent IV, John A. 191

Kent, Joseph D. 176

Kent, Lonce Elliott 19, 381

Kenton, Matthew S. 32, 168, 324

Kerchner Jr, Philip M. 188

Kerick, Christine M. 216, 272

Kerkmon, Andrea C. 198

Kerr, Brannon Ellwood 462

Kerr, Peter A. 1 70

Kerwin, Soroh Ann 94, 279, 442

Keyes, Patrick D. 223

Khan, Shariful M. 153

Kibble, Christopher E. 19, 192

Kieda,Adam J. 151

Kiefer, Shayne K. 40, 85, 209

Kielb, Patrick DUO, 1 69

Kieling, Christopher R. 212

Kildore, Trevor M. 93, 151

Kilgore, Mark A. 191

Kim, Ernest Peter 389

Kim, Jung S. 149

Kim, Sonny Y. 21 8

Kim, Young H. 199

Kime, Mr. Jim 245

Kincaid, David B. 216

Kincaid, Frank Rapp 446

Kinerson, Robert E. 176

King, Brett A. 213

King, Jonathan D. 21 1

King, Kelvin D. 71, 76, 155

King, Loren P. 40, 1 77

King, Ronald J. 171

Kipp Jr,John Ernest 487

Kiracofe, Philip K. 176

Kirby, Christopher Allen 389

Kirby, Christopher P. 1 67

Kirby, David Bruce 308, 454

Kirmis, Paul Donald 422

Kistler, Charles 161

Kjellberg, Erik A. 203

Klaus, Paul A. 197

Kleckner, Alex Matthew 76, 402

Klein Jr, John Michael 481

Klein, Kevin J. 1 75

Klein, Kristopher M. 177

Klingmon, Steven W. 200

Kloeckner, Kyle W. 181

Klomp, Jeremiah O. 2 1 9

Klopping, Christopher B. 221

Kluck, Kristi Lee 449

Knock, John Tyler 374
Knapp, Eric Wilton 357

Knauff, Erik J. 201

Knierim, Herbert L. 191

Knight, Daniel James 429

Knighton, Shone Alan 334

Knorr, Brian 76

Knowles, Christopher P. 1 78

Knowlton, Robert G. 203

Kobashigawa, Brian Kenji
100, 271, 381

Kobielush, Chadd R. 175

Koch, KoH F. 162, 324

Koch, Richard T. 200

Kodama, Timothy A. 123, 218

Koehler, Conrad S. 173

Koewler, Dovid A. 207

Kokkonen, Jana S. 1 9, 115, 176

Koloski, Thomas H. 316

Kong, Dennis C. 215

Konvalin, Matthew E. 1 76

Kopania, Timothy Peter 385

Koper, Eric M. 160

Kornocker, Jennifer A. 91, 159

Kornmesser, Christopher James 338

Korsedal IV, John R. 191

Kossick, William ChaHes 470

Kouchoukos, Matthew H. 1 47

Kowol, Michael 155

Kowalczyk, John Henry 357

Kozbinski, Greg W. 2 1 5

Kozdras, Nicholas Thomas 491

Kozick, Victor J. 173

Kozmo, Matthew A. 19, 218

Kozuch, Kevin D. 169, 324

Krantz, Amanda L. 1 1 7, 190

Kraska, Todd Alan 362

Kraus, Gregory M. 153

Krause, Scott Alan 473

Krauss, Timothy Andrew 410

Krebs, Eric E. 194

Kremser, Kurt F. 159

Kreshover, Prof. Douglas 268

Kretschmar, Ryon E. 197

Kretsinger, Christopher D. 207

Kreuziger, Stacy A. 1 87

Kreykes, Stocie L. 1 86

Krieger, Joseph P. 181

Krino, Gregory J. 215

Krishnon, Muroli 200

Kriz II, George J. 216

Krolikowski, Shown A. 209

Kronewitter, Jeffrey T. 20, 156

KrosscheU, Christopher L. 1 79

Kruczynski, John S. 221

Kruger, Jeremy A. 182

Krusinski, Jeffrey Robert 357

Kuchera, Joson S. 167

Kudo, Terence Y. 191, 258

Kueter, Jeffrey Dennis 370

Kuhlman III, Henry F. 19, 182

Kuhns, Colby J. 205

Kulas, Thomas Joseph 482

Kunkel, Joseph Donald 442

Kusserow, Todd Matthew 362

Kustka, Tonnio C. 169, 305

Kuykendall, William R. 168

Kuzmo, Jeffrey Robert 113, 442

Kuzmich, Megon L. 221

Kvam, Brian J. 221

Labont, Jason J. 21 2

Lacey IV, Frederick J. 190

Lacouture, Christopher K. 1 79

Lacrosse 8 1

Lodd, Darin A. 187

Ladd, Heather A. 161

Lode, Aaron A. 18, 148

Ladoucer, Tina Bernodine 389

Lodue Jr, Richord Harrison 434

Lafayette, Keisha K. 1 70

LaFleur,Joel A. 193

Lofortune, Todd J. 110, 167

Loi, Tristan T. 220

Loidlow, Brian S. 163

Lalk, Andrea Marie 334

LaMor, Daniel L. 215

Lomor, Jomes R. 146

Lamb, Joson B. 21, 196

Lamb, Joson P. 151

Lambert, Cameron K. 1 97

Lambert, Christopher L. 1 88

Lambert, Jessica Marie 354

Lamont, Joson A. 204

Lomoureux, Cheryl A. 21, 208

Land, Tonya M. 178

Landess, Paul C. 190

Landis, Jonathan David 338

Lone, David E. 191

Lone, Shown T. 1 91

Loney Jr, Newstell 1 55

Longhols, Brent T. 164

Langsdorf, John E. 217

Lanier, Christopher M. 211

Lonis, Scott E. 199

Lankford, Mark A. 199

Lontogne, Christopher E.

123, 124, 189

Lontogne, Ken M. 199

Loppono, Vincent Gilbert 402

Lara, Cecil A. 1 46

Lora, Clemente E. 199

Larcher, Shawn Dovid 281, 491

Lorese, Stefan G. 158

LoRoche, Scott G. 201

LaRock, Jeffrey Scott 450

Larose, Aaron J. 181

Larson, Down R. 2 1 7

Larson, Dean Lyle 374

Larson, Eric C. 1 77

Larson, Kirsten M. 1 69

Larson, Teresa R. 153

Losica, Daniel Todd 21, 437

Lassere, Gregory M. 1 87

Lou, Olin O. 205

Lavadour, Justin W. 197

Low, Charlie L. 153

Lawless, Jason R. 203

Lowrence, Andrew G. 175

Lawrence, LeAnne M. 151

Lawrie, Stan Dovid 350

Lows, Heather A. 181

Lay, Christopher T. 1 95

Lazarus, Karim K. 92, 1 92

Le,Anh H. 189

Leary II, Donald C. 151

LeBow, Dennis A. 207

LeBrun, Christopher T. 213

Lecea, Julie A. 193

LeCloir Jr,John William 434

Ledermon, Jessica L. 221

Ledford, Christopher C. 41, 173

Ledzinski ll,Jerome M. 117, 196

Lee, Clarence Icy 442

Lee, David A. 157

Lee Jr, James Edward 76, 491

Lee, Maximilian Samuel 358

Lee, Michael Jackson 410

Lee, Norman L. 1 88

Lee, Robert A. 213

Lee, Robert T. 151

Lee, Thomas 1 81

Leeds, Oliver Kirk 398

Lefringhouse, Adam V. 1 73

Lehmkuhl, Richard A. 155

Lehne, Colleen M. 179

Leif, John Edward 341

Leighton, Jamie S. 208

Leisman, Gregg Arthur 324, 422

Lekics, Michael L. 178

Lenahan, Christian D. 169

Lenhart, Michael A. 161

Lenhart, Patrick Adam 76, 354

Leonard, Christopher J. 157

Leonard, Leland K. 1 87

Leonard, Shown E. 222

Leone, Daniel J. 205

Leonelli, Nicholas J. 161

Leong, Andrew C. 1 76

Leong, Michael C. 153

Leonidou, Constandinos
18, 308, 450

Leopold, Dovid M. 144

Lercher, David M. 149
Lerew Esq, Darin Richard 1 9, 482

LeRoy, David D. 222

Lesnick, Christopher T. 220

Leszczynski, Robert Scott 354

Letendre, Gregory M. 161

Levy II, Ronald L. Z. 180

Lewis, Frederick L. 221

Lewis, Harmon S. 20, 222
Lewis II, Rex Stephen 41 8

Lewis, Jeffrey R. 189

Lewis, Mork D. 198

Lewis, Matthew B. 216

Lewis, Stephen Edward 491

Lewis, Travis W. 1 55

Liberato, Rodney David 381

Lilienthol, Otto 25

Liljenstople, Matthew 200

Liller, John Victor 85, 405

Limb, Gordon John 470

Linares, Luis Fernando 454

Redefine^ci



Lincoln, Derek M. 2 1 1

Lind, Joson W. 219

Lindberg, Eric M. 38, 155

Lindell, Todd M. 207

Lindemuth, Steven Noel

324, 325, 334

Linderman, Aaron T. 1 57

Lindgren, Joson C. 152

Lindgren, Kjell N. 192, 324

Lindhorst, Christopher Michael 394
Lindmon, Jomie D. 186

Lindquist, Mark D. 209

Lindsey, Mark A. 1 9, 1 66, 3 1 0

Lindstrom, Chadwick D. 209

Lindstrom, Heidi Larronde 1 9, 473

Lingens, Jeffrey Paul 275, 442

Link, Ryan A. 2 1 5

Linnell, Matthew D. 225

Linville, Alexander B. 205

Liontas, Christopher N. 210

Lipono, Noel R. 207

Lipina, Andrew J. 189

Lippert, Travis E. 202

Lipscomb, Kimberly L. 140, 222

Lisch, Robert Michael 1 1 9, 462

List, Matthew A. 154

Litecky, John E. 225, 307

Little, Ty D. 202, 250
Littleton III, Louis ChaHes 487

Litwhiler, Col Daniel W. 265

Livingston, Thomas E. 1 75

Llanusa, Marcus A. 167

Uoyd, Jeremy E. 219

Lo, Steven W. 187

Lobo, Andre M. 199

Locke, Edward P. 202

Locke, Joseph W. 204

Locklear, Art T. 181

Lockwood, Nathaniel P. 178, 254

Lockwood, Robert F. 20, 156

LodmelUohn R. 207

Loeffler, Jerald Scott 450

Loftin, Toby J. 21, 178

Logon, Ryon W. 167

Logon, Scott W. 223

Lohmeyer, Troy Randall 302, 454

Lohmiller, Geoffrey E. 181

Loizeaux, Copt. Scot 277

Loll, Christopher L. 97, 1 70

Lombardi, Joseph Philip 76, 402

Lommen, Peter D. 172

London, Marc Nathan 378

Long, Jeremy D. 157

Long, Jesse R. 153

Long, Patrick V. 149

Long, Sean Alexander 338

Lopez, Bede O. 154

Lopez, Jeannine Josephine 473

Lopez, Roberto Ivon 1 8, 346

Lopez-Cucurullo, Dave A. 177, 305

Lorber, Brock Huntington 322, 434

Lorenz, Scott E. 203

Los Padrinos 304

Loudermilk, Carrie G. 98, 1 99

Loux,William E. 195

Love Jr, ChaHes T. 177

Lovely, Louello G. 83, 207

Lovett, Von Dykes 4 1 4

Lovette, Debro Ann 398

Loving, Andy K. 1 97

Low, Chung G. 19, 164, 324, 325

Lowder, Kelly S. 152

Lowe, Garrett M. 93, 218

Lowe, William M. 204

Lowenthal, Kristi 2 1 7

Lozier, James C. 1 87

Lu, Fang 362

Lubey, Richard David 322, 442

Lucas, Bradley J. 163

Lucas, Brett L. 221

Lucas, Stephen J. 209

Luce, Daniel L. 193

Lucero, Adrian A. 1 46

Lucey, Craig R. 1 68
Luciani Jr, Bernard E. 1 68

Luckett, Rodney E. 217

Ludington III, John R. 199

Ludwig, Rondy M. 199

Luecke, Ryan G. 1 93

Luhn, Joson R. 168

Luhrs, Corey Austin 378

Luke III, Michael J. 218

Lumpkin, Aaron P. 221

Lund, Erik Sigurd 482

Lundberg, Jacob D. 167, 324

Lundmark, Rolf E. 20, 1 60

Luzader, Rob S. 161

Luzey, Bonar A. 203

Ly-Huynh, Xuyen-Quoc 438

Lyday, Dorcy C. 191

Lygren, Steven T. 1 48

Lyle, David J. 1 94

Lynch, Philip W. 167

Lyons, Andrew T. 158

Lyons, Christian L. 1 73

Lyons, David C. 223

Lyons, Michael P. 21, 164, 316

MacArthur, Gen Douglas 3 1

MacDonald, Brian W. 168

Macedo, Steven E. 21, 212

Macfalls, Nicholas E. 113, 212

MacGhee, Ann E. 193

Machovina, Brett John 104, 429
Macie, Kenneth Robert 366

Maclnnis, Christopher Robin

68, 74, 75, 76, 77, 414

Mock, Eric G. 1 1 3, 191

Mackey, Morgan Douglas 425

Macler, Todd P. 202, 321

MacWilliams, Philip D. 223

Maddox, Christopher V. 222

Madeley, Curtis J. 21 1

Mader, Richard R. 187

Madhi, El Houcine 149

Madole, Sean Raymond 76, 385

Magaletta, Kevin M. 144

Mogann, Shod E. 181

Mogee Jr, John Gillespee 46

Magistrale, Nicholas L. 201

Mogotro, Corbett C. 218

Magrath, James P. 219

Maher,William J. 154

Maier, Brent A. 145, 324

Moitre, Benjamin R. 100, 182

Majkowski, Guy Robert 385

Moksimowicz, Michael S. 1 69

Malon, Mark A. 205

Maldonado, Rogelio 136, 159

Mallard, John D. 92, 152

Malley, Michael E. 191

Mallon, Greg J. 198

Mallory, James S. 66, 1 78

Malone, Afia I. 187

Malone, Brian T. 152

Malone, Michael Jomes 385

Malouin, Matthew G. 179

Moloy, Joson E. 76, 224

Maneely, Patrice Michelle 482

Mangan, Carrie E. 211

Mangan, John G. 173

Manion, Michael P. 189, 324

Mankus, Vincent A. 216

Monn, Shomsher S. 168

Monn, Stephen ChaHes 55, 374

Mann, Stephen Scott 443

Monneboch, Donald R. 214

Manor, Michael Thomas 118, 491

Monsard, James R. 219

Morcinek, Joseph T. 214

Marciniak, Ronald S. 1 75

Maresh, Ryan W. 191

Marine, Daniel L. 1 57

Marks, Christopher Gardner 487

Marks, Gavin P. 221

Markwith, Erin M. 149

Moron, Geoffrey Scott 425

Marquardt, August Jim 414

Marque III, Melvin Joseph 406
Marquette, Brian Matthew 482

Marsh, Edward W. 161

Marsh, James J. 162

Marsh, Richard A.

71, 73, 75, 76, 77, 197

Marshall, Gen S.L. A. 37

Marshall, Jeffrey Whitten 93, 374
Martin, Chuck 245

Martin, Dominick J. 163

Martin II,William R. 153

Martin, Jason S. 205

Martin, Julie M. 18, 94, 158

Martin, Kyle R. 193

Martin, Margaret C. 1 79

Martin, Nicholas J. 166

Martin, Seon P. 155

Martin, Steven Vincent 370
Martin, Stuart C. 158

Martin, Tiffany A. 2 1 3

Martinez, Alfred R. 2 1 7

Martinez, Michael A. 219

Martinez, Sarah E. 213

Marvel, Derek P. 157

Marvich, Michael Matthew 20, 341
Morx, Andrew J. 167

Masaitis, Robert A. 1 54

Moser, John T. 172

Mask, Alexander E. 169

Moson, Amber D. 153, 307

Mason, Rebecca E. 21, 164

Masotti-Maxwell, CC. Mariposa
422, 493

Massey, Lonce C. 203

Mossie, Kevin B. 204

Massignan, Jason A. 174

Masters, Julio C. 171

Moternowski, Jodi Michelle 341

Matesick, Michael L. 21, 164

Mathies, Blake D. 20, 1 86

Mothieu, Miles L. 160

Mathis, Chad Alexander Craig
76, 123, 470

Mattes, Scott R. 191

Matthews, Jessica A-Thorne 425

Matthews, Stephen B. 223

Mattson, Ryon P. 157

Motulo, Laurel L. 196

Maturo, Stephen C. 191

Maunz, James E. 165

Maxwell Jr, Melvin E. 207

May, Elizabeth A. 214

May, Michael J. 150

Mayers, Jennifer L. 1 8, 1 46

McAlister, Daniel P. Ill, 174

McBrotney, Colleen M. 219

McBride, Thomas C. 199

McCadams, Glenn H. 144

McColeb, David A. 206

McCallister, Michael 123, 125

McCallister, William E. 149

McCann, Barrett T. 166

McConn, Meghan E. 108, 197

McCarthy, Christopher J. 205

McCauley, Kelley M. 207

McClain, Stacy D. 1 1 5, 1 95

McClanahon, Michael B. 172

McCleary, Christopher James 389

McCleary, Gregory Alan

19, 34, 302, 426

McCleary, Terence J. 219

McClintock, Emmett A. 172

McClure, Joshua D. 209

McCombs III,William Calvin 76, 446

McConnell, Preston J.

73, 74, 76, 172

McCormick, Edward Paul 406

McCown, Down L. 1 83

McCoy, Jiro B. 176

M
idwest floods devastate area
Itwasthebiggestand wetteststory of thesummerin 1 993. Due
to unusually heavy snow fall without midwinter thaws and an

inordinate amount of rainfall, floods washed through the Mid
west. The floods left
thousands homeless,
and insurers had to

pay out millions in

compensation. Air
Force Academy ca

dets went to lowa to

help pick up the

pieces after the wa

ters subsided.
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Congratulations
to the

United States Air Force Academy
Classof 1994

As you embark upon your new careers in the service of our country
as members ofthe United States Air Force,
we offer these thoughts for your reflection.

"There is beauty in space, and it is orderly. There is no

weather, and there is regularity. It is predictable ...
Everything in space obeys the laws ofphysics. Ifyou
know these laws and obey them, space will treat you

kindly. And dotiH tell me man doesnH belong out there.
Man belongs wherever he wants to go.

"

� Wernher Von Braun

"Duty, then is the sublimest word in our language. Do your duty in all

things ... You cannot do more, you should never wish to do less."
� Robert E. Lee

"In the long history ofthe world, only a few generations have been

granted the role ofdefending freedom in its hour ofmaximum danger. I
do not shrink from this responsibility�I welcome it. ''

�John Fitzgerald Kennedy

m

4t^(^4^ Colfax Enterprises

Fundraising through Sponsorship Advertising

4900 S.E. Loop 820, Suite 105
Fort Worth, Texas 76140

1-800-328-0112

fMHUfT:'



McCoy, Melissa D. 151

McCoy, Michael T. 175

McCoy, Mike 75

McCracken, Alan P. 1 67

McCraney, Mark C. 204

McCray, Brian 76, 1 77

McCreary, Paul D. 76, 202

McCreight, Ryon T. 1 55
McCrink III,William J. 189

McCullion, Dwayne Timothy 458

McDaniel, David R. 18, 20, 188

McDaniel, Gavin Y. 152

McDaniel, John Christopher 389
McDermott, Michael P. 169

McDonald, Bradley William 462

McDonald, Brian C. 151

McDonald, Michael R. 224

McDonold, Shannon S. 85, 182

McDonald, Tioa E. 21 1

McElhinney III,William T. 207

McGorry, Chad V. 167

McGarry, Matthew J. 167

McGovern, Timothy Duone 482

McGee, Thomas Andrew

39, 40, 438

McGinnis, Heather L. 218, 307
McGinnis II,Wendell F. 145

McGlinn, Shannon E. 20, 180

McGowan, Kevin J. 203, 228

McGrath, Jaime P. 2 1 5

McGregor, James A. 209

McGregor Jr, Charles R.20, 362

McGuirk, Jeffrey S. 180

McHenry, James A. 123, 154

Mcllvaine, Stephen Paul 378

Mclnerney, Joson 458

Mclntyre, Thomas C. 207

McKee, Michael J. 219

McKeethen, Perry L. 190

McKillip, Melanie Donette 370

McKinney, Eric H. 156

McLaren, Scott A. 145

McLoy, Sean Couper 350
McLean III, Charles F. 177

McManus, Jacob C. 193

McManus, Shawn K. 224

McMortin, Dovid C. 206

McMaster, Shown T. 208, 324

McMillian, Andre A. 199
McNeil III, Henry R. 196
McNutt III, Donald M. 197

McPeok.Gen Merrill A. 14

McVety, Michele Lynn 389

McWhorter, Andrew L. 165

Meade, Jeffrey 205, 324

Medenwaldt, Rebecca Jo 341

Medley III, Leonard Richard 19, 450
Medley, Oswald G. 158

Meehan, Andrew M. 203

Meek, Jeffrey S. 147

Meer, Thomas M. 157

Meggett, David Christopher
470, 475

Meidunas, Eduardo C. 1 89

Meier, David C. 153

Meier, Mark L. 209

Meinders, Erin P. 157

Meiter, John Steven 385
Melin, Jess A. 179

Meller, Espirito 153

Mellott, Stephen G. 146

Meloeny, Matthew A. 172

Melville, Ryon J. 217
Melzer II, Robert Allen 74, 76, 381

Mendicki, Philip John 466

Mennell, Mathes H. 85, 151

Mentch, Donald Bruce 324, 389

Menuey, Christopher E. 1 5 1

Merrell, Jeffrey ChaHes 473

Merrick, Michael Brendan 406

Merrill, Kevin J. 154

Merritt, Chad D. 191

Merritt, William S. 169

MesseHi, Paul Ryon 454

Metz,William M. 197

Metzgor, ChaHes J. 193

Meyer, Darrell Joseph 341

Meyer, Katherine C. 195, 317

Meyer, Nicholas W. 158

Meyering, Chad 1 48

Meyers, Aaron Joel 339

Meyers, Adam J. 202

Meyers, Jeffrey L. 1 64

Meza, Trini K. 171

Micai, Eric A. 215, 229

Michaelson, Peter G. 1 44

Michalek, Joseph Kevin 450

Michals, Chnstopher Robert 374

Michaud, David M. 183

Middlemore, John P. 149

Middleton, Matthew E. 177

Middleton, Thad R. 201

Migliori, Mitchell Douglas 354

Mihalick, Dovid M. 146

Mihata, Ryon G. K. 1 95

Miike, Korwin Kenji 429
Miklaski, Soroh F. 199

Mikus, Brian Domion 482

Miles, Chris N. 193

Milioni, Yorisha C. 21 1

Military 9

Mill, John Stuart 55

Miller, Derek R. 193, 200

Miller, Douglas R. 199

Miller, Ellen M. 157

Miller, Francis K. 194, 257

Miller, Gregory Joseph 394

Miller, James Howard 462

Miller, Jomes M. 106, 169

Miller, Joson H. 201

Miller, Matthew Kincaid
339, 414, 433

Miller, Michael Deen 478

Miller, Michael Kenneth 381

Miller, Michael S. 156

Miller, Nathan M. 152

Miller, Quintesso 1 9, 206

Miller, Stephen C. 155

Miller, Tom 76

Miller, Trevor W. 196

Miller,Wendy J. 157

Millero, Raymond G. 1 64
Millet Jr, Frederick W. 165

Milliken, Seon T. 206

Mills, Christopher J. 202, 245

Mills, Jason T. 169

Mills, Michael A. 192

Mims, Anthony J. 205

Minarik, Kyle A. 201

Mincer, Anthony R. 221

Mineau, Dovid Andrew 370

Miner, Courtney Lynn

20, 288, 308, 398

Minor, Kevin V. 203

Minton, Reginald D. 96, 1 95

Mirobile, Anthony F. 56, 1 90

Miranda, Byron Lynn 478

Mirondo, Michael W. 1 86

Mirus, Sean C. 183, 307

Misegadis, Christina M. 1 93

Mitchell, Andre E. 212

Mitchell, Anthony Lamar 18, 450

Mitchell, Christopher L 199

Mitchell, Eric A. 163

Mitchell, Erik David 76, 390

Mitchell, Heather L. 175

Mitchell, Julio Ann 402

Mitchell, Lawrence William Ses 434

Mitchell, Lee Jerome 20, 370

Mitchell, Mark Sebastian 19, 478

Mitcheltree, Brad S. 172

Mitchum, Mark W. 183, 322

Mixer, Robert A. 1 63

Mizell, John S. 159

Mock, James Courtney 272, 385

Mock, Joson A. 1 87

Moe, Croig D. 147

Moelter, Robert D. 147

Moga, Paul D. 174

Mohom, Shannon J. 201

Molokie, Thomas Edward 423

Molosky, Shane M. 171

Monaghan, Megan K. 146

Monahan, Seong M. 147

Moncrieffe II, Victor Walter

305, 355, 474

Mongillo, Mark Paul 350

Monk, Jeremiah R. 182

Monteiro, Sean R. 171

Montero, Felix 378, 399

Montgomery, Trevin R. 1 93

Montoya, Gobrielo Mario 363

Moore, Courtney D. 209

Moore, Elizabeth Ann 83, 466

Moore, James R. 150

Moore, Joson G. 224

Moore, Jon Burton 350

Moore, Katherine F. 181

Moore, Kyle Thomas 4 1 8

Moore, Scott R. 193, 259

Moore, Suzanna J. 197

Moore, Thomas Patrick 426
Moore, Todd M. 191

Moore,Wendy L. 2 1 , 188

Moraes, Eric P. 1 75

Morales, Marc Fredrick 491

Morales, Marcelo 1 63

Morath, Christian P. 171

Moreland, Dovid J. 156

Moreno, Ion P. 171

Moreno, John M. 179

Morgan, Beou M. 217

Morgan, Bryce Alan 97, 458

Morgan, Chad M. 157

Morgan, David E. 1 77

Morgan, Joseph T. 156

Morgan, Michael Thomas 85, 366

Morgan, Seon P. 209

Morganson, Julie D. 223

Moro, John R. 162

Morris, Chad Kendall 487

Morris, Madison L. 1 A9

Morris, Margaret E. 1 50

Morris, Michael S. 224

Morris, Michael Scott 279, 487
Morris, Nicholas J. 189

Morris, Timothy J. 213

Morrison, Bradley L. 225

Morrison, Brian James 478

Morrison, Drew D. 1 46

Morrison, Matthew B. 207, 213
Morrison, Michoel R. 1 87

Morrison, Robert Joseph 21

Morrison, Scott A. 193, 321
Morse Jr,John A. 165

Morton, Paul M. 156

Moser, Travis Lawrence 366

Moskaluk, Peggy 378

Mosley, Donald T. 223

Mosley, Gerald E. 22 1

Mosley, Kale M. 225

Mosley, Kevin L. 76, 1 AA

Mosley, Rebecca Ann 358

Mosley, Serena E. 2 1 5

Moss, James P. 1 44

Moten, Sakura A. 207
Mott II, James Vernon 334

Mott, Richard A. 21, 206, 228

Motto, Rebecca A. 159

Moulder, Erich D. 168

Moynihan, Michael C. 205

Mukoso-Magoye, Esther N. 215

Mulert, Eric A. 209

Mulhare, Anthony B. 21, 188

Mulkey, Justin A. 223

Mullorkey, Mark J. 220

Muller, Gregory M. 219

Mulligon, Brian P. 177

Mullis, Vernon Lawrence 118, 488

Mulloy, Brian R. 171

Muncy, Tylan A. 199

Muniz Jr, Sergio CoHos 402

Murch, Kevin M. 197

Murphy, Brian J. 154

Murphy, Chadrick F. 215

Murphy II, Thomas E. 170

Murphy, Michael Patrick 80, 458

Murphy, Morgan J. 223

Murphy, Timothy M. 159

Murphy, Timothy P. 208

Murray, Jomes D. 175

Murray, John F. 196

Murray, Kevin Douglas 374
Murray, Kirsten A. 1 77

Murray, Paul Joseph 446

Murray, Richard M. 36, 166, 324

Muse,Yira Y. 147

Musselman, Brian Timmothy
228, 346

Musselman, Douglas A. 1 46

Mutaso, Tapfumaneyi Gift M. 422

Myers, Amanda S. 1 89

Myers, Bryce M. 203

Myers, Darrell A. 189

Myers, Deron R. 183

Myers, James W. 156

N
Nagy, Christopher J. 1 80

Nonce, Joseph Edward 438

Nonce, Robert L. 182

Norcer, Rob 76

Nathaniel, Todd A. 197
Navarro III, Luis Eduardo 394

Navigation Club 308
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Nawrocki, Debra Ann 474

Neol, Deonna Denice 406
Neol IV, Latimer B. 107, 211

Nebioglu, Vaton V. 21 1

Negron, Angel M. 170

Negron, Julio A. 193

Neil, Darren B. 204

Nelson, Charies E. 96, 211

Nelson, Eric B. 221

Nelson, George F. 169

Nelson, Jeffrey W. 215

Nelson, Jin A. 191

Nelson, Keith L. 181

Nelson, Scott 83

Nelson, Trevor Reed 382

Nemecek, John M. 166

Nemeth, Christopher J. 161

Neptune, John W. 181

NeHin,Todd J. 177

Ness, Gilbert Daniel 454
Ness, Stanley J. 222

Newberry, John Patrick 342

Newbill.John P. 183

Newby ll,John Lee 20, 308, 394

Newby, Matthew Whitfield 76, 385
Newell II, Neol 189
Newman Jr, Danny M. 191

Newstead, Steven M. 221

Newton, Eric Deon 438

Nguyen, HongBoo M. 78, 208

Nguyen, Kenneth Anh Kiet 410

Nguyen, Matthew S. 189

Nguyen, Phong D. 194

Nguyen, Tuan A. 169

Nichols, Marcus W. 1 13, 165

Nicholson, Matthew J. 177

Nickodem, Jessica Lynne 488

Nicolosi, Brian Christopher 366
Nielsen, Done Robert 418

Nielsen, Daniel S. 221, 277

Nielsen, Voloncy D. 151

Nielson, Joshua J. 145

Nikel, Chad M. 167

Nilles, Dovid M. 159, 324

Nimitbunanan, Narongchai 212

Ninjitsu 299

Nishimuro, Anthony K. 158

Nito, Gregory W. 147, 253

Noblitt, Bob 76

Nobs, Bryan Dovid 390

Noe, Brian Jomes 491

Noel, Evan M. 21 1

Noel, Jeremy Bruce 438

Nolan, Michael S. 167

Nolan, Tara Elizabeth 426

Nolley,Mark A. 159

Nordquist, Dr. Myron 269

Northern Jr, Bobby L 193

Northon, John A. 220

Northon, Paul A. Ill, 204

Norton, John D. 200

Norton Jr, Edward T. 1 86

Norwood, Kristopher Troy
324, 325, 374

Nothelfer, Kirk Daniel 390

Novak, Ryon M. 187

Novotny, Eric J. 209

Nowok, Gregory Eugene 100, 370

Nowok, Rofol A. 209

Nowinski, Brian P. 189

Nunez, Luis 167

Nutley, Capt Eric 271

Nyikos, David M. 152

0
Oakland, Rondy P. 201

Ooks, Brock 426

Ooks, John Robert Jordan 450
Ober, Keith R. 155

Obert, Esther R. 225

O'Brien, Brendan Daniel 434

O'Brien, Catherine M. 209

O'Brien, Christopher Jon 491

Obringer, LtCol 278

Obrochto, Thomas A. 163

Obruba, Patrick J. 167
O'Connell Jr, Thomas Jomes 21, 438

O'Daniel, Soroh Elizabeth 339

Odom, Robert N. 221

O'Donnell, Hugh M. 177

O'Donnell, Shown M. 206

O'Dowd, Devin O. 209

O'Dowd, Ryon Patrick 394

Oedzes, Bradley J. 197

Ogledzinski, Scott A. 163

O'Grady, Jeffrey A. 2 1 1

O'Grady, Martin John 478

Ogrin, Joson M. 148, 312

Oh, Isaac S. 201

O'Holloran, Brett M. 76, 175

O'Hannigan, Eve K. 163

Ohlemacher, Donald Richard 351

Ohm, John Arden 478

Ojile, Ado P. 167

Olivares, Gregory Rudolfo 426

Olmsted, Daron E. 183

Olsen, Allen J. 76, 183

Olsen, James P. 208

Olson, Debro R. 156

Olson, Jessica J. 20, 146

Olson, Robert N. 167

O'Malley, Dovid R. 200

O'Malley Jr, Thomas ChaHes 434
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"
314

O'Neil, Grace 18

O'Neil, Robert W. 156, 307

O'Neill, John F. 191

Onuoha, Obasi John

65, 67, 69, 72, 76, 77, 429

Opolko, Danielle R. 161

Operotion Heartland 253

Orchard Jr,John T. 183

O'Reilly, Ainsworth M. 20, 200

O'Reilly, Mark Daniel 139, 350

Orlowsky, Matthew M. 165, 325

Ormiston, William A. 208

O'Rourke, Sean S. 195

Orth, Dovid E. 172, 322

Orth, Robin E. 103, 161

Ortiz, Jason A. 203

Ortmon, Kristin L. 221

Osteroos, Ryon Kimble 458

Oswalt, Brian D. 212

Oti, Enrique A. 153

Otis, Jacqueline Dione 434

Otto, Joseph T. 202

Otto, Steven Martin 466

Oue, Dovid Eiji 406
Ouellette, Christopher James 355

Ouhdif, Aziz 1 65

Ouimet, Andrew Kyong 458

Oviedo, Noah M. 163

Owen, Steven G. 1 88

Owendoff, Nothon L. 147

Owens, Christopher Todd 358

Owens, David L. 1 65

Owens, Erik W. 187
Owens IV, Lee Sanford 382

Owens, Timothy E. 1 83

Porks, Kara J. 21 1

Porks, Michael B. 1 1 7, 161

Parmon, Robert S. 155

Parmer, Penny Elizabeth 483

Porrales, Rosa A. 108, 165

Parrott, Mark Andrew 41 8

Parry, Christopher Whitehead 492

Parsons, Stephanie Elaine 374

Parzych, Marco J. 167

Pasanen,York W. 21 1

P
eace treaty signed history made
old enemies became peacemakers, Monday, Sept. 1 3 with a

shake of hands and a stroke of pens. Arab Yasser Arafat,
representing the Palestine Liberation Organization, and Jew

Yitzhok Rabin of Is

rael declared their
commitment to

peace on the White
House lawn in front
of several thousand

people. The agree-

;S^^^ ment stated that the
l'^ \ PLO recognized the

right of Israel to live
in peace, while Israel
will recognize the
PLO as the represen-
totive of Palestinians.

Pace, Joseph J. 191

Pacello, Charles J. 165

Pacheco, Julian L. 1 87

Pacheco, Travis L. 1 62

Pacquing Jr, Federico Iglesias 370
Paddock, Nathan Benedict 339
Padilla, Dorian John 382

Podillo, David Anthony 398

Page, Dovid C. 217

Paine, Stephen C. 191

Pakiz, Michael David 470

Paladino, Darren A. 1 93

Palatinus, Wendy A. 221

Palkin, Ruben A. 203

Polmo, Joson R. 148

Palmer, Brett W. 219

Palmer, Carol R. 173

Palmer, Joseph D. 76, 157

Palmer, Kirsten M. 192, 250

Palmer, Wesley Dovid 351, 502

Pancholi, Chirag R. 199

Pong, Kok Pin 270, 334

Pangjun, Jotuchai 1 65

Pantleo, John Phillip 430

Pardee, Brian D. 223

Parent, Amy D. 178

Porenti, Jennifer L. 206

Parent's Reception 496

Parisi, Joseph Michael

65, 68, 76, 438

Pork, Sang W. 154

Parker, Andrew B. 173

Parker, Brandon D. 213

Parker, Dovid Ronald 334

Parker, Dennis 1 80

Parker, Hayley R. 203

Parker Jr, Phillip R. 188, 298

Parker, Matthew Alan 466

Parks, Jeffrey John 394

Pasco, Matthew Allen 390

Pasini, Dolores M. 155

Pasqualini, Joseph Anthony
308, 430

Pastora, Reinaldo F. 205

Pastorello, Joseph Sal
73, 75, 76, 104, 423

Potchen, Bryon M. 174

Patel, Kshomoto 203

Potel, Nehal K. 146

Patrick, Jennifer Elizabeth 98, 375

Patrick, Kevin J. 151

Patrick, Nicole Felice 385

Patrick, Zachariah E. 1 50

Patterson, Brian L. 178

Patterson, David S. 157

Patterson, Jennifer R. 214

Patterson, Michael S. 1 65

Patton, Jeffery Scott 334
Patton Jr, Gen George S. 35, 38
Patton V, Robert Logon 483

Pavlich, Jored Wade 430

Paxton, Aerick G. 223

Payne, Brian C. 179

Payne, Gregory S. 1 53

Payne, Jeffrey A. 225

Payne, Jeffrey Lee 394

Peak, Aundrea C. 167

Peak, John F. 194

Peormon, Ronald 1 89

Peddicord, Justin Ben 21

Pedersen, James D. 211

Peek, Toby S. 169

Pelger Jr, Michael Mathew 334

Pelka,Jay E. 208

Pelkington, Anthony J. 161

Pelkington, Patrick Jomes 430

Pemberton, Robert S. 21 1
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Pempel, Daniel T. 103, 215

Pence, Darren M. 151

Pendergast, Brian D. 93, 1 73

Penewit, Keith Douglas 402

Pengilly, Kirk 247

Pepkowitz, Aaron D. 1 5 1

Pepper, David P. 203

Peragine, Robert John 76, 492

Percy, Jacqueline J. 163

Percy, Jeffrey D. 205

Pereira, Victor M. 195

Perez, Erasmo E. 1 47

Perez, Manuel P. 152

Perez, Rita C. 195

Perkins, ChaHes Monroe 78, 462

Perkins, Christopher A. 2 1 1

Perkins, Paul Fontaine 466
Perone Jr, Nestor Luis 358

Perry, Adam D. 151

Perry, The Honorable William 1 1

Perrys, John C. 175

Person, Chaplain 38

Perz, Michael Robert 398

Pessner, Susan Jean 21, 411

Pestona, Joseph P. 21 1

Pete, Brian A. 2 1 5

Peter, Terry L. 223

Peteroy, Sensei Ed 316
Peters II, Mark T. 1 89

Petersen, Eric R. 205

Petersen, Kristin L. 1 63

Peterson, ChaHes Hart 76, 438

Peterson, Everett E. 149

Peterson, Marie D. 2 1 7

Petko Jr, Edward F. 1 99

Pettus, Evan Lomor 250, 430

Pfouth, Francesco A. 1 60

Pfeil, Kevin Lee 430

Pfingsten, Michael J. 218

Pham, Tuan Anh 462

Pharris, Ion Scott 1 8, 466

Phillips, Edward P. 169

Phillips, Ion Daniel 395

Phillips, Jeffrey L. 149

Phillips, Michael E. 21, 218

Phillips, Suson E. 192

Phillipson, Darrell K. 150

Piccin, Timothy B. 1 76

Piccirillo, Joshua J. 201, 243

Picconne, Benjamin 1.217

Pickette, Gregory B. 207

Pieper, Stephen Michael 335, 479

Piffarerio, David Andrew 458

Pike, David L. 2 1 4

Pilkington, Julie A. 87, 154

Pillow, Christopher Michael 434

Pinchak, Stephen J. 217
Pineau Jr, Joseph R. 197

Pinkerton, Douglas Deon 378

Piper, Danny Clark 458

Piper, Mark D. 156, 290, 327

Pistol Club 320

Pittner, David L. 203

Pitts, Evan S. 182
Plasterer II, Jon E. 199, 316
Plott Jr, James E. 146

Pleimann, Mark E. 214

Plies, William A. 223

Plourde, Joson L. 170

Plummer, Kristen L. 153

Poarch, Calley Jay 339

Podolok, Charles J. P. 202, 322

Pohle, Patrick A. 214
Polaris Staff 326
Polintan, Christian T. 179

Polkowski, John F. 225

Pope, Jai R. 149

Pope, Patrick Duke 281, 488

Popiel, Andrew Chance 366, 467

Porter, Col William F. 1 7

Porter, Joson B. 173

Porter, Timothy W. 2 1 5

Porterfield, Christi A. 152

Porterfield, Ryon D. 171

Posonko,William J. 196

Potvin, Jeremy P. 104, 203

Poulin Jr, Ronald J. 201

Pound, Gregory T. 221

Powerlifting Team 302

Powers, Christopher F. 1 47

Poyant, Brian Paul 335

Prasse, Tomaro L. 98, 174

Pratt, Douglas Gilbert
18, 20, 324, 346

Pratt, Rebecca L. 201

Presley, Sharon Elizabeth 435

Preston, Kate 201

Price, Adam G. 183

Price, Douglas Alan 358

Price Jr, Thomas D. 149, 307

Price, Julie C. 146

Price, Kevin B. 2 1 8

Price-Williams, Timothy Scott 454

Prichard, Croig L. 160

Priest, Christina Noel 342

Prince, Marcus C. 1 83

Principi, Anthony J. 215

Pringle, Cameron S. 1 73

Pringle III,Williom D. 155

Proden, Mark P. 179

Promersberger, John M. 191

Protestant Choir 304

Pruce, Michael William 467

Pryor, David R. 207

Pryor III, Robert 193
Puckett, Joson E. 207

Pugh, Michael S. 200

Pulbrotek, John M.Jr 173

Pulley, Jeffrey M. 85, 203

Pultz, Aaron T. 203

Punziano, Carmine J. 204

Pupich, Samuel A. 1 75

Puri, Varun 194

Purul, Lisa A. 204

Pye, Mark Briscoe 342

Pyle, Erin P. 221, 317

Q
Quan Truong 1 47

Quatacker, Jeremy D. 223

Quatrara, Matthew J. 40, 1 97

Queen, Joson Aaron William 462

Queen, Jeffrey M. 195

Querol Jr, Moises M. 1 5 1

Quinn, Christopher T. 223

Quinonez, Eric P. 152

Quintana, Nora A. 1 65

Reinventing government?
Surrounded by forklifts of government paper waste, President Bill
Clinton and Vice President
Al Gore delivered a plan

to cut, consolidate and reshape fed
eral bureaucracy. This included phas
ing out 252,000 government jobs
through eaHy retirements, attrition
and retraining for private sectors.

The White House hopes to imple
ment the plan in the next few years.

Rabeni, Rachel F. 1 55

Rachael, Christopher Scott 474

Radcliff, Robert K. 155

Radermacher, Michael J. 1 49

Radford, James C. 29, 161

Radulski, Daniel Patrick 402

Rafnson, Gary B. 1 63

Rahm, Michael J. 155, 324

Roley, Jeremy A. 181

Ralston, Brian EhHich 483

Rombo, Michael K. 209

Ramierez, Michael 21, 386

Ramirez, Elvira Y. 1 65

Ramirez Jr, David 2 1 0

Ramos, Abel 1 8 1

Ramos, Jesus A. 1 72

Ramsey, David P. 2 1 3

Rond, Dennis S. 1 74

Randall, Marqus D. 225

Rondo, Dennis P. 193

Raney, Nicole H. 1 62

Ranger II, De Vere M. 195

Rankin, David G. 208
Ransom II, Samuel 76, 187

Rasmussen, Kirk James 454

Rasmussen, Michael G. 203

Rasmussen, Reid F. 199

Rossos, Seon M. 1 87

Ratcliff, Donald E. H. 215

Ratigon, Christopher R. 225

Ratliff, Andrew Gaylin 483

Rauls, Chad Alan 358

Rovitz, Shira A. 219, 307

Rowold, Brett A. 187

Rawlins,Wode James 446

Roy, Dovid C. 159

Rayburn, Rodney M. 168

Rayman, David E. 1 73

Roynoho, Michael Joseph 459

Reogon, Kirk L. 1 93

Rebmann, Jeremy David Oliver

20, 342

Recker, Christopher T. 1 68

Recognition 44

Reece, Brian L. 1 67

Reed, Kim N. 215

Reed, Michael Edward 435

Reed, Michael Gene 455

Reed, Nicholas J. 159

Reeder, Christopher J. 191

Reedy, Adam K. 206

Regan, Louro Ann 20, 366

Reid, Toni M. 167

Reiman, Adam D. 162

Reimann, Mark Daniel 446

Reimer, Robert D. 217

Reinert, William Mark 103, 418

Reinhart, Regina M. 1 64

Reitnauer, Tiffany Jayne 355

Remey Jr, Robert Allen 379

Renfro II, Robert Steven 430

Renfroe, Tisho R. 181

Rengel, Jeffrey Michael
347, 415, 502

Reniker, Shone M. 221

Renton, Jessica N. 115, 149

Reny, Stephen G. 2 1 8

Repak, Joson M. 187, 321

Restad, Christopher O. 186

Retka, Anthony Gerord 110, 351

Reuther, Deborah Leigh 455

Reutimon, Timothy J. 216

Rex, Travis D. 192

Reyes, Gerardo 2 1 3

Reyes, Jonathan A. 149

Reyes, Terrel J. 153, 276

Reyna, Gonzalo 1 67

Reynolds, Ashton Thomas i67

Reynolds, Christopher Troy 339

Reynolds, Joshua B. 165

Reynolds, Lt Colonel Michael F. 280

Rhoades Jr, David C. 1 93

Rhodes, Aaron L. 1 93

Rhone, Jon M. 178

Rhymer, Donald W. 166

Ribeiro, Paul D. G. 203

Rice, Christopher M. 171

Rice, Keisha D. 173

Richard, Joson J. 21 6

Richardson, Bloke E. 149

Richardson, Bryan Dent 443

Riche, Vincent Todd 455

Richie, David James 342

Rick, Jerod G. 175

Riddle, Justin A. 149

Rider Jr, Michael A. 183

Rider, Michael Garrett 474

Rider, Scott W. 225

Riedel, Dole A. 175

Rigglemon, W. C. 174

Rilovick, Christine Yvonne 1 1 7, 366

Rimsky, Michael S. 172

Rimstad,Jahn J. 181

Rineheort, Glenn A. 221

Ring Dance ('95) 494

Ringelberg, Erik M. 166

Rink, Corey J. 153

Rippen, Matthew G. 161

Rippon, Stephen J. 161
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Risdon, Jeffrey S. 1 67

Rishel, Jason T 206

Risko, Robert S. 222

Rittenhouse, Tilghman Lee 370

Ritzman, Michael Forrest 351

Rivera, Anthony A. 187

Rivera, Eric A. 224

Rivera, George 1 96

Rivers, Tamara S. 1 68

Rizzoli, Brian D. 106, 219

Roach, Nicholas Corr 390

Robba, Teoko J. 210

Robbert, Andrew F. 208

Robbins, Chad M. 147

Robbins, Todd A. 203

Roberson, Nicole R. 1 98

Roberts, ChaHes Phillip 41 1

Roberts, Marcus L. 1 48

Roberts, Randall L. 76, 167

Roberts, Theodore G. 1 93

Robertson, Cedric Antoine 463

Robertson, Seon William 355

Robinson, Clayton E. 171

Robinson, Jennifer Leo 115, 346

Robinson, Juon A. 152

Robinson, Mark S. 133, 140, 223

Robinson, William Christopher 41 9

Roche, John D. 225

Rochlitz, Blaine Landry 346

Rockers, Kyle M. 166

Rockhold, Eric J. 163

Rockwell, Lisa N. 187

Rodeo Club 322

Rodgers, Blake C. 200, 258
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s
einfeld takes home three Emmys
Jerry, Elaine, George and Kramermade it into theOld BoysClub of
sitcomswhen their show Seinfeld took home three EmmyAwards on
Sept. 29. The show about a comic's misadventures with his three

friend was named best

comedy series, while
Michael Richards

(Kramer) got best

supporting actor in a

comedy. Some critics
say that "Seinfeld" is
about nothing,
Jerry's responsewas:
" It's a show about ev

erything. That is the
some as nothing."
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LN.
intervenes in Somalia

In 1 992, we saw pictures of starving children in Somalia; in
1 993, the pictures changed to those of fighting adults as the

W country descended into feudalism. Mogadishu remained a

city divided, waHordAliMahdi Mohamed held the north while rival Mohamed
Farah Aidid held the south. Their struggle for power killed more than

350,000 people through fighting and famine. Aidid became the U.N.'s bete
noir after he alleg-
' edly ordered an at

tack on a group of
Pakistani peace

keepers. The U.N.
launched a manhunt
for Aidid that lasted
until an Oct. 3 battle.
The battle, which left
1 8 Americans, one
Malaysian and 300
Somalis dead halted
the aid to only essen
tial military convoys.
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Villalpando, Mario C. 86, 1 89

Villarreal, Miguel E. 183

Villello, MoHhew Christian 85, 355

Vincent, John ChaHes 375

Vincent, Justin M. 173

Vincent, Kevin Robert 467

Vineyard, Grant T. 1 69

Vinyard, Andrea C. 203

Violet, Peter J. 209

Vires, Travis ScoH 386

Virgil, Todd C. 182

Vitas, Joson Alan 120, 416

Vitt, Peter D. 1 83, 307

Vo, Thu-Tam Thi 359

Voellger, Gina Elise 463

Vogel, Christopher Cornell 459

Vogel, Nathan J. 216

Void, Eric Michael 407

Volleyball (Women's) 82

Volpe, Clifton P. 192

volunteer 250

Vondrak, David Michael 321, 347

Vuchetich, Norman P. 1 63

Wainwright, Melissa L. 2 1 9

Waite, Michael J. 180

Wales, Stephen Keith 255, 355
Walker, Daniel G. 205

Walker, Helen J. 211

Walker, James M. 205

Walker, Michael D. 76, 181

Walker, Scott W. 179

Walker, Shaio H. 191

Walker, Shako M. 209

Walker, Steven D. 76, 186

Walker, Thomas J. 202

Wall, Brian M. 1 94

Wall, Matthew E. 76, 204

Wall, Michael Joseph 43 1

Waller, Tracy L. 171

Walley, Anthony W. 159

Wallmon, Erick J. 155

Walls, Daniel P. 165

Walpert,William Brooks 382

Walrath, Nicholas K. 223

Walser, Stacy E. 203

Walsh, David J. 188

Walter, Andrew J. 157

Walthall, Oliver Karsten 407

Waltz, Keith D. 151

Wamhoff Jr, James William 424

Wander, Brian C. 1 75

Word, Joson T 158

Ward, Jeffrey B. 173

Word, Patrick R. 151

Word, Steven Roy 407
Word,William N. 213

Waring, Brett A. 171

Waring, Paul K. 174

Warlick II, Philip O. 187

Worme, Eric A. 1 47

w

Wachholtz,Wendy Lynn 18, 352

Wachter, Christopher M. 181

Wacker, Robert S. 19, 170

Wodos, James J. 76, 146

Wodd, Matthew F. 222

Wode, Kevin Patrick 379

Wageman, Richard John

18, 32, 324, 371

Wagie, Col David A. 1 7

Wagner, Down R. 207, 307

Wagner Jr, Paul Allyn 1 04, 467

Wagner, Michael F. 221

Wohlman, Heidi R. 172, 329

Warner, Clinton Frank 427

Warner, Steven S. 1 73

Washington, Willie E. 163

Woshnock, Mikkel J. 201

Wasilausky, Daniel J. 144

Waskow, Mark D. 221

Wasylik, Robyn Lynn 382

Water Haze. See Water Survival
Water Survival 59

Waterpolo 89

Waters, Scott G. 201

Watkins, Brian K.

71, 75, 76, 77, 172
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ildfires scar S. California
Causing at least $1 billion in damages, 26 wildfires swept
through Southern California in 1993. These fires destroyed
1,150 homes, burned 200,000 acres, injured nearly 200

people and left four
dead. Adding to the
horror of the fires,
authorities said that
1 9 of them were

started by arsonists.

A $250,000 reward
was offered for in

formation leading to
the arrest and con

viction of the culprit
or culprits. :olor



Watkins, Korey B. 223

Watkins, Ronald Russell

123, 125, 471

Watson, Andrew D. M. 209

Watson, Jeffrey D. 224

Watson Jr,Frank W. 181, 324, 325

Watson, Kevin John 375

Watson, Steven Gory 451

WoHers, Frederick D. 1 45

WoHs, Jeremy R. 171

Way, Brian E. 215

Wayne, the linen guy 237

Woypa, Brian A. 210

Weorren, Ernest L. 206, 302

Weatherred, Julie D. 199

Weaver, Kevin G. 166

Weaver, Motthew W. 1 7 1

Weber, David W. 192,521
Weber, Valorie A. 155

Wee, Pee 76

Weeks, Jeffrey R. 156

Weems, Max C. 20, 152

Wegner, Wode A. 170

Weisner, Brent E. 187

Weissert, Matthew D. 225

Welch, Christopher S. 181

Welch, Ryan J. 174

Weldon, Virginia-Mario 329, 439

Wellen, Justin B. 219

Wellmon.John A. 167

Wells, Jomes 54

Wells Jr, Linwood E. 221

Wells, Kevin M. 214

Wells, Vincent 194

Welsh, Dustin Conner 475

Welsh, Kristen Marie 386

Welsh, Sean T. 174

Welter, Timothy M. 213

Wempe, Michael K. 215

Wendler, Christian Aguilar 375
Wendt, Kurt Alan 18, 431

Wenell, Peter A. 196

Weninger, Brett A. 224

Went, James D. E. 197

Wenthe, Mathew C. 145

Wenthur, Brent D. 187

Wesenberg, Alan John 343

West, George 270

West, Monique N. 192

West, Tracy Lonce 347, 463

Westfall, Tina Lynn 367

Weston, Scott Andrew 335

Wetherington, Beth Joy 1 9

Wharton, Stacy A. 200

Wharton, William H. 164

WhotcoH, Jored N. 169

Wheeler II, John Charles 396
Wheeler Jr,Jon S. 207, 324

Wheeler, Kristin S. 155

Wheeler, Monica Sue 492

Whiat, Andrew K. 19, 188

White, Abigail L. 95, 151

White, Christian R. 2 1 9

White, Diono M. 161, 317

White, Jomes D. 215

White, Jeffrey J. 178

White, Jerome K. 200

White Jr, Philip A. 218

White, Lynelle N. 213

White, MoHhew H. 171

Whitehead, Justin R. 149

Whirfield, Jeffrey E. 181

Whirfill, Lonce Dovid 475

Whitlow, Reagan K. 180

Whitmarsh, Steven Edward 399

Whitney, Matthew R. 1 40, 141, 222

Whittaker, Kevin A. 206, 272

Whittingham, Sara A. 221

Wichers, Curtis Jomes 471

Wickering, Bryan J. 146

Wickert, Douglas P. 182

Wickramasinghe, Viresh K. 151

Widnall, The Honorable Dr. Sheila

12, 500, 501

Wieland, Justin B. 151

Wier, Stephen D. 202

Wierzbanowski, Jason B. 194

Wies, Danny 76

Wiesmann Jr, Donald Edward

347, 451

Wigdahl, Alan J. 207, 324

Wiggins, Steven B. 171, 243

Wilcox, Christopher M. 153

Wilcox, Daniel R. 103, 190

Wilcox, Eriko B. 159

Wilcox, John D. 170

Wilds, Travis S. 206

Wiles, Andrew C. 207

Wiley, James C. 183

Wiley, Jonathan M. 189

Wilkerson, Brandon L. 76, 1 73

Wilkins, Jeanne Eileen 20, 352

Wilkins, Lonce Alan 407

Wilko, Anthony L. 169

Willcox, Tracy J. 202

William Dovid 351

Williams, Audrey 447

Williams, Brice J. 160

Williams, Christopher J. 195

Williams, Dovid Brian 371

Williams, Ike H. 147

Williams, Jeffrey Monroe 435

Williams, Kevin L. 76, 188

Williams, Michael D. 187

Williams, Sarah C. 193

Williams, Stacy D. 205

Williamson, Dovid A. 188

Williamson, Robert A. 1 69

Willingham, Paul B. 197

Willis, Darren M. 163

Willits, Brian L. 203

Wilmer, James M. 151

Wilson, Estel Jerry 383

Wilson, Nikole L 177

Wilson, Paul J. 210

Wilson,Walter J. 191

Wilt, Aaron N. 221

Wimberiy, Amber Jane 41 1

Windholz, Chad L. 169

Winebrener, Dovid J. 149

Wings of Blue 324

Wings Of Green 324

Winkler, Derek J. 169

Winner, James Michael

290, 291, 363

Winters, Tobin G. 181

Winterton, Phillip C. 1 77

Wirtanen, Christopher J. 168

Wirthlin, Joseph Robert 427

Witkowski, David John 427

Colophon
For those of you that are interested in finding out

about the background ofthis production read on ... the
cover is a combination of Weathered Blue #876

sturdite that was quarter-bound on the bottom with a

four-color spiral pattern. The foil on the cover is mylar
#407 while the printed lettering is Pantone 5405. The
endsheets are recycled (our attempt to help the envi

ronment) 80 pound Birch stock #701 .

The guts of the book are printed on 80 pound
signature gloss paper. Most of the signature are full

color except those that are in the squadrons section,

gallery section and the index which are in black and

white.
All of the background colors that were used are

either Pantone papers or "special handmade papers"
that we found at different mailorder shops and places
around Colorado Springs.

We used a virtual plethora of types and conse

quently we had many type traumas as the computer

and the printer couldn't agree on how they should look
printed. The body and captions throughout the entire
book are Futura. The headlines and subheads varied
from section to section and included: Arial, Bell MT,
Britannica Bold, Contemporary Brush, Elephant,
Eurostile, Impact, New Calidonia, Onyx, Parade,
Peignot Medium, Times New Roman.
We did the entire layout and design of the book on

Pagemaker 5.0 while the graphics were done on Aldus
Freehand; due to much complaining about "lack of

power" future graphics will be done on Corral Draw ...

bettter late than never guys!
As for the human factors engineering aspects of

producing this book, there were more than 30 cadets
who helped with some aspect of the book. We kept
them motivated by ungodly amounts of food, thank
goodness for soda, chips, cookies, Burger King and

pizza

Rc^ciefined \
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Witkowsky, Brian D. 157

Wittrock, Michael Francis 420

Woerner, Ryan E. 190

Wohlwend, Christian S. 163

Wojtowicz, John A. 1 75

Wojtowicz, Paul M. 214, 248

Wolfe, Mark R. 151
Wolfsondle Jr, ChaHes A. 189
Wolinski Jr,John T. 205

Wollard, Jason Zachary 447

Woller, Timothy G. 20, 172

Womick, Christopher Forrest 347

Wood, Brandon C. 205

Wood, Gregory Russell 19, 21, 391

Wood, James Carlton 435

Wood, Mark Fulton 471

Wood, Paul C. 170

Wood, Zachary Adam 316, 412
Woodruff Jr, Richard Lloyd 408
Woods, Kenneth Oliver 435
Woods, Patrick James 475

Woods, Steven Perry 427
Woods, Thaddeus R. 187
Wooten III, Edward M. 19, 21, 220

Word, Jennifer T S. 201

Worley, Joson C. 211

Worley, Jimmy Carroll 76, 140, 488

Worth, Carrie L. 147

Woyte, Joseph C. 179

Wright, Colette Lenora 355

Wright, Eric Wayne 363

Wright, Jonothon Lawrence 403

Wright, Parker H. 217

Wright, Robin C. 108, 213

Wroblewski, Jason W. 222

Wunder, Michael G. 196

Wylie, Alexander Michael 391

Wynn, Matthew W. 2 1 9

Wysack, Benjamin A. 1 97

Wyse, George R. 2 1 1

Yandell, Saxon Thomas 71, 76, 444

Yope, Eric M. 1 72
Yates Jr, Archer M. 211

Yearbook Staff 326

Yeatts, Jason D. 183

Yee, Edward 2 1 1

Yee, Kenneth Edward 492

Yerkes, Rustin T. 207

Yetman Jr, Mark T. 161

Yi, Michael S. 163

Yoschak, Gregory J. 1 93

Young, Eddie L. 1 76

Young, Elizabeth A. 168

Young, Ion A. 1 A7

Young, Wayne Donovan

20, 75, 76, 339

Young,William M. 76, 150

Youngblood, Adam O. 173

Younger, Derek J. A. 198, 279
"You're a Good Man Chariie Brown"
314

Yu, Toe Song 479

Yun, ChaHes C. 252

Zaleski, Vincent 1 77

Zamisko, Matthew J. 221

Zamora, Roel 272, 273, 371

Zamzow, Scottie Lee 285, 367
Zowodo, Brian John 21, 455
Zeiner, Zachary Blair 19, 21, 399
Zeman, Michael J. 165

Zerba,Eben M. 171

Zihmer, Eric J. 158, 308

Zionic, Ann E. 109, 201

Zirkel, James Jevon 492

Zobrist, Kurt Jeffrey 2 1 , 447

Zochert, Jacob A. 207

Zoellner, Brian K. 1 89

Zubowicz, Steven Mark 375

Zuhike, Christopher J. 152

Zullo, Brian D. 193

Zurbrugg, KoH D. 123, 186

Zutt, William Andrew 45 1

Zwyer, Jomes D. 92, 208

Giving creditwhere credit is due ... Jeb weii dene!
Another year has passed and once again the Polaris yearbook staff managed to put together a book

to record the year's events. This year, the book's production took on a new twist, there were the old veterans
on both editing staff and photography staff that led the way however, the staff also attracted (and kept)
the talents of many from the Class of 1 997. Thanks so much you first-year-staffers (you know who you are)
we couldn't have done it without youl

Once again Mike Brevard kept us on track by doing his section and playing Mr. Computer Support,
he graduates in a year ... the staff is hoping to make his first assignment here (just a joke Mike). Scott Morris
also deserves a quick mention, he not only took pictures but he became Sports Guy when the editor bailed
out - great job. Although their clan has already been mentioned special thanks go out to Jen Tipton and

Christophe Vasquez, between the two of them they helped on every aspect of the book! The best is yet
to come you two!

Another big thank you goes out to the entire photography staff, withoutyou people, the main ingredient
of this book would have been missing. You all did a good job to get the photos we needed. It helped us

more than you know.
In addition special recognition goes outto Mrs. Rhonda Cochran for volunteering her time to help write

articles. She was a real asset to the staff ... and speaking of assets the hard work and dedication of
lieutenants Rob Blissett, Joe Gordon and Rob Sepp was a blessing in disguise. You guys were great ... now
the only question that remains is where were you guys these past four school years?!

Once again a big thank you and congratulations goes out to all of the staff members who weren't
mentioned individually; we appreciate you! Job well done!

Tr-adi tict .
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The 1 993-94 Polaris
Editing Staff

Mike Brevard '95 Mike Grunwald '94
Squadrons Editor Academics Design
Layout Contribution Firstie Design
Contributing Writer Contributing Writer

Cotnputer Support
Computer Entry

Marcus Gregory '95 Don Hill '97
Military Editor Contributing Writer

Scott Morris '95 Ion Tote '97

Sporls Guy Contributing Writer

Caption Writer

Jennifer Tipton '97
Beth Roland '95

Clubs Editor

Contributing Writer

Layout Contributions
June Week Design
Contributing Writer

Aaron Barnes '97
Computer Entry TracyWaller '97

Contributing Writer
Ben Boyd '97

Layout Contributions
Caption Writer Christophe

Aurelia Dillard '97 Vasquez '97
Closing DesignContributing Writer

O Folio Design
Reese "Rusty" Divider Page Design

Evers '97 Gallery Design
Layout Contributions Opening Design
Contributing Writer Contributing Writer

Amoro Fotenos, Polaris Adviser
Bill Scharton, Chief of Cadet Wing Media
Rocio Causey, Administrative Assistant

The 1993-94 Polaris
Photography Staff

ChristopherHarris'94 Scott Morris '95
Photography Editor Assistant Photography Editor

Jeff Babinski '94 Dan Hill '97
Ben Boyd '97 Bob Knowlton '96

Mehdi Darakjy '97 PJ. Pelkington '94
Aurelia Dillard '97 Derek Schin '95
Brian Fallis '96 Jennifer Tipton '97
Morty Gaupp '94 Scott Weston '94

Marcus Gregory '95 KevinWhittaker '95
Chris Grosjean '95

Redefined
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